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1993-94 Databook 
Solutions with Speed 

Comlinear Corporation, located in Fort Collins, Colorado, is a 
manufacturer and supplier of high-performance analog signal 
processing components. Com linear's signal conditioning product 
line includes high-speed hybrid and monolithic operational 
amplifiers, buffers, and clamping amplifiers. The data converter 
product line includes track/hold amplifiers and analog-to-digital 
converters. The corporate philosophy is to focus development on 
products that make a significant contribution toward solving 
customer problems. The result has been the ever-expanding line 
of high-performance products included in the following pages. 

The company is housed in a custom-built facility, which is DESC 
certified to MIL-STD-1772. Manufacturing, Quality Assurance, 
Research and Development, Administration and Marketing are 
centered in this location. 

Comlinear's proprietary signal processing components are sold 
worldwide to a diverse group of commercial, industrial and 
military customers. Representative application areas include 
communications (satellite systems, radar, fiber optics), avionics 
(electronic counter measures, instrumentation), video (high 
resolution displays, video processing and distribution), and 
automatic test equipment. 

Comlinear believes that a deeply-rooted dedication to quality is a 
critical path to customer satisfaction. Statistical process control 
and team quality concepts are approaches used throughout the 
company to improve quality in activities ranging from new product 
releases to order processing to shipping. It is only through this 
comprehensive approach to quality that lasting improvements in 
all product and service areas can be achieved. 

Comlinear's goal is to offer our customers superior products with 
quality and service second to none. 

rfi"rFllComlinear 
~Corporation 



DISCLAIMER INFORMATION 

Warning-Life Support Systems 

Com linear's products are not authorized for use in life support devices or systems without 
express written authorization from the President of Comlinear Corporation. Life support 
devices or systems are those which are intended to support or sustain life, and whose 
failure to perform when properly used in accordance with the instructions provided can 
be reasonably expected to result in significant personal injury or death to the user. 

LIMITATION ON WARRANTY AND REMEDIES 

Comlinear makes no warranty with respect to its products except as expressly set forth 
in its standard conditions of sale. AU implied warranties, including any implied warranty 
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are hereby disclaimed. Any warranty 
extended on Com linear products is limited to the replacement of the defective component 
and does not cover personal injury, property damage, or incidental, consequential or 
speCial damages. 

DISCLAIMER 

Information on aU products and services furnished herein by Comlinear Corporation is 
believed to be accurate and reliable at the time of this printing. Comlinear reserves the 
right to make changes to its products and specifications at any time without notice. 
Comlinear Corporation does not assume responsibility for the use of the products 
described herein. 

The products in this databook are covered under one or more of the following patents: 
4,358,739; 4,502,020; 4,628,279; 4,639,685; 4,713,628; 4,757,275; 4,766,367; 4,780,689; 
5,049,653 (other patents pending). 

January 1993 
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Modular Series 

Model'" 
-3db Bandwidth Gain' Gain Flatness Rin & ROut Output at-ldB Gain Rise & Fall Overload Recovery Group Deviation from 

(MHz) (dB) (db 10 MHz) (n) Compression (+dBm@MHz) Time (nsec) Time (nsec) Delay (nsec) Linear Phase (0) 

CLC100 500 20 ± 0.05 10 300 50 12@500 0.600 <2 1.4 1 

CLC102 250 15 ± 0.410 200 50 26 @ 100 1.6 - 2.3 1 

Gain bandwidth input output Vout! lout power 
Model'" (matched load) Po", impedance impedance (matched load) supply range 

(dB) (MHz,dBm) (n) (n) (V,mA) (V) 

CLC140 20 500,10 50 50 ± 1.25, ± 15 ±510±16 

CLC142 15 (inv.) 250,18 50 50 ± 10, ± 250 ±1210±16 

CLCI43 15 (inv.) 220,18 50 50 ±10,±250 ±1210±16 

CLCI44 14 1100,12 50 50 ± 1.5, ± 35 ±910±16 

CLC146 0 220,10 FET 50 or 75 ±5, ± 100 ±1010±16 

Gain bandwidth input output V"" (open load) power 
Model'" (open load) Po", Impedance impedance I .. , supply range 

(VJV;) (MHz,dBm) (n) (n) (V,mA) (V) 

CLC160 51020 170,18 50101k 5010200 ±10,±200 ±10,lo±16 

CLC162 2105 250,10 50101k 50101k ±10,±100 ±510±16 

CLC163 51040 170,10 50101k 50101k ±10,±100 ±510±16 

CLC166 101040 170,10 5010200 50101k ±10,±50 ±510±16 

CLC167 101040 150,10 5010200 50101k ± 10, ±200 ±1010±16 

NOTE: THE OUTPUT MUST NOT BE OVERDRIVEN FOR THESE PARTS. THEREFORE THE MAXIMUM ±V;, WILL BE ± ( Iv" 1-4V)/A., 
----------------

Unity-Gain and Linear Amplifiers (typical specifications, + 25°C, R. = SOn) 
Model'" Key Features - 3db Bandwidth Gain Full PowerBW Harmonic Distortion SeUlingTime Output Slew Rate Output Offset 

(MHz) (VN) (MHz @ Vpp, RL) (dBc @ 20MHz, 2V.,,) (nsec, 'Yo) (V,mA) (V1~sec) Drifl(mV,~VfC) 

CLC104 Very Wideband 1100 14dB 1050 @ 2, 50 -44,-43 1.2,0.8 1.5,40 6000 50,375 
Linear Amp 

CLC110 Closed-Loop Design 730 0.97 90@5,100 -65, -65 5,0.2 4,70 800 2,20 
Low Dislortion 

CLCl14 Quad Buffer 200 0.97 95, @ 2, 100 -50, -58 10,0.1 4,25 450 .5,9 
Low Power 

CLCl15 Quad Buffer 700 0.99 270 @ 4, 100 -62, -62 12,0.1 60 2700 2,25 
High Speed 

Equivalent Input 
Package 

Noise (~V'm.) 

20 
1.9" X 4.14" 

Mach. Alum. Case 

46 
3.0" X 3.0" 

Mach. Alum. Case 

output input 
current voltage 

(rnA) (V) 

±20 ±0.5 

±250 ±2 

±250 ±2 

±40 ±0.5 

± 150 ±Vcc 

output input 
current voltage 
(rnA) (V) 

±250 ±Vcc 

± 150 ±6 

± 150 nole 1 

±75 note 1 

±200 nole 1 

Test Versions1 

Conditions J E I K M 8 L 

RL50L! 
V,,= ±15V ..J 

RL = 100L! 
V" = ±5V ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 

RL= 100L! 
V" = ±5V ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 

RL = 100L! 
V" = ±5V ..J ..J ..J ..J • 
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Operational Amplifiers (typical specifications, +25°C) 
- 3dB Bandwidth (MHz) 

Model 1,3 Key Features Gain Range Full Power BW 
1A,,1=4 IA,I = 20 1A,,1=40 (A., = VI',) (MHz @ V pp' RL) 

CLC103A High Oulpul Currenl 170 150 130 ±11040 80 @ 20, 100 

CLC203A High Output Current 180 160 130 ± 1 to 50 60 @ 20, 100 

CLC200A General Purpose 100 95 90 ± 110 50 25 @ 20, 200 

CLC201A Low Offset and Drift 100 95 90 ± 1 to 50 50 @ 20, 200 

CLC220A General Purpose 200 190 160 ± 1 to 50 100 @ 10,200 

CLC221A Low Offset and Drift 200 170 120 ± 1 to 50 130 @ 10,200 

CLC205A Overdrive Protected 190 170 120 +7to+50 100 @ 10,200 
Low Power -1to-50 

CLC206A Overdrive Protected 200 180 90 +7to+50 70 @ 20,200 
100mA Output Current -1 to-50 

CLC207 Low Distortion 250 170 90 +7to+50 100 @ 10,200 
-1 to-50 

CLC300A Low Cost 105 85 70 + 1 to 40 45 @ 20, 100 
100mA Output Current 

CLC231A Low Gain IA)= 1 1A.,1=2 1A,,1= 5 ±1 t05 95 @ 10, 100 
Buff-Amp'" Low Power 165 165 120 

CLC232 Low Distortion IA"I= 1 1A.,1=2 1A,,1= 5 ±1105 95 @ 10,100 
220 175 110 

CLC400 Low Cost IA)= 1 IA.,I= 2 1A,,1=8 ± 1108 50 @ 5100 
Low Power 220 200 60 

CLC401 Low Cost 1A,,1=7 1A,,1=20 1A,,1= 50 ±7t050 100 @5, 100 
Low Power 180 150 75 

CLC402 14-Bit Accurate IA,I=l 1A,,1=2 1A,,1= 8 ±1108 80@5, 100 
Low Offset and Drift 260 190 85 

CLC404 High Full-Power BW lA" 1= 2 1,,1= 6 1A,,1=20 +210+21 165 @ 5, 100 
Low Power, High Slew 165 175 60 -lto-20 

CLC406 Low Cost 1A.,1=2 1,,1=6 1A,,1= 10 ± 110 10 130 @5, 100 
Low Power 180 160 100 

CLC409 Very 1A,1=2 1,,1=6 1A,,1= 10 ±110 10 110@ 5, 100 
Wideband <150 150 100 

CLC410 High-Speed Video 1"1= 1 1,,1= 2 1A,,1=8 ± 1108 50@5,100 
Op Amp with Disable 220 200 60 

CLC411 High-Speed Video IA,I= 1 1,,1=2 1A,,1= 10 ±1 to 10 75 @ 15, 100 
Op Amp with Disabler 275 200 37 

CLC412 Dual Amp 1,,1=2 ±11010 105@4, 100 
Low Power 320 

CLC414 Quad Amp IA,I=2 1,,1= 6 IA"I-l0 ± 110 10 55 @5, 100 
Low Power 70 90 60 

CLC415 Quad Amp IA,I=2 1,,1=6 1A,,1= 10 ±1 to 10 120 @ 5, 100 
High Speed 180 160 140 

-_. 

Versions 
1 

SeHlIngTime Output Slew Rate Input Offset Test 
(nsec, '¥o) (V,mA) (VI~sec) Drift (mV, ~VrC) Conditions J E I K M 8 L 

10,0.4 ± 11,200 6000 10,50 RL = 100n V V 
V~=±15V 

15,0.2 ± 11, 200 6000 0.5,5 RL = 100n V V 
V", =± 15V 

18,0.1 ± 12,100 4000 10,35 RL = 200n V V 
25,0.02 V",=±15V 

18,0.1 ± 12, 100 4000 0.5,5 RL = 200n V V 
30,0.02 .V",=±15V 

8, .01 ± 12, 50 7000 10,35 RL =200n V V 
15,0.02 V",=±15V 

15,0.1 ± 12,50 6500 0.5,5 RL =200n V V 
18,0.02 V~=±15V 

22,0.1 ± 12, 50 2400 3.5,11 RL = 200n v v v 
24,0.05 V",=±15V 

19,0.1 ±12,100 3400 3.5,11 RL =200n v v v 
22,0.05 V~=±15V 

24,0.05 ± 12, 150 2400 3.5,11 RL = 200n v v v 
Vee =±15V 

20,0.8 ±10,100 3000 10,25 RL = lOOn v 
V,,=±15V 

12,0.1 ±11,100 3000 1,10 RL = lOOn v v v 
15,0.05 V",=±15V 

15,0.05 ± 12,100 3000 1,10 RL = lOOn v v v 
V =+15V 

12,0.05 ± 3.5, 70 700 (N!) 2,20 RL = loon v v v v v 
1600 (IN) V =±5V 

10.0.1 ± 3.5, 70 1200 3,20 RL = 100n v v v v v 
V",=±5V 

25, 0.0025 ± 3.5,55 800 0.5,3.0 RL = 100n v v v v v 
V =±5V 

10,0.2 ± 3.3, 70 2600 2.0,30 RL = 100n v v v v v 
V",=±5V 

12, 0.05 ± 2.7,70 1500 2,30 RL = 100n v v v v v 
V =±5V 

8, 0.1 ± 3.5, 70 1200 0.5,25 RL = loon v v v v v 
V",=±5V 

12, 0.05 ± 3.5, 70 700 (NI) 2,20 RL = 100n v v v v v 
1600 (IN) V",=±5V 

15, 0.1 ±4.5,70 2300 2,30 RL = 100n v v v . . 
V",=±15V 

12, 0.05 ± 2.2,70 1300 2,30 RL = 100n v . . . . 
V~=±5V 

16,0.1 ± 2.8, 70 1000 2,30 RL = 100n v v v v v 
Vee =±5V 

12, 0.1 ± 2.6,70 1500 2,20 RL = lOOn v v v v v 
V",=±5V 
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Operational Amplifiers (typical specifications, +2S0C) 

Modell. 3 Key Features - 3dB Bandwidth (MHz) Gain Range Full PowerBW Settling Time Output Slew Rate Input Offset Test 
Versions1 

(A,=VoN.) (MHz@Vpp,RL) (nsec, %) (V,mA) (V1~sec) Drift (mV,~VrC) Conditions J E I K M 8 L 

CLC420 Voltage Feedback IA,I=l IA,I=2 IA,I=5 ± 11010 40@5, 100 18,0.01 3.2,70 1100 0,5,4/1,3 RL ± 1000 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Low Gain 300 100 25 Vee = ±5V 

CLC422 Voltage Feedback IA,I=30 IA,I=40 IA,I=50 ±30 to ±200 200@5, 100 17,0.2 ±3.8,70 2300 0.8,2 RL ± 1000 ~ "J ..j ~ ~ 
High Gain 250 200 120 Vee = ±5V 

CLC425 Ultra Low Noise IA,I=20 IA,I=40 ±10 to ±1000 TBD 22,0.1 3.4,90 350 0.1,3 RL ± 1000 ~ ~ . . . 
Wide band Op Amp 85 40 Vee = ±5V 

CLC430 Low Gain Op Amp IA,I=l IA,I=2 IA,I=10 ± 1 to 10 27@10, 100 35,0.05 ±8,85 2000 2,25 RL± 1000 ~ ~ ~ ~ -.J 
with Disable 48 55 19 Vcc=±15 

CLC501 Clamped Output IA,I=8 IA,I=20 IA,I=32 +7to+50 80@5, 100 12,0.05 ±3.5,70 1200 1.5,10 RL ± 1000 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
1 nsec Overload Recovery 165 120 80 -lto-50 V",=±5V 

CLC502 Clamped Output, Low IA,I=l IA,I=2 IA,I=8 + 110 8 65@5, 100 25,0.0025 ±3.5,55 800 0.5,3.0 RL ± 1000 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Offset, 14-bit Settling 190 150 75 V", = ±5V 

CLC505 Very Low Pro- IA,I=6 IA,I=6 IA,I=6 + 2 to + 21 80@5,500 14, 0.05 ±3.3,25 1200 3.0,40 Icc = 3ArnA ~ ..j ~ ..j ~ 
grammable Supply CurrenV 50 100 150 -110 -20 Vcc=±5V 
Power (1 OmW-l OOmW) Icc1mA 1",3.4mA Icc9rnA 

High Power Amplifiers (typical specifications, +2SoC, RL = SOn) 
Model'" Key Features - 3dB Bandwidth Large Signal 2nd13rd Harmonic Distortion IdBc) Rise Time Input Offset Gain Rout Output Versions1 

(MHz) Bandwidth 10dBm (2Vpp) 24dBm 10Vpp) (nsec) Drift (mV,~V1'C) Range Range (0) (V,mA) 
(MHz@Vpp) 20MHz 100Mhz 20MHz 100MHz (VN) I K M 8 

CLC560 High-power, 215 120@10Vpp(24dBm) ~0/~2 -54/-44 - 461-38 -33/-25 1.6 2.0,35 +5to+80 25nt02000 ± 10V, 200mA ~ ~ 
adjustable output (50MHz) 

CLC561 
impedence 

215 150@10Vpp(24dBm) -59/~2 -35/-49 -501-41 -40/-30 1.5 2.0,35 +510+80 25nt02000 ± 10V, 200mA ..j ~ 

Variable Gain Amplifiers (typical specifications, + 2So C) 
ModeP,3 Key Features -3(dB) Bandwidth (MHz) Gain Adjust Signal Full Power BW Settling Time Output Slew Rate Output Offset Version' 

Signal Channel Control Chan. Range (dB) Non-Linearity (\'0) (MHz@Vpp,RL) (nsec, %) (V,mA) (V/~sec Drift (mV,~VrC) J E I K M 8 L 

CLC520 Voltage Controlled 160 100 -40 0.04 140 @ 4, 100 12,0.1 ±3.5,70 2000 40,100 ~ ~ . . 
Gain (AGC) 

CLC522 Variable Gain 165 165 -40 0.04 150 @ 5, 100 18,0.1 ±4,70 2000 25,100 ~ -.J . 
Amplifier (VGA) 

Analog Multiplexers (typical specifications, +2S°C) 

Model" 3 
Switching Input Crosstalk Settling Settling 2nd Harmonic 3rd Harmonic Digital Versions' 

Channels Speed Voltage Rejection Time to Time to Distortion Distortion Interface Features 
(ns) Range (dB) 0.01% 0.0025% (dBc) (dBc) J E t K M 8 L 

CLC 532 2:1 6 ±3.4V - 80 17ns 35ns - 80 - 86 TTUECL Buffered inpuVoulpul ~ ..j ..j ..j 

CLC 533 4:1 7 ±3.4V - 80 17ns - 80 - 86 TTUECL Buffered inpuVoutpul ~ ~ ..j ..j 

I 



Analog to Digital Converters (typical specifications, + 25°C) 
Model'" Resolution Sampling Input Differential Spurious Free Signal SNR (excl. Dynamic Digital Power Architecture Features Versions' 

(Bits) Rate Voltage Non-Linearit) Range SFSR (dB) harmonics) Test Inter- Dissipa-
(MSPS) Range (LSB's) (dB) Conditions face tion(W) C J I 

CLC9228 12 dcto 10 ±IV 0,35 66.6 66.6 F, =10MSPS TTL 4.1 ±SV ~ 
Fie =4.996MHz Sub-system 

FS =-ldB 

CLC9258 12 de to 10 2Vpp over a 0.35 66.8 66.6 F, =10MSPS TTL 4,2 Complete Internal ~ 
-2Vto + 2V Fio =4.996MHz 

sub-system T/H and 
range FS =-1 dB reference 

CLC935 12 dcto 15 ±1V 0.7 7S.0 66.3 F, =ISMSPS 
has gain 

ECL 5.2 Complete and offset ~ 
Fio =7.227MHz 

Sub-system adjust 
FS =-ldS 

CLC936 12 dcto 20 ±1V 0.7 65.0 64.0 F, =20MSPS ECL 5.4 Complete ~ 
Fio =9.685MHz Sub-system 

FS =-ldS 

93 

4 CLC937 dc to 25.6 65.0 62.0 F, =25.6MSPS 6.4 Internal ~ 
Fio =9.685MHz T/H and 

FS = IdS reference 

CLC9S0 12 dc to 25.6 ±1V 1.0 65.0 64.0 F, =25.6MSPS 1.9 Complex Internal ~ ~ 
Fio =9.685MHz TIUECL Monolithic T/H 

FS = ldB 

94 ';'4 

Track + Hold Amplifiers (typical specifications, + 250 C, RL = Rs = 500, V cc = ± 15V) 
H-to-T T-to-H Effective Aperture 3dB Pedestal Feedthrough Versions 

Madel'" Acquistion TimeT Settling Time Aperture Jitter Bandwidth Slew Rate Offset Rejection Output Digital 
Tolerance to 1 mV (nsec) Delay (nsec) (psec,mJ (MHz) (VlMS) (mV) (dB at20MHz) (±V,mA) Control J I K M L 

CLC940 10,1.0 
12 2.5 1 FLash·Track" 16,0,1 

CLC942 
20,0.1 

5 -1.5 1,4 
25,0.01 

NOTES: 
1The version designation indicates the temperature range and screening !evel: 

version temperature screening 
C: O'C to + 70'C commercial 
J: - 40'C: to + 85'C industrial 
I: - 40'C: to + 8S'C industrial: hybrid 
E: - 40'C: to + 8S'C commercial SOIC 
K: - 5S'C to + 12S'C high-reliability industrial hybrid 
L: - SS'C to + 12S'C dice 
M: - SS'C to + 125'C hybrid: high-reliability military 
8: - S5'C to + 12S'C MIL-STD-883 compliant 

See the individual product data sheets for details, 

150 470 2 74 2.2,50 ECLorTIL ~ 

70 300 8 78 
2.2 

ECL ~ SO 

'CLC100 and CLC104A are non-inverting, CLC102 is inverting gain. 
'Evaluation boards are available for all hybrid and monolithic integrated circuits. Encased and 
connectorized versions of the CLCI 03, CLC203, CLC200, CLC201, CLC220, CLC221, CLC231 and 
CLC104 are available as well. Contact Comlinear or your local Camlinear representative for details. 
'Contact the factory for further information. 
--. Indicates new products since 1991 databook. 
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Package 
Type 

Package 
Material 

Number of 
Pins 

CLC103 
CLC104 
CLC110 
CLC114 
CLC115 

CLC200 
CLC201 
CLC203 
CLC205 
CLC206 

CLC207 
CLC220 
CLC221 
CLC231 
CLC232 

CLC300 
CLC400 
CLC401 
CLC402 
CLC404 

CLC406 
CLC409 
CLC41 0 
CLC411 
CLC412 

..J Existing Package 
• Future Package 
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~ 
8 14 16 

..J 
..J 
..J 
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WW W 
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Package 
Type 

Package Plastic 
Material 

WW 
NumDerot 8 14 16 

Pins 

CLC414 
CLC415 
CLC420 -.J 
CLC422 -.J 
CLC425 -.J 

CLC430 -.J 
CLC501 -.J 
CLC502 -.J 
CLC505 -.J 
CLC520 

CLC522 
CLC532 
CLC533 
CLC560 
CLC561 

CLC922 
CLC925 
CLC935 
CLC936 
CLC937 

CLC940 
CLC942 

--

-.J Existing Package 
• Future Package 

-.J 
-.J 

-.J 

-.J 
-.J 

-.J 
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Cerdip Ceramic Side 
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• 
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• 
-.J 
-.J 

-.J 
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-.J 
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-.J 
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Surface mount TO-S Die 

Metal Small LCC Cerpak Metal Waffle Pack 
Outline IC 

U 1 
(SOl C) 1mf ( 
~ 
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14 8 14 16 16 20 10 14 12 

-.J -.J -.J 
-.J • -.J 

-.J • -.J 
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-.J • 
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-.J • -.J -.J 
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-.J • 
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Quality excellence is an approach to business based on 
unde;standing the. c.ustomer's needs, and then striving 
consistently and efficiently to meet those needs with desired 
products and services. 

Comlinear recognizes that pursuing quality excellence will 
result in both increased customer and employee 
satisfaction by achieving higher productivity improved 
reliability and increased value. ' 

At C,?mlinear, quality el!cellence is implemented through a 
~onttnuous and commltte~ team approach to quality 
Improvement, from semor management through all 
employees for all activities of the company. 

We elevate quality beyond its typical stature as a military 
mandated program, and foster an environment where it 
becomes a pervasive operating attitude. Comlinear's 
ability to. deal with the req.uired elements of a quality 
program IS shown by the continual maintenance of our MIL
STD-1772 facility certification, and our MIL-STD-883 
compliant, DESC SMD approved, monolithic and hybrid 
products. 

What makes Comlinear a preferred supplier are our efforts 
to address the competitive challenge in today's market by 
focusing on the quality of all of our products and services. 

Our commitment to product assurance means that we start 
with the required systems and then enhance them with the 
most up-to-date quality assurance techniques available. 
Tools such as SPC, quality improvement teams and 
experimental design are all used in an environment oiTotal 
Quality. 

Application of these techniques is the responsibility of all 
ma~agers and employees. These techniques, and the 
desire for continuous quality improvement, are found in 
areas ranging from accounting, research and development, 
and computer services to manufacturing processes and 
shipment. 

The .~uality As~urance group supports these efforts by 
pr?vldlng technical resources in quality engineering for 
!allure analysis, reliability monitoring, and process 
Improve.ment. Furthermore, quality levels in manufacturing 
are continually measured and the information is supplied to 
the responsible managers. 

Comlinear will be pursuing assessment and certification to 
the I~~ern.ational Organization for Standardization (ISO), 
specI!lcatl~ns 900? and 9001: This effort will solidify 
Com linear s commitment to fulfilling customer needs and 
achieving product and service excellence. 

PRODUCTS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

Comlinear's hybrid circuit manufacturing is located in our 
MIL-STD-1772 certified production line in Fort Collins, 
Colorado. Our capabilities include high density thin film 
substrate fabrication incorporating high precision, high 
stability tantalum nitride resistors, gold metalization, and 
alumina substrates. Monolithic microcircuits are fabricated 
!n the U.S.A. ~sin!J a high speed complementary bipolar 
Integrated CIrCUit process. This combination has 
demonstrated an actual failure rate for ICs of less than 1.0 
FIT in lifetesting. 

Both monolithic and hybrid products are available as MIL
STD-883, industrial or commercial levels. DESC SMDs are 
available for most of our catalog hybrid and monolithic 
products. Our monolithic products are also available as 
MIL-STD-883, S (space) level compliant. Though our 
hybrid I?ro~ucts c~n be processed to selected K (space) 
level criteria, the final product would not be compliant or 
certified to MIL-STD-883 or MIL-M-38534, K level. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT/SAFETY 
AWARENESS 

Com linear is actively pursuing the elimination of ozone 
depl~ting subst.an~es (OD~) in its manufacturing processes 
and IS persuading ItS suppliers to comply with the Montreal 
Protocol and all U.S Federal regulations. 

The flammability rating of commercial, plastic DIP, monolithic 
pro<;iucts is 94V-0 of the UL-94 Flame Class; this rating is 
subject to change without notification. 

The following section outlines the various flows for both the 
hybrid and the monolithic product lines and provides 
additional reliability data. 
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Com linear has the expertise, product lines and demonstrated 
reliability to support your space-based systems. In addition, 
we have the experience and program management 
necessary to meet the unique demands of processing 
components to space level MIL-STO-883 or custom flows. 

The monolithic product lines have been designed for the 
robust, reliable assembly and high radiation tolerance 
necessary for success in the space system environment. 
Also, a mono-metallic gold wire bonding system is used for 
superior dependability. 

2-4 

Recognizing the special nature of space programs and the 
impact of component performance on system capability, 
we are fully prepared to provide either our standard S Level 
screening or full custom processing flows to suit your 
application requirements. Hybrid products can be 
processed to selected K (space) level criteria, but the final 
product would not be compliant or certified to MIL-STO-
883 or MIL-M-38534, K level. Contact Comlinear for 
specific information. 



Radiation testing has been completed on several Comlinear products at different levels. Our complementary 
bipolar IC process, for instance, has shown radiation tolerance up to one megarad total dose . 

Radiation Test Data Summary' 

Part Package Date Neutron Total Dose 
Number Type Quantity Code Irrad. Dose Rate Result Summary 

(neutron/em') (krads) 

CLC205 TO-8 5+ 1 Control 8931 None 50,100 126 rad Devices withstood radiation 
300,1000 (Si)/sec to 1 Mrad (Si) with little 

degradation. 

CLC220 TO-8 4+1 Control 8508 3.36 x 1012 100,300 Unknown No change in ac 
500,1000 characteristics. Slight change 

in dc bias characteristics. 

CLC231 TO-8 4 1.2 x 10'2 None None Slight change in dc operating 
3.2 x 10'2 characteristics and distortion. 
9.9 x 10'2 No change in gain and 
25 x 10'2 bandwidth. 
36 x 10'2 

CLC400 Ceramic Controls 8817 None 10,30,100 140 rad Negligible degradation to 
(.054"x.054" side-brazed 300, 1000 (Si)/sec 1000 krad specification. 
TYP die size) DIP Should meet specifications to 

3000krad. 

CLC401 Ceramic 1.85 x 10'2 None None Very little change in the small 
(.054"x.054" side-brazed signal frequency response 

TYP die size) DIP over a wide gain range. 

CLC401 Ceramic 4 9136 None 10,30,50 570 rad No degradation of test limits 
(.039"x.039" side-brazed 100 (Si)/min up to 1 00 krads. 

TYP die size) DIP 

CLC501 Plastic DIP 2 None 5, 10, 15 50 rad/hr No degradation of gain at all; 
20,25 slight degradation of 

bandwidth at initial radiation 
exposure only. 

CLC925 Ceramic 2 None 0.5, 1, 1.5 Unknown Performance is virtually 
side-brazed 2,5,10,20 constant from 0 to 56 krad 

DIP 38,40,50 total dose. Any trend versus 
56 total dose is obscured by test 

repeatability. 

'Detail Reports Available Date: 1/93 
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Comlinear is involved in and supports a drawing (detail 
specification) standardization program administered by 
the Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC). This 
program covers all Com linear products compliant to MIL
STD-883 paragraph 1.2.1, MIL-M-3851 0 and MIL -H-38534 
for monolithic and hybrid devices. 

SMD CLC Part 
Number Number 

5962-89594 CLC231 
5962-89858 CLC206 
5962-89910 CLC200 
5962-89911 CLC220 
5962-89970 CLC400 

5962-89973 CLC401 
5962-89974 CLC501 
5962-89975 CLC110 
5962-90600 CLC41 0 
5962-90756" CLC560 

5962-90833 CLC201 
5962-90835 CLC205 
5962-90836 CLC221 
5962-90925 CLC500 
5962-90977 CLC207 

5962-90993 CLC505 
5962-90994 CLC404 
5962-90995 CLC925 
5962-91665 CLC232 
5962-91666" CLC422 

5962-91693 CLC414 
5962-91694 CLC520 
5962-91743 CLC502 
5962-91758 CLC420 
5962-92004 CLC406 

5962-92030 CLC430 
5962-92033 CLC402 
5962-92034 CLC409 
5962-92035" CLC532 
5962-92039" CLC935 

5962-92339 CLC114 
5962-93055" CLC415 

" Release Pending 

The following listing identifies those models which have 
DESC (SMD) approval or are in process. Comlinear will, 
upon device qualification, apply for and seekSMD approval 
of all products to be compliant to military standards. 

Contact Com linear for new releases or any models currently 
in-process which are not listed herein. 

CLC Part SMD 
Number Number 

CLC110 5962-89975 
CLC114 5962-92339 
CLC200 5962-89910 
CLC201 5962-90833 
CLC205 5962-90835 

CLC206 5962-89858 
CLC207 5962-90977 
CLC220 5962-89911 
CLC221 5962-90836 
CLC231 5962-89594 

CLC232 5962-91665 
CLC400 5962-89970 
CLC401 5962-89973 
CLC402 5962-92033 
CLC404 5962-90994 

CLC406 5962-92004 
CLC409 5962-92034 
CLC41 0 5962-90600 
CLC414 5962-91693 
CLC415 5962-93055" 

CLC420 5962-91758 
CLC422 5962-91666" 
CLC430 5962-92030 
CLC500 5962-90925 
CLC501 5962-89974 

CLC502 5962-91743 
CLC505 5962-90993 
CLC520 5962-91694 
CLC532 5962-92035" 
CLC560 5962-90756" 

CLC925 5962-90995 
CLC935 5962-92039" 
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This listing provides mean time between failure (MTBF) rate monolithic products, the number range of transistors has 
prediction analysis, calculated in accordance with MIL- been shown; these products are achieving a continuous 
HDBK-217E. The stated values are for MIL-STD-883, B tested FIT (Failures in Time) rate of <1.0 fails per billion 
level, H level, or Com linear M level processed versions. For device hours. 

Part1 MTBF1 Number of Product 
Number (million hours) Transistors2 Process3 

CLC103 1.76 H 
CLC110 59.5 < 100 M 
CLC114 44.8 < 100 M 
CLC115 13.4 < 100 M 
CLC200 1.47 H 

CLC201 1.30 H 
CLC203 1.68 H 
CLC205 1.77 H 
CLC206 2.06 H 
CLC207 1.77 H 

CLC220 1.42 H 
CLC221 1.30 H 
CLC231 1.65 H 
CLC232 1.65 H 
CLC400 42.1 < 100 M 

CLC401 51.4 < 100 M 
CLC402 56.3 < 100 M 
CLC404 75.3 < 100 M 
CLC406 88.8 < 100 M 
CLC409 70.0 < 100 M 

CLC41 0 50.3 < 100 M 
CLC411 15.7 < 100 M 
CLC412 51.7 < 100 M 
CLC414 30.9 101 - 300 M 
CLC415 23.2 101 - 300 M 

CLC420 90.9 < 100 M 
CLC422 56.3 < 100 M 
CLC425 59.0 < 100 M 
CLC430 20.0 < 100 M 
CLC501 40.6 < 100 M 

CLC5054 68.4 < 100 M 
CLC520 24.7 < 100 M 
CLC522 12.2 < 100 M 
CLC532 27.8 < 100 M 
CLC533 10.8 101-300 M 

CLC560 1.64 H 
CLC561 1.64 H 
CLC922 see datasheet plot H 
CLC925 see datasheet plot H 
CLC935 see datasheet plot H 

CLC936 see datasheet plot H 
CLC940 1.15 H 
CLC942 2.22 H 

1 Based on MIL-STD-883, B Level, H level or our M level versions; per MIL-HDBK-217E; Ground Fixed (GF) at 70° C case 
still air (hybrid), GF at 25° C ambient still air (monolithic). 2For CLC hybrid products, the number of transistors is not listed 
due to further transistor attributes beyond the scope of this listing; these attributes should be discussed with Comlinear 
personnel directly. 3H = hybrid; M = monolithic. 4Rp=33kn 
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Package Plastic DIP Plastic SOIC 
CLC Pkg P 

Code 

CLC Part 9JA 
Number 

CLC110 100 
CLC114 75 
CLC115 75 
CLC400 100 
CLC401 100 

CLC402 100 
CLC404 100 
CLC406 100 
CLC409 100 
CLC41 0 100 

CLC411 100 
CLC412 100 
CLC414 75 
CLC415 75 
CLC420 100 

CLC422 100 
CLC425 100 
CLC430 100 
CLC501 100 
CLC502 100 

CLC5052 100 
CLC520 75 
CLC522 75 
CLC532 75 
CLC533 75 

'Typical, °CIW, ambient temperature 25°C, still air 
2Rp=33kQ 

E 

9JA 

125 
75 
75 
125 
125 

125 
125 
125 
125 
125 

125 
125 
75 
75 
125 

125 
125 
125 
125 
125 

125 
75 
75 
75 
75 
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Ceramic side-
brazed DIP CERDIP 

D B 

9JA,9JC 9JA,9JC 

100,28 120,50 
75,28 TBD 
75,28 
100,28 120,50 
100,28 120,50 

100,28 100,50 
100,28 100,50 
100,28 120,50 
100,28 100,50 
100,28 100,50 

TBD 
100,50 

75,28 TBD 
75,28 TBD 
100,28 100,50 

100,28 100,50 
120,50 

100,28 100,50 
100,28 100,50 
100,28 100,50 

100,28 100,50 
75,28 TBD 
TBD 

75,28 TBD 
TBD 



Comlinear's products are Electro Static Discharge (ESD) 
sensitive and are designed, processed, handled and 
packaged with consideration to both optimal ESD protection 
and product high performance, 

Ratings listed below are based on criteria set forth per MIL
STD-883, Method 3015, Device ESD classifications are: 

Class 1: 
Class 2: 
Class 3: 

Part Part 
Number Class Number Class 

CLC103 1 CLC411 1 
CLC104 1 CLC412 1 
CLCll0 l' CLC414 l' 
CLCl14 l' CLC415 l' 
CLCl15 3' CLC420 2' 

CLC200 1 CLC422 l' 
CLC201 1 CLC425 1 
CLC203 1 CLC430 3' 
CLC205 1 CLC501 1-
CLC206 1 CLC502 l' 

CLC207 1 CLC505 1-
CLC220 1 CLC520 l' 
CLC221 1 CLC522 1 
CLC231 1" CLC532 l' 
CLC232 1 CLC533 1 

CLC300 1 CLC560 1 
CLC400 l' CLC561 1 
CLC401 l' CLC922 1 
CLC402 2' CLC925 1 
CLC404 l' CLC935 1 

CLC406 l' CLC936 1 
CLC409 1 CLC940 1 
CLC410 l' CLC942 1 

-These parts have been tested and classified; others are 
considered Class 1 by design similarity, All products are 
marked with one ESD triangle symbol. 
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HYBRID 
883 H Level Com linear S Level 

Internal Visual 
M2017H 

Element 
Evaluation 

per M5008K 

Stabilization Bake 
M1008 

Condition C 
Assembly 

Thermal Shock 100% NDT 
M1011 Bond Pull 

Condition A M2023 

Constant Internal 
Acceleration Visual 

M2001 M2017K 
..I. 

Electrical Test 
(optional per Detail Spec) 

Stabilization Final Electrical Test 
Bake M1008 -55°C, +25°C, +125°C 
Condition C (per Detail Spec) 

Burn-In Thermal Shock Fine and Gross 
M1015 M1011 Leak 

+125Co min Condition A M1014 

Final Electrical Test 
-55°C, +25°C, + 125°C 

( per Detail Spec) 

Constant Acceleration X-Ray M2001 
Condition A 

M2012 

Fine and Gross PIND Test External 
Leak M2020 Visual 

M1014 Condition B M2009 

External 
Visual 

Pre-Bum-In Quality Conformance 
Electrical Inspection 2 

M2009 +25°C Group A, B, C, D 

Quality Conformance 
Inspection 2 

Burn-In 
M1015, M5008K I-

Groups A, B, C, D +125°C 

1AII processing flows are based on MIL-STD-883, MIL-H-38534 and are subject to change to 
correspond to current revisions. MXXXX references are to test methods in MIL-STD-883. 

2Quality Conformance Inspection is per MIL-H-38534, option 1 (in-line). 
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HYBRID 
M Level K Level (Industrial)2 I Level 

Internal Visual Internal Visual Internal Visual 
M2017 per per 

(with exceptions) Industrial Specifications Industrial Specifications 

Stabilization Bake Burn-In Final Electrical 
M1008 +125°C for Test 

Condition C 24 hours +25°C 

Thermal 
Shock 

Condition A 

Final Electrical Test 
-55°C, +25°C, + 125°C 

External 
Visual 

Constant Fine and 
Acceleration Gross 
Condition A Leak 

Electrical Test External 
(Optional) Visual 

Burn-In 
M1015 

+125°C min 

Final Electrical Test 
-55°C, +25°C, +125°C 

Fine and Gross 
Leak 

M1014 

External 
Visual 
M2009 

Quality Conformance 
Inspection 

(when specified by contract) 

1AII processing flows are based on MIL-STD-883, MIL-H-38534 and are subject to change to 
correspond to current revisions. MXXXX references are to test methods in MIL-STD-883. 

2Comlinear identification of an industrial grade flow. Not a 1772 "s Level" equivalent. 
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MONOLITHIC 
883 Class B Class S 

Internal Visual Wafer Lot 
M2010 Acceptance 

Condition B Per M5007 

Temperature Cycling 
M1010 

Condition C 

Assembly 
Per M5004S 

Constant Acceleration 100% NDT 
M2001 Bond Pull 

Condition E M2023 

Fine and Gross Internal Visual 
Leak M2010 

M1014 Condition A 

Pre-Bum-In Temp Cycling 
Electrical Test 10 Cycles M1010, 

(Optional) Condition C 

Burn-In Constant Acceleration 
M1015 M2001 

+150°C min Condition E 

Electrical Test PIND Test 
+25°C (per applicable 

detail specification) 
M2020 

Condition A 

PDA 
Calculation 

Pre-Bum-In 
Electrical Test 

+25°C ~ 
Final Electrical Test 

-55°C, + 125°C, (per appli-
cable detail specification) 

Burn-In X-Ray 
M1015 
+150°C 

M2012 

External Final Electrical Test External 
Visual 
M2009 

-55°C, +25°C,+ 125°C Visual 
(per Detail Spec) M2009 

Quality Conformance 
Inspection M5005 
Groups A, B, C, D 

Fine and Gross Quality Conformance 
Leak f-- Inspection 

M1014 M5005S 

1AII processing flows are based on MIL-STD-883 or MIL-M-38510 and are subject to change 
to correspond to current revisions. MXXXX references are to test methods in MIL-STD-883. 
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MONOLITHIC 
I Level J Level C Level 

Internal Visual 
Inspection 

M2010 

Visual Inspection 
per commercial 
specifications 

Visual Inspection 
per commercial 
specifications 

Temperature Cycle 
10 Cycles 

Electrical Test 
+25°C DC 

QASample 
Electrical Test 

+70°C, O°C DC, +25°C AC 

Fine and Gross QA Sample Electrical 
Leak Electrical Test Test 

M1014 +85°C DC, +25°C AC/DC +25°C DC 

Electrical Test 
+25°C 
AC/DC 

External 
Visual 

External 
Visual 

QASample 
Electrical Test 

+85°C DC, +25°C AC/DC 

External 
Visual 

lAII processing flows are based on MIL-STD-883 or MIL-M-38510 and are subject to change 
to correspond to current revisions. MXXXX references are to test methods in MIL-STD-883. 
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Quality Conformance Inspection 
HYBRID 

In-line Group A will be performed on inspection lots less than 500 pieces. Should end of line 
sampling techniques be utilized, the table below will be followed. Refer to detail specification for 
electrical tests within each subgroup. 

Group A, H Level 

Subgroup Parameters Sample 
(Acc) 

1 Static Test +25°C 116 (0) 

2 Static Test at maximum operating temperature 76 (0) 

3 Static Test at minimum operating temperature 45 (0) 

4 Dynamic Test +25°C 116 (0) 

5 Dynamic Test at maximum operating temperature 76 (0) 

6 Dynamic Test at minimum operating temperature 45 (0) 

7 Functional Test +25°C 116 (0) 

8 Functional Tests at maximum and minimum operating temperatures 76 (0) 

9 Switching Test +25°C 116 (0) 

10 Switching Test at maximum operating temperature 76 (0) 

11 Switching Test at minimum operating temperature 45 (0) 
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HYBRID 

Group S, In-Line 

Test Method Condition 
Sample 
(Acc) 

Subgroup1 
2016 Monthly 2 (0) Physical Dimensions • Subgroup 3 
2015 Each Ink Lot 4 (0) Resistance to Solvents 

Subgroup 4 
2014 Monthly 1 (0) Internal Visual/Mechanical 

Subgroup 5 
Bond Strength 

2011 2 (0) 1. Thermocompression C or D, Weekly 
2. Ultrasonic or Wedge C or D, Weekly 

Subgroup 6 
2019 

First lot and major change. 
2 (0) Die Shear Performed as part of Group C. 

Subgroup 7 
2003 

Solder Temperature 245 ± 5°C 
1 (0) Solderability each package lot. Performed as 

part of Receivino Inspection. 
Subgroup 8 

1014 Performed 100% Seal Test 100% 

Group C, In-Line 

Test Method Condition Sample 
(Acc) 

Subgroup1 
15 (0) External Visual 2009 

Temperature Cycle or 1010 Cminimum 
Thermal Shock 1011 A minimum 
Mechanical Shock or 2002 B'Y1 direction 
Constant Acceleration 2001 A'Y1 direction 
Seal Test 1014 
Visual Exam 1010/1011 
End Point Electricals +25°C DC 

Subgroup 2 
Life Test 1005 1000 hours at 125°C(minimum) 22 (0) 
End Point Electricals +25°C DC 

Subgroup 3 
1018 5000 ppm H20 Maximum 3 (0) or 

Internal Water Vapor 5 (1) 

Subgroup 4 
2011 D 22 (0) 

Wirebond Strength wires1 

Subgroup 5 
2019 

22 (0) 
Die Shear die 

1 Class H, 45 (0) wires, Condition S. 
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HYBRID 
Group D, H Level, In-Line' (Option1) 

Test Method Condition Quantity 
Accept No. 

Thermal Shock 1011 C 3 (0) 

High Temperature Bake 1008 Per Timeffemp in 3 (0) 
MIL-H-38534 

Lead Integrity 2004 B2 3 (0) 

Seal 1014 A4• un lidded cases 3 (0) 

'Each package lot as part of incoming inspection. 
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Subgroup 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8A 

88 

9 

10 

11 

Quality Conformance Inspection 
MONOLITHIC 

Group A, Classes Band 8 1 

Parameters 

Static Test +25°C 

Static Tests at maximum rated operating temperature 

Static Tests at minimum rated operating temperature 

Dynamic Test +25°C 

Dynamic Tests at maximum rated operating temperature 

Dynamic Tests at minimum rated operating temperature 

Functional Test +25°C 

Functional Tests at maximum rated operating temperature 

Functional Tests at minimum rated operating temperature 

Switching Test +25°C 

Switching Tests at maximum rated operating temperature 

Switching Tests at minimum rated operating temperature 

1 Refer to detail specification for electrical tests within each subgroup. 
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Sample 
(Acc) • 116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 

116 (0) 



MONOLITHIC 

Group B, Class B 

Test Method Condition 
LTPD or 

Sample (Ace) 

Subgroup 2 
2015 4 (0) 

A. Resistance to Solvents 

Subgroup 3 
2003 Soldering Temperature of 245 ± 5°C 

10 
A. Solderability leads 

Subgroup 5 2011 
10 

A. Bond Strength D bonds 

Group B, Class S 

LTPD or 
Test Method Condition Acceptance 

Quantity 
Subgroup 1 

A. Physical Dimensions 2016 2 (0) 
B. Internal Water Vapor 1018 5000 ppm at 100°C 3 (0) or 

5 (1) 

Subgroup 2 
A. Resistance to Solvents 2015 4 (0) 
B. Internal Visual and 2013,2014 2 (0) 

Mechanical 
C. Bond Strength 2011 D 22 (0) wires 
D. Die Shear 2019 3 (0) 

Subgroup 3 
A. Solderability 2003 22 (0) 

leads 

Subgroup 4 
A. Lead Integrity 2004 B2 45 (O)leads 

2004 D (Lead less chip carriers) 15 (O)pads 
B1. Fine Leak 1014 A2 5 
B2. Gross Leak 1014 C1 5 
C. Lid Torque 2024 As applicable -

Subgroup 5 Group A, Subgroups 
A. Pre-life test (electrical) 1,2,3 -55°C, +25°C, + 125°C DC 5 
B1. Board Check 1005 100% 
B2. Device Functional Test 1005 100% 
B3. Steady State Life 1005 B, 500 hours at 150°C 5 
84. Device Functional Test 1005 100% 
C. Post-Life Test (electrical) Group A, Subgroups -55°C, + 25°C, + 125°C DC 5 

1,2,3 

(continued on next page) 
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Group B, Class S 
LTPD or 

Test Method Condition Acceptance 
Quantity 

Subgroup 6 
A. End Point Electrical Test Per SCD +25°C AC/DC 15 
B. Temperature Cycling 1010 C, 100 cycles per minute 15 
C. Constant Acceleration 2001 E,Y1 15 • D1. Fine Leak 1014 A2 15 
D2. Gross Leak 1014 C1 15 
E. End Point Electrical Test Per SCD +25°C AC/DC 15 

Group C, Class B 

Test Method Condition LTPD 

Subgroup 1 
A. Steady State Life Test 1005 184 hours at 150°C min 5 

B. End Point Electricals 
or equivalent 

+25°C DC 5 
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MONOLITHIC 
Group D, Classes Band S 

Test Methods Conditions LTPDor 
Sample(Acc 

Subgroup 1 2016 15 A. Physical Dimensions 

Subgroup 2 
A. Lead Integrity 2004 B2 15 

B1. Fine Leak1 
2004 D (leadless chip carrier) 5 
1014 A2 5 

B2. Gross Leak1 1014 C1 5 

Subgroup 3 
A. Thermal Shock 1011 B (min), 15 cycles (min) 15 
B. Temperature Cycling 1010 C, 100 cycles (min) 
C. Moisture Resistance 1004 
D. End Point Electricals +25°C DC 
E. Visual Exam 1004, 1010 
F1. Fine Leak 1014 A2 
F2. Gross Leak 1014 C1 

Subgroup 4 
A. Mechanical Shock 2002 B (min) 15 
B. Vibration, Variable Frequency 2007 A (min) 
C. Constant Acceleration3 2001 E (min), Y1 orientation 
D1. Fine Leak 1014 A2 
D2. Gross Leak 1014 C1 
E. Visual Exam 1010,1011 
F. End Point Electricals +25°C DC 

Subgroup 5 
A. Salt Atmosphere 1009 A (min) 15 
B. Visual Exam 1009 
C1. Fine Leak 1014 A2 
C2. Gross Leak 1014 C1 

Subgroup 6 3 (0) or 
A. Internal Water Vapor 1018 5000 ppm H20 maximum 1000 e 5 (1) 

Content 

(continued on next page) 
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MONOLITHIC 
Group D, Classes Band S (continued) 

Test Method Conditions LTPDor 
Sample (Acc) 

Subgroup 7 
A. Adhesion to Lead Finish4 2025 15 

leads 

Subgroup 8 
A. Lid Torque2 2024 5 (0) 

1 Seal test (Subgroup 2B) need be performed only on packages that have leads exiting 
through a glass seal. 

2 Lid torque test shall apply only to packages which use a glass-frit-seal to lead frame lead 
or package body (Le., wherever the frit seal establishes hermeticity or package integrity). 

3 Microcircuits which are contained in packages which have an inner seal or cavity 
perimeter of two inches or more or have a package mass of 5 grams or more, may be 
tested to condition D (unless otherwise specified). 

4 Adhesion of lead finish not applicabe to leadless chip carriers. 

A reliability qualification and monitoring program exists for all Hi-Rei as well as 
commercial/industrial products. Details of this program and current data for the different 
product lines are available upon request. 
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Part Number 

OpAmp 
CLC103 

CLC200 

CLC201 

CLC203 

CLC205 

CLC206 

CLC207 

CLC220 

CLC221 

CLC231 

CLC232 

CLC300 
CLC400 

CLC401 

CLC402 

CLC404 

CLC406 

CLC409 
CLC41 0 

CLC411 

CLC412 

CLC414 

CLC415 

CLC420 

CLC422 

CLC425 

CLC430 

CLC500 

CLC501 

CLC502 

CLC505 

Description 

Operational 
Amplifiers 

Contents 
Page 

Selection Guide .............................................................................. 3 - 3 
Fast Settling, High Current Wideband ........................................... 3-7 

Fast Settling, Wideband ............................................................... 3 - 11 

Fast Settling, Wideband ............................................................... 3 - 15 

Fast Settling, High Current Wideband ......................................... 3 - 19 

Overdrive-Protected Wideband ................................................... 3 - 23 

Overdrive-Protected Wideband ................................................... 3 - 27 

Low Distortion Wideband ............................................................. 3 - 31 

Fast Settling Wideband ................................................................ 3 - 35 

Fast Settling Wideband ................................................................ 3 - 39 

Fast Settling Wideband Buff-Amp ................................................ 3 - 43 

Low Distortion Wideband ............................................................. 3 - 47 

Wideband, High Speed ................................................................ 3 - 51 
Fast Settling Wideband, Low-Gain Monolithic ............................. 3 - 55 

Fast Settling Wideband, High-Gain Monolithic ............................ 3 - 59 

Low-Gain, Fast 14-bit Settling ..................................................... 3 - 63 

Wideband, High-Slew Rate, Monolithic ....................................... 3 - 67 

Wideband, Low-Power Monolithic ............................................... 3 - 71 

Very Wideband, Low Distortion Monolithic .................................. 3 - 75 

Fast Settling Video with Disable .................................................. 3 - 79 

High Speed Video with Disable ................................................... 3 - 85 

Dual, Wideband, Low-Power Monolithic ...................................... 3 - 91 

Quad, Low-Power Monolithic ....................................................... 3 - 93 

Quad, Wide band Monolithic ......................................................... 3 - 97 

High-Speed, Voltage Feedback ................................................. 3 - 101 

High-Gain, Voltage Feedback .................................................... 3 -105 

Ultra Low-Noise, Wide band ....................................................... 3 - 109 

Low-Gain with Disable ............................................................... 3 - 117 

High-Speed, 12-Bit Settling, Low-Gain Op Amp ............. contact factory 

High-Speed Output, Clamping ................................................... 3 - 121 

Clamping, Low-Gain, Fast 14-bit Settling .................................. 3 - 125 

High-Speed, Programmable-Supply Current, Monolithic ............ 3 - 129 
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General Purpose 
category Description Modal 

'" 5VCurreni LowGain 
Feedback 

CLC400 

High Gain CLC401 

High Slew Rale CLC404 

Low Power CLC406 

Dual Wideband CLC412 

±15VCurrent GeneraiPurpose CLC200 
Feedback 

LowOfiset 

Low Power 

CLC201 

CLC20S 

General Purpose CLC206 

Low Gain CLC231 

General Purpose CLC300 

High·Speed CLC411 

LowCost CLC430 
Monolithic 

HVVoItage LowGain CLC420 
Feedback 

High Gain CLC422 

unra Low Noise CLC42S 

Quad Low Power CLC414 
Amplifiers 

High Speed CLC41S 

- 3dB Bandwidth 
@Galn 

(MHz@VN) 

200@2 

150@2O 

175@6 

160@6 

320@2 

95@2O 

95@2O 

170@2O 

180@2O 

185@2 

85@2O 

200@2 

45@2 

SOO@ 1 

200 @ 40 

90@20 

90@6 

180@8 

Settling Time 
to % Accuracy 

(nseeto%) 

12100.05 

10100.1 

10100.2 

12100.05 

12100.05 

2S100.02 

30100.02 

24100.05 

22100.05 

15100.05 

20100.8 

ISIOO.l 

40100.1 

18100.01 

17100.2 

22100.1 

24100.1 

12100.1 

Slew 
Rate 

(VlpSsc) 

700 (NI) 
1600 (IN) 
1200 

2600 

1500 

1300 

4000 

4000 

2400 

3400 

3000 

3000 

2300 

2000 

1100 

2300 

350 

1000 

1500 

InpulOllsetVoltega 

A125"C D~fI 
(mV) (I'VI"C) 

20 

20 

2 30 

30 

30 

10 35 

0.5 

3.S 11 

3.5 11 

10 

10 25 

30 

TBD 

O.S 

0.8 

0.1 

30 

20 

~~_~_~~I~~~mHd~ 
Voltega Current Gain Range 

("'V) (:!:mA) (v.JV,) PacIcage' 

3.S 70 ",1108 DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

3.S 70 

3.3 70 

+3.1,-2.7 70 

3.3 70 

12 100 

12 100 

12 50 

12 100 

11 100 

10 100 

6.0 70 

13 85 

3.6 70 

3.8 70 

3.B 90 

2.8 70 

2.6 70 

:!:710S0 

+210+21 
-110-20 

"'110 "'10 

± 11010 

"'11050 

",11050 

+71050 
-110 -50 

+710S0 
-110-50 

:!:1IoS 

",11040 

DIP 

DIP 

To-8 

TD-8 

TO-8 

To-8 

TO-8 

DIP 

±11010 DIP 

"'11010 DIP 

:!: 11010 DIP 

±30 to 200 DIP 

±10101000 DIP 

:t 11010 DIP 

:t 11010 DIP 

'Primary package is listed. Other packages exisl lor many products. See data sheets for details. 

Very High Speed 
~ptlon Modal 

High Slew Rata CLC220 

Low Offset CLC221 

High Slew Rale CLC404 
MonolHhic 

Wideband CLC409 
Monolithic 

High-Speed CLC411 

High-Gain CLC422 

-3dBBandWldlh 
@Galn 

(MHz@VN) 

190@2O 

170@20 

17S@6 

350@2 

200@2 

200@4O 

Slew 
Rate 

(Vlp.aec) 

7000 

6500 

2800 

1200 

2300 

2300 

Rlae/Fall 
Time 
(nsee) 

1.9 

2.1 

2.0 

1.3 

2.3 

2.0 

Settling Time ~mHd~ ~-;:-_SU..:.PP~I-:Iea:---::- _-,-_OuI.......:puI __ _ 
to % Accuracy Gain Range Voltage Currant Voltage Curranl 

(nseeto%) (v.JV,) (V) (mA) ("'V) (:!:mA) 

IS100.02 

18100.02 

10100.2 

8100.1 

15100.1 

17100.2 

:t1l050 "'51015 30 12 50 

:tlI050 :!:51015 30 12 50 

+21021 :tS 11 3.3 70 
-110-20 

:tl1010 :tS 13.5 3.5 70 

± 110 10 ± 1010 15 70 6.0 70 

i3010200 is 70 3.8 70 

'Primary package is listed. Other packages exist for many products. See data sheets for details. 
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TO-8 

TO-8 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 
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Accurate Settling (~12·bit accuracy) 

Description Modal 

14-bil (10 'hLSB) CLC402 

14·bilwKh CLC502 
OUtput Clamp 

SetUlng 
-::Ti:-,me:-:---:Accu-:-:--racy--=---:S\e::-p--:s;"'ze- -3d~B~~;:,width 

(nsec) (%) M (MHz@V/V) 

25 0.0025 

25 0.0025 

175@2 

150@2 

Slew 
Rate 

(V/)lSec) 

800 

800 

'Primary package is listed. Other packages exist for many products. See data sheets for details. 

"The CLC502 is recommended for new designs in place of the CLC500. 

Low Power 
Category 
(Supply 

Voltages) Description Model 

± 5V Single Variable Supply CLCS05' 
Op Amps Currenl 

Vollage Feedback CLC420 

Currenl Feedback CLC406 

Dual Wideband CLC412 

High Slew Rale CLC404 

± 5V Quad low Power CLC414 
OpAmps 

High Speed 

± 15V Single Low Cost 
OpAmps 

Low Gain 

High Gain 

CLC415 

CLC430 

CLC231 

CLC205 

Supply Power 
CUrrent Consumption 

(mA) (mW) 

1109 

10.2 

11 

20 

11 

18 

19 

101090 

40 

50 

102 

110 

80 

200 

330 

540 

570 

- 3dB Bandwidth 
@Gain 

(MHz@V/V) 

l00@6 

270@1 

160@6 

320@2 

175@6 

90@6 

160@6 

45@2 

165@2 

170@2O 

Slew 
Rate 

(V/)lSec) 

1200 

1100 

1500 

1300 

2600 

1100 

1500 

2000 

3000 

2400 

'Primary package is listed. Other packages exist for many products. See data sheets for details. 

RiselFall 
Time 
(nsec) 

2.7 

2.7 

---;:-::_O_U...:Ip_U::-I _-:-_Recommanded 
Voltage Current Gain Range 

(±V) (±mA) (V.,IVJ 

3.5 55 ±1toB 

3.5 55 ±1toB 

---;:-::_O_ut_p_ut::-_:- SaHlingTlme Recommended 
Voltage Current 10% Accuracy GainRange 

(±Y) (±mA) (nsec10 %) (V.,IV,) 

3.3 25 

3.2 70 

+3.1,-2.7 70 

3.3 

3.3 

2.8 

2.6 

13 

11 

12 

70 

70 

70 

70 

85 

100 

50 

14100.05 

18toO.Ol 

12100.05 

12100.05 

10100.2 

24100.1 

12toO.l 

40100.1 

15100.05 

24100.05 

+21021 
-110-20 

±11010 

±1I010 

± 1 10 10 

+21021 
-110-20 

±11010 

±1t01O 

±11010 

±lto5 

+71050 
-110-50 

3Specifications shown are for Icc = 3.4rnA. See the CLCS05 datasheet for performance at other supply current conditions. 

Low Offset Voltage/Drift 

Package1 

DIP 

DIP 

Package' 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

TQ.8 

T0-8 

Input 0IIsat Voltage 

AI25"C Drill 
-,,,,In,,,put=B_las_c_u.,.rre=nt_ -3dB Bandwidth 

A125'C DrIll @Galn 
Slew 
Rate 

(V/)lSOC) 

SaHling Time Recommended -:c:-:c-_O_Ulp-'-cUl;:-_,--
to % Accuracy Gain Range Voltage Currenl 

Description -Accurale SeHling CLC402 

Clamping Amplifier CLC502 

low Gain VoHage CLC420 
Feedback 

High Gain CLC422 

Ullra Low Noise CLC425 

General Purpose CLC201 

High Drive CLC203 

High Speed CLC221 

low Gain CLC231 

(mY) (I'VrG) 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

O.B 

0.1 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

1.0 10 

(!<A) (nArc) (MHz@V/V) 

10 

10 

0.2" 

15 

12 

10 

100 

100 

4' 

75 

-100 

50 

50 

50 

125 

175@2 

150@2 

270@1 

200@40 

90 @ 20 

95@20 

160@20 

170@20 

165@2 

800 

600 

1100 

2300 

350 

4000 

6000 

8500 

3000 

1 Primary package is listed. Other packages exist for many products. See data sheets for details. 

(nsec to %) (V.,IV,) M (mA) 

25100.0025 

25100.0025 

18100.01 

17100.2 

22100.1 

30100.02 

15100.2 

18100.02 

15100.05 

±1t08 

±1108 

±1to10 

3.5 

3.5 

3.2 

±310200 3.8 

± 10 101000 3.8 

± 1 1050 12 

±ltoSO 11 

±lto50 12 

±1to5 11 

55 

55 

70 

70 

90 

100 

200 

50 

100 

4For the CLC420 and CLC424, voltage feedback op amps, these numbers are for offset current, not bias current. 
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Low Distortion 
_7"--:-_H_a_nn:-:on,-l_c D_I_sto::-rtl_0_n-'-(2_V"'p.>=----:_--:-__ 3dB Bandwidth Settling Time 

2nd 3rd Frequency Load @ Gain to % Accuracy 
Supply 

Voltages 
(V) Description Model (dBc) (dBc) (MHz) (0) (MHz@VNj (n8ec10 %) 

High Gain 

Low Gain 

Low Gain, 
Monolithic 

Driver~amp 

Driver-amp 

CLC207 

CLC232 

CLC409 

CLC560 

CLC561 

-~ -~ ~ 100 
-80 -85 ~ 200 

-69 -69 

-96 -84 
-65 -72 
-49 -59 

-60 -62 
-54 -44 

-59 -62 
-52 -80 

~ 

5 
20 
60 

20 
100 

20 
50 

100 

100 
100 
100 

50 
50 

50 
50 

170@~ 

270@2 

350@2 

215@10 

215@10 

lPrimary package is listed. Other packages exist for many products. See data sheets for details. 

High Output Current 
Description 

High Slew Rate 

LowOifset 

Driver-amp 

Driver-amp 

Model 

CLC103 

CLC203 

CLCsao 

CLC561 

General Purpose CLC~O 

LowOifsel CLC201 

General Purpose CLC206 

Low Distortion CLC207 

Low Gain CLC231 

General PUl]JOse CLC300 

Ullra Low Noise CLC425 

LowCost, CLC430 
Monolithic 

--::---:O_U..:.IP-:Uc;I -::-__ _ 3dB@BGan.,~nwidth -::-_La_r..:gc.e_Si..:g_na:;:-I-:B_W-,-
Currenl Voltage Frequency Output 
(±mA) (±V) (MHz@VIV) (MHz) (V •• ) 

200 11 150@~ 80 20 

~O 

200 

200 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

90 

85 

11 

10.5 

10.5 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

10 

3.8 

13 

180@~ 

215@10 

215@10 

95@20 

95@20 

180@~ 

170@20 

165@20 

85@~ 

90@20 

45@2 

80 

1~ 

150 

50 

70 

100 

95 

45 

TBD 

30 

20 

10 

10 

20 

20 

10 

10 

20 

TBD 

10 

1 Primary package is listed. Other packages exist for many products. See data sheets for details. 

5"fhe effective slew rate is twice the number shown. See the ClC560 or CLC561 datasheet for details. 

Special Functions 

24toO.05 

15toO.05 

8toO.l 

10toO.l 

7toO.l 

Slew 
Rate 

(V/p.aec) 

8000 

6000 

2600' 

3300' 

4000 

4000 

3400 

2400 

3000 

3000 

350 

2000 

±5to15 

±5to15 

±5 

±10to15 

±10to15 

Settling Time 
to % Accuracy 
(nsecto %) 

10to0.4 

15100.2 

10100.1 

7toO.l 

25100.02 

30100.02 

22 to 0.05 

24100.05 

15100.05 

20toO.8 

22100.1 

40toO.l 

OUlPUl 

Voltage Currenl 
(±V) (±mA) Package' 

12 100 TO-8 

12 75 

3.5 70 

10.5 200 

10.5 200 

Supplies 

Voltage 
(V) 

±10to15 

±10to15 

±10to15 

±10to15 

±Sto15 

±Sto15 

±5to15 

±5to15 

±5to15 

±Sto15 

±5 

±51015 

Current 
(mA) 

30 

30 

50 

50 

29 

29 

29 

25 

18 

24 

15 

It 

To-8 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

Package' 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

To-a 

TO-8 

TO-8 

TO-8 

TO-8 

DIP 

DIP 

DIP 

- 3dB Bandwidth 
@Galn 

Settling Time 
to % Accuracy 

(nsecto %) 

Slew 
Rate 

(V/p.SOC) 

Supply 
Voltage 

(V) 

Recommended --:::-::_O_utp-,--,-u::-t_-,-_ 
Gain Range Voltage Current 

Function 

FaslEnablelDisable 
VideoOpAmps 

Output Clamping 
OpAmps 

Programmable -
Supply-Current 
OpAmp 

Model Features (MHz@VIV) 

CLC41 0 l00nsecenable,2OOnsecdisable; 200@2 
differential gain/phase 
0.01%10.01'. 

CLC430 1 oonseeenable, 2OOnsecdisable; 
differential gain/phase 0.05%10.01'. 

CLCSOI User-defined output voltage 
clamp levels. 

CLCS02 

CLC505' User-variablesupplyeurrent 
fromlmAIo9mA'. 

45@2 

75@32 

150@2 

100@6 

12100.05 700 

40100.1 ~oo 

12100.05 1200 

25100.0025 800 

14100.05 1200 

'Specnieations shown are for I~ = 3.4mA. See the CLC505 datasheet for pelfonnance at other supply current eDnd"ions. 

3-5 

±5 

±5 

±5 

±5 

(J.,IV,) (±V) (±mA) 

±1to8 

±11010 

+7t050 
-110-50 

±1I08 

+2t021 
-11020 

3.5 70 

13 85 

3.5 70 

3.5 55 

3.3 25 

• 
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riiN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• coaxial line driving 
• DAC current to voltage amplifier 
• flash A to 0 driving 
• baseband and video communications 
• radar and IF processors 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC103 is a high-power, wideband op amp designed for the 
most demanding high-speed applications. The wide bandwidth, 
fast settling, linear phase, and very low harmonic distortion provide 
the designer with the signal fidelity needed in applications such as 
driving flash A to Ds. The 80MHz full-power bandwidth and 200mA 
output current of the CLC103 eliminate the need for power buffers 
in most applications; the CLC1 03 is an excellent choice for driving 
large high-speed signals into coaxial lines. 

In the design of the CLC103 special care was taken in order to 
guarantee that the output settle quickly to within 0.4% of the final 
value for use with ultra fast flash A to D converters. This is one of 
the most demanding of all op amp requirements since settling time 
is affected by the op amp's bandwidth, passband gain flatness, and 
harmonic distortion. This high degree of performance ensures 
excellent performance in many other demanding applications 
as well. 

The dynamic performance of the CLC1 03 is based on Comlinear's 
proprietary op amp topology. This new design provides perfor
mance far beyond that available from conventional op amp designs; 
unlike conventional op amps where optimum gain-bandwidth 
product occurs at a high gain, minimum settling time at a gain of 
-1, and maximum slew rate at a gain of + 1, the Comlinear design 
provides consistent, predictable performance across its entire gain 
range. For example, the table below shows how the-3dB band
width remains nearly constant over a wide range of gains. And 
since the amplifier is inherently stable, no external compensation 
is required. The result is shorter design time and the ability to 
accommodate design changes (in gain, for example) without loss 
of performance or redesign of compensation circuits. 

The CLC103 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology. The CLC 1 03AI is specified over a 
temperature range of - 25'C to +85'C, while the CLC103AM is 
specified over a range of - 55'C to + 125'C and is screened to 
Comlinear's M Standard for high reliability applications. Both 
devices are packaged in 24-pin ceramic DIPs. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +4 +20 +40 -4 -20 -40 units 

-3d8 bandwidth 230 150 130 155 145 125 MHz 
rise time (20V) 4 4 4 4 4 4 ns 
slew rate 6 6 6 6 6 6 V/ns 
settling time (0.4%) 10 10 12 10 10 12 ns 

o 
Fast Settling, High Current § 
Wideband Op Amps B 

FEATURES: 

• BOMHz full-power bandwidth (20Vpp , 1000) 
• 200mA output current 
• 0.4% settling in 10ns 
• 6000Vl"s slew rate 
• 4ns rise and fall times (20V) 

GND -Vee -Vee 

CLC103 Equivalent Circuit Diagram 
(all undesignated pins are internally unconnected) 

Package Dimensions 
0.008-0.018 

Ilr[(O~tT 0.785-0.815 0.790-0.Bl0 

(19.94-20.70) (2O.07120·5n 
METAlUO:D.145-0.175 = 

(3.68-.4.45) -I r
CERAMiC LID: 0.160 -0.190 

(4.06-4.83) 

P\~~OXl _~ f1~~::~-I r- METALUO:~4~~:~:~~ 
0.015-O'07S...L¥m~I CERAMICLlD:O.195-0.255 
(0.38-1.91)1 0.014-0.026 (4.95-6.48) 

(0.36-0.66) 

0.'" esc I f- 11. (2.54BSC) 10\15_"05 O.I/16BSC 
(27.81-28.07) (4.19B$C) 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

08103.05 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS 
Ambient Temperature' 
Ambient Temperature' 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
*-3dB bandwidth 

gain flatness 
* peaking 
* peaking 
* rolloff 

group delay 
linear phase deviation 
reverse isolation - non-inverting 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 

settling time to 0.4% 
overshoot 
slew rate (overdriven input) 
overload recovery 

<50ns pulse. 200% overdrive 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
* 2nd harmonic distortion 
* 3rd harmonic distortion 

equivalent input noise 
noise floor 
integrated noise 
noise floor 
integrated noise 

STATIC. DC PERFORMANCE 
* input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
* input bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
* input bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
* power supply rejection ratio 

common mode rejection ratio 
* supply current 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input 

output impedance 

out ut volta e ran e p g g 

Output Voltage Limit 

IVeel 

CONDITIONS 
CLC103AM 

CLC103AI 

Vou• <4Vpp 
Vou• <4Vpp 
0.1 to 50MHz 
>50MHz 
at 100MHz 
to 75MHz 
to 75MHz 
to 150MHz 

5V step 
20V step 
10V step 
5V step 

2Vpp.20MHz 
2Vpp.20MHz 

>100kHz 
1kHz to 100MHz 
>5MHz 
5MHz to 100MHz 

non-inverting 

inverting 

no load 

resistance 
capacitance 
at DC 
at 100MHz 
no load 

supply voltage (Vee) 
output current 

TYP 
+25°C 

+25°C 

150 

0.1 
0.2 
-
3.0 
1 
55 

2.3 
4 
10 
5 
6 

30 

-48 
-48 

-158 
28 
-158 
28 

10 
35 
10 
20 
20 
250 
54 
38 
30 

250 
2.4 
-
2.45 
-

thermal resistance (Oca) 
junction temperature 
operating temperature 

storage temperature 

MAX & MIN RATINGS' 
-55°C +25°C 
-25°C +25°C 

>125 >135 

<0.6 <0.3 
<1.5 <0.6 
<0.4 <0.6 
- -
<3 <2 
>45 >45 

<2.8 <2.6 
<5 <5 
<25 <20 
<15 <10 
>5 >5 

- -

<-40 <-40 
<-40 <-40 

<-152 <-152 
<56 <56 
<-152 <-152 
<56 <56 

<30 <25 
<120 <120 
<40 <30 
<125 <125 
<110 <60 
<500 <500 
>45 >45 
>30 >30 
<36 <34 

>100 >100 
<3 <3 
<0.1 <0.1 
- -
>±11 >±11 

±20V 
±200mA 

+125°C 
+85°C 

>120 

<0.3 
<0.6 
<0.8 
-
<4 
>45 

<2.9 
<5 
<25 
<10 
>5 

-

<-40 
<-40 

<-152 
<56 
<-152 
<56 

<30 
<120 
<40 
<125 
<110 
<500 
>45 
>30 
<36 

>100 
<3 
<0.1 
-
>±11 

see thermal model 
+175°C 

lead temperature (soldering 1 Os) 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
AM: -55°C to +125°C 
-65°C to +150°C 
+300°C 

UNITS SYMBOL 

MHz SSBW 

dB GFPL 
dB GFPH 
dB GFR 
ns GO 
° LPD 
dB RINI 

ns TRS 
ns TRL 
ns TSP 
% OS 
V/ns SR 

ns OR 

dBc HD2 
dBc HD3 

dBm(1Hz) SNF 
p.V INV 
dBm(1Hz) SNF 
p.V INV 

mV VIO 
p.VloC DVIO 
",A IBN 
nA/oC DIBN 
p.A IBI 
nAloC DIBI 
dB PSRR 
dB CMRR 
mA ICC 

kn RIN 
pF CIN 
n RO 
n. nH ZO 
V VO 

'note 1: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. 
AM units are tested at - SS'C, +2S'C. and +12S'C. AI units are tested only at +2S'C although their 
performance is guaranteed at - 2S'C and +8S'C as indicated above. 

note 2: This rating protects against damage to the input stage caused by saturation of either the input 
or output stages. Under transient conditions not exceeding 11!s (duty cycle not exceeding 10%, 
maximum input voltage may be as large as twice the maximum. V = should never exceed ±SV. (V = is 
the voltage at the non-inverting input, pin 7.) 

note 3: This rating protects against exceeding transistor collector-emitter breakdown ratings. 
Recommended V cc is ±1SV. 

Com linear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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Non-Inverting Gain and Phase 
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Small Signal Pulse Response (Inv, Non-Inv) 
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2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion Intercept 
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Inverting Gain and Phase 

o 20MHz/div 200MHz 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Vee 

Vee (V) 
Large Signal Pulse Response (Inv, Non-Inv) 

5ns/div 

2-Tone 3rd Order Intermod. Intercept 
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Broadband Inverting and Non-Inverting Gain 

o 20MHz/div 200MHz 

Settling Time 

Time 

CMRR and PSRR 

102 103 104 105 106 101 108 

Frequency (Hz) 

r-__ -..-__ -. ___ .-__ ~------_("Tcose 

Pclr1 = 10mA [(+vcC}-VoutJ 
Pclr2 = 10mA [Vout -(-Veen 
Pcir3 = Ie [(+Vcc)-(-VccH where Ie = 10mA at ±15V 
Pxxx = Icol [(±Vcc)-Vout-1col (Reol +6)] where 

Icol = Vout/Rload or 9mA. whichever is 
greater. (Include Af in R'oad.) 

3-9 

Bca: 23'"CIW in still air without 
a heatsink 
(With heat sinking or air flow. 
Sco will be lower.l 

Tambient 

(For positive Vout and Vee. Pxxx is the power in the 
npn device. For negative Vout and Vee. this power is 
in the pnp device.) 
Reol is an external resistor (22 ohms recommended) 
between the xxx collector and ± Vee. 
T) (pnp) = (Ppnp) 85°C/W + (Ptotat) Boa + Tambient. 

similar for Tj (npn). 
Tj (eirt) = (Pcir1) 200°C/W + (Ptotal) 6ca + Tamblent. 

similar for Tj (cir2). 
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Rf' 1500Q{lnt,rnall 
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Figure 1: recommended non-Inverting gain circuit Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 

Test fixture layout artwork is available upon request. 

CLC103 Operation 

The CLC103 is based on Com linear's proprietary op amp topology, a 
unique design which uses current feedback instead of the usual 
voltage feedback. This design provides dynamic performance far 
beyond that previously available, yet it is used basically the same as the 
familiar voltage-feedback op amp (see the gain equations above). A 
complete discussion of current feedback is given in application note 
AN300-1. 

Layout Considerations 

To obtain optimum performance from any circuit operating at high 
frequencies, good PC layout is essential. Fortunately, the stable, well
behaved response of the CLC1 03 makes operation at high frequencies 
less sensitive to layout than is the case with other wideband op amps, 
even though the CLC103 has a much wider bandwidth. 

In general, a good layout is one which minimizes the unwanted 
coupling of a signal between nodes in a circuit. A continuous ground 
plane from the signal input to output on the circuit side of the board is 
helpful. Traces should be kept short to minil11ize inductance. If long 
traces are needed, use microstrip transmission lines which are termi
nated in their characteristic impedance. At some high-impedance 
nodes, or in sensitive areas such as near pin 5 of the CLC103, stray 
capacitance should be kept small by keeping nodes small and remov
ing ground plane directly around the node. 

The ±Vcc connections to the CLC103 are internally bypassed to ground 
with 0.1 "F capacitors to provide good high-frequency decoupling. It is 
recommended that 1"F or larger tantalum capacitors be provided for 
low-frequency decoupling. The O.ot"F capacitors shown at pins 18 
and 20 in figures 1 and 2 should be kept within 0.1" of those pins. A 
wide strip of ground plane should be provided for a signal return path 
between the load-resistor ground and these capacitors. 

Since the layout of the PC board forms such an important part of the 
circui~ much time can be saved if prototype amplifier boards are tested 
early in the design stage. Encased/connectorized amplifiers are 
available from Com linear. 

Settling Time, Offset, and Drill 

After an output transition has occurred, the output settles very rapidly 
to the final value and no change occurs for several microseconds. 
Thereafter, thermal gradients inside the CLCI 03 will cause the output 
to begin to drift When this cannot be tolerated, or when the initial offset 
voltage and drift is unacceptable, the use of a composite amplifier is 
advised. 

A composite amplifier can also be referred to as a feed-forward 
amplifier. Most feed-forward techniques such as those used in the vast 
majority of wideband op amps, involve the use of a wideband AC
coupled channel in parallel with a low-bandwidth, high-gain DC
coupled amplifier. For the composite amplifier suggested for use with 
the CLCI 03, the CLCI 03 replaces the wideband AC-coupled amplifier 
and a low-cost monolithic op amp is used to supply high open-loop 
gain at low frequencies. Since the CLC103 is strictly DC coupled 
throughou~ crossover distortion of less than 0.01 dB and 1 ° results. 

+ Vee -'WI,-..--. 

To pin7 10K 
of CLCI03----vvv--I 

To pin 19 ___ 'W'~'--'VI;""'--I 
of CLCI03 

Figure 3: non-inverting gain composlte amp 
to be used with figure 1 circuit 

To pin 5 
of CLCI03 

For composite operation in the non-inverting mode, the circuit in fig
ure 1 should be modified by the addition of the circuit shown in figure 3. 
For inverting operation, modify the circuit in figure 2 by the addition of 
the circuit in figure 4. Keep all resistors which connect to the CLC103 
within 0.2" of the CLCI 03 pins. The other side of these resistors should 
likewise be as close to Ul as possible. For good overall results, Ul 
should be similar to the LF356; this gives 5"VI °C input offset drift and 
the crossover frequency occurs at about 2MHz. Since Ul has a 
feedback network composed of R. + Rb and a 15kfl reSistor, which is 
in parallel with Rg and the internal 1.5kfl feedback resistor of the 
CLC103, Rb must be adjusted to match the feedback ratios of the two 
networks. This is done by driving the composite amplifier with a 70kHz 
square wave large enough to produce a transition from +5V to -5V 
at the CLC103 output and adjusting Rb until the output of U1 is at a 
minimum. R. should be about 9.5Rg for best results; thus, Rb should be 
adjusted around the value of 0.5Rg. 

Bias Control 

In normal operation, the bias control pin (pin 16) is left unconnected. 
However, if control over the bias of the amplifier is desired, the bias 
control pin may be driven with a TTL Signal; a TTL high level will turn 
the amplifier off. 

Distortion and Noise 

The graphs of intercept point versus frequency on the preceding page 
make it easy to predict the distortion at any frequency, given the 
output voltage of the CLCI 03. Firs~ convert the output voltage Vo to 
V,m. = (Vpp/2v'2) and then to P = (1010g,o(20V,m.2» to get the output 
power in dBm. At the frequency of interest, its 2nd harmonic will 
be S2 = (12-P)dB below the level of P. Its third harmonic will be 
S3 = 2(13-P)dB below the level of P, as will the two-tone third order 
intermodulation products. These approximations are useful for P< -ldB 
compression levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC103 using the 
Equivalent Input Noise graph on the preceding page. The following 
equation can be used to determine noise figure (F) in dB. 

F = 1010g [1 + vn2+~] 
4kTRsAf 

where Vn is the rms noise voltage and in is the rms noise current. 
Beyond the breakpoint olthe curves (i.e., where they are flat), broadband 
noise figure equals spot noise, so Af should equal one (1) and Vn and 
in should be read directly off the graph. Below the breakpOint, the noise 
must be integrated and Af set to the appropriate bandwidth. 

Application Notes and Assistance 

Application notes that address topics such as data conversion, fiber 
optics, and general high-frequency circuit design are available from 
Comlinear or your Comlinear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly-qualified applications engineers 
to provide technical and design assistance. 

To pin 19 ..... _ JWI,-"'--'lNv_-I 
of CLCI03 

Figure 4: Inverting gain composite amplifier 
to be used with figure 2 circuit 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• fast, precision A to D, D to A conversion 
• baseband and video communications 
• radar, sonar, IF processors 
• laser drivers, photodiode preamps 
• graphic CRT composite video drive amp 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC200 operational amplifier achieves performance far 
superior to that of other high performance op amps. A proprietary 
Comlinear design provides a bandwidth of DC-95MHz and an 
unprecedented settling time of 18nsec to 0.1%. And since 
thermal tail has been eliminated, the CLC200 can be depended 
upon to settle fast and solidly maintain its level. Drive capability 
is also impressive at 24Vpp and 100mA. 

Using the CLC200 is as easy as adding power supplies and a 
gain-setting resistor. The result is reliable, consistent 
performance because such characteristics as bandwidth and 
settling time are virtually independent of gain setting. Unlike 
conventional op amp designs where the optimum gain
bandwidth product occurs at a high gain, minimum settling time 
at a gain of -1, maximum slew rate at a gain of + 1, et cetera, the 
CLC200 offers predictable response at gain settings from ±1 to 
±SO. This, coupled with consistent performance from unit to unit 
with no external compensation, makes the CLC200 a real time 
and cost-saver in design and production situations alike. 

Minimizing settling time was a design goal of the CLC200. Settling 
time is one of the most demanding of all op amp requirements 
since it is affected by the op amp's bandwidth, gain flatness, and 
harmonic distortion. The result of this effort is an amplifier fast 
enough for the most demanding high speed D to A converters 
and "flash" A to D converters. 

The superior slew rate and rise and fall times of the CLC200 make 
it an ideal amplifier for a broad range of pulse, analog, and digital 
applications. Flat gain and phase response from DC to beyond 
50MHz ensure distortion levels well below those of other op amps. 
A full power bandwidth of 20MHz eliminates the need for power 
buffers in many applications. 

The CLC200 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology. The CLC200AI is specified over a 
temperature range of -2S'C to +8S'C, while the CLC200A8C is 
specified over a range of -S5'C to +125'C and is fully compliant 
with MIL-STD-883, Level B. Both devices are packaged in 12-
pin metal TO-8 cans. The DESC SMD number is 5962-89910. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +2 +20 +50 -2 -20 -50 units 

-3dB bandwidth 150 95 75 100 95 90 MHz 
rise time (20V) - 4 5 4 4 4 ns 
slew rate 4 4 4 4 4 4 V/ns 
settling time (0.1%) - 18 23 18 18 23 ns 

o 
Fast Settling, Wideband 5 
Operational Amplifiers g 

FEATURES: 
• - 3dB bandwidth of 95MHz 
• 0.1 % settling in 18ns 
• 4000V/p.s slew rate 
• low distortion, linear phase 
• 3.6ns rise and fall times 

Inverting 
input 

Compensation 
(optional) 

Bias Control 

Output 

Pin 8 provides access to a 2000 ohm feedback resistor. Pin 2 
allows the user to reduce the amplifier supply current or to 
turn the amplifier off completely. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.181 
(3.61-4·60)-'-H ___ ~ 

~O.016-0.G3C 
-,(0.41-0.76) 

Comlinear Corporation' 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

D5200.06 January 1993 
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
" -3dB bandwidth Vout<2Vpp SSBW 

gain flatness at Vout<2Vgp 
peaking 0.1 to 2 MHz <0.3 <0.4 dB GFPL 
peaking >25MHz <0.6 < 1.0 dB GFPH 
rolloff at 50MHz <0.4 < 0.6 dB GFR 

group delay to 50MHz ns GO 
linear phase deviation to 50MHz <2 <2 <2 LPO 
reverse isolation to 50MHz 

non-inverting 60 > 50 > 50 >50 dB RINI 
inverti 45 > 35 >35 >35 dB RIIN 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2V step 3.6 < 4.1 < 4.1 <4.4 ns TRS 

20V step 4 <5 <5 <6 ns TAL 
settling time to .02% 10V step4 25 ns TSP 

to .1% 10V step4 18 < 25 <25 < 25 ns TS 
overshoot 10V step 5 < 12 <10 <10 % OS 
slew rate (overdriven input) 4 >3 >3 >3 V/ns SR 
overload recovery 

<50ns 200% overdrive 25 ns OR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
"2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -52 <-45 <-45 <-45 dBc H02 
"3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -58 <-50 <-50 <-50 dBc H03 
equivalent noise input 

noise floor >100kHz -156 <-150 <-150 <-150 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 100MHz 35 <70 <70 <70 ~V INV 
noise floor >5MHz -156 <-150 <-150 <-150 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 5MHz to 100MHz 35 <70 <70 <70 ~V INV 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
"input offset voltage 10 <25 <25 <25 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient1 35 < 120 < 120 <120 ~vrc OVIO 
"input bias current non-inverting 10 <40 

average temperature coefficient1 
<30 <40 ~ IBN 

20 < 125 < 125 < 125 nArC OIBN 
"input bias current inverting 20 <70 <50 <70 ~ IBI 

average temperature coefficient1 70 <250 <250 <250 nA°/C OIBI 
"power supply rejection ratio 55 >45 >45 >45 dB PSRR 
common mode rejection ratio 46 >40 >40 >40 dB CMRR 

current no load 29 <36 <34 <36 rnA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 250 > 100 > 100 > 100 kQ 

ouput impedance 
capacitance 2.4 <3 <3 <3 pF 
at DC <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 Q 
at50MHz Q,nH 
no load >±11 

storage temperature 
lead temperature (soldering 1 Os) 

>±11 >±11 

±iOOmA 
see thermal model 
+ 175°C 

AI: -25°C to +85°c 
A8: -55°C to + 125°C 
-65°C to +150°c 
+300°c 

V 

note 1: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. Nl units are 
tested at-05'C, +25'C, and +125"C. AI units are tested only at +2S'C although performance at-25'C and 
+8S"C is guaranteed to be beller than or equal to the performance specified for A8 devices In the -Q5'C and 
+ 12S'C ranges. Maximum temperature coefficient parameters apply only to A8 devices. 
note 2: This rating protects against damage to the input stage caused by saturation of either the Input or output 
stages. Under transient conditions not exceeding 1j1s (duly cycle not exceeding 10%), maximum Input vcltage 
may be as large as twice the maximum. Vom should never exceed Voc' (Vom is the vcltage at the non·inverting 
input, pin 6.) 
note 3: This raUng protects against exceeding transistor collector-emitter breakdown ratings. Recommended 
V"ls±15V. 

nole 4: Sellling Ume specifications require the use of an extemal feedback resistor (20000). 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 3-12 



Inverting and Non-Inverting Phase 
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Relative Bandwidth vs. V co 

6 8 10 12 14 16 
v" (V) 

Small Signal Pulse Response (lnv, Non-Inv) 

5ns/div 

2-Tone 3rd Order Intermod. Intercept 

20 40 60 80 100 
Frequency (MHz) 

Pcircuit:::: Icc {(+Vcd - (-Vee)] where Icc = 23mA 
at±15V 

Pxxx :::: [(±Vcc) - VOUI - (lcol) (Reol + 4)] (lcOI) 
(% duty cycle) 

(For positive Vo and Vee. this is the power in the npn 
output stage.) 
(For negative Vo and Vee. this is the power in the pnp 
output stage.) 
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Broadband Inverting 
and Non-Inverting Gain 

100MHz/div 1GHz 

Gain vs. Frequency for Various RLs 

10ns/div 

CMRR and PSRR 

10' 10' 102 103 104 105 106 

Frequency (Hz) 

8ca == 65°C/W in still air without a heatsink 
38°C/W in still air with a Thermalloy 2268 

+ 15°C/W in 300ft/min air with a ThermaUoy 2268 

- Tambient 

Icol == Vout/Rload or 4mA, whichever is greater. 
(Include feedback A in Rtoad.) 

Reol is a resistor (33n recommended) between the 
xxx collector and ±Vcc-
Tj (pnp) = Ppnp (100 + 8ca) + (Pcir + Pnpn) (Jca + Ta. 

similar for Tj (npn)-
Tj (cir) = PClr (32 + 8ca) + (Ppnp + Pnpn) Oca + Ta_ 

o ro 
I\,) 
o o 
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+ 15V-r-,,;;;;;':'-.., 

-15V-r-,-+-=~.., 

20011 

R, 
Av=1+

Rg 

. A,=2000n (internal) 

Figure 1: suggested non-Inverting gain circuit 

+15V-"'---~~=:'---' 

Vo 

20011 

R, 
Av=--

R, 
-15V-..------.---J-~,....- Rf =2000n (intemal) 

For Zin = 500, select RGIiR,=50!l 

Figure 2: suggested inverting gain circuit 
Test fixture schematics are available upon request 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 

As with any op amp, the ratio of the two feedback resistors R, and Rg 
determines the gain of the CLC200. Unlike conventional op amps, 
however, the closed loop pole-zero response of the CLC200 is affected 
very little by the value of Rg. R~ scales the magnitude of the gain, but 
does not change the value of tna feedback. This is possible due to a 
proprietary circuit topology. R, does influence the feedback and so the 
CLC200 has been internally compensated for optimum performance 
with Rt =2000o" but any value of R,>1ko, may be used with a single 
capacitor placed between pins 4 and 5 for compensation. See Table 
1. As Rt decreases, Ce must increase to maintain flat gain. Slew rate 
will decrease slightly with increasing Ce, but other parameters such as 
bandwidth, settling time, and phase linearity will improve. Large values 
of Rt and Ce can be used together or separately to reduce the bandwidth. 
This may be desirable for reducing the bandwidth in applications not 
requiring the full frequency response available although this may cause 
the output noise to increase at low gains. 

Table 1: Bandwidth versus At and Ce 

R, Ce '± O.3dB ,- 3.0dB 
(ko,) (pF) (MHz) (MHz) 

10.0 0 5 15 
5.0 0 10 30 
3.0 0 20 60 
2.0 0 50 100 
1.5 0.25 70 130 
1.0 0.50 120 170 

Layout Considerations 

To assure optimum performance the user should follow good layout 
practices which minimize the unwanted coupling of signals between 
nodes. During initial breadboarding of the circuit, use direct point to 
point wiring, keeping the lead lengths to less than .25". The use of 
solid, unbroken ground plane is helpful. Avoid wire-wrap type pc 
boards and methods. Sockets with small, short pin receptacles may be 
used with minimal performance degradation although their use is not 
recommended. 

During pc board layout keep all traces short and direct. The resistive 
body of Rg should be as close as possible to pin 5 to minimize 
capacitance at that point. For the same reason, remove ground plane 
from the vicinity of pins 5 and 6. In other areas, use as much ground 
plane as possible on one side of the board. It is especially important 
to provide a ground return path for current from the load resistor to the 
power supply bypass capacitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 to .1/,F 
(with short leads) should be less than .15 inches from pins 1 and 9. 
Larger tantalum capacitors should be placed within one inch of these 
pins. Vee connections to pins 10 and 12 can be made directly from pins 
9 and 1, but better supply rejection and settling time are obtained if 
they are separately bypassed as in Figures 1 and 2. To prevent signal 
distortion caused by reflections from impedance mismatches, use 
terminated microstrip of coaxial cable when the signal must traverse 
more than a few inches. 

Since the pc board forms such an important part of the circuit, much 
time can be saved if prototype boards of any high frequency sections 
are built and tested early in the design phase. Evaluation boards 
designed for either inverting or non-inverting gains are available from 
Comlinear at minimal cost. 

Distortion and Amplification Fidelity 

The graphs of intercept point versus frequency on the preceding page 
make it easy to predict the distortion at any frequency, given the 

output voltage of the CLC200. First, convert the output voltage (Vo) to 
VRMS = (Vpp/2V2) and then to P = (1010g,o(20VRMs2)) to get output. 
power in dBm. At the frequency of interest, its 2nd harmonic will 
be S2 = (12- P)dB below the level of P. Its third harmonic will be 
S3 = 2(13-P)dB below P, as will the two-tone third order intermodula
tion products. These approximations are useful for P< -1 dB compres
sion levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC200 using the 
Equivalent Input Noise graph on the preceding page. The following 
equation can be used to determine noise figure (F) in dB. 

[ 
vn2 + in~;F2] 

F = 1010g 1 + 
4kTR,Af 

where Vn is the rms noise voltage and in is the rms noise current at the 
inverting node. Beyond the breakpoint of the curves (i.e., where they 
are flat), broadband noise figure equals spot noise figure, so fl.f should 
equal one (1) and Vn and in should be read directly 011 the graph. Below 
the breakpoint, the noise must be integrated and fl.f setto the appropriate 
bandwidth. 
For linear operation of the CLC200 at large output voltage swings (DC 
component not included) and at high frequencies, observe the (AC 
output voltage) X (frequency) product specification of 400V . MHz. 
Exceeding this rating will cause the signal to be greatly distorted as the 
amplifier bias control circuit reduces the current available for slewing 
to prevent damage. At frequencies and voltages within this range the 
excess slew rate and bandwidth available will ensure the highest 
possible degree of amplified Signal fidelity. 

Operation with Reduced Bias Current 

PlaCing a resistor between pins 1 and 2 will cause the CLC200 bias 
current to be reduced. Avalue of 20K will cause only a slight reduction, 
3K will almost halve the current, while less than 1 K will reduce bias to 
about 5mA and the amplifier will be off. In this condition, the input signal 
will be greatly attenuated. In the reduced bias, on condition, bandwidth 
will be roughly proportional to the reduction in bias current. A mechan
ical or semiconductor switch can be used to turn the amplifier off. Any 
connection which would cause current to flow out of pin 2 will result 
in increased bias current and may lead to device destruction from 
overheating and excessive current. 

Thermal Considerations 

At high ambient temperatures or large internal power dissipations, heat 
sinking is required to maintain acceptable junction temperatures. Use 
the thermal model on the previous page to determine junction temper
atures. Many styles of heat sinks are available for TO-8 packages; the 
Thermalloy 2240 and 2268 are good examples. Some heat sinks are the 
radial fin type which cover the pc board and may interfere with external 
components. An excellent solution to this problem is to use surface 
mounted resistors and capaCitors. They have a very low profile and 
actually improve high frequency performance. For use of these heat 
sinks with conventional components, a .1" high spacer can be inserted 
under the TO-8 package to allow sufficient clearance. 

Application Notes and Assistance 

Application notes that address topics such as data conversion, fiber 
optics, and general high frequency circuit design are available from 
Comlinear or your Com linear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly qualified applications engineers 
to provide technical and design assistance. 
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~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• fast, precision A to D, D to A conversion 
• baseband and video communications 
• radar, sonar, IF processors 
• laser drivers, photodiode preamps 
• graphic CRT composite video drive amp 
• high resolution imaging systems 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC201 is a wideband operational amplifier that combines state of 
the art dynamic performance with excellent DC performance. This 
combination allows designers to maximize system performance without 
making the speed versus DC accuracy compromises that are necessary 
with most high-speed amplifiers. For example, the CLC201 provides a 
- 3dB bandwidth of 95MHz (at a gain of + 20) and a settling time of only 
18ns (to 0.1%) yet exhibits an input offset voltage that is typically only 
0.5mV and guaranteed to be less than 1.0mV at +25DC. The input offset 
voltage drift is typically only 5p.V/ °C. 

The superior slew rate and rise and fall times of the CLC201 make it an 
ideal amplifier for a broad range of pulse, analog, and digital applications. 
The full-power bandwidth of 50MHz and 100mA output current eliminate 
the need for power buffers in most applications. Flat gain and phase 
response from DC to beyond 50MHz ensure distortion levels well below 
those of other op amps; in high-resolution applications such as 12-bit A 
to D converters, this low distortion combined with the excellent DC 
performance allows maximum accuracy and dynamic range-withoutthe 
need for complicated error correction circuitry. Engineers desiring to 
increase the DC performance or full-power bandwidth of systems using 
the original CLC200 may replace it with a CLC201-in most cases with 
no design changes (they are pin compatible, however the CLC201 has 
neither a bias control pin nor a compensation pin). 

The excellent dynamic performance is due to Comlinear's proprietary op 
amp topology, a unique design which is not subject to the limitations of 
the conventional op amp design. Dynamic parameters such as settling 
time and bandwidth are virtually independent of gain; for example, 
at a gain of -4, the bandwidth is 105MHz, yet it is still 95MHz at a gain 
of -20 (see the table below). In addition, the CLC201 is inherently stable 
across its entire (± 1 to ± 50) gain range. Besides the performance, 
the benefit of these features is reduced design time and the ability to 
make design changes with little or no change in dynamic performance. 

The CLC201 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar transistor 
technology. The CLC201AI is specified over a temperature range of 
-2S'C to +8S'C, while the CLC201A8C is specified over a range of 
-SS'C to + 125'C and is fully compliant with MIL-STD-883 Level B. Both 
devices are packaged in 12-pin metal TO-8 cans. The DESC SMD 
number is 5962-90833. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +4 +20 +50 -4 -20 -50 units 

-3dB bandwidth 150 95 80 105 95 80 MHz 
rise time (20V) - 4 5 4 4 4 ns 
slew rate 4 4 4 4 4 4 V/ns 
settling time (0.1%) - 18 20 18 18 20 ns 

o 
Fast Settling, Wideband ~ 
Operational Amplifiers ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 

• -3dB bandwidth of 95MHz 
• 0.5mV input offset VOltage, 5p.V/ DC drift 
• 0.1% settling in 18ns 
• 4000V/j.(S slew rate 
• 3.6ns rise and fall times 

BOTTOM VIEW 
Internal 

Feedback 

Not Connected 

Pin 8 provides access to a 2000 ohm (0.4% thin film) feedback 
resistor. Though not electrically connected to the circuit, the 
case provides EMI shielding and should be connected to a 
low impedance signal return. 

Package Dimensions 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

08201.06 January 1993 
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-3dB bandwidth Vou,<2Vpp 
gain flatness at Vou,<2?51 

* peaking 0.1 to< MHz 
* peaking >25MHz 
* rolloff at50MHz 
group delay, t050MHz 
linear phase deviation t050MHz 
reverse isolation t050MHz 

non-inverting 60 
inverting 45 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 3.6 

20Vstep 4 
settling time to .02% 10Vstep' 30 

to.1% 10Vstep' 18 
overshoot 2Vstep 7 
slew rate (overdriven input) 4 
overload recovery 

<5Ons pulse, 200% overdrive 25 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
*2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -52 
*3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -58 
equivalent noise input 

noise floor >100kHz -156 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 100MHz 35 
noise floor >5MHz -156 

noise 5MHz to 100MHz 35 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
*inputoffsetvoltage 0.5 

average temperature coefficient 5 
*input bias current non-inverting 5 

average temperature coefficient 50 
*input bias current inverting 5 

average temperature coefficient 50 
*power supply rejection ratio 55 
common mode rejection ratio 46 

* supply current no load 29 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 250 

capacitance 2.4 
output impedance alDC 

at50MHz 1,35 
output voltage range no load ±12 
internal feedback resistor absolute tolerance <0.4 

Common Mode and Output Voltage Limits 
supply voltage (Vee) 
output current 

20 20 
thermal resistance ((}ea) 
junction temperature 
operating temperature 

storage temperature 

<0.3 
<0.6 
<0.4 

<2.5 <2 

>50 >50 
>35 >35 

<4.1 <4.1 
<5 <5 

<25 <25 
<15 <12 
>3 >3 

<-45 <-45 
<-50 <-50 

<-150 <-150 
<70 <70 
<-150 <-150 
<70 <70 

<2.2 <1.0 
<15 <15 
<36 <20 
<125 <125 
<26 <10 
<200 <200 
>45 >45 
>40 >40 
<36 <34 

>100 >100 
<3 <3 
<0.1 <0.1 

>±11 >±11 

±20V 
±100mA 

<0.5 
<0.6 
<0.6 

<3 

>50 
>35 

<4.4 
<6 

<30 
<15 
>3 

<-45 
<-50 

<-150 
<70 
<-150 
<70 

<2.5 
<15 
<20 
<125 
<30 
<200 
>45 
>40 
<36 

>100 
<3 
<0.1 

>±11 

see thermal model 
+175°C 

lead temperature (soldering 1 Os) 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
A8: -55°C to +125°C 

-65°C to +150°C 
+300°C 

MHz SSBW 

dB GFPL 
dB GFPH 
dB GFR 
ns GD 

LPD 

dB RINI 
dB RIIN 

ns TRS 
ns TRL 
ns TSP 
ns TS 
% OS 
V/ns SR 

ns OR 

dBc HD2 
dBc HD3 

dBm(1Hz) SNF 
/LV INV 
dBm(1Hz) SNF 

INV 

mV VIO 
/LVI"C DVIO 
,..A IBN 
nAl"C DIBN 
,..A IBI 
nAl"C DIBI 
dB PSRR 
dB CMRR 
mA ICC 

kO RIN 
pF CIN 
0 RO 
O,nH ZO 
V VO 
% RFA 

~ 
E 10 

] 
'notel: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. AS units are 
tested at -55-C, +25-C, and +125-C. AI units are tested only al+25-C although performance at -25-C and 
+S5-C Is guaranteed at -25-C and +S5-C as indicated above. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

note 2: This rating protects against damage to the input stage caused by saturation of either the input or ou1put 
stages. Under transient conditions not exceeding l1's (duty cycle not exceeding 10%), maximum input voltage 
may be as large as twice the maximum. V"" should never exceed Voc. (y"" Is the voltage at the non-inverting 
Input, pin 6.) 
note 3: This rating protects against exceeding transistor collector-emitter breakdown ratings. Recommended 
Voc is ±15V. 
note 4: Settling time specifications require the use of an external feedback resistor (2000Q). 
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115 

Non-Inverting Gain and Phase 

A, =+20 

A''j+4 

15MHzJdiv 150MHz 

Large Signal Gain and Phase 

10MHz/div 100MHz 

Small Signal Pulse Response (Inv, Non-Inv) 

2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion Intercept 

105 106 107 10' 
Frequency (Hz) 

100 Equivalent ~~p~t Noise 

104 105 106 107 108 

Frequency (Hz) 

1.0 

0.9 
.c 
i5 

~ 0.8 

Qll 

.~ 0.7 
1ii 
a; 
a: 

0.6 

0.5 

55 

Inverting Gain and Phase 

Gafn 

Av ='-4 

A, '" -20 
Phase 

.I 
Av=~50 I 

A, = -20 

15MHz/div 

/ 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Vee 

4 8 ±V;~ (V) 

150MHz 

Broadband Gain (Inv, Non-Inv) 

non~jnverting 

inverting. 

100MHz/div 1GHz 

Gain vs. Frequency for Various RLs 

··50n 

10MHz/div 100MHz 

Large Signal Pulse Response (Inv, Non-Inv) Selliing Time 

2-Tone 3rd Order Intermod. Intercept 

10 20 30 40 
Frequency (MHz) 

50 60 

Pcircuit == Icc U+Vcd - (-Vccl) where lee = 25m A 
at±15V 

Pxxx == f(±Vcd - YOU! ~ (lcol) (Rcol + 5)] (lcol) 
(% duty cycle) 

(For positive Vo and Vee, this is the power in the npn 
output stage.) 
(For negative Voand Vee, this is the power in the pnp 
output stage.) 
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+0.20 

CD 
"0 

Time 

CMRR and PSRR 
65 

60 
CMRR 

102 103 104 105 106 107 

Frequency (Hz) 

Bea = 65°C/W in still air without a healsink 
30°C/W in still air with a Thermalloy 2268 
15°C/W in 300ft/min air with a Thermalloy 2268 

~ Tombient 

IcOI = VoutfAload or 4mA, whichever is greater. 
(Include feedback A in Aload.) 

Rcol is a resistor (33fl. recommended) between the 
xxx collector and ±Vcc. 
Tj (pnp) = Ppnp (100 + eca) + (Pcir + Pnpn) (}ca + Ta, 

similar for Tj (npn). 
Tj (cir) = Pcir (32 + (}ca) + (Ppnp + Pnpn) (}ca + Ta_ 

(') 
r
(') 
N o 
~ 

IJ 



+15V-~---.,---.,--~., 

Vo 

2000 

R, 

-15V-~---.,--4-==+-., 
AV=I+R; 

R,=20000 (internal) 

+15V-~--'-~=:'--" 

-15V-~---"-..J.;~,"-----, 

2000 

R, 
Av=-R; 

R,= 20000 (Internal) 

For Ztn=50n, select RGIlR,=500 

Figure 1: suggested non-inverting gain circuit Figure 2: suggested inverting gain circuit 
Test fixture layout artwork is available upon request 

CLC201 Operation 

The CLC201 is based on Comlinear's proprietary op amp topology. a 
unique design that uses current feedback instead of the usual voltage 
feedback. This design provides dynamic performance far beyond that 
previously available, yet it is used basically the same as the familiar 
voltage-feedback op amp (see the gain equations above). A complete 
discussion of current feedback is given in 'application note AN300-1. 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 

In most applications, use of the internal 20000 feedback resistor will 
provide optimum dynamiC performance; nonetheless, some designs 
may require an external feedback resistor of some value other than 
20000. The table below shows how bandwidth depends on the value 
of R,. Values of feedback resistance greater than 20000 will decrease 
the bandwidth of the amplifier; values of R, less than 20000 will 
increase the bandwidth. At most gain settings, however, low values of 
R, may cause instability unless a small amount of compensation 
capacitance (typically <O.SpF) is connected in parallel with R,. At IAvI 
<, R, must be greater than 1 kO. 

Bandwidth versus R, 

R, (external) -3dB Bandwidth (Av = 20) 

2kn 
SkU 

10kn 

90MHz 
30M Hz 
15MHz 

At large closed-loop gains (I Avl2::S0) the bandwidth may be increased 
by using a low value of R, as the table below indicates. External 
compensation is not required under these high-gain conditions. 

Increasing Bandwidth at High Gains 

IAvI R, -3dB Bandwidth 

50 
100 

Layout Considerations 

1kn 
soon 

90MHz 
70MHz 

To assure optimum performance the user should follow good layout 
practices which minimize the unwanted coupling of signals between 
nodes. During initial breadboarding of the cirCUit, use direct point to 
point wiring, keeping the lead lengths to less than .25". The use of 
solid, unbroken ground plane is helpful. Avoid wire-wrap type pc 
boards and methods. Sockets with small, short pin receptacles may be 
used with minimal performance degradation although their use is not 
recommended. 

During pc board layout, keep all traces short and direct The resistive 
body of Rg should be as close as possible to pin 5 to minimize 
capacitance at that point. For the same reason, remove ground plane 
from the vicinity of pins Sand 6. In other areas, use as much ground 
plane as possible on one side of the board. It is especially important 
to provide a ground return path for current from the load resistor to the 
power supply bypass capaCitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 to .1/LF 
(with short leads) should be less than .1S inches from pins 1 and 9. 
Larger tantalum capacitors should be placed within one inch of these 
pins. Vee connections to pins 10 and 12 can be made directly from pins 
9 and 1, but better supply rejection and settling time are obtained if they 
are separately bypassed as in Figures 1 and 2. To prevent signal 
distortion caused by reflections from impedance mismatches, use 
terminated microstrip or coaxial cable when the signal must traverse 
more than a few inches. 

Since the pc board forms such an important part of the circuit, much 
time can be saved if prototype boards of any high frequency sections 
are built and tested early In the design phase. Evaluation boards 
designed for either inverting or non-inverting gains are available from 
Comlinear. 

Distortion, Noise, and Amplification Fidelity 
The graphs of intercept pOint versus frequency on the preceding page 
make it easy to predict the distortion at any frequency, given the 
output voltage of the CLC201. First, convert the output voltage 010) to 
VRMS = (Vpp/2V2) and then to P = (1010g,o(20VRMs'» to get output 
power in dBm. At the frequency of interest, its 2nd harmonic will 
be S2 = (12-P)dB below the level of P. Its third harmonic will be 
S3 = 2(13-P)dB below P, as will the two-tone third order intermodula
tion products. These approximations are useful for P<-1 dB compres
sion levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC201 using the 
Equivalent Input Noise graph on the preceding page. The following 
equation can be used to determine noise figure (F) in dB. 

[ 
vn' + in~;F'] 

F = 1010g 1 +---'-"'--
4kTR.Ll.f 

where Vn is the rms noise voltage and in is the rms noise current at the 
inverting node. Beyond the breakpoint olthe curves (I.e., where they 
are flat), broadband noise figure equals spot noise figure, so Ll.f should 
equal one (1) and Vn and in should be read directly off the graph. Below 
the breakpoint, the noise must be integrated and Ll.f set to the appropriate 
bandwidth. 
For linear operation of the CLC201 at large output voltage swings (DC 
component not included) and at high frequencies, limit the (AC output 
voltage) X (frequency) product to 1 OOOV' MHz. Exceeding this rating 
will cause the signal to be greatly distorted as the amplifier bias control 
circuit reduces the current available for slewing to prevent damage. At 
frequencies and voltages within this range the excess slew rate and 
bandwidth available will ensure the highest possible degree of amplified 
signal fidelity. 

Thermal Considerations 
At high ambient temperatures or large internal power dissipations, heat 
sinking is required to maintain acceptable junction temperatures. Use 
the thermal model on the previous page to determine junction temper
atures. Many styles of heat sinks are available for TO-8 packages; the 
Thermalloy 2240 and 2268 are good examples. Some heat sinks are 
the radial fin type which cover the pc board and may interfere with 
external components. An excellent solution to this problem is to use 
surface mounted resistors and capacitors. They have a very low profile 
and actually improve high frequency performance. For use of these 
heat sinks with conventional components, a .1" high spacer can be 
inserted under the TO-8 package to allow sufficient clearance. 

Application Notes and Assistance 
Application notes that address topics such as data conversion, fiber 
optics, and general high frequency circuit design are available from 
Comlinear or your Comlinear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly qualified applications engineers 
to provide technical and design assistance. 
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APPLICATIONS: 

• coaxial line driving 
• DAC current to voltage amplifier 
• flash A to D driving 
• baseband and video communications 
• radar and IF processors 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC203 is a wideband, high-current operational amplifier 
which features a unique combination of high power and high 
precision. The amplifier's output current of 200mA and a full-power 
bandwidth of 60MHz (20Vpp, 100[1) ensure a quick design solution 
for the most demanding loads and signals. The solid 15ns settling 
time (to 0.2%) is reinforced by the CLC203's excellent DC perfor
mance; typically, the input offset voltage is only 0.5mV and is 
guaranteed to be less than 1 mV at+25°C. The input offset voltage 
drift is typically only 5p.V/oC. 

The CLC203 is well suited to a wide range of applications. Specif
ically, the wide bandwidth, fast settling, linear phase, and very low 
harmonic distortion provide the designer with the signal fidelity 
needed in applications such as driving flash A to Ds or coaxial lines. 
The 60MHz full-power bandwidth and 200mA output current of the 
CLC203 eliminate the need for power buffers in most applications. 
Engineers desiring to improve the DC performance or settling 
precision of systems using the original CLC1 03 may replace it with 
a CLC203-in most cases with no design changes (they are pin 
compatible, however the CLC203 does not have a bias control pin). 

The dynamic performance of the CLC203 is based on Comlinear's 
proprietary op amp topology. This new design provides perfor
mance far beyond that available from conventional op amp designs; 
for example, the -3dB bandwidth remains nearly constant over a 
wide range of gains. (See the table below.) And since the amplifier 
is inherently stable, the user is saved the trouble and expense of 
designing external compensation networks. The result is shorter 
design time and the ability to accommodate design changes (in 
gain, for example) without loss of performance or a redesign of 
compensation circuits. 

The CLC203 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar tran
sistor technology. The CLC203AI is specified over a 
temperature range of -25'C to +8S'C, while the CLC203AM is 
specified over a range of -55'C to + 125'C and is screened to 
Comlinear's M Standard for high reliability applications. Both 
devices are packaged in 24-pin ceramic DIPs. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +4 +20 +50 -4 -20 -50 units 

-3d8 bandwidth 250 170 120 195 165 120 MHz 
rise time (20V) 4 4 4 4 4 4 ns 
slew rate 6 6 6 6 6 6 Vlns 
settling time (0.2%) 15 15 18 15 15 18 ns 

o 
Fast Settling, High Current ~ 
Wideband Op Amps a 

FEATURES: 

• 60MHz full-power bandwidth (20Vpp, 1000) 
• 200mA output current 
• 0.2% seUI i ng in 1Sns 
• O.SmV input offset voltage, Sp.V/ °C drift 
• 4ns rise and fall times (20V) 

GND -Vee -Vee 

CLC203 Equivalent Circuit Diagram 
(all undesignated pins are internally unconnected) 

Package Dimensions D.OOB_D.OI8 
{O.20-0.46) 

1.215-1.310 ~ 
I --",='''-'ZL--_ I lrr1 T T 
I 1"~' II L =1" 
i I METALLIC: =:~:~~ --l !-

CERAMK;UO: 0.160_0.190 
(4.06-4.B3j 

PlNND.1 ~l~::grl r METALUO:O.I80-0.Z40 

o.ol~:~75~I (4.57-6.10) 
{O.36-1.91) ~- CERllMlCL\P:D.I!15-0.2SS 

0.014-0.026 (4.95_6.48) 
(0.36-0.66) 

O.I00OSC--..i I.- I LO.I658SC 
(2.5USC) II 100_1.105 (4.199SCl 

(27.81-26.07) I 

Com linear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

DS203.05 January 1993 
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Vou,<4V" >140 >110 MHz SSBW 
Vou,=20 pp >50 >40 MHz FPBW 

gain flatness at Vou,<4V~ 
* peaking 0.1 to 40 Hz <0.4 <0.3 dB GFPL 
* peaking >40MHz <0.6 <0.6 dB GFPH 
* rolloff at 75MHz <0.6 <1.0 dB GFR 

group delay to 75MHz ns GD 
linear phase deviation to 75MHz <3.5 <2.5 <2.5 LPD 
reverse isolation to 150MHz 

non-inverting 55 >45 >45 >45 dB RINI 
inverting 48 >40 >40 >40 dB RII 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 5Vstep 2.5 <2.9 <2.9 <3.3 ns TRS 

20Vstep 4.0 <5.0 <5.0 <5.0 ns TRL 
settling time to 0.2% 10Vstep 15 <25 <20 <25 ns TSP 
overshoot 5Vstep 7 <20 <15 <15 % OS 
slew rate (overdriven input) 6 >5 >5 >5 V/ns SR 
overload recovery 

<50ns pulse, 200% overdrive 30 ns OR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
*2nd harmonic distortion 2~p,20MHZ -55 <-45 <-45 <-45 dBc HD2 
*3rd harmonic distortion 2 pp,20MHz -55 <-45 <-45 <-45 dBc HD3 
equivalent noise input 

noise floor >100kHz -158 <-152 <-152 <-152 dBm(lHz) SNF 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 100MHz 28 <56 <56 <56 pV INV 
noise floor >5MHz -158 <-152 <-152 <-152 dBm(lHz) SNF 
integrated nOise 5MHz to 100MHz 28 <56 <56 <56 p,V INV 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 0.5 <2.2 <1.5 <2.5 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient 5 <15 <15 <15 /LVrC DVIO 
*input bias current non-inverting 5 <36 <20 <20 pA IBN 

average temperature coefficient 50 <125 <125 <125 nAl"C DIBN 
*input bias current inverting 5 <26 <15 <30 pA IBI 

average temperature coefficient 50 <200 <200 <200 nAl"C DIBI 
*power supply rejection ratio 60 >45 >45 >45 dB PSRR 
common mode rejection ratio 46 >40 >40 >40 dB CMRR 

no load 30 <36 <34 <36 rnA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 250 >100 >100 >100 kG RIN 

capacitance 2.4 <3 <3 <3 pF CIN 
output impedance aIDC <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 G RO 

at 75MHz 2,45 G,nH ZO 
output voltage range no load >±11 >±11 >±11 V VO 

Common Mode and Output Voltage Limits 
supply voltage·(V •• ) 
output current 

±20V 
±200mA 

x .. 
E 
E 

-;; 

20 20 

o 
I Vee I 

thermal resistance (0 • .) 
junction temperature 
operating temperature 

see thermal model 
+ 175°C 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
AM: -55°C to +125°C 

x storage temperature -65°C to +150°C 
~ lead temperature (soldering lOs) +300°C 

-note 1: Parameters preceded by an - are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% 
:!i tested. AM units are tested at -5S'C, +2S'C, and +12S'C. AI units are tested only at +2S'C 

although their performance is guaranteed at -2S'C and +8S'C as indicated above. 

note 2: This rating protects against damage to the input stage caused by saturation of eHher the 
input or output stages. Under transient conditions not exceeding IllS (duty cycle not exceeding 
10%), maximum input voltage may be as large as twice the maximum. Vem should never exceed 
Vcc. (Vem is the voltage at the non-inverting input, pin 7.) 

note 3: This rating protects against exceeding transistor collector-emitter breakdown ratings. 
Recommended Vcc is± 15V. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 3-20 
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Non-Inverting Gain and Phase 

Av = +50 
Av =+20 

20MHz/div 

Large Signal Gain and Phase 

Vo= 2OVpp, 
Av=+2O 

10MHz/div 

200M Hz 

100MHz 

Inverting Gain and Phase 
, Av,,;.c:4 

\Av=-ao 

Av"'-50 / 

I 
Av';'-50 I 

Av=-2O 

o 20MHz/div 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Vee 
1,1 

1,0 
.c 
'6 
'30 O,g 
'0 
C 

&'l 
~ 0.8 
.~ 

~ 0.7 

200MHz 

Broadband Inverting 
and Non-Inverting Gain 

non-inverting 

inverting 

100MHz/div lGHz 

Gain vs. Frequency lor Various Loads 

lkO 

/" 
1000 / 

2000 

8 10 12 14 16 18 20MHz/div 200M Hz 
Vee (V) 

Small Signal Pulse Response (Inv, Non-Inv) Large Signal Pulse Response (Inv, Non-Inv) Settling Time 

Av=+2Q 

Sns/div 

2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion Intercept 
100 

85 

70 

55 

40 : 

2nd harlno"le 
InterCept $XCeadS 
90dam belo"!,l00~: 

10' 106 107 

Frequency (Hz) 

Equivalent Input Noise 
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r-__ -.-__ --. ___ ~--_._------_lTcase 

PCi(1 = 7mA [(+Vcc)-\Ioutl 
Pcir2 = 7mA [Vout -(-Vee)] 
Pcir3 = Ie [(+VcC> -(-Vee)] where Ie = 15mA at ±15V 
Pxxx = leal [(±VcC>-Vout-lcol (Rcol +5)1 where 

I col = Vout/Rload or 8mA, whichever is 
greater. (Include Rt in Rload.) 
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9ca'" 23°CIW in still air without 
a heatsink 
(With heat sinking or air flow, 
eco will be lower.) 

Tombient 

(For positive Vout and Vee. Pxxx is the power in the 
npn device. For negative Veut and Vee. this power is 
in the pnp device.) 
Reol is an external resistor (22 ohms recommended) 
between the xxx collector and ±Vce. 
Tj (pnp) = (Ppnp) 85"C/W + (PtOtal) 6ea + Tamblent. 

similar for Tj (npn). 
TJ (eir1) = (Pcir1) 200°C/W + (Ptetal) (Jea + Tambient. 

similar for Tj (eir2). 

o 
r
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Figure 1 : recommended non-Inverting gain circuit Figure 2: recommended inverting circuit 
Test fixture layout artwork is available upon request 

CLC203 Operation 

The CLC203 is based on Comlinear's proprietary op 
amp topology, a unique design which uses current 
feedback instead of the usual voltage feedback. This 
design provides dynamic performance far beyond that 
previously available, yet it is used basically the same as 
the familiar voltage-feedback op amp (see the gain 
equations above). A complete discussion of current 
feedback is given in application note AN300-1. 

Increasing Bandwidth at High Gains 

At high gains (I Avl2::50) the bandwidth of the CLC203 
may be increased by lowering the value of feedback 
resistance. This is done by connecting an external 
resistor in parallel with the internal 1500n feedback 
resistor. The table below shows the recommended 
external resistor values for different gain settings. 

Increasing Bandwidth at High Gains 

I Awl external resistor -3dB bandwidth 

50 
100 

3kn 
750n 

Layout Considerations 

140MHz 
110MHz 

To obtain optimum performance from any circuit oper
ating at high frequencies, good PC layout is essential. 
Fortunately, the stable, well-behaved response of the 
CLC203 makes operation at high frequencies less 
sensitive to layout than is the case with other wideband 
op amps, even though the CLC203 has a much wider 
bandwidth. 

In general, a good layout is one which minimizes the 
unwanted coupling of a signal between nodes in a 
circuit. A continuous ground plane from the signal input 
to output on the circuit side of the board is helpful. 
Traces should be kept short to minimize inductance. If 
long traces are needed, use microstrip transmission 
lines which are terminated in their characteristic imped
ance. At some high-impedance nodes, or in sensitive 
areas such as near pin 5 of the CLC203, stray capac
itance should be kept small by keeping nodes small and 
removing ground plane directly around the node. 

The ±Vcc connections to the CLC203 are internally 
bypassed to ground with 0.0221LF capacitors to provide 
good high-frequency decoupling. It is recommended 
that 11lF or larger tantalum capacitors be provided for 

low-frequency decoupling. The 0.011LF capacitors 
shown at pins 18 and 20 in figures 1 and 2 should be 
kept within 0.1" of those pins. A wide strip of ground 
plane should be provided for a signal return path 
between the load-resistor ground and these capacitors. 

Since the layout of the PC board forms such an impor
tant part of the circuit, much time can be saved if 
prototype amplifier boards are tested early in the design 
stage. Encased/connectorized amplifiers are available 
from Comlinear. 

Distortion and Noise 

The graphs of intercept point versus frequency on the 
preceding page make it easy to predict the distortion at 
any frequency, given the output voltage of the CLC203. 
First, convertthe output voltage (Vo) to Vrms = (Vpp I 2.j2) 
and then to P = (1010g1o(20Vrms2)) to get the output 
power in dBm. At the frequency of interest, its 2nd 
harmonic will be S2 = (b- P) dB below the level of P. Its 
third harmonic will be S3 = 2(b-P)dB below the level 
of P, as will the two-tone third order intermodulation 
products. These approximations are useful for P< -1 dB 
compression levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the 
CLC203 using the Equivalent Input Noise graph on the 
preceding page. The following equation can be used to 
determine noise figure (F) in dB. 

[ V2+~] n A 2 

F = 1010g 1 + v 
4kTR.tif 

where Vn is the rms noise voltage and in is the rms noise 
current at the inverting node. Beyond the breakpoint of 
the curves (Le., where they are flat), broadband noise 
figure equals spot noise, so af should equal one (1) and 
Vn and in should be read directly offthe graph. Below the 
breakpoint, the noise must be integrated and af set to 
the appropriate bandwidth. 

Application Notes and Assistance 

Application notes that address topics such as data 
conversion, fiber optics, and general high-frequency 
circuit design are available from Comlinear or your 
Comlinear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly-qualified ap
plications engineers to provide technical and design 
assistance. 
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~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• fast, precision AI D conversion 
• automatic test equipment 
• input/output amplifiers 
• photodiode, CCD preamps 
• IF processors 
• high-speed modems, radios 
• line drivers 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC205 is a wideband overdrive-protected operational 
amplifier designed for applications needing both speed and low 
power operation. Utilizing Comlinear's well-established current 
feedback architecture, the CLC205 exhibits performance far 
beyond that of conventional voltage feedback op amps. For 
example, the CLC205 has a bandwidth of 170MHz at a gain· of 
+20 and settles to 0.1% in 22ns. Plus, the CLC205 has a 
combination of importantfeatures not found in other high-speed 
op amps. 

For example, the CLC205 has been designed to consume little 
power-570mW at ±15V supplies. The result is lower power 
supply requirements and less system-level heat dissipation. In 
addition, the device can be operated on supply voltages as low 
as ±5V for even lower power dissipation. 

Complete overdrive protection has been designed into the part. 
This is critical for applications, such as ATE and instrumentation, 
which require protection from signal levels high enough to 
cause saturation of the amplifier. This feature allows the output 
of the op amp to be protected against short circuits using 
techniques developed for low-speed op amps. With this capa
bility, even the fastest signal sources can feature effective short 
circuit protection. 

The CLC20S is constructed using thin-film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology and is available in three versions. 
The CLC20SAI is specified over a temperature range of 
-2S'C to+8S·C. The CLC20SAK, which features burn in 
and tested hermeticity, is specified and tested over a 
temperature range of -SS'C to +12S·C. The CLC20SA8C 
is specified and tested over a temperature range of -5S'C 
to +12S'C and is fully compliant with MIL-STD-883, Level 
B. All three versions are packaged in 12-pin TO-8 cans. 
The DESC SMD number is 5962-90835. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +7 +20 +50 -1 -20 -50 units 

-3dB bandwidth 220 170 80 220 130 80 MHz 
rise time 1.7 2.2 4.7 1.7 2.9 4.7 ns 
slew rate 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 V/ns 
settling time (to 0.1%) 22 22 20 21 20 19 ns 

o 
Overdrive-Protected h N 

Wideband Op Amp g 

FEATURES: 

• -3dB bandwidth of 170MHz 
• 0.1% settling in 22ns 
• complete overdrive protection 
• low power: 570mW (57mW at ± 5V) 
• 3MO input resistance 
• output may be current limited 

BOTTOM VIEW 
Internal 

Feedback 

NotConnecled 

Pin 8 provides access to a 20000 feedback resistor which can 
be connected to the Qutputor left open if an external feedback 
resistor is desired. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.181 

(3.61-4.B01-'-f+-_---i ~O.D16-0.030 
i{O.41-0.76) 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS205.03 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC205AI +25°C -25°C +25°C +85°C 

Ambient Temperature CLC205A8/AK +25°C -55°C +25°C +125°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
*-3dB bandwidth Vou• <2Vpp 170 >140 >140 >125 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth Vou• <10Vpp 100 >72 >80 >80 MHz FPBW 
gain flatness Vou• <2Vpp 

* peaking 0.1 to 35MHz 0 <0.3 <0.3 <0.5 dB GFPL 
* peaking >35MHz 0 <0.5 <0.5 <0.8 dB GFPH 
* rolloff at 70MHz <0.8 <0.8 <0.8 dB GFR 
group delay to 70MHz 3.0 ±.2 ns GO 
linear phase deviation to 70MHz 0.8 <3.0 <2.0 <3.0 LPD 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2V step 2.2 <2.6 <2.6 <3.0 ns TRS 

10V step 4.8 <5.5 <5.5 <5.5 ns TRL 
settling time to 0.1% 10V step, note 2 22 <27 <27 <27 ns TS 

to 0.05% 10V step, note 2 24 <30 <30 <30 ns TSP 
overshoot 5V step 7 <14 <14 <14 % OS 
slew rate 20Vpp @ 50MHz 2.4 >1.8 >2.0 >2.0 V/ns SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE, note 3 
*2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp ,20MHz -57 <-50 <-50 <-50 dBc HD2 
*3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp ,20MHz -68 <-55 <-55 <-55 dBc HD3 
equivalent input noise 

nV/V& voltage >100kHz 2.1 <3.0 <3.0 <3.5 VN 
inverting current >100kHz 22 <30 <30 <35 pA/\J'Bi ICN 
non-inverting current >100kHz 4.8 <6.5 <6.5 <7.5 pA/VHZ NCN 
noise floor >100kHz -157 <-154 <-154 <-153 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 1kHz to 150MHz 39 <55 <55 <61 IN INV 
noise floor >5MHz -157 <-154 <-154 <-153 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 5MHz to 150MHz 39 <55 <55 <61 IN INV 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*power supply rejection ratio 
common mode rejection ratio 

*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance DC 
non-inverting input capacitance 70MHz 
output impedance DC 
output voltage range no load 
internal feedback resistor 

absolute tolerance 
temperature coefficient 

inverting input current self limit 

Vee ±20V 
lout ±7SmA 
common mode input voltage ±( I Vee 1-1)V 
differential input voltage ±3V 
thermal resistance: See thermal model. 
junction temperature +17SoC 
operating temperature AI: -2SoC to +8SoC 

A8/AK: -5S'C to +12S'C 
storage temperature -6SoC to +1S0°C 
lead temperature (soldering 10s) +300°C 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

3.5 <8.0 <8.0 <11.0 mV VIO 
11 <25 <25 <25 ,.NloC DVIO 
3.0 <25 <15 <15 IlA IBN 
15 <100 <100 <100 nA/oC DIBN 
2.0 <22 <10 <25 IlA IBI 
20 <150 <150 <150 nA/oC DIBI 
69 >55 >55 >55 dB PSRR 
60 >50 >50 >50 dB CMRR 
19 <20 <20 <22 mA ICC 

3.0 >1.0 >1.0 >1.0 MO RIN 
5.0 <7.0 <7.0 <7.0 pF CIN 

<0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0 RO 
±12 >±11 >±11 >±11 V VO 

<0.2 % RFA 
-100±40 ppm/oC RFTC 

2.2 <3.0 1<3.0 <3.2 mA ICL 

Vee ±SVto±1SV 
lo~ ±SOmA 
common mode input voltage ±( I Vee I -S)V 
gain range: +7 to +SO, -1 to -SO 

*note: 1: Parameters preceded by an • are 100% tested. A6 and AK units 
are tested at -55'C, +25'C, and + 125'C. AI units tested at +25'C, although 
performance at -25'C and +65'C is guaranteed as shown above. 
note: 2: Settling time specifications require the use of an external feedback 
resistor (2Q). 
note: 3: In AI units, the noise and distortion specifications are guaranteed 
(but not tested) as shown above. 
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Thermal MOdel 

Pol",," = [(+Voo ) - (-Vee)]' 11.77kO 
Pxxx = [(±Vcc)-V ... -(lccf )(R"'f+6)j (Ieof ) 

(% duty cycle) 
(For Positive Vo and Vee, this is the power in the 
npn output stage.) 
(For negative Vo and Vee. this is the power in the 
pnp output stage.) 
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100 

t9c. :::: 65"C/W in still air without a heatsink: 
35"C/W in still air with a Thermalloy 2268 
15"C/W in 300ft/min air with a Thermalloy 2268 
(Thermalloy 2240 works equally well.) 

lcor == Vour/~ or 3mA, whichever is greater. (Include 
feedback R in R ..... ) 

Reo, is a resistor (330 recommended) between the xxx 
collector and ± Vee. 

1; fp..., = Ppnp (200 + £.) + (Pol. + po .. ) fA" + T •• similar 
forlj Inpro. 

1j ."" = Pc;, (17.5 + It.) + (Pp"" + P,,,) fA" + Ta. 

• 



33/l 
+ 15V-,--r-..-'1"---, 

-15V ~r--..->-:W;;:..o.---, 

Capacitance in p.F 

R, 
Av=1+

R, -15V---'r--..-'-""~--, 

Capacitance in ILF 

2000 

R, 
AV=-i\ 

R,=20000 (internal) 

3.9 ~.1 Rf =200on (intemal) For Z;..=5Ofi, select RGIiR,=500 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 
Test fixture schematics are available upon request 

Overdrive Protection 
Unlike most other high-speed op amps, the CLC205 is not 
damaged by saturation caused by overdriving input signals 
(where V,n X gain>max. Vau,)' The CLC205 self limits the current 
at the inverting input when the output is saturated (see the 
inverting input current self limit specification); this ensures that 
the amplifier will not be damaged due to excessive internal 
currents during overdrive. For protection against input signals 
which would exceed either the maximum differential or common 
mode input voltage, the diode clamp circuits below may be used. 

I 
common mode 

protection 

differential protection 

Figure 3: Diode clamp circuits for common mode and 
differential mode protection. 

Short Circuit Protection 
Damage caused by short circuits at the output may be prevented 
by limiting the output current to safe levels. The most simple 
current limit circuit calls for plaCing resistors between the output 
stage collector supplies and the output stage collectors (pins 
12 and 10). The value of this resistor is determined by: 

Rc = 'ic - R, 
I, 

Where I, is the desired limit current and R, is the minimum 
expected load resistance (00 for a short to ground). Bypass 
capacitors of 0.01/LF on should be used on the collectors as in 
Figures 1 and 2. 

A more sophisticated current limit circuit which provides a limit 
current independent of R, is shown below. 

+V~ 

to pin 12 JO.01~F 

to pin 10 

R, 
14.3kO 

Figure 4: Active current limit circuit (50mA) 

With the component values indicated, current limiting occurs at 
50mA. For other values of current limit (I,), select Rc to equal 
VooIl,. Where Vbe is the base to emitter voltage drop of 03 (or 
04) at a current of [2Vcc-1.4] / Rx, where Rx",,[(2Vcc -1.4) / I,] 

Bm;n. Also, Bm;n is the minimum beta of 01 (or 02) at a current 
of I,. Since the limit current depends on Vbe, which is temperature 
dependent, the limit current is likewise temperature dependent. 
If a temperature-independent current limit circuit is needed, 
contact Com linear. 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 
In most applications, a feedback resistor value of 2kO will 
provide optimum performance; nonetheless, some applications 
may require a resistor of some other value. The response versus 
R, plot on the previous page shows how decreasing R, will 
increase bandwidth (and frequency response peaking, which 
may lead to instability). Conversely, large values of feedback 
resistance tend to roll off the response. 

The best settling time performance requires the use of an 
external feedback resistor (use of the internal resistor results 
in a 0.1% to 0.2% settling tail). The settling performance may 
be improved slightly by adding a capacitance of 0.4pF in parallel 
with the feedback resistor (settling time specifications reflect 
performance with an external feedback resistor but with no 
external capacitance). 

Noise Analysis 
Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC205 
using the equivalent input noise graph on the preceding page 
and the equations shown below. 

Noise figure is for the network inside this box. 
------, 

I 
I 

R. I 

F = 1010g [1 + R~ ~ Rs- '-(~2 ~ -Vn2 + ~)] 
RN 4kT n Rp2 Rp2 Av2 

where Rp = 
Rs RN RF 

Rs + RN ; Av = RG + 
kT = 4.00 x 10-" Joules at 2900 K 
V n is spot noise voltage (V / VRZ ) 
in is non-inverting spot noise current (A / \1Hz ) 
ii is inverting spot noise current (A / \1Hz ) 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout will 
enhance the performance of the CLC205. Good ground plane 
construction and power supply bypassing close to the package 
are critical to achieving full performance. In the non-inverting 
configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to stray capacitance to 
ground at the inverting input. Hence, the inverting node 
connections should be small with minimal stray capacitance to 
the ground plane or other nodes. Shunt capacitance across the 
feedback resistor should not be used to compensate for this 
effect. 

Evaluation PC boards (part number 730008 for inverting, 730009 
for non-inverting) for the CLC205 are available. 
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APPLICATIONS: 

• fast, precision AID conversion 
• automatic test equipment 
• inpuVoutput amplifiers 
• photodiode, CCD preamps 
• IF processors 
• high-speed modems, radios 
• line drivers 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC206 is a wideband, overdrive-protected operational 
amplifier designed for applications needing both speed and high 
drive capability (100mA). Utilizing Com linear's well-established 
current feedback architecture, the CLC206 exhibits performance 
far beyond that of conventional voltage feedback op amps. For 
example, the CLC206 has a bandwidth of 180MHz at a gain of 
+ 20 and settles to 0.1 % in 19ns. Plus, the CLC206 has a 
combination of important features not found in other high-speed 
op amps. 

The 100mA output current and the large Signal bandwidth of 
70MHz (20Vpp) make the CLC206 ideal for applications which 
involve both high signal amplitudes and heavy loads as in coaxial 
line driving applications. 

Complete overdrive protection has been designed into the 
CLC206. This is critical for applications, such as ATE and 
instrumentation, which require protection from signal levels high 
enough to cause saturation of the amplifier. This feature allows 
the output of the op amp to be protected against short circuits 
using techniques developed for low-speed op amps. With this 
capability, even the fastest signal sources can feature effective 
short circuit protection. 

The CLC206 is constructed using thin-film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology and is available in three versions. The 
CLC206AI is specified over a temperature range of -2S'C to 
+8S'C. The CLC206AK, which features burn in and tested 
hermeticity, is specified and tested over a temperature range of 
-SS'C to + 12S'C. The CLC206A8C is specified and tested over 
a temperature range of -SS'C to + 12S'C and is fully compliant 
with MIL-STD-883, Level B. All three versions are packaged in 
12-pin TO-8 cans. The DESC SMD number is S962-898S8. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +7 +20 +50 -1 -20 -50 units 

-3dB bandwidth 220 180 90 220 145 90 MHz 
rise time 1.6 2 4 1.6 2.5 4 ns 
slew rate 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 V/ns 
settling time (to 0.1%) 22 19 17 20 19 18 ns 

o 
Overdrive-Protected h N 

Wideband Op Amp ~ 

FEATURES: 

• -3dB bandwidth of 180MHz 
• 70MHz large signal bandwidth (20V pp) 
• 0.1% settling in 19ns 
• overdrive protected 
• output may be current limited 
• stable w/o compensation 
• 3MO input impedance 

Non-inverting 
Input 

Inverting 
Input 

Not 
Connected 

BOTTOM VIEW 
Internal Feedback 

Not Connected 

Collector 
Supply 

Output 

Pin 8 provides access to a 20000: feedback resistor which can 
be connected to the output or left open if an external feedback 
resistor is desired. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.181 
(3.61 -4.601-'--H----1 

----.JO,016-0,03O 
1'{O.41-D.76) 

• 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
D8206.03 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC206AI +25°C -25°C +25°C +85°C 

Ambient Temperature CLC206A8/AK +25°C -55°C +25°C +125°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
*-3dB bandwidth You. <2Vpp 180 >150 >150 >135 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth VOu! <20Vpp 70 >54 >60 >60 MHz FPBW 
gain flatness You. <2Vpp 

* peaking 0.1 to 40MHz 0 <0.3 <0.3 <0.5 dB GFPL 
* peaking >40MHz 0 <0.5 <0.5 <0.8 dB GFPH 
* rolloff at 75MHz <0.7 <0.7 <0.7 dB GFR 
group delay to 75MHz 3.0±.2 ns GO 
linear phase deviation to 75MHz 0.6 <2.0 <1.5 <2.0 LPD 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2V step 2.0 <2.5 <2.5 <2.7 ns TRS 

20V step 7.0 <8.5 <8.5 <8.5 ns TRL 
settling time to 0.1% 10V step, note 2 22 <25 <25 <25 ns TS 

to 0.05% 10V step, note 2 24 <27 <27 <27 ns TSP 
overshoot 10V step 11 <15 <15 <15 % OS 
slew rate 20Vpp,100MHz 3.4 >2.7 >3.0 >3.0 V/ns SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE, note 3 
*2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -59 <-50 <-50 <-50 dBc HD2 
*3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -67 <-55 <-55 <-55 dBc HD3 
equivalent input noise 

nV/v'!:k voltage >100kHz 2.1 <3.0 <3.0 <3.5 VN 
inverting current >100kHz 22 <30 <30 <35 pAl\!8i ICN 
non-inverting current >100kHz 5.0 <7.0 <7.0 <8.0 pAl..jRZ NCN 
noise floor >100kHz -157 <-154 <-154 <-153 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 150MHz 39 <55 <55 <61 uV INV 
noise floor >5MHz -157 <-154 <-154 <-153 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 5MHz to 150MHz 39 <55 <55 <61 uV INV 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*power supply rejection ratio 
common mode rejection ratio 

*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance DC 
non-inverting input capacitance 75MHz 
output impedance DC 
output voltage range no load 
internal feedback resistor 

absolute tolerance 
temperature coefficient 

inverting input current seli limit 

Vee ±20V 
lout ±1S0mA 
common mode input voltage ±( I Vee 1-1)V 
differential input voltage ±3V 
thermal resistance: See thermal model. 
junction temperature +17SoC 
operating temperature AI: -2SoC to +8SoC 

A8/AK: -SS'C to +12S'C 
storage temperature -6SoC to +1S0°C 
lead temperature (soldering 10s) +300°C 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

3.5 <8.0 <8.0 <11.0 mV VIO 
11 <25 <25 <25 uVloC DVIO 
4.0 <30 <20 <20 uA IBN 
20 <125 <125 <125 nA/oC DIBN 
2.0 <26 <10 <30 uA IBI 
40 <200 <200 <200 nA/oC 0181 
65 >55 >55 >55 dB PSRR 
60 >50 >50 >50 dB CMRR 
29 <31 <31 <33 mA ICC 

3.0 >1.0 >1.0 >1.0 Mn RIN 
5.2 <7.0 <7.0 <7.0 pF CIN 

<0.1 <0.1 <0.1 n RO 
±12 >±11 >±11 >±11 V VO 

<0.2 % RFA 
-100±40 ppm/oC RFTC 

3.3 <4.5 <4.5 <4.7 mA ICL 

Vee ±SV to ±1SV 
lout ±100mA 
common mode input voltage ±( I Vee 1-5)V 
gain range: +7 to +SO, -1 to -SO 
"note: 1: Parameters preceded by an • are 100% tested. AS and AK units 
are tested at -55·C, +2S·C, and + 125·C. AI units tested at +2S'C, although 
perlonmance at -25'C and +8S'C is guaranteed as shown above. 
note 2: Settling time specifications require the use of an external feedback 
resistor (20). 
note 3: In AI units, the noise and distortion specifications are guaranteed 
(but not tested) as shown above. 
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Non-Inverling Gain and Phase 

:A."'+20 
A,=+50 

20MHz/div 200MHz 

Large Signal Gain and Phase 

10MHz/div 100MHz 

Small Signal Pulse Response 

5ns/div 

2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion 

Frequency (Hz) 

Equivalent Input Noise 

1,0 

0,9 

Inverting Gain and Phase 

.... A,,=-1 
.....-A,''''-7 

20MHz/div 200MHz 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Vee 

:; 0,8 

" ~ 0.7 

&l 0,6 

~ 0.5, 
Ol 

" a: 0-4 

0,3 

0,2', ' 

4 8 10 12 14 16 

> 
'i5 
;; 
'" 

45 

±V,e(V) 

Large Signal Pulse Response 

5ns/div 

2-Tone 3rd Order Intermodulation Intercept 

20 40 60 80 100 
Frequency (MHz) 

Thermal Model 

P,;rn," = [(+V,,) - (-V,,)l' I U5kQ 
Pxxx = [(±V,,)-V.,,-(loo,)(R,~+6)1 (I,.,) 

(% duty cycle) 
(For positive Vo and Vee, this is the power in the 
npn output stage,) 
(For negative Vo and Vee. this is the power in the 
pnp output stage,) 
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20MHz/div 200M Hz 

Gain and Phase for Various Loads 

CMRR and PSRR 

Be ... = 65"C/W in still air without a heatsink 
35 cC/W in still air with a Thermalloy 2268 
15 cC/W in 300ft/min air with a Thermatroy 2268 
(Thermal!oy 2240 works equally well.) 

leOI = VoutiRload or 4mA, whichever is greater. (Include 
feedback R in R,...,) 

Reor is a resistor (330 recommended) between the xxx 
collector and ± Vee. 
T! rpnpJ:;::::: Ppnp (100 + Be.) + (Pcir + Pnpn) Be. + Ta, similar 

forT] (npnl. 

Ti {eir' = Pelr (17.5 + Be.) + (Ppnp + Pnpn) Bea + Ta. 

• 



-15V-r---... =~---, 

2000 

R, 
Av=1+

R, 

Rf = 20000 (internal) 

2000 

R, 

Av= -R:" 
~ = 20000 (internal) 

For Zrr,=50n, select RaIlR1=50f! 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 
Test fixture schematics are available upon request. 

Overdrive Protection 
Unlike most other high-speed op amps, the CLC206 is not 
damaged by saturation caused by overdriving input signals 
(where VinX gain> You,)' The CLC206 self limits the current at 
the inverting input when the output is saturated (see the 
inverting input current self limit specification); this ensures that 
the amplifier will not be damaged due to excessive internal 
currents during overdrive. For protection against input signals 
which would exceed either the maximum differential or common 
mode input voltage, the diode clamp circuits below may be 
used. 

! 
common mode 

protection 

differential protection 

Figure 3: Diode clamp circuits for common mode and differential 
mode protection 

Short Circuit Protection: 
Damage caused by short circuits at the output may be 
prevented by limiting the output current to safe levels. The 
most simple current limit circuit calls for placing resistors 
between the output stage collector supplies and the output 
stage collectors (pins 12 and 10). The value of this resistor is 
determined by: 

Vc 
Rc = ~ -R, 

Where I, is the desired limit current and R, is the minimum 
expected load resistance (On for a short to ground). Bypass 
capacitors of O.Q1JLF on should be used on the collectors as 
in Figures 1 and 2. 
A more sophisticated current limit circuit which provides a limit 
current independent of R, is shown below. 

611 Q3 
:V8~ 

(2N3906) 

01 
(MJE170) 

topin12 rO.01 p.F 

to pin 10 

R,. 
14.3kO 

Figure 4: Active current limit circuit (1OOmA) 

With the component values indicated, current limiting occurs 
at 100mA. For other values of current limit (I,), select Reto 
equal VooIll. Where Vba is the base to emitter voltage drop of 
03 (or 04) at a current of [2Vcc -1.4VRx. where 

Rx:S[(2V cc -1.4)/111 Bmin. Also, Bmin is the minimum beta of 01 
(or 02) at a current of II. Since the limit current depends on 
Vbe which is temperature dependent, the limit current is like
wise temperature dependent. If a temperature-independent 
current limit circuit is needed, contact Comlinear. 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 
In most applications, a feedback resistor value of 2kn will 
provide optimum performance; nonetheless, some applications 
may require a resistor of some other value. The response 
versus Rf plot on the previous page shows how decreasing Rf 

will increase bandwidth (and frequency response peaking, 
which may lead to instability). Conversely, large values of 
feedback resistance tend to roll off the response. 

The best settling time performance requires the use of an 
external feedback resistor (use of the internal resistor results 
in a 0.1% to 0.2% settling tail). The settling performance may 
be improved slightly by adding a capacitance of O.4pF in parallel 
with the feedback resistor (settling time specifications reflect 
performance with an external feedback resistor but with no 
external capacitance). 

Noise AnalYSis 
Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC206 
using the equivalent input noise graph on the preceding page 
and the equations shown below. 

Noise figure is for the network inside this box 
I -----

R, I 

F = 1010g [1 + Rs Rs (. 2 Vn2 RF2 ii 2 )] 
RN + 4kT '. 'n + R;:2 + Rp2 Av2 

Rs RN . A RF + 
where Rp = Rs + RN' v = RG 1 

kT = 4.00 X 10-21 Joules at 290 0 K 
Vn is spot noise voltage (V/VHz) 
in is non inverting spot noise current (AlVHz) 
ii is inverting spot noise current (AlVHz) 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout will 
enhance the performance of the CLC206. Good ground plane 
construction and power supply bypassing close to the package 
are critical to achieving full performance. In the non-inverting 
configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to stray capacitance to 
ground at the inverting input. Hence, the inverting node 
connections should be small with minimal stray capacitance 
to the ground plane. Shunt capacitance across the feedback 
resistor should not be used to compensate for this effect. 

Evaluation PC boards (part number 730008 for inverting, 
730009 for non-inverting) for the CLC206 are available. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• fast, precision AID conversion 
• wide dynamic range IF amps 
• test waveform generation 
• VCO drivers 
• DDS postamps 
• radar/communication receivers 
• line drivers 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC207 is a wideband, low distortion operational amplifier 
desi,9ned specifically for applications requiring both high speed 
and wide dynamic range. Utilizing Comlinear's proprietary 
current feedback architecture, the CLC207 offers performance 
far superior to that of conventional voltage feedback op amps. 

The most attractive feature of the CLC207 is its extremely 
low distortion: -SO/-SSdBc 2nd/3rd harmonics at 20MHz 
(2Vpp, RL = 2000). The CLC207 also provides -3dB bandwidth 
of 170MHz at a gain of + 20, settles to 0.1 % in 22ns and slews 
at a rate of 2400V//Ls, yet is unity-gain stable without external 
compensation. The combination of these features positions the 
CLC207 as the right choice for high speed applications requiring 
exceptional signal purity. 

High speed, high resolution AID and D/A converter systems 
requiring low distortion operation will find the CLC207 an 
excellent choice. Wide dynamic range systems such as radar 
and communication receivers will find that the CLC20Ts low 
harmonic distortion and low noise make it an attractive high 
speed solution. 

The addition of the CLC207 to the 20S/206 Series of high speed 
operational amplifiers broadens the selection of features 
available from which to choose. The CLC20S offers low power 
operation, the CLC206 offers higher drive operation, and the 
CLC207 offers operation with extremely low distortion, all of 
which are pin compatible and overdrive protected. 

The CLC207 is constructed using thin-film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology and is available in three versions. The 
CLC207AI is specified over a temperature range of -2S"C to 
+SS"C. The CLC207AK, which features burn-in and tested 
hermeticity, is specified and tested over a temperature range of 
-SS"C to +12S"C. The CLC207ASC is specified and tested over 
a temperature range of -SS"C to + 12S"C and is screened to MIL
STD-SS3 for high-reliability applications. All three versions 
come in 12-pin, TO-S packages. The DESC SMD number is 
S962-90977. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +7 +20 +SO -1 -20 -SO units 
-3dB bandwidth 220 170 SO 220 130 SO MHz 
rise time 1.7 2.2 4.7 1.7 2.9 4.7 ns 
slew rate 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 V/ns 
settling time (to 0.1%) 22 22 20 21 20 19 ns 

o 
Low Distortion b 

N 

Wideband Op Amp ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 
• -SO/-SSdBc 2nd/3rd harmonics at 20MHz 
• -3dB bandwidth of 170 MHz 
• 0.1 % settling in 22ns 
• 2400V / /LS slew rate 
• overdrive protection 
• 3MO input resistance 
• output may be current limited 

BOTTOM VIEW 
Internal 

Feedback 

NolConnected 

Pin 8 provides access to a 20000 feedback resistor which can 
be connected to the output or left open if an external feedback 
resistor is desired. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.181 
(3.61 -4.601J-H ___ ---j 

--10-016-0.030 
\(0.41-0.76) 

Com linear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS207.01 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC207AI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

Ambient Temperature CLC207A8/AK + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
* -3dB bandwidth Vou,<2Vfl 170 >140 >140 >125 MHz SSBW 

Vou,<10 pp 100 >72 >80 >80 MHz LSBW 
gain flatness Vou,<2Vpp 

* peaking 0.1 to 35M Hz 0 <0.3 <0.3 <0.5 dB GFPL 
* peaking >35MHz 0 <0.5 <0.5 <0.8 dB GFPH 
* rolloff at70MHz -- <0.8 <0.8 <0.8 dB GFR 
group delay t070MHz 3.0±.2 -- -- -- ns GO 
linear phase deviation t050MHz 0.8 <3.0 <2.0 <3.0 ° LPD 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 2.2 <2.6 <2.6 <3.0 ns TRS 

10Vstep 4.8 <5.5 <5.5 <5.5 ns TRL 
settlingtimetoO.l% 1 OV step, note 2 22 <27 <27 <27 ns TS 

to 0.05% 1 OV step, note 2 24 <30 <30 <30 ns TSP 
overshoot 5Vstep 7 <14 <14 <14 % OS 
slew rate 20Vpp @50MHz 2400 >1800 >2000 >2000 VIlAS SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE, note 3 
'2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20M Hz, RL = 2000' -80 

RL= 1000 -69 
'3rd harmonic distortion 2V PP' 20MHz, RL = 2000' -85 

RL= 1000 -69 
equivalent noise input 

voltage >100kHz 1.6 
inverting current >100kHz 20 
non-inverting current >100kHz 2.2 
noise floor >100kHz -158 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 150MHz 33 
integrated noise 5MHz to 150MHz 33 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*power supply rejection ratio 
common mode rejection ratio 

*supplycurrent no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capaCitance 
output impedance 
output voltage range 
internal feedback resistor 

absolute tolerance 
temperature coefficient 

inverting input current self limit 

differential input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

storage temperature 
lead temperature (soldering lOs) 

DC 
70MHz 
DC 
no load 

IVecl>15V 
IVecl::.:15V 

AI: 
A8/AK: 

3.5 
11 
3.0 
15 
2.0 
20 
69 
60 
25 

3.0 
5.0 
--

±12 

±20V 
±150mA 

± (29-IVecl)V 
±(IVecl-l)V 

±3V 
+ 175°C 

-25'C to + 85'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 
-65'C to + 150'C 

+300'C 

2.0 
--
--
2.2 

Vee 
lou, 
VeM 

<-68 
<-64 
<-76 
<-64 

<1.8 
<23 
<2.5 
<-157 
<38 
<38 

<8.0 
<25 
<25 
<100 
<22 
<150 
>55 
>50 
<27 

>1.0 
<7.0 
<0.1 
>±11 
--
--
--

<3.0 

gain range 

Notes: 

<-76 <-76 
<-64 <-64 
<-76 <-76 
<-64 <-64 

<1.8 <1.8 
<23 <23 
<2.5 <2.5 
<-157 <-157 
<38 <38 
<38 <38 

<8.0 <11.0 
<25 <25 
<15 <15 
<100 <100 
<10 <25 
<150 <150 
>55 >55 
>50 >50 
<27 <29 

>1.0 >1.0 
<7.0 <7.0 
<0.1 <0.1 
>±11 >±11 
-- --

<0.2 --
-100±40 --
<3.0 <3.2 

dBc HD2 
dBc HD2 
dBc HD3 
dBc HD3 

nV/VHz VN 
pAlVHz ICN 
pAlVHz NCN 
dBm1Hz SNF 
p,V INV 
p,V INV 

mV VIO 
p,vrc DVIO 
p,A IBN 
nArC DIBN 
p,A IBI 
nArC DIBI 
dB PSRR 
dB CMRR 
mA ICC 

MO RIN 
pF CIN 
0 RO 
V VO 
kO RF 
% RFA 
ppmrC RFTC 
mA ICL 

±5Vto ±15V 
±100ma 

±(IVecl-5)V 
+7 to +50, -1 to -50 

nole 1: Parameters preceded by an • are 100% tested. AS and AK 
units are tested at -o5'C, +25'C and +125'C. AI units are tested at 
+25'C, though performance at -25'C and +SS'C is guaranteed as 
shown above. 
nole 2: Settling time specifications require the use of an external 
feedback resistor (2kn). 
nole 3: In AI units, the noise specifications are guaranteed (but not 
tested) as shown above. AS and AK units tested with RL = 200n. 

-C-om-li-ne-a-r-re-se-N-es-t-he--ng-ht-t-o-ch-a-ng-e-s-p~-i-fic-ru-io-ns-w-i-th-ou-t-no-ti-ce--. 3-32 
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v'"~---1~' 

-15V--,-----,~= .. 
A, 

Av=1+-
A" 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 

+ 15V-r--,.....,-='r-. 

-15V-r--~-='-4-. 

v. 
2000 

Flo 
Av=-A; 

RI = 20000 (intemal) 

For 2In =500. select RaURi=500 

Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 
Test fixture schematics are available upon request. 

Overdrive Protection 
Unlike most other high-speed op amps, the CLC207 is not 
damaged by saturation caused by overdriving input signals 
(where Vin X gain>max.Vou1)' The CLC207 self limits the 
current at the inverting input when the output is saturated 
(see the inverting input current self limit specification); this 
ensures that the amplifier will not be damaged due to 
excessive internal currents during overdrive. For protection 
against input Signals which would exceed either the maximum 
differential or common mode input voltage, the diode clamp 
circuits below may be used. 

I 
common mode 

protection 

differential protection 

Figure 3: diode clamp circuits for common mode and 
differential mode protection 

Short Circuit Protection 
Damage caused by short circuits at the output may be 
prevented by limiting the output current to safe levels. The 
most simple current limit circuit calls for plaCing resistors 
between the output stage collector supplies and the output 
stage collectors (pins 12 and 10). The value of this resistor 
is determined by: 

Rc =Vcl 11 - RI 
Where II is the desired limit current and RI is the minimum 
expected load resistance (00 for a short to ground). Bypass 
capacitors of 0.01 /LF on should be used on the collectors as 
in Figures 1 and 2. 

A more sophisticated current limit circuit which provides a 
limit current independent of RI is shown below. 

Ac12Q 

-Vee 

+Vcc 

O.OWF 
taPm 12* 

Figure 4: active current limit circuit (SOmA) 

With the component values indicated, current limiting occurs 
at 50mA. For other values of current limit (II)' select Rc to 
equal Vb.,!II' Where Vb. is the base to emitter voltage drop 
of 03 (or 04) at a current of [2Vcc-1.4)/Rx, where 
Rx:s[(2Vcc-1.4)/I;l Bmln• Also, Bmin is the minimum beta of 
01 (or 02) at a current of II' Since the limit current depends 
on Vbe, which is temperature dependent, the limit current is 
likewise temperature dependent. If a temperature-

independent current limit circuit is needed, contact Comlinear. 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 
In most applications, a feedback resistor value of 2kO will 
provide optimum performance; nonetheless, some 
applications may require a resistor of some other value. The 
response versus Rf plot on the previous page shows how 
decreasing R, will increase bandwidth (and frequency 
response peaking, which may lead to instability). Conversely, 
large values of feedback resistance tend to roll off the 
response. 

The best settling time performance requires the use of an 
external feedback resistor. (Use of the internal resistor results 
in 0.1% to 0.2% settling tail.) The settling performance may 
be improved slightly by adding a capacitance of O.4pF in 
parallel with the feedback resistor. (Settling time 
specifications reflect performance with an external feedback 
resistor but with no external capacitance.) 

Thermal Model 

P,_,=[(+voo) - (-VcolJ' 1'.77k!1 
P"",=[(±V,,) - vo", - (100,) (A"",+6)J (1001) 

(% duty cycle) 
(For positive Vo and Veo. this is the power in the npn output stage.) 
(For negative Vo and Veo• this is the power in the pnp output stage.) 

60a = 6S"CIW in still air without a heatsink 
35"C1W in still air with a Thennalloy 22688 
15"C1W in 300ft/min air with a Thennalloy 22688 
(Thennalloy 2240 works equally well.) 

lcol= VoulRload or 3mA, whichever is greater. (Include 
feedback A In A,oad') 

Roo, is a resistor (330 recommended) between the xxx collector and ± V 00' 

Tj(pnp) = P p".(200 + 9~) + (P dl + P opo) 9~ + T •• 
similar for TJ (npn)-

Tj (cIT) = Pclr(17.5 + Sea} + (Ppnp + Pnpn) 6ea + Tao 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout will 
enhance the performance of the CLC207. Good ground plane 
construction and power supply bypassing close to the 
package are critical to achieving full performance. In the non
inverting configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to stray 
capacitance to ground at the inverting input. Hence, the 
inverting node connections should be small with minimal stray 
capacitance to the ground plane or other nodes. Shunt 
capacitance across the feedback resistor should not be used 
to compensate for this effect. 

Evaluation PC boards (part number 730008 for inverting, 
730009 for non-inverting) for the CLC207 are available from 
Comiinear at minimal cost. 
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APPLICATIONS: 

• very high speed D to A, A to D conversion 
• high speed fiber optics systems 
• baseband and video communications 
• radar and IF processors 
• very fast risetime pulse amplifiers 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC220 is a wide bandwidth DC-coupled operational amplifier 
that defines the state-of-the-art in high speed op amps. A -3dB 
bandwidth of DC to 190MHz is achieved using a proprietary 
Com linear design. Ultra·fast settling time (8nsec to 0.1%) and slew 
rate (7000Vl /Lsec) make the CLC220 a superior amplifier for pulsed 
and digital applications. 

Since thermal tail has been eliminated, the CLC220 settles fast and 
remains solidly at the desired level. Flat gain and linear phase 
(1.2° deviation from linear) from DC to beyond 100MHz help the 
CLC220 to achieve distortion levels uncommonly low relative to 
conventional op amps. 

Using the CLC220 is as easy as adding power supplies and a 
gain-setting resistor. The result is reliable, consistent performance 
because such characteristics as bandwidth and settling time are 
virtually independent of gain setting. Unlike conventional op amp 
designs where the optimum gain-bandwidth product occurs at a 
high gain, minimum settling time at a gain of -1, maximum slew 
rate at a gain of + 1, et cetera, the CLC220 offers predictable 
response at gain settings from ± 1 to ± 50. This, coupled with 
consistent performance from unit to unit with no external 
compensation, makes the CLC220 a real time and cost-saver in 
design and production situations alike. 

This combination of features makes the CLC220 appropriate for a 
broad range of applications. The wide bandwidth, DC coupling, and 
fast settling lend themselves well to high speed D to A and "flash" 
A to D applications. Both receivers and transmitters in optical fiber 
systems have similar requirements. High gain and phase linearity 
and corresponding low distortion make the CLC220 ideal for many 
digital communication system applications, such as in the demod
ulator, where the need for both DC coupling and high frequency 
amplification creates requirements that are difficult to meel 

The CLC220 is constructed using thin-film resistorlbipolar 
transistor technology. The CL220AI is specified over a 
temperature range of -25"C to +85"C, while the CLC220A8C is 
specified over a range of -55"C to + 125"C and is fully compliant 
with MIL-STD-883, Level B. Both devices are packaged in 12-
pin metal TO-8 cans. The DESC SMD number is 5962-89911. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +4 +20 +50 -4 -20 -50 units 

-3dB bandwidth 250 190 120 200 190 150 MHz 
rise time (2V) 1.6 1.9 2.3 1.6 1.9 2.3 ns 
slew rate 7 7 7 7 7 7 V/ns 
settling time (0.1%) 10 8 10 8 8 10 ns 

o 
r-

Fast Settling, Wideband 0 
N 

Operational Amplifiers 0 

FEATURES: 

• -3dB bandwidth of 190MHz 
• 0.1 % settling in 8ns 
• 7000Vl JJ.s slew rate 
• 1.9ns rise and fall times 
• low distortion, linear phase 

Non-inverting 
input 

Inverting 
input 

BOTTOM VIEW 
Internal 

Feedback 

Bias Control 

Output 

Pin 8 provides access to a 1500 ohm feedback resistor. Pin 2 
allows the user to reduce the amplifier supply current or to 
turn the amplifier off completely. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.181 

(3.61-4.60)-'-+f----i ~D.o16-0.030 
1(0.41-0.76) 

Comllnear Corporation' 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

DS220.06 
January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS' UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC220AI +25'C -25'C +25'C +85'C 
Ambient Temperature CLC220A8 + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
* -3dB bandwidth Vout<2Vpp 190 >160 >170 >150 MHz SSBW 

* 
gain flatness at Vout<2V~ 

peaking 0.1 to 50 Hz 0 <0.5 <0.3 <0.4 dB GFPL 
* peaking >50MHz 0 <1.5 <0.6 <1.0 dB GFPH 
* rolloff atlOOMHz 0 <0.4 <0.6 <0.9 dB GFR 
group delay tolOOMHz 3.0±0.3 ns GD 
linear phase deviation tolOOMHz 1.2 <2 <2 <2 LPD 
reverse isolation tolOOMHz 

non-inverting 60 >50 >50 >50 dB RINI 
inverting 45 >35 >35 >35 dB RIIN 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 1.9 <2.2 <2.1 <2.2 ns TRS 

5Vstep 2 <2.6 <2.5 <2.6 ns TRL 
settling time to .02% 5Vstep' 15 ns TSP 

to.l% 5Vstep' 8 <15 <12 <15 ns TS 
overshoot 5Vstep 7 <15 <12 <12 % OS 
slew rate (overdriven input) 7 >6 >6 >6 V/ns SR 
overload recovery 

<50ns pulse, 200% overdrive 25 ns OR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
*2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -58 <-50 <-SO <-50 dBc HD2 
*3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -62 <-50 <-50 <-50 dBc HD3 
equivalent noise input 

noise floor >100kHz -156 <-150 <-150 <-150 dBm(IHz) SNF 
integrated noise lkHzt0200MHz 50 <100 <100 <100 /LV INV 
noise floor >5MHz -156 <-150 <-150 <-150 dBm(IHz) SNF 
integrated noise 5MHz to 200M Hz 50 <100 <100 <100 /LV INV 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 10 <25 <25 <25 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient' 35 <120 <120 <120 /LVrC DVIO 
*input bias current non-inverting 10 <40 <30 <40 pA IBN 

average temperature coefficient' 20 <125 <125 <125 nAt'C DIBN 
*input bias current inverting 20 <70 <50 <70 pA IBI 

average temperature coefficient' 70 <250 <250 <250 nAt'C DIBI 
* power supply rejection ratio 55 >45 >45 >45 dB PSRR 
common mode rejection ratio 46 >40 >40 >40 dB CMRR 

*supplycurrent no load 30 <36 <34 <36 mA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 250 >100 >100 >100 kn RIN 

capacitance 2.4 <3 <3 <3 pF CIN 
output impedance aIDC <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 n RO 

atl00MHz 1,35 n,nH ZO 
output voltage range no load >±10 >±10 >±10 V VO 
internal feedback resistor absolute tolerance <0.4 % RFA 

Common Mode and Output Voltage Limits 
supply vOltage (Vee) 
output current 

±20V 
±50mA 

20 

o 
I Vee I 

thermal resistance (Oeal 
junction temperature 
operating temperature 

storage temperature 
lead temperature (soldering lOs) 

see thermal model 
+175°C 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
A8: -55°C to +125°C 

-65°C to +150°C 
+300°C 

*note1: Parameters preceded by an * are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. AS units are 
~ tested at -55'C, +25'C, +125·C. AI units are tested only at +25'C although pertormance at -25'C and +85'C is 

guaranteed to be better than or equal to the performance specified for AS devices in the -5S'C and +12S'C 
ranges. Maximum temperature coefficient parameters apply only to AS devices. 
note 2: This rating protects against damage to the input stage caused by saturation of either the input or output 
stages. Under transient conditions not exceeding 1 J.1s (duty cycle not exceeding 10%), maximum input voltage 
may be as large as twice the maximum. Vcm should never exceed Vee (Vem is the voltage at the non-inverting 
input, pin 6). 
note 3: This rating protects against exceeding transistor collector-emitter breakdown ratings. Recommended Vee 
is± 15V. 
note 4: Settling time specification requires the use of an external feedback resistor (15000). 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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Inverting Gain 

Av= 50 

'30MHzidiv 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Vee 

300MHz 

2-Tone 3rd Order Intermod. Intercept 
50 ., 

20 40 60 80 100 
Frequency (MHz) 

Pclrcult= Icc [(+vcC> - (-Vcc}J where Icc == 26mA 
at±15V 

Pxxx = [(±Vcc) - Vout - (lcol) (Rcol + 4J1 (lcol) 
(% duty cycle) 

(For positive Vo and Vee. this is the power in the "pn 
output stage.) 
(For negative Vo and Vee. this is the power in the pnp 
output stage.) 
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Gain vs. Frequency for Various RLS 

o 30MHz/div 300MHz 

Sns/div 

CMRR and PSRR 

100 101 102 103 104 105 106 

Frequency (Hz) 

Be. = 65°C/W in still air without a heatsink 
3O°C/W in still air with a Thermalloy 2268 
15°C/W in 300ft/min air with a Thermalloy 2268 

.:!: Tambient 

Icol == Vout/R'oad or 4mA, whichever is greater. 
(Include feedback R in Rload.) 

Acol is a resistor (aan recommended) between the 
xxx collector and ±Vec. 
Tj (pnp) = Ppnp (200 + 8ca) + (Pelr + Pnpn) lea + Ta. 

similar for Tj (npn). 
Tj (eir) = Peir (37 + 8ca) + (Ppnp + Pnpn) + 8ca + Ta. 
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+ 15V-r----rT'-1l +15V-..--............. ~--, 

,C2l<q>'''-+----<1V• 

2000 

-15V'-r---r-'-'= ....... 
11, 

Av =1+R; -15V-r----r.....,= ....... --, 

R, 
AV=-R;;" 
RI = 15000 (intemal) 

11,= 15000 (Intemal) For Z.n =500, select RQIIR, = son 

Figure '1: suggested non-inverting gain circuit Figure 2: suggested Inverting gain circuit 

Test fixture schematics are available upon request. 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 

As with any op amp, the ratio of the two feedback resistors R, and Rg 
detenmines the gain of the CLC220. Unlike conventional op amps, 
however, the closed loop pole-zero response of the CLC220 is affected 
very little by the value of Ag. R" scales the magnitude of the gain, but 
does not change the value of tne feedback. This is possible due to a 
proprietary circuit topology. R, does influence the feedback and so the 
CLC220 has been internally compensated for optimum perionmance 
with R, = 15000. External R, values greater than 15000 can be used 
with approximate results as listed in Table 1. Use of R, values less 
than 15000 will result in extended bandwidth and peaking of the 
response at high frequencies. For example, R, = 10000 will result in a 
-3dB bandwidth of about 300MHz, with approximately 3.5dB of 
peaking above 200MHz. An RC network with a -3dB bandwidth of 
about 250MHz could be used at the input to flatten the response, 
aHhough it will reduce the bandwidth of the overall circuit. 

Table 1: Bandwidth versus R, 

R, '± O.3dB 
(kO) (MHz) 

2 
5 

10 

Layout Considerations 

25 
10 

5 

'-3.0dB 
(MHz) 

80 
30 
15 

To assure optimum performance the user should follow good layout 
practices which minimize the unwanted coupling of signals between 
nodes. During initial breadboarding of the circuit, use direct point to 
point wiring, keeping the lead lengths to less than .25". The use of 
solid, unbroken ground plane is helpful. Avoid wire-wrap type pc 
boards and methods. Sockets with small, short pin receptacles may be 
used with minimal performance degradation although their use is not 
recommended. 

During pc board layout, keep all traces short and direct The resistive 
body of Rg should be as close as possible to pin 5 to minimize 
capacitance at that point. For the same reason, remove ground plane 
from the viCinity of pins 5 and 6. In other areas, use as much ground 
plane as possible on one side of the board. It is especially important 
to provide a ground return path for current from the load resistor to the 
power supply bypass capacitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 to .1"F 
(with short leads) should be less than .15 inches from pins 1 and 9. 
Larger tantalum capacitors should be placed within one inch of these 
pins. Vee connections to pins 10 and 12 can be made directly from pins 
9 and 1, but better supply rejection and settling time are obtain~d if 
they are separately bypassed as In Figures 1 and 2. To prevent signal 
distortion caused by reflections from impedance mismatches, use ter
minated microstrip or coaxial cable when the signal must traverse more 
than a few inches. 

Since the pc board forms such an important part of the circuit, much 
time can be saved if prototype boards of any high frequency sections 
are built and tested early in the design phase. Evaluation boards 
designed for either inverting or non-inverting gains are available from 
Comlinear at minimal cost. 

Thermal Considerations 

At high ambient temperatures or large internal power dissipations, heat 
sinking is required to maintain acceptable junction temperatures. Use 
the thermal model on the previous page to determine junction temper
atures. Many styles of heat sinks are available for TO-8 packages; the 
Thermalloy 2240 and 2268 are good examples. Some heat sinks are the 

radial fin type which cover the pc board and may interfere with external 
components. An excellent solution to this problem is to use surface 
mounted resistors and capacitors. They have a very low profile and 
actually improve high frequency performance. For use of these heat 
sinks with conventional components, a .1" high spacer can be inserted 
under the TO-8 package to allow sufficient clearance. 

Distortion and Amplification Fidelity 

The graphs of intercept point versus frequency on the preceding page 
make it easy to predict the distortion at any frequency, given the 
output voltage of the CLC220. First, convert the output voltage (Vo) to 
VRMS = (Vpp/2,j2) and then to P = (1010g10(20VRMS')) to get output 
power in dBm. At the frequency of interest, its 2nd harmonic will 
be S2 = (12-P)dB below the level of P. Its third harmonic will be 
S3 = 2(13-P)dB below P, as will the two-tone third order intermodula
tion products. These approximations are useful for P<-l dB compres
sion levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC220 using the 
Equivalent Input Noise graph on the preceding page. The following 
equation can be used to determine noise figure (F) in dB. 

[ vn' + in~;F'] 
F = 1010g 1 + -"---'-

4kTR,l1f 

where Vn is the rms noise voltage and in is the rms noise current 
at the inverting node. Beyond the breakpoint of the curves (i.e., where 
they are flat), broadband noise figure equals spot noise figure, so t.f 
should equal one (1) and Vn and in should be read directly 011 the graph. 
Below the breakpoint, the noise must be integrated and Af set to the 
appropriate bandwidth. 

For linear operation of the CLC220 at large output voltage swings (DC 
component not included) and at high frequencies, observe the (AC 
output voltage) X (frequency) product specification of 600V • MHz. 
Exceeding this rating will cause the signal to be greatly distorted as the 
amplifier bias control circuit reduces the current available for slewing 
to prevent damage. At frequencies and voltages within this range the 
excess slew rate and bandwidth available will ensure the highest 
possible degree of amplified Signal fidelity. 

Operation with Reduced Bias Current 

Placing a resistor between pins 1 and 2 will cause the CLC220 bias 
current to be reduced. A value of 20K will cause only a slight reduction, 
3K will almost halve the current, while less than 1 K will reduce bias to 
about 5mA and the amplifier will be 011. In this condition, the input signal 
will be greatly attenuated. In the reduced bias, on condition, bandwidth 
will be roughly proportional to the reduction in bias current. A mechan
ical or semiconductor switch can be used to turn the amplifier off. Any 
connection which would cause current to flow out of pin 2 will result 
in increased bias current and may lead to device destruction from 
overheating and excessive current. 

Application Notes and Assistance 

Application notes that address topics such as data conversion, fiber 
optics, and general high frequency circuit design are available from 
Comlinear or your Comlinear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a stafl of highly qualified applications engineers 
to provide technical and design assistance. 
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APPLICATIONS: 

• very high speed D to A, A to D conversion 
• high speed fiber optics systems 
• baseband and video communications 
• radar and IF processors 
• very fast risetime pulse amplifiers 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC221 is a wideband operational amplifier designed for the most 
demanding high-speed applications. State of the art specifications such 
as the 6500V/l-'s slew rate and 15ns settling time (to 0.1%) make the 
CLC221 an excellent choice when system speed is a key concern. In 
addition to the dynamic parameters, the CLC221 has excellent DC 
performance; the input offset voltage, for example, is typically only 0.5mV 
and is guaranteed to be less than 1.0mV al+ 25°C. The input offset 
voltage drift is typically only O.5I-'VrC. With this combination of AC 
and DC parameters, designers are now free of the speed versus accuracy 
trade-oils common to most high-speed op amps. 

The wide bandwidth, DC coupling, and fast settling lend themselves well 
to high-speed D to A and "flash" A to D applications. Flat gain and phase 
response and corresponding low distortion make the CLC221 ideal for 
many digital system applications, such as in the demodulator where the 
need for both DC coupling and high-frequency amplification creates 
requirements that are dillicult to meet. Engineers desiring to increase the 
DC performance or large-signal bandwidth of systems using the original 
CLC220 may replace it with a CLC221 - in most cases with no design 
changes (they are pin compatible, however the CLC221 does not have 
a bias control pin). 

The dynamic specifications of the CLC221 are due to Comlinear's 
proprietary op amp topology, a unique design which provides dynamic 
performance far beyond that of conventional designs. Unlike conventional 
designs which show vast performance variations over different gains, the 
CLC221 provides consistent, predictable performance across its entire 
gain range (see the table below) and since the amplifier is inherently 
stable, no external compensation is required. The result is shorter 
design time and the ability to accommodate design changes (in gain, for 
example) without redesign of compensation circuits or loss of 
performance. 

The CLC221 is constructed using thin-film resistor/bipolar transistor 
technology. The CLC221AI is specified over a temperature range of 
-25'C to +S5'C, while the CLC221ASC is specified over a range of 
-55'C to +125'C and is fully compliant with MIL-STO-SS3, Level B. 
Both devices are packaged in 12-pin metal TO-S cans. The OESC 
SMO number is 5962-90S36. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter +4 +20 +50 -4 -20 -50 units 

-3dB bandwidth 250 170 110 200 160 110 MHz 
rise time (2V) 1.6 2.1 2.5 1.6 2.1 2.5 ns 
slew rate 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 V/ns 
settling time (0.1%) - 15 16 15 15 16 ns 

Fast Settling, Wideband 
Operational Amplifiers 

FEATURES (typical): 

• -3dB bandwidth of 170MHz 
• 0.5mV input ollset voltage, 51-'VrC drift 
• 0.1% settling in 15ns 
• 6500V /I-'S slew rate 
• 2.1 ns rise and fall times 

Non-inverting 
input 

Inverting 
input 

Not 
Connected 

Internal 
Feedback 

Not Connected 

Output 

Collector 
Supply 

Pin 8 provides access to a 1500 ohm feedback resistor. 
Though not electrically connected to the circuit, the case 
provides EMI shielding and should be connected to a low 
impedance signal return. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.181 

(3.81-4.6D)-'-+t---j ~O.OI6-0.030 
)(0.41-0.76) 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
05221.06 January 1993 
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* -3dB bandwidth Vout<2Vpp 170 >150 >150 >125 MHz SSBW 
gain flatness at Vout<2'l& 

* peaking 0.1 to< MHz 0 <0.5 <0.3 <0.5 dB GFPL 
* peaking >40MHz 0 <1.5 <0.6 <1.0 dB GFPH 
* rolloff at 75MHz 0 <0.4 <0.6 <0.9 dB GFR 
group delay to 75MHz 3.0±0.3 ns GO 
linear phase deviation to 75MHz 1 <2.5 <2 <3 LPO 
reverse isolation t0100MHz 

non-inverting 60 >50 >50 >50 dB RINI 
inverting 45 >35 >35 >35 dB RnN 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 2.1 <2.5 <2.5 <3.0 ns TRS 

5Vstep 2.1 <2.5 <2.5 <3.0 ns TRL 
settling time to .02% 5Vstep 18 ns TSP 

to.1% 5Vstep 15 <25 <20 <20 ns TS 
overshoot 5Vstep 7 <15 <12 <12 % OS 
slew rate (overdriven input) 6.5 >5 >5 >5 V/ns SR 
overload recovery 

<50ns 200% overdrive 25 ns OR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
*2nd harmonic distortion 2~p,20MHZ -58 <-50 <-50 <-50 dBc H02 
*3rd harmonic distortion 2 pp,20MHz -62 <-50 <-50 <-50 dBc H03 
equivalent noise input 

noise floor >100kHz -156 <-150 <-150 <-150 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 200MHz 50 <100 <100 <100 /LV INV 
noise floor >5MHz -156 <-150 <-150 <-150 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 5MHz to 200MHz 50 <100 <100 <100 /LV INV 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 0.5 <2.2 <1 <2.5 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient 5 <15 <15 <15 p,vrc OVIO 
*input bias current non-inverting 5 <36 <20 <20 pA IBN 

average temperature coefficient 50 <125 <125 <125 nWC OIBN 
*input bias current inverting 5 <26 <10 <30 pA IBI 

average temperature coefficient 50 <200 <200 <200 nWC OIBI 
*power supply rejection ratio 55 >45 >45 >45 dB PSRR 
common mode rejection ratio 46 >40 >40 >40 dB CMRR 

no load 30 <36 <34 <36 mA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input 

output impedance 

output voltage range 
internal feedback resistor 

resistance 250 >100 >100 >100 kO RIN 
capacitance 2.4 <3 <3 <3 pF CIN 
aIDC <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0 RO 
at 75MHz 1,35 O,nH ZO 
no load >±10 >±10 >±10 V VO 
absolute tolerance <0.4 % RFA 

supply voltage 
output current 
thermal resistance (fic.) 
junction temperature 
operating temperature 

storage temperature 
lead temperature (soldering 10s) 

±20V 
±50mA 
see thermal model 
+ 175°C 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
A8: -55°C to + 125°C 

-65°C to +150oC 
+300°C 

'note 1: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% 
tested. AS units are tested at -55'C, +2S'C, + 12S·C. AI units are tested only at +2S'C although 
performance at -2S'C and +85'C is guaranteed as indicated above. 
note 2: This rating protects against damage to the input stage caused by saturation of either 
the input or output stages. Under transient conditions not exceeding IllS (duty cycle not' 
exceeding 10%), maximum input voltage may be as large as twice the maximum. Vern should 
never exceed Vee(V em is the vo~age at the non-inverting input. pin 6). 
note 3: This rating protects against exceeding transistor collector-emiller breakdown ratings. 
Recommended Vee is ± ISV. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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5ns/div 

2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion Intercept 
115 ... .. 

10' 10' 10' 10' 10' 10' 
Frequency (Hz) 

E 
8. 
15: 

i 
20 40 60 80 100 

Frequency (MHz) 

Perrcuit = Icc [(+Vcc) - (-Vee)] where Icc = 26mA 
at±15V 

Pxxx = [(±Vcc) - Vout - (lcol) (Reol + 5)] (lcol) 
(% duty cycle) 

(For positive Vo and Vee. this is the power in the npn 
output stage.) 
(For negative Vo and Vee. this is the power in the pnp 
output stage.) 
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lGHz 

9ca=65°C/W in still air without a heatsink 
35°C/W in still air with a ThermaUoy 2268 
3QoC/W in 300ft/min air with a Thermalloy 2268 
(Thermalloy 2240 works equally well.) 

Tambient 

leal = Vout/Rload or 4mA. whichever is greater. 
(Include feedback R in Rload.) 

Reol is a resistor (330 recommended) between the 
xxx collector and ±Vcc. 
Tj (pnp) = Ppnp (200 + 6ca) + (Pelr + Pnpn) 8ca + Ta. 

similar for Tj (npn). 
Tj (eir) = Pelr (37 + 8ca) + (Ppnp + Pnpn) 8ca + Ta_ 
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+15V-"--"T"T-~, 

2000 

R, 
Av=1+

R, 

RI = 15000 (intemal) 

Figure 1: suggested non-inverting gain circuit 

+ 15V-"--"T--.-""'--r-, 

-15V-..----.--"-'='"---, 

2000 

R, 
Av=-

R, 

R,= 15000 (intemal) 

For z." = 500, select RaliRi = 500 

Figure 2: suggested inverting gain circuit 
Test fixture layout artwork Is available upon request. 

CLC221 Operation 

The CLC221 is based on Com linear's proprietary op amp topology, a 
unique design that uses current feedback instead of the usual voltage 
feedback. This design provides dynamic performance far beyond that 
previously available, yet it is used basically the same as the familiar 
voltage-feedback op amp (see the gain equations above). A complete 
discussion of current feedback is given in application note AN300-1. 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 

In most applications, use of the internal 15000. feedback resistor will 
provide optimum dynamic performance; nonetheless, some designs 
may require an external feedback resistor of some value other than 
15000.. The table below shows how bandwidth depends on the value 
of R,. Values of feedback resistance greater than 15000. will decrease 
the bandwidth of the amplifier; values of R, less than 15000. will 
increase the bandwidth (At most gain settings, however, low values of 
R, may cause instability unless a small amount of compensation 
capacitance (typically <0.5pF) is connected in parallel with R,. At I Ayl 
<20, R, must be greater than 1 ko.). 

R, (external) 

1.5ko. 
2ko. 
3ko. 
5ko. 

Bandwidth versus R, 

-3dB Bandwidth (Ay = 20) 

150MHz 
100MHz 
60MHz 
30MHz 

At large closed-loop gains (I Ayl ~50) the bandwidth may be increased 
by using a low value of R, as the table below indicates. External 
compensation is not required under these high-gain conditions. 

Increasing Bandwidth at High Gains 

R, -3dB Bandwidth 

50 5000. 130MHz 

Layout Considerations 

To assure optimum performance the user should follow good layout 
practices which minimize the unwanted coupling of signals between 
nodes. During initial breadboarding of the circuit, use direct point to 
point wiring, keeping the lead lengths to less than .25". The use of 
solid, unbroken ground plane is helpful. Avoid wire-wrap type pc 
boards and methods. Sockets with small, short pin receptacles may be 
used with minimal performance degradation although their use is not 
recommended. 

During pc board layout, keep all traces short and direct. The resistive 
body of Rg should be as close as possible to pin 5 to minimize 
capacitance at that point For the same reason, remove ground plane 
from the vicinity of pins 5 and 6. In other areas, use as much ground 
plane as possible on one side of the board. It is especially important 
to provide a ground return path for current from the load resistor to the 
power supply bypass capacitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 to .11'F 
(with short leads) should be less than .15 inches from pins 1 and 9. 
Larger tantalum capacitors should be placed within one inch of these 
pins. Vee connections to pins 10 and 12 can be made directly from pins 
9 and 1, but better supply rejection and settling time are obtained if 
they are separately bypassed as in Figures 1 and 2. To prevent signal 
distortion caused by reflections from impedance mismatches, use ter
minated microstrip or coaxial cable when the signal must traverse more 
than a few inches. 

Since the pc board forms such an important part of the circuit, much 
time can be saved if prototype boards of any high frequency sections 
are built and tested early in the design phase. Evaluation boards 
designed for either inverting or non-inverting gains are available from 
Comlinear. 

Thermal Considerations 

At high ambient temperatures or large internal power dissipations, heat 
sinking is required to maintain acceptable junction temperatures. Use 
the thermal model on the previous page to determine junction temper
atures. Many styles of heat sinks are available for TO-8 packages; the 
Thermalloy 2240 and 2268 are good examples. Some heat sinks are the 
radial fin type which cover the pc board and may interfere with external 
components. An excellent solution to this problem is to use surface 
mounted resistors and capacitors. They have a very low profile and 
actually improve high frequency performance. For use of these heat 
sinks with conventional components, a .1" high spacer can be inserted 
under the TO-8 package to allow sufficient clearance. 

Distortion, Noise, and Amplification Fidelity 

The graphs of intercept point versus frequency on the preceding page 
make it easy to predict the distortion at any frequency, given the 
output voltage of the CLC221. First, convert the output voltage (Vo) to 
VRMS = (Vppl2V2) and then to P = (1010g10(20VRMS')) to get output 
power in dBm. At the frequency of interest, its 2nd harmonic will 
be S2 = (12- P) dB below the level of P. Its third harmonic will be 
S3 = 2(Ia-P)dB below P, as will the two-tone third order intermodula
tion products. These approximations are useful for P< -1 dB compres
sion levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC221 using the 
Equivalent Input Noise graph on the preceding page. The following 
equation can be used to determine noise figure (F) in dB. 

[
in' RF'] Vn2 + ----,;:;--

F = 1010g 1 + y 
4kTR.~f 

where Vn is the rms noise voltage and in is the rms noise current at the 
inverting node. Beyond the breakpoint of the curves (I.e., where they 
are flat), broadband noise figure equals spot noise figure, so l>f should 
equal one (1) and Vn and in should be read directly off the graph. Below 
the breakpoint, the noise must be integrated and l>f selto the appropriate 
bandwidth. 

For linear operation of the CLC221 at large output voltage swings (DC 
component not included) and at high frequencies, limit the (AC output 
voltage) X (frequency) product to 1600V· MHz. Exceeding this rating 
will cause the signal to be greatly distorted as the amplifier bias control 
circuit reduces the current available for slewing to prevent damage. At 
frequencies and voltages within this range the excess slew rate and 
bandwidth available will ensure the highest possible degree of amplified 
signal fidelity. 

Application Notes and Assistance 

Application notes that address topics such as data conversion, fiber 
optics, and general high frequency circuit design are available from 
Comlinear or your Comlinear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly qualified applications engineers 
to provide technical and design assistance. 
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Fast Settling, Wideband 0 
Buff·AmpTM (Av = + 1 to + 5) ~ 

APPLICATIONS: 

• driving flash AI D converters 
• precision line driving 

(a gain of 2 cancels matched-line losses) 
• DAC current-to-voltage conversion 
• low-power, high-speed applications (50mW @ ± 5V) 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC231 Buff-Amp'· is a wideband operational amplifier de
signed specifically for high-speed, low-gain applications. The 
CLC231 is based on Comlinear's proprietary op amp topology-a 
unique design that both eliminates the gain-bandwidth tradeoff and 
permits unprecedented high-speed performance. (See table below.) 

The CLC231 Buff-Amp'· is the ideal design alternative to low
precision open-loop buffers and oscillation-prone conventional 
op amps. The CLC231 offers precise gains from ± 1.000 to ±5.000 
and linearity that is a true .1 %-even for demanding 50 ohm loads. 
Open-loop buffers, on the other hand, offer a nominal gain of 
.95 ± .03 and a linearity of only 3% for typical loads. A buffer's 
settling time may look impressive but it is usually specified at 
unrealistically large load resistances or when the effects of thermal 
tail are not included; the CLC231 Buff-Amp'· settles to .05% in 
15ns-while driving a 100 ohm load. 

Offsets and drifts, usually a low priority in conventional high-speed 
op amp designs, were not ignored in the CLC231; the input offset 
voltage is typically 1 mV and input offset voltage drift is only 10IlV/ 
°C. The CLC231 is stable and oscillation-free across the entire gain 
range and since it's internally compensated, the user is saved the 
trouble of designing external compensation networks and having 
to "tweak" them in production. The absence of a gain-bandwidth 
tradeoff in the CLC231 allows performance to be predicted easily; 
the table below shows how the bandwidth is affected very little by 
changing the gain setting. 

The CLC231 is constructed using thin-film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology and is available in three versions. The 
CLC231AI is specified over a temperature range of -2S"C to 
+8S"C. The CLC231AK, which features burn-in and tested 
hermeticity, is specified and tested over a temperature range of 
-SS"C to +12S"C. The CLC231A8C is specified and tested over 
a temperature range of -SS"C to + 12S"C and is fully compliant 
with MIL-STD-883, Level B. All three versions are packaged in 
metal 12-pin TO-8 cans. The DESC SMD number is S962-
89S94. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter 1 2 5 -1 -2 -5 units 

-3dB bandwidth 180 165 130 165 1S0 11S MHz 
rise time (2V) 1.8 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.2 2.9 ns 
slew rate 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 V/ns 
settling time (to .1%) 12 12 12 12 12 15 ns 

FEATURES: 

• 165MHz closed-loop -3dB bandwidth 
• 15ns settling to .05% 
• 1mV input offset voltage, 10,NloC drift 
• 100mA output current 
• excellent AC and DC linearity 

Non-inverting 
Input 

Inverting 
Input 

BOTTOM VIEW 
Icc Adjust 

Icc Adjust 

Collector 
Supply 

Cpllector 
Supply 

Pins 2 and 8 are used to adjust the supply current or to adjust 
the offset voltage (see text). These pins are normally left 
unconnected. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.181 

i361 -4.80l,-'--+e-_-1 ~O.olS-0.030 
I {O.4'-O.7&) 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
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Ambient Temperature CLC231AB/AK +25°C -55°C +25°C +125°C 
Ambient Temperature CLC231AI +25°C -25°C +25°C +B5°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
* -3dB bandwidth note 2 Vout:52Vpp 165 >145 >145 >120 MHz SSBW 

Vout:510Vpp 95 >BO >BO >60 MHz FPBW 
gain flatness note 2 Vout:52Vpp 

* peaking 0.1 to 50MHz 0.1 <0.6 <0.3 <0.6 dB GFPL 
* peaking >50MHz 0.1 <1.5 <0.3 <O.B dB GFPH 
* rolloff at 100MHz 0.4 <0.6 <0.6 <1.0 dB GFR 

group delay to 100MHz 3.5±0.5 ns GD 
linear phase deviation to 100MHz 0.5 <2 <2 <2 LPD 
reverse isolation to 100MHz 

non-inverting 53 >43 >43 >43 dB RINI 
inverting 36 >26 >26 >26 dB RIIN 

TIME DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
rise and fall time 2V step 2 <2.4 <2.3 <2.7 ns TRS 

10V step 5.0 <7.0 <6.5 <6.5 ns TRL 
settling time to .05% 5V step 15 ns TS 

to.l% 2.5V step 12 <22 <17 <22 ns TSP 
overshoot 5V step 5 <15 <10 <15 % OS 
slew rate (overdriven input) 3 >2.5 >2.5 >1.8 V/ns SR 
overload recovery <1% error 

<50ns pulse, 200% overdrive 120 ns OR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
* 2nd harmonic distortion 
* 3rd harmonic distortion 

equivalent input noise 
noise floor 
integrated noise 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
* input offset voltage 

temperature coefficient 
* input bias current 

temperature coefficient 
* input bias current 

temperature coefficient 
* power supply rejection ratio 

common mode rejection ratio 
* supply current 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 

capacitance 
output impedance 
output voltage range 

Input and Common Mode Voltage Limits 

20r-------------------~ 

15 

10 
As 
Indicated 
Volts 

5. 

I±Veel 

I Voutl max 
I Veml max 

~ 

I Veml max 

Volts 

OdBm, 20M Hz 
OdBm, 20M Hz 

>5MHz 
5MHz to 200MHz 

non-inverting 

inverting 

no load 

at 100MHz 
no load 

supply voltage Vee 
output current 

-55 
-59 

-153 
70 

1 
10 
5 
50 
10 
125 
50 
46 
lB 

400 
1.3 
5,37 
±12 

thermal resistance (Oca) 
junction temperature 
operating temperature 

<-47 <-47 
<-47 <-47 

<-150 <-150 
<100 <100 

<4.0 <2.0 
<25 <25 
<29 <21 
<125 <125 
<31 <15 
<200 <200 
>45 >45 
>40 >40 
<22 <22 

>100 >200 
<2.5 <2.5 

>±11 >±11 

±20V 
±lOOmA 

<-47 
<-47 

<-150 
<100 

<4.5 
<25 
<31 
<125 
<35 
<200 
>45 
>40 
<22 

>400 
<2.5 

>±11 

see thermal model 
+175°C 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
AB/AK: -55°C to +125°C 

storage temperature -65°C to +150°C 
lead temperature (soldering lOs) + 300°C 

dBc HD2 
dBc HD3 

dBm(lHz) SNF 
pVrms INV 

mV VIO 
",VloC DVIO 
p.A IBN 
nA/oC DIBN 
p.A IBI 
nA/oC DIBI 
dB PSRR 
dB CMRR 
mA ICC 

kO RIN 
pF CIN 
O,nH ZO 
V VO 

*nole 1: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are f 00% tested. AB 
and AK units are tested at -55"C, +25"C, and +125"C. AI units are tested only at +25"C although 
performance at -25"C and +85'C is guaranteed to be better than or equal to the performance of AB 
units over their temperature range. 

note 2: The output amplitude used in testing is O.63V pp' Perfonmance is guaranteed for condttions listed. 

note 3: In the non-inverting configuration, cere should be taken when choosing RI, the input impedance 
setting resistor; bias currents of typically SpA but as high as 24pA can create an input signal large 
enough to ceuse overload. It is therefore recommended that R.«VoJA,,)/24pA. 

note 4: These ratings protect against damage to the input stage ceused by saturation of either the input 
or output stages at lower supply voltages, and against exceeding transistor coIlector-emitter breakdown 
ratings at high supply voltages. Vout(max) is calculated by assuming no output sabJration. Saturation Is 
allowed to occur up to this calculated level of Vout• Vem is defined as the voltage at the non-inverting 
input, pin 6. 

Comllnear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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Non-inverting Gain and Phase Inverting Gain and Phase 

20MHz/div 200M Hz 

±V,,(V) 
130 2nd a~d 3rd Harmc:>nic Distortiollintercept 50 2-Tone 3rd Order Intermod_ Intercept 

III 

'" 

Sns/div 

CMRR and PSRR 

Frequency (Hz) 

5ns/div 

Thermal Model 

Pcircuit = Icc [(+Vcc) - (-Vee)] where Icc = 16mA 
at±1SV 

Pxxx = [(±Vcc)- Voul- (lcOI) (Reol + 4)1 (Ieoll (% 
duty cycle) 

(For positive Vo and Vee. this is the power in the npn 
output stage.) 
(For negative Vo and Vee. this is the power in the pnp 
output stage.) 

3-45 

Broadband Gain and Phase 

1GHz 

> 
~ 
III 
:'2 "~".,·",,,.;;;.c .. 

time 

Gca"65°C/W 
(in still air without 
a heatsink) 

leal::::: Vout/Rload or 4mA, whichever is greater. 
(Include feedback R in Rload.) 

Rcol is a resistor (330 recommended) between the 
xxx collector and ±Vcc. 
Tj (pnp) = Ppnp (100 + 8cal + (Pc;r + Popn) Bca + Ta. 

similar for Tj (opo). 
Tj (Cit) = Pcir (48 + 6ca) + (Ppnp + Pnpn ) (Jca + Ta. 

o 
ro 
N 
Co.) 
....a. 

• 



+15V-._--.---.-"""'--.-----, 

Capacitance in iJF 

:>"-.-_.qVout 

RL 
loon 

AV=t+~ 
R, • 250n 

y-.--.qVout 

RL 
loon 

Av =-(~) 
R, =250n 
For Zin" 500, select 
Ro lIRj"'50n 

Figure 1: suggested non-inverting gain circuit Test fixture schematics are available upon request. Figure 2: suggested inverting gain circuit 

CLC231 Operation 
The CLC231 Buff-Amp" is based on Comlinear's proprietary 
op amp topology, a design that uses current feedback instead 
of the usual voltage feedback. A complete discussion of current 
feedback is given in application note AN300-1. 

The use of the CLC231 is basically the same as that of the 
conventional op amp (see the gain equations above). Since the 
device is designed specifically for low gain applications, the 
best performance is obtained when the circuit is used at gains 
between ±1 and ±5. Additionally, performance is optimum 
when a 2500 feedback resistor is used. 

Layout Considerations 
To assure optimum performance the user should follow good 
layout practices which minimize the unwanted coupling of 
signals between nodes. During initial breadboarding of the 
circuit, use direct point to point wiring, keeping the lead lengths 
to less than .25". The use of solid, unbroken ground plane is 
helpful. Avoid wire-wrap type pc boards and methods. Sockets 
with small, short pin receptacles may be used with minimal 
performance degradation although their use is not 
recommended. 

During pc board layout, keep all traces short and direct. The 
resistive body of Rg should be as close as possible to pin 5 to 
minimize capacitance atthat point For the same reason, remove 
ground plane from the vicinity of pins 5 and 6.ln other areas, use 
as much ground plane as possible on one side of the board. It 
is especially important to provide a ground return path for 
current from the load resistor to the power supply bypass 
capacitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 to .11'F (with short leads) 
should be less than .15 inches from pins 1 and 9. Largertantalum 
capacitors should be placed within one inch of these pins. Vee 
connections to pins 10 and 12 can be made directly from pins 
9 and 1, but better supply rejection and settling time are 
obtained if they are separately bypassed as in figures 1 and 2. 
To prevent signal distortion caused by reflections from imped
ance mismatches, use terminated microstrip or coaxial cable 
when the signal must traverse more than a few inches. 

Since the pc board forms such an important part of the circuit, 
much time can be saved if prototype boards of any high 
frequency sections are built and tested early in the design 
phase. Evaluation boards designed for either inverting or non
inverting gains are available from Comlinear at minimal cost. 

Thermal Considerations 
At high ambient temperatures or large internal power dissipa
tions, heat sinking is required to maintain acceptable junction 
temperatures. Use the thermal model on the previous page to 
determine junction temperatures. Many styles of heat sinks are 
available for TO-8 packages; the Thermalloy 2240 and 2268 are 
good examples. Some heat sinks are the radial fin type which 
cover the pc board and may interfere with external components. 
An excellent solution to this problem is to use surface mounted 
resistors and capacitors. They have a very low profile and 
actually improve high frequency performance. For use of these 

heat sinks with conventional components, a .1" high spacer can 
be inserted under the TO-8 package to allow sufficient clearance. 

Low Vee Operation: Supply Current Adjustment 
The CLC231 is designed to operate on supplies as low as ±5V. 
In order to improve full bandwidth at reduced supply voltages, 
the supply current(lee) must be increased. The plot of Bandwidth 
vs Vee shows the effect of shorting pins 1 and 2 and pins 8 and 9; 
this will increase both bandwidth and supply current. Care 
should be taken to not exceed the maximum junction temper
atures; for this reason this technique should not be used with 
supplies exceeding ± 1 OV. For intermediate values of Vee, external 
resistors between pins 1 and 2 and pins 8 and 9 can be used. 

Offset Voltage Adjustment 
If trimming of the input of!setvoltage (Vo, = Vo; -V;o) is desired, 
a resistor value of 10kO to 1 MO placed between pins 8 and 9 
will cause Yo, to become more negative by 8mV to 0.2mV 
respectively. Similarly, a resistor placed between pins 1 and 2 
will cause Vos to become more positive. 

Distortion and Noise 
The graphs of intercept point, 12 and 13, versus frequency on the 
preceding page make it easy to predict the distortion at any 
frequency given the output voltage ofthe CLC231. First, convert 
the output voltage (Va) to VRMS = (Vpp /2V2) and then to 
P = [(1010g1O(20VRMS2)] to get the power output in dBm. At the 
frequency of interest, its 2nd harmonic will be S2 = (I.-P)dB 
below the level of P. Its third harmonic will be S3 = 2(13-P)dB 
below P. as will the two-tone third order intermodulation products. 
These approximations are useful for P<-1dB compression 
levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC231 
using the equivalent input noise graph on the preceding page. 
The following equation can be used to determine noise figure (F) 
in dB. 

[ 
i02 RF2] 

F = 1010 1 + v02 + Ai 
g 4kTR,ilf 

Where Vo is the rms noise voltage and io is the rms noise 
current. Beyond the breakpoint of the curves (i.e., where they 
are flat), broadband noise figure equals spot noise figure, so 
ilf should equal one (1) and Vo and io should be read directly 
off the graph. Below the breakpoint, the noise must be inte
grated and ilf set to the appropriate bandwidth. 

Application Notes and Assistance 
Application notes that address topics such as data conversion, 
fiber optics, and general high frequency circuit design are 
available from Comlinear or your Com linear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly qualified applications 
engineers to provide technical and design assistance. 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• flash A/D drivers 
• DAC current-to-voltage conversion 
• wide dynamic range IF amps 
• VCO drivers 
• DDS postamps 
• radar/communication receivers 
• precision line drivers 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC232 is a wideband low distortion operational amplifier 
designed specifically for high speed, low gain applications 
requiring wide dynamic range. Utilizing Com linear's patented 
current feedback architecture, the CLC232 offers high speed 
performance while maintaining DC precision. 

The CLC232 offers precise gains from ± 1 to ± 5 with a true 
0.1 % linearity and provides stable, oscillation-free operation 
across the entire gain range without external compensation. 
The CLC232, a pin compatible enhanced version of the 
CLC231, reduces 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion to an 
extremely low -69dBcat20MHz (2Vpp ' RL = 1 000,). Additional 
features provided by the CLC232 include a small signal 
bandwidth of 270M Hz, a large signal bandwidth of 95MHz and 
a 3000V/ /Ls slew rate. The input offset voltage is typically 1 mV 
with an input offset drift of 10/LV/oC. 

The CLC232 combines these high performance features with 
its 0.05% settling time of 15ns and its 100mA drive capability 
to provide high speed, high resolution A/D and D/A converter 
systems with an attractive solution for driving and buffering. 
Wide dynamic range systems such as radar and communication 
receivers requiring low harmonic distortion and low noise will 
find the CLC232 to be an excellent choice. As a linedriver, the 
CLC232 set at a gain of 2 cancels matched line losses. 

The CLC232 is constructed using thin-film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology and is available in three versions. The 
CLC232AI is specified over a temperature range of -25'C to 
+S5'C. The CLC232AK, which features burn-in and tested 
hermeticity, is specified and tested over a temperature range of 
-55'C to +125'C. The CLC232ASC is specified and tested over 
a temperature range of -55'C to + 125'C and is fully compliant 
with MIL-STO-SS3 for high-reliability applications. All three 
versions are packaged in metal 12-pin TO-S packages. The 
DESC SMO number is 5962-91665. 

Typical Performance 

gain setting 

parameter 1 2 5 -1 -2 -5 units 

-3dB bandwidth 430 270 135 220 175 110 MHz 
rise time (2V) 1.8 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.2 2.9 ns 
slew rate 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 V/ns 
settling time (to .1%) 12 12 12 12 12 15 ns 

o 
Low Distortion h N 

Wideband Op Amp ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 
• -69dBc 2nd and 3rd harmonics at 20MHz 
• -3dB bandwidth of 270M Hz 
• 0.05% settling in 15ns 
• 3000V / /Ls slew rate 
• 1mV input offset voltage, 10/LV/oC drift 
• ± 10V, 100mA max output 

Non-inverting 
Input 

BOTTOM VIEW 
lec Adjust 

Icc Adjust 

CoJJector 
Supply 

Collector 
Supply 

Pins 2 and 8 are used to adjust the supply current or to adjust 
the offset voltage (see text). These pins are normally left 
unconnected. 

Package Dimensions 

0.142-0.161 

(3.61-4.60)-'--1+ __ --1 ~O.Dl6-0.030 
1(0.41-0.76) 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226.;0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
D8232.01 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX& MIN RATINGS' UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC232A8/AK + 25°C -55°C +25OC + 125°C 

AmbientTemperature CLC232AI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE, note 2 
* -3dB bandwidth V out,,;;0.63V pp 270 >200 >200 >200 MHz SSBWl 

Vout52Vfl 165 >145 >145 >120 MHz SSBW2 
Vout,,;;10 pp 95 >80 >80 >60 MHz LSBW 

gain flatness Vou,,,;;O.63V pp 
* peaking 0.1t050MHz 0.1 <0.6 <0.3 <0.6 dB GFPL 
* peaking >50MHz 0.1 <1.5 <0.3 <0.8 dB GFPH 
* rolloff atl00MHz 0.4 <0.6 <0.6 <1.0 dB GFR 
group delay tol00MHz 3.5±.5 - - - ns GD 
linear phase deviation tol00MHz 0.5 
reverse isolation to100MHz 

non-inverting 53 
inverting 36 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 2.0 

10Vstep 5.0 
settling time to 0.05% 5Vstep 15 

toO.l% 2.5Vstep 12 
overshoot 5Vstep 5 
slew rate 3000 
overload recovery <1 % error 

<50ns pulse, 200% overdrive 120 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE, note 3 
*2nd harmonic distortion 2~p,20MHZ -69 
*3rd harmonic distortion 2 pp,20MHz -69 
equivalent noise input 

voltage >100kHz 2.8 
inverting current >100kHz 20 
non-inverting current >100kHz 2.3 
noise floor >100kHz -155 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 200MHz 57 

integrated noise 5MHzt0200MHz 57 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

temperature coefficient 
*power supply rejection ratio 
common mode rejection ratio 

*supplycurrent no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capacitance 
output impedance 
output voltage range 

differential input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

at100MHz 
no load 

iVecl>15V 
iVecl,.;15V 

AI: 
A8/AK: 

Storage Temperature Range 
Lead Temperature (soldering 10s) 

1 
10 
5 
50 
10 
125 
50 
46 
25 

400 
1.3 
5,37 

±12 

±20V 
±100mA 

±(30-iVecl)V 
±iVeciV 

±3V 
+ 175°C 

-25'C to +85'C 
-55'C to + 125'C 
-65'C to + 150'C 

+300'C 

Vee 
lou, 
VeM 

<2.0 

>43 
>26 

<2.4 
<7.0 

-
<22 
<15 
>2500 

-

<-64 
<-64 

<3.2 
<23 
<2.6 
<-154 
<64 
<64 

<4.0 
<25 
<29 
<125 
<31 
<200 
>45 
>40 
<27 

>100 
<2.5 
-

>±11 

gain range 

Notes: 

<2.0 <2.0 

>43 >43 
>26 >26 

<2.3 <2.7 
<6.5 <6.5 

- -
<17 <22 
<10 <15 
>2500 >1800 

- -

<-64 <-56 
<-64 <-64 

<3.2 <3.5 
<23 <25 
<2.6 <2.9 
<-154 <-153 
<64 <72 
<64 <72 

<2.0 <4.5 
<25 <25 
<21 <31 
<125 <125 
<15 <35 
<200 <200 
>45 >45 
>40 >40 
<27 <29 

>200 >400 
<2.5 <2.5 
- -

>±11 >±11 

° 

dB 
dB 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
% 
V//Ls 

ns 

dBc 
dBc 

nV/YHz 
pAlYHz 
pAlYHz 
dBm'Hz 
/LV 
/LV 

mV 
/LVrC 
/LA 
nArC 
!LA 
nArC 
dB 
dB 
mA 

kG 
pF 
G,nH 
V 

LPD 

RINI 
RIIN 

TRS 
TRL 
TS 
TSP 
OS 
SR 

OR 

HD2 
HD3 

VN 
ICN 
NCN 
SNF 
INV 
INV 

VIO 
DVIO 
IBN 
DIBN 
IBI 
DIBI 
PSRR 
CMRR 
ICC 

RIN 
CIN 
ZO 
VO 

±5Vto ±15V 
±75ma 

± (iVecl-5)V 
±1 to ±5 

Note 1: Parameters preceded by an * are 100% tested. A8 and 
AK units are tested at -55OC, + 25°C and + 125OC. AI units are tested 
at + 25°C, though pertormance at -25°C and +85OC is guaranteed as 
shown above. 
Note 2: The output amplitude used in testing is O.63Vpp.Pertormance 
is guaranteed as listed above. 
Note 3: In AI units, the noise and distortion specifications are guaranteed 
(but not tested) as shown above. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 3 _ 48 
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300MHz 

100 

35 Settling Time vs. Capacitive Load 
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Capacitance in JJF 

.>"...-_<;>Vout 

RL 
loon 

AV"'+~ 
RI =2500 

>,,_--<;>Vout 

RL 
loon 

Av ,,-(~) 
R, =250n 
For Zin" 50n,select 
RGIJRj"50n 

Figure 1: suggested non-inverting gain circuit Figure 2: suggested Inverting gain circuit 
Test fixture schematics are available upon request. 

CLC232 Operation 
The CLC232 is based on Comlinear's proprietary op amp 
topology, a design that uses current feedback instead of the 
usual voltage feedback. A complete discussion of current 
feedback is given in application note AN300-1. 

The use of the CLC232 is basically the same as that of the 
conventional op amp (see the gain equations above). Since 
the device is designed specifically for low gain applications, 
the best performance is obtained when the circuit is used at 
gains between ±1 and ±5. Additionally, performance is 
optimum when a 2500 feedback resistor is used. 

Layout Considerations 
To assure optimum performance the user should follow good 
layout practices which minimize the unwanted coupling of 
signals between nodes. During initial breadboarding of the 
circuit, use direct point to point wiring, keeping the lead lengths 
to less than .25". The use of solid, unbroken ground plane is 
helpful. Avoid wire-wrap type pc boards and methods. Sockets 
with small, short pin receptacles may be used with minimal 
performance degradation although their use is not 
recommended. 

During pc board layout, keep all traces short and direct. The 
resistive body of R should be as close as possible to pin 5 
to minimize capaci~ance at that point. For the same reason, 
remove ground plane from the vicinity of pins 5 and 6. In 
other areas, use as much ground plane as possible on one 
side of the board. It is especially important to provide a ground 
return path for current from the load resistor to the power 
supply bypass capacitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 to .1 /LF 
(with short leads) should be less than .15 inches from pins 
1 and 9. Larger tantalum capacitors should be placed within 
one inch of these pins. Vee connections to pins 10 and 12 
can be made directly from pins 9 and 1, but better supply 
rejection and settling time are obtained if they are separately 
bypassed as in Figures 1 and 2. To prevent signal distortion 
caused by reflections from impedance mismatches, use 
terminated microstrip or coaxial cable when the signal must 
traverse more than a few inches. 

Since the pc board forms such an important part of the circuit, 
much time can be saved if prototype boards of any high 
frequency sections are built and tested early in the design 
phase. Evaluation boards designed for either inverting or 
non-inverting gains are available from Comlinear at minimal 
cost. 

Thermal Considerations 
At high ambient temperatures or large internal power 
dissipations, heat sinking is required to maintain acceptable 
junction temperatures. Use the thermal model on the previous 
page to determine junction temperatures. Many styles of heat 
sinks are available for TO-8 packages; the Thermalloy 2240 
and 2268 are good examples. Some heat sinks are the radial 
fin type which cover the pc board and may interfere with 
external components. An excellent solution to this problem 
is to use surface mounted resistors and capacitors. They 
have a very low profile and actually improve high frequency 

performance. For use of these heat sinks with conventional 
components, a .1" high spacer can be inserted under the 
TO-8 package to allow sufficient clearance. 

Low Vee Operation: Supply Current Adjustment 
The CLC232 is designed to operate on supplies as low as 
±5V. In order to improve full bandwidth at reduced supply 
voltages, the supply current (lee) must be increased. The plot 
of Bandwidth vs Vee shows the effect of shorting pins 1 and 
2 and pins 8 and 9; this will increase both bandwidth and 
supply current. Care should be taken to not exceed the 
maximum junction temperatures; for this reason this 
technique should not be used with supplies exceeding ± 10V. 
For intermediate values of V cc' external resistors between 
pins 1 and 2 and pins 8 and 9 can be used. 

Offset Voltage Adjustment 
If trimming of the input offset voltage (Vas = Vni - Yin) is 
desired, a resistor value of 10kO to 1 MO placed between 
pins 8 and 9 will cause Vos to become more negative by 8mV 
to 0.2mV respectively. Similarly, a resistor placed between 
pins 1 and 2 will cause Vas to become more positive. 

Thermal Model 

Gca"65°C/W 
(In still air without 
o heatslnk) 

Peireul.=lcc[(+Vcc) - (-Vcc)] where Icc = 14mAat ±15V 
Pxxx=[(±Vcc) - You. - (lear) (Rcol +4)] (lcor) (%duty cycle) 
(For positive Va and V cc' this is the power in the npn output 
stage.) 
(For negative Va and Vee' this is the power in the pnp output 
stage.) 

Icor=Vou!RIOad or 12mA, whichever is greater. (Include 
feedback R in Rload.) 

Rcor is a resistor (330 recommended) between the xxx 
collector and ± Vee. 
Tj (pnp) = P pnQ (100 + 6ea) + (P eir + P npn) 6ea + T a' similar 

for TjJnpn)' 
Tj(eir)=Peir (4t1 + 6ca) + (Ppnp + Pnpn) 6ea + Ta. 

Application Notes and Assistance 
Application notes that address topics such as data 
converSion, fiber optics, and general high frequency circuit 
design are available from Comlinear or your Comlinear sales 
engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly qualified applications 
engineers to provide technical and design assistance. 
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APPLICATIONS: 

• digital communications 
• baseband and video communications 
• instrument input/output amplifiers 
• fast A to D, D to A conversion 
• graphic CRT video drive amp 
• coaxial cable line driver 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC300 operational amplifier is a unique, proprietary 
Comlinear design providing a DC-85MHz -3dB bandwidth that 
is virtually independent of gain setting. Rise and fall times of 
4nsec and drive capability of 22V pp and 100mA add to the 
CLC300's impressive specifications. 

Ease-of-use is a deSign goal at Comlinear, and the CLC300 is a 
success in this area as well. Using the CLC300 is as easy as adding 
power supplies and a gain-setting resistor. And unlike conventional 
op amp designs in which optimum gain-bandwidth product occurs 
at a high gain, minimum settling time at a gain of -1, maximum slew 
rate at a gain of +1, et cetera, the CLC300 offers consistent 
performance at gain settings from 1 to 40 inverting or non
inverting. As a result. designing with the CLC300 is greatly simplified. 
And since no external compensation is necessary, "tweeks" on the 
production line have been eliminated. making the CLC300 an 
efficient component for use in production situations. 

Flat gain and phase response from DC to 45MHz and superior rise 
and fall times make the CLC300 an ideal amplifier for a broad range 
of pulse. analog. and digital applications. A 45MHz full power 
bandwidth (20Vpp into 1000) and 3000V//1sec slew rate eliminate 
the need for power buffers in many applications such as driving 
"flash" A to D converters or line-driving. For applications requiring 
lower power consumption, the CLC300 can operate on supplies as 
low as 5V. Fast overload recovery (20nsec) helps prevent loss of 
data in communications applications and flat phase response 
reduces distortion, even when data must be sent over extended 
lengths of line. 

The CLC300A is packaged in a 24-pin ceramic DIP and is 
specified over a temperature range of -25'C to +85·C. The 
CLC300B has been discontinued and is no longer in production. 

Layout Considerations 

To assure optimum performance the user should follow good layout 
practices which minimize the unwanted coupling of signals between 
nodes. During initial breadboarding of the circuit. use direct point 
to point wiring. keeping lead lengths to less than .25". The use of 
solid. unbroken ground plane is helpful. Avoid wire-wrap type pc 
boards and methods. Sockets with small. short pin receptacles may 
be used with minimal performance degradation although their use 
is not recommended. 

(continued on last page) 

o 
Wideband, High Speed 5 
Operational Amplifiers g 

FEATURES: 

• -3dB bandwidth of 85MHz 
• new design topology eliminates 

gain-bandwidth trade-off 
• 3000Vlllsec slew rate 
• 4ns rise and fall time 
• 100mA output current 
• low distortion, linear phase 

CLC300 Equivalent 
Circuit Diagram 
Pin 11 provides access 
to a 15000. feedback 

Vo resistor which can be 
connected to the out
put or left open if an 
external feedback re
sistor is desired. All un
deSignated pins are in
ternally unconnected. 

Package Dimensions 

0.008-0.018 

I~[(O'tT 0.785-0.B15 ~o~-~~!~ 
,' •. 94-20."', . I' 

METAlLlD:~~.::=~:~~ -1 ~ 
CERAMIC LID: 0.160-0.190 

(4.06-4.83) 

~~~~X' ~~~-i r- _ METAlLID:~~.::~:~~ 
O'O"-O'075~ I CERAMICUD,",,.-D.25' 
(0.38-1.91) I 0.014-0.026 (4.95-6.48) 

(0.36-0.66) 

0.,008.C1 f- ! 1. 
(2.54BSC) 1005-1.105 O.l65BSC 

(27.81-28.07) (4.19BSC) 
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magnitude of gain [I VoutlVln I ] 4* 20 40 
Parameter and Conditions typ min' typ max' typ 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
• -3dB bandwidth, Vou' <4Vpp 105 75 85 70 

Vou, = 20Vpp 45 45 45 
• gain flatness, 100KHz to 20MHz ±0.25 ±0.08 ±0.3 ±0.25 

20MHz to 45MHz ±0.5 ±0.25 ±0.6 ±1 

• phase shift 1 1.6 2 
• deviation from linear phase, DC to 45MHz 2 3 5 
• reverse isolation 60 70 70 
• distortion-refer to graphs 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
• rise and fall time, 5V output step 3 4 5 

20V output step 7 7 7 
• setlling time, 10V output step, to .8% 20 20 25 
• overshoot (input rise time ::;lns), 5V output step 5 5 5 

• slew rate 3 3 3 
• overload recovery «50ns pulse width, 200% overdrive) 20 20 20 

GENERAL INFORMATION min' typ max' 

• input offset voltage (drift) 10(25) 32 
• input bias current (drift), non-inverting input 10(20) 30 

inverting input 30(50) 100 
• equivalent input noise', integrated 5MHz to 100MHz 22 56 

(Rs = 500, gain = 20) 
• second/third harmonic distortion (@ 20M Hz, +10dBm) 48 38 
• input impedance, non-inverting input 100K/3 
• power supply rejection ratio (referred to input) 45 60 
• common mode rejection ratio (referred to input) 64 
• output drive voltage current 10, 100 

• supply current 24 33 

• supply voltage (±Vee) • junction temperature (TJ) 
• output current (10) • operating temperature (TA) 
• input voltage (Vlmax) 

16V (±5V min.) 
l00mA 
(IVee l-2.5)/Av 
±'hIVcel 

• storage temperature -55 to +150°C 
• common mode input voltage • still air thermal resistance (lical25°C/W 
• power dissipation, refer to graph 

'For Noise Figure, refer to Distortion and Noise Section in texl. 
'All min/max parameters are tested 100% at +25°C, Av = +20, RL = 1000, and Vee = ±15V. 
*refer to Low Gain Operation section. 

RF ;; 1500n (internal) 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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Layout Considerations (continued) 

During pc board layout keep all traces short and direct. The 
resistive bodies of RF and RG should be as close as possible 
to pin 8 to minimize capacitance at that point. For the same 
reason, remove ground plane from the vicinity of pins 8 and 6. 
In other areas, use as much ground plane as possible on one 
side of the pc board. It is especially important to provide a 
ground return path for current from the load resistor to the 
power supply bypass capacitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 
to .11LF should be close to pins 13 and 16. Larger tantalum 
capacitors should also be placed within one inch of these pins. 
To prevent Signal distortion caused by reflections from imped
ance mismatches, use terminated microstrip or coaxial cable 
when the signal must traverse more than a few inches. Since 
the pc board forms such an important part of the circuit, much 
time can be saved if prototype boards of any high frequency 
sections are built and tested early in the design phase. 

Controlling Bandwidth and Passband Response 

As with any op amp, the ratio of the two feedback resistors RF 
and RG determines the gain olthe CLC300. Unlike conventional 
op amps, however, the closed loop pole-zero response of the 
CLC300 is affected very little by the value of RG. RG scales the 
magnitude of the gain, but does not change the value of the 
feedback. This is possible due to a proprietary circuit topology. 
RF does influence the feedback and so the CLC300 has been 
internally compensated for optimum performance with 
RF=1500!1, but any value of RF>500!1 may be used with a 
single capacitor placed between pins 8 and 12 for compensa
tion. See Tablel. As RF decreases, C, must increase to maintain 
flat gain. Large values of RF and C, can be used together or 
separately to reduce the bandwidth. This may be desirable for 
reducing the noise bandwidth in applications not requiring the 
full frequency response available. 

Table1: Bandwidth versus RF and Cc (Av = +20) 

RF Cc I±O.'dS 1-•. OdS 

(K!1) (pF) (MHz) (MHz) 

10.0 0 2 5 
5.0 0 3 12 
2.0 0 8 40 
1.5 0 45 85 
1.0 0.3 90 115 

.75 1.1 95 130 
0.50 1.9 110 135 

Low Gain Operation 

The small amount of stray capacitance present at the inverting 
input can cause peaking which increases with decreasing gain. 
The gain setting resistor RG is effectively in parallel with this 
capacitance and so a frequency domain pole results. With 
small RG (Gain> 8), this pole is at a high frequency and it affects 
the closed loop gain olthe CLC300 only slightly. At lower values 
of gain, this pole becomes significant. For example, at a gain 
of +2, the gain may peak as much as 3dB at 75MHz, and have 
a bandwidth exceeding 150M Hz. The same behavior does not 
exist for low inverting gains, however, since the inverting input 
is a virtual ground which maintains a constant voltage across 
the stray capacitance. Even at inverting gains «1, the fre
quency response remains unchanged. 

To avoid the peaking at low non-inverting gains, place a resistor 
Rp in series with the input signal path just ahead of pin 6, the 
non-inverting input. This forms a low pass filter with the 
capacitance at pin 6 which can be made to cancel the peaking 
due to the capacitance at pin 8, the inverting input. At a gain 

of+ 2, for example, choosing Rp such thatthe source impedance 
in parallel with Ri (see Figure 1), plus Rp equals175!1 will flatten 
the frequency response. For larger gains, Rp will decrease. 

Settling Time, Offset, and Drift 

After an output transition has occurred, the output settles very 
rapidly to final value and no change occurs for several micro
seconds. Thereafter, thermal gradients inside the CLC300 will 
cause the outputto begin to drift. When this cannot be tolerated, 
or when the initial offset voltage and drift is unacceptable, the 
use of a composite amplifier is advised. This technique reduces 
the offset and drift to that of a monolithic, low frequency op amp, 
such as an LF356A. The composite amplifier technique is fully 
described in the CLC103 Data Sheet. 

A simple offset adjustment can be implemented by connecting 
the wiper of a potentiometer, whose end terminals connect to 
± 15V, through a 20K resistor to pin 8 of the CLC300. Variations 
of this technique are described in Application Note 200-1 , 
Designer's Guide for 200 Series Op Amps. 

Overload Protection 

To avoid damage to the CLC300, care must be taken to insure 
that the input voltage does not exceed (IVocl-2.5)/Av. High 
speed, low capacitance diodes should be used to limit the 
maximum input voltage to safe levels if a potential for overload 
exists. 

If in the non-inverting configuration the resistor Ri, which sets 
the input impedance, is large, the bias current at pin 6, which 
is typically a few IJ.A but which may be as large as 181LA, can 
create a large enough input voltage to exceed the overload 
condition. It is therefore recommended that Ri < [( I Voc l-2.5)/ 
Av]/(18JlA). 

Distortion and Noise 

The graphs of intercept point versus frequency on the preceding 
page make it easy to predict the distortion at any frequency, 
given the output voltage of the CLC300. First, convert the output 
voltage(Vo)toVRMS = V",/2V2 andthentoP= 1010glO(20VRMS') 

to get output power in dBm. At the frequency of interest, its 2nd 
harmonic will be S, = (I,-P)dB below the level of P. Its third 
harmonic will be S, = 2(I,-P)dBbelow P, as will the two tone 
third order intermodulation products. These approximations 
are useful for P < -1 dB compression levels. 

Approximate noise figure can be determined for the CLC300 
using the Equivalent Input NOise graph on the preceding page. 
Thefollowing equation can be used to determine noise figure (F) 
in dB: 

Vn --;;::-[ '+ i/ RF'] 

F=1010g 1+ 4kTR,Ll.f 

where Vn is the rms noise voltage and in is the rms noise current. 
Beyond the breakpoint of the curves (I.e., where they are flat), 
broadband noise figure equals spot noise figure, so Ll.f should 
equal one (1) and Vn and in should be read directly off of the 
graph. Below the breakpoint, the noise must be integrated and 
Ll.f set to the appropriate bandwidth. 

Application Notes 

For information on the use of the CLC300 in a wide variety of 
applications, refer to application note AN200-1. 
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Fast Settling, Wideband ~ 
Low-Gain Monolithic Op Amps g 

APPLICATIONS: FEATURES: 

• fast, precision AID conversion • -3dB bandwidth of 200MHz 
• video distribution • 0.05% settling in 12ns 
• line drivers • low power, 150mW 
• D I A current-to-voltage conversion • low distortion, -60dBc at 20MHz 
• photodiode, CCO preamps • stable without compensation 
• IF processors • overload and short circuit protected 
• high-speed communications 
DESCRIPTION: 

• ±1 to ±8 closed-loop gain range 

The CLC400 is a high-speed, fast-settling operational amplifier designed 
for low-gain applications. Constructed using a unique, proprietary design 
and an advanced complementary bipolar process, the CLC400 offers 
performance far beyond that normally offered by ordinary monolithic 
op amps. In addition, unlike many other high-speed op amps the CLC400 
offers both high performance and stability without the need for compen
sation circuitry-even at a gain of +1. 
The fast 12ns settling to 0.05% and its ability to drive capacitive loads 
makes the CLC400 an ideal flash AID driver. The wide bandwidth of 
200M Hz and the very linear phase ensure unsurpassed signal fidelity. 
Systems employing digital to analog converters also benefit from the use 
of the CLC400-especially if linearity and drive levels are important to 
system performance. 
The CLC400 provides a simple, high-performance solution for video 
distribution and line driving applications. The 50mA output current and 
guaranteed specifications for 100 ohm loads provide ample drive capability 
and assured performance. 
The CLC400 is available in several versions to meet a variety of require
ments. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 
CLC400AJP - 40'C to + 85'C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC400AJE - 40'C to + 85'C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC400AIB - 40'C to + 85'C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
CLC400ABB - 55'C to + 125'C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP, MIL-STD-883, 

Level B 
CLC400ALC - 55'C to + 125'C dice 
CLC400AMC - 5S'C to + 125'C dice qualified to Method 5008, 
Operation MIL-STD-883, Level B 
The CLC400 is based on Com linear's proprietary op amp topology that 
uses current feedback instead of the usual voltage feedback. This 
unique design has many advantages over conventional designs (such 
as settling time that is relatively independent of gain), yet it is used in 
basically the same way (see the gain equations in Figures 1 and 2, 
page 4). However, an understanding of the topology will aid in achieving 
the best performance. The following discussion will proceed for the 
non-inverting gain configuration with the inverting mode analysis being 
very similar. 
Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-89970. 

Dimensions 

~~:=~::-i r- -i r-~1~=~: D, : r~~::::: O 0.220-0.310 

0.220-0.280 T 0 4::1~~~ (5.59-7.87) 
(5.59-7.11) 0.300-0.325 0.200 r ( . J 0,015-0.000 I f------j I 

1 ~-'.261 (5.081 Mf(O'38-',52)~ 
° - 1-° 370-0."'-1 I l 0'125_:~---~l~ lit~~~c ~I\\ 

.015 '.'00 TIm"-IUB ~0.05'-0.080 ('.18-5.081 '-- U 17."8SC)1~ 
10"'jl27) To.'4S-0200ST (1z/-2.ml J~~ ~ ..; .o\\-
~ .1-(3.68-5.08) O.100BSC IS'MAX 0.008-0.018 

,U20-o.ls0I ~=~.310 0.014-0.026 (2.54BSC) (0.20-0.46) 

(.05-3>'1 H -11-0.015-0.000 ~ .':\ (0.36-0.661 
0.000-0.110 (0.:11-0.51) .o54BSC 
12.29-2.79) (l.37BSC) 

8-pin plastic DIP 8-pin CERDIP 

PINOUT 

DIP and 80-8 Versions 

0.1114-0019 
(O~-~') 

Chip Topography 
Height is 0.014 inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to -V cc' 11 is 
not necessary to 
electrically connect the 
backside to the minus 
supply, Contact Comlinear 
for complete die 
information. 

C : ,-7:0-_-°'1-"-0-224'[-0'248 
(31.'-4.051 (5.70-'."1 

I 

SOIC 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS 

Ambient Temperature CLC400AJ/AI 

Ambient Temperature CLC400ABI AMI AL 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t-3dBbandwidth Vout<0.5Vpp 

Vout<5V PP' Av = + 5 
gain flatness 1 Vout<0.5pp 

t peaking <40MHz 
t peaking >40MHz 
t rolloff <75MHz 

linear phase deviation to 75MHz 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 0.5Vstep 

5Vstep 
settling time to ±0.1% 2Vstep 

±0.05% 2Vstep 
overshoot 0.5Vstep 
slew rate Av = + 2 

Av=-2 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 

equivalent input noise 
noise floor >1MHz 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 200MHz 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 
average temperature coefficient 

*input bias current non-inverting 
average temperature coefficient 

*input bias current inverting 
average temperature coefficient 

:j:power supply rejection ratio 
+common mode rejection ratio 
*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 

capacitance 
output impedance aIDC 
output voltage range no load 
common mode input range for rated performance 
output current -40°C to +B5°C 

-55°C to + 125°C 

output is short circuit protected to 
ground, but maximum reliability will be 
maintained if lout does not exceed ... 

common mode input voltage 
70mA 

±V"" 
10V 

+ 17S'C 
differential input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
A8/AMlAL: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+ 300'C) 

- 40'C to + 8S'C 
- SS'C to + 12S'C 
- 6S'C to + 1S0'C 

10 sec 

TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

+ 25°C -40°C +25°C +B5°C 

+25°C -55°C +25°C +125°C 

200 150 
50 35 

0 0.4 
0 0.7 
0.6 1.0 
0.2 1.0 

1.6 2.4 
6.5 10 
10 13 
12 15 
0 15 
700 430 
1600 

-60 -40 
-60 -50 

-157 -154 
40 57 

2 ±B.2 
20 ±40 
10 ±36 
100 ±200 
10 ±36 
50 ±200 
50 45 
50 45 
15 23 

200 >50 
0.5 <2.0 
0.1 <0.2 

±3.5 >3.0 
±2.1 >1.2 
±70 >35 
±70 >30 

NOTES: 

t 
t . 

AI,AJ 
AJ 
AI 
A8 

t A8 
• AL,AM 

9 SMD 

note 1: 

150 120 MHz SSBW 
35 35 MHz LSBW 

0.3 0.4 dB GFPL 
0.5 0.7 dB GFPH 
1.0 1.3 dB GFR 
1.0 1.2 LPD 

2.4 2.4 ns TRS 
10 10 ns TRL 
13 13 ns TSP 
15 15 ns TS 
10 10 % as 
430 430 V/JJS SR 

V/JLs SR1 

-45 -45 dBc HD2 
-50 -50 dBc HD3 

-154 -153 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
57 63 /LV INV 

±5.0 ±9.0 mV via 
±40 /LVrC DVIO 

±20 ±20 /LA IBN 
±100 nN°C DIBN 

±20 ±30 !LA IBI 
±100 nN°C DlBI 

45 45 dB PSRR 
45 45 dB CMRR 
23 23 mA ICC 

>100 >100 kn RIN 
<2.0 <2.0 pF CIN 
<0.2 <0.2 n RO 
>3.2 >3.2 V va 
>2.0 >2.0 V CMIR 
>50 >50 mA 10 
>50 >50 mA 10 

100% tested at + 2S'C, sample at + 8S'C. 
Sample tested at + 2S'C. 
100% tested at + 2S'C. 
100% tested at + 2S'C, -5S'C, + 12S'C. 
100% tested at + 2S'C, sample - SS'C, +12S'C. 
100% wafer probe tested at + 2S'C to + 2S'C 
minimax specifications. 
Sample tested at + 2S'C, - SS'C, + 12S'C. 

Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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-.v 

j-:5v- -oHs;ivoltag;;iju-;.t;e;rtcircuit(oPtion;i:""'-1 I except for capacitor, which improves fine 
20kA scale settling time}. I 
1----------II_.v A=1+.BL 

-- v Rg 

For optimum performance, Rt and RII should be 
low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. 

(Pin designations are for DIP versions.) 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 

Understanding the Loop Gain 
Referring to the equivalent circuit of Figure 3, any current flowing in the 
inverting input is amplified to a voltage at the output through the 
transimpedance gain shown on the plots on page 3. This Z(s) is 
analogous to the open-loop gain of a voltage feedback amplifier. 

V; 

R, For optimum performance, AI and Rg; should be 
low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. 

Figure 3: current feedback topology 
Developing the non-inverting frequency response for the topology of 
Figure 3 yields: 

~ 
V; 

1 + RdR, 
1 - 1/LG 

where LG is the loop gain defined by, 

LG = Z(s) X 1 
R,l+Z;/(R,IIR,) 

Eq. (1) 

Eq. (2) 

Equation 1 has a form identical to that for a voltage feedback amplifier 
with the differences occurring in the LG expression, Equation 2. For an 
idealized treatment, set Z; = 0 which results in a very simple LG = Z(s)/R, 
(Derivation of the transfer function for the case where Z; = 0 is given in 
Application Note AN300-1). Using the Z(s) (open-loop transimpedance 
gain) plot shown on the previous page and dividing by the recommended 
R,=2500, yields a large loop gain at DC. As a result, Equation 1 shows 
that the closed-loop gain at DC is very close to (1 + R,IRg). 

At higher frequencies, the roll-off of Z(s) determines the closed-loop 
frequency response which, ideally, is dependent only on R,. The 
specifications reported on the previous pages are therefore valid 
only for the specified II, = 2500. Increasing At from 2500 will decrease 
the loop gain and bandwidth, while decreasing it will increase the loop 
gain possibly leading to inadequate phase margin and closed-loop 
peaking. Conversely, fixing R, will hold the frequency response constant 
while the closed-loop gain can be adjusted using Rg• 

The CLC400 departs from this idealized analysis to the extent that the 
inverting input impedance is finite. With the low quiescent power of the 
CLC400, Z; = 500 leading to a drop in loop gain and bandwidth at high 
gain settings, as given by Equation 2. The second term in Equation 2 
accounts for the division in feedback current that occurs between Z; and 
R,IIR~ at the inverting node of the CLC400. This decrease in bandwidth 
can oe circumvented as described in "Increasing Bandwidth at High 
Gains." 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
Since the two inputs for the CLC400 are quite dissimilar, the noise and 
offset error performance differs somewhat from that of a standard 
differential input amplifier. Specifically, the inverting input current noise 
is much larger than the non-inverting current noise. Also the two input 
bias currents are physically unrelated rendering bias current cancellation 
through matching of the inverting and non-inverting pin resistors 
ineffective. 

In Equation 3, the output offset is the algebraic sum of the equivalent 
input voltage and current sources that influence DC operation. Output 
noise is determined similarly except that a root-sum-of-squares replaces 
the algebraic sum. Rs is the non-inverting pin resistance. 

Output Offset Vo = ± IBN x Rs (1 + R,IRg) ± 
VIO (1 + R,IRg) ± IBI x R, Eq. (3) 

Fv - offset voltage adjUstm;;;ci;; (oP'iona'l ! except for capacitor, which improves fine 
20kD. scale settling time). I 

I I 1---;,------
O.Olflf !.....:A.v - Ay = R;-

-5V 

For optimum performance, RI and R" should be 
low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. 

(Pin designations are for DIP versions.) 

Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 

An important observation is that for fixed Rt, offsets as referred to the 
input improve as the gain is increased (divide all terms by 1 + RrlR,). 
A similar result is obtained for noise where noise figure improves as 
gain increases. 

Selecting Between the CLC400 or CLC401 

The CLC400 is intended for gains of ±1 to ±8 while the CLC401 is 
designed for gains of ±7 to ±50. Optimum performance is achieved 
with a feedback resistor of 2500 with the CLC400 and 1.5kO with the 
CLC401-this distinction may be important in transimpedance appli
cations such as DI A buffering. Although the CLC400 can be used at 
higher gains, the CLC401 will provide a wider bandwidth because loop 
gain losses due to finite Z; are lower with the larger CLC401 feedback 
resistor as explained above. On the other hand, the lower recommended 
feedback resistance of the CLC400 minimizes the output errors due to 
inverting input noise and bias currents. 

Increasing Bandwidth At High Gains 

Bandwidth may be increased at high closed-loop gains by adjusting R, 
and R, to make up for the losses in loop gain that occur at these high 
gain settings due to current division at the inverting input. An approx
imate relationship may be obtained by holding the LG expression 
constant as the gain is changed from the deSign point used in the 
speCifications (that is, R, = 2500 and R, = 2500). For the CLC400 this 
gives, 

R, = 350 - 50A, and R - 350 - 50A, Eq. (4) 
9 - Av - 1 

where A, is the non-inverting gain. Note that with A, = + 2 we get the 
specified R, = 2500, while at higher gains, a lower value gives stable 
performance with improved bandwidth. 

CapaCitive Feedback 

Capacitive feedback should not be used with the CLC400 because of 
the potential for loop instability. See Application Note OA-7 for active 
filter realizations with the CLC400. 

Offset Adjustment Pin 
Pin 1 can be connected to a potentiometer as shown in Figure 1 and 
used to adjust the input offset of the CLC400. Full range adjustment of 
± 5V on pin 1 will yield a ± 10mV input offset adjustment range. Pin 1 
should always be bypassed to ground with a ceramic capacitor located 
close to the package for best settling performance. 

Printed Circuit Layout 

As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout will enhance 
performance. Ground plane construction and good power supply 
bypassing close to the package are critical to achieving full perfor
mance. In the non-inverting configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to 
stray capacitance to ground at the inverting input Hence, the inverting 
node connections should be small with minimal coupling to the ground 
plane. Shunt capacitance across the feedback resistor should not be 
used to compensate for this effect. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output will introduce 
additional phase shift in the loop degrading the loop phase margin and 
leading to frequency response peaking. A small series resistor before 
the capacitance effectively decouples this effect. The graphs on the 
preceding page illustrate the required resistor value and resulting 
performance vs. capacitance. 

Precision buffed resistors (PRP8351 series from Precision Resistive 
Products) with low parasitic reactances were used to develop the data 
sheet specifications. Precision carbon composition resistors will also 
yield excellent results. Standard spirally-trimmed RN55D metal film 
resistors will work with a slight decrease in bandwidth due to their 
reactive nature at high frequencies. 

Evaluation PC boards (part no. 730013 for through-hole and 730027 
for SOIC) for the CLC400 are available. 
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Fast Settling, Wideband 
High-Gain Monolithic Op Amps 

APPLICATIONS: FEATURES 
• fast, precision AID conversion • -3d8 bandwidth of 150MHz 
• photodiode, CCD preamps • 0.1 % settling in 10ns 
• IF processors • low power, 150mW 
• high-speed modems, radios • overdrive and short circuit protected 
• line drivers • stable without compensation 
• DC-coupled log amplifiers • recommended gain range, ±7 to ±50 
• high-speed communications 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC401 is a wideband, fast-settling op amp designed for applications 
requiring gains greater than ±7. Constructed using an advanced 
complementary bipolar process and a proprietary design, the CLC401 
features dynamic performance far beyond that of typical high-speed 
monolithic op amps. For example, at a gain of + 20, the - 3dB bandwidth 
is 150MHz and the riselfall time is only 2.5ns. 

The wide bandwidth and linear phase (0.2° deviation from linear at 50MHz) 
and a very flat gain response makes the CLC401 ideal for many digital 
communication system applications. For example, demodulators need 
both DC coupling and high-frequency amplification - requirements that 
are ordinarily difficult to meet. 

The very fast 10ns settling to 0.1% and the ability to drive capacitive 
loads lend themselves well to flash AID applications. Systems employing 
DIA converters also benefit from the settling time and also by the fact 
that current-to-voltage transimpedance amplification is easily 
accomplished. 
The CLC401 provides a quick, effective design solution. Its stable 
operation over the entire ±7 to ±50 gain range precludes the need for 
external compensation. And, unlike many other high-speed op amps, the 
CLC401 's power dissipation of 150mW is compatible with designs which 
must limit total power dissipation or power supply requirements. 
The CLC401 is available in several versions to meet a variety of 
requirements. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 
CLC401 AJP -40"C to +85"C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC401 AJE -40"C to +85"C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC401 AlB -40"C to +85"C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
CLC401 A8B -55"C to +125"C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP, MIL-STD-883, 

Level B 
CLC401 ALC -55"C to + 125"C dice 
CLC401 AMC -55"C to + 125"C dice-qualified to Method 5008, 
Operation MIL-STD-883, Level B 

The CLC401 is based on Comlinear's proprietary op amp topology that 
uses current feedback instead of the usual voltage feedbaCk. This unique 
design has many advantages over conventional designs (such as settling 
time that is relatively independent of gain), yet it is used in basically the 
same way (see the gain equations in Figures 1 and 2, page 4). How-

(Continued on page 4) 
Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-89973. 

Package Dimensions 0000-0060 

1l.()35-0.065-j j- -j t-0.040-0.oao D~ rrO.76-1MJ 

(0.89-1.65) (102-2.03) 1 -4 0.220-0.310 TO k"6-0.~ (5.59-7.871 

0.220-0280 0.300-0.325 ~'80_10'29)O'015_0.OOOf--------*l 
(5.59-7.11) (7.62-8.26) O·200 r (0.38-1.52)1 I 

1 ~ 4 = ~ 
D.370-D.400-1 I I Dl25-D.200~ ~ - -~ ~l' ~D.300BSC I 

0.01'-'050 nw -Lo.oso-O.ll8O (3.18-'06) L- (7.62BSCI1 
(D.38-1.27) To.14S-D.200ST (1.27-2.03) J~"'" 14- ---1 ...l.\-
~ ...L(3.68-S.Il8) O.l00BSC 15'MAX 0.008-0.018 

~I 0.~=~.310 0.014-0.026 (2.54BSC) (0.20-0.46) 

(3.05-3.Bl) H -II-~~~=~:m ~ ~ (0.36-0.66).D54 sse 
O~~=~:~f (l.37BSC) 

Pinout 

Chip Topography 
v"nv +Vcc 

TiD ~. 

or! . 
Vnon-inv -Vee Vout 

f--O.039··----j 

Height is 0,014 
inches. 

NOTE: Backside 
connected to -Vce. 
It is not 

~~~~~rrv ~nnect 
the backside to 
the minus supply_ 
Contact Comlinear 
for complete die 
information. 

8-pin plastiC DIP 8-pin CERDIP 8-pin plastic SOIC 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

DS401.05 3-59 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC401AJ/AI +25°C -40°C +25°C +85°C 

AmbientTemperature CLC401A8/AM/AL + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t-3dBbandwidth Vout<2Vpp 150 >100 >100 >70 MHz SSBW 

Vout<5Vpp 100 >65 >65 >55 MHz LSBW 
gain flatness2 Vout<2Vpp 

t peaking <25M Hz 0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 dB GFPL 
t peaking >25MHz 0 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 dB GFPH 
t rolloff <50MHz 0.2 <1.0 <1.0 <1.3 dB GFR 

linear phase deviation DCt050MHz 0.2 <1.0 <1.0 <1.5 ° LPD 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 2.5 <3.5 <3.5 <5.0 ns TRS 

5Vstep 5 <7.0 <7.0 <8.0 ns TRL 
settling time to ±0.1 % 2Vstep 10 <15 <15 <15 ns TS 
overshoot 2Vstep 0 <10 <10 <10 % OS 
slew rate 1200 >800 >800 >700 V/p.s SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -45 <-35 <-35 <-35 dBc HD2 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -60 <-50 <-50 <-45 dBc HD3 

equivalent input noise 
noise floor >1MHz' -158 <-155 <-155 <-154 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 150MHz' 35 <50 <50 <55 p.V INV 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 3 ±10.0 ±6.0 ± 11.0 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient 20 ±50 - ±50 p.VfC DVIO 
*input bias current non-inverting 10 ±36 ±20 ±20 p.A IBN 
average temperature coefficient 100 ±200 - ±100 nN°C DIBN 

*input bias current inverting 10 46 30 40 !LA IBI 
average temperature coefficient 100 ±200 - ±100 nWC DIBI 
power supply rejection ratio 55 50 50 50 dB PSRR 

+common mode rejection ratio 55 50 50 50 dB CMRR 
*supply current no load 15 21 21 21 mA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 200 >50 >100 >100 k.!1 RIN 

capacitance 0.5 <2.5 <2.5 <2.5 pF CIN 
output impedance at DC 0.2 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 .!1 RO 
output voltage range no load 3.5 >3.0 >3.2 >3.2 V VO 
common mode input range for rated performance 2.8 >2.0 >2.5 >2.5 V CMIR 
output current -40°Cto + 85°C 70 >35 >50 >50 mA 10 

-55°Cto + 125°C 70 >30 >50 >50 mA 10 

Vee 
lout 

±7V recommended gain range: +7 to +50, -1 to -50 
output is short circuit protected to 
ground, but maximum reliability will be 
maintained if 10", does not exceed ... 

common mode input voltage 
differential input voltage 
junction temperature range 

70mA 
±Vcc 

5V 
+175"C 

operating temperature range 
AIIAJ: - 40"C to + 8S"C 
A8IAMIAL: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300"C) 

- SS"C to + 12S"C 
- 6S"C to + lS0"C 

10 sec 

NOTES: 
• AI,AJ 
t AJ 
t AI 
• A8 
t A8 
• AL, AM 

+ SMD 

note 1: 
note 2: 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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1()0% tested at +25"C, sample +8S"C. 
Sample tested at +2S"C. 
100% tested at +25"C. 
100% tested at +2S"C, -SS"C, + 125"C. 
100% tested at +2S"C, sample -SS"C, + 12S"C. 
100% wafer probe tested at +2S"C to +2S"C. 
minimax specifications. 
Sample tested at + 2S"C, - 5S"C, + 12S"C. 

Noise tests are performed from SMHz to 200M Hz. 
Gain flatness tests are performed from 0.1 MHz. 
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Open-Loop Transimpedance Gain, Z(s) 
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5ns/div 50 

Recommended Rs vs. Load Capacitance 
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Inverting Frequency Response 

15MHz/div 150MHz 

2nd and 3rd Harmonic Disfortion 
-30 

-0.20" , " 
10-9 10-11 10-7 10-6 10-5 10-4 

Time(s) 
Low Gain & Transimpedance 
Applications 

The CLC401 may be used at gains down to 
unity (Av = ± 1) by choosing Rt according to 
Equation (4) on the following page. The curves 
to the right show performance at inverting 
unity gain with R, = 25000, a configuration 
appropriate for 01 A converter buffering and 
other transimpedance applications. 
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Ay = 1 +-.B.L 
R. 

For optimum performance. R, and Rg should be 
low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. 

(Pin designations are for DIP versions.) 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 

ever, an understanding of the topology will aid in achieving the best 
performance. The discussion below will proceed for the non-inverting 
gain configuration with the inverting mode analysis being very similar. 

Understanding the Loop Gain 
Referring tothe equivalent circuit of Figure 3, any current flowing inthe 
inverting input is amplified to a voltage at the output through the 
transimpedance gain shown on the plot on page 3. This Z(s) is 
analogous to the open-loop gain of a voltage feedback amplifier. 

Vi 

R. 

Figure 3: current feedback topology 

Developing the non-inverting frequency response for the topology of 
Figure 3 yields: 

Y.!!... 1 + RtlRg 
Vi 1 -I/LG 

eq. (1) 

where LG is the loop gain defined by, 

LG = Z(s) X 1 
R, 1 + Z; I(R, II Rg) 

eq. (2) 

Equation 1 has a form identical to that for a voltage feedback amplifier 
with the differences occurring in the LG expression. For an idealized 
treatment, set Zi = 0 which results in a very simple LG = Z(s)/R,. 
(Derivation of the transfer function for the case where Z, = 0 is given 
in Application Note AN300-1.) USing the Z(s) (open-loop transimpedance 
gain) plot shown on the previous page and dividing by the recommended 
R,= 1.5kO, yields a large loop gain aIDC. Asa result, equation 1 shows 
that the closed-loop gain at DC is very close to (1 + RtlRg). 

At higher frequencies, the roll-off of Z(s) determines the closed-loop 
frequency response which, ideally, is dependent only on R,. The 
specifications reported on the previous pages are therefore valid only 
for the specified R, = I.SkO. Increasing R, from 1.5kO will decrease 
the loop gain and bandwidth, while decreasing it will increase the loop 
gain possibly leading to inadequate phase margin and closed-loop 
peaking. Conversely, fixing R, will hold the frequency response constant 
while the closed-loop gain can be adjusted using Rg. 

The CLC401 departs from this idealized analysis to the extent that the 
inverting input impedance is finite. With the low quiescent power olthe 
CLC401, Z; '" 500 leading to a drop in loop gain and bandwidth at high 
gain settings, as given by equation 2. The second term in equation 2 
accounts for the division in feedback current that occurs between Z, 
and R, I I Rg at the inverting node of the CLC400. This decrease in 
bandwidth can be circumvented as described in "Increasing Bandwidth 
at High Gains." 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
Since the two inputs for the CLC401 are quite dissimilar, the noise and 
offset error performance differs somewhat from that of a standard 
differential input amplifier. Specifically, the inverting input current 
noise is much larger than the non-inverting current noise. Also the two 
input bias currents are physically unrelated rendering bias current 
cancellation through matching of the inverting and non-inverting pin 
resistors ineffective. 

In equation 3, the output offset is the algebraic sum of the equivalent 
input voltage and current sources that influence DC operation. Output 
noise is determined similarly except that a root-sum-of-squares 
replaces the algebraic sum. R, is the non-inverting pin resistance. 

For optimum performance, R, and Rg should be 
low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. 

(Pin designations are for DIP versions.) 

Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 

Output Offset Vo = ± IBN X R, (1 + R,/Rg) ± 
VIO (1 + RtlRg) ± IBI X R, eq. (3) 

An important observation is that for fixed R" offsets as referred to the 
input improve as the gain is increased (divide all terms by 1 + R,lRg). 
A similar result is obtained for noise where noise figure improves as 
gain increases. 

Selecting Between the CLC400 or CLC401 
The CLC400 is intended for gains of ± 1 to ±8 while the CLC401 is 
designed for gains of ±7 to ±50. Optimum performance is achieved 
with a feedback resistor of 2500 with the CLC400 and 1.5kO with the 
CLC401-this distinction may be important in transimpedance appli
cations such as DI A buffering. Although the CLC400 can be used at 
higher gains, the CLC401 will provide a wider bandwidth because loop 
gain losses due to finite Z; are lower with the larger CLC401 feedback 
resistor as explained above. On the other hand, the lower recommended 
feedback resistance of the CLC400 minimizes the output errors due to 
inverting input noise and bias currents. 

Increasing Bandwidth At High Gains 
Bandwidth may be increased at high closed-loop gains by adjusting R, 
and Rg to make up for the losses in loop gain that occur at these high 
gain settings due to current division at the inverting input. An approx
imate relationship may be obtained by holding the LG expression 
constant as the gain is changed from the design point used in the 
specifications (that is, R, = 1.5kO and Rg = 790). For the CLC401 this 
gives, 

R, = 2500 - 50A .. and R - 2500 - 50A, 
• 9 - A, - 1 eq. (4) 

where A, is the desired non-inverting gain. Note that with A, = +20 we 
get the specified R, = 1.5kO, while at higher gains, a lower value gives 
stable performance with improved bandwidth. 

Capacitive Feedback 
Capacitive feedback should not be used with the CLC401 because of 
the potential for loop instability. See Application Note OA-7 for active 
filter realizations with the CLC401. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout will enhance 
performance. Ground plane construction and good power supply 
bypassing close to the package are critical to achieving full perfor
mance. In the non-inverting configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to 
stray capacitance to ground at the inverting input. Hence, the inverting 
node connections should be small with minimal coupling to the ground 
plane. Shunt capacitance across the feedback resistor should not be 
used to compensate for this effect. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output will introduce 
additional phase shift in the loop degrading the loop phase margin and 
leading to frequency response peaking. A small series resistor before 
the capacitance effectively decouples this effect. The graphs on the 
preceding page illustrate the required resistor value and resulting 
performance vs. capacitance. 

Precision buffed resistors (PRP8351 series from Precision Resistive 
Products) with low parasitic reactances were used to develop the data 
sheet specifications. Precision carbon composition resistors will also 
yield excellent results. Standard spirally-trimmed RN55D metal film 
resistors will work with a slight decrease in bandwidth due to their 
reactive nature at high frequencies. 

Evaluation PC boards (part no. 730013 for through-hole and 730027 
for SOIC) for the CLC401 are available. 
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Low-Gain Op Amp 2 

APPLICATIONS: 
• high-accuracy AID systems (12-14 bits) 
• high-accuracy D/A converters 
• high-speed communications 
• IF signal processing 
• video distribution 
DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC402 is an operational amplifier designed for low-gain 
applications (± 1 to ± 8), requiring fast, accurate settling and 
superior DC accuracy. Settling to 0.002S% in 2Sns (32ns 
guaranteed over temperature), the CLC402 is ideal as the 
input amplifier in high accuracy (up to 14-bits) AID systems. 
Unlike most other high-speed op amps, the CLC402 is free 
of thermally induced tails in the settling response. 

The CLC402 is an upgrade to and pin compatible with the 
industry standard CLC400. Constructed using a unique, 
proprietary design and an advanced complementary bipolar 
process, it offers performance far beyond ordinary monolithic 
op amps. In addition, unlike many other high-speed op amps, 
the CLC402 offers both high performance and stability without 
the need for compensation circuitry - even at a gain of + 1. 

Supporting the CLC402's excellent pulse performance are 
improved DC characteristics. The CLC402's input offset voltage 
is typically O.SmV and is guaranteed to be less than 1.6mV at 
+2SoC. The input offset voltage drift is typically only 3p'v/oC. 

The CLC402 is available in several versions to meet a variety 
of requirements. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 
CLC402AJP - 40'C to + 8S'C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC402AJE - 40'C to + 8S'C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC402AID - 40'C to + 8S'C 8-pin hermetic side-brazed 

ceramic DIP 
CLC402A8D - SS'C to + 12S'C 8-pin hermetic side-brazed 

ceramic DIP, MIL-STO-883, 
LevelS 

CLC402ALC - SS'C to + 12S'C dice 
CLC402AMC - SS'C to + 12S'C dice qualified to 

Method S008, MIL-STO-883, 
LevelS 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-92033. 

with Fast 14-Bit Settling g 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 0.002S% settling in 2Sns (32ns max.) 
• O.SmV input offset voltage, 3/-LVrC drift 
• ± 1 to ± 8 closed-loop gain range 
• low power, 1S0mW 
• 0.01 %IO.OSO differential gainlphase 

PINOUT 

Not Connected 1 B Not Connected 

7 +Vcc 

Vnon-inv 3 

5 Not Connected 

DIP and SO-8 Versions 

Chip Topography 

I Vi", 
••• 

o-l'54"V'''-i", L_+_...:::"--. • ...J VA", 
•• [J" 

-Vee r---- '-054"---------1 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to 
-Vee' It is not 
necessary to 
electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
minus supply. 
Contact 
Comlinear for 
complete die 
information. 

Package Dimensions 
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8-pin plastic DIP 8-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 

0.014~11.O19 

(0~-~A8) 

[Ull~-~-r 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

AmbientTemperature CLC402A8/AUAM 

Ambient Temperature CLC402AJ/AI 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
t·3dBbandwidth Vout<0.5Vpp 

Vout<5'?,p 
gain flatness2 Vout<O. VriAl 

t peaking DC to 25 Hz 
t peaking >25MHz 
t rolloff DC to 50MHz 
linear phase deviation DC to 50MHz 

TIME DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
rise and fall time 0.5Vstep 

5Vstep 
settling time to ± 0.0025% 2Vstep 

±0.01% 2Vstep 
±0.1% 2Vstep 

overshoot 0.5Vstep 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
equivalent input noise 

noise floor >1MHz 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 150MHz 

differential gain' 
differential phase' 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current noninverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
tpower supply rejection ratio 
common mode rejection ratio 

*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non inverting input resistance 

capacitance 
output impedance aIDC 
common mode input range 
output voltage range no load 
output current 

output is short circuit protected to ground, 
but, maximum reliability will be obtained 
if lout does not exceed ... 

input voltage 
junction temperature 

70mA 
±Vcc 

+175·C 
operating temperature range 

AIIAJ: - 40·C to +85·C 
A8/AM/AL: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300·C) 

- 55·C to +125·C 
- 65T to +150·C 

10 sec 

+ 25°C -55°C 

+ 25°C -40OC 

195 >120 
80 >50 

0 <0.4 
0 <0.7 
0.5 <1.0 
0.4 <1.2 

2.0 <2.9 
5.0 <8 
25 <32 
18 <25 
10 <15 
0 <10 
800 >500 

-50 <-38 
-60 <-53 

-157 <-155 
40 <49 
0.Q1 -
0.05 -

0.5 <2.6 
3 <12 
10 <45 
100 <250 
10 <50 
100 <250 
68 >55 
65 >55 
15 <20 

150 >50 
3.5 <5.5 
0.02 <0.1 

±3.0 >±2.0 
±3.5V >±3.0 
±55 >±25 

Notes: 
* AI, AJ 
t AJ 
t AI 
* A8 
t A8 
* AL, AM 

note 1: 

note 2: 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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+ 25°C + 125°C 

+ 25°C + 85°C 

>130 >120 MHz SSBW 
>50 >50 MHz LSBW 

<0.3 <0.4 dB GFPL 
<0.5 <0.7 dB GFPH 
<1.0 <1.0 dB GFR 
<1.0 <1.2 ° LPD 

<2.7 <2.9 ns TRS 
<8 <8 ns TRL 
<32 <32 ns TS14 
<25 <25 ns TSP 
<15 <15 ns TSS 
<10 <10 % OS 
>500 >500 VIpS SR 

<-43 <-43 dBc HD2 
<-53 <-50 dBc HD3 

<-155 <-155 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
<49 <49 /LV INV 
- - % DG 
- - ° DP 

<1.6 <2.8 mV VIO 
- <12 /LVrC DVIO 

<25 <35 pA IBN 
- <100 nArC DIBN 

<30 <40 pA IBI 
- <100 nArC DIBI 

>60 >60 dB PSRR 
>60 >60 dB CMRR 
<20 <20 mA ICC 

>85 >85 kn RIN 
<5.5 <5.5 pF CIN 
<0.1 <0.1 n RO 

>±2.5 >±2.5 V CMIR 
>±3.2 >±3.2 V VO 
>±45 >±45 mA 10 

100% tested at +25·C, sample at +85T. 
Sample tested at +25·C. 
100% tested at +25·C. 
100% tested at +25T, - 55·C, + 125·C. 
100% tested at +25·C, sample at - 55·C, + 125·C. 
100% wafer probe tested at +25·C to +25·C 
minImax specifications. 

Differential gain and phase measured at A, = +2V, 
R = 250n, RL = 150n, 1 V I2P equivalent video signal, 
0·100 IRE, 40 IREpp' OIRI: = 0 volts, 75n load 
and 3.58 MHz. 
Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz. 
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-5V 

Rq -+ optional s~pply 
resonance damping 
resistors 

VOU! 

Select RT to yield 
desired R

" 
• RT II Rg 

Figure 1: recommended inverting gain circuit 

Feedback Resistor 
The CLC402 achieves its excellent pulse response by using 
the current feedback topology pioneered by Com linear 
Corporation. The loop gain for a current feedback op amp, 
and hence the frequency response, is predominantly set by 
the feedback resistor value. The CLC402 is optimized for use 
with a 2500 feedback resistor. Using lower values can lead 
to excessive ringing in the pulse response while a higher value 
will limit the bandwidth. Application Note OA-13 discusses this 
in detail along with occasions where a different R, might be 
advantageous. 

Optimizing SeHlIng Time 
The CLC402 is capable of extremely fast pulse settling times 
to very fine scale accuracies (.0025% in 25ns typical). It is 
also virtually free of any measurable thermal tail effects as 
shown in the long-term settling time plot on the previous 
page. Careful attention to parasitic effects is critical to 
achieving this level of performance. 

Generally, open any ground and/or power planes around the 
device while providing an adjacent ground plane for the 0.1 ILf 
ceramic decoupling caps. These caps should be very near 
the power pins. Connecting the ground return pOint for the 
electrolytic capacitors near the load ground pOint is also very 
useful. Similarly, for non-inverting applications, connecting 
Rg to ground near the input terminating resistor ground 
connection will improve performance. These suggestions 
become particularly pertinent for fastest settling to lower than 
0.1 % accuracies. 

Using Supply Resistors, Rg 
Figures 1 and 2 show a series resistor in the supply leads 
between the electrolytic and ceramic capacitors. This optional 
resistor is intended to de-Q any self-resonance between 
those capacitors and the power supply trace inductance. Any 
large output voltage step into a significant load, either resistive 
or capacitive, will necessarily pull a current surge through 
the supply de-coupling capaCitors. This can cause a very low 
level, high frequency ringing on the power supplies that may 
not be effectively rejected by the PSRR of the CLC402. This 
can, in turn, show up at the output as a ringing that will 
preclude high speed settling to very fine scale accuracies. 

Adding Rq will increase the amplitude of this signal at the 
supplies but will lower the frequency content to where the 
CLC402's PSRR can effectively reject it. An R~ of 5 to 100 
will yield excellent settling performance with minimal impact 
on other performance parameters. 

Driving Capacitive Loads 
Either parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output pin 
can quickly lead to unacceptable levels of ringing in the pulse 
response. Adding a series resistor, as shown in the plot of 
Rs vs. CL on the previous page, will resolve this problem. 
Parasitic capaCitances less than 2pF can be driven without 
the series resistor. See Application Note OA-15 for additional 
discussion. 

Distortion Performance 
The distortion plots show the harmonic distortions and 3rd 
order intermodulation intercepts under a variety of load, 
power, and frequency conditions. Generally, going to higher 
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·5V 

Rq ~ optional supply 
resonance damping 
resistors 

VOU! 

Figure 2: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 

frequencies will degrade the distortion performance as the 
amplifier loop gain decreases. Further distortion 
improvements at low frequencies are observed when driving 
higher impedance loads. The 3rd order intermodulation 
intercept plot may be used to predict the 3rd order spurious 
levels given the power levels at the load for two closely spaced 
signal frequencies. Figure 3 shows the signal and spurious 
level definitions along with equations for predicting the 
spurious powers from the intercept value and the two signal 
powers. 

<!--- ±3Af ----I> 

P 1, P 2 - test powers at load 

PL, PH - 3rd order spurious 
powers (all in dBm) 

1M3 - 3rd order intercept 
(from datasheet plot) 

PL = P2-2 (IM3-P1) 

PH = P1-2 (IM3-P2) 

Figure 3: 3rd order spurious calculations 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
The CLC402 offers an improved offset voltage over the 
comparable CLC400 low gain amplifier. The offset adjustment 
available on the CLC400 was therefore not included in this 
part. Figure 4 shows the output offset computational equation 
for the non-inverting configuration with an example using the 
typical bias current and offset specifications for Av= +2. 

Output Offset 

Vo=(±lbnRln±Vlo) (1+~) ±lbIR, 

Example computation for Av = + 2, R, = 2500 

Vo=(±10p.A(SOO) ± 0.5mV) (2) ± 1 0p.A(2S00) = ±3.5mV 

Figure 4: Output DC offset calculation 

This low output offset voltage is a marked improvement over 
earlier very high speed amplifiers. Further improvement in the 
output offset voltage and drift is possible using the composite 
amplifiers described in Application Note OA-7. 

The equivalent k!Ilut noise plot shows that the CLC402 offers 
a low 1.7nV/VHz input noise voltage. A low non-inverting 
source impedance should be used for lowest noise 
performance due to the relatively high current noise at that 
input. See Application Note OA-12 for a full discussion of noise 
calculations for current feedback amplifiers. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
Evaluation PC boards (part number 730013 for through-hole 
and 730027 for SOIC) for the CLC402 are available. This 
board can be easily modified to include the R~ resistors 
discussed above. Further layout suggestions may be found in 
Application Note OA-15. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• fast AID conversion 
• line driving 
• video distribution 
• high-speed communications 
• radar, IF processors 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC404 is a high-speed, monolithic op amp that combines 
low power consumption (11 OmW typical, 120mW maximum) with 
superior large signal performance. Operating off of ± 5V supplies, 
the CLC404 demonstrates a large-signal bandwidth (5Vpp output) 
of 165MHz. The bandwidth performance, along with other speed 
characteristics such as rise and fall time (2.1 ns for a 5V step), is 
nearly identical to the small signal performance since slew rate is 
not a limiting factor in the CLC404 design. 

With its 175MHz bandwidth and 10ns settling (to 0.2%), the 
CLC404 is ideal for driving ultra-fast flash AID converters. The 
0.5° deviation from linear phase, coupled with -53dBc 2nd har
monic distortion and -60dBc 3rd harmonic distortion (both at 
20MHz), is well suited for many digital and analog communication 
applications. These same characteristics, along with 70mA output 
current, differential gain of 0.07%, and differential phase at 0.03°, 
make the CLC404 an appropriate high-performance solution for 
video distribution and line driving applications. 

Constructed using an advanced, complementary bipolar process 
and Comlinear's proven current feedback topologies, the CLC404 
provides performance far beyond that of other monolithic op amps. 
The CLC404 is available in several versions to meet a variety of 
requirements. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 

CLC404AJP - 40"C to + 8S"C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC404AJE - 40"C to + 8S"C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC404AID - 40"C to + 8S"C 8-pin hermetic side-brazed 

ceramic DIP 
CLC404A8D - SS"C to + 12S"C 8-pin hermetic side-brazed 

ceramic DIP, MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC404ALC - SS"C to + 12S"C dice 
CLC404AMC - SS"C to + 12S"C dice qualified to Method S008, 

MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, S962-90994. 

Package Dimensions 

D~~E:310 
f5.S9-7.B7) 

Wideband, High-Slew Rate, 
Monolithic Op Amp 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 165MHz large signal bandwidth (5Vpp) 
• 2600V/IJS slew rate 
• low power: 110mW 
• low distortion: -53dBc at 20MHz 
• 10ns settling to 0"2% 
• 0.07% differential gain, 0.03° differential phase 

Not Connected I e Not Connected 

5 Not Connected' 

DIP and 80-8 Versions 

Chip Topography 
die '.--.-.-."'"'0= ... ~:~~~ation 
+Voo 

• Vout 

V __ •• • • 

• -Voo ... ~ 

1----0.054"--1 

IUlI4-0.019 

~~-i':"1 

(3.55-4.05) (S.1O-6.3O) 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to 
-Vee' It is not 
necessary to 
electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
minus supply . 
Contact 
Comlinear for 
complete die 
information. 

~O."'-'405--j 

~IWW~'uBO-1O,29) .l0.ll25-0.0B0 A 
T~·"-1.521 

O.12S-0.200 
.l (3.18-5.08) 

D.t;;JBSC -ll-~g::~: -1f-%~:&~8 

Wol-o,::I .. 
1 I 

Im~--j ~ 
!I.Il53_D.069...l~O.004-0.010 
(1.35-1.75) lU----lJ--U..-U110.1D-D.2Il1 I~ I 

T ~:4~~:l~T %oo,:::~r '------:'-I""~MAX 
~.54BSCI 

8-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP a-pin plastic SOIC 

0.016-0,050 
(0.40-1.27) 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS 

Ambient Temperature CLC404A8/ALlAM 

Ambient Temperature CLC404AJ/AI 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t-3dB bandwidth Vout<2Vpp 
-3dB large signal Vout<5Vpp 

gain flatness3 Vout<2Vpp 

t peaking <40MHz 
t peaking >40MHz 
t rolloff <75MHz 
linear phase deviation DC to 75MHz 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 

5Vstep 
settling time to ±0.2% 2Vstep 
overshoot 2Vstep 
slew rate (measured at A" +2)' 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t 2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
t 3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 

equivalent input noise 
noise floor >lMHz 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 200MHz 

differential gain2 

differential phase" 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
* input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
* input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
* input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
t power supply rejection ratio 
t common mode rejection ratio 
* supply current no load, quiescent 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 

capacitance 
output impedance alDC 
output voltage range no load 
common mode input range for rated performance 
output current -40°C to +85°C 

-55°C to +125°C 

output is short circuit protected to 
ground, but maximum reliability will be 
maintained if lout does not exceed ... 70mA 

±Vcc 
10V 

+ 175'C 

common mode input voltage 
differential input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
A8/AM/AL: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+ 300'C) 

- 40'C to + 85'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 
- 65'C to + 150'C 

10 sec 

Comlinear reserves the right 10 change specifications without notice. 

TYP 

+ 25°C 

+ 25°C 

175 
165 

0 
0 
0.2 
0.5 

2.0 
2.1 
10 
5 
2600 

-53 
-60 

-159 
40 
0.07 
0.03 

2 
30 
15 
150 
15 
150 
52 
50 
11 

1000 
1 
0.1 

±3.3 
±2.2 
±70 
±70 

NOTES: 
Ai,AJ 

t AJ 
t AI 

MAX&MIN RATINGS UNITS 

-55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

-40°C +25°C + 85°C 

>150 >150 >120 MHz 
>140 >140 >110 MHz 

<0.4 <0.3 <0.4 dB 
<0.7 <0.5 <0.7 dB 
<1.0 <1.0 <1.3 dB 
<1.0 <1.0 <1.2 ° 

<2.4 <2.4 <2.9 ns 
<2.6 <2.6 <3.2 ns 
<15 <15 <15 ns 
<15 <12 <15 % 
>2000 >2000 >2000 V/p.S 

<-40 <-45 <-45 dBc 
<-50 <-50 <-50 dBc 

<-157 <-157 <-156 dBm(lHz) 
<45 <45 <50 /LV 
- - - % 

° - - -

<±9.0 <±5.0 <±10.0 mV 
<±50 - <±50 /LVrC 
<±44 <±22 <±22 !LA 
<±275 - <±200 nWC 
<±40 <±18 <±22 !LA 
<±275 - <±200 nWC 

>45 >48 >45 dB 
>44 >46 >44 dB 
<12 <12 <12 mA 

>250 >500 >1000 kO 
<2 <2 <2 pF 
<0.3 <0.2 <0.2 0 

>±2.8 >±3.0 >±3.0 V 
>±1.4 >±1.8 >±2.0 V 
>±35 >±50 >±50 mA 
>±30 >±50 >±50 mA 

100% tested at + 25'C, sample at + 85'C. 
Sample tested at + 25'C. 
100% tested at + 25'C. 

SYMBOL 

SSBW 
LSBW 

GFPL 
GFPH 
GFR 
LPD 

TRS 
TAL 
TS 
OS 
SR 

HD2 
HD3 

SNF 
INV 
DG 
DP 

VIO 
DVIO 
IBN 
DIBN 
IBI 
DIBI 
PSRR 
CMRR 
ICC 

RIN 
CIN 
RO 
VO 
CMIR 
10 
10 

* A8 100% tested at + 25'C, -55'C, + 125'C. 
t A8 
t SMD 

AL,AM 

note 1: 
note 2: 

note 3: 
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100% tested at + 25'C, sample - 55'C, + 125'C. 
Sample tested at + 25'C, - 55'C, + 125'C. 
100% wafer probe tested at + 25'C to + 25'C. 
minimax specifications. 

See the text on the back page of the datasheet. 
Differential gain and phase measured at A., + 2, Rt 500n, 
RL 150n lVRp equivalentvideo signal, 0-100 IRE, 40 IREpp' 
DIRE = 0 volts, at 75n load and 3.58MHz. See text. 
Gain flatness tests are performed from 0.1 MHz. 
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Frequency Response, Ay = + 21 
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+5V 

V~ 

Av=1+~ 
Rg 

'See source impedance discussion. v;:..~R,iJ----"-_+-=;::::-l 

For optimum performance, R, and Rg should be For optimum performance, At and Rg should 
low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. be low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. 

·5V 

(Pin designations are for DIP versions.) 

Figure 1: recommended non-invertIng gain circuit 

Slew Rate 
Slew rate limiting is a nonlinear response which occurs 
in amplifiers when the output voltage swing approaches 
hard, abrupt limits in the speed at which it can change. 
In most applications, this results in an easily identifiable 
"slew rate" as well as a dramatic increase in distortion for 
large signal levels. The CLC404 has been designed to 
provide enough slew rate to avoid slew rate limiting in 
almost all circuit configurations. The large signal 
bandwidth of 16SMHz, therefore, is nearly the same as 
the 17SMHz small signal bandwidth. The result is a low
distortion, linear system for both small signals and large 
signals. 

Slew rate and large signal performance in the CLC404 
can best be understood by first comparing the small and 
large signal performance plots at a gain of + 6. In the 
CLC404, there is almost no difference between large and 
small signal performance at this gain. Large signal 
performance in the CLC404 at a gain of + 6 is not slew 
rate limited. (In an amplifier which is slew limiting, the 
large signal response rolloff has an abrupt break indicating 
the onset of slew rate limitation.) 

The CLC404 reaches slew rate limits only for low non
inverting gains. In other words, slew rate limiting is 
constrained by common mode voltage swings at the input. 
(This is different from traditional slew rate constraints.) 
The large-signal frequency response plot at a gain of +2 
shows a break in the response, which shows that slew 
rate limit has been reached. Note also that the frequency 
response plots at gain of + 21 show that the large signal 
and small signal responses are nearly identical. 

Differential Gain and Phase 
Differential gain and phase are measurements useful 
primarily in composite video channels. Differential gain 
and phase are measured by monitoring the gain and phase 
of a high frequency carrier (3.S8MHz for NTSC composite 
video) as the output of the amplifier is swept over a range 
of DC Voltages. Any changes in gain and phase at the 
carrier frequency are the desired measurement, differen
tial gain and phase. 

Specifications for the CLC404 include differential gain and 
phase. The test signals used are based on a 1 V pp video 
level. Test conditions used are the following: 

DC sweep range: 0 to 100 IRE units (black to white) 
Carrier: 3.S8MHz at 40 IRE units peak to peak 

The amplifier is specified for a gain of + 2, and 1S00 load 

(Pin designations are for DIP versions.) 

FIgure 2: recommended InvertIng gaIn cIrcuIt 

different condition from the rest of the specifications 
(A,,= +6,R1=1000). 

Source Impedance 
For best results, source impedance in the non-inverting 
circuit configuration (see Figure 1) should be kept below 
3kD. Above 3kO it is possible for oscillation to occur, de
pending on other circuit parasitics. Depending on the sig
nal source, a resistor with a value of less than 3kO may 
be used to terminate the non-inverting input to ground. 

Feedback Resistor 
In current-feedback op amps, the value of the feedback 
resistor plays a major role in determining amplifier 
dynamics. It is important to select the correct value resistor. 
The CLC404 provides optimum performance with a soon 
feedback resistor. Furthermore, the specifications shown 
on the previous pages are valid only when a soon feed
back resistor is used. Selection of an incorrect value can 
lead to severe rolloff in frequency-response (if the resistor 
value is too large) or peaking or oscillation (if the value is 
too low). See Comlinear application notes AN and AN 
300-1 for a complete discussion of current feedback. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout 
will enhance performance. Ground plane construction and 
good power supply bypassing close to the package are 
critical to achieving full performance. In the non-inverting 
configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to stray capaci
tance to ground at the inverting input. Hence, the inverting 
node connections should be small with minimal coupling 
to the ground plane. Shunt capacitance across the feed
back resistor should not be used to compensate for this 
effect. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output will 
introduce additional phase shift in the loop degrading the 
loop phase margin and leading to frequency response 
peaking. A small series resistor before the capacitance 
effectively decouples this effect. The graphs on the preced
ing page illustrate the required resistor value and resulting 
performance vs. capacitance. 

Precision buffed resistors (PRP83S1 series from Precision 
Resistive Products) with low parasitic reactances were 
used to develop the data sheet specifications. Precision 
carbon composition resistors will also yield excellent re
sults. Standard spirally-trimmed RNSSD metal film resis
tors will work with a slight decrease in bandwidth due to 
their reactive nature at high frequencies. 

(for a backmatched 7S0 system). IRE amplitudes are re- Evaluation PC boards (part number 730013 for through-
ferred to 7SO, at the load of a video system. This is a hole and 730027 for SOIC) for the CLC404 are available. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• video distribution amp 
• HDTV amplifier 
• flash AID driver 
• D/A transimpedance buffer 
• pulse amplifier 
• photo-diode amp 
• LAN amplifier 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC406 is a wideband monolithic operational amplifier designed 
for low-gain applications where power and cost are of primary concern. 
Operating from ± SV supplies, the CLC406 consumes only SOmW of 
power yet maintains a 160MHz small signal bandwidth and a 1S00VI JLS 
slew rate. Benefitting from Com linear's current feedback architecture, 
the CLC406 offers a gain range of ± 1 to ± 10 while providing stable, 
oscillation free operation without external compensation, even at unity 
gain. 

With its exceptional differential gain and phase, typically 0.02% and 
0.02° at 3.S8MHz, the CLC406 is designed to meet the performance 
and cost requirements of high volume compOSite video applications. 
The CLC406's large signal bandWidth, high slew rate and high drive 
capability are features well suited for RGB video applications. 

Providing a 12ns settling time to O.OS% (1/2 LSB in 10-bit systems) 
and -68/-7SdBc 2nd/3rd harmonic distortion (2V p at 1 OM Hz, 
RL = 1 kG), the CLC406 is an excellent choice as a buffer or driver for 
high speed AID and D/A converter systems. 

Commercial remote sensing applications and battery powered radio 
transceivers requiring a high performance, low power amplifier will 
find the CLC406 to be an attractive, cost-effective solution. 

Constructed using an advanced, complementary bipolar process and 
Comlinear's proven current feedback architectures, the CLC406 is 
available in several versions to meet a variety of requirements. 

CLC406AJP 
CLC406AJE 
CLC406AIB 
CLC406ABB 

CLC406ALC 
CLC406AMC 

- 40·C to + 8S·C 
- 40·C to + 8S·C 
- 40·C to + 8S·C 
- SS·C to + 12S·C 

- SS·C to + 12S·C 
- SS·C to + 12S·C 

B-pin plastiC DIP 
8-pin plastic SOIC 
8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
8-pin hermetic CERDIP, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method S008, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-92004. 

:':~~ol-~ I-~i':::: 
(5.59-7.11) 0.300-0.325 1 ~."-B16) --rvm r l. __ 
(O.38j'.27) Ta.145-0.200ST /127-2.03) 

J..~."-5.061 

o~I O~:~.310 
ta06-3.811 H ~I-0''.ll:~': ~ "':\ 

0.000-0.110 (0 ) 

~"-'791 

Package Dimensions 

o 
Wideband, Low Power ~ 
Monolithic Op Amp ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 160MHz small signal bandwidth 
• 50mW power (± 5V supplies) 
• 0.02%/0.02° differential gain/phase 
• 12ns settling to 0.05% 
• 1S00V//LS slew rate 
• 2.2ns rise and fall time (2V pp) 

• 70mA output current 

Pinout 

Not Connected 1 8 Not Connected 

7 +Vcc 

Vnon-inv 3 6 Vout 

5 Not Connected 

DIP and SO-8 Versions 

Chip 
Topography 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to 
-Vee' It is not 
necessary to 
electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
minus supply. 
Contact 
Comlinear for 
complete die 
information. 

8-pin plastic DIP 8-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 8-pin plastic SOIC 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
OS406.01 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC406AJ/AI + 25°C -40OC +25OC + 850C 

Ambient Temperature CLC406A8/AUAM + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
t - 3db bandwidth 1 Vou.<2Vpp 160 >110 >110 >90 MHz SSBW 

Vou.<5Vpp 130 >95 >95 >80 MHz LSBW 
gain flatness2 Vout<2Vpp 

t peaking DC to 25MHz 0 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 dB GFPL 
t peaking >25MHz 0 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 dB GFPH 
t rolloff DCt050MHz 0 <0.6 <0.6 <1.0 dB GFR 

linear phase deviation DCt075MHz 0.2 <0.8 <0.8 <1.2 ° LPD 
differential gain (Av= +2) 150010ad,3.58MHz 0.02 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 % DG1 

4.43MHz 0.02 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 % DG2 
differential phase (Av= +2) 150010ad,3.58MHz 0.02 <0.04 <0.04 <0.08 ° DP1 

4.43MHz 0.025 <0.05 <0.05 <0.10 DP2 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 2.2 <3.0 <3.0 <3.9 ns TRS 

4Vstep 3.0 <3.6 <3.6 <5.0 ns TRL 
settling time to 0.05% 2Vstep 12 <18 <18 <20 ns TS 
overshoot 2Vstep 8 <15 <15 <15 % OS 
slew rate 1500 >1200 >1200 >1000 V/p.,s SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
2nd harmonic distortion t 2Vpp,20MHz,RL = 1000 -46 <-42 <-42 <-38 dBc HD2 

2Vpp,10MHz,RL = 1kO -68 <-62 <-62 <-60 dBc HD2L 
3rd harmonic distortion t 2~,20MHz,RL = 1000 -50 <-46 <-46 <-42 dBc HD3 

2 pp,10MHz,RL = 1kO -75 <-70 <-70 <-65 dBc HD3L 
equivalent input noise 

>1MHz nV/YHZ non-inverting voltage 2.7 3.4 3.4 3.8 VN 
inverting current >1MHz 11.0 13.9 13.9 15.5 pAlYHZ ICN 
non-inverting current >1MHz 2.1 2.6 2.6 3.0 pAlYHZ NCN 
total noise floor >1MHz -157 <-156 <-156 -155 dBm'Hz SNF 
total integrated noise lMHzt0100MHz 31 <38 <38 <42 pV INV 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 2 <10 <6 <12 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient 30 <60 <60 p,VIOC DVIO 
*input bias current non-inverting 5 <24 <12 <12 p,A IBN 

average temperature coefficient 30 <125 <50 nArC DIBN 
*input bias current inverting 3 <23 <15 <20 p,A IBI 

average temperature coefficient 20 <100 <50 nArC DIBI 
tpower supply rejection ratio 50 >46 >46 >44 dB PSRR 

common mode rejection ratio 50 >45 >45 >43 dB CMRR 
*supply current no load 5.0 <7.0 <6.7 <6.7 mA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 1000 >300 >500 >500 kO RIN 
non-inverting input capacitance 1.0 <2.0 <2.0 <2.0 pF CIN 
output impedance DC 0.2 <0.6 <0.3 <0.2 0 RO 
output voltage range RL =1000 +3.1,-2.7 +1.6, -2.5 ±2.7 ±2.7 V VO 
common mode input range ±2.2 ±1.4 ±2.0 ±2.0 V CMIR 
output current 70 30 50 50 mA 10 

Vee ±7V recommended gain range: ±1 to±10 
lou. output is short circuit protected to 

ground, but maximum reliability will be 
maintained if lou. does not exceed ... 

common mode input voltage 
differential input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
AS/AM/AL 

storage temperature range 
Lead solder duration (+ 300'C) 

70mA 
±Vcc 
10V 

+ 17S'C 

- 40'C to + SS'C 
- SS'C to + 12S'C 
- 6S'C to + IS0'C 

10 sec 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

NOTES: 
AI,AJ 

t AJ 
t AI 
* AS 
t AS 
* AL,AM 

note 1: 
note 2: 

3-72 

100% tested at + 2S'C, sample at + SS'C. 
Sample tested at + 2S'C. 
100% tested at + 2S'C. 
100% tested at+ 2S'C, - SS'C, + 12S'C. 
100% tested at + 2S'C, sample - S5'C, + 12S'C. 
100% wafer probe tested at + 2S'C to + 2S'C 
minimax specifications. 
At - SS'C large signal is 3V pp 
Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz 
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Figure 1: 
recommended 
non-inverting 
gain circuit 

Feedback Resistor 
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The CLC406 achieves its exceptional AC performance 
while requiring very low quiescent power by using the 
current feedback topology and an internal slew rate 
enhancement circuit. The loop gain and frequency 
response for a current feedback op amp is predominantly 
set by the feedback resistor value. The CLC406 is 
optimized for a gain of + 6 to use a 5000 feedback resistor 
(for maximally flat response at a gain of + 2, use 
Rf =1kO). Using lower values can lead to excessive 
ringing in the pulse response while a higher value will limit 
the bandwidth. Application Note OA-13 provides a more 
detailed discussion of choosing a feedback resistor. A plot 
found within the CLC415 data sheet entitled 
"Recommended R, vs. Gain" is also applicable to the 
CLC406. The values of R, found on this plot will optimize 
the performance of the CLC406 over its ± 1 to ± 10 gain 
range. The CLC406, like all current feedback op amps, 
can be operated at higher than recommended gains with 
an expected reduction in bandwidth. 

Slew Rate and Harmonic Distortion 
The current feedback topology yields an inherently high 
slew rate amplifier. For this reason the CLC406 shows 
little difference in bandwidth between 2V pp and 5V pp 

outputs. The dominant slew rate limiting mechanism is 
the unity gain buffer used internally from the non-inverting 
to the inverting inputs. Using a slew enhancement circuit 
to sense the onset of slew limiting, the buffer stage 
momentarily increases the quiescent current to handle 
high slew requirements. Slew rates will decrease when 
operating the CLC406 at lower non-inverting gains due to 
the increasing signal swing through the buffer stage which 
is necessary to maintain a fixed desired output swing. 
Conversely, slew rates are generally higher and relatively 
insensitive to gain setting for inverting gain operation. An 
additional discussion of slew rates can be found in the 
CLC404 data sheet. 

As the output signal swing is increased, the slew 
enhancement circuit found in the buffer stage acts to 
suppress harmonic distortions. This is one reason the 
CLC406 does not exhibit a simple relationship between 
output power and distortion. For example, the 2-lone, 3rd 
order spurious plot shows the spurious level to remain 
nearly constant over test tone power. For this reason the 
CLC406 does not exhibit an intercept type performance 
where the relative spurious levels change at twice the rate 
of the test tone power. 

Differential Gain and Phase 
Differential gain and phase performance specifications are 
common to composite video distribution applications. 
These specifications refer to the change in small signal 
gain and phase of the color subcarrier frequency (4.43MHz 
for PAL composite video) as the amplifier output is swept 
over a range of DC voltages. For this test only, the CLC406 
is specified at a gain of + 2 while connected to one or 
more doubly terminated 750 loads. Application Note OA-
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Select AT 10 yield desired Rin = RTII Rg 

Figure 2: 
recommended inverting 
gain circuit 

08 provides an additional discussion of differential gain 
and phase measurements. 

Non-inverting Source Impedance 
For best operation, the DC source impedance looking out 
of the non-inverting input should be less than 3kO but 
greater than 200. Parasitic self oscillations may occur in 
the input transistors if the DC source impedance is out of 
this range. This impedance also acts as the gain for the 
non-inverting input bias and noise currents and therefore 
can become troublesome for high values of DC source 
impedance. The inverting configuration of Figure 2 shows 
a 250 resistor to ground on the non-inverting input which 
insures stability but does not provide bias current 
cancellation. The input bias currents are unrelated for a 
current feedback amplifier which eliminates the need for 
source impedance matching to achieve bias current 
cancellation. 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
Figure 3 shows an example of the output offset voltage 
computation. The calculation is developed using typical 
bias current and offset voltage specifications at 25°C, a 
gain (Av) of + 6 and a non-inverting source impedance 
(Rs) of 250. 

Figure 3: Output Offset Voltage Calculation 
Output Offset Voltage Va = (±lbnRin ± Via)(1 + R,JRg) ± IbiR, 
Va= (±5pA(250)±2mV) (6) ± 3pA(5000) = ±14.25mV 

Improved output offset voltage is possible using the 
composite circuits shown in Application Note OA-07. 

The total output spot noise is computed in a similar fashion 
to the output offset Voltage. Using the input spot noise 
voltage and the two input spot noise currents, the total 
output spot noise is developed through the same gain 
equations for each term but combined as the square root 
of the sum of squared contributing elements. Application 
Note OA-12 provides a more detailed discussion of noise 
calculations for current feedback amplifiers. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high speed component, a careful attention to 
the board layout is necessary lor optimum performance. 
Of particular importance is the careful control of parasitiC 
capacitances on the output pin. As the output impedance 
plot shows, the closed loop output for the CLC406 even
tually becomes inductive as the loop gain rolls off with 
increasing frequency. Direct capacitive loading on the out
put pin can quickly lead to peaking in the frequency re
sponse, overshoot in the pulse response, ringing or even 
sustained oscillations. The "Suggested Series Rs vs. C" 
plot should be used as a starting point when a capacitive 
load must be driven. 

Evaluation boards (part number 730013 for through
hole and 730027 for SOIC) for the CLC406 are 
available. Further layout suggestions can be found in 
Application Note OA-15. 
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Very Wideband, Low Distortion 
Monolithic Op Amp 

APPLICATIONS: 

• flash A/D driver 
• D/A trans impedance buffer 
• wide dynamic range IF amp 
• radar/communication receivers 
• DDS post-amps 
• wideband inverting summer 
• line driver 
DESCRIPTION 
The CLC409 is a very wideband, DC coupled monolithic 
operational amplifier designed specifically for wide dynamic 
range systems requiring exceptional signal fidelity. Benefitting 
from Comlinear's current feedback architecture, the CLC409 
offers a gain range of ±1 to ±1 0 while providing stable, oscillation 
free operation without external compensation, even at unity gain. 

With its 350M Hz small signal bandwidth (Vout=2Vpp), 10-bit 
distortion levels through 20MHz (RL=100Q), 8-bit distortion levels 
through 60MHz, 2.2nV/-v'HZ input referred noise and 13.5mA 
supply current, the CLC409 is the ideal driver or buffer- for high 
speed flash NO and D/A converters. 

Wide dynamic range systems such as radar and communication 
receivers requiring a wide band amplifier offering exceptional 
signal purity will find the CLC409's low input referred noise and 
low harmonic and intermodulation distortion make it an attractive 
high speed solution. 

Constructed using an advanced, complimentary biploar process 
and Comlinear's proven current feedback architecture, the 
CLC409 is available in several versions to meet a variety of 
requirements. 

CLC409AJP 
CLC409AJE 
CLC409AID 

CLC409A8D 

CLC409ALC 
CLC409AMC 

-40"C to +85'C 
--40'C to +85'C 
--40'C to +85'C 

-55'C to +125'C 

-55'C to + 125'C 
-55'C to + 125'C 

8-pin plastic DIP 
8-pin plastic SOIC 
8-pin hermetic side-brazed 
ceramic DIP 
8-pin hermetic side-brazed 
ceramic DIP, MIL-STD-883, 
LevelB 
dice 
dice qualified to Method 5008, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-92034. 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 350M Hz small signal bandwidth 
• -65/-72dBc 2nd/3rd harmonics (20M Hz) 
• low noise 
• 8ns settling to 0.1 % 
• 1200V / JLs slew rate 
• 13.5 mA supply current (±5V) 
• 70mA output current 

Pinout 

Not Connected 1 B Not Connected 

7 +Vcc 

Vnon-inv 3 6 Vout 

5 Not Connected 

I v,~ 
DIP and SO-8 Versions 

Chip Topography 

••• 

l" L----"..._._.-'--"[]""l'....J 
r--- 0.054"---4 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to 
-Vee' It is not 
necessary to 
electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
minus supply. 
Contact 
Comlinear for 
complete die 
information. 

Package Dimensions 

~O~=~::5 -l t-. --l f--~10:=~:: 

o.22i1-0.280TO 0.300-0.325 
(5.59-7.11) (7.62-8.26) 

1 r- -'-1 -[;'V 
0.370-0,460 

0.015-0.0SO ~ .~ I~. 0.050-0.080 
(0.3811.27) To.145-0.200~T(1.27-2.03} 
.. _-- .l..(3.68-5.01I) 

o.l20~o.l50I U 0290-0.310 

(los-a.Bl) H -1f-~£~=~~ ~37-7.~ 

Com linear 

08409.01 

0.090-0.110 
(2.29-2.~) 

a-pin plastic DIP a-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP a-pin plastiC sOle 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS 

Ambient Temperature CLC409AJ/AI 

Ambient Temperature CLC409A8/ALI AM 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
-3dB bandwidth Vout<2Vpp 

Vout<5Vpp 
gain flatness 1 Vou,<0.5V/r 

t peaking DCt075M z 
t peaking >75MHz 
t rolloff DCto125MHz 
t rolloff @200MHz 

linear phase deviation DCtol00MHz 
differential gain 1500 load, 3.58MHz 

4.43MHz 
differential phase 1500 load, 3.58MHz 

4.43MHz 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 

5Vstep 
settlingtimetoO.l% 2Vstep 
overshoot 2Vstep 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
2nd harmonic distortion 2~p,5MHZ 

t2 pp,20MHz 
2~p,60MHZ 

3rd harmonic distortion 2 ,5MHz 
t 2V:;:, 20MHz 

2Vpp,60MHz 
equivalent input noise 

non-inverting voltage >lMHZ 
inverting current >lMHZ 
non-inverting current >lMHZ 
total noise floor >lMHZ 
total integrated noise lMHZto150MHz 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
tpower supply rejection ratio 
common mode rejection ratio 

*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capacitance 
output impedance DC 
output voltage range 
common mode input range 

RL =1000 

output current 

output is short circuit protected to ground, 
but, maximum reliability will be maintained 
if lou, does not exceed... 70mA 

common mode input voltage ±V cc 
differential input voltage 10V 
junction temperature + 175°C 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
ABlAMlAL: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300°C) 

-40°C to +85°C 
- 55°C to + 125°C 
- 65°C to + 150°C 

10 sec 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

TYP MAX&MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

+ 25°C -40OC 

+ 25°C -55°C 

350 >250 
110 >90 

0 <0.4 
0 <0.8 
0.2 <1.0 
1.0 <2.0 
0.3 <0.8 
0.03 <0.07 
0.03 <0.07 
0.01 <0.02 
0.01 <0.02 

1.3 <1.6 
3.5 <4.2 
8 <12 
5 <15 
1200 >1000 

-86 <-78 
-65 <-57 
-49 <-41 
-84 <-76 
-72 <-65 
-59 <-52 

2.2 <2.8 
14.3 <18 
3.2 <4.0 

-157 <-155 
38 <47 

0.5 <8.5 
25 <50 
10 <44 
100 <275 
10 <36 
100 <200 
50 >45 
50 >45 
13.5 <14.2 

1000 >250 
1 <2 
0.1 <0.3 

±3.5 >±3.0 
±2.2 ±1.5 

70 36 

Notes: 
* AI, AJ 
t AJ 
t AI 
* A8 
t A8 
* AL,AM 

note 1: 
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+ 25°C + 85°C 

+ 25°C + 125°C 

>250 >200 MHz SSBW 
>90 >80 MHz LSBW 

<0.4 <0.4 dB GFPL 
<0.8 <0.8 dB GFPH 
<1.0 <1.0 dB GFRl 
<2.2 <3.0 dB GFR2 
<0.8 <1.0 ° LPD 
<0.06 <0.06 % DGl 
<0.06 <0.06 % DG2 
<0.02 <0.02 ° DPl 
<0.02 <0.02 DP2 

<1.6 <1.6 ns TRS 
<4.2 <4.6 ns TRL 
<12 <12 ns TS 
<18 <18 % OS 
>1000 >1000 V/p13 SR 

<-81 <-81 dBc HD2L 
<-60 <-60 dBc HD2 
<-44 <-44 dBc HD2H 
<-76 <-76 dBc HD3L 
<-65 <-65 dBc HD3 
<-52 <-52 dBc HD3H 

<2.8 <3.1 nV/v'Hz VN 
<18 <20 PAl~ ICN 
<4.0 <4.5 pAl Hz NCN 

<-155 <-154 dBm1Hz SNF 
<47 <52 /LV INV 

<4.5 <9.5 mV VIO 
<50 /LVfOC DVIO 

<22 <22 !LA IBN 
<125 nWC DIBN 

<20 <30 !LA IBI 
<100 nWC DIBI 

>45 >45 dB PSRR 
>45 >45 dB CMRR 
<14.2 <14.2 mA ICC 

>500 >1000 kO RIN 
<2 <2 pF CIN 
<0.2 <0.2 0 RO 
>±3.2 >±3.2 V VO 
±2.0 ±2.0 V CMIR 

50 50 mA 10 

100% tested at +25°C, sample at +85°C. 
Sample tested at +25°C. 
100% tested at +25°C. 
100% tested at +25°C, - 55°C, + 125°C. 
100% tested at +25°C, sample at - 55°C, + 125°C. 
100% wafer probe tested at +25°C to +25°C 
minimax specifications. 

Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz 
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Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 
Feedback Resistor 
The CLC409 achieves its excellent pulse and distortion 
performance by using the current feedback topology 
pioneered by Comlinear Corporation. The loop gain for a 
current feedback op amp, and hence the frequency 
response, is predominantly set by the feedback resistor 
value. The CLC409 is optimized for use with a 2500 
feedback resistor. Using lower values can lead to 
excessive ringing in the pulse response while a higher 
value will limit the bandwidth. Application Note OA-13 
discusses this in detail along with the occasions where a 
different Rt might be advantageous. 

Harmonic Distortion 
The CLC409 has been optimized for exceptionally low 
harmonic distortion while driving very demanding resistive 
or capacitive loads. Generally, when used as the input 
amplifier to very high speed flash ADCs, the distortions 
introduced by the converter will dominate over the low 
CLC409 distortions shown on the plots on the previous 
page. The 0.01 f.A-F capacitor (Css) shown across the 
supplies in Figures 1 and 2 is critical to achieving the 
lowest 2nd harmonic distortion. 

The 2-tone, 3rd-order spurious plot shows a relatively 
constant difference between the test power level and the 
spurious level with that difference depending on 
frequency. The CLC409 does not show an intercept type 
performance, (where the relative spurious levels change 
at a 2X rate vs. the test tone powers), due to an internal 
full power bandwidth enhancement circuit that boosts the 
performance as the output swing increases while 
dissipating negligible quiescent power under low output 
power conditions. This feature enhances the distortion 
performance and full power bandwidth to match that of 
much higher quiescent supply current parts. 

Figure 3 shows a typical application using the CLC409 to 
drive an ADC. The series resistor, Rs' between the 
amplifier output and the ADC input is critical to achieving 
best system performance. This load capacitance, if 
applied directly to the output pin, can quickly lead to 
unacceptable levels of ringing in the pulse response. The 
plot of Rs and settling time vs. CL on the previous page 
is an excellent starting point for setting Rs' The value 
derived in that plot minimizes the step settling time into a 
fixed discrete capacitive load. Several additional 

ADC 

--, , 
Te ln 

Figure 3: input amplifier to ADC 

+5V 

v,,, 

Select RT to yield desired 
Rin=RTIIRg 

Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 
constraints should be considered, however, in driving the 
capacitive input of an ADC. 

There is an option to increase Rs' bandlimiting at the ADC 
input for either noise or Nyquist bandlimiting. purposes. 
Increasing Rs too much, however, can Induce an 
unacceptably large input glitch due to switching transients 
coupling through from the convert signal. Also, Cin is 
oftentimes a voltage dependent capacitance. This input 
impedance non-linearity will induce dist?rtion t~rms that 
will increase as Rs is increased. Only slight adjustments 
up or down from the recommended Rs value should 
therefore be attempted in optimizing system performance. 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
The CLC409 offers an improved offset voltage over the 
pin compatible CLC400 low gain amplifier. The offset 
adjustment available on the CLC400 was therefore not 
included in this part. Figure 4 shows the output offset 
computation equation for the non-inverting configuration 
with an example using the typical bias current and offset 
specifications for Av = + 2. 

Output Offset 
Vo = ( ± IbnRin ± Viol (1 + RIRg) ± IbiRt 

Example Computation for Av = + 2, Rt = 2500, Rin = 250: 
Vo=(±10f.A-A(250) ± 0.5mV)2 ± 1 Of.A-A(2500) = ±3.25mV 

Figure 4: Output DC Offset Calculation 
This low output offset voltage is a marked improvement 
over earlier very high speed amplifiers. Further 
improvement in the output offset voltage and drift is 
possible using the composite amplifiers described in 
Application Note OA-7. 

The two input bias currents are physically unrelated in 
both magnitude and polarity for the current f~edback 
topology. It is not possible, therefore, to cancel their effects 
by matching the source impedance for the two inputs (as 
is commonly done for matched input bias current devices). 

The total output noise is computed in a similar fashion to 
output offset voltage. Using the input noise voltage and 
two input noise currents, the output noise is developed 
through the same gain equations for each term but 
combined as the square root of the sum of squared 
contributing elements. See Application Note OA-12 for a 
full discussion of noise calculations for current feedback 
amplifiers. 

Printed Circuit Layout . 
As with any high speed component, a careful attention 
to the board layout is necessary for optimum 
performance. Evaluation PC boards (part number 
730013 for through-hole and 730027 for SOIC) for ~he 
CLC409 are available. This additional supply bypaSSing 
capacitor, Css ' can easily be added to the board .if 
desired. Further layout suggestions can be found In 
Application Note OA-15. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• video switching and distribution 
• analog bus driving (with disable) 
• low power "standby" using disable 
• fast, precision AID conversion 
• D/A current-to-voltage conversion 
• IF processors 
• high-speed communications 

DESCRIPTION: 
The current-feedback CLC410 is a fast-settling, wideband, 
monolithic op amp with fast disable/enable feature. Designed 
for low-gain applications (Av = ± 1 to ± 8), the CLC410 con
sumes only 160mW of power (180mW max) yet provides a -3dB 
bandwidth of 200MHz (Av = + 2) and 0.05% settling in 12ns 
(15ns max). Plus, the disable feature provides fast turn-on 
(100ns) and turn-off (200ns). In addition, the CLC410 offers 
both high performance and stability without compensation -
even at a gain of + 1. 

The CLC41 0 provides a simple, high-performance solution for 
video switching and distribution applications, especially where 
analog buses benefit from use of the disable function to "multi
plex" signals onto the bus. Differential gain/phase of 0.01 %10.01 0 

provide high fidelity and the 70mA output current offers ample 
drive capability. 

The CLC410's fast settling, low distortion, and high drive 
capabilities make it an ideal ADC driver. The low 160mW quies
cent power consumption and very low 40mW disabled power 
consumption suggest use where power is critical andlor "system 
off" power consumption must be minimized. 

The CLC410 is available in several versions to meet a variety 
of requirements. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 

CLC410AJP -40'C to +85'C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC410AJE -40"C to +85'C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC410AlB -40'C to +85'C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
CLC410A8B -55'C to +125'C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP 

MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC410ALC -55'C to + 125'C dice 
CLC410AMC -55'C to + 125'C dice qualified to Method 5008, 

MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packaQes.· DESC SMD number. 5962-90600. 
Package Dimensions 

Fast Settling, Video 
Op Amp with Disable 

FEATURES (typical) 
• -3dB bandwidth of 200M Hz 
• 0.05% settling in 12ns 
• low power, 160mW (40mW disabled) 
• low distortion, -60dBc at 20MHz 
• fast disable (200ns) 
• differential gain/phase: 0.01 %/0.01 0 

• ± 1 to ± 8 closed-loop gain range 

Offset Adjust 1 

5 Not Connected 

DIP and 80-8 Versions 

Chip Topography 
Disable +Vcc 

f Offset ,-----1 ••• UBI.'" 
Adjust -

V,o, • • 

0.054" 1 Vooo-,o, • • .... ~ 
0.014-0.019 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to - V cc. 
It is not necessary 
to electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
minus supply. 
Contact Comlinear 
for complete die 
infonnation. 

0035-0""-1 I-- --11-- 0040-0.000 (;~LLC' ~f~O~::~~ 
(0.89-1.65) (t02-2.D3) G..:r---c:rL::::nJ 0.220-0.310 

0.220- 028OTO H,::,~~ ~.~ 
IO'~-~"1 

W--:r---r 
(559-711) 0.300-0.325 0.200 l"~----==-=:j 0.015-0.060 

. . 11-- 0310 - 040) --I r"-'I 0125-: --!~-~HH1~-----lj~"_'''1 ie' OJOOBSC : 

0-015-0.050 m;n"'-"'" .. ..L 0.050-0000 1;.18-5001 '-- ~ ~ I~I 17.8285CI1 ~ 
(0.38-127) 10145-0200S T (1.27-2.03) j'l--.I ~ ~I -..J.\-<-
---------L- J.J3.68-S.oB) O.l00BSC • 0.008-0.018 

o~~~~~ol O~=~!;O 0014-0.026 (2.54BSC) 15 MAX (0.20-0.46) 

(3.00-3.81) H -H--~o~~:~:~ ~ ~ (0.36-0.66) - ~- .054B5C 

:: ~-

0140-0.160 0.224-0248 
(3.55-4.05) 15.70~6.30) 

1 : 
r1~:g-1 I-

0053_IH)B9-L~0.OO4-0.010 
(1.35-1.75)_4J_U_lJ_UJ l!°.10-020) ~ I 

t !-0.181-0205-1 T 0.007:0.009 ~8'MAX 
14.60-5201 10.18 0_"1 --I I-- <:: 

0.016-0.050 
(0.40-1.27) 

a-pin plastic DIP a-pin CERDIP a-pin plastic SOIC 
Comlinear Corporation' 4aOO Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO a0525 • (303) 226-0500· FAX (303) 226-0564 

08410.03 January 1993 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC41 OA8/ ALI AM + 25°C -55°C + 25°C +125OC 

Ambient Temperature CLC410AJ/AI +25°C -40°C + 25°C +85°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t-3dB bandwidth Vout<0.5Vp 200 >150 >150 >120 MHz SSBW 

Vout<5V pp,Av = + 5 50 >35 >35 >35 MHz LSBW 
gain flatness3 Vout<0.5Vpp 

t peaking DC to 40MHz 0 <0.4 <0.3 <0.4 dB GFPL 
t peaking >40MHz 0 <0.7 <0.5 <0.7 dB GFPH 
t rolloff DC to 75MHz 0.6 <1 <1 <1.3 dB GFR 

linear phase deviation DC to 75MHz 0.2 <1 <1 <1.2 ° LPD 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 0.5Vstep 1.6 <2.4 <2.4 <2.4 ns TRS 

5Vstep 6.5 <10 <10 <10 ns TRL 
settling time to ±0.1% 2Vstep 10 <13 <13 <13 ns TSP 

±0.05% 2Vstep 12 <15 <15 <15 ns TS 
overshoot 0.5Vstep 0 <15 <10 <10 % OS 
slew rate Av = + 2 700 >430 >430 >430 V/p,s SR 

Av=-2 1600 - - - V/p,S SRl 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -60 <-40 <-45 <-45 dBc HD2 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -60 <-50 <-50 <-50 dBc HD3 
equivalent input noise 

noise floor >lMHz1 -157 <-154 <-154 <-153 dBm(lHz) SNF 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 200MHz1 40 <54 <57 <63 p,V INV 

differential gain2 (see plots) 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.04 % DG 
differential phase2 (see plots) 0.01 0.1 0.02 0.02 ° DP 

DISABLE/ENABLE PERFORMANCE 
disable time to >50dB attenuation at 10MHz 200 <1000 <1000 <1000 ns TOFF 
enable time 100 <200 <200 <200 ns TON 
DIS voltage 

to disable 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 V VDIS 
to enable 2.6 2.3 3.2 4.0 V VEN 

DIS current (sourced from CLC410, see figure 4) 
to disable 200 250 250 250 p,A IDIS 
to enable 80 60 60 60 p,A lEN 

off isolation atl0MHz 59 >55 >55 >55 dB OSD 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 2 <±8.2 <±5.0 <±9.0 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient 20 <±40 - <±40 p,V/oC DVIO 
*input bias current non-inverting 10 <±36 <±20 <±20 p,A IBN 

average temperature coefficient 100 <±200 - <±100 nArC DIBN 
*input bias current inverting 10 <±36 <±20 <±30 p,A IBI 

average temperature coefficient 50 <±200 - <±100 nArC DIBI 
tpower supply rejection ratio 50 >45 >45 >45 dB PSRR 
~ommon mode rejection ratio 50 >45 >45 >45 dB CMRR 
*supply current no load, quiescent 16 <18 <18 <18 rnA ICC 
supply current, disabled no load, quiescent 4 <6 <6 <6 rnA ISD 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 200 >50 >100 >100 kohm RIN 

capacitance 0.5 <2 <2 <2 pF CIN 
output impedance at DC 0.1 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 ohm RO 
output impedance, disabled resistance, at DC 200 >100 >100 >100 kohm ROD 

capacitance, at DC 0.5 <2 <2 <2 pF COD 
output voltage range no load ±3.5 >±3 >±3.2 >±3.2 V VO 
common mode input range for rated performance ±2.1 >±1.2 >±2 >±2 V CMIR 
output current -40°Cto +85°C ±70 >±35 >±50 >±50 rnA 10 

-55°C to + 125°C ±70 >±30 >±50 >±50 rnA 10 
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±7V recommended gain range 
output is short circuit protected to ground, 

±1 to ±S 

however, maximum reliability is obtained if Notes: 
lout does not exceed... 70mA * AI, AJ 

common mode input voltage ±Vee t AJ 
differential input voltage sv t AI 
disable input voltage (pin S) +Vcc , -1V * AS 
applied output voltage when disabled ±V co t AS 
junction temperature + 17S"C * AL, AM 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
AS/AUAM: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300"C) 

- 40"C to +SS"C ~ 
- SS"C to + 12S"C 
- 6S"C to + 1S0"C 

10 sec 
note 1: 
note 2: 

note 3: 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

SMD 

100% tested at +2S"C, sample at +SS"C. 
Sample tested at +2S"C. 
100% tested at +2S"C. 
100% tested at +2S"C, - 55"C, + 12S"C. 
100% tested at +2S"C, sample at - 55"C, + 12S"C. 
100% wafer probe tested at +2S"C to +2S"C 
min/max specifications. 
Sample tested at + 2S"C, - 55"C, + 12S"C. 

Noise tests are performed from SMHz to 200M Hz. 
Differential gain and phase measured at: 
A.., = +2, Rf = 2S00, RL = 1S00 1 V pp equivalent 
video signal, 0-100 IRE, 401REpp, 3.S8 MHz, 
OIRE = 0 volts, at 750 load. See text. 
Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz. 

o 
r o 
,a::o. ..... 
o 

+5V +5V r----------------------, 

j I offset voltage adjustment circuit (optional - except for II 

Figure 1: 
recommended 
non-inverting gain 
circuit 

Figure 2: 
recommended 
inverting gain 
circuit 

Rg 

-5V 

,--;:c::::-f-- 20Kn, capacitor, which improves fine scale settling time) I 

I r------------------~ 
-5V L I A. = 1 + ...BL __ .J R. 

"'---f--DIS logic 

+5V 

·5V 

:~ 

For optimum performance, At and Rg should be 
low-inductance, low-capacitance resistors. 

(Pin designations are for DIP versions.) 

r-------------------, 
+5jV ,'offset voltage adjustment circuit (opliOnal- except for ,I 

, capacitor, which improves fine scale settling time) I 
'0-.0-1 .--- 2OKfl, r----------------.J 

p.F T .5V L ___ ! A. = - Rt 

R. 

'""---I---DIS logic 
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Enable/Disable Operation 
The CLC410 has an enable/disable feature that is useful 
for conserving power and for multiplexing the outputs of 
several amplifiers onto an analog bus (figure 3A). Disabling 
an amplifier while not in use reduces power supply current 
and the output and inverting input pins become a high 
impedance. 

Figure 3A 

~ 
~! 

i ! 2V 

~~ 1:'-i",olA I· 
: 4mA 

to"'! ! ... 

~
:: 15mA 
I : 

Icc of B 
4mA 

tD=200n5 
for open
collector TTL 

Figure 38 

Pin 8, the DIS pin, can be driven from either open
collector TTL or from SV CMOS. A logic low disables the 
amplifier and an internal1SKO pull-up resistor ensures that 
the amplifier is enabled if pin 8 is not connected (figure 4). 
80th TTL and SV CMOS logic are guaranteed to drive a 
high enough high-level output voltage (VOH) to ensure that 
the CLC410 is enabled. Whichever type used, "break
before-make" operation should be established when 
outputs of several amplifiers are connected together. This 
is important for avoiding large, transient currents flowing 
between amplifiers when two or more are simultaneously 
enabled. Typically, proper operation is ensured if all the 
amplifiers are driven from the same decoder integrated 
circuit because logic output rise times tend to be longer 
than fall times. As a result, the amplifier being disabled 
will reach the 2V threshold sooner than the amplifier being 
enabled (see tD of figure 38 timing diagram). 

+ v'" 

15K 

4K 

Figure 4: equivalent of DIS input 

During disable, supply current drops to approximately 4mA 
and the inverting input and output pin impedances become 
200KO II O.SpF each. The total impedance that a disabled 
amplifier and its associated feedback network presents to 
the analog bus is determined from figure S. For example, 

o 
at a non-inverting gain of 1 , the output impedance at video r
frequencies is 100KO II 1 pF since the 2S00 feedback 0 
resistor is a negligible impedance. Similarly, output ~ 
impedance is soon II O.SpF at a non-inverting gain of 2 0 
(with RF=RG=2S00). 

R=200K!1 
C=O.5pF 

R, 

Figure 5 

Differential Gain and Phase 
Plots on the preceding page illustrate the differential gain 
and phase performance of the CLC41 0 at both 3.S8 and 
4.43MHz. Application Note OA-08 presents a 
measurement technique for measuring the very low 
differential gain and phase of the CLC410. Observe that 
the gain and phase errors remain low even as the output 
loading increases, making the device attractive for driving 
multiple video outputs. 

Understanding the Loop Gain 
The CLC410 is a current-feedback op amp. Referring to 
the equivalent circuit of figure 6, any current flowing in the 
inverting input is amplified to a voltage at the output 
through the transimpedance gain shown below. This Z(s) 
is analogous to the open-loop gain of a voltage feedback 
amplifier. 

Open-Loop Transimpedance Gain, Z(s) 
80 

c 

Developing the non-inverting frequency response for the 
topology of Figure 3 yields: 

Vo =1+R,/Rg eq. (1) 
Vj 1 - 1 / LG 

where LG is the loop gain defined by, 

eq. (2) 

Equation 1 has a form identical to that for a voltage 
feedback amplifier with the differences occurring in the 
LG expression, eq. 2. For an idealized treatment, set Zj = 0 
which results in a very simple LG=Z(s)/R, (Derivation of 
the transfer function for the case where Zj = 0 is given in 
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Application Note AN300-1.) Using the Z(s) (open-loop 
transimpedance gain) plot shown on the previous page 
and dividing by the recommended Rt = 250n, yields a large 
loop gain at DC. As a result, equation 1 shows that the 
closed-loop gain at DC is very close to (1 + Rt/Rg). 

v, 

Figure 6: current feedback topology 

At higher frequencies, the roll-off of Z(s) determines the 
closed-loop frequency response which, ideally, is 
dependent only on Rt. The specifications reported on 
the previous pages are therefore valid only for the 
specified R,=250n. Increasing Rt from 250n will 
decrease the loop gain and bandwidth, while decreasing 
it will increase the loop gain possibly leading to inadequate 
phase margin and closed-loop peaking. Conversely, fixing 
Rt will hold the frequency response constant while the 
closed-loop gain can be adjusted using Rg. 

The CLC410 departs from this idealized analysis to the 
extent that the inverting input impedance is finite. With 
the low quiescent power of the CLC410, Zj;;50n leading 
to a drop in loop gain and bandwidth at high gain settings, 
as given by equation 2. The second term in equation 2 
accounts for the division in feedback current that occurs 
between Zj and RtlJRg at the inverting node of the CLC41 O. 
This decrease in bandwidth can be circumvented as 
described in "Increasing Bandwidth at High Gains." Also 
see "Current Feedback Amplifiers" in the Comlinear 
Databook for a thorough discusion of current feedback op 
amps. 

Increasing Bandwidth At High Gains 
Bandwidth may be increased at high closed-loop gains 
by adjusting Rt and Rg to make up for the losses in loop 
gain that occur at these high gain settings due to current 
division at the inverting input. An approximate relationship 
may be obtained by holding the LG expression constant 
as the gain is changed from the design point used in the 
specifications (that is, Rt=250n and Rg=250n). For the 
CLC410 this gives, 

Rt=350 - 50Av and Rg = 350 - 50A" eq. (3) 
Av - 1 

where Av is the non-inverting gain. Note that with Av = + 2 
we get the specified Rt=250n, while at higher gains, a 
lower value gives stable performance with improved 
bandwidth. 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
Since the two inputs for the CLC41 0 are quite dissimilar, 
the noise and offset error performance differs somewhat 
from that of a standard differential input amplifier. 
Specifically, the inverting input current noise is much larger 
than the non-inverting current noise. Also the two input 

bias currents are physically unrelated rendering bias 
current cancellation through matching of the inverting and 
non-inverting pin resistors ineffective. 

In equation 4, the output offset is the algebraic sum of the 
equivalent input voltage and current sources that influence 
DC operation. Output noise is determined similarly except 
that a root-sum-of-squares replaces the algebraic sum. Rs 
is the non-inverting pin resistance. 

Output Offset Vo= ±IBNxRs(1 + Rt/Rg)± eq. (4) 
VIO(1 + Rt/Rg) ± IBI x Rt 

An important observation is that for fixed Rt, offsets as 
referred to the input improve as the gain is increased 
(divide all terms by 1 + Rt/Rg). A similar result is obtained 
for noise where noise figure improves as gain increases. 

The input noise plot shown in the CLC400 datasheet 
applies equally as well to the CLC41 O. 

Capacitive Feedback 
Capacitive feedback should not be used with the CLC41 0 
because of the potential for loop instability. See 
Application Note OA-7 for active filter realizations with the 
CLC410. 

Offset Adjustment Pin 
Pin 1 can be connected to a potentiometer as shown in 
Fig. 1 and used to adjust the input offset of the CLC410. 
Full range adjustment of ± 5V on pin 1 will yield a ± 10mV 
input offset adjustment range. Pin 1 should always be 
bypassed to ground with a ceramic capacitor located close 
to the package for best settling performance. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout 
will enhance performance. Ground plane construction and 
good power supply bypassing close to the package are 
critical to achieving full performance. In the non-inverting 
configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to stray 
capacitance to ground at the inverting input. Hence, the 
inverting node connections should be small with minimal 
coupling to the ground plane. Shunt capacitance across 
the feedback resistor should not be used to compensate 
for this effect. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output will 
introduce additional phase shift in the loop degrading the 
loop phase margin and leading to frequency response 
peaking. A small series resistor before the capacitance 
effectively decouples this effect. The graphs on the 
preceding page illustrate the required resistor value and 
resulting performance vs. capacitance. 

Precision buffed resistors (PRP8351 series from Precision 
Resistive Products) with low parasitic reactances were 
used to develop the data sheet specifications. Precision 
carbon composition resistors will also yield excellent 
results. Standard spirally-trimmed RN55D metal film 
resistors will work with a slight decrease in bandwidth due 
to their reactive nature at high frequencies. 

Evaluation PC boards (part number 730013 for through
hole and 730027 for SOIC) for the CLC41 0 are available. 
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APPLICATIONS: 

• HDTV amplifier 
• video line driver 
• high-speed analog bus driver 
• video signal multiplexer 
• DAC output buffer 

DESCRIPTION 
The CLC411 combines a state-of-the-art complementary bipolar 
process with Comlinear's patented current-feedback architecture 
to provide a very high-speed op amp operating from ±15V supplies. 
Drawing only 11 mA quiescent current, the CLC411 provides a 
200MHz small signal bandwidth and a 2300V/~s slew rate while 
delivering a continuous 70mA current output with ±4.5V output 
swing. The CLC411's high-speed performance includes a 15ns 
settling time to 0.1 % (2V step) and a 2.3ns rise and fall time (6V 
step). 

The CLC411 is designed to meet the requirements of professional 
broadcast video systems including composite video and high 
definition television. The CLC411 exceeds the HDTV standard for 
gain flatness to 30MHz with it's ±0.05dB flat frequency response 
and exceeds composite video standards with its very low differential 
gain and phase errors of 0.02%, 0.03°. The CLC411 is the op amp 
of choice for all video systems requiring upward compatibility from 
NTSC and PAL to HDTV. 

The CLC411 features a very fast disable/enable (10ns/ 55ns) 
allowing the multiplexing of high-speed signals onto an analog bus 
through the common output connections of multiple CLC411 's. 
Using the same signal source to drive disable/enable pins is easy 
since "break-before-make" is guaranteed. 

The CLC411 is available in several versions. 

CLC411AJP 
CLC411AJE 
CLC411AIB 
CLC411A8B 
CLC411 A8L-2 
CLC411ALC 
CLC411AMC 

-40°C to +85°C 
-40°C to +85°C 
-40°C to +85°C 
-55°C to +125°C 
-55°C to +125°C 
-55°C to + 125°C 
-55°C to + 125°C 

8-pin plastic DIP 
8-pin plastic SOIC 
8-pin hermetic CerDIP 
8-pin hermetic CerDIP, MIL-STD-883 
20-pin hermetic LCC, MIL-STD-883 
dice 
dice, MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Package Dimensions 
6.030-0.060 

D
~r(Q'76-1.52) 

~oO:=~:~ r- -1 f-~:=~: 1 4 0.220-0.310 

0220-02110 0 0.300-0325 (9.ao-l0.29) 0015-0,060 r---I 

Op Amp with Disable 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 200M Hz small signal bandwidth (1Vpp)' 

• ±0.05dB gain flatness to 30MHz 
.0.02%, 0.03° differential gain, phase 
• 2300V/~s slew rate 
• 10ns disable to high-impedance output 
• 70mA continuous output current 
• ±4.5V output swing into 100n load 
• ±4.0V input voltage range 

Pinout 

+V'~. 8 DiS 
V1nv 2 7 +Vcc 

Vnon_lnv 3 6 Vool 

-Vee 4 5 -Vr 

Chip Topography 
+Vr DiS 

0.065" iJ 
• •• • •• -Vee 1 
I--- 0.0764" ---! 

Thickness is D.014n. 
Note: Backside 
connected to -Vee. 
It is not necessary 
to electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
negative power 
supply. Contact 
factory for more 
information. 

JO k"'-OAOS ~ 1'''-1.87) 
(5.59-711) I't62A,)<:\ 0200f~I0.38_152)" 

1 r' -l = ~ . 
1.0.370-0460 0125-0200 ~ - - -~ l co.3lXIBSC I 0015-0"'m"-11--1 ..l...""-_13"-5.O8('---- 17-""q1 

(038-127) '0145-0200ST (1.27-2.03) J~-.I ... --I ..... 1-
-L- -.1..1168-500) 0100BSC 15.MAX 0.008-0.018 

~I ~7~=~: 0.014-0028 (2S4BSC) (0.20-0.46) 

(3.05-381) 0.Q90f-j110 --H--~~=~~ f- ..:j (0.38-066) .o54BSC 

(2.29-2.79) (1.31BSC) 

a-pin plastic DIP a-pin CERDIP 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive 
DS411.0 (introductory) 

Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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Ambient Temperature CLC411 AJ/AI +25"C -40"C +25"C +85"C 
Ambient Tem erature CLC411 A8/AM/AL +25"C -55"C +25"C +125"C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t-3dB bandwidth Vout < 1Vpp 200 150 150 110 MHz SSBW 

Vout < 6Vpp 75 50 50 40 MHz LSBW 
gain flatness Vout < 1Vpp 

t peaking OCto 30MHz 0.05 TBD TBD TBD dB GFPL 
t rolloff OCto 30M Hz 0.05 TBD TBD TBD dB GFRL 
t peaking OCto 200M Hz 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.6 dB GFPH 
t rolloff OCto 60MHz 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 dB GFRH 
linear phase deviation DC to 60MHz 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 LPD 
differential gain 4.43MHz, RL=150Q 0.02 TBD TBD TBD % DG 
differential phase 4.43MHz, RL=150Q 0.03 TBD TBD TBD DP 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 6V step 2.3 TBD TBD TBD ns TR 
settling time to 0.1 % 2V step 15 23 18 23 ns TS 
overshoot 2V step 5 15 10 15 % OS 
slew rate 6V step 2300 TBD TBD TBD V/Jls SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE (note 1) 
t2ND harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -48 TBD TBD TBD dBc HD2 
t3RD harmonic distortion 2Vpp , 20M Hz -52 TBD TBD TBD dBc HD3 
equivalent noise input 

nV/vRZ voltage >1MHz 2.5 TBD TBD TBD VN 
inverting current >1MHz 12.9 TBD TBD TBD pAlVRZ ICI 
non-inverting current >1MHz 6.3 TBD TBD TBD pAlvRZ ICN 
noise floor >1MHz -157 TBD TBD TBD dBmtH, SNF 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 200M Hz 45 TBD TBD TBD JlV INV 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
'input offset voltage ±2 ±13 ±9.0 ±14 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient +30 ±50 ±50 JlV/oC OVIO 
'input bias current non-inverting 12 65 30 ±20 JlA IBN 

average temperature coefficient ±200 ±400 ±250 nAloC OIBN 
'input bias current inverting ±12 ±40 ±30 ±30 JlA IBI 

average temperature coefficient ±50 ±200 ±150 nAloC OIBI 
tpower supply rejection ratio 56 48 50 48 dB PSRR 
.common mode rejection ratio 52 44 46 44 dB CMRR 
'supply current no load 11 14 12 12 mA ICC 
supply current disabled 2.5 4.5 3.5 4.5 mA ICCO 

DISABLE/ENABLE PERFORMANCE (note 2) 
disable time to >50dB attenuation @10MHz 10 30 30 60 ns TOFF 
enable time 55 TBO TBO TBO ns TON 
DIS voltage pin 8 

to disable 4.5 <3.0 <3.0 <3.0 V VDIS 
to enable 5.5 >7.0 >6.5 >6.5 V VEN 

off isolation at 10MHz 59 55 55 55 dB OSO 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 1000 250 750 1000 kQ RIN 
non-inverting input capacitance 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 pF CIN 
output voltage range no load ±6.0 TBO ±4.5 TBD V VO 
output voltage range RL=100Q ±4.5 TBD ±4.0 TBD V VOL 
common mode input range ±4.0 TBO ±3.5 TBD V CMIR 
output current 70 30 50 40 mA 10 

Veo ±18V Recommended gain range ±1 to±10VN 
lout 125mA 

common-mode input voltage ±V", Notes: 
differential input voltage ±15V AJ,AI : 100% tested at +25°C, sample at +85°C. 
maximum junction temperature +175"C t AJ : Sample tested at +25°C. 
operating temperature range t AI : 100% tested at +25°C. 

AJ/AI -40°C to +85°C A8 : 100% tested at +25°C, -55°C, + 125°C. 
A8/AM/AL: -55°C to + 125°C t A8 : 100% tested at +25°C, sample at -55°C, + 125°C 

storage temperature range -65°C to + 150°C AL, AM : 100% wafer probed +25°C to +25°C minimax specs. 

lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) +300°C • SMD : Sample tested at +25°C, -55°C and + 125°C . 
note 1) : Specifications guaranteed using 0.011lF bypass capacitors 

on pins 1 & 5. 
note 2) : Break before make is guaranteed. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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V.o-------,-----;rl 

Description 

,-----------<lDIS 

5 ~1JlF 
-V, 

R, 

Figure 1: Recommended 

Non-inverting Gain Circuit 

The CLC411 is a high-speed current-feedback 
operational amplifier which operates from ±1SV power 
supplies_ The external supplies (±Vccl are regulated to 
lower voltages internally_ The amplifier itself sees 
approximately ±6_SV rails_ Thus the device yields 
performance comparable to Comlinear's ±SV devices, 
but with higher supply voltages_ There is no degradation 
in rated specifications when the CLC411 is operated 
from ±12V_ A slight reduction in bandwidth will be 
observed with ±10V supplies_ Operation at less than 
±10V is not recommended_ 

A block diagram of the amplifier and regulator topology 
is shown in Figure 3, "CLC411 Equivalent Circuit" The 
regulators derive their reference voltage from an internal 
floating zener voltage source_ External control of the 
zener reference pins can be used to level-shift amplifier 
operation which is discussed in detail in the section 

Figure 3: CLC411 Equivalent Circuit 

entitled "Extending Input/Output Range with Vr-" 

Power Supply Decoupling 
There are four pins associated with the power supplies_ 
The Vee pins (4,7) are the external supply voltages_ The 
Vr pins (S,1) are connected to internal reference nodes_ 
Figures 1 and 2 , "Recommended Non-inverting Gain 
Circuit" and "Recommended Inverting Gain Circuit" show 
the recommended supply decoupling scheme with four 
ceramic and two electrolytic capacitors_ The ceramic 
capacitors must be placed immediately adjacent to the 
device pins and connected directly to a good low-

Figure 2: Recommended 

Inverting Gain Circuit 

R, 

-V~ 

r--r-" V ... 

Select R, to yield 
R,• = R,IIR, 

inductance ground plane_ Bypassing the Vr pins will 
reduce high frequency noise (> 1 OMHz) in the amplifier. 
If this noise is not a concern these capacitors may be 
eliminated_ 

Differential Gain and Phase 
The differential gain and phase errors of the CLC411 
driving one doubly-terminated video load (RL=1S0Q) 
are specified and guaranteed in the "Electrical 
Characteristics" table_ The "Typical Performance" plot, 
"Differential Gain and Phase (4.43MHz)" shows the 
differential gain and phase performance of the CLC411 
when driving from one to four video loads_ Application 
note OA-08, "Differential Gain and Phase for Composite 
Video Systems," describes in detail the techniques used 
to measure differential gain and phase_ 

Feedback Resistor 
The loop gain and frequency response for a current
feedback operational amplifier is determined largely by 
the feedback resistor, R,_ The electrical characteristics 
and typical performance plots contained within the 
datasheet, unless otherwise stated, specify an R, of 
301Q, a gain of +2VIV and operation with ±1SV power 
supplies_ The frequency response at different gain 
settings and supply voltages can be optimized by 
selecting a different value of R,_ Generally, lowering R, 
will peak the frequency response and extend the 
bandwidth while increasing its value will roll off the 
response_ For unity-gain voltage follower circuits, a non
zero R, must be used with current-feedback operational 

Figure4: Recommended R, vs_ Gain 

500 

400 

300 
9: 
If 

200 

100 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1( 
Gain (liN) 
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amplifiers such as the ClC411. 
Application note OA-13, "Current-Feedback loop-Gain 
Analysis and Performance Enhancements," explains 
the ramifications of RI and how to use it to tailor the 
desired frequency response with respect to gain. The 
equations found in the application note should be 
considered as a starting point for the selection of RI. The 
equations do not factor in the effects of parasitic 
capacitance found on the inverting input, the output nor 
across the feedback resistor. Equations in OA-13 require 
values for RI (301Q), Av (+2) and Ri (inverting input 
resistance, 50Q). Combining these values yields a Z,* 
(optimum feedback transimpedance) of 400Q. Figure 4 
entitled "Recommended RI vs. Gain" will enable the 
selection of the feedback resistor that provides a 
maximally flat frequency response for the ClC411 over 
its gain range. The linear portion of the two curves (Le. 
Av>4) results from the limitation on Rg (Le. Rg ~50Q). 

Disable 

+15V 

·15V 

CLC411 pin 8, DISABLE 

V. 

Q1.Q2 MPSH10 
Q3,04 MPSH81 

Figure 5A: Disable Interface 

02 

330n 330n 

Figure 58: Differential ECl Interface 

931n 
50n 

01~ 
10kn 

·5.2V ·15V 

Figure 5C: ECl Interface 

50n O.l~F 

>-~-+--~--~~rl~ 

~lN914 
Figure 50: TTL Interface 

Enable/Disable Operation 
The disable feature allows the outputs of several ClC411 
devices to be connected onto a common analog bus 
forming a high-speed analog multiplexer. When disabled, 
the output and inverting inputs of the ClC411 become 
high impedances. The disable pin has an internal pull
up resistor which is pulled-up to an internal voltage, not 
to the external supply. The ClC411 is enabled when pin 
8 is left open or pulled-up to ~+7V and disabled when 
grounded or pulled below +3V, CMOS logic devices are 
necessary to drive the disable pin. For example, CMOS 
logic with V DD ~ + 7V will guarantee proper operation over 
temperature. TTL voltage levels are inadequate for 
controlling the disable feature. 

For faster enable/disable operation than 15V CMOS 
logic devices will allow, the circuit of Figure 5 is 
recommended. A fast four-transistor comparator, Figure 
SA, interfaces between the ClC411 DISABLE pin and 
several standard logic families. This circuit has a 
differential input between the bases of 01 and 02. As 
such it may be driven directly from differential ECl logic, 
as in shown in Figure 5B. Single-ended logic families 
may also be used by establishing an appropriate 
threshold voltage on the V,h input, the base of 02. 
Figures 5C and 5D illustrate a single-ended ECl and 
TTL interface respectively. The Disable input, the base 
of 01, is driven above and below the threshold, V,h. 

A 
B 
C 

01-------1 

1 f-------, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Buffers 

DIS (pin 8) 

Figure 6: General Multiplexing Circuit 

f/) 
::J 

OJ 

0> 
o 

Cii 
c « 

Fastest switching speeds result when the differential 
voltage between the bases of 01 and 02 is kept to less 
than one volt. Single-ended ECl, Figure 5C, maintains 
this desired maximum differential input voltage. TTL 
and CMOS have higher Vhigh to V'ow excursions. The 
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circuit of figure SD will ensure the voltage applied 
between the bases of 01 and 02 does not cause 
excessive switching delays in the CLC411. Under the 
above proscribed four-transistor interface, all variations 
were evaluated with approximately 1 ns rise and fall 
times which produced switching speeds equivalent to 
the rated disable/enable switching times found in the 
"CLC411 Electrical Characteristics" table. 

A general multiplexer configuration using several 
CLC411 s is illustrated in figure 6, where a typical 8-to-
1 digital mux is used to control the switching operation 
of the paralleled CLC411 s. Since "break-before-make" 
is a guaranteed specification of the CLC411 this 
configuration works nicely. Notice the buffers used in 
driving the disable pins of the CLC411 s. These buffers 
may be 1SV CMOS logic devices mentioned previously 
or any variation of the four-transistor comparator 
illustrated above. 

Extending Input/Output Range with V, 
As can be seen in Figure 3, the magnitude of the internal 
regulated supply voltages is fixed by Vz ' In normal 
operation, with ±1SV external supplies, +Vr is nominally 
+9V when left floating. CMIR (common mode input 
range) and VO (output voltage range, no load) are 
specified under these conditions. These parameters 
implicitly have OV as their midpoint, i.e. the VO range is 
±6V, centered at OV. 

Figure 7: DC Parameters as a Function of +Vr 

An external voltage source can be applied to +Vr to shift 
the range of the input/output Voltages. For example, if it 
were desired to move the positive VO range from +6V to 
a +9V maximum in unipolar operation, Figure 7, "DC 
Parameters as a Function of +Vr", is used to determine 
the required supply and +V, Voltages. Referring to Figure 
7, locate the point on the +VOMAX line where the ordinate 
is +9V. Draw a vertical line from this point intersecting 
the other lines in the graph. The circuit voltages are the 
ordinates of these intersections. For this example these 
points are shown in the graph as solid dots. The required 
voltage sources are +Vr=+12V, +Vcc=+12V, -Vcc=-12V. 
When these supply and reference voltages are applied, 
the range for VO is -3V to +9V, and CMIR ranges from 
-1V to +7V. The difference between the minimum and 
maximum voltages is constant, i.e. 12V for VO, only the 
midpoint has been shifted, i.e. from OV to +3V for VO. 

Note that in this example the -Vr pin has been left open 
(or bypassed to reduce high-frequency noise). The 
difference between +Vr and -Vr is fixed by VZ ' A level
shifting voltage can be applied to only one of the 
reference pins, not both. If extended operation were 
needed in the negative direction, Figure 4 may be used 
by changing the signs, and applying the resultant negative 
voltage to the -Vr pin. It is recommended that + Vr be used 
for positive shifts, and -Vr for negative shifts of input! 
output voltage range. 

Printed Circuit Layout & Evaluation Board 
Refer to application note OA-1S, "Frequent Faux Pas in 
Applying Wideband Current Feedback Amplifiers," for 
board layout guidelines and construction techniques. 
Two very important points to consider before creating a 
layout which are found in the above application note are 
worth reiteration. First the input and output pins are 
sensitive to parasitic capacitances. These parasitic 
capacitances can cause frequency-response peaking 
or sustained oscillation. To minimize the adverse effect 
of parasitic capacitances, the ground plane should be 
removed from those pins to a distance of at least 0.2S" 
Second, leads should be kept as short as possible in the 
finished layout. In particular, the feedback resistor should 
have its shortest lead on the inverting input side of the 
CLC411. The output is less sensitive to parasitic 
capacitance and therefore can drive the lont,er of the 
two feedback resistor connections. The evaluation board 
available for the CLC411 (part #730013 for through
hole packages, 730027 for SO-8) may be used as a 
reference for proper board layout. Application schematics 
for this evaluation board are in the product accessories 
section of the Comlinear databook. 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• HDTV, NTSC & PAL video systems 
• video switching and distribution 
• muliti-channel tele-communications amplifier 
• wideband active filters 
• cable drivers 
• dc coupled single-to-differential conversions 

DESCRIPTION 
The CLC412 combines a high-speed complementary bi-polar 
process with Comlinear's proprietary current-feedback topology 
to produce a very high-speed dual op amp. The CLC412 provides 
a 2S0MHz -3dB bandwidth (SOIC) at a gain of +2 and a 1300V/llS 
slew rate while consuming only SOmW per amplifier from ±SV 
supplies. 

The CLC412 offers exceptional video performance with its 0.01 % 
and 0.02S0 differential gain and phase errors for NTSC and PAL 
video signals while driving one back terminated 7SQ load. The 
CLC412 also offers flat gain response to 30MHz of 0.1 dB and high 
channel-channel isolation at 10MHz of -82dB (SOIC), -68dB 
(PDIP). Additionally, each amplifier delivers a 70mA continuous 
output current (RL=100Q). This level of performance makes the 
CLC412 an ideal dual op amp for many professional video 
applications. 

The CLC412 is also well suited for wideband signal conditioning 
active filters such as anti-aliasing filters for high-speed A/D 
converters. Its small 8-pin SOIC package, low power requirement 
and low noise and distortion allow the CLC412 to serve portable 
RF applications such as tele-video/communications. 

The CLC412 is available in the following versions. 
CLC412AJP -40°C to +85°C 8-pin Plastic DIP 
CLC412AJE -40°C to +85°C 8-pin Plastic SOIC 
CLC412AIB -40°C to +85°C 8-pin CERDIP 
CLC412A8B -55°C to +125°C 8-pin CERDIP, MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC412A8L-2 -55°C to + 125°C 20-pin LCC, MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC412ALC -55°C to + 125°C dice 
CLC412AMC -55°C to + 125°C dice, MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact and DESC SMD number. 

Package Dimensions 

0035~1l065 0040-o.tlSO D~ r~:~=~:~ 
(lUI9_1.65j--jf- -l1-\102-203) 1 4 0.220-0.310 TO 'O"-OA~ ,'.59-7·on 

0221)-(128U 0 1)300-0.325 r(ii80-1029) 0015-0.0611 f------t1 
(5.59-711}1 (762-826) ~5: tmf3B-1,52) I I 

o 
r-

Dual Wideband g 
Video Op Amp I\) 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 2S0MHz -3dB bandwidth (SOIC) 
• 0.1 dB gain flatness to 30MHz 
• SmA per channel quiescent current 
.0.01%, 0.02So differential gain, phase 
• -82dBc channel isolation @ 10MHz (SOIC) 
• 1300V/IlS slew rate 
• 70mA continuous output current 
• gain range ±1 to ±1 OVIV 

Pinout 

Chip Topography 

+vcc +Vcc 

Vout1 • • • • Vout2 

0.039" IQ ~ 

j V;"l • • V!nv2 

Vnon-inv1 • • • • Vnon-inv2 

-Vee -Vee 
0.078" 

1).370-0480 r l o.l25_:~---lT to.300BSC .1 

0015-0050 i-WW-ll -I ..Lo~o-ooec 1318-'08) ~ Jl 17"BSCll 
(o.38-1.27) TaI45-0.200~T (1Z7-203) J~-.! ;..- -J ....\\00-
~ -.L(3138-5~ 0100B$C 1S'MAX 0.008-0.018 

~;~~~!~I 0.015-0020 ~~:~~~ ~:~:~: (2548SC) (0.20-11.46) 

O.~lH)-lI-(ll38-051} ~ -l (i~: 
(229-2.79/ 

8-pin plastic DIP 8-pin CERDIP 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 
DS412.02 (preliminary) 
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t-3dB bandwidth (AJP)') Vo,,< 0.5Vpp 

(AJP)') Vo,,< 4.0Vpp 
gain flatness Vo,,< 0.5Vpp 

t peaking DC to 30M Hz 
t rolloff DC to 30M Hz 
t rolloff f o=200MHz 

linear phase deviation DC to 75MHz 
differential gain 3.58 & 4.43MHz, RL=150Q 
differential 3.58 & 4.43MHz, RL = 150Q 

rise and fall time 0.5Vstep 
4Vstep 

settling time to 0.05% 2Vstep 
overshoot 0.5Vstep 
slew rate 2V 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2'· harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
t3'" harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20MHz 
3'· order intermodulation intercept 10MHz 
equivalent noise input 

non-inverting voltage >1MHz 
inverting current >1MHz 
non-inverting current >1MHz 
noise floor >1MHz 

crosstalk 10MHz 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
'input offset voltage 

average drift 
'input bias current non-inverting 

average drift 
input bias current inverting 

average drift 
tpower supply rejection ratio DC 
.common mode rejection ratio DC 
'supply current RL=oo 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
input resistance non-inverting 
input capacitance non-inverting 
output resistance closed loop 
output voltage range RL= 00 

RL=100Q 
RL=100Q (0° to 70°C) 
common mode 

±7V 
I(lut short circuit protected to ground, however maximum reliabilly 

is obtained if lout does not exceed ... 

common-mode input voltage 
maximum junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AJ/AI 
A8/AM/AL: 

storage temperature range 
lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) 

150mA 
±Vcc 
+175'C 

-40°C to +85°C 
-55°C to + 125°C 
-65°C to + 150°C 

+300°C 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

320 205 205 145 MHz 
105 802) 80 65 MHz 

0.0 0.3 0.2 0.3 dB 
0.1 TBD TBD TBD dB 
1.5 2.7 2.7 8 dB 
0.1 TBD TBD TBD 
0.01 TBD TBD TBD % 
0.025 0.05 0.05 0.10 

1.1 1.7 1.7 2.4 ns 
3.2 4.42) 4.4 4.8 ns 
12 18 18 20 ns 
TBD TBD TBD TBD 
1300 1000 1000 800 

-46 -42 -42 - 38 dBc· 
- 50 -46 -46 -42 dBc 

TBD dBm 

2.7 3.4 3.4 3.8 nV/,IHz 
11.0 13.9 13.9 15.5 pAl,lHz NICN 
2.1 2.6 2.6 3.0 pAl,lHz ICN 

-157 -156 -156 -155 dBm'H, SNF 
68 62 62 62 dB XTLK 

±2 ±10 ±6 ±12 mV via 
±30 60 60 /LVrC DVIO 

5 28 12 12 /LA IBN 
30 187 90 AloC DIBN 

±3 25 15 20 /LA IBI 
±20 125 80 nAloC DIBI 

50 46 46 44 dB PSRR 
50 45 45 42 dB CMRR 
10.2 13.6 12.8 12.8 mA ICC 

1000 300 500 500 kQ RIN 
1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 pF CIN 
0.2 0.6 0.3 0.2 Q ROUT 

+ 3.8,-3.3 + 3.6,.2.9 + 3.7,.3.0 + 3.7,-3.0 V va 
+ 3.1,.2.9 + 1.6,-2.5 ±2.7 ±2.7 V VOL 

+ 2.5,.2.6 V VOL 
±2.2 ±1.4 ±2.0 ±2.0 V 

70 25 45 45 mA 

Recommended gain range ±1 to ±1 OVN 

Notes: 
AJ,AI : 100% tested at +25°C, sample tested at +85°C. 

t AJ : Sample tested at +25°C. 
t AI : 100% tested at +25°C. 

A8 : 100% tested at +25°C, -55°C, + 125°C. 
t A8 : 100% tested at +25°C, sample at -55°C, + 125°C 

AL, AM : 100% wafer probed +25°C to +25°C minimax specs. 
.. SMD : Sample tested at +25°C, -55°C, + 125°C. 
note 1) : Due to differing package parasitics, performance is package 

dependant, and therefore will be specified separately. 
note 2) : Specification is guaranteed at V, .. =3Vpp. 
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~ Corporation 

Quad, Low-Power 
Monolithic Op Amp 

APPLICATIONS: FEATURES (typical): 
• composite video distribution amps • 90MHz small-signal bandwidth 
• HDTV amplifiers • 2.5mA quiescent current per amplifier 
• RGB-video amplifiers • 70dB channel isolation @ 5MHz 
• CCD signal processing • 0.1 %/0.12' differential gain/phase 
• active filters • 16ns settling to 0.1 % 
• instrumentation diff amps • 1000VlllS slew rate 
• general purpose high density requirements • 3.3ns rise and fall time (2Vpp) 

• 70mA output current 
DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC414 is a low-power, quad, monolithic operational amplifier r------------------..., 
designed for intermediate-gain applications where power and cost 
per channel are of primary concern. Benefiting from Comlinear's 
current feedback architecture, the CLC414 offers a gain range of ±1 
to ±10 while providing stable, oscillation-free operation without 
external compensation, even at unity gain. 

Operating from ±5V supplies, the CLC414 consumes only 25mW of 
power per channel, yet maintains a 90MHz small-signal bandwidth 
and a 1000V/IlS slew rate. The CLC414 also provides wide channel 
isolation with its 70dB crosstalk (input referred at 5MHz). Applications ""V\I',,,,,,,\,,,,,,, 
requiring a high- density solution to high-speed amplification such as 
active filters and instrumentation diff amps will benefit from the 
CLC414's four integrated, wideband op amps in one 14-pin package. 

Commercial remote-sensing applications and battery-powered radio f>IW~>ftW~>ftW~~ 
transceivers requiring high-per/ormance, low-power amplifiers will find 
the CLC414 to be an attractive, cost- effective solution. In composite 
video switching and distribution applications, the CLC414 offers I--------....r.=:'-"'-'-...... -'-"-'--'-~-'-.., 
differential gain and phase per/ormance of 0.1%,0.12' at 3.58MHz. 

The lower power CLC414 and the wideband CLC415 are quad 
versions of the CLC406. Both of these quads afford the deSigner 
lower power consumption and lower cost per channel with the 
additional benefit of requiring less board space per amplifier. 

Constructed using an advanced, complementary bipolar process and 
Comlinear's proven current feedback architectures, the CLC414 is 
available in several versions to meet a variety of requirements. 
CLC414AJP 
CLC414AJE 
CLC414AID 

CLC414A8D 

·40·C to +B5'C 
-40'C to +85'C 
'40'C to +85'C 

-55'C to +125'C 

14-pin plastic DIP 
14~pin plastic sOle VnD1l-"",3 V1nv3 Vo.a3 Voo(1. V,...2 VnD/lo;.w2 

~:;~~i~~~etjC side·brazed ~ "I'. i.-.-'II -• .----.-il(l' 
14-pin hermetic side-brazed 0.065" I. I 

ceramic DIP, ML-STD·883, Level B ! .vro~ ~I +vro 
CLC414ALC ·55'C to +125'C dice i r • ~,! 

CLC414AMC -55'Cto+125'C ~f~_~";'~~~~i,\~:!~~d5008, i J.!I~.!II-! •• ,.~l 
Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number 5962.91693. VncwHn.4 VirrA~~~~O;;:~~~I __ ~~v1 

Package Dimensions 0 
C·-'l..l:~ :-~ t------(~m:~:.~l----l ~ 
[ ~l:::i~~::lli-4_ [::: ~ I~:l~1 ~J.~ 
I----- 0.680-0.no ---l '0.145-0.200 

(17.27-19.56) 0.040-0.080 •..... .L(3.68-S.cej ~~:~~ 
(1.02-2.03) _i 0.008-0.012:. H 
-1 I- ,(1l.2O-0.1O)" 0200 r======, 

c-c=~=------'-.,;. 1;,';;0-0:3101 ~OB(-r:::LmmJ H (7.37-7.81) MAX.J....-=_ 
.. 0.015-0.reo-.J1 

TO.i20-0.150 (0.38-1.52) -.L 0008-0018 
..L (3.05-3,81( 0,125-0.200 -I I- -II- (020-0:'6('-11-

o~-o.t; O.O~-t02O (3.18-5.0B) &.~B~ ~~J::g:: I ~~~ , 

DIP 
and 
sOle 
versions 

Height is 0.014 
inches. Dimensions 

~~fYt:~~~~~s. 
connected to -Vee. 
II is not necessary 
to electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
negative supply. 
Contact Comlinear 
for complate die 
information. 

(2.29-2.79) (0.38-0.51) 

14-pin plastic DIP 14-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 14-pin plastic SOIC 
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION: specifications are based on the characteristics of a limited number of devices. 

CONDITIONS 
Ambient Temperature CLC414AJ/AI 
Ambient Temperature CLC414A8/AUAM 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t -3dB bandwidth Vout<2Vpp 

Vout <5Vpp 
gain flatness' Vout <2VSM 

t peaking DCt01 Hz 
t peaking >15MHz 
t roll off DC to 30MHz 

linear phase deviation DC to 30MHZ 
differential gain (Av=+2) 1500 load, 3.58MHz 

4.43MHz 
differential phase (Av=+2) 1500 load, 3.58MHz 

4.43MHz 
crosstalk input referred 5MHz (all hostile) 

input referred 5MHz (chan. to chan.) 
TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 

rise and fall time 2V step 
5V step 

settling time to 0.1 % 2V step 
to 0.02% 2V step 

overshoot 2V step 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,5MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,5MHz 

equivalent noise input 
non-inverting voltage >1MHz 
inverting current >1MHz 
non-inverting current >1MHz 
total noise floor >1MHz 
total int rated noise > 1 MHz to 75MHz 

STA~C,DCPERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
tpower supply rejection ratio 
~ common mode rejection ratio 
*supply current, all channels no load 
MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 

non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capacitance 
ouput impedance DC 
output voltage range F\=100Q 
common mode input range 
output current 

output is short circuit protected to ground, 
however, maximum reliability is obtained if 

±7V 

lout does not exceed... 70mA 
common mode input voltage ±V cc 
differential input voltage ±10V 
maximum junction temperature +175"C 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: -40"C to +85"C 
A81AUAM: -55'C to + 125"C 

storage temperature range --65"C to + 150"C 
lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) +3OQ"C 
Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS 
+25"C -40"C +25"C +85"C 
+25"C -55"C +25"C +125"C 

90 >60 >60 >45 
55 >35 >40 >35 

0 <0.15 <0.15 <0.15 
0 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 
0.3 <1.0 <1.0 <1.5 
0.8 <1.2 <1.2 <1.5 
0.10 <0.15 <0.20 <0.25 
0.12 <0.20 <0.25 <0.30 
0.12 <0.15 <0.20 <0.50 
0.15 <0.20 <0.25 <0.60 
60 <58 <58 <56 
70 <63 <63 <61 

3.3 <5.0 <5.0 <6.5 
4.0 <7.0 <6.0 <7.0 
16 <24 <24 <30 
60 <80 <80 <100 
5 <10 <10 <10 
1000 >600 >600 >480 

-47 <-41 <-41 <-37 
-55 <-47 <-47 <-45 

4.2 <5.0 <5.0 <5.5 
9.8 <11.8 <11.8 <13.0 
1.3 <1.6 <1.6 <1.8 

-154 <-153 <-153 <-152 
37 <44 <44 <48 

2 <10.5 <6 <14 
30 <80 <80 
1 <10 <5 <5 
20 <75 <30 
2 <20 <6 <10 
20 <140 <75 
50 >46 >46 >44 
50 >45 >45 >43 
10 <11.5 <11.5 <11.5 

2000 >500 >1000 >1000 
1.0 <2.0 <2.0 <2.0 
0.2 <0.6 <0.3 <0.2 

±2.8 ±2.5 ±2.6 ±2.7 
±2.2 ±1.4 ±2.0 ±2.0 
70 30 50 50 

recommended gain range: ±1 to ±10 
Notes: 

UNITS SYMBOL 

MHz SSBW 
MHz LSBW 

dB GFPL 
dB GFPH 
dB GFR 

LPD 
% DG1 
% DG2 

DP1 
DP2 

dB XT 
dB CXT 

ns TRS 
ns TRL 
ns TS1 
ns TS2 
% OS 
VI s SR 

dBc HD2 
dBc HD3 

nV/.."Hz VN 
pANHz ICN 
pAAfHz NCN 
dBmll.jz SNF 
V INV 

mV VIO 
Ilvrc DVIO 
',lA IBN 
nArC DIBN 
',lA IBI 
nA"C DIBI 
dB PSRR 
dB CMRR 
rnA ICC 

kQ RIN 
pF CIN 
0 RO 
V VO 
V CMIR 
mA 10 

* AI,AJ 100% tested at +25"C, sample at +85"C. 
t AJ Sample tested at +25"C. 
t AI 100% tested at +25"C. 
* AS 100% tested +25'C, -55'C, + 125"C. 
t AS 100% tested +25'C, sample at -55"C, + 125"C. 
* AL, AM 100% wafer probed at +25'C to +25"C minimax 

specifications. 
~ SMD Sample tested at +25'C, -55'C, + 125'C. 

note 1: Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz 
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6.81lF 

-5V 

Feedback Resistor 

Figure 1: recommended 
non-inverting gain circuit 

The CLC414 achieves its exceptional AC performance 
while requiring very low quiescent power by using the 
current feedback topology and an internal slew rate 
enhancement circuit. The loop gain and frequency 
response for a current feedback op amp is predominantly 
set by the feedback resistor value. The CLC414 is 
optimized for a gain of + 6 to use a 5000 feedback resistor 
(use a 1 kO Rf for maximally flat response at a gain of 
+2). Using lower values can lead to excessive ringing in 
the pulse response while a higher value will limit the 
bandwidth. Application Note OA-13 provides a more 
detailed discussion of choosing a feedback resistor. The 
equations found in this application note are to be 
considered a starting point for the determination of Rf at 
any gain. The value of input impedance for the CLC414 
is approximately 2500. These equations do not account 
for parasitic capacitance at the inverting input nor across 
Rf • The plot found below entitled "Recommended Rf vs. 
Gain" offers values of Rf which will optimize the frequency 
response of the CLC414 over its ± 1 to ± 10 gain range. 
Unlike voltage feedback, current feedback op amps 
require a non-zero Rf for unity gain followers. 

2500 

2250 

2000 
1750 

W"1500 

:2. 1250 
r£ 1000 

750 

500 

250 

Unused Amplifiers 

Figure 3: 
recommended 
R,vs. gain 

It is recommended that any unused amplifiers in the quad 
package be connected as unity gain followers (Rf = 5000) 
with the non-inverting input tied to ground through a 500 
resistor. 

Slew Rate and Harmonic Distortion 
Please see the application information for the CLC406. 

Differential Gain and Phase 
Differential gain and phase performance specifications are 
common to composite video distribution applications. 
These specifications refer to the change in small signal 
gain and phase of the color subcarrier frequency (4.43MHz 
for PAL composite video) as the amplifier output is swept 
over a range of DC Voltages. Application Note OA-08 
provides an additional discussion of differential gain and 
phase measurements. 

-5V 

Select R T to yield 
desired R in =RTII Rg 

Figure 2: recommended 
inverting gain circuit 

the input transistors if the DC source impedance is out of 
this range. This impedance also acts as the gain for the 
non-inverting input bias and noise currents and therefore 
can become troublesome for high values of DC source 
impedance. The inverting configuration of Figure 2 shows 
a 250 resistor to ground on the non-inverting input which 
insures stability but does not provide bias current 
cancellation. The input bias currents are unrelated for a 
current feedback amplifier which eliminates the need for 
source impedance matching to achieve bias current 
cancellation. 
DC Accuracy and Noise Calculation 
Please refer to the application information for the CLC406. 
Crosstalk 
In any multi-channel integrated circuit there is an 
undesirable tendency for the signal in one channel to 
couple with and reproduce itself in the output of another 
channel. This effect is referred to as crosstalk. Crosstalk 
is expressed as channel separation or channel isolation 
which indicates the magnitude of this undesirable effect. 
This effect is measured by driving one or more channels 
and observing the output of the other undriven channel(s). 
The CLC414 plot page offers two different graphs detailing 
the effect of crosstalk over frequency. One plot entitled 
"All-Hostile Crosstalk Isolation" graphs all-hostile input
referred crosstalk. All-hostile crosstalk refers to the 
condition where three channels are driven simultaneously 
while observing the output of the undriven fourth channel. 
Input-referred implies that crosstalk is directly affected by 
gain and therefore a higher gain increases the crosstalk 
effect by a factor equal to that gain setting. The plot entitled 
"Most Susceptible Channel-to-Channel Pulse Coupling" 
describes the effect of crosstalk when one channel is 
driven with a 2V pp pulse while the output of the most 
effected channel IS observed. 
Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high speed component, a careful attention to 
the board layout is necessary for optimum performance. 
Of particular importance is the careful control of parasitic 
capacitances on the output pin. As the output impedance 
plot shows, the closed loop output for the CLC414 
eventually becomes inductive as the loop gain rolls off 
with increasing frequency. Direct capacitive loading on 
the output pin can quickly lead to peaking in the frequency 
response, overshoot in the pulse response, ringing or even 
sustained oscillations. The "Settling Time vs. Capacitive 
Load" plot should be used as a starting point for the 
selection of a series output resistor when a capacitive 
load must be driven. A quad amplifier will require careful 
attention to signal routing in order to minimize the effects 
of crosstalk. Signal coupling through the power supplies 
can be reduced with bypass capacitors placed close to 
the device supply pins. 

Non-inverting Source Impedance 
For best operation, the DC source impedance looking out Evaluation Board 
of the non-inverting input should be less than 3kO but Evaluation PC boards (part number 730024 for through
greater than 200. Parasitic self oscillations may occur in hole and 730031 for SOIC) for the CLC414 are available. 
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~Comlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• composite video distribution amps 
• HDTV amplifiers 
• RGB-video amplifiers 
• CCD signal processing 
• active filters 
• instrumentation diff amps 
• channelized EW 

DESCRIPTION: 

Quad, Wideband 
Monolithic Op Amp 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 160MHz small-signal bandwidth 
• 5mA quiescent current per amplifier 
• 70dB channel isolation @ 5MHz 
• 0.03%/0.03' differential gain/phase 
• 12ns settling to 0.1% 
.1500V/~ slew rate 
• 2.0ns rise and fall time (2V pp) 

• 70mA output current per amplifier 

The CLC415 is a wideband, quad, monolithic operational amplifier .-------------------r 
designed for intermediate-gain applications where power and cost 
per channel are of primary concern. Benefitting from Com linear's 
current feedback architecture, the CLC415 offers a gain range of ±1 
to ±10 while providing stable, oscillation-free operation without 
external compensation, even at unity gain. 

Operating from ±5V supplies, the CLC415 consumes only 50mW of 
power per channel, yet maintains a 160MHz small-signal bandwidth 
and a 1500V/lls slew rate. High density applications requiring an 
integrated solution will enjoy the CLC415's 70dB channel isolation 
(input referred @ 5MHz). ¥\f\fV\i'VVV\""" 

With its exceptional differential gain and phase, typically 0.03% and 
0.03' @ 3.58MHz, the CLC415 is designed to meet the performance 
and cost per channel requirements of high volume composite video WA~W;I!~ifiWlfW'-T"'"""f"'-
applications. The CLC415's large-signal bandwidth, high slew rate 
and high drive capability are features well suited for RGB-video 
applications. 

The CLC415 is a quad version of the high speed CLC406 while the 
CLC414 is a lower power quad version of the same. Both of these 
quads afford the designer lower power consumption and lower cost 
per channel with the additional benefit of requiring less board space 
per amplifier. 

Constructed using an advanced, complementary bipolar process 
and Com linear's proven current feedback architectures, the CLC415 
is available in several versions to meet a variety of requirements. 

CLC415AJP 
CLC415AJE 
CLC415AID 

CLC415A8D 

CLC415ALC 
CLC415AMC 

-40'C to +85'C 
-40'C to +85'C 
-40'C to +85'C 

-55'C to +125'C 

-55'C to +125'C 
-55'C to +125'C 

14-pin plastic DIP 
14-pin plastic SOIC 
14-pin hermetic side-brazed 
ceramic DIP 
14-pin hermetic side-brazed 
ceramic DIP, ML-STO-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method 5008, 
MIL- STO-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number 5962-93055. 

Package Dimensions 

c : : : : : ]1~::~~:~~~ 
I---- 0.6BO-O.no ------l "Tu.145-0.200 

(17.27-19.56) 0.040-0.080 ,..... ~3.6B-S.OB) ~o~=~~ 

(~-~) i ~~=~ \ 0200 rH==-====o=-l 

~r= ...... ~. -~.. 1;]oo-.'3fo'I I;OBI~~ H 
.. . ~ (7.31-7.87) 0.~0.06o--.JT 

10.120-0.150 (0.38-1.52) ----L OOOS-G01S 
J. p.05-3.B11 0.125-0200 ~ 1-. -11- 1020-0:40)-11-

o~-o.~ O.O~-t02O (3.1S-Sil8) r~:fci ~o~~~=~:~ , ~:: I 
(2.29-2.79) (o.3B-0.51) 

14-pin plastic DIP 14-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 

Chip Topography 
VnOn-ln.,3 v~.;a VoutS VouI2 Vin.;J. Voon_'II.2 

! 'c.. •• -•• - •••• .r
j 0.065' I-

I' .vJI'; ~I +v~ 
,. .6S: 

I ~l~·.~··'~, 
V",,"~nv4 V1;..,A Vout4 VOLl\1 V"v1 Vnan.f\v1 

-- _. -- 0.076-' 

O ---:r.'60 (3.56-4.06) 

---L 

DIP 
and SOIC 
versions 

Height is 0.014 
inches. Dimensions 

~OWi~V~~~S. 
connected to -Vee. 
I! is nol necessary 
to electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
negative supply. 
Contact Comlinear 
for complete die 
information. 

.224-0~ 

t 0.329-0.352 (5.70-6.3O) 

~ r-==-i 
-L ~1~:~:~+~-.l 

-I I-- J L .004-0.010 ,."'" \ I I-- ;J; .. 
O.050BSC (0.10-0.25) -I ~O.lB-023) 
(1.278SC) 0.016-0.&1 

0.014-0.019 (OAO-1.27) 
(0.36-0.48) 

14-pin plastic SOIC 
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION: specifications are based on the characteristics of a limited number of devices. 

I I 
CLC41SAJI AI 

Ambient Temperature CLC41SA8/AUAM 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t -3dB bandwidth Vaut<2'(rp 

Vaut <S pp 
gain flatness' Vaut <2VSM 

t peaking DCt02 Hz 
t peaking >2SMHz 
t rolloff DC to SOMHz 

linear phase deviation DC to 7SMHZ 
differential gain (Av=+2) 1 son load, 3.S8MHz 

4.43MHz 
differential phase (Av=+2) 1 son load, 3.S8MHz 

4.43MHz 
crosstalk input referred SMHz (all hostile) 

input referred SMHz (chan. to chan.) 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2V step 

SV step 
settling time to 0.1 % 2V step 
overshoot 2V step 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20M Hz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20M Hz 

equivalent noise input 
non-inverting voltage >1MHz 
inverting current >1 MHz 
non-inverting current >1 MHz 
total noise floor >1 MHz 
total integrated noise >1 MHz to 100MHz 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
tpower supply rejection ratio 
common mode rejection ratio 

*supply current, all channels no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capaCitance 
ouput impedance DC 
output voltage range At. =1()()Q 
common mode input range 
output current 

Vee ±7V 
10UI output is short circuit protected to ground, 

however, maximum reliability is obtained if 
loul does not exceed... 70mA 

common mode input voltage ±V co 
differential input voltage ±10V 
maximum junction temperature +17S"C 
operating temperature range 

AJ/AI: -40"C to +BS"C 
ABlAUAM: -OS"C to +125"C 

storage temperature range -6S"C to +150"C 

160 >120 >120 >90 MHz SSBW 
120 >8S >90 >80 MHz LSBW 

0 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 dB GFPL 
0 <O.S <O.S <O.S dB GFPH 
0.2 <0.7 <0.7 <1.1 dB GFR 
O.S <1.0 <1.0 <1.3 LPD 
0.03 <0.08 <0.08 <0.08 % DG1 
0.03 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 % DG2 
0.03 <0.08 <0.08 <0.08 DP1 
0.03 <0.10 <0.10 <0.10 DP2 
6S <60 <60 <S9 dB XT 
70 <63 <63 <62 dB CXT 

2.0 <3.0 <3.0 <4.0 ns TRS 
3.0 <4.0 <3.6 <4.S ns TRL 
12 <18 <18 <22 ns TS 
8 <12 <12 <12 % OS 
1S00 >1200 >1200 >1000 VI s SR 

-44 <-38 <-38 <-34 dBc HD2 
-S4 <-46 <-46 <-42 dBc HD3 

3.0 <3.6 <3.6 <4.0 nVl.JHz VN 
11.5 <14 <14 <16 pANHz ICN 
2.0 <2.6 <2.6 <3.0 pAffHz NCN 

-1S7 <-155 <-155 <-154 dBm,Hz SNF 
37 <44 <44 <48 IlV INV 

2 <9 <5 <10 mV VIO 
20 <50 <50 Ilvrc DVIO 
S <2S <13 <13 !lA IBN 
30 <150 <50 nArC DIBN 
3 <18 <10 <1S !lA IBI 
20 <100 <50 nA"C DIBI 
55 >47 >47 >45 dB PSRR 
50 >45 >45 >43 dB CMRR 
20 <27 <26 <24 mA ICC 

1300 >300 >600 >600 kg RIN 
1.0 <2.0 <2.0 <2.0 pF CIN 
0.2 <0.6 <0.3 <0.2 n RO 

±2.6 ±2.3 ±2.S ±2.S V VO 
±22 ±1.4 ±2.0 ±2.0 V CMIR 
70 50 50 50 rnA 10 

recommended gain range: ±1 to ±10 

Notes: 
* AI,AJ 
t AJ 
t AI 
* AS 
t AS 
* AL,AM 

note 1: 

100% tested at +25"C, sample at +8S"C. 
Sample tested at +2S"C. 
100% tested at +2S"C. 
100% tested +2S"C, - 55"C, + 125"C. 
100% tested +2S"C, sample at - 55"C, + 12S"C. 
100010 wafer probed at +25"C to +25"C minimax 
specifications. 

Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz 
lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) +300"C 
~~~m~lI~ne~ar~re~se~~~es~th~e~rig~h~tID~c~ha~ng~e~sp~e~Cjf~i~7.tia-n-sw~~~ho-'ut~no~ti-'ce-.~~~3-98'-----------------------------------------
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6.8J.1.F 
-5V 

Feedback Resistor 

Figure 1: recommended 
non-inverting gain circuit 

The CLC415 achieves its exceptional AC performance 
while requiring very low quiescent power by using the 
current feedback topology and an internal slew rate 
enhancement circuit. The loop gain and frequency 
response for a current feedback op amp is predominanlly 
set by the feedback resistor value. The CLC415 is 
optimized for a gain of + 6touse a 500n feedback resistor 
(use a 900n R, for maximally flat response at a gain of 
+ 2). Using lower values can lead to excessive ringing in 
the pulse response while a higher value will limit the 
bandwidth. 
Application Note OA-13 provides a more detailed 
discussion of choosing a feedback resistor. The equations 
found in this application note are to be considered a 
starting point for the determination of RI at any gain. The 
value of input impedance for the CLC415 is approximately 
60fl. These equations do not account for parasitic 
capacitance at the inverting input nor across RI. The plot 
found below entitled "Recommended RI vs. Gain" offers 
values of RI which will optimize the frequency response 
of the CLC415 over its ± 1 to ± 10 gain range. Unlike 
voltage feedback, current feedback op amps require a 
non-zero RI for unity gain followers. 
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Figure 3: 
recommended 
R, vs. gain 

-5V 

Select RT to yield 
desired R in = RT II Rg 

Figure 2: recommended 
inverting gain circuit 

this range. This impedance also acts as the gain for the 
non-inverting input bias and noise currents and therefore 
can become troublesome for high values of DC source 
impedance. The inverting configuration of Figure 2 shows 
a 25n resistor to ground on the non-inverting input which 
insures stability but does not provide bias current 
cancellation. The input bias currents are unrelated for a 
current feedback amplifier which eliminates the need for 
source impedance matching to achieve bias current 
cancellation. 
DC Accuracy and Noise 
Please refer to the application information section of the 
CLC406 for a discussion of output offset voltage and spot 
noise calculation. 
Crosstalk 
In any multi-channel integrated circuit there is an 
undesirable tendency for the signal in one channel to 
couple with and reproduce itself in the output of another 
channel. This effect is referred to as crosstalk. Crosstalk 
is expressed as channel separation or channel isolation 
which indicates the magnitude of this undesirable effect. 
This effect is measured by driving one or more channels 
and observing the output of the other undriven channel(s). 
The CLC415 plot page offers two different graphs detailing 
the effect of crosstalk over frequency. One plot entitled 
"All-Hostile Crosstalk Isolation" graphs all-hostile, input
referred crosstalk. All-hostile crosstalk refers to the 
condition where three channels are driven simultaneously 
while observing the output of the undriven fourth channel. 
Input-referred implies that crosstalk is directly affected by 
gain and therefore a higher gain increases the crosstalk 
effect by a factor equal to that gain setting. The plot entitled 
"Most Susceptible Channel-to-Channel Pulse Coupling" 
describes the effect of crosstalk when one channel is 
driven with a 2V pp pulse while the output of the most 
effected channel IS observed. 

I Avl Printed Circuit Layout 
Unused Amplifiers As with any high speed component, a careful attention to 
It is recommended that any unused amplifiers in the quad the board layout is necessary for optimum performance. 
package be connected as unity gain followers (RI=500n) Of particular importance is the careful control of parasitic 
with the non-inverting input tied to ground through a 50n capacitances on the output pin. As the output impedance 
resistor. plot shows, the closed loop output for the CLC415 
Slew Rate and Harmonic Distortion eventually becomes inductive as the loop gain rolls off 
Please see the application information for the CLC406. with increasing frequency. Direct capacitive loading on 
Differential Gain and Phase the output pin can quickly lead to peaking in the frequency 
Differential gain and phase performance specifications are response, overshoot in the pulse response, ringing or even 
common to composite video distribution applications. sustained oscillations. The "Settling Time vs. Capacitive 
These speCifications refer to the change in small signal Load" plot should be used as a starting point for the 
gain and phase of the color subcarrier frequency (4.43MHz selection of a series output resistor when a capacitive 
for PAL composite video) as the amplifier output is swept load must be driven. A quad amplifier will require careful 
over a range of DC Voltages. Application Note OA-08 attention to signal routing in order to minimize the effects 
provides an additional discussion of differential gain and of crosstalk. Signal coupling through the power supplies 
phase measurements. can be reduced with bypass capacitors placed close to 
Non-inverting Source Impedance the device supply pins. 
For best operation, the DC source impedance looking out Evaluation Board 
of the non-inverting inpl!~ should b.e I~ss than 3kn b~t Evaluation PC boards (part number 730024 for through-
gre~ter than 2~n. P~rasltlc self oscllI~tlons may ~ccur In hole and 730031 for SOIC) for the CLC415 are available. 
the Input transistors If the DC source Impedance IS out of 
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FEATURES (typical): APPLICATIONS: 
• active filters/integrators • 300M Hz small signal bandwidth 

• differential amplifiers 
• pin diode receivers 

• 1100 V/flS slew rate 
• unity-gain stability 

0.01% settling in 18ns 
• log amplifiers 
• 01 A converters 

CLC420B: 0.5mV input offset voltage, 41.JV/oC 

• photo multiplier amplifiers • 0.2fl~ut offset current 
2pA\lHz current noise 

• recommended gain range ±1 to ±1 0 
The CLC420 is an operational amplifier designed for 
applications requiring matched inputs, integration or 
transimpedance amplification. Utilizing voltage feedback 
architecture, the CLC420 offers a 300M Hz bandwidth, a 
1100V//ls slew rate and a 4mA supply current (power 
consumption of 40mW, ±5V supplies). Additional benefits 
of the CLC420B are a 0.5mV input offset voltage and a 
4/l V/DC temperature coefficient. 

Applications such as differential amplifiers will benefit 
from 70dB common mode rejection ratio and an input 
offset current of 0.2/lA. With its unity-gain stability, 
2pA/-{RZ current noise and 3/lA of input bias current, the 
CLC420 is designed to meet the needs of filter 
applications and log amplifiers. The low input offset current 
and current noise, combined with a settling time of 18ns to 
0.01 % make the CLC420 ideal for D/A converters, pin 
diode receivers and photo multipliers amplifiers. All 
applications will find 70dB power supply rejection ratio 
attractive. 

The CLC420 is available in several versions to meet a 
variety of requirements. 
CLC420AJP/BJP -40"C to +85"C 
CLC420AJE/BJE -40"C to +85"C 
CLC420AID/BID -40"C to +85"C 
CLC420A8D/B8D -55"C to + 125'C 

8-pin plastic DIP 

I Vinv 
0.054" 

CLC420ALC 
CLC420AMC 

-55'C to + 125"C 
-55'C to + 125"C 

8-pin plastic SOIC 
8-pin side-brazed DIP 
8-pin side-brazed DIP, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method 
5008, MIL-STD-883, Level B 

1 Vnon-inv 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-91758. 

Package Dimensions 

~~:=~::-j f- -1 f-~1~=~:: 

o.220-o.,.,TO 030 ~_~~ I .oo-m 
1 f62-'~ 

'370-0.480 I II o,o,,_o-""'nw : ..LO.05O-0.080 
(0.38-;-1.27) To.145-0.200ST (1.21-2.031 
~ -L(3.68-5.1Xi) 

o. lZ1l lo.1501 o~=~.~o 13.05-'-"1 H --11_,·015-0.020 ~ .--\ 
0.1190-0.110 (0.38-0.51) 

(2.2&-2.79) 

0 --1 I--l~::::310 
(5.59-7.87) 

~"'=-- . 

;1- ~~~386~oo~~l~~~'.l 0.1115-0.060 A= I 
~t T (tl.3B-1.52) I 
I 0.125-0.200 ~ -.l (3.18-5.08) u 

H -j!-O.014-0.Q26 _jf ...... O.OOB-G.018 
O.l00BSC (0.36-0.66) (O.20-0.46l 
~54BSCj 

B-pin plastic DIP S-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 

Height is 0.014 inches. 
NOTE: Backside 

+Voc connected to -Vee. It is 

• • Vout 
not necessary to 
electrically connect the 

• • backside to the minus 

••• • -Vee supply. Contact 
Comlinear for 

r-- 0.054"--j 
complete die 
information. 

B-pin plastic SOIC 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS420.02 January 1993 
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN R 
-3dB bandwidth VOUT<O.4Vpp 300 >200 >200 >130 MHz SSBW 

VouT<5Vpp 40 >20 >25 >20 MHz LSBW 
t Av=-1, R,=500Q VouT<0.4Vpp 100 >65 >65 >45 MHz SSBWI 
Av=-1 , R,=500Q Vour<5Vpp 60 >30 >35 >30 MHz LSBWI 
gain flatness VouT<0.4Vpp 
peaking 0.1MHz to 100MHz 0 <1 <0.6 <0.6 dB GFPL 
peaking >100MHz 0 <5 <3 <3 dB GFPH 
rolloff 0.1 MHz to 100MHz 0.2 <1 <1 <2 dB GFR 
trolloff Av=-1, R,=500Q 0.1 MHz to 30M Hz 0.2 <1.4 <1.4 <1.6 dB GFRI 
linear deviation 0.1MHz to 100MHz 0.9 <1.8 <1.8 <2.5 ° LPD 
TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 0.4V step 1.2 <2 <2 <3 ns TRS 

5V step 14 <25 < 20 < 20 ns TRL 
rise and fall time, Av = -1, R, =5OOQ 0.4V step 3.5 <5.5 <5.5 <7.8 ns TRSI 

5Vstep 6 <10 <9.5 <10 ns TRLI 
settling time to ±O.1 % 2Vstep 12 <18 <18 <18 ns TSS 

±O.01% 2Vstep 18 <25 <25 < 25 ns TSP 
overshoot 0.4Vstep 8 <35 <25 < 25 % OS 
slew rate 5Vstep 1100 >600 >750 >600 V/1lS SR 
slew rate, A =500Q 5V 750 >430 >500 > 430 V/1lS SRI 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
2ND harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20MHz -50 <-40 <-40 <-40 dBc HD2 
3RD harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20MHz -53 <-45 <-45 <-40 dBc HD3 
t2ND harmonic distortion, Av=-1, 2Vpp, 20M Hz, R,=500Q -51 <-40 <-40 <-40 dBc HD2 
t3RD harmonic distortion, Av=-1, 2Vpp, 20M Hz, Rt=500Q -51 <-40 <-40 <-35 dBc HD3 
input referred noise 

voltage 1 MHz to 200M Hz 4.2 < 5.3 < 5.3 <6 VN 
current 1 MHz to 200M Hz 2 < 2.9 < 2.6 <2.3 ICN 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
'Input offset voltage (A version) 1 <3.2 <2 <3.5 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient 8 <15 <15 /lVrC DVIO 
'input offset voltage (B version) 0.5 <1.6 <0.8 <1.8 mV VIOB 

average temperature coefficient 4 <10 <10 /lV/DC DVIOB 
'input bias current 3 <20 <10 <10 J.!A IB 

average temperature coefficient 45 <120 <60 nAf'C DIB 
'input offset current 0.2 <2.6 <1 <2 J.!A 110 

average temperature coefficient 2 <20 <10 nAf'C 0110 
'open loop gain 65 >52 >56 >56 dB AOL 
tpower supply rejection ratio 70 >55 >60 >60 dB PSRR 
~ common mocte rejection ratio 80 >60 >65 >65 dB CMRR 

current no load, 4 <5 <5 <5 mA ICC 
MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
differential mode input resistance 2 >0.5 >1 >1 MQ RIND 

capacitance 1 <2 <2 <2 pF CIND 
common mode input resistance 1 >0.25 >0.5 >0.5 MQ RINC 

capacitance 1 <2 <2 <2 pF CINC 
output impedance at DC 0.02 <0.3 <0.2 <0.2 Q RO 
output voltage range no load ±3.6 ±2.8 ±3 ±3 V VO 
'output voltage range RL=100Q ±2.9 ±2.5 ±2.5 ±2.5 V VOL 
common mode input range ±3.2 ±2.5 ±2.8 ±2.8 V CMIR 
output current (AJ/BJ/AI/BIiALlAM) ±70 ±30 ±50 ±50 mA 10 
output current (A8/B8) ±70 ±30 ±35 ±35 mA 10 

lout 
(is short circuit protected to ground, maximum reliability maintained if 
lout does not exceed 70mA, except ABO, BBD which should not exceed 

Noles: 

35mA over the military temperature range) AI, AJ, BI, BJ t 00% tested at +25'C, sample at +B5·C. 
common mode input voltage ±Vcc t AJ, BJ Sample tested at +25·C. 
differential input voltage 10V t A1,BI 100% tested at +25·C. 
junction temperature +175' AB,BS 100% 1esfed at +25'C, -55'C, + 125·C. 
operating temperature range t AB,BS lOO%1esfed at+25'C, sampleat-55'C, +125·C. 

AIIAJ/BIIBJ: -40'C to +B5'C t SMD Sample tested at +25'C, - 55'C, +125·C. 
A8/B8/Al.JPN.: -55'C to + 125"C , AL,PN. 100"10 wafer probed at +25'C to +25'C minimax 

storage temperature range -65'C to + lSO'C specifications. 
lead solder duration (+300'C) 10 sec 
Comfinear reserves 1he right to change specifications wi1hout notice. 3-102 
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For optimum performance, 
Rf and Rg should be 
tow·inductance, 
low·capacitance resistors. 

*Set Rt ==0 for Av= + 1, 
RI =500Qotherwise. 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 

Description 
The CLC420 is a high-speed, slew-boosted, voltage
feedback amplifier with unity-gain stability. These 
features along with matched inputs, low input bias and 
noise currents, and excellent CMRR render the CLC420 
very attractive for active filters, differential amplifiers, log 
amplifiers, and transimpedance amplifiers. 

DC accuracy 
Unlike current-feedback amplifiers, voltage-feedback 
amplifiers have matched inputs. This means that the 
non-inverting and inverting input bias currents are well 
matched and track over temperature, etc. As a result, 
by matching the resistance looking out of the two inputs, 
these errors can be reduced to a small offset current 
term. 

Gain bandwidth product 
Since the CLC420 is a voltage-feedback op-amp, 
closed-loop bandwidth is approximately equal to the 
gain-bandwidth product (typically 100MHz) divided by 
the noise gain of the circuit (for noise gains greater than 
5). At lower noise gains, higher-order amplifier poles 
contribute to higher closed-loop bandwidth. At low 
gains use the frequency response performance plots 
given in the data sheet. 

Another point to remember is that the closed-loop 
bandwidth is determined by the noise gain, not the 
signal gain of the circuit. Noise gain is the reciprocal of 
the attenuation in the feedback network enclosing the 
op amp. For example, a CLC420 setup as a non
inverting amplifier with a closed-loop gain of + 1 (a noise 
gain of 1) has a 300M Hz bandwidth. When used as an 
inverting amplifier with a gain of -1 (a noise gain of 2), 
the bandwidth is less, typically only 100MHz. 

Full-power bandwidth, and slew-rate 
The CLC420 combines exceptional full-power 
bandwidths (40MHz, Vo=5Vpp, Av=+1) and slew rates 
(1100V/IlS, Av=+1) with low (40mW) power 
consumption. These attractive results are achieved by 
using slew-boosting circuitry to keep the slew rates high 
while consuming very little power. 

In non-slew boosted amplifiers, full-power bandwidth 
can be easily determined from slew-rate measurements, 
but in slew-boosted amplfiers, such as the CLC420, you 
can't. For this reason we provide data for both. 

Slew rate is also different for inverting and non-inverting 
configurations. This occurs because common-mode 
signal voltages are present in non-inverting circuits but 
absent in inverting circuits. Once again data is provided 
for both. 

·5V 

O.1t:; 
68';;1 

For optimum performance, 
Rf and Rg should be 
low·inductance, 
low-capacitance resistors. 

Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 

Transimpedance amplifier circuits 
Low inverting, input current noise (2pAl~) makes the 
CLC420 ideal for high-sensitivity transimpedance 
amplifier circuits for applications such as pin-diode 
optical receivers, and detectors in receiver IFs. 
However, feedback resistors 4kn or greater are required 
if feedback resistor noise current is going to be less than 
the input current noise contribution of the op-amp. 

With feedback resistors this large, shunt capacitance on 
the inverting input of the op-amp (from the pin-diode, 
etc.) will unacceptably degrade phase margin causing 
frequency response peaking or oscillations. A small
valued capacitor shunting the feedback resistor solves 
this problem (Note:This approach does not work for a 
current-feedback op-amp configured for transimpedance 
applications). To determine the value of this capacitor, 
refer to the ''Transimpedance BW vs. Rf and Cj" plot. 

For example, let's assume an optical transimpedance 
receiver is being developed. Total capacitance from the 
inverting input to ground, including the photodiode and 
strays is 5pF. A 5kn feedback resistor value has been 
determined to provide best dynamic range based on the 
responsivity of the photodiode and the range of incident 
optical powers, etc. From the "Transimpedance BW vs. 
Rf and Cj" plot, using Ci = 5pF it is determined from the 
two curves labeled Ci = 5pF, that Cf = 1.5pF provides 
optimal compensation (no more than O.5dB frequency 
response peaking) and a -3dB bandwidth of 
approximately 27M Hz. 

Printed circuit layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout 
will enhance performance. Ground plane construction 
and good power supply bypassing close to the package 
are critical to achieving full performance. The amplifier 
is sensitive to stray capacitance to ground at the output 
and inverting input: Node connections should be small 
with minimal coupling to the ground plane. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output (pin 
6) will introduce additional phase shift in the loop 
degrading the loop phase margin and leading to 
frequency response peaking. A small series resistor 
before this capacitance, if present, effectively decouples 
this effect. The graphs on the preceding page, "Settling 
Time vs. CL", illustrate the required resistor value and 
resulting performance vs. capacitance. 

Evaluation PC boards (part number 730013 for through
hole and 730027 for SOIC) for the CLC420 are available. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• differential amplifier 
• IF amplifier 
• high-gain ampilfier 
• high-precision applications 
• instrumentation amplifier 
• low voltage-noise amplifier 
DESCRIPTION 
The CLC422 is a very high-speed operational amplifier employing 
a traditional voltage-feedback architecture and Com linear's slew 
enhancement circuitry. Providing a 200M Hz, - 3dB bandwidth 
(Av= +40) and a 2300V/p,s slew rate, the CLC422 is designed 
for applications requiring the amplification of very small, high
frequency signals. Since the CLC422 is not slew limited, there is 
little degradation in performance between small and large signal 
operation. At a non-inverting gain of 40, the CLC422 maintains a 
200M Hz, - 3dB bandwidth for both 0.5Vpp and 5.0Vpp output 
voltages. 
The CLC422 delivers precise performance with its excellent DC 
characteristics, such as a 0.8mV input offset voltage, 0.5p,A input 
offset current and a 15p,A input bias current. AC dynamic 
performance includes a rise/fall time of 2ns for both 0.5Vpp and 
5.0Vpp output steps. Overshoot is typically 1 % and settling time 
to 0.2% is 17ns. 
The CLC422 is the ideal amplifier to extract very small, high
frequency signals from a noisy environment due to its high common 
mode rejection, extremely low input-voltage noise and high gain 
range. All these characteristics contribute to an excellent signal-to
noise ratio. 
The high-gain CLC422 complements the unity-gain stable 
CLC420, both of which offer very high speeds using a traditional 
voltage-feedback architecture. The CLC422 is available in several 
versions to meet a variety of requirements. 
CLC422AJP - 40'C to + 85'C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC422AJE - 40'C to + 85'C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC422AIB - 40'C to + 85'C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
CLC422A8B - 55'C to + 125'C 8-pin hermetic CERDIP, 

MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC422ALC - 55'C to + 125'C dice 
CLC422AMC - 55'C to + 125'C dice qualified to Method 5008, 

MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-91666. 

Package Dimensions 

Feedback Op Amp ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 200MHz, - 3dB bandwidth (Av = + 40VIV) 
• 2300V/!ls slew rate 
• 2.4nV/VHz input voltage noise 
• 0.8mV input offset voltage 
• 4.5pAl\fRZ input current noise 
• 88dB common-mode rejection 
• recommended gain range: ± 30 to ± 200VIV 

Not Connected Not Connected 

Vinv +Vcc 

Vnon.inv Vout 

-Vee Not Connected 

Chip Typography 

I ••• Height is 0.014 inches. 
NOTE: Backside • +Vcc connected to -Vee. It is 

Vinv • • Vout 
not necessary to 

0.054' electrically connect the 1 Vnon-inv • • backside to the minus 

••• [J~B -Vee supply. Contact 
Comlinear for 

r---- 0.054"----j 
complete die 
information. 

0.014-0.019 0035-0065 o O4{I-O OBll D~ r-~:=~:: 
10.89-165)-1 f- --j f-\102-203) 1 4 0.220-0.310 JO 10388-0405 I 15.5..,.87) 

la~-~.) 

WoT-"40-'-O'160-0-'224'l,-'246 

(3.55-4.05) (5.70-6.30) 

0.220-0280 0 03OO-D.325 t(9Sl-1029)l 0015-0.060 f---------+I 
(5.59.711)1 r~'2-826l) ~ IWNfJa·1.52) I I 

1-- 0370-0460 - I 0125 0.200 ~ - -~ l ~O.300BSC 1 
OM",05O ~AO'".68-' .L005O .0080 ~1B:508) '-- ~."esc)1 
~Jai'27) T,145. 0200S T 1127·203) J~~ ~ ., ,\1--

..L(3.6B-51JBj 0100BSC 15' MAX O.oDB-O.018 

o~5-DI ~~=~: 0014-DIYlti (2.54BSC) (D.2O-0.46) 

(3OS-3.81) Ootj110 --H-~~:~~ r-- --1 (0.38-066) 1l54BSC 

(2.29-2.79) (1.37BSC) 

8-pin plastic DIP a-pin CERDIP 

1 I 
~'lj'~--1 I-

Q.053_0.D69~~O.004-0.o10 
IL'5·1.7~ LU--U--lJ.-lJlJJ1l.1O.0.2~ I~ I 

T ~-a.1Bl.0205-lT ~~:::r;j'r ~--1'l,,\,'MAX 
~-~ .. Mj6-0~ 

(0.40-1.27) 

a-pin plastic SOIC 

Com linear Corporation. 4aOO Wheaton Drive. Fort Collins, CO a0525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS422.01 (introductory) January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC422AJ/AI + 25°C -40°C + 25°C + 85°C 

Ambient Temperature CLC422 A81 AMI AL + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t -3dB bandwidth Vout<0.5Vpp 200 >130 >130 >100 MHz SSBW 

Vout<5Vpp 200 >130 >130 >100 MHz LSBW 
gain flatness Vout<0.5V pp 

t peaking 0.1 MHz to 70MHz 0 <0.6 <0.6 <0.6 dB GFPL 
t peaking 70MHz to 200M Hz 0 <3 <3 <3 dB GFPH 
t rolloff 0.1 MHzt035MHz 0.2 <1 <1 <1.2 dB GFR 

linear phase deviation 0.1 MHz to 70MHz 1 <2 <2 <2 ° LPD 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 0.5Vstep 2 <5 <5 <6 ns TRS 

5Vstep 2 <5 <5 <6 ns TRL 
settling time to ± 0.2% 2Vstep 17 <25 <25 <25 ns TSS 
overshoot 0.5Vstep 1 <15 <15 <15 % OS 
slew rate 5Vstep 2300 >1600 >1600 >1400 V/f.l,s SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -40 <-30 <-33 <-33 dBc HD2 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -55 <-43 <-45 <-45 dBc HD3 
input noise 

nVj~ voltage 1 MHz to 200M Hz 2.4 <3 <3 <3.4 VN 
current 1 MHz to 200MHz 4.5 <6.8 <6 <6 pAl Hz ICN 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
'input offset voltage 0.8 <2.8 <2 <3 mV VIO 

average temperature coefficient 2 <10 - <10 /-LVrC DVIO 
'input bias current 15 <65 <45 <45 !-LA IB 

average temperature coefficient 75 <200 - <100 nArC DIB 
input offset current 0.5 <3.6 <2 <3 !-LA 110 

average temperature coefficient 4 <20 - <10 nAloC OliO 
*open loop gain 75 >64 >66 >66 dB AOL 
tpower supply rejection ratio 78 >64 >66 >66 dB PSRR 
common mode rejection ratio 88 >66 >70 >66 dB CMRR 

*supply current no load, quiescent 17 <20 <20 <24 mA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
differential mode input resistance 60 >15 >30 >30 kO RIND 

capacitance 1 <2 <2 <2 pF CIND 
common mode input resistance 700 >280 >350 >350 k11 RINC 

capacitance 1 <2 <2 <2 pF CINC 
output impedance DC 0.05 <0.3 <0.2 <0.2 11 RO 
output voltage range no load ±3.8 ±3.3 ±3.5 ±3.5 V VO 
output voltage range RL =10011 ±3.6 ±2.5 ±3.1 ±3.1 V VOL 
common mode input range ±3 ±2.6 ±2.6 ±2.6 V CMIR 
output current - 40°C to 85°C ±70 ±30 ±50 ±50 mA 10 

- 55°C to 125°C ±70 ±25 ±50 ±50 mA 10 

Vee ±7V recommended gain range ± 30 to ± 200VN 
lout output is short circuit protected to 

ground, but maximum reliability will be 
maintained if lout does not exceed ... 

common mode input voltage 
differential input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
A8IAM/AL: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+ 300'C) 

70mA 
±Vcc 

10V 
+ 175'C 

- 40'C to + 85'C 
-55'Cto+ 125'C 
- 65'C to + 150'C 

10 sec 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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NOTES: 
AI,AJ 

t AJ 
t AI 

A8 
t A8 
• AL,AM 

+ SMD 

100% tested at + 25'C, sample at + 85'C. 
Sample tested at + 25'C. 
100% tested at + 25'C. 
100% tested at + 25'C. - 55'C, + 125'C. 
100% tested at + 25'C, sample - 55'C, + 125'C. 
100% wafer probe tested at + 25'C to + 25'C 
minImax specifications. 
Sample tested at + 25'C, - 55'C, + 125'C. 
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Description 
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6.a;I 

For optimum performance, 
RI and Rgshould be 
low-inductance, 
low-capacitance resistors. 

The CLC422 is a high-speed, slew-boosted, voltage
feedback amplifier designed for operation at gains of thirty 
or more. These features along with matched inputs, low 
input bias and noise currents, and excellent CMRR render 
the CLC422 very attractive for high-gain differential and 
instrumentation amplifiers, IF amplifiers, and applications 
requiring exceptional gain-bandwidth product. 

DC accuracy 
Unlike current-feedback amplifiers, voltage-feedback 
amplifiers have matched inputs. This means that the non
inverting and inverting input bias currents are well matched 
and track over temperature, etc. As a result, by matching 
the resistance looking out of the two inputs, these errors 
can be reduced to a small offset current term. 

Gain bandwidth product 
Since the CLC422 is a voltage-feedback op amp, closed
loop bandwidth is approximately equal to the gain
bandwidth product (typically 2GHz) divided by the noise 
gain (the reciprocal of the attenuation of the feedback 
network enclosing the op amp) of the circuit for noise 
gains greater than 100. At lower noise gains, higher-order 
amplifier poles contribute to higher closed-loop bandwidth. 
At lower gains use the frequency response performance 
plots given in the data sheet. 

Full-power bandwidth, and slew-rate 
Since the CLC422's slew-boosting circuitry prevents slew 
rate limiting, the full-power bandwidth is identical to the 
small-signal bandwidth. This device also sets a new 
standard for gain-bandwidth product ina monolithic 
voltage-feedback op amp (2GHz) while consuming a 
modest 170mW from ± 5 volt supplies. 

Low-gain voltage stages and transimpedance 
amplifiers 
As a general rule, a CLC422 should only be used at gains 
greater than ± 30. For lower gain stages and/or 
transimpedance amplifiers, other members of Comlinear's 
family of current and voltage-feedback amplifiers can 
provide superior performance. 

+5V 

7 

-5V 

6.at; 
0.1~ 

6 

For optimum performance, 
RI and Rgshould be 
low-inductance, 
low-capacitance resistors. 

However, in a few instances a CLC422 may provide 
somewhat better bandwidth or lower distortion at low 
frequencies (below 10MHz) than other amplifiers 
operating at comparable gains. To stabilize a CLC422 to 
gains lower than ± 30 requires strict attention to distributed 
capacitances, layouts, and a variety of other details. 
Compensating at low gains adds extra components and 
requires more effort on the part of the design engineer. It 
is not recommended except for those well versed in RF 
layout and compensation of high frequency amplifiers. 
Techniques and tested performance of low gain 
compensation may be found in application note OA-17 for 
the CLC422. This is available from Com linear. 

Printed circuit layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout 
will enhance performance. Ground plane construction and 
good power supply bypassing close to the package are 
critical to achieving full performance. The amplifier is 
sensitive to stray capacitance to ground at the output and 
inverting input: node connections should be small with 
minimal coupling to the ground plane. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output (pin 
6) will introduce additional phase shift in the loop 
degrading the loop phase margin and leading to frequency 
response peaking. A small series resistor before this 
capacitance, if present, effectively decouples this effect. 
The graphs on the preceding page, "Settling Time vs. 
Capacitive Load", illustrate the required resistor value and 
resulting performance vs. capacitance. 

Evaluation Board 
Evaluation PC boards (part number 730013 for through
hole and 730027 for SOIC) for the CLC422 are available. 

3 -10a 
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APPLICATIONS: 

• instrumentation sense amplifiers 
• ultrasound pre-amps 
• magnetic tape & disk pre-amps 
• photo-diode transimpedance amplifiers 
• wide band active filters 
• low noise figure RF amplifiers 
• professional audio systems 
• low-noise loop filters for PLLs 

DESCRIPTION 
The CLC425 combines a wide bandwidth (1. 7GHz GeW) with very 
low input noise (1.0SnV/"Hz, 1.6pA/"Hz) and low dc errors 
(1 OOI! V vos, 21! V IOC drift) to provide a very precise, wide dynamic
range op amp offering closed-loop gains of ~1 O. 

Singularly suited forverywideband high-gain operation, the CLC425 
employs a traditional voltage-feedback topology providing all the 
benefits of balanced inputs, such as low offsets and drifts, as well 
as a 96dB open-loop gain, a 100dB CMRR and a 95dB PSRR. 

The CLC425 also offers great flexibility with its externally adjust
able supply current, allowing designers to easily choose the 
optimum set of power, bandwidth, noise and distortion perfor
mance. Operating from ±5V power supplies, the CLC42S defaults 
to a 1SmA quiescent current, or by adding one external resistor, 
the supply current can be adjusted to less than 5mA. 

The CLC425's combination of ultra-low nOise, wide gain-band
width, high slew rate and low dc errors will enable applications in 
areas such as medical diagnostic ultrasound, magnetic tape & 
disk storage, communications and opto-electronics to achieve 
maximum high-frequency signal-to-noise ratios. 

The CLC425 is available in the following versions. 
CLC425AJP -40°C to +85°C 8-pin PDIP 
CLC425AJE -40°C to +85°C 8-pin SOIC 
CLC425AIB -40°C to +85°C 8-pin CerDIP 
CLC425A8B -55°C to + 125°C 8-pin CerDIP, MIL-STD-883 Level B 
CLC425A8L-2 -55°C to + 125°C 20-pin LCC, MIL-STD-883 Level B 
CLC425ALC -55°C to + 125°C dice 
CLC425AMC -55°C to + 125°C dice, MIL-STD-883 Level B 

Contact and DESC SMD number. 

Package Dimensions 

Q.035-0.065-41- -41-°.040-0.080 O~ r~::~= 
(D.B9-1.65) (1.02-2.03) 1 4 0.220-11.310 JO """-,,,,,, (5"-7.81) 

O.220-o,l!liO 0 0.300-0.325 ~.80-iD.29)~o.OI5-1l060~ 

Wideband Op Amp (J1 

FEATURES (typical): 
.1.7GHz gain-bandwidth product 
• 1.0SnV/"Hz input voltage noise 
• 1.6pAl"Hz input current noise 
.1001!V input offset voltage, 21!V/oC drift 
• 350V IIJ.S slew rate 
• 1Sm;4. to SmA adjustable supply current 
• gain range ±1 0 to ±1 ,OOOV/v 
• evaluation board and simulation macromodel 

Pinout 

NC~' 8 Rp (opt;"a') 

Vim 2 - 7 +Voo 

Vnan-inv 3 + 6 VOU! 

-Vcr. 4 5 NC 

Chip Topography 

T V;~ c': · +v~ ! Vnon-Inv 

0.039" 

1 • • 

Thickness Is O.014in. 
Note: Backside 
connected to N"t. It is 
not necessary to 
electrically connect 
the backside to the 
negative power 
supply. Contact 
factory for more 
Information. -Vee Vout 

f--- 0.03" --I 

(5.59-7.,1)1 (7.62-8.26) rs:t~(0.38_152)1 I 

Omo-DAm r l OI25-:~ ~ ~,¢ ~(l.300BSC , 

0.015-'.'" f-~"_11 -I -'- '''''-'.0I1l ~18-508! '-- ~ l ",,,,,,,1 
~ lO"45-Q.200~T (t.27-2.03) J~-'" .... -.; ...\\<0--.1.(3.68-5.03) G.IOOBSC • o.oos-0.018 

o~I ~-~!'0 O.OI4-G.02fi ~54BSC) 15 MAX (0.20-0.4Bj 

(3.C6-3.8\) H _jf_G,OI5-o.020 ~ - ~ (O38-066) 
0.0&0-0.110 (0.39-0.51) .. .054BSC 

-~ ~~ 
a-pin plastiC DIP a-pin CERDIP 

Comlinear • Drive Fort Collins, 
05425.01 (introductory) 

3-109 

a-pin plastiC SOIC 

80525 • (303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
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Ambient Temperature CLC425 AJ/AI +25'C -40'C +25'C +85'C 
Ambient Tem erature CLC425 A8/AM/AL +25'C -55'C +25'C +125'C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
gain bandwidth product VO"' < 0.4Vpp 1.7 GHz GBW 

t-3dB bandwidth VO"'< O.4Vpp 85 TBD TBD TBD MHz SSBW 
Vo,,< 5.0Vpp TBD TBD TBD TBD MHz LSBW 

gain flatness VO"'< 0.4Vpp 
t peaking DC to 30MHz 0.3 TBD TBD TBD dB GFP 
t rolloff DC to 30MHz 0.1 TBD TBD TBD dB GFR 

linear phase deviation DC to 30MHz TBD TBD TBD TBD LPD 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 0.4Vstep 4.1 TBD TBD TBD ns TRS 
settling time to 0.1% 2V step 22 TBD TBD TBD ns TSS 
overshoot 0.4Vstep 5 TBD TBD TBD % OS 
slew rate 2Vstep 350 TBD TBD TBD V/IlS SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 1Vpp,10MHz -50 TBD TBD TBD dBc HD2 
t3 rd harmonic distortion 1Vpp, 10MHz - 80 TBD TBD TBD dBc HD3 

3,d order intermodulation intercept 10MHz 35 dBm IMD 
1 If input voltage noise corner 500 Hz 1/F 
equivalent noise input 

nV/--!Hz voltage TBD to 100MHz 1.05 TBD TBD TBD VN 
current TBD to 100MHz 1.6 TBD TBD TBD pAl--!Hz ICN 
noise floor TBD to 100MHz -165 TBD TBD TBD dBm' H, SNF 
integrated noise TBD to 100MHz 12 TBD TBD TBD IlV INV 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
open-loop gain DC 96 77 86 86 dB AOL 

*input offset voltage ± 100 ± 1000 ±800 ± 1000 IlV VIO 
average drift ±2 8 4 IlV;oC DVIO 

*input bias current 12 34 20 20 !lA IB 
average drift -100 - 250 -120 nAloC DIB 

input offset current ±0.2 3.4 2.0 2.0 !lA 110 
average drift ±3 ±50 ±25 nAloC DIIO 

tpower supply rejection ratio DC 95 82 88 88 dB PSRR 
.common mode rejection ratio DC 100 88 92 92 dB CMRR 
*supply current RL~ 00 15 18 16 16 mA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
input resistance common-mode 2 0.6 1.6 1.6 MQ RINC 

differential-mode 6 1 3 3 kQ RIND 
input capacitance common-mode 2.5 3 3 3 pF CINC 
output resistance closed loop 5 50 10 10 mQ ROUT 
output voltage range RL~ 00 ±3.8 ±3.5 ±3.7 ±3.7 V VO 

RL~100Q ±3.4 ±2.8 ±3.2 ±3.2 V VOL 
input voltage range common mode ±3.8 ±3.4 ±3.5 ±3.5 V CMIR 
output current source -55°C/-40°C 90 60170 70 70 mA lOP 

sink -55°C/-40°C 90 40/55 55 55 rnA ION 

V~ ±7V Recommended gain range ±10 to ±1,OOOVN 

I"" short circuit protected to ground, however maximum reliabiliy 

is obtained if lout does not exceed ... 150mA Notes: 
common-mode input voltage ±V", AJ,AI 100% tested at +25"C, sample at +S5"C. 
differential input current diode p,otected ±25mA t AJ Sample tested at +25"C. 
maximum junction temperature +175'C t AI 100% tested at +25"C. 
operating temperature range AS 100% tested at +25"C, -55°C, + 125°C. 

AJ/AI -40"C to +S5°C t AS 100% tested at +25"C, sample at -55°C, + I 25"C 
AS/AM/AL: -55"C to +1 25°C AL,AM 100% wafer probed +25°C to +25"C minimax specs. 

storage temperature range -65"C to + 150°C '" SMD Sample tested at +25"C, -55°C and + I 25"C. 

lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) +300"C 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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+Vcc 

>--"',......-oVout 

RI 
Rg 

Figure 1: Non-inverting Amplifier Configuration 

Introduction 
The CLC425 is a very wide gain-bandwidth, ultra-low 
noise voltage feedback operational amplifier which en
ables application areas such as medical diagnostic ultra
sound, magnetic tape & disk storage and fiber-optics to 
achieve maximum high-frequency signal-to-noise ratios. 
The set of characteristic plots located in the "Typical 
Performance" section illustrates many of the perfor
mance trade-ofts. The following discussion will enable 
the proper selection of external components in order to 
achieve optimum device performance. 

Bias Current Cancellation 
In order to cancel the bias current errors of the non
inverting configuration, the parallel combination of the 
gain-setting (Rg) and feedback (R,) resistors should equal 
the equivalent source resistance (Rseq) as defined in 
Figure 1. Combining this constraint with the non-inverting 
gain equation also seen in Figure 1 , allows both Rf and Rg 
to be determined explicitly from the following equations: 
Rf=AvRseq and Rg=Rtf(Av-1}. When driven from a OQ 
source, such as that from the output of an op amp, the 
non-inverting input of the CLC425 should be isolated with 
at least a 25Q series resistor. 

As seen in Figure 2, bias current cancellation is accom
plished for the inverting configuration by placing a resis
tor (Rb) on the non-inverting input equal in value to the 
resistance seen by the inverting input (Rfll(Rg+Rs}). Rb is 
recommended to be no less than 25Q for best CLC425 
performance. The additional noise contribution of Rbcan 
be minimized through the use of a shunt capacitor. 

p VS! Rg RI 

Av=-R; 

Vout 

Figure 2: Inverting Amplifier Configuration 

Total Input Noise vs. Source Resistance 
In orderto determine maximum signal-to-noise ratios from 
the CLC425, an understanding of the interaction between 
the amplifier's intrinsic noise sources and the noise arising 
from its external resistors is necessary. 

Figure 3 describes the noise model for the non-inverting 
amplifier configuration showing all noise sources. In addi
tion to the intrinsic input voltage noise (en) and current 
noise (in=in+=in.) sources, there also exists thermal voltage 
noise (et=~4kTR) associated with each of the external 
resistors. Equation 1 provides the general form for total 
equivalent input voltage noise density (en;). Equation 2 is 
a simplification of Equation 1 that assumes R,II Rg = Rseq for 

----------------------------, , , , , , 
en ' :------------1 

: .-~'--~~--~ , , Rs .. 

i ;/4kTRs", * 
: ____________ 1 

, , 
, ' , ' 
~---------------------------: 

4kT = 16.4e-21 loules@25°C 

Figure 3: Non-inverting Ampliter Noise Model 

Equation 1: General Noise Equation 

bias current cancellation. Figure 4 illustrates the equiva
lent noise model using this assumption. Figure 5 is a plot 
of en; against equivalent source resistance (Rseq) with all of 
the contributing voltage noise sources of Equation 2 
shown. This plot gives the expected en; for a given Rseq 
which assumes RfliRg = Rseq for bias current cancellation. 
The total equivalent output voltage noise (eno) is en;*Av. 

Figure 4: Noise Model with R,I/Rg = R, .. 

Equation 2: Noise Equation with R,I/Rg = R'eq 
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As seen in Figure 5, eni is dominated by the intrinsic voltage 
noise (en) olthe amplifier for equivalent source resistances 
below 33.5Q. Between 33.5Q and 6.43k.Q, eni is domi
nated by the thermal noise (et =.J 4kTRseq) of the external 
resistors. Above 6.43k.Q, eni is dominated by the amplifier's 
current noise (.J2inR.eq). The point at which the CLC425's 
voltage noise and current noise contribute equally occurs 
for Rseq=464Q (Le. en/.J2in ). As an example, configured 
with a gain of +20VN giving a -3dB of 90MHz and driven 
from an R'eq=25Q, the CLC425 produces a total equivalent 
input noise voltage (eni*.J1:57*90MHz) of 16.5~Vrms. 

100 

l¥ 
--:> .s 
~ 10 
on 
" CD c 
.m 
~ 1 

j 
§; 

0.1 
10 100 1k 10k 1 Oak 

Equivalent Source Resistance. Rseq (Q) 

Figure 5: Voltage Noise Density vs. Source Resistance 

If bias current cancellation is not a requirement, then Rtll Rg 
does not need to equal ROeq • In this case, according to 
Equation 1, RtliRg should be as low as possible in order to 
minimize noise. Results similarto Equation 1 are obtained 
for the inverting configuration of Figure 2 if Rseq is replaced 
by Rb and Rg is replaced by Rg+Rs. With these substitu
tions, Equation 1 will yield an eni refered to the non
inverting input. Refering eni to the inverting input is easily 
accomplished by multiplying eni by the ratio of non-invert
ing to inverting gains. 

Noise Figure 
Noise Figure (NF) can be defined as the ratio of the total 
output noise power (eno) to that portion of output noise 
power caused by the source resistance (et*Av) and is so 
expressed in Equation 3. This definition assumes an 
unterminated source and that the parallel combination of 
RI and Rg is chosen to equal to Rs for bias current 
cancellation. The curve labeled "Unterminated" in Figure 
6 is a plot of NF vs. Rs and for a 50Q source the CLC425's 
NF is 5.26dB. 

NF = 10 10 (e; + 2(i"R,)2 + 4kT(2R, )J 
g 4kTR, 

Equation 3: Noise Figure Equation for Unterminated Source 

16 

14 

~ 12 
co 
~ 10 
e? 
6. 8 u:: 
5l 6 
'0 
z 4 

10 100 1k 10k lOOk 
Source Resistance, R, (0) 

Figure 6: Noise Figure vs. Source Resistance 

noise power contribution of all the external resistors is 
diminished by V. (Le. RtliRg = R,lIRr = Y2Rs), the addition of 
the matching termination resistor as a part of the amplifier 
also cuts the input signal amplitude by Y2 such that the 
amplifier'S SNR is reduced and the resulting Noise Figure 
is higher as shown in the plot. From the curve labeled 
"Terminated", the CLC425 configured with a 50Q match
ing termination resistor (Rr) driven from the same 50Q (Rs) 
source used above, yields a NF of 9.72dB. As seen from 
the two curves, the difference is negligible with very high 
source resistances where the current noise olthe amplifier 
becomes the dominant factor. For more information re
garding Noise Figure, see OA-11. 

Supply Current Adjustment 
The CLC425's supply current can be externally adjusted 
downward from its nominal value by adding an optional 
resistor (Rp) between pin 8 and the negative supply as 
shown in Figure 7. Several olthe plots found within the plot 
pages demonstrate the CLC425's behavior at different 
supply currents. The plot labeled "Icc vs. Rp" provides the 
means for selecting Rp and shows the result of standard IC 
process variation which is bounded by the 25°C curve. 

+vcc 

You, 

-Vee 

Figure 7: External Supply Current Adjustment 

Non-Inverting Gains Less Than 10VN 
Using the CLC425 at lower non-inverting gains requires 
external compensation such as the shunt compensation 
as shown in Figure 8. The quiescent supply current must 
also be reduced to 5mA with Rp for stability. The com pen-

Adding a matching termination resistor (Rr, Figure1)tothe sation capacitors are chosen to reduce frequency re-
CLC425's input will result in a higher measured Noise spons,e peaking to less than 1 dB. The plot in the "Typical 
Figure as seen by the curve labeled "Terminated". Noise Performance" section labeled "Differential Gain and Phase" 
Figure can also be defined as the ratio olthe source's SNR shows the video performance of the CLC425 with this 
to the amplifier'S SNR. Therefore, even though the thermal compensation circuitry. 
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Icc=5mA 

750 

750 

Ct= 10pF 

Figure 8: External Shunt Compensation 

Inverting Gains Less Than 10V/v 
The lag compensation of Figure 9 will achieve stability for 
lower gains. Placing the network between the two input 
terminals does not affect the closed-loop nor noise gain, 
but is best used for the invering configuration because of 
its affect on the non-inverting input impedance. 

V'n Rg Rt 

R 

C 

Vout 

Rout 

Figure 9: External Lag Compensation 

Single-Supply Operation 
The CLC425 can be operated with single power supply as 
shown iin Figure 10. Both the input and output are capaci
tively coupled to set the dc operating point. 

Vee 

R 

Vac -.,I---t=--i 
C 

R 

Rg 

~c 

Rt 

(vou. =~ + AvVae 

C~ rL 

Figure 10: Single Supply Operation 

Low Noise Transimpedance Amplifier 
The circuit of Figure 11 implements a low-noise 
transimpedance amplifier commonly used with photo
diodes. The trans impedance gain is set by R,. The simu
lated frequency response is shown in Figure 12 and shows 
the influence C, has over gain flatness. Equation 4 pro
vides the total input current noise density (ini) equation for 
the basic transimpedance configuration and is plotted 
against feedback resistance (R,) showing all contributing 
noise sources in Figure 13. This plot indicates the ex
pected total equivalent input current noise density (ini) for 
a given feedback resistance (Rt). The total equivalent 
output voltage noise density (enD) is ini*R,. 

Ct 

Rb 

Figure 11: Transimpedance Amplifier Configuration 
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Figure 12: Transirnpeciance Amplifier Frequency Response 
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Figure 13: Current Noise Density VS. Feedback Resistance 

Equation 4: Total Equivalent Input Refered Current Noise Density 

Very Low Noise Figure Amplifier 
The circuit of Figure 14 implements a very low Noise 
Figure amplifier using a step-up transformer combined 
with a CLC425 and a CLC404. The circuit is configured 
with a gain of 35.6dB. The circuit achieves measured 
Noise Figures of less than 2.5dB in the 1 0-40MHz region. 
3rd order intercepts exceed +30dBm for frequencies less 
than 40MHz and gain flatness of O.5dB is measured in the 
1-50MHz pass bands. Application Note OA-14 provides 
greater detail on these low Noise Figure techniques. 
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~50Q 't r-,---
: 1:4 , , . 

.. ,.Fir 
Mini-Clrcutts 

T16-6T 

Gain = ;;. = 35.6dB 

Figure 14: Vel)' Low Noise Figure Amplifier 

Low Noise Integrator 

500 

The CLC425 implements a deBoo integrator shown in 
Figure 15. Integration linearity is maintained through posi
tive feedback. The CLC425's low input offset voltage and 
matched inputs allowing bias current cancellation provide 
for very precise integration. Stability is maintained through 
the constraint on the circuit elements. 

Ra 

SOQ 

SOQ 

RI 
Rg 

Figure 15: Low Noise Integrator 

High-Gain Sallen-Key Active Filters 
The CLC425 is well suited for high-gain Sallen-Key type of 
active filters. Figure 16 shows the 2nd order Sallen-Key low 
pass filter topology. Using component predistortion meth
ods as discussed in OA-21 enables the proper selection of 
components for these high-frequency filters. 

c, 

RI 

Rg 

Figure 16: Sallen-Key Active Filter Topology 

Low Noise Magnetic Media Equalizer 
The CLC425 implements a high-performance low-noise 
equalizer for such applications as magnetic tape channels 
as shown in Figure 17. The circuit combines an integrator 
with a bandpass filter to produce the low-noise equal
ization. The circuit's simulated frequency response is 
illustrated in Figure 18. 

R •• 200Q 

K =1+!i 
, R, 

v, (sc,R, +1 
11" :K'lsC,(R, +R)+! 

( Rf ) sLRg ) 

Rf +Rg s'LCR,Rg +sL(R, +R,)+R,R, 

Figure 17: Low Noise Magnetic Media Equalizer 
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Figure 18: Equalizer Frequency Response 

Low-Noise Phase-Locked Loop Filter 
The CLC425 is extremely useful as a Phase-Locked Loop 
filter in such applications as frequency synthesizers and 
data synchronizers. The circuit of Figure 19 implements 
one possible PLL filter with the CLC425. 

RI C, 

Rg Vout 

Figure 19: Phased-Locked Loop Filter 

Decreasing the Input Noise Voltage 
The input noise voltage of the CLC425 can be reduced 
from its already low 1.05nV I Kz by slightly increasing 
the supply current. Using a 50kQ resistor to ground on pin 
8, as shown in the circuit of Figure 14, will increase the 
quiescent current to ~17mA and reduce the input noise 
voltage to < 0.95nV I Kz . 

Printed Circuit Board Layout 
Generally, a good high-frequency layout will keep power 
supply and ground traces away from the inverting input 
and output pins. Parasitic capacitances on these nodes to 
ground will cause frequency response peaking and pos
sible circuit oscillation, see OA-15 for more information. 
Comlinear suggests the 730013 Evaluation Board both as 
a guide for high-frequency layout and as an aid in device 
testing and characterization. 
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~Comlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• video distribution 
• multiple-line driver 
• analog bus driver 
• video signal multiplexing 
• DAC output buffer 
• CCDamplifer 

DESCRIPTION: 

Quad, Wideband 
Monolithic Op Amp 

FEATURES (typical): 
• SSMHz small-signal bandwidth (4Vpp) 
• 2000 V/JlS slew rate 
• ± SV to ± 1SV supplies 
• 100ns disable to high-impedance output 
• 8SmA continuous output current 
.0.02%/0.04° differential gain/phase 
• high common mode input voltage 

The CLC 430 is a high-speed, monolithic operational amplifier r-0'"J~:j;;jfrni1;;eciUei~iift:po;~W~2[0'7l 
employing Comlinear's proprietary current feedback architecture. 
Equipped with a very fast disable/enable feature, the CLC430 is 
designed specifically for video switching and distribution systems. 
The CLC430's high-speed operation includes a SSMHz small signal 
bandwidth (4Vpp) and a 2000V/JlS slew rate while requiring only 
11 mA quiescent current. Since the CLC430 is designed to operate 
over a wide range of supply voltages, there is little degradation in 
performance between ±SV and ±1SV operation. 

The CLC430 is designed to drive video speed signals through 
multiple 7SD. or SOD. channels while maintaining excellent 
differential gain and phase performance. The disable/enable feature 
allows the CLC430 to be used in video switching and multiplexing 
applications with its quick turn-off (100ns) and turn-on (200ns). 
Switched into disable mode, the CLC430 provides a high impedance 
output while drawing only 1.SmA supply current. Multiplexing video 'l:.il.il.il2.2.!!:l~~rJ~~~lli2.iJ.illlil2.j 
signals onto an analog bus can easily be achieved by combining t
parallel CLC430s to form a common output. And since "break before 
make" is guaranteed, the disable pins of the paralleled combination 
can be driven with the same signal source. 

Not Connected DIS 

Applications with large DC components, such as CCD amplifiers will 
enjoy the CLC430's high common mode input range and wide signal 
swing. 

The CLC430 is available in several versions to meet a variety of 
requirements. 

CLC430AJP 
CLC430AJE 
CLC430AIB 
CLC430A8B 

CLC430ALC 
CLC430AMC 

- 40'C to +8S'C 
- 40'C to +8S'C 
- 40'C to +8S'C 
- SS'C to + 12S'C 

-SS'C to +12S'C 
-SS'C to +12S'C 

8-pin plastic DIP 
8-pin plastic SOIC 
8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method S008, 
MIL- STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number S962-92030. 

Package Dimensions 
-I 0.030-0060 D5t-",o.76_1.521 

~::~:~--l f-- -1 t- ~1~~=~.~~ l&c 4 O.22D-O.31D 

T~~ I _Q."'-O.4~ 15.59-7>7) 
0.220-0280 I '( 0.300-0.325 ~ (9.8l!~~~t 0.015-0.060 t-=--~_j 
/559-711}I (7.62-6.26) O·200t~IO.38_1.52)11_.1 

1~ r-l I:: --'!,~Am-_Ji..:': 1--
0.370-0.460-" : : 0.125_ 02OO-f I, III • l;lO.300BSC I 

0.015-0.050 f--~1~1.." (---c:r-' 1..L D.D5D-I).OSO j3.18-i(8) ~U U ~ L I (7.62BSC\1 

10"l'.~1 m1 ro.145-0.200~~--TI1.~-2.rol J~- ~ l -~ I<- _.1--
~= \ I JJ3.66-5.08) I, I).lOOSSC 15'MAl( 1).008-1).018 

1 I '1).200-0.310\ (2.54BSC) (0.20-0.46) 
0.120-0.150 0015-002{) J (7.37-7.87), 0.014-0.026 
(3.0~-3.Bl) H -1f--'(0,38-0:S,\ f- '4 (0.36-0.66) .054 sse 

~~=~:~~~ (l37BSC) 

+Vcc 

Vnon-inv 

Vee Not Connected 

DIP and SO-8 versions 

f---O.066"---j 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 

NOTE: Backside 
connected to ~Vcc. 
!tis not 
necessary to 
electrically connect 
the backside to 
the minus supply. 
Contact Comlinear 
for complete die 
information. 

8-pin plastic DIP 8- in CERDIP 8- in lastie SOIC 
Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive • Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS430.01 January 1993 
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t -3dB bandwidth Vaut <4V\f.(note 1) 
Vaut <10 Pfr 

gain flatness' Vaut <4VOM note 1) 
t peaking DC to 1 Hz 
t peaking DC to 10MHz 
t rolloff DC to 20M Hz 

linear phase deviation DC t020MHZ 
diff. pos/neg sync 4.43MHz,150Q load 
diff. 4.43MHz,150Q load 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 10V step 
settling time to 0.05% 2V step 
overshoot 2V step, 1 ns rise/fall 
slew rate Vaut = ±10V 

t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,10MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp ,10MHz 

equivalent noise input 
voltage >1MHz 
inverting current >1MHz 
non-inverting current >1 MHz 
noise floor >1 MHz 
integrated input noise 1MHzto 100MHz 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature ooefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature ooefficient 
*input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
opower supply rejection ratio 
.common mode rejection ratio 

current no load 
current disabled 

sWrrCHING PERFORMANCE (break before make is guaranteed) 

tum on time 
tum off time 
off isolation 10MHz 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capacitance 
output voltage range RL=100Q 
output voltage range no load 
common mode input range 
output current 

output is short circuit protected to ground, 
however, maximum reliability is obtained if 
lout does not exceed... 125mA 

common mode input voltage 
differential input voltage 
maximum junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AJ/AI: 
ABlAUAM: 

storage temperature range 
lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) 

±Vcc 
±15V 

+175'C 

-40'C to -tS5'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 
- 65'C to + 150'C 

+3OO'C 

55 30 30 25 MHz SSBW 
27 20 20 16 MHz LSBW 

0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 dB GFPL 
0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 dB GFPH 
0.5 1.5 1.5 1.8 9B GFR 
0.3 1.8 1.8 2.3 LPD 
0.02 0.07/0.04 0.07/0.04 0.10/0.05 to DG 
0.04 0.20/0.07 0.20/0.07 0.25/0.15 DP 

10 16 
35 50 
0 8 
2000 1400 

40 34 
53 43 

3 3.5 
15 21 
4 7 

-151 -148 
63 90 

±2 ± 11 
±25 +50 
±3 ±22 
±10 ±1OO 
±3 ±18 
±10 ±1oo 
62 53 
62 52 
11 15 
1.5 2.5 

200 300 
100 200 
59 56 

8000 1500 
0.5 1.0 
±8 ±6 
±13 ±12 
±11 ±10 
±85 ±oo 

Notes: 
• AI,AJ 
t AJ 
t AI 
• N3 
t N3 
• AL,AM 

.. SMD 
note 1: 

note 2: 

14 16 ns 
50 60 ns 
5 8 % 
1500 1400 V/IlS 

34 34 dBc 
46 46 dBc 

3.5 4.0 nVl,!Hz 
18 21 pAliHz 
6 7 pANHz 

-148 -148 dBm,Hz 

90 90 IlV 

±7.5 ± 11 mV 
+50 Ilvrc 

±14 +10 !JA 
±ao nNC 

±14 ±12 !JA 
±50 nA'C 

56 53 dB 
54 52 dB 
12 12 mA 
2.0 2.5 mA 

300 350 ns 
200 200 ns 
56 56 dB 

3000 5000 ill 
1.0 1.0 pF 
±6 ±4 V 
±12 ±12 V 
±10 ±10 V 
±60 ±45 mA 

100% tested at +25'C, sample at +B5'C. 
Sample tested at +25'C. 
100% tested at +25'C. 
100% tested +25'C, -55'C, + 125'C. 
100% tested +25'C, sample at - 55'C, + 125'C. 
100010 wafer probed at +25'C to +25'C minimax 
specifications. 
Sample tested at +25'C, - 55'C, + 125'C. 

TRL 
TS 
OS 
SR 

HD2 
HD3 

VN 
ICI 
ICN 
SNF 
INV 

VIO 
DVIO 
IBN 
DIBN 
IBI 
DIBI 
PSRR 
CMRR 
ICC 
ICCD 

TON 
TOFF 
ISO 

RIN 
CIN 
VOL 
VO 
CMIR 
10 

Specification is guaranteed for V out = 4 V pp but is tested 
with VOU! = 0.63 V pp. 

Gain flatness test performed from 0.1 MHz. 
Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 3 - 11 B 
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"'----j---- DiS logic 

6.8.F 

-15V 

Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 

Enable/Disable Operation 
The CLC430 has a disable feature which allows several 
CLC430 outputs to be multiplexed on an analog output bus. 
When disabled, the CLC430 output and inverting input 
become a high impedance, and the amplifier quiescent power 
is reduced. The device is guaranteed to be disabled when the 
DIS line, pin 8, is grounded. An internal10kQ pull-up resistor 
ensures the amplifier is enabled when pin 8 is left floating or 
connected to the positive supply. Current, not voltage, 
determines the enabled state of the CLC430. Logic swings of 
OV to + Vee are required by the CLC430 disable pin. Open
collector TTL, or CMOS supplied from the same positive 
supply will effectively drive the disable feature of the CLC430. 

Break-before-make operation is desirable to prevent large 
transient currents between amplifier outputs connected to 
the same output bus. The turn-on vs. turn-off time of the 
CLC430 guarantees two amplifiers will not be enabled 
simultaneously when driven from the same decoder circuit. 
Refer to Figure 3A on the CLC410 datasheet for a typical 
multiplexing circuit. 

Feedback Resistor 
The loop gain and frequency response for a current 
feedback amplifier is determined predominantly by the, 
feedback resistor, RI. The datasheet electrical 
characteristics and typical performance plots, unless stated 
otherwise, specify a 750Q Rt. a gain of +2, and ±15V 
supplies. Frequency response at different gains and supply 
voltages can be optimized by using a different value for Rt. 
Generally, lowering Rt, will peak the frequency response and 
extend the bandwith, while increasing its value will roll off the 
response. For unity-gain voltage follower circuits a non-zero 
Rt must be used with current feedback amplifiers such as 
the CLC430. 

Application note OA-13 gives a detailed explanation of 
choosing Rt. The equations in the application note are to be 
considered as a starting point for the selection of Rt,and do 
not include the effects of parasitic capacitance at the 
inverting input, output, nor across the feedback resistor. The 
value for the inverting input impedance (Ri in OA-13) for the 
CLC430 is 60Q when supplied from ±15V, a little higher at 
lower supply Voltages. the following plot entitled 
"Recommended Rt, vs. Gain" is to be used to choose a 
value of Rf which will optimize the frequency response of the 
CLC430 over its entire recommended gain range. For ±5V 
operation a 675Q feedback resistor at a gain of ±2 gives 
best response. 
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"'---+--- DiS logic 

-15V 

Select RT to yield 
desired R in = RT II Rg 

Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 

Figure 3 
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Figure 3: recommend RI vs. Gain 

Differential Gain and Phase 
The differential gain and phase of the CLC430 driving one 
video load (RL=150Q) is specified and guaranteed on the 
Electrical Characteristics table. A Typical Performance plot 
shows differential gain and phase with the part driving from 
one to four video loads. The technique used for measuring 
differential gain and phase is described in detail in application 
note OA-08. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high-speed amplifier, careful attention to circuit 
board layout is necessary for best performance. Of particular 
importance is the control of parasitic capacitance at the 
output and inverting input pins. Protoboards, sockets, and 
wirewrap construction must not be used due to the excessive 
parasitic capacitance and inductance resulting from such 
circuit construction techniques. A good low-impedance 
ground plane, and high-frequency power supply bypassing 
immediately adjacent to the device pins are critical to 
realizing full performance. The key to successful circuit 
operation is to be aware of frequencies at which the amplifier 
has power gain, not simply the frequency of the input signal. 
A discussion circuit design and construction guidelines 
applicable to the CLC430 can be found in application 
note OA-1 5. 

Evaluation Board 
Evaluation boards (part number 730013 for through-hole and 
730027 for SOl C) for the CLC430 are available. This board 
can be used for fast, trouble-free evaluation and 
characterization of the CLC430, and as a template for 
engineers designing their own printed circuit boards. 
Applications schematics for this board can be found in the 
product accessories section of the Com linear databook. 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

High-Speed Output ~ 
Clamping Op Amp ~ 

APPLICATIONS: 
• residue amplifier in high-accuracy, 

subranging NO systems 
• high-speed communications 
• output clamping applications 
• pulse amplitude modulation systems 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC501 is a high-speed current-feedback op amp with the unique 
feature of output voltage clamping. This feature allows both the 
maximum positive (Vhlgh) and negative (VIow) output voltage levels to be 
established. This is useful in a number of applications in which 
"downstream" circuitry must be protected from overdriving input 
signals. Not only can this prevent damage to downstream circuitry, but 
can also reduce time delays since saturation is avoided. The CLC501 's 
very fast 1 ns overload/ clamping recovery time is useful in applications 
in which information-containing signals follow overdriving Signals. 

Engineers designing high-resolution, subranging A/D systems have 
long sought an amplifier capable of meeting the demanding require
ments of the residue amplifier function. Amplifiers providing the 
residue function must not only settle quickly, but recover from overdrive 
quickly, protect the second stage AID, and provide high fidelity at 
relatively high gain settings. The CLC501, which excels in these areas, 
is the ideal design solution in this onerous application. To further 
support this application, the CLC501 is both characterized and tested 
at a gain setting of +32-the most common gain setting for residue 
amplifier applications. 

The CLC501 's other features provide a quick, high-performance 
design solution. Since the CLC501 's current feedback design requires 
no external compensation, designers need not spend their time 
designing compensation networks. The small 8-pin package and low, 
180mW power consumption make the CLC501 ideal in numerous 
applications having small power and size budgets. 

The CLC501 is available in several versions to meet a variety of 
requirements. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 
CLC501 AJP - 40·C to + 85·C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC501AJE - 40·C to + 85·C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC501 AID - 40·C to + a5·C a-pin hermetic sidebrazed 

ceramic DIP 
CLC501A8D - 55·C to + 125·C 8-pin hermetic sidebrazed ceramic 

dip, MIL-STD-883, Level B 
Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number is 5962-
89974. 

FEATURES (typical): 
• output clamping (Vhlgh and Vlow) 
• 1 ns recovery from clamping/overdrive 
• 0.05% settling in 12ns 
• characterized and guaranteed at Av = + 32 
• low power, 180mW 

Pinout 

Not Connected 

+Vcc 

Vnon-inv Vout 

DIP and 50-8 Versions 

Package Dimensions 

, I- D.0548SC 
,~-:;",,~\,,37BSCI 

LI 111°·220-0.310 
,ii (5.59-7.87) 

~~ 
f--0.3a6-0.405~ 

(9.80-10.29) 

rsmr IRJ~-u-;-=! I~U_l 0.025-0.060 A 
MAX ~ I T (O.3B-1.52) 

11.125-0.200 
-.t. 13.18-5.DBJ 

o.~sc -l~~~~=~~ --1f--1o~=~:~ 
(2.54 BSC} 

8-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 

0.014-0.019 
(0~-~481 

n-l---~I ! 0.140-0.160 0.224~O.248 
I (3.55-4.05) 15.70-S.W) 

~llDl1~ I 
-.l~~1:~1--l t--

11~:~:~r_~Jio~:~:; i~ I 
! f-0.181-o.2IJ5--jT ~~:~::r '-----'_t·'::JI-~B·MAX 

(4.60-5.20) O.DIG-D,OSO"-
(0.40-1.27) 

8-pin plastic SOIC 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS 

Ambient Temperature CLC501AJ/AI 

Ambient Temperature CLC501A8 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
t-3dBbandwidth Vout<5Vpp 

-3dB bandwidth @Ay=+20,Vout<2Vpp 
gain flatness Vout<5Vpp 

t peaking' <15MHz 
t peaking >15MHz 
t rolloff' <30MHz 

linear phase deviation DCt030MHz 

TIME DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 

5Vstep 
settling time to ±0.05% 2Vstep 
overshoot 2Vstep 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 

equivalent input noise2 

noise floor >1MHz 
integrated noise 1MHzto 100MHz 

CLAMP PERFORMANCE 
overshoot in clamp 32x overdrive 
overload recovery from clamp 32x overdrive 
Vio drift after recovery 

* clamp accuracy >2x overdrive 
input bias current on VH, VL 
- 3dB bandwidth VL, VH =2Vpp 
useful clamping range VH or VL 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*input bias current non-inverting 
average temperature coefficient 

*input bias current inverting 
average temperature coefficient 

tpower supply rejection ratio 
~common mode rejection ratio 
*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 

capacitance 
output impedance aIDC 
common mode input range 
output voltage range no load 
output current -40°C to + 85°C 

-55°C to + 125°C 

Vee 
lout output is short circuit protected to 

ground, but maximum reliability will be 
maintained if lout does not exceed ... 

common mode input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
A8: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+ 300'C) 

±7V 

70mA 
±Vcc 

+ 175'C 

- 40'C to + 85'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 
- 65'C to + 150'C 

10sec 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice, 

TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS 

+ 25°C -40°C + 25°C + 85°C 

+ 25°C -55°C +25°C +125°C 

75 >60 >60 >45 MHz 
110 >85 >85 >55 MHz 

0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 dB 
0 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 dB 
0.2 <1.0 <1.0 <1.3 dB 
0.2 <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 

4.7 <5.8 <5.8 <7.8 ns 
5.5 <6.5 <6.5 <8.0 ns 
12 <18 <18 <24 ns 
0 <5 <5 <5 % 
1200 >800 >800 >700 V/p,,s 

-45 <-30 <-33 <-30 dBc 
-60 <-45 <-50 <-50 dBc 

-158 <-156 <-156 <-155 dBm(1Hz) 
28 <35 <35 <40 /LV 

5 <15 % 
1 <3 <3 <3 ns 
150 <200 <200 <200 /LV 
0.1 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 V 
20 <100 <50 <50 /LA 
50 MHz 

<±3.0 < ±3.3 < ±3.3 V 

1.5 <4.6 <3.0 <5.0 mV 
10 <20 <20 /LVrC 
10 <37 <25 <35 !LA 
100 <150 <100 nN°C 
10 <46 <30 <40 !LA 
100 <200 <100 nArC 
70 >55 >60 >60 dB 
70 >55 >60 >60 dB 
18 <25 <24 <24 mA 

150 >50 >100 >100 kO 
4 <7 <7 <7 pF 
0.2 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 n 
3.0 >2.0 >2.5 >2.5 V 

±3.5V >±3.0 >±3.2 >±3.2 V 
±70 >±35 >±50 >±50 mA 
±70 >±30 >±50 >±50 rnA 

recommended gain range: + 7 to + 50, - 1 to - 50 

NOTES: 
AI,AJ 

t AJ 
t AI 

100% tested at + 25'C, sample at + 85'C. 
Sample tested at + 25'C, 
100% tested at + 25'C, 
100% tested at + 25'C, - 55'C, + 125'C. 

SYMBOL 

SSBW 
SS20 

GFPL 
GFPH 
GFR 
LPD 

TRS 
TRL 
TSP 
OS 
SR 

HD2 
HD3 

SNF 
INV 

OVC 
TSO 
CDR 
VOC 
ICL 
CBW 
CMC 

VIO 
DVIO 
IBN 
DIBN 
IBI 
DIBI 
PSRR 
CMRR 
ICC 

RIN 
CIN 
RO 
CMIR 
VO 
10 
10 

A8 
t A8 
~ SMD 

100% tested at + 25'C, sample - 55'C, + 125'C. 
Sample tested at + 25'C, - 55'C, + 125'C, 

note 1: Gain flatness tests performed from 0,1 MHz. 
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See figure 3 for 
recommended clamp biasing. 
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Figure1: 
recommended non-inverting gain circuit 

Figure 2: 
recommended inverting gain circuit 

Figure 3: recommended clamp biasing lor 
clamp levels 01 +1Vand -2V 

Clamp Operation 
The maximum positive or negative excursion of the output voltage 
is determined by voltages applied to the clamping pins, VH and VL. 
VH determines the positive clamping level; VL determines the 
negative level. For example, if VH is set at + 2V and VL is set at - O.SV 
the output voltage is restricted within this -O.SV to +2V range. 
When the output voltage tries to exceed this level, the amplifier 
goes into "clamp mode" and the output voltage limits at the clamp 
voltage. 

Clamp Accuracy and Amplifier Unearity 
Ideally, the clamped output voltage and the clamp voltage should 
be identical. In practice, however, there are two sources of clamp 
inaccuracy: the inherent clamp accuracy (which is shown in the 
specification page) and resistor divider action of open-loop output 
resistance of 100 and the load resistor. Or, in equation form, 

Vou~ c'amp = (VH 0' L ± 200mV) RL +RL1 00. 

When setting the clamp voltages, the designer should also recognize 
that within about 200mV of the clamp voltage, amplifier linearity 
begins to deteriorate. (See plot on previous page.) 

Biasing VH and VL 

Each of the clamping pins is buffered internally so simple resistive 
voltage divider circuits work well in providing the clamp voltages 
(see Figure 3). The 100Q isolating resistor ensures stability when the 
clamp pin is connected to V c< or when the clamp pin is driven by an 
external signal source; in other situations, such as the one described 
in Figure 3, the isolating resistor is not necessary. 

VH should be biased more positively than VL. VH may be biased 
below OV; however, with this biasing, the output voltage will actually 
clamp at OV unless a simple pull down circuit is added to the op amp 
output. (When clamped against VH, the output cannot sink current) 
An analogous situation and design solution exists for VL when it is 
biased above Ov, but in this case, a pull up circuit is used to source 
current when the amplifier is clamped against VL. 

The clamps, which have a bandwidth of about SOMHz, may be 
driven by a high-frequency signal source. This allows the clamping 
level to be modulated, which is useful in many applications such as 
pulse amplitude modulation. The source resistance of the signal 
source should be less than 5000 to ensure stability. 

Clamp-Mode Dynamics 
As can be seen in the clamped pulse response plot on the previous 
page, clamping is virtually instantaneous. Note, however, thatthere 
can be a small amount of overshoot, as indicated on the specification 
page. The output voltage stays at the clamp voltage level as long 
as the product of the input voltage and the gain setting exceeds the 
clamp voltage. When the input voltage decreases, it will eventually 
reach a point where it is no longer trying to drive the output voltage 
above the clamp voltage. When this occurs, there is typically a 1 ns 
"overload recovery from clamp," which is the time it takes for the 
op amp to resume linear operation. The normal op amp parameters, 
such as the rise time, apply when the op amp is in linear operation. 

When the op amp is in clamp mode for more than about lOOns, a 
small thermal tail can be detected in the settling performance. This 
tail, which has a maximum value of 200/lV referred to the input, is 
proportional to the amount of time spent in clamp mode. In most 

applications, this will have only a minor effect. For example, in a 
system with a lOOns overdrive occurring with a duty cycle of 10%, 
the input-referred tail is 20/lV which is only 0.001% of a 2V signal. 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
Since the two inputs for the CLCS01 are quite dissimilar, the noise 
and offset error performance differs somewhat from that of a 
standard differential input amplifier. Specifically, the inverting input 
current noise is much larger than the non-inverting current noise. 
Also the two input bias currents are physically unrelated rendering 
bias current cancellation through matching of the inverting and 
non-inverting pin resistors ineffective. 

In Equation 3, the output offset is the algebraic sum of the equivalent 
input voltage and current sources that influence DC operation. 
Output noise is determined similarly except that a root-sum-of
squares replaces the algebraic sum. R. is the non-inverting pin 
resistance. 

Output Offset Vo = ± IBN X R, (1 + R,IR.) ± 
VIO (1 + RtlRg) ± IBI X R, 

PSRR and CMRR 

Eq. (3) 

The PSRR and CMRR performance plots on the previous page 
show performance for a circuit set at a gain of +32 and a source 
resistance of 00. In current feedback op amps, common mode and 
power supply variations manifest themselves in changes in the 
op amp's bias currents (IBI for the inverting input and IBN for the 
non-inverting input) and in the offset voltage (VIO). At DC, these 
values are: 

CMRR: AVIO 
130/lVIV 

PSRR: AVIO 
180/lVIV 

AVcm AVec 

AIBN 
6/lAIV 

AIBN 
3/lAIV 

AVcm AVec 

AIBI_ = 2IJAIV 
AVcm 

AIBI = 3IJAIV 
I>.Vec 

The total effect, as referenced to the input, is given by the following: 

PSRR: = -20 log [AVID + AIBN R + AIBI Re. 
AVec AVec· AVec 

CMRR = -20 log [AVIO + AIBN R + AIBI Re. 
AVcm AVcm • AVcm 

Where R. is the equivalent resistance seen by the non-inverting 
input and R .. is the equivalent resistance of R. in parallel with R,. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout will enhance 
performance. Ground plane construction and good power supply 
bypassing close to the package are critical to achieving full 
performance. In the non-inverting configuration, the amplifier is 
sensitive to stray capacitance to ground at the inverting input. 
Hence, the inverting node connections should be small with 
minimal coupling to the ground plane. Shunt capacitance across 
the feedback resistor should not be used to compensate for this 
effect. 

Evaluation PC boards (part number 730013 for through-hole and 
730027 for SOIC) for the CLCSOI are available. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• output clamping applications 
• high-accuracy AID systems (12-14 bits) 
• high-accuracy D/A converters 
• pulse amplitude modulation systems 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC502 is an operational amplifier designed for low-gain 
applications requiring output voltage clamping. This feature allows 
the designer to set maximum positive and negative output voltage 
levels for the amplifier - thus allowing the CLC502 to protect 
downstream circuitry, such as delicate converter systems, from 
destructive transients or signals which would otherwise cause 
saturation. The overload recovery time of only 8ns permits systems 
to resume operation quickly after overdrive. 

High-accuracy systems will also benefit from the CLC502's fast, 
accurate settling. Settling to 0.0025% in 25ns (32ns guaranteed 
over temperature), the CLC502 is ideal as the input amplifier in 
high-accuracy (12 bits and above) AID systems. Unlike most other 
high-speed op amps, the CLC502 is free of settling tails. And, as 
the settling plots show, settling to 0.01 % accuracy is an even faster 
18ns typical. 

The CLC502 is also useful in other applications which require low
gain amplification (± 1 to ± 8) and the clamping or overload recovery 
features. For example, even low-resolution imaging circuits, which 
often have to cope with overloading signal levels, can benefit from 
clamping and overload recovery. 

The CLC502 is available in several versions to meet a variety of 
requirements. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 

CLC502AJP 
CLC502AJE 
CLC502AID 

CLC502A8D 

-40°C to + 85°C 
-40°C to + 85°C 
-40°Cto + 85°C 

8-pin plastic DIP 
8-pin plastic SOIC 
8-pin hermetic side-brazed 
ceramic DIP 
8-pin hermetic Side-brazed 
ceramic DIP, MIL-STD-883, 
Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-91743. 

o 
Clamping, Low-Gain Op Amp ~ 

with Fast 14-bit Settling ~ 

FEATURES: 
• output clamping with fast recovery 
• 0.0025% settling in 25ns (32ns max.) 
• low power, 170mW 
• low distortion, -50dBc at 20MHz 

PINOUT 

DIP and 80·8 versions 

S-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP S-pin plastic SOIC 

Comlinear Corporation' 4S00 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO S0525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
08502.03 January 1993 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC502A8 + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Ambient Temperature CLC502AJ/AI + 25°C -40°C + 25°C + 85°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
t-3dB bandwidth YOU! <0.5Vpp 150 >100 >110 >100 MHz SSBW 

You, <5'?,p 65 >40 >40 >40 MHz LSBW 
gain flatness You, <0. iJH 

t peaking2 DC to 25 z 0 <0.4 <0.3 <0.4 dB GFPL 
t peaking >25MHz 0 <0.7 <0.5 <0.7 dB GFPH 
t rollof!2 OCt050MHZ 0.5 <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 dB GFR 

linear phase deviation DCt050MHZ 0.4 <1.2 <1.0 <1.2 LPO 

TIME DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
rise and fall time 0.5Vstep 2.7 <3.5 <3.2 <3.5 ns TRS 

5Vstep 5.0 <8 <8 <8 ns TRL 
settling time to ± 0.0025% 2Vstep 25 <32 <32 <32 ns TS14 

±0.01% 2Vstep 18 <25 <25 <25 ns TSP 
±0.1% 2Vstep 10 <15 <15 <15 ns TSS 

overshoot 0.5Vstep 0 <10 <10 <10 % OS 
slew rate 800 >500 >500 >500 VIpS SR 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -50 <-38 <-43 <-43 dBc H02 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -60 <-53 <-53 <-53 dBc H03 

equivalent input noise 
noise floor >lMHz -157 <-155 <-155 <-155 dBm(lHz) SNF 
integrated noise lMHzto 150MHz 40 <49 <49 <49 /LV INV 

differential gain' 0.01 % OG 
differential phase' 0.05 OP 

CLAMP PERFORMANCE 
overshoot in clamp 2x overdrive 5 <10 % OVC 
overload recovery from clamp 2x overdrive 8 <15 <15 <15 ns TSO 

*clamp accuracy 2xoverdrive ±0.2 <±0.3 <±0.3 <±0.3 V VOC 
input bias current on V h, V, 20 <75 <35 <35 ~ ICL 
-3dB bandwidth V,orVh = 2Vpp 50 MHz CBW 
clamp voltage range VhorV, <±3.0 <±3.3 <±3.3 V CMC 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
* input offset vOltage 0.5 <2.6 <1.6 <2.8 mV via 

average temperature coefficient 3 <12 <12 /LVrC OVIO 
* input bias current noninverting 10 <45 <25 <35 ~ IBN 

average temperature coefficient 100 <250 <100 nArC OIBN 
* input bias current inverting 10 <50 <30 <40 ~ IBI 

average temperature coefficient 100 <250 <100 nArC OIBI 
tpower supply rejection ratio 68 >55 >60 >60 dB PSRR 
+common mode rejection ratio 65 >55 >60 >60 dB CMRR 
*supply current no load 17 <23 <23 <23 rnA ICC 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non inverting input resistance 150 >50 >85 >85 kG RIN 

capacitance 3.5 <5.5 <5.5 <5.5 pF CIN 
output impedance aIDC 0.1 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 G RO 
common mode input range 3.0 >2.0 >2.5 >2.5 V CMIR 
output voltage range no load ±3.5V >±3.0 >±3.2 >±3.2 V va 
outout current ±55 >±25 >±45 >±45 rnA 10 

Vee ±7V recommended gain range: ±1 to±8 
lout output is short circuit protected to 

ground, but maximum reliability will be NOTES: 
maintained if 1""1 does not exceed ... 70mA AI,AJ 100% tested at + 25'C, sample at +85·C. 

common mode input vottage ±Vcc t AJ Sample tested at + 25·C. 
junction temperature + 175'C ! AI 100% tested at ... 25·C. 
operating temperature range A8 100% tested at + 25'C, - 55'C, + 125·C. 

AIIAJ: -40'C to ... 85'C t A8 100% tested at + 25'C, sample - 55'C, + 125·C. 
A8: - 55'C to + 125'C + SMD Sample tested at + 25'C, - 55'C, + 125·C. 

storage temperature range - 65'C to + 150'C note 1: Differential gain and phase measured at 
lead solder duration (+ 300'C) 10sec A., = +2V, R = 2500. 

note 2: Gain flatness tests begin at 0.1 MHz. 

RL = 1500. lV!R equivalent video signal, 
0-100 IRE, 40 E,'M 0 IRE = 0 volts, at 
750 load and 3.58 Hz. 

Com linear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 3 - 126 
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Clamp Operation 
The maximum positive or negative excursion of the output voltage is 
determined by voltages applied to the clamping pins, VH and VL. VH 
determines the positive clamping level; V L determines the negative level. 
For example, if VH is set at +2V and VL is set at -0.5V the output 
voltage is restricted within this -0.5V to +2V range. When the output 
voltage tries to exceed this level, the amplifier goes into "clamp mode" 
and the output voltage limits at the clamp voltage. 

Clamp Accuracy and Amplifier Linearity 
Ideally, the clamped output voltage and the clamp voltage should be 
identical. In practice, however, there are two sources of clamp 
inaccuracy: the inherent clamp accuracy (which is shown in the 
specification page) and resistor divider action of open-loop output 
resistance of Ion and the load resistor. Or, in equation form, 

RL 
Vout. clamp = (VH 0' L ± 300mV) RL + Ion. 

When setting the clamp voltages, the designer should also recognize 
that within about 200mV of the clamp voltage, ampJijier linearity begins 
to deteriorate. (See plot on previous page.) 

Biasing VH and VL 
Each of the clamping pins is buffered internally so simple resistive voltage 
divider circuits work well in providing the clamp voltages. VL and VH can 
be set by choosing the divider resistors using: 

VH=(5v)(~) VL=(-5V)( ~\ 
~+~ ~+~J 

As a general guideline, let R, + R2 ;;R3 + R.;;5kn. 

VH should be biased more positively than VL. VH may be biased below 
OV; however, w~h this biasing, the output voltage will actually clamp at 
OV unless a simple pull down circuit is added to the op amp output 
(when clamped against V H, the output cannot sink current). An analogous 
situation and design solution exists for VL when it is biased above OV, 
but in this case, a pull up circuit is used to source current when the 
amplifier is clamped against V L' 

The clamp voltage range rating is that for normal operation. Problems 
in overdriven linearity may occur if the clamps are set outside this 
range so this is not suggested under any conditions. If the clamping 
capability is not required, the CLC402 (low-gain op amp with fast 14-bit 
settling) may be the more appropriate part. 

The clamps, which have a bandwidth of about 50MHz, may be driven 
by a high-frequency signal source. This allows the clamping level to be 
modulated, which is useful in many applications such as pulse amplitude 
modulation. The source resistance of the signal source should be less 
than 500n to ensure stability_ 

Clamp-Mode Dynamics 
As can be seen in the clamped pulse response plot on the previous page, 
clamping is virtually instantaneous. Note, however, that there can be a 
small amount of overshoot, as indicated on the specification page. The 
output voltage stays at the clamp voltage level as long as the product of 
the input voltage and the gain setting exceeds the clamp voltage. When 
the input voltage decreases, it will eventually reach a point where it is no 

longer trying to drive the output voltage above the clamp voltage. When 
this occurs, there is typically a 5-10ns "overload recovery from clamp," 
which is the time it takes for the op amp to resume linear operation_ The 
normal op amp parameters, such as the rise time, apply when the op amp 
is in linear operation. 

Optimizing Settling Time Performance 
To obtain the best possible settling time performance for the CLC502, 
some add~ional design criteria must be considered, particularly when 
driving loads of less than 500n. When driving a loon load, a step of a 
few volts on the output will create a large step of current in the power 
supplies. In some cases, this step will cause a small ringing on the power 
supply due to the bypass capacitor (_I/LF) oscillating with the inductance 
in the power supply trace. The critical trace is the power supply trace 
between the two capaCitors (a trace inductance of 20nH will be enough 
to degrade settling. time performance). The frequency of the ring can be 
determined by 

and any reduction in this frequency will improve performance due to 
better power supply rejection at lower frequencies. To obtain the best 
performance, a small resistor, Ro, may be added in the trace to dampen 
the circuit (See Figure 3). An Ro of 5-1 on will result in excellent settling 
performance and will have only minor impact on other performance 
characteristlcs_ No provision for Ro has been made on the evaluation 
board available from Comlinear as part #730013. It can, however, be 
easily added by cutting a trace and adding a 5-10n reSistor, as shown 
in Figure 3, for both supplies. 

DC Accuracy and Noise 
Since the two inputs for the CLC502 are quite dissimilar, the noise and 
offset error performance differs somewhat from that of a standard 
differential input amplifier. The two input bias currents are physically 
unrelated rendering bias current cancellation through matching of the 
inverting and non-inverting source resistance ineffective_ 

In Equation 3, the output offset is the algebraic sum of the equivalent 
input voltage and current sources that influence DC operation. Output 
noise is determined simila~y except that a root-sum-of-squares replaces 
the algebraic sum. Rs is the non-inverting pin source resistance. 

Output Offset Vo = ± IBN x Rs(1 + R,IRg) ± 
VIO (1 + R,IRg) ± IBI x R, Eq. (3) 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout will enhance 
performance. Ground plane construction and good power supply 
bypassing close to the package are critical to achieving full performance. 
In the non-inverting configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to stray 
capacitance to ground at the inverting input. Hence, the inverting node 
connections should be small with minimal coupling to the ground plane. 
Shunt capacitance across the feedback resistor should not be used to 
compensate for this effect. 

The device is also very sensitive to parasitic capacitance on the output 
pin. The plots include a suggested series Rs to de-couple this effect. 
Evaluation boards (part number 730013 for through-hole and 730027 for 
SOIC) for the CLC502 are available. 
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High-Speed, Programmable-Supply 
Current, Monolithic Op Amp 

APPLICATIONS: 
• low-power/battery applications 
• remote site instrumentation 
• mobile communications gear 
• video switching matrix 
• phased-array radar 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC505 is a monolithic, high-speed op amp with a unique combination 
of high performance, low power consumption, and flexibility of operation. 
With a 10 to 1 range of supply current programmability (not preset currents, 
but rather a continuous range "programmed" with a single external resistor, 
Rp), this amplifier can be used in a wide variety of high-performance 
applications. Performance (typical) at any supply current is exceptional: 

Supply Current (Icc) 

parameter lmA 3.4mA 9mA Units 

-3dB bandwidth 50 100 150 MHz 
settling time 35 14 12 nsec 
slew rate 800 1200 1700 V/p.,sec 
output cu rrent 7 25 45 rnA 

Even at 10mW power consumption, the CLC505 provides performance 
far beyond other monolithic op amps, many of which consume nearly 100 
times as much power. 

The CLC505's combination of high performance, low power consumption, 
and large signal performance makes the CLC505 ideal for many demand
ing applications in which power consumption must be minimized. Ex
amples include a variety of remote site equipment such as battery-pow
ered test instrumentation and communications gear. Power is also critical 
in applications requiring many channels, such as video switching matrices, 
ATE, and phased-array radar systems. 

The CLC505 has been designed for ease of use and has been specified 
for design confidence and predictability. The following pages include 
three complete data sheets, one for operation at 1 rnA supply current, 
one at 3.4mA, and one at 9mA. Specifications are guaranteed and 
tested at all three supply currents. The CLC505 is also available in 
several versions specified by the three-letter suffix: 
CLC 505AJP ·40'C to +85'C 8-pin plastic DIP 
CLC505AJE -40'C to +85'C 8-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC505AID AO'C to +85'C 8-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 
CLC505A8D -55'C to + 125'C 8-pin hermetic side-brazed ceramic DIP, 

MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC505ALC -55'C to + 125'C dice 
CLC505AMC -55'C to + 125'C dice qualified to Method 5008, 

MIL-STD 883, Level B 
Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-90993. 

Package Dimensions 

:;"i:::~~U1"'---j l--:iO:::~: 
0,220-0.200 i 0 
(5.59-7.11). 0.300-0.325 1 ~."-8.2~ 

-.oj ~.~~~ 

Clr=~'""j-iITI'O'''''_0'310 I (5.59-7117) 

~cr,;;I.i 
j- ~~8~:1~~~ --1 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 10mW power consumption with 50MHz BW 
• single-resistor programming of supply current 
• 3.4mA Icc provides 100MHz bandwidth and 

14ns settling (0.05%) 
• fast disable capability 
• 0.04% differential gain at Icc = 3.4mA 
• 0.06° differential phase at Icc = 3.4mA 

PINOUT 

Not Connected I 

5 Not Connected 

DIP and 50-8 Versions 

Chip Topography 

aL v"' 
• ••• • + Vee 

• • VOU1 1 v~""' • • • ,v~ 

••• ~i" die 
identification 

1---0.054''------\ number 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to - V ce' 
It is not necessary 
to electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
minus supply. 
Contact Comlinear 
for complete die 
information. 

L?',?,V'i] r l 0.370-0.460 

0.015-0.050 ~-'-::JJ~1. --.1 'r-=------ ----'---- 0.050-0.080 
(Cl.38-1.27) 1''-- :~. lO.145-0.200~T (1.27-2.03) ::::-..±= , ,i 1!-\ ; .1.(3.'8-5.081 \ 

! T l 1 II 0.29II-Cl.31Cl 
0.120-Cl.1SO.L U J J U (7.37-787) 

r520~T ijf'j~-til':riJJ.. 0.025-0.060 R 
MAX-.L 11 i', '11 T (0.38-1.S2) ~ 

!I !I Ii 0.125-0.200 II 1 
U U U ,1.(3.18,5.081 II . 

(3.0S-3111) r--j --H--~~t~~r ~ .-.oj 
1l.()9(}-0.110 
(2.29-2.79) 

o.;aoisc~~ ~~~:~:~ --jr-~o~~:KUf 
(2.54BSC) 

8-pin plastic DIP 8-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 8-pin plastiC SOIC 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS 

AmbientTemperature CLC505A8IAUAM 

AmbientTemperature CLC505AJ/AI 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t-3dB bandwidth Vout<2Vpp 
-3dB large signal Vout<5Vpp 

gain flatness Vout<2Vpp 
t peaking4 <25/20/10MHz" 
t peaking >25/20/10MHz" 
t rolloit' <SO/40/20MHz" 

linear phase deviation DC to 50/40/20MHz" 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 2Vstep 

5Vstep 
settling time to 0.1/0.05/0.05%" 2Vstep 
overshoot 2Vstep 
slew rate (for A" + 2)' 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t 2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20110/5MHz" 
t 3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20110/5MHz" 

equivalent input noise 
noise floor >lMHz 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 200/200/100MHz" 

diflerential gain' 
diflerential phase' 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
§ * input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
§* input bias current non-inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
§* input bias current inverting 

average temperature coefficient 
t power supply rejection ratio 
• common mode rejection ratio 
§* supply current no load, quiescent 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
non-inverting input resistance 

capacitance 
output impedance at DC 
output vo~age range no load 
common mode input range for rated performance 
output current -40°C to +85°C 

-55°C to + 125°C 

Vee ±7V 
lout is short circuit protected to 

ground, maximum reliability 
maintained if lout does not exceed 
(except A8 should not exceed 35mA 
over military temperature range.) 

70mA 

common mode input voltage 
differential input voltage 
junction temperature range 
operating temperature range 

AIIAJ: 
A8/AM/AL: 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300'C) 

±Vee 
10V 

+17S'C 

-40'C to + 8S'C 
-SS'C to + 12S'C 
-65'C to + lS0'C 

10 sec 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

SUPPLY CURRENT Icc (TYP) = SmA 
Rp = 33kQ, RL = 250Q 

TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS 

+25°C -55°C + 25°C +t25°C 

+25°C -400C +25°C +85°C 

tSO >t15 >115 >100 MHz 
135 >95 >95 >80 MHz 

0 <0.4 <0.3 <0.4 dB 
0 <0.6 <0.5 <0.6 dB 
0.2 <1.0 <1.0 <1.3 dB 
0.6 <1.0 <1.0 <1.2 

2.3 <3.0 <3.0 <3.5 ns 
2.6 <3.7 <3.7 <4.4 ns 
12 <16 <16 <16 ns 
5 <15 <12 <15 % 
1700 >1000 >1200 >1200 V//Ls 

-50 <-40 <-45 <-45 dBc 
-65 <-55 <-55 <-55 dBc 

-156 <-154 <-154 <-153 dBm(lHz) 
50 <65 <65 <70 /LV 
0.04 % 
0.06 

2 <±12.8 <±8.0 <±14 mV 
30 <±50 <±50 /LVrC 
8 <±36 <±18 <±18 !LA 
80 <±225 <±100 nArC 
10 <±60 <±38 <±40 !LA 
80 <±275 <±125 nArC 
50 >45 >48 >45 dB 
50 >45 >48 >45 dB 
9 <11 <11 <12 mA 

1200 >400 >800 >1600 kohm 
1 <2 <2 <2 pF 
0.2 <1.2 <0.3 <0.2 ohm 

±3.3 >±2.8 >±3.0 >±3.0 V 
±2.2 >±1.5 >±1.8 >±2.0 V 
±45 >±20 >±36 >±36 rnA 
±45 >±18 >±36 >±36 rnA 

Recommended gain range: +2 to +21, -1 to -20 

NOTES: 
• AI,AJ 
t AJ 
t AI 

100% tested at +2S'C, sample at +85'C. 
Sample tested at +25'C, 
100% tested at +25'C, 
100% tested at +25'C, -5S'C, + 12S'C. 

SYMBOL 

SSBW 
LSBW 

GFPL 
GFPH 
GFR 
LPD 

TRS 
TRL 
TSP 
OS 
SR 

HD2 
HD3 

SNF 
INV 
DG 
DP 

VIO 
DVIO 
IBN 
DIBN 
IBI 
DIBI 
PSRR 
CMRR 
ICC 

RIN 
CIN 
RO 
VO 
CMIR 
10 
10 

AS 
t AS 

AL,AM 
100% tested at +2S'C, sample -55'C, + 125'C, 
100% wafer probe tested at +25'C to +25'C, 
minimax specifications. 

• SMD 

note 1: 
note 2: 
note 3: 

note 4: 

Sample tested at +25'C, -55'C, + 125'C. 

Not applicable due to output current limitations, 
See text on the back page of the data sheet 
Differential gain and phase is characterized with a 1 V pp 

equivalent video signal, 0-100 IRE, 40 I REpp' and 
OIRE = OV at the load resistor and 3.58 MHZ. 
Gain flatness tests performed from 0.1 MHz, 
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SUPPLY CURRENT Icc (TYP) = 3.4mA SUPPLY CURRENT Icc (TYP) = 1 rnA 
R. = 1ook.Q, RL = soon Rp = 300k.Q, RL = 1000n 

TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

+25°C -55°C +25°C + 125°C +25°C -55°C +25°C + 125°C 

+ 25°C -40'C +25°C + 85°C +25°C -40°C +25°C +85°C 

100 >80 >80 >65 50 >30 >35 >30 MHz SSBW 
80 >50 >50 >40 33 - , >20 >18 MHz LSBW 

0 <0.3 <0.2 <0.3 0 <0.2 <0.1 <0.2 dB GFPL 
0 <0.5 <0.4 <0.5 0 <0.3 <0.2 <0.3 dB GFPH 
0.2 <1.0 <1.0 <1.3 0.5 <1.0 <1.0 <1.3 dB GFR 
0.5 <1.0 <1.0 <1.2 0.3 <0.8 <0.8 <1.0 ° LPD 

3.5 <4.4 <4.4 <5.4 7 <12 <10 <12 ns TRS 
4.4 <7.0 <7.0 <8.8 9 -' <18 <20 ns TRL 
14 <22 <22 <22 35 <70 <60 <60 ns TSP 
2 <12 <10 <12 0 <8 <5 <8 % OS 
1200 >700 >800 >800 800 >500 >600 >600 Vips SR 

-55 <-40 <-45 <-45 -55 <-40 <-45 <-45 dBc HD2 
-65 <-55 <-55 <-55 -65 <-55 <-55 <-55 dBc HD3 

-155 <-153 <-153 <-152 -152 <-150 <-150 <-149 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
56 <70 <70 <80 55 <70 <70 <80 /l-V INV 
0.04 - - - 0.1 - - - % DG 
0.06 - - - 0.1 - - - ° DP 

3 <±11.8 <±7.0 <±13 3 <±13.0 <±7.0 <±14.5 mV VIO 
40 <±60 - <±60 50 <±75 - <±75 /l-VI"C DVIO 
2 <±12 <±6 <±6 1 <±5.0 <±2.5 <±2.5 P-A IBN 
30 <±75 - <±50 10 <±32 - <±30 nAI"C DIBN 
4 <±22 <±14 <±15 2 <±7.0 <±4.0 <±5.0 P-A IBI 
40 <±100 - <±60 20 <±38 - <±35 nAI"C DIBI 
50 >45 >48 >45 50 >45 >48 >45 dB PSRR 
50 >45 >48 >45 50 >45 >48 >45 dB CMRR 
3.4 <3.8 <3.8 <4.2 1.0 <1.4 <1.3 <1.4 mA ICC 

3000 >1000 >2000 >4000 7500 >2500 >5000 >10000 kohm RIN 
1 <2 <2 <2 1 <2 <2 <2 pF CIN 
0.2 <1.6 <0.5 <0.2 0.5 <3.0 <1.0 <0.5 ohm RO 

±3.3 >±2.8 >±3.0 >±3.0 ±3.3 >±2.5 >±3.0 >±3.0 V VO 
±2.2 >±1.5 >±1.8 >±2.0 ±2.2 >±1.5 >±1.8 >±2.0 V CMIR 
±25 >±10 >±18 >±18 ±7 >±3.0 >±5 >±5 mA 10 
±25 >±9 >±18 >±18 ±7 >±2.5 >±5 >±5 mA 10 

§ ALL versions: Parameter is 100% tested at + 25°C in 
die form at Icc = 1 mA, 3.4mA, and 
9mA. 

Conditions are different for the three supply currents: 

• AJ version: 

t AJ version: 

tAl version: 

" t A8 version: 

With Icc (TYP) =S.4mA, parameter is 
100% tested at +25'C and sample 
tested at -40'C and +85'C. 
With Icc (TYP) = 3.4 mA, parameter is 
sample tested at +25'C. 
With Icc (TYP) = 3.4 mA, parameter is 100% 
tested at +25'C and sample tested at -4O'C 
and+85'C. 

Icc 

9mA 
3.4mA 

1mA 

RL ROlIT Av 

fIl 75n 75n +2 
soon on +6 

1000n on +6 
RL 

WHh Icc (TYP) = 3.4 mA, parameter is 100% 
tested at +25'C, -55'C, and + 125'C. .. xx/yy/zz MHz Indicates that the CLC505 is specified at xxMHz 

for Icc = 9mA, yyMHz for Icc=3.4mA, and zzMHz for Icc=' rnA. 
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note: Cp may also be connected V~._ note: Cp may also be connected 

", 
0.1 ~F from pin 8 to ground 

6.8~ Figure 1: recommended non-inverting gain circuit 
-5V 

Description 
The CLC505 is a progammable-supply current, current
feedback operational amplifier. Supply current and con
sequently dynamic performance can be easily adjusted 
by selecting the value of a single external resistor (Rp). 
This capability is reflected in the datasheet by three com
plete sets of specifications, each at a different value of 
supply current. 

Selecting an Operating Point 
The operating point is determined by the supply current, 
which in turn is determined by current (Ip) flowing out of 
pin 8. As the supply current is reduced the following effects 
will be observed: 

Specification Effect as Icc decreases 
bandwidth decreases 
rise time 
output drive 
input bias current 
input impedance 

increases 
decreases 
decreases 
increases 
(see source impedance 
discussion) 

Both the specification pages and the plot pages illustrate 
these effects to help make the supply current vs. perform
ance tradeoff. Performance is specified and tested at 
Icc = 1 rnA, 3.4mA, and 9mA as indicated in the data sheet. 
(Note some test conditions and especially the load resis
tance are different for the three supply current settings.) 
The performance plots show typical performance for all 
three supply current levels (again, with different load resis
tors for the various supply currents). Finally, the last set 
of plots show graphically the relationship between the 
supply current (Icc) and various performance parameters, 
as well as Icc vs. the programming current, lpo 

When making the supply current vs. performance tradeoff, 
it is first a good idea to see if one of the standard operating 
points (Icc = 9mA, 3.4mA, or 1 rnA) fits your application. If 
it does, performance guaranteed on the specification 
pages will apply directly to your application. In addition, 
the value of Rp may be obtained directly from the specifi
cation page. 

The following discussion will assist in selecting Icc 
for applications that cannot operate at one of the 
specified supply current settings. 
The typical performance plots should be used to select a 
value of Icc suitable to your application's TYPICAL require
ment for critical specifications. Then, use the performance 
plots and the max/min limits on the specification pages to 
interpolate between values of Icc to estimate max/min val
ues in your application. 

From the selected value of Icc, the "programming current" 
(Ip) may be easily calculated: 

Ip=lcc I 39 

O.1IJ-F from pin 8 to ground 

6.8~ Figure 2: recommended inverting gain circuit 
-5V 

The plot of Icc vs Ip in the plot pages shows this relationship 
graphically. Knowing Ip leads to a direct calculation of Rp 

Rp= [( + Vcc-1.6)-Vn] I Ip 
Rp=8.4/lp (for +Vcc= +5V and Vn=-5V) 

V n is the voltage externally applied to Rpo (Throughout the 
data sheet and in most applications, Vn is -Vcc or more 
specifically, -5V.) The term (+ Vcc-1.6V) is the voltage at 
pin 8. 

Since the op amp side of Rp is very nearly at a fixed 
voltage (Vcc-1.6V), Ip is a function of Vn and Rp. Vn, there
fore does not have to be connected to -Vcc as long as Rp 
is chosen accordingly. This is beneficial in applications 
where non-standard supply voltages are used or when 
there is a need to power down the op amp via digital logic 
control. 

First, an operating point needs to be established as dis
cussed above. From this, Ip is obtained. Ip, in concert with 
the available Vn, determines Rpo 

Example 
An application requires that Vee = + 1-3Vand performance 
in the 1 rnA operating point range. The required Ip can 
therefore be determined as discussed above. 

Ip=26~ 
Rp is connected from pin 8 to -V cc and V cc = + I -3V. Now 
calculate Rp under new conditions: 

Rp=[( + Vcc-1.6V)-(-Vcc)] I Ip 
Rp=[( +3V-1.6V)-(-3V)] I 26~ 

Rp=169k!! 
The CLC505 will have performance similar to Rp = 300k!! 
shown on the datasheet, but with 40% less power dissipa
tion due to the reduced supply voltages. (The op-amp will 
also have a more restricted common-mode range and 
output swing.) This calculation is approximate and a pru
dent design would include substantial performance margin 
for maxImin limits. Comlinear application engineers are 
available for assistance. 

Dynamic Shutdown Capability 
The CLC505 may be powered on and off very quickly by 
controlling the voltage applied to R£. If Rp is connected 
between pin 8 and the output of a l;MOS gate powered 
from +1-5V supplies, the gate can be used to turn the 
amplifier on and off. This is shown in figure 3 below: 

-5pF 

~8 
CMOS logic gate of CLC505 
(with ±5V output swing) 

Figure 3: dynamic control of power consumption 
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When the gate output is switched from high to low, the 
CLCSOS will turn on. In the off state, the supply current 
typically reduces to 0.2mA or less. The speed with which 
the CLCSOS turns on or off is limited by the capacitance 
at pin 8. To improve switching time, a speed up capacitor 
from the gate output to pin 8 is recommended. The value 
of this capacitor will depend on the total capacitance con
nected to pin 8 and is best established experimentally. 
Turn-on and turn-off times of 100ns to 200ns are achiev
able with ordinary CMOS gates. 

Example: 
An open collector logic device is used to dynamically con
trol the power dissipation of the circuit. Here, the desired 
connection for Rp is from pin 8 to the open collector logic 
device. 

-~8 
Open collector of CLC505 
TTL gate 

Figure 4: controlling power on state with TTL logic 

When the logic gate goes low, the CLCS05 is turned on. 
Performance desired is that given for Icc=3.4mA under 
standard conditions. From the Iccvs Ip plot, Ip = 84/lA Then 
calculating Rp: 

Rp = [( + V cc -1.6V)-(V n)]/lp 
Rp = [( + SV -1.6V)-(0)]84/lA 

Rp = 40kO 

NOTE: The rapid turn on and off ability of the CLCSOS is 
not recommended for Signal isolation applications (such 
as multiplexing). While the power dissipation of the 
amplifier drops in the off state, the amplifier may still have 
some gain at low frequencies. 

Slew Rate 
Slew rate limiting is a nonlinear response which occurs 
in amplifiers when the output voltage swing approaches 
hard, abrupt limits in the speed at which it can change. 
In most applications, this results in an easily identifiable 
"slew rate" as well as a dramatic increase in distortion for 
large signal levels. The CLCSOS has been designed to 
provide enough slew rate to avoid slew rate limiting in 
most circuit configurations. The large signal (SVpp) 
bandwidth of 80MHz at Icc=3.4mA, therefore, is only 
slightly less than the 1 OOMHz small signal bandwidth. The 
result is a low-distortion, linear system for both small sig
nals and large signals. 

The CLCSOS reaches slew rate limits only for low non-in
verting gains. In other words, slew rate limiting is con
strained by common mode voltage swings at the input. 
(This is different from traditional slew rate constraints.) 
The large-signal frequency response plot at a gain of + 2 
shows a break in the response, which shows that a slew 
rate limit has been reached. Note also that the frequency 
response plots at gain of + 21 show that the large signal 
and small signal responses are nearly identical. 

primarily in composite video channels. They are measured 
by monitoring the gain and phase changes of a high fre
quency carrier (3.58MHz typically) as the output of the 
amplifier is swept over a range of DC Voltages. 

Specifications for the CLCSOS include differential gain and 
phase. The test signals used are based on a 1 V pp video 
level. Test conditions used are the following: 

DC sweep range: 0 to 100 IRE units (black to white) 
Carrier: 3.S8MHz at 40 IRE units peak to 

peak 
The amplifier conditions are significantly different for the 
three values of supply current specified. At Icc =9mA, the 
amplifier is specified for a gain of + 2 and 1S00 load (for 
a backmatched 7S0 system). IRE amplitudes at Icc = 9mA, 
are referred to the 7S010ad resistor. 

At Icc = 1 rnA and Icc = 3.4mA, the CLCS05 is less capable 
of driving a 1S00 load due to output current limitations. 
For this reason lighter loads are used and a termination 
resistor is omitted. The gain and load resistance for 
Icc = 3.4mA are Av = + 6 and RL = SOOO. The gain and load 
resistance for Icc = 1 mA are Av = + 6 and RL = 1 KO. 

Source Impedance 
For best results, source impedance in the non-inverting 
circuit configuration (see Figure 1) should be kept below 
SkO. Above SkO it is possible for oscillation to occur, 
depending on other circuit parasitics. For high signal 
source impedances, a resistor with a value of less than 
SkO may be used to terminate the non-inverting input to 
ground. 

Feedback Resistor 
In current-feedback op amps, the value of the feedback 
resistor plays a major role in determining amplifier 
dynamics. It is important to select the correct value resis
tor. The CLCSOS provides optimum performance with a 
1 kO feedback resistor. Furthermore, the speCifications 
shown on the previous pages are valid only when a 1 kO 
feedback resistor is used. Selection of an incorrect value 
can lead to severe rolloff in frequency response (if the 
resistor value is too large) or peaking or oscillation (if the 
value is too low). See Comlinear application notes AN 
and AN 300-1 for a complete discussion of current feed
back. 

Printed Circuit Layout 
As with any high frequency device, a good PCB layout 
will enhance performance. Ground plane construction and 
good power supply bypassing close to the package are 
critical to achieving full performance. In the non-inverting 
configuration, the amplifier is sensitive to stray capaci
tance to ground at the inverting input. Hence, the inverting 
node connections should be small with minimal coupling 
to the ground plane. Shunt capacitance across the feed
back resistor should not be used to compensate for this 
effect. 

Precision buffed resistors (PRP83S1 series from Precision 
Resistive Products) with low parasitic reactances were 
used to develop the data sheet specifications. Precision 
carbon composition resistors will also yield excellent re
sults. Standard spirally-trimmed RNSSD metal film resis
tors will work with a slight decrease in bandwidth due to 
their reactive nature at high frequencies. 

Differential Gain and Phase Evaluation PC boards (part number 730013 for through-
Differential gain and phase are measurements useful hole and 730027 for SOIC) for the CLC50S are 
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~Comlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• output amplification 
• arbitrary waveform generation 
• ATE systems 
• cable/line driving 
• function generators 
• SAW drivers 
• flash AID driving and testing 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC560 is a wideband dc coupled, amplifier that combines 
high output drive and low distortion. At an output of +24dBm 
(10Vpp into 50n), the -3dB bandwidth is 120MHz. As illustrated 
in the table below, distortion performance remains excellent even 
when amplifying high-frequency signals to high output power 
levels. 

Typical Distortion Performance 

Output 20MHz 50MHz 100MHz 
Power 2nd 3rd 2nd 3rd 2nd 3rd 

10dBm -60 -62 -50 -54 -54 -44 
18dBm -51 -48 -40 -40 -36 -29 
24dBm -46 -38 -33 -25 

With the output current internally limited to 250mA, the CLC560 
is fully protected against shorts to ground and can, with the 
addition of a series limiting resistor at the output, withstand 
shorts to the ± 15V supplies. 

The CLC560 has been designed for maximum flexibility in a 
wide variety of demanding applications. The two resistors 
comprising the feedback network set both the gain and the output 
impedance, without requiring the series backmatch resistor 
needed by most op amps. This allows driving into a matched 
load without dropping half the voltage swing through a series 
matching resistor. External compensation allows user 
adjustment of the frequency response. The CLC560 is specified 
for both maximally flat frequency response and 0% pulse 
overshoot compensations. 

The combination of wide bandwidth, high output power, and low 
distortion, coupled with gain, output impedance and frequency 
response flexibility, makes the CLC560 ideal for waveform 
generator applications. Excellent stability driving capacitive 
loads yields superior performance driving ADC's, long 
transmission lines, and SAW devices. A companion part, the 
CLC561, offers higher full power bandwidth for broadband 
sinusoidal applications. 

The CLC560 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology. The CLC560AI is specified over a 
temperature range of -25°C to +85°C, while the CLC560A8C is 
specified over a range of -55°C to +125°C and is fully compliant 
with MIL-STD-883, Level B. Both devices are packaged in 24-
pin, 600 mil wide, ceramic DIPs. The DESC SMD number is 
5962-90756. 

o 
Wideband, Low Distortion ~ 
DriveR-amps ~ 

FEATURES: 
• 120MHz bandwidth at +24dBm output 
• low distortion (2nd/3rd: 

-60/-62dBc @ 20MHz and 10dBm) 
• output short circuit protection 
• user-definable output impedance, gain, 

and compensation 
• internal current limiting 

Pinout 

All undesignated 
pins are intemally 
unconnected. May 
be grounded if 
desired. 

Package Dimensions,.,,,_,.,,, 

t::~j ~~~fIf11:~ 
PIo' ---I r 
IndllJl 0.508SC I L 0.139-0.192 

~
1'27Bsc)-r (3.53-4.88) 

I ~ 1°·225 
Ug-._~ 1. a. 
(O.38-1.91 j -r O.OI4-0~ 

O.I00BSC 
(2.54880) 

(0.36-0.66) 

LO.I65BSC 
(4.1988C) 

Com linear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS560.03 January 1993 
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NOTES TO THE ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The electrical characteristics shown here apply to the specific test conditions shown above (see also Figure 1 

in description of the operation). The CLC560 provides an equivalent, non-zero, output impedance determined by 
the external resistors. The Signal gain to the load is therefore load dependent. The Signal gain shown above 
(Av = + 10) is the no load gain. The actual gain to the matching 50 ohm load used in these specifications is half 
of this (+ 5). 

The CLC560 requires an external compensation capacitor. Unless otherwise noted, this has been set to 10.5pF 
for the frequency domain specifications (yielding a maximally flat frequency response) and 12.5pF for the time 
domain specifications (yielding a 0% small signal pulse overshoot response). 

Parameters preceded by an * are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested at 25°C on all versions. 
The A8C grade part is also 100% tested at -55°C and 125°C case temperature. 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Case Temperature CLC560A8 + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature CLC560AI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN (Maximally Flat Compensation) 
-3dB bandwidth 

*maximallyflatcompensation VouT<2Vpp (+ 10dBm) 215 >175 >185 >175 MHz SSBW 
0% overshoot compensation VOUT<2~p ( + 10dBm) 210 >170 >180 >170 MHz 
large signal bandwidth VolJT<10 pp (+24dBm) 120 >115 >100 >90 MHz FPBW 

(see Frequency Response vs. Output Power plot) 
gain flatness VouT<2V pp ( + 10dBm 

* peaking 0.1-50MHz 0 <0.50 <0.40 <0.50 dB GFPL 
* peaking >50MHz 0 <1.25 <0.75 <1.00 dB GFPH 
* roll off at 100MHz 0.1 <1.00 <0.75 <1.00 dB GFR 
group delay t0100MHz 3.1 - - - ns GD 
linear phase deviation t0100MHz 0.6 <1.7 <1.2 <2.7 ° LPD 
return loss (see discussion of Rx) to 100MHz -15 <-12 <-12 <-12 dB RL 

DISTORTION (Maximally Flat Compensation) 
2nd harmonic distortion 

*24dBm (10Vpp): 20MHz -46 <-36 <-36 <-33 dBc HD2HL 
* 50MHz -33 <-27 <-27 <-27 dBc HD2HM 
*18dBm(5Vpp): 20MHz -51 <-44 <-44 <-42 dBc HD2ML 
* 50MHz -40 <-35 <-35 <-30 dBc HD2MM 
* 100MHz -36 <-25 <-28 <-26 dBc HD2MH 
*10dBm (2Vpp): 20MHz -60 <-54 <-54 <-50 dBc HD2LL 
* 50MHz -50 <-43 <-43 <-40 dBc HD2LM 
* 100MHz -54 <-32 <-32 <-32 dBc HD2LH 
3rd harmonic distortion 

*24dBm (10Vpp): 20MHz -38 <-32 <-32 <-25 dBc HD3HL 
* 50MHz -25 <-21 <-21 <-20 dBc HD3HM 
*18dBm (5Vpp): 20MHz -48 <-42 <-45 <-42 dBc HD3ML 
* 50MHz -40 <-36 <-36 <-30 dBc HD3MM 

100MHz -29 <-25 <-25 <-25 dBc HD3MH 
*10dBm (2Vpp): 20MHz -62 <-58 <-58 <-57 dBc HD3LL 
* 50MHz -54 <-50 <-50 <-48 dBc HD3LM 

100MHz -44 <-40 <-40 <-36 dBc HD3LH 
2-tone 3rd order 
intermod intercept' 20MHz 40 >38 >38 >38 dBm IM3L 

50MHz 35 >32 >32 >32 dBm IM3M 
100MHz 25 >23 >23 >20 dBm IM3H 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS 

Case Temperature ClC560A8 + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature ClC560AI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

TIME DOMAIN (0% Overshoot Compensation) 
rise and fall time 

2Vstep 
10Vstep 

settlingtimetoO.1%(time<11LS) 5Vstep 
long term thermal tail (time>11LS) 5V step 
slew rate 10Vpp.175MHz 
overshoot 2Vstep 

maximally flat compensation 
0% overshoot compensation 

EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE 
voltage >100KHz 
inverting current >100KHz 
non-inverting current >100KHz 
noise floor >100KHz 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 200MHz 
noise figure >100KHz 

STATIC, DC 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*non-inverting bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
*inverting bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
*power supply rejection ratio (DC) 
*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS 
open loop current gain (± 2% tolerance) 

average temperature coefficient 
inverting input resistance ( ± 5% tolerance) 

average temperature coefficient 
non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capacitance to 100MHz 
output voltage range @ 150mA load current 
output current limit 

±Vcc (reversed supplies will destroy part) 
differential input voltage 

±20V 
±3V 

common mode input voltage 
junction temp. (see thermal model) 
storage temperature 
lead temperature (soldering 1 Os) 
output current (internally limited) 

NOTES: 

±Vcc 
+ 175°C 

-65°C to + 150°C 
+ 300°C 

±250mA 

1. Test tones are set ± 100kHz of indicated frequency. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

1.6 <2.0 
3.6 <3.8 
10 <15 
0.4 <0.5 
2600 >2300 

5 <13 
0 <5 

2.1 <2.5 
34 <40 
2.8 <4.5 

-159 <-157 
35 <45 
15 <17 

2.0 <14.0 
35 <100 
5.0 <35 
20 <175 
10.0 <50 
100 <200 
60 >58 
50 <60 

10.0 -
+0.02 <+.03 

14.0 -
+.02 <+.025 

700 >200 
2.3 <3.0 

±10.5 >10.0 
210 <250 

±Vcc 
lout 

<1.9 <2.0 
<4.5 <5.3 
<15 <25 
<0.5 <0.5 
>2000 >1800 

<10 <13 
<3 <5 

<2.5 <2.5 
<40 <45 
<4.5 <5.0 

<-157 <-157 
<45 <45 
<17 <17 

<5.0 <15.0 
- <100 

<20 <20 
- <100 

<30 <50 
- <200 

>58 >57 
<60 <65 

- -
- <+.02 
- -
- <+.025 

>400 >400 
<3.0 <3.0 
>10.0 >10.0 
<250 <250 

common mode input voltage 
output impedance 
gain range (no-load voltage gain) 
case temp. AI 

AS 
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UNITS SYMBOL 

ns TRS 
ns TRl 
ns TS 
% SE 
V/p.s SR 

% OSMF 
% OSZO 

nV/v'Hz VN 
pA/v'Hz ICN 
pA/v'Hz NCN 
dBm/(1Hz) SNF 
p.V INV 
dB NF 

mV VIO 
p.VI"C DVIO 
p.A IBN 
nAI"C DIBN 
p.A IBI 
nAI"C DIBI 
dB PSRR 
mA ICC 

mA/mA G 
%I"C DG 
0 RIN 
OI"C ORIN 
KO RNI 
pF CNI 
V VO 
ma OCl 

±10to±15 
:5±200mA 

<±(IVccl -6)V 
250 to 2000 

+5 to +SO 
-25°C to +S5°C 

-55°C to +125°C 

o ro 
CJ1 

~ 
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Frequency Response vs. Gain 
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SUMMARY DESIGN EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

Rt - Feedback resistor 
from output to 
inverting input 

Rg - Gain setting resistor 
from inverting input 
to ground 

ex = --=----
Ro 

300 (1 - !g ) - .~: - External 
compensation 
capacitor from 
output to pin 19 
(in pF) 

Where: 

and 

Ro - Desired equivalent output 
impedance 

Av - Non-inverting input to output voltage 
gain with no load 

G - Internal current gain from inverting 
input to output = 10 ± 1 % 

Ri - Internal inverting input impedance 
= 140±S% 

Rs - Non-inverting inputtermination 
resistor 

RL - Load Resistor 
AL - Voltage gain from non-inverting 

input to load resistor 

CLC560 Description of Operation 
Looking at the circuit of Figure 1 (the topology and 
resistor values used in setting the data sheet 
specifications), the CLC560 appears to bear a strong 
external resemblance to a classical op amp. As shown 
in the simplified block diagram of Figure 2, however, 
it differs in severa.1 key areas. Principally, the error 
signal is a current into the inverting input (current 
feedback) and the forward gain from this current to 
the output is relatively low, but very well controlled, 
current gain. The CLC560 has been intentionally 
designed to have a low internal gain and a current 
mode output in order that an equivalent output 
impedance can be achieved without the series 
matching resistor more commonly required of low 
output impedance op amps. Many of the benefits of 
a high loop gain have, however, been retained through 
a very careful control of the CLC560's internal 
characteristics. 

The feedback and gain setting resistors determine 
both the output impedance and the gain. Rf 
predominately sets the output impedance (Ro), while 
Rg predominately determines the no load gain (A,,). 
Solving for the required Rf and Rg, given a desired 
Ro and A", yields the design equations shown below. 
Conversely, given an Rf and Rg, the performance 
equations show that both Rf and Rg play a part in 
setting Ro and Av. Independent Ro and Av adjustment 
would be possible if the inverting input impedance 

(R;) were 0 but, with R; = 140 as shown in the 
specification listing, independent gain and output 
impedance setting is not directly possible. 

Vi 
(Pi )0--,.--'''-1 

(500) 

(4100) Resistor Values 
(400) Rg +--_.------, shown result in: 

68 F Ro=SOO 
-,.~+ . ~ 
J--. Av= +10 

(no-load gain) 

AL= +S[14dB] 
(gain to son 
load) 

Figure 1: Test Circuit 

Design Equations 

R _ Rt-Ro 
g- Av-1 

Performance Equations 

G+1 +Ri 
Rg 

Where: 

G=forward current gain 
(=10) 

Ri=inverting node input 
resistance (= 140) 

Ro=desired output 
impedance 

Av=desired non-inverting 
voltage gain with no load 

Simplified Circuit Description 
Looking at the CLC560's simplified schematic in 
Figure 2, the amplifier's operation may be described. 
Going from the non-inverting input at pin 8 to the 
inverting input at pin 18, transistors Q1 - Q4 act as 
an open loop unity gain buffer forcing the inverting 
node voltage to follow the non-inverting voltage input. 
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Transistors 03 and 04 also act as a low impedance 
(14,nlooking into pin 18) path for the feedback error 
current. This current, (ierr) , flows through those 
transistors into a very well defined current mirror 
having a gain of 10 from this error current to the 
output. The current mirror outputs act as the amplifier 
output. 

The input stage bias currents are supply voltage 
independent. Since these set the bias level for the 
whole part, relatively constant performance over 
supply voltage is achieved. A current sense in the 
error current leg of the 10X current mirror feeds back 
to the bias current setup providing a current shutdown 
feature when the output current approaches 250mA. 

5pF ex ,l.lo 

19 
23!O Vi Vo 

Rf 

5pF 
,l.lo ,l. 

Figure 2: Simplified Circuit Diagram 

Developing the Performance Equations 
The CLC560 is intended to provide both a controllable 
voltage gain from input to output as well as a 
controllable output impedance. It is best to treat these 
two operations separately with no load in place. Then, 
with the no-load gain and output impedance 
determined, the gain to the load will simply be the 
no-load gain attenuated by the voltage divider formed 
by the load and the equivalent output impedance. 

Figure 3 steps through the output impedance 
development using an equivalent model of Figure 2. 
Offering an equivalent, non-zero, output impedance 
into a matched load allows the CLC560 to operate at 
lower internal voltage swings for a given desired swing 
at the load. This allows higher voltage swings to be 
delivered at the load for a given power supply voltage 
at lower distortion levels than an equivalent op amp 
needing to generate twice the voltage swing actually 
desired at the matched load. This improved distortion 
is specified and tested over a wide range as shown 
in the specification listing. 

Get both Vo and 10 into terms of just the error current, 
iem using 

V- = ierr Ri and 

1I=lerr+-=lerr +-.. v-. (1 Ri) 
Rg Rg 

and 

lo=Gierr+it=ierr[G+1 + :~ ] 

then 

G + 1 + ~ 
Rg 

note that Rol = ~ 
G+1 

Ri=O 

Figure 3: Output Impedance Derivation 

Note that the Ro expression simplifies considerably 
if Ri = O. Also note that if the forward current gain 
were to go to infinity, the output impedance would 
go to O. This would be the normal op amp topology 
with a very high internal gain. The CLC560 achieves 
a non-zero Ro by setting the internal forward gain 
to be a low, well controlled, value. 

Developing the No-Load Gain Expression 
Taking the output impedance expression as one 
constraint setting the external resistor values, we 
now need to develop the no-load voltage gain 
expression from the non-inverting input to the output 
as the other constraint. Figure 4 shows the derivation 
of the no load gain. 
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Recognize that [taking Vi positive] 

Vo=V-+Gierr Rt 

Solving for V- from two directions 
V-=Vi-ierr Ri = (G+1) ierr Rg 

solving for ierr from this 

(G+1) Rg + Ri 

No load gain 
A ~ Vo 

v Vi 

and, substituting for V-and ierr in the original Vo expression 
V R GRt Vi V =V.- I I +~~~~~ 

o I (G+1) Rg+Ri (G+1) Rg+Ri 

which simplifies to 

V =V [1+ ~-=-L] 
o I (G+1) Rg+Ri 

Rt pulling an ~ out of the fraction 
Rg 

[ 
G-~ J Vo Rt Rt A =~= 1+~ 

v Vi Rg G+1+ =~ 

note that Av I =1+~ (~G~) 
Rg G+1 

Ri=O 
Figure 4: Voltage Gain Derivation 

Note again that if Ri = 0 this expression would simplify 
considerably. Also, if G were very large the voltage 
gain expression would reduce to the familiar non
inverting op amp gain equation. These. two 
performance equations, shown below, provide a 
means to derive the design equations for Rt and Rg 
given a desired no load gain and output impedance. 
The details of that derivation may be found in 
Application Note OA-10. 
Performance Equations 

Rt+Ri(1+~) 
Rg 

Design Equations 

Rt={G+1) Ro-Av Ri 

R = Rt-Ro 
9 Av- 1 

Equivalent Model . . 
Given that the physical feedback and gain setting 
resistors have been determined in accordance with 
the design equations shown above, an equivalent 
model may be created for the gain to the load where 
the amplifier block is taken as a standard op a~p. 
Figure 5 shows this analysis model and the resulting 
gain equation to the load. 

Vi 

Rg 

+ 
Classical 
op-amp 

Substituting in for Rt and Rg with their design equation 
yields 

Vo = Av~ =AL (gain to load) 
Vi RL +Ro 

Figure 5: Equivalent Model 

This model is used to generate the DC error and 
noise performance equations. As with any equivalent 
model, the primary intent is to match the external 
terminal characteristics recognizing that the model 
distorts the internal currents and voltages. In this 
case, the model would incorrectly predict the output 
pin voltage swing for a given swing at the. load. But 
it does provide a simplified means of getting to the 
external terminal characteristics. 

External Compensation Capacitor (Cx) 
As shown in the test circuit of Figure 1, the CLC560 
requires an external compensation capacitor from 
the output to pin 19. The recommended values 
described here assume that a maximally flat 
frequency response into a matched load is desired. 
The required Cx varies widely with the desired value 
of output impedance and to a lesser degree on the 
desired gain. Note from Figure 2, the simplified 
internal schematic, that the actual total compensation 
(CI ) is the series combination of Cx and the internal 
10pF from pin 19 to the compensation nodes. The 
total compensation (CI ) is developed in two steps as 
shown below. 

C1 = 300 ( 1 -~) pF intermediate equation 
Ro Rg 

Ct C1 pF total compensation 
1 + (.02) C1 
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With this total value derived, the required external 
Cx is developed by backing out the effect of the 
internal 10pF. This, and an expression for the 
external Cx without the intermediate steps are shown 
below. 

C=~ 
x 10-C, 

or 

--------pF 
___ R-"-o ____ .08 

300 (1- !J 
The plot of Figure 6 shows the required Cx vs. gain 
for several desired output impedances using the 
equations shown above. Note that for lower Ro's, Cx 
can get very large. But, since the total compensation 
is actually the series combination of Cx and 10pF, 
going to very high Cx's is increasingly ineffective as 
the total compensation is only slightly changed. This, 
in part, sets the lower limits on allowable Ro. 

External Compensation Capacitor 
20", 
18' 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
No Load Voltage Gain 

Figure 6: External Compensation Capacitance (Cx) 

A 0% small signal overshoot response can be 
achieved by increasing Cx slightly from the maximally 
flat value. Note that this applies only for small signals 
due to slew rate effects coming into play for large, 
fast edge rates. 

Beyond the nominal compensation values developed 
thus far, this external Cx provides a very flexible 
means for tailoring the frequency response under a 
wide variety of gain and loading conditions. It is 
oftentimes useful to use a small adjustable cap in 
development to determine a Cx suitable to the 
application, then fixing that value for production. An 
excellent 5pF to 20pF trimmer cap for this is a 
Sprague-Goodman part #GKX20000. 

When the CLC560 is used to drive a capacitive load, 
such as an ADC or SAW device, the load will act to 
compensate the response along with CX' Generally, 
considerably lower Cx values are required than the 
earlier development would indicate. This is 
advantageous in that a low Ro would be desired to 
drive a capacitive load which, without the 
compensating effect of load itself, would otherwise 
require very large Cx values. 

o 
Gain and Output Impedance Range r
Figure 7 shows a plot of the recommended gain and ~ 
output impedances for the CLC560. Operation outside en 
of this region is certainly possible with some 0 
degradation in performance. Several factors 
contribute to set this range. At very low output 
impedances, the required value of feedback resistor 
becomes so low as to excessively load the output 
causing a rapid degradation in distortion. The 
maximum Ro was set somewhat arbitrarily at 200n. 
This allows the CLC560 to drive into a 2:1 step down 
transformer matching to a 50n load. (This offers 
some advantages from a distortion standpoint. See 
Application Note OA-10 for details.) 

~dedGainandOulput ....... ce_ 
100,;,:; 
90 

70 

60 
50 
40 
30, 

20. 
10 

°O""2();f0 60 80 100120140160180'2~ 
Output Impsdance (O's) 

Figure 7: 
Recommended Gain and Output Impedance Range 

For a given Ro, the minimum gain shown in Figure 
7 has been set to keep the ~ivalent input noise 
voltage less than 4nV/YHz. Generally, the 
equivalent input noise voltage decreases with higher 
signal gains. The high gain limit has been set by 
targeting a minimum Rg of 10n or a minimum Rf of 
100n. 

Amplifier Configurations (Additional discussion in 
Application Note OA-10) 
The CLC560 is intended for a fixed, non-inverting, 
gain configuration as shown in Figure 1. The CLC561 
offers an enhanced slew rate at the expense of higher 
long-term thermal tail in the pulse response than the 
CLC560. Due to its low internal forward gain, the 
inverting node does not present a low impedance, 
or virtual ground, node. Hence, in an inverting 
configuration, the signal's source impedance will see 
a finite load whose value depends on the output 
loading. Inverting mode operation can be best 
achieved using a wideband, unity gain buffer with 
low output impedance, such as the CLC110, to 
isolate the source from this varying load. A DC level 
can, however, be summed into the inverting node to 
offset the output either for offset correction or signal 
conditioning. Application Note OA-10 describes this 
and a composite amplifier structure that enhances 
the DC and gain accuracy characteristics of the 
CLC560. 
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Accuracy Calculations 
Several factors contribute to limit the achievable 
CLC560 accuracy. These include the DC errors, 
noise effects, and the impact internal amplifier 
characteristics have on the signal gain. Both the 
output DC error and noise model may be developed 
using the equivalent model of Figure 5. Generally, 
non-inverting input errors show up at the output with 
the same gain as the input Signal, while the inverting 
current errors have a gain of simply (R,-Ro) to the 
output voltage (neglecting the Ro to RL attenuation). 

Output DC offset: 
The DC error terms shown in the specification listing 
along with the model of Figure 5 may be used to 
estimate the output DC offset voltage and drift. Each 
term shown in the specification listing can be of either 
polarity. While the equations shown below are for 
output offset voltage, the same equation may be used 
for the drift with each term replaced by its temperature 
drift value shown in the specification listing. 

Output DC offset 

Where: Ibn == non-inverting bias current 
Ibi == inverting bias current 
Vio == input offset voltage 

An example calculation for the circuit of Figure 1 
using typical 25°C DC error terms and Rs = 25il 
RL = 50il yields 

Vo I ~~ (SpA·2S0±2.0mV) 10±10pA(3600)] y= ± 12.4mV 

attenuation between Ro and RL 

Recall that the source impedance, Rs, includes both 
the terminating and Signal source impedance and 
that the actual DC level to the load includes the 
voltage divider between Ro and RL. Also note that 
for the CLC560, as well as for all current feedback 
amplifiers, the non-inverting and inverting bias 
currents do not track each other in either magnitude 
or polarity. Hence, there is no meaning in an offset 
current specification, and source impedance 
matching to cancel bias currents is ineffective. 

Noise Analysis: 
Although the DC error terms are in fact random, the 
calculation shown above assumes they are all 
additive in a worst case sense. The effect of all the 
various noise sources are combined as a root sum 
of squared terms to get an overall expression for the 
spot noise voltage. The circuit of Figure 8 shows the 
equivalent circuit with all the various noise voltages 
and currents included along with their gains to the 
output. 

Rs en; 
+ 

Y4kTRs * Classical 
op-amp 

v4kT(R, -Ro) 
* 

~* Rg 
RrRo 

Rg 

Where: 
eni - non-inverting input voltage noise 
ini - non-inverting input current noise 
ii - inverting input current noise 
V 4kTRs - source resistance voltage 

noise 
V 4kT/Rg - gain setting resistor 

noise current 
Vr:4~kT=(=Rf---=RC-Co) - feedback resistor 

voltage noise 

Y4kTRo 
eo 

Ro 

Gain to eo 
Av 

AvRs 
R,-Ro 

Av 

V 4k TRo - output resistor voltage noise 

Figure 8 

To get an expression for the equivalent output noise 
voltage, each of these noise voltage and current terms 
must be taken to the output through their appropriate 
gains and combined as the root sum of squares. 

eO=V(eni2 +(in;Rd + 4kTRs)A/+i;2(Rf -Ra)2 ••• 

+ 4kT(Rf -Ra)Av+ 4kTRo 

Where the 4kT(R,-Ro)Av term is the combined noise 
power of Rg and R,- Ro. 

It is often more useful to show the noise as an 
equivalent input spot noise voltage where every term 
shown above is reflected to the input. This allows a 
direct measure of the input signal to noise ratio. This 
is done by dividing every term inside the radical by 
the signal voltage gain squared. This, and an 
example calculation for the circuit of Figure 1, are 
shown below. Note that RL may be neglected in this 
calculation. 

4kT(Rf -Ra) + 4kTRo 

Av Av2 

For the circuit of Figure 1, the equivalent input noise 
voltage may be calculated using the data sheet spot 
noises and Rs = 25il, RL = 00. Recall that 
4kT=16E-21J. All terms cast as (nvtVRZ)2 

V 222222 en= (2.1) +(.07) +(.632) +(1.22) +(.7S9) +(.089) 

=2.62nV/V"HZ 
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Gain Accuracy (DC): 
A classical op amp's gain accuracy is principally set 
by the accuracy of the external resistors. The CLCS60 
also depends on the internal characteristics of the 
forward current gain and inverting input impedance. 
The performance equations for Av and Ro along with 
the Thevinin model of Figure S are the most direct 
way of assessing the absolute gain accuracy. Note 
that internal temperature drifts will decrease the 
absolute gain slightly as the part warms up. Also 
note that the parameter tolerances affect both the 
signal gain and output impedance. The gain 
tolerance to the load must include both of these 
effects as well as any variation in the load. The impact 
of each parameter shown in the performance 
equations on the gain to the load (ALl is shown below. 
Increasing current gain G Increases AL 
Increasing inverting input Ri Decreases AL 
Increasing Rf Increases AL 
Increasing Rg DecreasesAL 

Applications Suggestions 

Driving a capacitive load: 
The CLCS60 is particularly suitable for driving a 
capacitive load. Unlike a classical op amp (with an 
inductive output impedance), the CLCS60's output 
impedance, while starting out real atthe programmed 
value, goes somewhat capacitive at higher 
frequencies. This yields a very stable performance 
driving a capacitive load. The overall response is 
limited by the (1 IRC) bandwidth set by the CLCS60's 
output impedance and the load capacitance. It is 
therefore advantageous to set a low Ro with the 
constraint that extremely low Rf values will degrade 
the distortion performance. Ro = 2Sfl was selected 
for the data sheet plots. Note from distortion plots 
into a capacitive load that the CLCS60 achieves 
better than 60dBc THD (10 bits) driving 2Vpp into a 
SOpF load through 30M Hz. 

Improving the output impedance match vs. 
frequency - Using Rx: 
Using the loop gain to provide a non-zero output 
impedance provides a very good impedance match 
at low frequencies. As shown on the Output Return 
Loss plot, however, this match degrades at higher 
frequency. Adding a small external resistor in series 
with the output, Rx, as part of the output impedance 
(and adjusting the programmed Ro accordingly) 
provides a much better match over frequency. Figure 
9 shows this approach. 

With: 

(') 

Increasing Rx will decrease the achievable voltage h 
swing at the load. A minimum Rx should be used CJ1 
consistent with the desired output match. As ~ 
discussed in the thermal analysis discussion, Rx is 
also very useful in limiting the internal power under 
an output shorted condition. 

Interpreting the Slew Rate: 
The slew rate shown in the data sheet applies to the 
voltage swing at the load for the circuit of Figure 1. 
Twice this value would be required of a low output 
impedance amplifier using an external matching 
resistor to achieve the same slew rate at the load. 

Layout Suggestions: 
The fastest fine scale pulse response settling 
requires careful attention to the power supply de-
coupling. Generally, the larger electrolytic capacitor 4 
ground connections should be as near the load 
ground (or cable shield connection) as is reasonable, 
while the higher frequency ceramic de-coupling caps 
should be as near the CLCS60's supply pins as 
possible to a low inductance ground plane. 

Evaluation Boards and Encased Versions: 
An evaluation board (showing a good high frequency 
layout) for the CLCS60 is available. This board may 
be ordered as part #730019. In addition, encased 
versions of the CLCS60 are also available. These 
are modular amplifiers similar to Comlinear's other 
E-series parts. 

Thermal Analysis and Protection 
A thermal analysis of a chip and wire hybrid is 
directed at determining the maximum junction 
temperature of all the internal transistors. From the 
total internal power dissipation, a case temperature 
may be developed using the ambient temperature 
and the case to ambient thermal impedance. Then, 
each of the dominant power dissipating paths are 
considered to determine which has the maximum 
rise above case temperature. 

The thermal model and analysis steps are shown 
below. As is typical, the model is cast as an electrical 
model where the temperatures are voltages, the 
power dissipators are current sources, and the 
thermal impedances are resistances. Refer to the 
summary design equations and Figure 1 for a 
description of terms. 

Case Temperature 
Tj(x) MAX =175°C Case to Ambient 
r--__ r-__ -+_T..:..c _"'-V---'V'v--, Thermal Impedance 

0 CA 

Ro = CLC560 output t 
impedance t P(CirCUil) Ambient 

Temperature 
and Ro+ Rx=RL 

Figure 9 generally 
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10 = V clReq total output current 

[ RIAL] 
with Req = RL II AL -1 total load 

It = 112(10 + Vla2 + (.06)2 total internal output stage current 

Pq=.2 " t ' (Vcc-1.4-17.30 • 't) 
power in hottest internal junction prior to output stage 

Pcircuit=1.3· Vee' (2 ·'t-la+19.2mA)-Pt-Pq 
power in remainder of circuit [note Vcc= I-Vccll 

Note that the Pt and P q equations are written for 
positive Vo' Absolute values of - V CC' Vo' and '0 
should be used for a negative going Vo since we are 
only interested in delta V's. For bipolar swings, the 
two powers for each output polarity are developed 
as shown above then ratioed by the duty cycle. 
Having the total internal power, as well as its 
component parts, the maximum junction temperature 
may be computed as follows. 

T c = T A + (P q + PT + P circuit) • 0CA Case Temperature 

0CA = 35°CIW for the CLC560 with no heatsink in still air 

Tj(t) = T c + Pt • 20°CIW 
output transistor junction temperature 

Tj(q)=Tc+ Pq• 200°CIW 
hottest internal junction temperature 

The Limiting Factor for Output Power is 
Maximum Junction Temperature 
Reducing Sea through either heatsinking and/or 
airflow can greatly reduce the junction temperatures. 
One effective means of heatsinking the CLC560 is to 
use a thermally conductive pad under the part from 
the package bottom to a top surface ground plane 
on the component side. Tests have shown a Sea of 
24'C in stili air using a "Sil Pad" available from 
Bergquist (800-347-4572) as Comlinear part 
#550006. 

As an example of calculating the maximum internal 
junction temperatures, consider the circuit of Figure 1 
driving ± 2.5V, 50% duty cycle, square wave into a 
50n load. 

Req = 500 II [4100' 5 ]= 45.60 
5-1 

10 = 2.5V/(45.60) =54.9mA 

IT = 1f2(54.9mA + V (54.9mA)2 + (.06)2) = 68.1 mA 

PT = 68.1mA[15-2.5-.7-15.30·68.1mA] = 733mW 
total power in both sides of the output stage 

Pq = .2·68.1mA[15-1.4-17.3,{}·68.1mA] = 169mW 
total power in both sides of hottest junctions prior to 
output stage 

P circuit = 1.3· (15) • [2 • 68.1 mA - 54.9mA + 19.2mA] 
- 733mW - 169mW = 1.058W 

power in the remainder of circuit 

With these powers and T A = 25°C and 0ca = 35°CIW 

Tc=25°C + (.733 + .169 + 1.058)·35 = 94°C 
case temperature 

From this, the hottest internal junctions may be found as 

Tj(t) = 94°C + 112(.733)' 20 = 101°C output stage 

Tj(q) = 94°C + 112(.169) • 200 = 111°C 
hottest internal junction 

Note that % of the total PT and P q powers were used 
here since the 50% duty cycle output splits the power 
evenly between the two halves of the circuit whereas 
the total powers were used to get case temperature. 

Even with the output current internally limited to 
250mA, the CLC560's short circuiting capability is 
principally a thermal issue. Generally, the CLC560 
can survive short duration shorts to ground without 
any speCial effort. For protection against shorts to 
the ± 15 volt supply voltages, it is very useful to 
reduce some of the voltage across the output stage 
transistors by using some external output resistance, 
Rx, as shown in Figure 9. Application Note OA-10 
discusses this in detail. 

Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board (part number 730019) for the 
CLC560 is available. 
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~Comlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• output amplification 
• arbitrary waveform generation 
• ATE systems 
• cable/line driving 
• function generators 
• SAW drivers 
• flash AID driving and testing 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLCS61 is a wide band dc coupled, amplifier that combines 
high output drive and low distortion. At an output of +24dBm 
(1 OV pp into SOn), the -3dB bandwidth is 1S0MHz. As illustrated 
in the table below, distortion performance remains excellent even 
when amplifying high-frequency signals to high output power 
levels. 

Typical Distortion Performance 

Output 20MHz SOMHz 100MHz 
Power 2nd 3rd 2nd 3rd 2nd 3rd 
10dBm -S9 -62 -S2 -60 -3S -49 
18dBm -S2 -48 -4S -46 -30 -36 
24dBm -SO -41 -36 -32 -40 -30 

With the output current internally limited to 2S0mA, the CLCS61 
is fully protected against shorts to ground and can, with the 
addition of a series limiting resistor at the output, withstand 
shorts to the ± 1SV supplies. 

The CLCS61 has been designed for maximum flexibility in a 
wide variety of demanding applications. The two resistors 
comprising the feedback network set both the gain and the output 
impedance, without requiring the series backmatch resistor 
needed by most op amps. This allows driving into a matched 
load without dropping half the voltage swing through a series 
matching resistor. External compensation allows user 
adjustment of the frequency response. The CLCS61 is specified 
for both maximally flat frequency response and 0% pulse 
overshoot compensations. 

The combination of wide bandwidth, high output power, and low 
distortion, coupled with gain, output impedance and frequency 
response flexibility, makes the CLCS61 ideal for waveform 
generator applications. Excellent stability driving capacitive 
loads yields superior performance driving ADC's, long 
transmission lines, and SAW devices. A companion part, the 
CLCS60, offers superior pulse fidelity for high accuracy dc 
coupled applications. 

The CLCS61 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology. The CLCS61 AI is specified over a 
temperature range of -2S"C to +8S"C, while the CLCS61A8C is 
specified over a range of -SS"C to + 12S"C and is fully compliant 
with MIL-STD-883, Level B. Both devices are packaged in 24-
pin, 600 mil wide, ceramic DIPs. Contact Comlinear for DESC 
SMD number. 

o 
r-

Wideband, Low Distortion ~ 
DriveR-amps ~ 

FEATURES: 
• 1S0MHz bandwidth at + 24dBm output 
• low distortion (2nd/3rd: 

-S9/-62dBc @ 20MHz and 10dBm) 
• output short circuit protection 
• user-definable output impedance, gain, 

and compensation 
• internal current limiting 

Pinout 

AU undesignated 
pins are internally 
unconnected. May 
be grounded if 
desired. 

Package Dimensionso.l39_0.192 

i =:::~::: i ~~1E~~ 
p", -I 1-
lodaX 0.509se 1 L __ 0.139-0.19.2 L (1.27BSC) - I (3.53-4.88) 'iHlThW ro."" O.015-0.075..L ~~:: 

(0.38-1.911 T _o.014-0.026 
(0.36-0.66) 

.100B'C1 ~ I LO.'65BSC (2.54 SSC) I (4.19 SSe) 

1.095-1.105 
(27.81-28.07) 

Comllnear Corporation' 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

08561.03 January 1993 
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NOTES TO THE ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The electrical characteristics shown here apply to the specific test conditions shown above (see also Figure 1 

in description of operation). The CLC561 provides an equivalent, non-zero, output impedance determined by the 
external resistors. The signal gain to the load is therefore load dependent. The signal gain shown above (Av = + 10) 
is the no load gain. The actual gain to the matching 50 ohm load used in these specifications is half of this ( + 5). 

The CLC561 requires an external compensation capacitor. Unless otherwise noted, this has been set to 10.5pF 
for the frequency domain speCifications (yielding a maximally flat frequency response) and 12.5pF for the time 
domain specifications (yielding a 0% small signal pulse overshoot response). 

Parameters preceded by an * are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested at 25°C on all versions. 
The A8C (military) grade part is also 100% tested at -55°C and 125°C case temperature. 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Case Temperature CLC561A8 + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature CLC561AI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN (Maximally Flat Compensation) 
-3dB bandwidth 

*maximally flat compensation VouT<2V pp ( + 10dBm) 215 >175 >185 >175 MHz SSBW 
0% overshoot compensation VouT<2y!'p ( + 10dBm) 210 >170 >180 >170 MHz 
large signal bandwidth VouT<10 pp(+24dBm) 150 >145 >135 >120 MHz FPBW 

(see Frequency Response vs. Output Power plot) 
gain flatness VouT<2Vpp (+ 10dBm) 

* peaking 0.1-50MHz 0 <0.50 <0040 <0.50 dB GFPL 
* peaking >50MHz 0 < 1.75 <0.75 <1.00 dB GFPH 
* roll off at100MHz 0.1 <1.00 <0.75 <1.00 dB GFR 
group delay t0100MHz 2.9 - - - ns GD 
linear phase deviation t0100MHz 0.6 <1.7 <1.2 <1.7 ° LPD 
return loss (see discussion of Rx) t0100MHz -15 <-11 <-11 <-11 dB RL 

DISTORTION (Maximally Flat Compensation) 
2nd harmonic distortion 

*24dBm (10Vpp): 20MHz -50 <-38 <-40 <-38 dBc HD2HL 
* 50MHz -36 <-29 <-29 <-22 dBc HD2HM 

100MHz -40 <-25 <-25 <-25 dBc HD2HH 
*18dBm (5Vpp): 20M Hz -52 <-42 <-44 <-42 dBc HD2ML 
* 50MHz -45 <-30 <-35 <-30 dBc HD2MM 
* 100MHz -30 <-22 <-25 <-25 dBc HD2MH 
*10dBm (2Vpp): 20M Hz -59 <-48 <-52 <-48 dBc HD2LL 
* 50MHz -52 <-36 <-40 <-40 dBc HD2LM 
* 100MHz -35 <-27 <-28 <-28 dBc HD2LH 
3rd harmonic distortion 

*24dBm (10Vpp): 20MHz -41 <-34 <-34 <-30 dBc HD3HL 
* 50MHz -32 <-26 <-26 <-21 dBc HD3HM 

100MHz -30 <-24 <-24 <-24 dBc HD3HH 
*18dBm (5Vpp): 20MHz -48 <-40 <-44 <-44 dBc HD3ML 
* 50MHz -46 <-37 <-37 <-35 dBc HD3MM 

100MHz -36 <-30 <-30 <-30 dBc HD3MH 
*10dBm (2Vpp): 20M Hz -62 <-54 <-57 <-57 dBc HD3LL 
* 50MHz -60 <-49 <-52 <-49 dBc HD3LM 

100MHz -49 <-45 <-45 <-45 dBc HD3LH 
2-tone 3rd order 
intermod intercept' 20M Hz 38 >36 >36 >36 dBm IM3L 

50MHz 35 >32 >32 >32 dBm IM3M 
100MHz 29 >27 >27 >23 dBm IM3H 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS 

Case Temperature ClC561A8 + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature ClC561AI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

TIME DOMAIN (0% Overshoot Compensation) 
rise and fall time 

2Vstep 
10Vstep 

settling time to 0.5% (time< 1pS) 5V step 
long term thermal tail (time> 1pS) 5V step 
slew rate 1 OV PP' 175MHz 
overshoot 2Vstep 

maximally flat compensation 
0% overshoot compensation 

EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE 
voltage >100KHz 
inverting current >100KHz 
non-inverting current >100KHz 
noise floor >100KHz 
integrated noise 1 kHz to 200MHz 
noise figure >100KHz 

STATIC, DC 
*input offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
*non-inverting bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
*inverting bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
*power supply rejection ratio (DC) 
*supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS 
open loop current gain (± 2% tolerance) 

average temperature coefficient 
inverting input resistance ( ± 5% tolerance) 

average temperature coefficient 
non-inverting input resistance 
non-inverting input capacitance t0100MHz 
output voltage range @ 150mA load current 
output current limit 

Vee (reversed supplies will destroy part) 
differential input voltage 
common mode input voltage 
junction temp. (see thermal model) 
storage temperature 
lead temperature (soldering 10s) 
output current (internally limited) 

NOTES: 

±20V 
±3V 
±Vcc 

+175°C 
- 65°C to + 150°C 

±300°C 
±250mA 

1. Test tones are set ±100kHz of indicated frequency. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

1.5 <2.0 
2.4 <2.8 
7 <12 
1.5 <2.0 
3300 >3000 

5 <13 
0 <5 

2.1 <2.5 
34 <40 
2.8 <4.5 

-159 <-157 
35 <45 
15 <17 

2.0 <14.0 
35 <100 
5.0 <35 
20 <175 
10.0 <50 
100 <200 
57 >54 
50 <60 

10.0 -
+0.02 <+.03 

14.0 -
+.02 <+.025 

700 >200 
2.7 <3.5 

±10.5 -
210 <250 

±Vcc 
lout 

<1.9 <2.0 
<2.8 <3.4 
<12 <15 
<2.0 <2.0 
>2900 >2500 

<10 <13 
<3 <5 

<2.5 <2.5 
<40 <45 
<4.5 <5.0 

<-157 <-157 
<45 <45 
<17 <17 

<5.0 <15.0 
- <100 

<20 <20 
- <100 

<30 <50 
- <200 

>54 >52 
<60 <65 

- -
- <+.02 
- -
- <+.025 

>400 >400 
<3.5 <3.5 

>±10.0 -
<250 <250 

common mode input voltage 
output impedance 
gain range (no-load voltage gain) 
case temp. AI 

A8 
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UNITS SYMBOL 

ns TRS 
ns TRl 
ns TS 
% SE 
VIpS SR 

% OSMF 
% OSZO 

nV/YHZ VN 
pA/YHZ ICN 
pA/YHZ NCN 
dBm/(1Hz) SNF 
/LV INV 
dB NF 

mV VIO 
/LVrC DVIO 
/LA IBN 
nA/oC DIBN 
/LA IBI 
nA/oC DIBI 
dB PSRR 
rnA ICC 

mA/mA G 
%/OC DG 
0, RIN 
O,rc ORIN 
KO, RNI 
pF CNI 
V VO 
mA OCl 

±10 to ±15 
c5±200mA 

<±([Vccl- 6)V 
250, to 2000, 

+5 to +80 
-25°C to +85°C 

- 55°C to + 125°C 

(') 
r 
(') 
U1 en ..... 
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Small Signal Gain and Phase 
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14 
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'5 
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;.g 35 
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Frequency Response vs. Load Impedance (Rd 
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Frequency Response vs. Gain wilh Ro= RL =7511 
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Two Tone, Srd-Order Intermodulalion Intercept 

20 
o 100MHz 

Frequency (10MHz) 

Frequency Response Driving a Capacitive Load 
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SUMMARY DESIGN EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

R,=(G + 1) Ro-AvR; R,-Feedbackresistor 
from output to 
inverting input 

Rg - Gain setting resistor 
from inverting input 
to ground 

Cx = ---::-----
____ R"-o ___ .08 

300 (1 - !g) Cx - External 
compensation 
capacitor from 
output to pin 19 
(in pF) 

Where: 

and 

Ro - Desired equivalent output 
impedance 

A. - Non-inverting input to output voltage 
gain with no load 

G - Internal current gain from inverting 
inputto output = 10 ± 1 % 

R; - Internal inverting input impedance 
= 140±5% 

Rs - Non-inverting inputtermination 
resistor 

RL - Load Resistor 
AL - Voltage gain from non-inverting 

input to load resistor 

CLC561 Description of Operation 
Looking at the circuit of Figure 1 (the topology and 
resistor values used in setting the data sheet 
specifications), the CLC561 appears to bear a strong 
external resemblance to a classical op amp. As shown 
in the simplified block diagram of Figure 2, however, 
it differs in several key areas. Principally, the error 
signal is a current into the inverting input (current 
feedback) and the forward gain from this current to 
the output is relatively low, but very well controlled, 
current gain. The CLC561 has been intentionally 
designed to have a low internal gain and a current 
mode output in order that an equivalent output 
impedance can be achieved without the series 
matching resistor more commonly required of low 
output impedance op amps. Many of the benefits of 
a high loop gain have, however, been retained through 
a very careful control of the CLC561 's internal 
characteristics. 

The feedback and gain setting resistors determine 
both the output impedance and the gain. R, 
predominately sets the output impedance (Ro), while 

(Rj) were 0 but, with Rj = 140 as shown in the 
specification listing, independent gain and output 
impedance setting is not directly possible. 

+Vcc (+ 15) 

+ 
6.81JF l' 

v, 
(p/) 0--+--"'-1 

(50n) 

(410n) 
(40n) Rg +---...---, 

Resistor Values 
shown result in: 

Ro=500 

Av= +10 
(no-load gain) 

AL = +5[14dB] 
(gain to 500 
load) 

Figure 1: Test Circuit 

Design Equations 

R _ R,-Ro 
g- A.-1 

Performance Equations 

Where: 

G=forward current gain 
(=10) 

R;=inverting node input 
resistance ( = 140) 

Ro=desired output 
impedance 

Av=desired non-inverting 
voltage gain with no load 

G- -..! 

[ 
R ] 

G+1+~ 

Rg predominately determines the no load gain (Av). Simplified Circuit Description 
Solving for the required R, and Rg , given a desired Looking at the CLC561 's simplified schematic in 
Ro and Av, yields the design equations shown below. Figure 2, the amplifier's operation may be described. 
Conversely, given an R, and Rg , the performance Going from the non-inverting input at pin 8 to the 
equations show that both R, ana Rg playa part in inverting input at pin 18, transistors Q1 - Q4 act as 
setting Ro and Av. Independent Ro and Av adjustment an open loop unity gain buffer forcing the inverting 
would be possible if the inverting input impedance node voltage to follow the non-inverting voltage input. 
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Transistors 03 and 04 also act as a low impedance 
(14,n looking into pin 18) path for the feedback error 
current. This current, (ierr) , flows through those 
transistors into a very well defined current mirror 
having a gain of 10 from this error current to the 
output. The current mirror outputs act as the amplifier 
output. 

The input stage bias currents are supply voltage 
independent. Since these set the bias level for the 
whole part, relatively constant performance over 
supply voltage is achieved. A current sense in the 
error current leg of the 10X current mirror feeds back 
to the bias current setup providing a current shutdown 
feature when the output current approaches 250mA. 

5pF ex ",10 

Vi 
19 

231:0 

RI 
Vo 

5pF 
",10 

'" 

-Vee 

Figure 2: Simplified Circuit Diagram 

Developing the Performance Equations 
The CLC561 is intended to provide both a controllable 
voltage gain from input to output as well as a 
controllable output impedance. It is best to treat these 
two operations separately with no load in place. Then, 
with the no-load gain and output impedance 
determined, the gain to the load will simply be the 
no-load gain attenuated by the voltage divider formed 
by the load and the equivalent output impedance. 

Figure 3 steps through the output impedance 
development using an equivalent model of Figure 2. 
Offering an equivalent, non-zero, output impedance 
into a matched load allows the CLC561 to operate at 
lower internal voltage swings for a given desired swing 
at the load. This allows higher voltage swings to be 
delivered at the load for a given power supply voltage 
at lower distortion levels than an equivalent op amp 
needing to generate twice the voltage swing actually 
desired at the matched load. This improved distortion 
is specified and tested over a wide range as shown 
in the specification listing. 

Get both Vo and 10 into terms of just the error current, 
iem using 

v- =ierr R; and 

11=lerr+-=lerr +-. . V-. (1 R;) 
Rg Rg 

and 

lo=Gierr+if=ierr[G+1 + :~ ] 

then 

R
G+1+--L 

Rg 

note that Ro I = .!!L. 
G+1 

R;=O 

Figure 3: Output Impedance Derivation 

Note that the Ro expression simplifies considerably 
if Ri = O. Also note that if the forward current gain 
were to go to infinity, the output impedance would 
go to O. This would be the normal op amp topology 
with a very high internal gain. The CLC561 achieves 
a non-zero Ro by setting the internal forward gain 
to be a low, well controlled, value. 

Developing the No-Load Gain Expression 
Taking the output impedance expression as one 
constraint setting the external resistor values, we 
now need to develop the no-load voltage gain 
expression from the non-inverting input to the output 
as the other constraint. Figure 4 shows the derivation 
of the no load gain. 
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Recognize that [taking Vi positive] 
Vo=V-+Gierr Rt 

Solving for V- from two directions 
V-=Vi-iarr Ri = (G+1) iarr Rg 

solving for iarr from this 

Vi 
(G+1) Rg + Ri 

then 

V-=V1 _ Vi Ri 
(G+1) Rg+Ri 

No load gain 

A,,== Vo 
Vi 

and, substituting for V-and ierr in the original Vo expression 

Vo=Vi _ Vi Ri + GRt Vi 
(G+1) Rg+Ri (G+1) Rg+Ri 

which simplifies to 

Vo=Vi [1 + GRt - Ri ] 
(G+1) Rg+Ri 

pulling an...& out of the fraction 
Rg 

A" == Vo = 1 + £!L [G :: ] 
Vi Rg G+1 + £!L 

Rg 

note that A" I = 1+~ (~ ) 
Rg G+1 

Ri=O 

Figure 4: Voltage Gain Derivation 

Note again that if Ri = 0 this expression would simplify 
co~siderably .. Also, if G were very large the voltage 
gain expression would reduce to the familiar non
inverting op amp gain equation. These two 
performance equations, shown below, provide a 
~eans to d.erive the design equations for Rf and Rg 
given a desired no load gain and output impedance. 
The details of that derivation may be found in 
Application Note OA-1O. 

Performance Equations 

Rt+Ri(1+~) 
R Rg 

o R 
G+1+--1. 

Rg 

Design Equations 

Rt=(G+1) Ro-Av Ri 

R = Rt-Ro 
9 A,,-1 

Equivalent Model 
Giv.en that the physical feedback and gain setting 
resistors have been determined in accordance with 
the deSign equations shown above, an equivalent 
model may be created for the gain to the load where 
the amplifier block is taken as a standard op amp. 
Figure 5 shows this analysis model and the resulting 
gain equation to the load. 

Vi 

Rg 

+ 
Classical 
op-amp 

~ubstituting in for Rt and Rg with their design equation 
Yields 

Vo RL V. = Av -R R =AL (gain to load) 
I L+ 0 

Figure 5: Equivalent Model 

This model is used to generate the DC error and 
noise performance equations. As with any equivalent 
model, the primary intent is to match the external 
terminal characteristics recognizing that the model 
distorts the internal currents and voltages. In this 
c~se, the model would incorrectly predict the output 
pin voltage swing for a given swing at the load. But 
it does provide a simplified means of getting to the 
external terminal characteristics. 

External Compensation Capacitor (Cx) 

As shown in the test circuit of Figure 1, the CLC561 
requires an external compensation capaCitor from 
the output to pin 19. The recommended values 
described here assume that a maximally flat 
frequency response into a matched load is desired. 
The required Cx varies widely with the desired value 
of output impedance and to a lesser degree on the 
~esired gain. N.ote from Figure 2, the simplified 
Internal schematiC, that the actual total compensation 
(Ct) is the series combination of Cx and the internal 
10pF from pin 19 to the compensation nodes. The 
total compensation (Ct) is developed in two steps as 
shown below. 

300 ( 2.0) C1 = R:" 1 -~ pF intermediate equation 

A" -1 + Rt [G-R;/Rt ] 
- Rg G+1 +R;/Rg 

C1 
Ct 1 + (.02) C

1 
pF total compensation 
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With this total value derived, the required external 
Cx is developed by backing out the effect of the 
internal 10pF. This, and an expression for the 
external Cx without the intermediate steps are shown 
below. 

C = 10 Ct 

x 10-Ct 

or 

Cx 
Ro ------'''---- - .08 

300 (1- !J 
pF 

The plot of Figure 6 shows the required Cx vs. gain 
for several desired output impedances using the 
equations shown above. Note that for lower Ro's, Cx 
can get very large. But, since the total compensation 
is actually the series combination of Cx and 10pF, 
going to very high Cx's is increasingly ineffective as 
the total compensation is only slightly changed. This, 
in part, sets the lower limits on allowable Ro. 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
No Load VoHage Gain 

Figure 6: External Compensation Capacitance (Cx) 

A 0% small signal overshoot resporise can be 
achieved by increasing Cx slightly from the maximally 
flat value. Note that this applies only for small signals 
due to slew rate effects coming into play for large, 
fast edge rates. 

Beyond the nominal compensation values developed 
thus far, this external Cx provides a very flexible 
means for tailoring the frequency response under a 
wide variety of gain and loading conditions. It is 
oftentimes useful to use a small adjustable cap in 
development to determine a Cx suitable to the 
application, then fixing that value for production. An 
excellent 5pF to 20pF trimmer cap for this is a 
Sprague-Goodman part #GKX20000. 

When the CLC561 is used to drive a capacitive load, 
such as an ADC or SAW device, the load will act to 
compensate the response along with CX. Generally, 
considerably lower Cx values are required than the 
earlier development would indicate. This is 
advantageous in that a low Ro would be desired to 
drive a capacitive load which, without the 
compensating effect of load itself, would otherwise 
require very large Cx values. 

Gain and Output Impedance Range 0 
Figure? shows a plot of the recommended gain and b 
output Impedances for the CLC561. Operation outside U1 
of this region is certainly possible with some ~ 
degradation in performance. Several factors 
contribute to set this range. At very low output 
impedances, the required value of feedback resistor 
becomes so low as to excessively load the output 
causing a rapid degradation in distortion. The 
maximum Ro was set somewhat arbitrarily at 2000. 
This allows the CLC561 to drive into a 2:1 step down 
transformer matching to a 500 load. (This offers 
some advantages from a distortion standpoint. See 
Application Note OA-10 for details.) 

Figure 7: 
Recommended Gain and Output Impedance Range 

For a given Ro' the minimum gain shown in Figure 
7 has been set to keep the ~ivalent input noise 
voltage less than 4nV/VHz. Generally, the 
equivalent input noise voltage decreases with higher 
signal gains. The high gain limit has been set by 
targeting a minimum Rg of 100 or a minimum R, of 
1000. 

Amplifier Configurations (Additional discussion in 
Application Note OA-10) 
The CLC561 is intended for a fixed, non-inverting, 
gain configuration as shown in Figure 1. The CLC560 
offers the better pulse fidelity with its improved 
thermal tail in the pulse response (vs. the CLC561). 
Due to its low internal forward gain, the inverting 
node does not present a low impedance, or virtual 
ground, node. Hence, in an inverting configuration, 
the signal's source impedance will see a finite load 
whose value depends on the output loading. Inverting 
mode operation can be best achieved using a 
~ideband, unity gain buffer with low output 
Impedance, such as the CLC110, to isolate the 
source from this varying load. A DC level can, 
however, be summed into the inverting node to offset 
the output either for offset correction or signal 
conditioning. Application Note OA-10 describes this 
and a composite amplifier structure that enhances 
the DC and gain accuracy characteristics of the 
CLC561. 
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Accuracy Calculations 
Several factors contribute to limit the achievable 
CLC561 accuracy. These include the DC errors, 
noise effects, and the impact internal amplifier 
characteristics have on the signal gain. Both the 
output DC error and noise model may be developed 
using the equivalent model of Figure 5. Generally, 
non-inverting input errors show up at the output with 
the same gain as the input signal, while the inverting 
current errors have a gain of simply (Rf - Ro) to the 
output voltage (neglecting the Ro to RL attenuation). 

Output DC offset: 
The DC error terms shown in the specification listing 
along with the model of Figure 5 may be used to 
estimate the output DC offset voltage and drift. Each 
term shown in the specification listing can be of either 
polarity. While the equations shown below are for 
output offset voltage, the same equation may be used 
for the drift with each term replaced by its temperature 
drift value shown in the specification listing. 

Output DC offset 

Vos= (Ibn 0 Rs±ViO) 0 (1 + R~~Ro7 ± Ibi (Rt-Ro) 

Where: Ibn == non-inverting bias current 
Ibi == inverting bias current 
Vio == input offset voltage 

An example calculation for the circuit of Figure 1 
using typical 25°C DC error terms and Rs = 25n 
RL = 50n yields 

VOl =[ (5pA 0 25n±2.0mV)10±10pA(3son)]'12= ±12.4mV 

DC t 
attenuation between Ro and RL 

Recall that the source impedance, Rs' includes both 
the terminating and signal source impedance and 
that the actual DC level to the load includes the 
voltage divider between Ro and RL. Also note that 
for the CLC561, as well as for all current feedback 
amplifiers, the non-inverting and inverting bias 
currents do not track each other in either magnitude 
or polarity. Hence, there is no meaning in an offset 
current specification, and source impedance 
matching to cancel bias currents is ineffective. 

Noise Analysis: 
Although the DC error terms are in fact random, the 
calculation shown above assumes they are all 
additive in a worst case sense. The effect of all the 
various noise sources are combined as a root sum 
of squared terms to get an overall expression for the 
spot noise voltage. The circuit of Figure 8 shows the 
equivalent circuit with all the various noise voltages 
and currents included along with their gains to the 
output. 

Where: 
eni - non-inverting input voltage noise 
ini - non-inverting input current noise 
ii - inverting input current noise 

V 4kTRs - source resistance voltage 
noise 

V 4kT/Rg - gain setting resistor 
noise current 

~~~~ V 4kT(Rf - Ro) - feedback resistor 
voltage noise 

V 4kTRo - output resistor voltage noise 

Figure 8 

Gain to eo 
A., 

A., Rs 
Rf-Ro 

A., 

To get an expression for the equivalent output noise 
voltage, each of these noise voltage and current terms 
must be taken to the output through their appropriate 
gains and combined as the root sum of squares. 

eo=V (enj2 +(injRs)2 + 4kTRs)A/+i j2(Rf -Ro)2 ••• 

+ 4kT(Rt -Ro)Av+ 4kTRo 

Where the 4kT(Rf -Ro)Av term is the combined noise 
power of Rg and Rf - Ro. 

It is often more useful to show the noise as an 
equivalent input spot noise voltage where every term 
shown above is reflected to the input. This allows a 
direct measure of the input signal to noise ratio. This 
is done by dividing every term inside the radical by 
the signal voltage gain squared. This, and an 
example calculation for the circuit of Figure 1, are 
shown below. Note that RL may be neglected in this 
calculation. 

4kT(Rj -Ro) + 4kTRo 

Av Ai 

For the circuit of Figure 1, the equivalent input noise 
voltage may be calculated using the data sheet spot 
noises and Rs = 25n, RL = 00. Recall that 
4kT=16E-21J. All terms cast as (nVlYHz)2 

V 222222 en= (2.1) +(.07) +(.632) +(1.22) +(.759) +(.089) 

=2.62nV/"'v'Hz 
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Gain Accuracy (DC): 
A classical op amp's gain accuracy is principally set 
by the accuracy of the external resistors. The CLC561 
also depends on the internal characteristics of the 
forward current gain and inverting input impedance. 
The performance equations for Av and Ro along with 
the Thevinin model of Figure 5 are the most direct 
way of assessing the absolute gain accuracy. Note 
that internal temperature drifts will decrease the 
absolute gain slightly as the part warms up. Also 
note that the parameter tolerances affect both the 
signal gain and output impedance. The gain 
tolerance to the load must include both of these 
effects as well as any variation in the load. The impact 
of each parameter shown in the performance 
equations on the gain to the load (All is shown below. 
Increasing current gain G Increases AL 
Increasing inverting input FI; Decreases AL 
Increasing Rt Increases AL 
Increasing Rg Decreases AL 

Applications Suggestions 

Driving a capacitive load: 
The CLC561 is particularly suitable for driving a 
capacitive load. Unlike a classical op amp (with an 
inductive output impedance), the CLC561 's output 
impedance, while starting out real atthe programmed 
value, goes somewhat capacitive at higher 
frequencies. This yields a very stable performance 
driving a capacitive load. The overall response is 
limited by the (1IRC) bandwidth set by the CLC561 's 
output impedance and the load capacitance. It is 
therefore advantageous to set a low Ro with the 
constraint that extremely low Rt values will degrade 
the distortion performance. Ro = 25il was selected 
for the data sheet plots. Note from distortion plots 
into a capacitive load that the CLC561 achieves 
better than 60dBc THO (10 bits) driving 2Vpp into a 
50pF load through 30M Hz. 

Improving the output impedance match vs. 
frequency - Using Rx: 
Using the loop gain to provide a non-zero output 
impedance provides a very good impedance match 
at low frequencies. As shown on the Output Return 
Loss plot, however, this match degrades at higher 
frequency. Adding a small external resistor in series 
with the output, Rx, as part of the output impedance 
(and adjusting the programmed Ro accordingly) 
provides a much better match over frequency. Figure 
9 shows this approach. 

With: 

o 
Increasing Rx will decrease the achievable voltage b 
swing at the load. A minimum Rx should be used UI 
consistent with the desired output match. As 0) 

discussed in the thermal analysis discussion, Rx is ...... 
also very useful in limiting the internal power under 
an output shorted condition. 

Interpreting the Slew Rate: 
The slew rate shown in the data sheet applies to the 
voltage swing at the load for the circuit of Figure 1. 
Twice this value would be required of a low output 
impedance amplifier using an external matching 
resistor to achieve the same slew rate at the load. 

Layout Suggestions: 
The fastest fine scale pulse response settling 
requires careful attention to the power supply de-
coupling. Generally, the larger electrolytic capacitor • 
ground connections should be as near the load • 
ground (or cable shield connection) as is reasonable, 
while the higher frequency ceramic de-coupling caps 
should be as near the CLC561 's supply pins as 
possible to a low inductance ground plane. 

Evaluation Boards and Encased Versions: 
An evaluation board (showing a good high frequency 
layout) for the CLC561 is available. This board may 
be ordered as part #730019. In addition, encased 
versions of the CLC561 are also available. These 
are modular amplifiers similar to Com linear's other 
E-series parts. 

Thermal Analysis and Protection 
A thermal analysis of a chip and wire hybrid is 
directed at determining the maximum junction 
temperature of all the internal transistors. From the 
total internal power dissipation, a case temperature 
may be developed using the ambient temperature 
and the case to ambient thermal impedance. Then, 
each of the dominant power dissipating paths are 
considered to determine which has the maximum 
rise above case temperature. 

The thermal model and analysiS steps are shown 
below. As is typical, the model is cast as an electrical 
model where the temperatures are voltages, the 
power dissipators are current sources, and the 
thermal impedances are resistances. Refer to the 
summary design equations and Figure 1 for a 
description of terms. 

Case Temperature 
Tj(x) MAX =175°C Case to Ambient 
.-__ t-__ -+_T.:.,c _",..v--"",--, Thermal Impedance 

0 CA 

TA 

Ro=CLC561 output t 
impedance t p(C;rcu;t) Ambient 

Temperature 

Figure 9 

and Ro+Rx=RL 
generally 
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10 = V c!Req total output current 

[ RIAL] 
with Req = RL II AL -1 .. total load 

I, = '12(10 + Vlo' + (.06)" total internal output stage current 

Pq=.2 '1,' (Vee-1.4-17.30 '1,) 
power in hottest internal junction prior to output stage 

Pcircui'= 1.3· Vee' (2, 1,-10+ 19.2mA)-P,-Pq 
power in remainder of circuit [note Vcc=I-Vccll 

Note that the PI and P q equations are written for 
positive Vo. Absolute values of - V CC' V 0' and 10 
should be used for a negative going Vo since we are 
only interested in delta V's. For bipolar swings, the 
two powers for each output polarity are developed 
as shown above then ratioed by the duty cycle. 
Having the total internal power, as well as its 
component parts, the maximum junction temperature 
may be computed as follows. 

T c = T A + (P q + PT + P circulJ • 0CA Case Temperature 

0CA = 35·CIW for the ClC561 with no heatsink in still air 

Tj(t)=Tc+P,' 20·CIW 
output transistor junction temperature 

Tj(q)=Tc+Pq ' 200·CIW 
hottest internal junction temperature 

The Limiting Factor for Output Power is 
Maximum Junction Temperature 
Reducing Goa through either heatsinking and/or 
airflow can greatly reduce the junction temperatures. 
One effective means of heatsinking the CLC561 is to 
use a thermally conductive pad under the part from 
the package bottom to a top surface ground plane 
on the component side. Tests have shown a Goa of 
24"C/W in still air using a "Sil-Pad" available from 
Bergquist (800-347-4572) as Comlinear part 
#550006. 

As an example of calculating the maximum internal 
junction temperatures, consider the circuit of Figure 1 
driving ±2.5V, 50% duty cycle, square wave into a 
50n load. 

Req = 500 II [4100' 5]= 45.60 
5-1 

10 = 2.5V/(45.6!l) =54.9mA 

IT = 'I2(54.9mA + V (54.9mA)2 + (.06)2)= 68.1mA 

PT = 68.1mA[15-2.5-.7-15.30·68.1mAl = 733mW 
total power in both sides of the output stage 

Pq = .2·68.1mA[15-1.4-17.30·68.1mA] = 169mW 
total power in both sides of hottest junctions prior to 
output stage 

P circul' = 1.3· (15) • [2 • 68.1 mA - 54.9mA + 19.2mA] 
- 733mW - 169mW = 1.058W 

power in the remainder of circuit 

With these powers and T A = 25·C and 0ca = 35·CIW 

Tc=25·C + (.733 + .169 + 1.058)' 35 = 94·C 
case temperature 

From this, the hottest internal junctions may be found as 

Tj(t) = 94·C + '12(.733) • 20 = 101·C output stage 

Tj(q) = 94°C + '12(.169)'200 = 111·C 
hottest internal junction 

Note that V2 of the total PT and P q powers were used 
here since the 50% duty cycle output splits the power 
evenly between the two halves of the circuit whereas 
the total powers were used to get case temperature. 

Even with the output current internally limited to 
250mA, the CLC561 's short circuiting capability is 
principally a thermal issue. Generally, the CLC561 
can survive short duration shorts to ground without 
any special effort. For protection against shorts to 
the ± 15 volt supply voltages, it is very useful to 
reduce some of the voltage across the output stage 
transistors by using some external output resistance, 
Rx, as shown in Figure 9. Application Note OA-10 
discusses this in detail. 

Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board (part number 730019) for the 
CLC561 is available. 
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[] Comlinear 
Corporation 

Amplifier with Voltage ~ 
Controlled Gain, AGC-tAmp ~ 

APPLICATIONS: 

• wide-bandwidth AGC systems 
• automatic signal-leveling 
• video signal processing 
• voltage controlled filters 
• differential amplifier 
• amplitude modulation 
DESCRIPTION 
The CLC520 is a wideband DC-coupled amplifier with voltage
controlled gain (AGC). The amplifier has a high-impedance 
differential signal input, a high-bandwidth gain control input and 
a single-ended voltage output. Signal channel performance is 
outstanding with 160MHz small signal bandwidth, 0.5 degree 
linear phase deviation (to 60MHz) and 0.04% signal nonlinearity 
at 4Vpp output. 

Gain-control is very flexible. Maximum gain may be set over a 
nominal range of 2 to 100 with one external resistor. In addition, 
the gain-control input provides more than 40dB of voltage
controlled gain adjustment from the maximum gain setting. For 
example, a CLC520 may be set for a maximum gain of 2 (or 
6dB) for a voltage-controlled gain range from 6dB to less tha.n 
-34dB. Alternatively, the CLC520 could be set for a maximum 
gain of 100 (40dB) for a voltage-controlled gain range from 40dB 
to less than OdB. 

Besides being flexible, the gain-control is easy to use. Gain
control bandwidth is superb, 100MHz, simplifying AGC/ALC loop 
stabilization. And since the gain is minimum with a zero volt 
input and maximum with a +2 volt input, driving the control input 
is simple. 

Finally, differential inputs, and a ground-referenced voltage 
output take the trouble out of designing DC-coupled AGC circuits 
for display normalizers, etc. The CLC520 is available in several 
versions: 
CLCS20AJP 
CLCS20AJE 
CLCS20AID 
CLCS20A8D 

CLCS20ALC 
CLCS20AMC 

-40'C to +8S'C 
-40'C to +8S'C 
-40'C to +8S'C 
-SS'C to + 12S'C 

-SS'C to +12S'C 
-SS'C to + 12S'C 

Contact factory for other packages. 

14-pin plastiC DIP 
14-pin plastiC SOIC 
14-pin side-brazed DIP 
14-pin side-brazed DIP, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method 
S008, MIL-STD-883, Level B 

DESC SMD number S962-91694. 

Package Dimensions 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 160MHz, -3dB bandwidth 
• 2000 V/f.LSec slew rate 
• 0.04% signal nonlinearity at 4V pp output 
• -43dB feedthrough at 30MHz 
• user adjustable gain range 
• differential voltage input and single-ended 

voltage output 

Pinout 

DIP and sOle Versions 

Chip Topography 

•••• +v~ 

• · ]. 

• • GND 

• Vout • ..... V,oj 

-Vin -Vee die -Vee 

1.0. number 
I--0.054"--1 

Height is 0.014 
incties. 

NOTE: Backside 
~~~~~ed to -Vee. 

~~~~~ ~nnect 
the backSide to 
the minus supply_ 
Contact Com linear 
r~fo~~e~e~~ die 

i ~t~ I 
10.220-0.310 115.59-7.87) c : : : : : ]1::~~:~~ 

I--- 0.680-0.770 --------i To.l45 _0.200 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS 
Ambient Tem erature CLC520A8IAUAM 
Ambient Temperature CLC520AJ/AI 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
t - 3dB bandwidth VOU! <0.5Vpp 

Vout <0.5V pp (AJE only) 
VoU!<4.0Vpp 

- adB bandwidth Vout<0.5Vpp 
gain control channel Vin=+0.2V,V g=+ WDC 

gain flatness VOU! <0.5Vpp 
-J peaking 0.1 MHz to 30MHz 
t peaking 0.1 MHz to 20MHz 
-J rolloff 0.1 MHz to 30MHz 
t rolloff 0.1 MHz to 60MHz 

linear phase deviation 0.1 MHz to 60MHz 
tfeedthrough Vg=OV, Vln= - 22dBm 

at30MHz 
AJ only 

rise and fall time 0.5Vstep 
4.0V step 

sellling.time to ±O.1 % 2.0Vstep 
overshoot 0.5V step 
slew rate 4Vstep 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
equivalent output noise (+ 10 for input noise) 1 

noise floor 1 MHz to 200MHz 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 200MHz 

differential gain2 at3.58MHz 
differential phase2 at3.58MHz 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
integral signal nonlinearity VoU!=4VPR 
gain accuracy Rf=lkQ, g=1820 

for nominal max gain = 20dB 
'output offset voltage 

average temperature coefficent 
'input bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
input offset current 

average temperature coefficient 
tpower supply sensitivity output referred DC 

common mode rejection ratio input referred 
'supply current no load 

Vln signal input resistance 
capacitance 

Yin differential voltage range for Rg=1820 only 
Yin common mode voltage range 

V 9 control input 

V 9 input voltage 

output impedanoe 
output voltage range 
output current 

output is short circuit protected to ground, 
however, maximum reliability is obtained If 
lout does not exceed ... 

common mode input voltage 
Vln differential input voltage 
V 9 Input voltage 
V ref input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AJ/AI 
ASlAUAM 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300'C) 

70mA 
±Vcc 
10V 

±Vcc 
±Vcc 

+175'C 

- 40'C to + SS'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 
- 65'C to +150'C 

10 sec 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS 
+25'C -55'C 
+25'C -40'C 

160 >110 
140 >90 
140 >85 

100 >80 

0 <0.4 
0 <0.7 
0.1 <0.4 
0.5 <1.3 
0.5 <1.2 

-43 <-38 
-38 <-31 

2.5 <3.7 
3.7 <5 
12 <18 
0 <15 
2000 >1450 

-47 <-40 
-60 <-50 

-132 <-130 
800 <1000 
0.15 
0.15 

0.04 <0.1 

±O <±1.0 
40 <150 
100 <400 
12 <61 
100 <415 
0.5 <4 
5 <40 
10 <28 
70 >59 
28 <38 

200 >50 
1 <2 

±280 >±250 
±2.2 >1.4 

750 >535 
1 <2 
1.6 <2 
0.4 >0 

recommended 
Notes: 

t 
t 

~ 
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AI,AJ 
AJ 
AI 

AS 
A8 
A8 

AUAM 

note 1: 
note 2: 

+25'C +125'C 
+25'C +85'C 

>120 >120 MHz 
>100 >100 MHz 
>100 >100 MHz 

>80 >80 MHz 

<0.3 <0.4 dB 
<0.5 <0.7 dB 
<0.3 <0.4 dB 
<1 <1.3 dB 
<1 <1.2 

<-38 <-38 dB 
<-31 <-31 dB 

<3 <3 ns 
<5 <5 ns 
<18 <18 ns 
<15 <15 % 
>1450 >1450 V/!lsec 
<-40 <-35 dBc 
<-50 <-45 dBc 

<-130 <-129 dBm/Hz 
<1000 <1100 !lV 

% 

<0.1 <0.2 % 

<±a.5 <±0.5 dB 
<120 <150 mV 

<300 !lVrC 
<28 <28 IlA 

<165 nArC 
<2 <2 IlA 

<20 nN'C 
<28 <28 MVN 
>59 >59 dB 
<38 <38 mA 

>100 >100 kQ 
<2 <2 pF 
>±250 >±210 mV 
>±2 >±2 V 

>600 >600 0 
<2 <2 pF 
<2 <2 kQ 
>0 >0 V 

<0.2 
>±3.2 

100% tested at +25'C, sample at +85'C. 
Sample tested at +25'C. 
1000/0 tested at +25'C. 
100% tested at+25'C, -55'C, +125'C. 
100% tested at +25'C, sample - 55'C, +125'C. 
100% tested at +25'C 
100% wafer probe tested at +25'C to +2S'C 
minimax specifications 
Measured at A"max = 1 0, V 9 = +2V 
Differential gain and phase are measured at: 
A,,= +20, Vg = +2V, RL = 1500, Rj=2kO, Rg = 1820, 
equivalent video signal of 0-1 00 IRE with 
40 IREpp at 3.58 MHz. 

SYMBOL 

SSBW 
SSBW 
LSBW 

SBWC 

GFPL 
GFPH 
GFRL 
GFRH 
LPD 

FDTH 
FDTH 

TRS 
TRL 
TS 
OS 
SR 
HD2 
HD3 

SNF 
INV 
DG 
DP 

SGNL 

GACCU 
VOS 
DVOS 
IB 
DIB 
lOS 
DIOS 
PSS 
CMRR 
ICC 

RIN 
CIN 
DMIR 
CMIR 

RINC 
CINC 
VGHI 
VGLO 
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Figure 1: CLC520 Simplified Schematic 

Simplified Circuit Description 
A simplified schematic for the CLC520 is given in Figure 1. 
+ Vin and - Vin are buffered with closed-loop voltage followers 
inducing a signal current in Rg proportional to ( + Vin) - (-Vin), 

the differential input voltage. This current controls a current 
source which supplies two well-matched transistors, Ql and 
Q2. 

gain is changed. This is done by changing the voltage ap~ 
differentially to the bases of Ql and Q2. For example, 
Vg=O, Ql conducts heavily and Q2 is off. With none 
flowing through Rt , the CLC520's input to output gai 
strongly attenuated. With Vg=2V, Ql is off and all 01 
signal current flows through Q2 to Rt producing maxil 
gain. With Vg set to 1.W, the bases of Ql and Q2 an 
to approximately the same voltage, Q1 and Q2 havf 
same collector currents - equal to one half of signal Cl 
I, thus the gain is approximately one half the maximulT 
at Vg=l.lV. 

Typical application circuit 
Figure 2 illustrates a voltage-controlled gain block 01 
broadband performance in a 500 system environmer 
input signal is applied to pin 3 of the CLC520 and termi 
resistor R2. Gain-control signals are applied to pin: 
net gain-control port input impedance is 500, set 
parallel combination of Rl and the 7500 input imped! 
pin 2 of the CLC520. 

Rt is set to the standard value, 1 kO, and Rg sets the m, 
The current flowing through Q2 is converted to the final output voltage gain (with a high Z load connected to the o~ 
voltage using Rt and output amplifier, Ul. By changing the 10VIV. Output impedance is set by Ro to 500 so w 
fraction of the signal current I which flows through Q2 the source and load terminations, the gain is approximatel 
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Vg,GAIN 
CONTROL 

INPUT 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

lof--+--.JV'V\ri1!) Output 

C6 
*0.1~F *6.B~F *O.1~F 

Figure 2: CLC520 Typical Application Circuit 

Capacitors C1-C6 provide broadband power-supply 
bypassing. C2 and C5 should be tantalum capaCitors. All 
other capaCitors should be high-quality ceramic capacitors 
(CK-05 or equivalent). 

Adjusting offset 
Offset can be broken into two parts: an input-referred and 
an output-referred term. The input-referred offset shows up 
as a variation in output voltage as Vg is changed. This can 
be trimmed using the circuit in Figure 3 by placing a low 
frequency square wave (V1=OV, Vh =2V) into V (with Vin 
set to zero volts) and adjusting R1 until the CLC~20 output 
produces a steady DC value. After adjusting the input-referred 
offset, adjust R2 (with Vin=O, Vg=O) until Vout is zero. Finally, 
in inverting applications Vin may be applied to pin 6 and the 
offset adjustment to pin 3. This offset trim does not improve 
output offset temperature coefficient. 

R1 R2 

+vee +vcc 

j'~o ,.,oj 
10kn 10kn 

50n 50n 

·Vee -vee 

Figure 3: CLC520 Offset Adjustment Circuitry 
(other external elements not shown) 

Selecting component values 
Maximum input amplitude and maximum gain are the two 
key specifications that determine component values in a 
CLC520 application. 

The output stage op amp is a current-feedback type amplifier 
optimized for Rt = 1 kil. Rg can then be computed as: 

• Jumped WJth device noise into en" see curve 
OJ lumped WIth device noise into i 10 

i,= i,= 2.BpNJHZ 
"en- see curve envs Rg 
i,o= 19.4pA/JHZ 
i,o= 4.1pNJHZ 
eoo= 2.1nV/JHZ 
Ecme= 37nVA!HZ @ 

Vg = 1.1V, 0 at Vg = 0 and 

2V independent of R 9 

Figure 4: CLC520 Noise Model 
"downstream" amplifier gain should be increased, or another 
gain stage added to make up for reduced Avmax. 

To increase Rg and Rt, compute the lowest acceptable value 
for Rg: 

Rg>740 0 Vdmax - 3il (3) 

where V dmax = ( + Vin) - (-Vin), the largest expected peak 
differential input voltage. Operating with R,9 larger than this 
value insures linear operation of the input Duffers. 

Rt may be computed from the selected Rg and Avmax: 

Rt=A.max 0 (Rg+3.0il) (4) 
1.85 

Rt should be > = 1 kil. Rt<1 kil can be implemented using a 
loop gain reducing resistor to ground on the inverting 
summing node of the output amplifier (see application note 
OA-13). 
Printed Circuit Layout 
A good high-frequency PCB layout including ground plane 
construction and power supply bypassing close to the 
package are critical to achieving full performance. The 
amplifier is sensitive to stray capaCitance to ground at the 
1- input (pin 12); keep trace area small. Shunt capacitance 
across the feedback resistor should not be used to 
compensate for this effect. 

For best performance at low maximum gains (A.max<10) 
Rg+ and Rg- connections should be treated in a similar 
fashion. Capacitance to ground should be minimized by 
removing the ground plane from under the body of Rg. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output (pin 10) 
degrades phase margin leading to frequency response 
peaking. A small series resistor before this capacitance, if 
present, effectively decouples this effect (see Settling Time 
vs. Capacitive Load). 

Precision buffed resistors (PRP8351 series from Precision 
Resistive Products) must be used for Rt for rated 
performance. Precision buffed resistors are suggested for Rg 
for low gain settings (A.max<10). Carbon composition 
resistors and RN55D metal-film resistors may be used with 
reduced performance. 

Evaluation PC boards (part no. 730021) for the CLC520 are 
available from Comlinear at minimal cost. 

Predicting the output noise 
Rg=Rt 01.85 - 3.00 with Rt = 1kil 

A.max 
(1) Seven noise sources (en> in> i;. iio' ino' eno, Eeore) are used to 

model the CLC520 noise performance (Figure 4). en, in' and 

To determine whether the maximum 
overdrive the CLC520, compute: 

input amplitude will ii model the equivalent input noise terms for the input buffer 
while iio' ino' and eno model the noise terms for the output 
buffer. To simplify the model en includes the effect of resistor 

Vdmax =(Rg+3.0il) 00.00135 (2) Rg (see Figure 5 for en vs Rg). To simplify the model further, 
Rbia• is assumed noiseless and its noise contribution is 
included in iio' the maximum differential input voltage for linear operation. 

If the maximum input amplitude exceeds this limit, the 
CLC520 should either be moved to a location in the signal 
chain where amplitudes are reduced, Avmax should be 
reduced or the values for Rg and Rt should be increased. 

An additional term Eeore mimics the active device noise 
contribution from the Gilbert multiplier core. Core noise is 
theoretically zero when the multiplier is set to maximum gain 
or zero gain (V g> 1.6V or V 9 <0.63V respectively at room 

If the input amplitude is reduced, recompute the impact of temperature) and reaches a maximum of 37nV/YHz at 
the CLC520 on signal-to-noise ratio. If A.max is reduced, Avmax/2. 
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Equivalent input noise voltage (en) vs. Rg 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
(Thousands) 

Gain setting resistor Rg , ohms 

Figure 5 

Several pOints should be made concerning this model. First, 
external component noise contributions need to be factored 
in when computing total output referred noise. The only 
exception is Rg, where its noise contribution is already 
factored in. Second, the model ignores flicker noise 
contributions. Applications where noise below approximately 
100KHz must be considered should use this model with 
caution. Third this model very accurately predicts output noise 
voltage for the typical application circuit (see above) but will 
be less accurate the further component values deviate from 
those in the typical application circuit. In general, however, 
the model should predict the equivalent output noise above 
the flicker noise region to within a few dB of actual 
performance over the normal range of Avmax and component 
values. 

E out 

Figure 6: Typical Circuit 

E out 

Figure 7: Noise Model for Typical Circuit 

Calculating CLC520 output noise in a typical circuit 
To calculate the noise in a CLC520 application, the noise 
terms given for the amplifier as well as the noise terms of 
the external components must be included. To clarify the 
techniques used, output noise in a typical circuit will be 
calculated. (Figure 6) 

The noise model is depicted in Fi~e 7. The diagram assumes 
spot noise sources with VrmsNHz and Ampsrm.lv'Hz units. 
The Thevenin equivalent of the source and input termination is 
used: 250 in series with a noise voltage source. R is 
assumed noiseless since its effect is included in en' fhe 
internal 5kO resistor at the CLC520 core output is also 
assumed noiseless since its effect is included in ilo ' The noise 
contribution from Rf is modeled as a noise voltage source. 

The easiest way to analyze the output noise of this circuit is 
to break the analysis into three pieces: an input buffer noise 
calculation, an output buffer noise calculation, and a core 
noise calculation. The output contribution of the input buffer 
varies with the gain. The output contribution of the output 
buffer is constant. The core noise contribution is zero at 
maximum and minimum gain and reaches a peak at Avm,,}2. 
Summing the noise powers for each of these terms gives the 
total output noise power. 

Since we assume all noise terms are uncorrelated, the 
equivalent input noise voltage squared is given by: 

E~t=4kT25+ (In25)2+e~ 

il does not contribute to the input buffer noise because the 
input buffer inverting input is grounded. en is taken from Figure 
5. 

The equivalent output buffer noise is given by: 

E~t = (ilo • 1 kG)2 + 4kT(1 kG) + reno (1 + ~~g )]2 

Ino does not contribute to the output buffer noise because 
the output buffer non-inverting input is grounded. 

The core noise is already output referred and is 37nVlVt4z 
at V g = 1.1 (Avm,,}2) and approaches zero as Av goes to 0 
or Avmax. 

The total output noise voltage is given by: 

EfoTAL = E~t M, + E~t + C E~ore 

Where Av is the input to output voltage gain (which varies as 
Vg varies). 

C accounts for the variation in core noise contribution as V 9 

is adjusted. C = 1 when gain Av is Avmax!2. C is zero at Avmax 
and Av = 0 and varies between 0 and 1 for all other values. 

Using these equations, total calculated output noise for the 
circuit was 20nVfVHZ at minimum gain, 49nVfYHZ at mid
gain, and 53nVfVHz at maximum gain. 

VI"~---~ 50n 
500. Vout 

lk~:J output 
R 1 +5V( level 

C':·" '--_-"v-I _4_15_0_tkn;,::~st 
offset adjust 1 

Figure 8: Automatic Gain Control (AGC) -5V 
Loop 

AGC circuits 
Figure 8 shows a typical AGC circuit. The CLC520 is followed 
up with a CLC401 for higher overall gain. The output of the 
CLC401 is rectified and fed to an inverting integrator using 
a CLC420 (wideband voltage feedback op amp). When the 
output voltage, VOUb is too large the integrator output voltage 
ramps down reducing the net gain of the CLC520 and You,. 
If the output voltage is too small, the integrator ramps up 
increasing the net gain and the output voltage. Actual output 
level is set with R1. To prevent shifts in DC output voltage 
with changes in input signal level, trim pot R2 is provided. 
AGC circuits are always limited in the range of input signals 
over which constant output level can be maintained. In this 
circuit, we would expect that reasonable AGC action could 
be maintained over the gain adjustment range of the CLC520 
(at least 40dB). In practice, rectifier dynamic range limits 
reduce this slightly. 
Evaluation Board 
Evaluation PC boards (part number 730029 for through-hole 
and 730023 for SOIC) for the CLC520 are available. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• high-speed analog signal processing 
• RF modulators & mixers 
• automatic gain control & leveling loops 
• video production switching 
• instrumentation 
• voltage controlled filters 

DESCRIPTION 
The CLC522 variable gain amplifier (VGA) is a dc-coupled, two
quadrant multiplier with differential voltage inputs and a single
ended voltage output. The CLC522 is a complete VGA system 
which does not require external buffering since two input buffers 
and an output op amp are integrated with the multiplier core. Only 
two external resistors are needed to set the CLC522's maximum 
gain and gain control is easily achieved through a single high 
impedance voltage input. The CLC522 provides a linear in VIV 
relationship between the amplifier's gain and the gain-control 
input voltage. 

The CLC522's maximum gain may be set externally over a 
nominal range of 2V IV to 1 OOV IV with the gain control input 
providing a 40dB gain range down from the maximum setting. For 
example, set for a maximum gain of 100VIV, the CLC522 will 
provide a 1 OOVIV to 1 VIV gain control range by sweeping the gain 
control input through its full scale range of + 1 V to -1 V. 

Set at a maximum gain of 1 OVIV, the CLC522 provides a 165MHz 
signal channel bandwidth and a 165MHz gain control bandwidth. 
Gain nonlinearity over the full 40dB gain range is 0.5% and gain 
accuracy at the maximum gain of 10VIV is typically ±0.3%. 

The CLC522 is available in the following versions. 
CLC522AJP -40°C to +85°C 14-pin Plastic DIP 
CLC522AJE -40°C to +85°C 14-pin Plastic SOIC 
CLC522AIB -40°C to +85°C 14-pin CERDIP 
CLC522A8B -55°C to +125°C 14-pin CERDIP, MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC522A8L-2 -55°C to +125°C 20-pin LCC, MIL-STD-883, Level B 
CLC522ALC -55°C to + 125°C dice 
CLC522AMC -55°C to +125°C dice, MIL-STO-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages and DESC SMD number. 

Package Dimensions 
0.030-0.060 

Wideband Variable 
Gain Amplifier 

FEATURES (typical): 
• linear wide band (165MHz) gain control 
• 165MHz signal channel bandwidth 
• differential voltage input; single-ended voltage output 
.0.05% signal channel nonlinearity 
• adjustable maximum gain 
• 40dB variable gain range 
• -50/-65dBc 2nd/3rd harmonic distortion 
.0.15%, 0.08° differential gain, phase 

Chip 
Topography 

I v" 
+V(n • 
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14-pin plastic DIP 14-pin CERDIP 14-pin plastic sOle 

Comlinear Corporation * 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 * (303) 226-0500 
DS522.P1 (preliminary) 5 _ 9 
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Vout < 0.5Vpp 165 115 110 120 110 MHz 
Vout < 5.0Vpp 150 95 100 100 90 MHz 

gain control bandwidth Vou,Yg< 0.5Vpp 165 115 110 120 110 MHz 
gain flatness Vout < 0.5Vpp 

t peaking DC-30MHz 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 dB 
t rolloff DC-30MHz 0.05 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.25 dB 
t peaking DC-200MHz 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 dB 
t rolloff DC-60MHz 0.3 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.0 dB 

linear phase deviation DC-60MHz 0.5 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.2 
tfeedthrough 30MHz, Vg< -1.1VDC -62 -57 -57 -57 -57 dB 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 0.5V step 2.2 3.0 2.9 2.9 3.2 ns 

5.0V step 3.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 ns 
settling time to ±0.1 % 2.0Vstep 12 18 18 18 18 ns 
overshoot 0.5Vstep 2 15 15 15 15 % 
slew rate 4V 2000 1400 1400 1400 1400 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -50 -44 -44 -44 -44 dBc 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz -65 -56 -58 -58 -54 dBc 
equivalent output noise (see noise model) 

noise floor 1-200MHz -132 -129 -130 -130 -129 dBm'H' 
noise 1-200MHz 58 65 62 62 68 nV/..JHz 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
• integral signal nonlinearity Vou,=4Vpp 0.04 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 % 
gain control nonlinearity 0.5 2.2 3.0 2.0 2.5 % 

input bias current 15 47 82 38 38 IlA 
average temperature coefficient 125 300 600 210 nAJoC 

gain error Av = 10VIV ±O.O ±0.5 +0.5,-1.0 ±0.5 ±0.5 dB 
• output offset voltage 25 95 120 85 90 mV 

average temperature coefficient 100 350 400 300 IlV/oC 
• input bias current 9 26 45 21 21 !LA 

average temperature coefficient 65 175 275 125 nAJoC 
input offset current 0.2 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 !LA 

average temperature coefficient 5 30 40 20 nAJoC 
tpower supply sensitivity output referred 10 40 40 40 40 mVIV 
,,"common mode rejection ratio input referred 70 59 59 59 59 dB 
• supply current no load 46 62 63 61 61 mA 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
V;, signal inputs resistance 1500 450 175 650 650 kO 

capacitance 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 pF 
• V;, differential voltage range V;,= IT" R, ±320 ±230 ±250 ±250 ±210 mV 
buffer tail current (It) 1.8 1.26 1.37 1.37 1.15 mA 
V;, common mode voltage range ±2.2 ±1.2 ±1.4 ±1.2 ±1.2 V 
V, control input resistance 100 30 15 38 38 kO 

capacitance 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 pF 
Vg input voltage Av= 10VIV 990±0 ±60 ±60 ±60 mV 

Av= OVIV -975±0 ±80 
DC 0.1 0.2 
no load 

cc Recomended gain range: 

'out Notes: 
common mode input voltage ±Vcc AJ,AI : 100% tested at +25'C, sample +85'C. 
differential input voltage ±10V t AJ : Sample tested at +25'C. 
maximum junction temperature +175'C t AI : 100% tested at +25'C. 
operating temperature range A8 : 100% tested at +25'C, -55'C, + 125'C. 

AJ: -40'C to +85'C t A8 : 100% tested at +25'C, sample at -55'C, + 125'C 
AI: -40'C to +85'C AL, AM: 100% wafer probed +25'C to +25'C minimax specifications. 
A8,AM,AL: -55'C to +125'C .. SMD : Sample tested at +25'C, -55'C, + 125°C. 

storage temperature range -65°C to +150'C note 1) : CLC522AJE version tested and guaranteed with R,=8660, 
lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) +300°C R,= 1650. 
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Designing with the CLC522 
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Figure 1: CLC522 typical application circuit 
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input buffers convert the input voltage to a current. This 
current is a function of the input voltage and the value of Rg, 

the gain-setting resistor. A voltage-controlled two-quadrant 
multiplier attenuates this current. The multiplier output 
current is then converted to a voltage via the output amplifier. 
This output amplifier is a current feedback amplifier configured 
as a transimpedance amplifier. The transimpedance gain is 
the feedback resistor, Rf• The input signal, output, and gain 
control are all voltages. 

The maximum gain is a function of the ratio, Rf/Rg , more 
specifically, 

G =R,*1.85 
max Rg+3Q 

Eq.1 

The maximum input voltage, Vdmax , which can be 
accommodated by the V-I conversion of the input buffers is 
a function of Rg , 

Vdmax = (Rg + 3Q) * 1.35mA Eq.2 

The 1.35mA is the minimum guaranteed current available in 
the V-I converter. Typically this current is 1.75mA. 

Comparing equations 1 and 2, it can be seen that the 
maximum available gain, Gmax, is inversely proportional to 

The CLC522 is a wideband variable gain amplifier. A voltage Ag. The maximum input voltage for linear operation, Vdmax, 

input signal may be applied differentially between the two is directly proportional to Rg• Large maximum gains with 
inputs, or single-ended by grounding the unused differential large input signals are possible when all factors affecting the 
input (see figure 1, Typical application circuit). The CLC522 CLC522 performance are understood. 
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The effect of Ag on both Gmax and Vdmax suggests the following 
design procedure to get the most out of the CLC522. First, 
Ag is determined based on the maximum input signal. V dmax 

is a peak voltage. Once this maximum peak input voltage is 
known, Ag, in ohms, is calculated: 

A = Vdmax -3Q 
g 1.35mA Eq.3 

This value of Ag is then used to calculate Af, in ohms: 

A _ Gmax (Ag + 3Q) 
f - ---".=':"1-.8-"'-5-- Eq.4 

Since the output amplifier is a current feedback amplifier, the 
value of AI has a profound affect on the small-signal bandwidth 
and stability of a current feedback amp. A complete 
discussion of the feedback resistor's influence on the 
performance of current feedback amps can be found in 
OA-20, "Current Feedback Myths Debunked", and OA-13, 
"Current Feedback Loop Gain Analysis and Performance 
Enhancements". A first-order approximation would be that 
doubling the value olthe recommended AI cuts the bandwidth 
in half. 

The value of AI calculated from equation 4 must then be 
reviewed for its effect on circuit bandwidth and stability. At 
less than 1 kQ is not recommended, except for high Gmax. 

Thisdatasheetuses an Atof715QforGmax = 100VIV. Higher 
RI will reduce bandwidth. This can be seen in the typical 
plots. If the resulting values of Rt and Ag reduce bandwidth 
excessively, the design goals must be reconsidered. Rg can 
be reduced if the maximum input voltage requirement is 
relaxed. 

Typically a conflict arises in designs with large input signals 
and large maximum gain. An example is an input dynamic 
range of 40dB (Vin(peak) = 1 V to 10mV) with a desired 
constant output of 1V(peak). In this case the gain must 
range from a minimum of 1 VIV (unity gain when Vin = 1 V) to 
a maximum of 100VIV (40dB for Vin = 10mV). In this case 
Rg = 738Q, RI = 40kQ. A feedback resistor this large is not 
practical for noise reasons, and will severely limit the 
bandwidth of the CLC522. If the input-to-output dynamic 
range requirement can be reduced to 20dB (Gmax = 1 OVIV) , 
RI is then 4kQ. These circuit values will yield a constant 
output voltage of 1 OOmV, with an approximate bandwidth of 
40MHz. A constant gain-of-10VIV amplifier can follow the 
CLC522 for the desired final output voltage of 1 V. The 
recommended values for Gmax = 10VIV are Ag = 182Q and 
RI = 1 kQ. These values result in a circuit with a small-signal 
bandwidth of 165MHz and a maximum input voltage of 
250mV(peak). 

Printed Circuit Layout 

A good high-frequency PCB layout including ground plane 
and power supply bypassing are essential for optimum 
performance. The amplifier is sensitive to stray capacitance 
to ground at the I-input (pin 12); keep trace area small and 
remove ground plane near the input pins. Shunt capacitance 
across At must not be used to compensate for this effect as 
is often done with voltage feedback op-amps. Keep in mind 

that ground plane beneath At will add undesirable shunt 
capacitance, as well as capacitance to ground. 

Symmetric traces from Ag to pins 4 and 5 will yield the best 
results. Capacitance to ground can be minimized by removing 
ground plane from under the body of Ag. 

High-frequency ceramic bypass capacitors must be used on 
each of the five power supply pins (1,13,14,7,8). The ·Vee 
pin is particularly important in this respect. The signal gain 
is determined by the difference in potential between Vg 
(pin 2) and -Vee on pin 7. Any variation in the voltage on pin 
7 will translate directly to a change in gain. 

Parasitic or load capacitance, Clan the output (pin 10) 
degrades phase margin and can lead to frequency response 
peaking. A small series resistor between pin 10 and CI 
decouples this effect (see the plot "Settling Time vs. Capacitive 
Load for a Recommended Rs"). 

The non-inverting input of the output op-amp (pin 9) must be 
kept near ground potential. A 20Q resistor to ground 
improves the frequency response of this amp. It does not, 
however, improve offsets due to bias current effects. 

Adjusting Offset 

+5V 

R10 10kO 

·5V 

In+ 
R1 

500 

R2 
500 

R3 

+5V 

R6' R14 
2kO 10kn 

R5 
2kO 

R7 ·5V 
1kO 12 

CLC520 or 
CLC522 

10 VOO1 

Supplies and de-coupling 
to amplifier not shown 

'-----0 Gain Adjust 

Figure 7: Input and output stage DC nulling 

The output stage offset should be trimmed prior to the input 
stage. With the gain adjust pin set at minimum gain 
(maximum attenuation), the output stage offset may be 
nulled independently from the input stage. A14 should be 
adjusted to yield the desired output error voltage (typically 
<1 mV). Having corrected forthe input offset voltage and bias 
current errors of the output amplifier, returning the gain 
adjust pin to the maximum gain voltage will allow the input 
buffer stage DC offset errors to be corrected. With no input 
signal present, but with matched source impedances at 
each olthe two buffer inputs, R1 0 of Figure 7 can be adjusted 
to bring the output to within the desired error band. 
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Adjusting the input and the output stage offsets at the two 
gain extremes will hold the output DC error at a minimum at 
these two points in the gain range. If a more limited gain 
range is anticipated, the adjustments should be made at 
these operating points. The non-linear DC error introduced 
by the multiplier core will cause a residual, gain dependent, 
offset to appear at the output as the gain is swept from 
minimum to maximum. Also, neither the input nor the output 
offset adjustments described here will improve temperature 
drift effects. For more information, contact Comlinear 
Corporation for the final data sheet. 

Evaluation PC boards, part numbers 730029 (through-hole) 
and 730033 (surface mount) are available from Comlinear at 
minimal cost. 

R,x 1.85 
Design Equations: A.,..,. = Rg + 3.0 

A. = (A.m..I2)(Vg+ 1) 
V_ = (Rg + 3.0) x 0.00135 

V,.C 
Where: A., = (+V.,}-(-V .. ) 

Notes: 

A.,..,. = maximum gain 
R, = feedback resistor, Rg = gain 
resistor 
V_ = maximum differential voltage 

The recommended value of R, is 1 kn. It is 
recommended that the value of the gain setting 
resistor (Rg) be adjusted to change the maximum 
gain (A....x). The recommended range of A_ Is ±2 
to ±100. 

The input buffers are current limited. 
Consequently, the maximum differential input voltage 
range (V _) that is guaranteed for linear operation, 
is proportional to the value chosen for Rg (given in the 
equation above). 
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ruN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• digital and wideband analog communications 
• radar, I F and RF processors 
• fiber optic drivers and receivers 
• photomultiplier preamplifiers 

DESCRIPTION 

Comlinear Corporation's CLC104 Linear Amplifier represents a 
significant advance in linear amplifiers. Proprietary design tech
niques have yielded an amplifier with 14dB of gain and a -3dB 
bandwidth of DC to 1100MHz. Gain flatness to 750MHz of 
±O.4dB coupled with excellent VSWR and phase linearity gives 
outstanding pulse fidelity and low signal distortion. 

Designed for 50n systems, the CLC104 is very easy to use, 
requiring only properly bypassed power supplies for operation. 
This translates to time- and cost-savings in all stages of design 
and production. 

Fast rise time, low overshoot and linear phase make the CLC104 
ideal for high speed pulse amplification. These properties plus 
low distortion combine to produce an amplifier well suited to 
many communications applications. With a 1.1 GHz bandwidth, 
the CLC104 can handle the fastest digital traffic, even when the 
demodulation scheme or the digital coding format requires that 
DC be maintained. It is also ideal for traditional video amplifier 
applications such as radar or wideband analog communications 
systems. 

These same characteristics make the CLC104 an excellent 
choice for use in fiber optics systems, on either the transmitting 
or receiving end of the fiber. The low group delay distortion 
insures that pulse integrity will be maintained. As a photomulti
plier tube preamp, its fast response and quick overload recovery 
provide for superior system performance. 

The CLC1 04 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar transistor 
technology. The CLC104AI is specified over a temperature range of 
-25°Cto +85°C. The device is packaged in a 14-pin double-wide DIP 
package. 

O.ll5OR(TYP) 

o 
DC to 1.1 GHz § 
Linear Amplifier 2 

FEATURES: 

• -3dB bandwidth of 1.1GHz 
• 325psec rise and fall times 
• 14dB gain, 500 input and output 
• low distortion, linear phase 
• 1.4:1 VSWR (output, DC-1.1GHz) 

+ vee 

'Pins 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10 
case is ground 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

+15V 

10K 
OFFSET 
ADJUST 

39;;.01 

Vin 0--------"-1 

Capacitance in p.F 

+15V 

Figure 1: Basic circuit 

Vout 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS104.03 January 1993 
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PARAMETER 
Temperature 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 

* -3dB bandwidth 
--3dB bandwidth 

* non-inverting gain 
* gain flatness 

deviation from linear phase 
group delay 

* reverse isolation 

* inputVSWR 

* output VSWR 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 

rise and fall time 
(10% to 90%) 
overshoot and aberrations 
settling time 
overload recovery 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 

* secondlthird harmonics at 100MHz 
(see graph) 
third order intermodulation intercept 
(two tone, 1 MHz separation; see graph) 
equivalent input noise voltage 
noise figure 
usable dynamic range 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

input bias current (drift) 
output offset voltage (drift) 

* supply current (no load) 
supply rejection (at 1 KHz; see graph) 

supply voltage range 
input voltage 
output current 
output voltage (short circuit protection) 
operating temperature 
storage temperature 
junction temperature 

CONDITIONS 
CLC104AI 

OdBm out 
10dBm out 
at 100 MHz, note 1 
DC -750MHz 
DC - 600MHz 

DC -750MHz 
750MHz - 11 OOMHz 
DC -750MHz 
750MHz - 11 OOMHz 
DC -750MHz 
750MHz - 11 OOMHz 

1 V output step 
2V output step 
1 V output step 
to 0.8%, 1 V step 
V;"p,.k = ±0.5V 

OdBm 
*10dBm 
100MHz 
500MHz 
10Hz to 1200MHz 

100MHz 
500MHz 

note 2 
note 3 

nominal gain only - gain variation over temperature is ±0.1 dB 
(input bias current) X (RsI150Q) = input offset voltage 

MIN 

1000 

13.8 
-.6 

40 
35 

30/35 

TYP 

1100 
1050 
14.2 
±.4 
1.5 
600 
45 
40 

1.2:1 
1.4:1 
1.2:1 
1.4:1 

325 
375 

3 
1.2 
1.2 

47/53 
44/43 

26 
17 
55 
11 
71 
65 

80(0.6) 
50(375) 

54 
55 

±9Vto 16V 
±0.5V 
40mA 
±3.5V 

MAX 

14.9 
+.6 
3 

1.35:1 
1.6:1 

1.35:1 
1.6:1 

375 
450 

1.6 

280(2.0) 
250(625) 

60 

-25·C to 85·C 
-65·C to 150·C 

175·C 

note 1: 
note 2: 
note 3: 
note 4: 

output offset can be adjusted to zero with an external potentiometer - see "Reducing DC Offset" 
* = final electrical test parameter, 100% tested at 25·C 
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MHz 
MHz 
dB 
dB 

degree 
ps 
dB 
dB 

ps 
ps 
% 
ns 
ns 

-dBc 
-dBc 

+dBm 
+dBm 
IlV",,, 
dB 
dB 
dB 

IlA(IlAI"C) 
mV(IlV•C) 

±mA 
db 
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PC Board Layout Considerations 

Proper layout of printed circuit boards is important to achieve 
optimum performance of a circuit operating in the 1GHz fre
quency range. Use of microstripline is recommended for all 
signal-carrying paths and low resistance, low inductance sig
nal return and bypass paths should be used. To keep the 
impedance of these paths low, use as much ground plane as is 
possible. Ground plane also serves to increase the flow of heat 
out of the package. 

The CLC104 has three types of connections: signal paths 
(input and output), DC inputs (supplies and offset adjust), and 
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grounds. 500 microstrip is recommended for connection to 
the input (pin 4) and output (pin 11 ). Microstrip on a double
sided PC board consists of a ground plane on one side of the 
board and a constant-width signal-carrying trace on the other 
side of the board. For 1/16" G10 or FR-4 PC board material a 
0.1" wide trace will have a 500 characteristic impedance. The 
ground plane beneath the signal trace must extend at least one 
trace width on either side of the trace. Also, all traces (includ
ing ground) should be kept at least one trace width from the 
signal carrying traces. 
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To keep power supply noise and oscillations from appearing at 
the amplifier output, all supply pins should be capacitively 
bypassed to ground. The power supply pins (1 and 2) are the 
inputs to a pair of voltage regulators whose outputs are at pins 
13 and 14. It is recommended that O.01IlF or larger ceramic 
capacitors be connected from pins 1,2, 13 and 14 to ground, 
within 0.2" of the pins. A 11lF or larger solid tantalum capacitor 
to ground is required within 3" of pins 1 and 2, and for good low 
frequency performance, solid tantalum capacitors of at least 
151lF should be connected from pins 13 and 14 to ground 
within 3" of the pins. Use 0.025" or wider traces for the supply 
lines. The offset adjust pin (12) also requires bypassing; a 
O.OlIlF or larger ceramic capacitor to ground within 0.2" of the 
pin is recommended. 

Grounding is the final layout consideration. Pins 3 and 5-10 
should all be connected to a ground plane which should cover 
as much of one side of the board around the amplifier as 
possible. 

Reducing DC Offset 

DC offset of the CLC104 may be adjusted by applying a DC 
voltage to the amplifier's offset adjust pin (12). The simplest 
method is shown in Figure 1. Using this method of offset adjust 
it is possible to vary the output offset by approximately 
±400mV. This simple adjustment has no effect on the offset 
drift characteristics of the CLC104. 

If lower offset and offset drift are required, a low frequency op 
amp may be used in conjunction with the CLC104 in a compo
site configuration. The suggested circuit appears in Figure 2. Its 
method of operation is to compare an attenuated version of the 
output signal to the input signal and apply a correcting voltage 
at the offset adjust pin. A compensation capacitor Cs reduces 
the bandwidth of the op amp correction circuit to limit the op 
amp's effect on the CLC104 to frequencies below f45, the fre
quency at which the op amp has45dB of open loop gain. Using 
an LM10B, f45 is about 7Hz with Cs = .1IlF. Thus the opamp can 
correct DC and low frequency errors below f45, without affect
ing CLC104 performance above f45. Also note that the noise 
performance of the op amp will dominate below f45. 

With an LM10B op amp in this composite configuration, input 
offset is typically 2mV and drift is 151lV/o C. At frequencies well 
below f45, the composite gain is equal to (1 +49.9K1(Ra + Rbll 
and the output impedance is very low. As the signal frequency 
increases beyond f45, the op amp loses influence and the 
CLC104 gain and output impedance dominate. To ensure a 
smooth transition and matched gain at all frequencies, adjust 
Rb for a minimum op amp output swing with a O.lV pp sine wave 
input (to the CLC104) at the frequency f45• Since the CLC104 
has a 500 output impedance, its output voltage is a function of 
the load impedance (Av =10RJ(RL +50», whereas the gain of 
the composite amplifier at low frequencies and DC is relatively 
independent of the load impedance, due to the high open-loop 
gain of the op amp. Thus, to avoid gain mismatching and phase 
nonlinearity, use the composite amplifier only if the load imped
ance is constant from DC to at least 10(f45). 

Use of a composite amplifier reduces input offset voltage and 
its corresponding drift, but has no effect on input bias current. 
This current is converted to an input voltage by the resistance 
to ground seen at the amplifier input and the voltage appears, 
amplified, at the output. Typical input offset voltage due to the 
bias current is 2mV and input offset drift is approximately 
15IlV/oC. 

Thermal Considerations 

The CLC104 case must be maintained at or below 140° C. Note 
that because of the amplifier design, power dissipation 
remains fairly constant, independent of the load or drive level. 
Therefore, standard derating is not possible. There are two 
ways to keep the case temperature low. The first is to keep the 
amount of power dissipated inside the package to a minimum 
and the second is to get the heat out of the package quickly by 
reducing the thermal resistance from case to ambient. 

2K 
2 ~.Ol 

Figure 2: Composite amplifier 

Rc 
9.76K 

>"'+----0 Vout 

49.9K 

Ra 
II.aK 

Rb 
IK 

CapaCitance in f'F 

Rc =CRa+Rb) !I 49.9K 

A large portion olthe heat dissipated inside the package is in the 
voltage regulators. At the minimum ±9V supply level the regu
lators dissipate 390mW and at the maximum ± 16V supply level 
they dissipate 1.2W. 

The amplifier itself diSSipates a fairly constant 600mW 
(55mA X 10.BV). Reducing the power dissipation of the internal 
regulators will go far towards reducing the internal junction 
temperatures without impacting the ac performance. Reducing 
either the input supply voltages (on pins 1 and 2) and / or shunting 
the regulator currentthrough external resistors (from pins 1 to 14 
and pins 2 to 13) are both effective means towards significantly 
reducing the internal power diSSipation. A minimum voltage 
across the regulator of 3.6V and a minimum regulator current of 
1 Oma will satisfy the regulator dropout voltage and current limits. 

Given the maximum anticipated power supply voltages, the 
shunt resistor should be calculated to yield a 35mA current from 
that voltage to the regulated voltage of 5.4V. This will leave 10ma 
through the regulator atthe minimum quiescent current of 45mA. 
The regulator input voltages may be reduced directly by dropping 
the voltage supplies, or, if that option is not available, using either 
a zener or resistive dropping element in series with the supply. 
If a series dropping element is used, the decoupling capacitors 
must appear on pins 1 and 2 of the CLCl 04. Figure 3 shows two 
possible power reduction circuits from fixed ± 15V supplies. 

Several methods of decreasing the thermal resistance from case 
to ambient are possible. With no heat paths other than still air at 
25°C, the thermal resistance from case to ambient for the 
CLC104 is about 40° C/W. When placed in a printed circuit 
board with all ground pins soldered into a ground plane 1" X 1.5", 
the thermal resistance drops to about 30° C/W. In this config
uration, the case rise will be 30°C for 9V supplies and 50°C for 
16V supplies. This results in maximum allowable ambient tem
peratures of 110°C and 90°C, respectively. If higher operating 
temperatures are required, heat sinking of the package is 
recommended. 

+15 

DI 5.6V 

-15 

01, 02 IN4734 
nominal, no load Pd = 760mW 

CAl 

+15 

60n 

nominal, no load Pd = 900mW 
(8) 

Figure 3: Reducing Power Dissipation 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• ultra-fast flash NO conversion 
• line driving 
• high speed communications 
• impedance transformation 
• power buffers 
• IF processors 

DESCRIPTION: 
Using a unique closed-loop design, the CLCll 0 buffer offers a 
high-fidelity, high-performance alternative to conventional open
loop buffers. For example, the -3dB bandwidth is 730MHz 
(0.5Vpp) and the settling time to 0.2% is typically only 5ns. Yet all 
this is achieved while maintaining excellent signal fidelity as 
demonstrated by the - 65dBc harmonic distortion at 20MHz - a 
value unmatched by any high-speed buffer. 

The CLCll 0 is an ideal choice for a wide variety of applications. 
With its speed and accuracy, the CLCll0 offers designers the 
benefit of buffering signals which might otherwise go unbuffered 
due to performance penalties imposed by conventional buffers. 
For example, the CLCll 0 is well suited for use within closed-loop 
systems such as amplifier or phase locked loop systems; with its 
400ps rise time, its effect on loop dynamics is usually negligible. 

Ultra-fast flash NO converter systems can also benefit from the 
speed of the CLCll O. And, since most flash NO's have capacitive 
inputs, the CLCll0's dynamic performance has been 
characterized for various loads. In addition, the amplifier 
specifications are for a lOOn load. 

The CLCll 0 is available in several versions to meet a variety of 
requirements. A three-letter suffix determines the version: 

CLC110AJP 
CLC110AJE 
CLC110AIB 
CLC110A8B 

CLC110ALC 
CLC110AMC 

- 40'C to +85'C 
- 40'C to +85'C 
- 40'C to +85'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 

- 55'C to + 125'C 
-55'C to +125'C 

8-pin plastic DIP 
8-pin plastic SOIC 
8-pin hermetic CERDIP 
8-pin hermetic CERDIP, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method 5008, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number, 5962-89975. 

8-pin plastic DIP 8-pin CERDIP 

o 
Wideband, Closed-Loop § 
Monolithic Buffer Amplifier 0 

FEATURES: 
• closed-loop, unity-gain operation 
• -3dB bandwidth of 730MHz (0.5Vpp) 

• 0,2% settling in 5ns 
• low power, 150mW 
• low distortion, -65dBc at 20MHz 

PINOUT 

DIP and SOIC Versions 

Chip Topography 

1= i 

It...::F'--=--= __ -+..J

1 
~O.039"~ 

Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to 
- Vee' It is not 
necessary to 
electrically 
connect the 
backside to the 
minus supply. 
Contact 
Comlinear for 
complete die 
information. 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
D8110.04 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS 
Ambient Temperature CLC110AJ/AI 

Ambient Temperature CLC110A8/AM/AL 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE1 
-3dB bandwidth VOUI < 0.5Vpp 

Vout < 5Vpp 
gain flatness2 Vout < 0.5Vpp 

t peaking DC to 200MHz 
t roll off DC to 200MHz 

group delay DC to 200M Hz 
linear phase deviation DC to 200MHz 

TIME DOMAIN PERFORMANCE1 
rise and fall time 0.5V step 

(input signal riselfall = 300ps) 
overshoot 0.5V step 

(input signal riselfall = 300ps) 
rise and fall time 5V step 

(input signal rise/fall ~ 1 ns) 
settling time to ±0.2% 2V step 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
2nd harmonic distortiotl 

t 2Vpp,20MHz 
2Vpp,50MHz 

3rd harmonic distortion 
t 2Vpp,20MHz 

2Vpp,50MHz 
equivalent input noise 

noise floor >1MHz 
integrated noise 1 MHz to 200MHz 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
small signal gain into 100n load 
integral endpoint linearity ±2V full scale 

* output offset voltage 
average temperature coefficient 

* input bias current 
average temperature coefficient 

t power supply rejection ratio 
* supply current no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
input resistance 

capacitance 
output impedance at DC 
output voltage range 100n load 
output current -40°C to +85°C 

-55°C to +125°C 

lout output is short circuit protected to ground, 
but, maximum reliability will be obtained if 
10UI does not exceed ... 

input voltage 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AI/AJ: 
ABlAMlAL: 

storage temperalUre range 
lead solder duration (t3OQ'C) 

lOrnA 
±Vcc 

+1lS'C 

- 40'C to +8S'C 
- 55'C to + 125'C 
- 65'C to + 1SO'C 

10 sec 

TYP 

+25°C 
+25°C 

730 
90 

0 
0 
0.75 
0.7 

0.4 

0 

4.5 

5 
800 

-65 
-60 

-65 
-60 

-158 
40 

0.97 
0.2 
2 
20 
20 
200 
50 
15 

160 
1.6 
2 
±4 
±70 
±70 

t 
t 

t 
* 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 6 _ a 

MIN AND MAX RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 
-40°C +25°C +85°C 
-55°C +25°C +125°C 

>400 >400 >300 MHz SSBW 
>50 >55 >50 MHz LSBW 

<0.8 <0.5 <0.6 dB GFPH 
<1.0 <0.8 <1.2 dB GFRH 
<1.0 <1.0 <1.2 ns GD 
<1.5 '<1.5 <2.0 ° LPD 

<1.0 <1.0 <1.4 ns TRS 

<15 <10 <15 % OS 

<8.5 <7.5 <8.5 ns TRL 

<10 <10 <10 ns TSP 
>450 >500 >450 V/f.lS SR 

<-48 <-55 <-55 dBc HD2 
<-48 <-55 <-55 dBc HHD2 

<-55 <-55 <-55 dBc HD3 
<-50 <-50 <-45 dBc HHD3 

<-155 <-155 <-154 dBm(1Hz) SNF 
<57 

>0.95 
<0.8 
<16 
<100 
<100 
<700 
>45 
<20 

>50 
<2.5 
<3.5 
>±3.0 
>±45 
>±40 

AI,AJ 
AJ 
AI 

AS 
AS 

AL,AM 

note 1: 

note 2: 

<57 <63 JlV 

>0.96 >0.95 VIV 
<0.4 <0.3 %FS 
<8.0 <13 mV 
- <50 JlVloC 
<50 <50 JlA 
- <300 nA/oC 
>45 >45 dB 
<20 <20 mA 

>100 >200 kn 
<2.2 <2.5 pF 
<3.0 <3.5 n 
>±3.2 >±3.2 V 
>±50 >±50 mA 
>±50 >±50 mA 

100% tested at +2S'C, sample at +8S'C. 
Sample tested at +2S'C. 
100% tested at +2S'C. 
100% tested at +25'C, - 55'C, + 125'C. 

INV 

GA 
ILiN 
VIO 
DVIO 
IBN 
DIBN 
PSRR 
ICC 

RIN 
CIN 
RO 
VO 
10 
10 

100% tested at +25'C, sarrpIe at - 55'C, + 12S'C. 
100% wafer probe tested at +25'C to +25'C minimax 
specifications. 

AC performance is very dependent on layout. 
Specifications appIy.only in a 50Q microstrip environment. 
Gain flalness tests are performed from 0.1 MHz to 200MHz. 



~ 
.c 
o 

N 

-30 

-35 

-40 

,,-45 
III 
:E.-50 

" ,Q-55 

~-60 
0-65 

-70 

-75 

-80 

100MHz/div 

Input Impedance 

::{~~~~;;ij~J; : 
10' "1iF· "" 
Frequency (Hz) 

Integral Linearity Error 

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 
Vi,(V) 

Small Signal Pulse Response 

1ns/div 

2nd Harmonic Distortion 

4 

1GHz 

+ 20' 

oo~ 

20° .9 
40°0 

'" 60' 

80' 

1MHz 10MHz 100MHz 

1MHz 50MHz/div 

Output Impedance 

1MHz 100MHz/div 

Large Signal Pulse Response 

1MHz 10MHz 
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0,5GHz 

1GHz 

100MHz 

0,3MHz 100MHz/div 

25MHz/div 

1GHz 

250MHz 
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Rin is chosen 
for desired .input 
impedance. 

Operation 

C4T ferriUl 
6S,..F-='" baod(opfioool) 

Rout is chosen for 
desired output impedance. 
(CLC11 a R~. ~ 2Cl) 

Figure 1: recommended circuit 
and evaluation board schematic 

The CLC11 0 is based upon a unique, patented closed-loop 
design, which provides the accuracy characteristics of a 
closed-loop amplifier, yet also has unmatched dynamic 
performance. 

Printed Circuit Layout and Supply Bypassing 
As with any high-frequency device, a good PCB layout is 
required for optimum performance. This is especially impor
tant for a device as fast as the CLC11 0, which has a typical 
bandwidth of 730MHz. 

To minimize capacitive feedthrough, the pins not connected 
internally (pins 2, 3, 6, and 7) should be connected to the 
ground plane. Input and output traces should be laid out as 
transmission lines with the appropriate termination resistors 
very near the CLC11 O. On a 0.065 inch epoxy PCB material, 
a 50n transmission line (commonly called stripline) can be 
constructed by using a trace width of 0.1" over a complete 
ground plane. 

Figure 1 shows recommended power supply bypassing. The 
ferrite beads are optional and are recommended only 
where additional isolation is needed from high-frequency 
(>400MHz) resonances of the power supply. 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output of the 
CLC110 will introduce additional phase shift in the device, 
which can lead to decreased phase margin and frequency 
response peaking. A small series resistor before the capac
itance effectively decouples this effect. The graphs on the 
preceding page illustrate the required resistor value and the 
resulting performance vs. capacitance. 

Precision buffed resistors (PRP8351 series from Precision 
Resistive Products), which have low parasitic reactances, 
were used to develop the data sheet specifications. Precision 
carbon composition resistors or standard spirally-trimmed 
RN55D metal film resistors will work, though they will cause 
a degradation of AC performance due to their reactive·nature 
at high frequencies. 

Evaluation Board 

An evaluation board (part number 730012) is available for the 
CLC11 0 to assist in the evaluation of the CLC11 O. It may also 
be used as a guide in developing a printed circuit layout. 
Figure 1 shows the board's schematic; Figures 2 through 4 
show the board layout. 

Evaluation Board Parts List: 
Rin select for desired input impedance 
Rout select for desired output impedance 
C1, C2 0.1pF ceramic radial lead 
C3 , C. 6.8pF (Sprague 150D series) 
L 1 , L2 ferrite beads (optional) (Ferroxcube #VK 200 19/4B) 

Hardware (optional) 
SocketsCambion flush-mount connector jacks 

(#450-2598-01-06-00) 
SMA Connectors (female) 

Amphenol 901-144 (straight) 
Amphenol 901-143 (angled) 

Application Notes and Assistance 
Application notes that address topics such as data conversion, 
fiber optics, and general high frequency circuit design are 
available from Comlinear or your Comlinear sales engineer. 

Comlinear maintains a staff of highly qualified applications 
engineers to provide technical and design assistance. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• video crosspoint switch driver 
• video distribution buffers 
• video switching buffers 
• video signal multiplexing 
• instrumentaion amps 
• active filters 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC114 is a high-performance, closed-loop quad buffer 
intended for power sensitive applications. Requiring only 30mW 
of quiescent power dissipation per channel (± SV supplies), the 
CLC114 offers a small signal bandwidth of 200MHz (O.SVpp) and 
a slew rate of 4S0V/jLs. 

Designed specifically for high density crosspoint switch and analog 
multiplexer applications, the CLC114 offers excellent linearity and 
wide channel isolation (62dB @ 10MHz). Driving a typical 
crosspoint switch load, the CLC114 offers differential gain and 
phase performance of 0.08% and 0.1 %; gain flatness through 
30M Hz is typically 0.1 dB. 

With its patented closed-loop topology, the CLC114 has significant 
performance advantages over conventional open-lOOp designs. 
Applications requiring low output impedance and true unity gain 
stability through very high frequencies (active filters, dynamic load 
buffering, etc.) will benefit from the CLC114's superior 
performance. 

Constructed using an advanced, complementary bipolar process 
and Comlinear's proven high-speed architectures, the CLC114 is 
available in several versions to meet a variety of requirements. 

CLC114 AJP 
CLC114 AJE 
CLC114 AlB 
CLC114 A8B 

--40'C to + 8SoC 
--40'C to +8S'C 
--40'C to +8S'C 
-SS'C to +12S'C 

CLC114 ALC -5S'Cto+12S'C 
CLC114 AMC -SS'Cto+12S'C 

14-pin plastic DIP 
14-pin plastic SOIC 
14-pin hermetic CERDIP 
14-pin hermetic CERDIP, 
MIL-STO-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method 
S008, MIL-STD-883, Level B 

Contact factory for other packages. DESC SMD number 5962-92339 

Package Dimensions 

Quad, Low-Power 
Video Buffer 

FEATURES (typical): 
• closed-loop, quad buffer 
• 200MHz small-signal bandwidth 
• 4S0V/jLS slew rate 
• low power, 30mW per channel ( ± SV supplies) 
• 62dB channel isolation (10MHz) 
• specified for crosspoint switch loads 

Pinout 

DIP 
and 

SOIC 
versions 

Chip Typography . I Height is 0.014 
Yin 1 • Vo1ll1 inches. 

• • +Vcc 

die~i~.2 ~ • Vou\2 ~~~~~t~dCt~S~e~c. 
number A O.071~ It is not 

Vin 3 • • VOU,31 necessary to 
• electrically connect 

• -Vr;c the backside to 
Vin 4 ~ • Vout 4 the minus supply_ 

i--0.057""----j ~~:~~?e~:;'~r:ar 
information. 

C:~:~::l~~~" c:::F 03~ 
f----------(17.27-19.56)------l .' ____ , ~;.:=~:~ j..:: 0.693-0.785 ~ (f.~~=~:~~ 0224-0248 

0(104~:~·:) : .008-0.012:, I (17.60-19.94) f- --r ~= tJ rBl70 - 6.30 
~ ~ '(0.20-0 . .,) ~~ T~ ~ 

~r-.. =.-.----c,;.. ~-o:;;l MAX += {lo0~~~;1 ~"OBSCI .L ,':l:1m I~---"-
. TDl20_01£,37-7.87) ~3~~t~:~~---L- II " r;.62SSCj -l I- J L 0004-0010 s'MAX::::("l 1 ~ 

_ _ .1.13.05-3:") =11--1 1--1 -oJ.-.Ie- o "'0 esc (010-025) --I I- 19r,:~~~ 
o.oob-o\lo 0.01~_IO~02G 0.014-0.026 0.100 BSC O.54BSC 15' MAX ~O~:=~.~~ (127 BSC) 0014-0019 ro~:'=-1~b~ 
(2.29-2.79) (0.36-0.51) (0.S6-0.66) (2.54BSC) ("37BSC) (0.36-0.48) 

14-pin plastic DIP 14-pin CERDIP 14-pin plastic SOIC 

Com linear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DSl14.03 January 1993 
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t-3dB bandwidth Vou,<0.5Vpp 
Vou,<2Vpp 

gain flatness' Vou,<0.5Vpp 
t peaking DCt030MHz 
t peaking 30MHz to 200MHz 
t rolloff DC to 60MHz 

crosstalk (all hostile) 10MHz 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time O.SVstep 

2Vstep 
settling time to 0.1 % 2Vstep 

toO.Ol% 2Vstep 
overshoot O.SVstep 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp,20MHz 

equivalent noise input 
noise floor >tMHz 

STATIC, DC PERFORMANCE 
small signal gain 1000 load 
integral endpoint linearity ± tV, full scale 

*output offset voltage 
average temperature coefficient 

*input bias current 
average temperature coefficient 

tpower supply rejection ratio 
*supply current, total no load, quiescent 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
input resistance 

gain flatness Vou,<2Vpp 
Vout<2Vpp 

differential gain 
differential phase 
2"' harmonic distortion 

3" harmonic distortion 

crosstalk (all hostile) 

DC 
no load 

DCto5MHz 
DC to 30MHz 
3.58 & 4.43MHz 
3.58 & 4.43MHz 
5MHz,2Vpp 
30MHz,2Vpp 
5MHz,2Vpp 
30MHz,2Vpp 
5MHz 
10MHz 

Vee 
lout output is short circuit protected to 

ground, but maximum reliability will be 
maintained if 10"' does not exceed ... 

input voltage 
maximum junction temperature 

±7V 

3SmA 
±Vee 

+17S"C 
operating temperature range 

AJ/AI: -40·C to + 8S·C 
A8/AM/AL: -SS·C to + 12S·C 

storage temperature range -£S·C to + lS0·C 
lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) +300·C 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

200 >135 >135 >120 MHz SSBW 
95 >70 >70 >70 MHz LSBW 

0.0 <0.3 <0.2 <0.3 dB GFPL 
0.0 <1.3 <0.4 <0.5 dB GFPH 
0.1 <0.8 <0.8 <1.0 dB GFR 
62 >58 >58 >60 dB XT 

1.8 <2.8 <2.8 <3.0 ns TRSl 
S <7 <7 <8 ns TRS2 
10 <lS <lS <20 ns TSl 
20 <30 <30 <40 ns TSOl 
3 <lS <10 <lS % as 
4S0 >180 >200 >180 SR 

-so <-36 <-38 <-38 HD2 
-S8 <-so <-SO <-4S HD3 

-lSS <-lS3 <-lS3 <-lS3 SNF 

0.97 >0.9S >0.96 >0.96 VIV GA 
0.4 <1.0 <0.6 <O.S % ILiN 

±O.S <±8.2 <±s.o <±8.0 mV via 
±9.0 <±40 <±30 /LV/oC DVIO 
±1.0 <±10 <±S <±4 /LA IBN 
±6.0 <±62 <±2S nArC DIBN 

S6 >48 >48 >46 dB PSRR 
12.0 <17.0 <16.S <16.0 mA ICC 

1.S >1.0 MO 
1.8 <3.0 pF 
2.S <3.S 0 

V 

±0.02 dB 
Test Load ±O.I dB 

0.08 % 80 80 80 80 80 YOU! 
0.1 
-60 dBc tkO 
-43 dBc 
-58 dBc 
-43 dBc 
58 dB 
54 dB 

NOTES: 
AI,AJ 

t AJ 
100% tested at +2S·C, sample at +8S·C. 
Sample tested at +2S·C. 

t AI 
A8 

t A8 
• AL, AM 

note 1: 

6 -12 

100% tested at +2S·C. 
100% tested at +2S·C, -SS·C, + 12S·C. 
100% tested at +2S·C, sample at-SS·C, +12S·C. 
100% wafer probe tested at +2S·C to +2S·C 
specifications. 

Gain flatness tests are performed from 0.1 MHz. 
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Operation 
The CLCl14 is a quad, low-power, high-speed, unity-gain 
buffer. The closed loop topology provides accuracy not 
found in open loop designs. The input stage incorporates 
a slew-enhancement circuit which allows low quiescent 
power without sacrificing ac performance. 

PC Board Layout and Crosstalk 
High frequency devices demand a good printed circuit 
board layout for optimum performance. The CLCl14, with 
power gain to 200 MHz, is no exception. A ground plane 
and power supply bypassing with good high-frequency 
ceramic capacitors in close proximity to the supply pins 
is essential. Second harmonic distortion can be improved 
by ensuring equal current return paths for both the positive 
and the negative supplies. This can be accomplished by 
grounding the bypass capacitors at the same point in the 
ground plane while keeping the power supply side of the 
bypass capacitors within 0.1" ofthe CLCl14 supply pins. 

Crosstalk (undesired signal coupling between buffer 
channels) is strongly dependent on board layout. Closely 
spaced signal traces on the circuit board will degrade 
crosstalk due to intertrace capacitance. For this reason it 
is recommended that unused package pins (2, 4, 6, 11) 
be connected to the ground plane for better channel 
isolation at the device pins. Similarly, crosstalk can be 
improved by using a grounded guard trace between signal 
traces. This will reduce the distributed capacitance 
between signal lines. 

Following are two graphs depicting the effects of crosstalk. 
All-hostile crosstalk is measured by driving three of the 
four buffers simultaneously while observing the fourth, 
undriven, channel. Figure 2, "All-Hostile Crosstalk 
Isolation", shows this effect as a function of input signal 
frequency.'RL is the resistive load for each driven channel. 
Figure 3, "Most Susceptible Channel-to-Channel Pulse 
Coupling'!, describes one effect of crosstalk when one 
channel is driven with a 2Vpp step (tr=5ns) while the 
output of the undriven channel is measured. From Figure 
2 it can be observed that crosstalk decreases as the Signal 
frequency is reduced. Similarly, the pulse coupling 
crosstalk will decrease as the rise time increases. 

Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board for the CLCl14 is available. This 
board may be ordered as part #730023. 

Unused Buffers 
It is recommended that the inputs of any unused buffers 
be tied to ground through son resistors. 

Differential Gain and Phase 
The CLCl14 was designed to minimize differential gain 
and phase errors when driving the distributed capacitance 
of a video crosspoint switch. Refer to the section 
"Performance Driving a CrosspOint Switch" for typical 
values. 
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APPLICATIONS: 
• multi-channel video distribution 
• video switching buffers 
• high-speed analog multiplexing 
• channelized EW 
• high-density buffering 
• instrumentation amps 
• active filters 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC11S is a high performance, closed-loop, quad buffer 
designed for high density applications requiring a low-cost-per
channel solution to buffering high-frequency signals. The CLC11S's 
high performance includes a 700MHz small signal bandwidth 
(O.SVpp) and a 2700V/lls slew rate while requiring only 11 mA 
quiescent current per channel. Signal fidelity is maintained with low 
harmonic distortion (- 62dBc 2nd and 3rd harmonics at 20MHz), 
and wide channel separation (60dB crosstalk at 10MHz). 

Featuring a unique closed-loop design, the CLC11S offers true 
unity-gain stability and very low output impedance plus a 60mA per 
channel output drive capability. The CLC11S is ideally suited for 
buffering video signals with its 0.08%/0.04" differential gain and 
phase performance at 3.S8MHz. Applications such as analog 
multiplexing and high-speed NO converters will benefit from the 
CLC11S's high signal fidelity. 

Quad, Closed-Loop 
Monolithic Buffer 

FEATURES (typical): 
• closed-loop quad buffer 
• 700MHz small-signal bandwidth 
• 2700V/lls slew rate 
.0.08%/0.04" differential gain/phase 
• 60dB channel isolation (10MHz) 
• - 62dBc 2nd and 3rd harmonics at 20MHz 
• 60mA current output per channel 

The CLC11S offers a low-cost-per-channel solution to high-speed I-'-------"--"--..::...:~= 
buffering with four high-performance, closed-loop buffers integrated Pinout 
in one 14-pin package. 

Constructed using an advanced, complimentary bipolar process and 
Com linear's proven current feedback architectures, the CLC11S is 
available in several versions to meet a variety of requirements. 

CLC11SAJP 
CLC11SAJE 
CLC11SAID 

CLC11SA8D 

CLC11SALC 
CLC11SAMC 

- 40"C to + 8S"C 
- 40"C to + 8S"C 
- 40"C to + 8S"C 

- SS"C to + 12S"C 

-SS"C to + 12S"C 
- SS"C to + 12S"C 

14-pin plastic DIP 
14-pin plastic SOIC 
14-pin side-brazed 
ceramic DIP 
14-pin side-brazed 
ceramic DIP, 
MIL-STD-883, Level B 
dice 
dice qualified to Method 
S008, MIL-STD-883, 
LevelB 

Contact for other and DESC SMD number. 

1"0-0280 
~~'EFi",",,,,",,'TErli 15.59-7.1~o~=~:~~ 
f----- 0.680-0.770 ~ '0.145-0.200 

(17.27-19.56) O.04D-O.OIKl •. -.... -Li3.58-5.DB) ~o~=~·~ 

~r,= ... ,= .. , ____ I':"f-'-' ",:j:!'i ! ~-:o~:. 1s~TlH~'.=:C==--=:=:-l H 
(7%f-7.B7) MAX .l --== 

. O,015-0,060---=rI 
TO.120-0.150 (O.38-1.52)..J...... O.ooa-0.018 
~~,05-3.811 0125-0200-1 I- -If- ~,20-0,46I--1f-

O~-O.;; D.O~-t02O (3.18-5.08) &~:~ ~~=~:~ I ~::ss~ I 
(2.29-2.79) (0.38-0.51) 

14-pin plastic DIP 14-pin side-brazed ceramic DIP 

• • 
! 
A 

• • • tJ 

Vin1 
DIP 
and SOIC 
versions 

Chip Topography 

• • 
• 
• 
• • 

I Height is 0.014 
inches. 
NOTE: Backside 
connected to - V co' 

0.068' It is not necessary to 

f---- 0.054' --1 

1 electrically connect 
the backside to the 
minus supply. 
Contact Comliner for 
complete die 
information. 

O ---::r.'160 (3.56-4.06) 

---1 
0.224-0.248 t ~~:~:Uf la1is.70-S.3O) 

O.053-o.o69t~1 
'bHHJ-lJ-!HJ-bI'-'-'-'=-l(1.35-1·75)~WJL----J\W---.l.. 

J L .. 0'-0]" ,'MAX \~ I.- O~OOO9 
fj~~ (0.111-0.25) ([).18-023) 

0.014-0.019 ~~W--N~ 
(0.36-0.48) 

14-pin plastiC SOIC 
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PARAMETERS CONDITIONS 
Ambient Temperature CLC115AJ/AI 
Ambient Temperature CLC115A81 AMI AL 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESPONSE 
- 3dB bandwidth Vout < 0.5V pp 

Vout < 4Vpp 
gain flatness Vout < 0.5Vpp 

flatness DC to 30MHz1 

t peaking 30MHz to 200M Hz 
t rolloff 30MHz to 200M Hz 
differential gain 4.43MHz. 1500 load 
differential phase 4.43MHz. 1500 load 
crosstalk (all hostile) 10MHz 

TIME DOMAIN RESPONSE 
rise and fall time 4V step 
settling time to 0.1 % 2V step 
overshoot 4V step input trise < 4ns 

input trise > 4ns 
slew rate 

DISTORTION AND NOISE RESPONSE 
t2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp.20MHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp.20MHz 
equivalent noise input 

noise floor >1MHz 

STATIC DC PERFORMANCE 
small signal gain no load 
integral endpoint linearity ± 2V. full scale 
·output offset voltage 

average temperature coefficient 
·input bias current 

average temperature coefficient 
tpower supply rejection ratio 
·supply current total. no load 

MISCELLANEOUS PERFORMANCE 
input resistance 
input capacitance 
output resistance DC 
output voltage range no load 
output voltage range RL = 1000 
output current 

output is short circuit protected to 
ground. however. maximum reliability 
is obtained if lout does not exceed ... 

input voltage 

±7V 

96mA 
±Vcc 

+ 175·C maximum junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

AJ/AI: - 40·C to + 85·C 
A8/AM/AL - 55·C to + 125·C 

storage temperature range - 65·C to + 150·C 
lead temperature (soldering 10 sec) + 300·C 

Comllnear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

TYP MAX AND MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 
+ 25·C -40·C + 25·C + 85·C 
+ 25·C -55·C + 25·C + 125·C 

700 400 
270 200 

±O.O ± 0.1 
0.4 1.4 
0.0 0.5 
0.08 0.25 
0.04 0.08 
60 57 

1.4 2.0 
12 17 
5 15 
0 2 
2700 2200 

-62 -45 
-62 -53 

-157 -155 

0.995 0.97 
0.2 1.4 
±2 ±17 
±25 ± 100 
±8 ±35 
±66 ± 187 
54 46 
45 61 

750 100 
1.6 2.2 
1.1 4.5 
±4.0 ±3.8 
±3.7 ±2.2 
±60 ±25 

NOTES: 

AI.AJ 
t AJ 
t AI 
• A8 
t A8 
• AL.AM 

note 1: 

400 300 MHz SSBW 
200 150 MHz LSBW 

±0.1 ±0.1 dB GFL 
1.0 1.0 dB GFPH 
0.5 0.5 dB GFRH 
0.15 0.15 % DG 
0.08 0.08 

. 
DP 

57 57 dB XT 

2.0 2.4 ns TRS 
17 17 ns TS 
12 12 % OS1 
2 2 % OS2 
2200 1800 V//ls SR 

-47 -47 dBc HD2 
-53 -50 dBc HD3 

-155 -154 dBmlHz SNF 

0.99 0.99 VN GA 
0.5 0.5 % ILiN 
±9 ±9 mV VIO 
- ±50 /lVrC DVIO 
±20 ±20 JlA IBN 
- ± 125 nArC DIBN 
48 46 dB PSRR 
61 61 rnA ICC 

450 450 kn RIN 
2.2 2.2 pF CIN 
2.0 2.0 0 RO 
±3.9 ±3.9 V VO 
±3.4 ±3.0 V VOL 
±48 ±30 rnA 10 

100% tested at + 25·C. sample at + 85·C. 
Sample tested at + 25·C. 
100% tested at + 25·C. 
100% tested at + 25·C. - 55·C. + 125·C. 
100% tested at + 25·C. sample at - 55·C. + 125·C. 
100% wafer probed at + 25·C to + 25·C specifications. 

Specification is guaranteed for (500 :s; RL:S; 2000). 
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+5V 

1,3,5,7 CLC115 8,10,12,14 

-5V 

Figure 1: recommended circuit 

PC Board Layout and Circuit Design 

Rout 

For optimum performance, high frequency devices 
demand a good printed circuit board layout. A ground 
plane and power supply bypassing with good high
frequency ceramic capacitors in close proximity to the 
supply pins is essential. Second harmonic distortion can 
be improved by ensuring equal current return paths for 
both the positive and negative supplies. 

The dominant pole, i.e. the high-frequency compensation 
of the CLC115, is set by the load resistance, RL• Ideally, 
each buffer of the CLC115 should see a 100n load at 
high frequency to ensure stability. An unterminated 
channel is undercompensated and will exhibit gain at 
several hundred megahertz. Signal coupling may occur 
between channels through the common power supply 
connections. Any resonance in the power supply can lead 
to oscillations in the unterminated or undercompensated 
channel. 

In order to compensate and to guarantee the stability of 
the four CLC115 channels, each must be terminated with 
a 100n resistance to ground. If a dc load is not desired, 
a two picofarad capacitor can be inserted between the 
100n load resistor and ground, as shown in Figure 2. 

~ 
~2PF 

Figure 2: AC load 

If the above load conditions are not feasible for your 
design, the power supply resonance must be addressed. 
Chip capacitors have less parasitic inductance than 
leaded ceramic capacitors. The use of 0.11J.F chip 
capacitors mounted immediately adjacent to the power 
supply pins eliminates the resonance which can lead to 
oscillations. If chip capacitors are not used, then the only 
other means to eliminate the possibility of oscillation 
caused by power supply resonance is to 'de-Q' the 
resonant structure. 'De-Q'ing is particularly necessary 
while using leaded capacitors and can be achieved by 
inserting a 10n resistor, Rq , in series with the 0.11J.F 
bypass capacitor, as shown in Figure 1. The insertion of 
the 'de-Q'ing resistor will reduce frequency response 
peaking as well as the tendency toward oscillation when 
driving a load resistance greater than 100n, but will 
increase harmonic distortion by approximately 2dB. 6 -18 

110 
100 

!gSO 
-;80 

~ 70 
j 60 
~ 50 

i 40 

830 
20 

Figure 3: all-hostile crosstalk isolation 

Crosstalk is strongly dependent on board layout. Closely 
spaced signal traces on the circuit board will degrade 
crosstalk due to intertrace capacitance. It is recommended 
that unused package pins (2,4,6,11) be connected to the 
ground plane for better isolation at the device pins. 
Similarly, crosstalk can be improved by using a grounded 
guard-trace between signal lines. This will reduce the 
distributed capacitance between signal lines. 

Two graphs show the effects· of crosstalk. All-hostile 
crosstalk is measured by driving three of the four buffers 
simultaneously while observing the fourth, undriven 
channel. Figure 3, "All-Hostile Crosstalk Isolation", shows 
this effect as a function of input signal frequency. 
The load for all four channels of the CLC115 is 100n. 
Figure 4, "Most Susceptible Channel-to-Channel Pulse 
Coupling", describes one effect of crosstalk when one 
channel is driven with a 4V p step (tr=5ns) while the 
output of the undriven channefls measured. From Figure 
3 it can be seen that crosstalk improves as the signal 
frequency is reduced. Similarly, the pulse coupling 
crosstalk will improve as the time increases. 

Time (20 nsldiv) 

Figure 4: most susceptible channel-to-channel 
pulse coupling 

Unused Buffers 
The output of any unused buffers must be terminated in 
100n to ground, as discussed above. It is recommended 
that unused buffer inputs be terminated in 50n to ground. 

Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board for the CLC115 is available. This 
board may be ordered as part #730023. 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• pulse amplifiers 
• baseband and video communications 
• photodiode - photomultiplier preamps 

FEATURES: 

DC to 500MHz 
Linear Amplifier 

• extremely flat gain and linear phase response 
• low distortion and excellent pulse fidelity 
• instant recovery from overload signal levels 

electrical characteristics Vee ±5 to ±15, RL = Rs = 50 Ohms, TA = 25°C 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

-3dB Bandwidth 475 500 MHz 

Gain (non-inverting) DC to 300M Hz 20 dB 

Gain Flatness DC to 300M Hz o ± .05 o ± .15 dB 

Group Delay DC to 500MHz 1.4 ± .07 ns 

Third Order Intermodulation 1Hz to 100MHz 28 30 dBm 
Intercept (two tone) 100 to 500 MHz 20 dBm 

Second Harmonic Distortion OdBm out, 1 Hz to 500MHz -60 -50 dBc 
Third Harmonic Distortion -60 -50 dBc 

Input and Output Impedance see Note 1 50 ohms 

Power Output at -ldB gain compression 12 dBm 

Equivalent Input Noise 10Hz to 500MHz Bandwidth 20 uV 
Noise Figure 6 dB 
Dynamic Range 72 dB 

Rise and Fall Times 10 to 90%, 2V step 600 750 ps 

Overshoot and Aberrations duration not to exceed 2ns 10 % 

Settling Time to .4%, 2V step (Note 2) 5 ns 

Overload Recovery Time Vin peak = ± .5V 2 ns 

DC Offset input or output (adjustable) ±5 mV 

Output Voltage Temp. Coeff. 20 uVioC 
(Referenced to input) 

Current Consumption 40 mA 

Note 1: Input impedance is dependent upon load impedance and output impedance is dependent upon source impedance. If the 
external termination impedance at one port varies up or down, the amplifier impedance at the opposite port will likewise 
change up or down. For example, with Rs = 50 and RL CO, Rin = 100 and Rout = 50. With Rs = RL = 75, Rin = Rout = 65 
approximately. Gain flatness and other specifications are typically the same in a 75 ohm system as they are in a 50 ohm 
system. 

Note 2: Thermally induced drift will cause post settling drift of 2mV after 200us and 10mV after several seconds. 

maximum ratings 
CAUTION: The positive and negative power supplies should come on and go off within one second of each other in order to 
prevent excessive power dissipation from damaging some internal components. If this requirement 
cannot be met, the following circuit should be used: 

PARAMETER CONDITION RATING 

Vsource or V 10ad Short to voltage source at input or output ±1.5V 

I source Short to current source at input ±100mA 

I load Short to current source at output ±20mA 

±Vcc 16V 

Operating Temperature O°C to 70°C 
Range 

Storage Temperature -25°C to +85°C 
Range 

- V" to CLC100 + V" 

J .=. \ ~w 
'" >E~ oe 
c:: c:: 
Ql Ql 
"'A. 
2,0 

-Vee +Vcc 

from power supplies 
.. Both ±V cc supply voltage Inputs are diode clamped to ground to prevent damage to the amplifier In the event that the plus and 

minus supplies are interchanged. The supply current should be limited to 1 amp maximum in the event. 
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Forward Gain [S2'[ and Input Return Loss [S,,] 
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Case Dimensions (in inches) 

Mass: 170 grams 

BNC connectors are standard 
SMA connectors are available 

OdB 

-10dB 

-20dB 

OdB 

-10dB 

-20dB 

-30dB 

-40dB 

nVIJHz 

22.4 

7.07 

2.24 

.707 

.462 .462 

~;f.~r.~-cj--I============~~ 
=:J GrOUnd~ 

U.S. Patent 4,358,739,4502020 

[] Comlinear Corporation 
Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS100.03 
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riiN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

DC to 250M Hz, Linear 
High Power Amplifier 

APPLICATIONS: FEATURES: 

• coaxial cable line driver • drives up to 12Vpp into 50 ohm loads 
• baseband and video communications • very low distortion, low offset drift, and low overshoot 
• pulse amplifiers • extremely linear phase and wide dynamic range 

electrical characteristics (Note 1) 

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

Gain (inverting) DC to 100MHz, Po ~ 24dBm 15 dB 

-3dB Bandwidth 18dBm ~ Po ~ 24dBm 200 220 MHz 
Po < 18dBm 275 MHz 

Input and Output Impedance see Note 2 50 ohms 

Group Delay DC to 200MHz 2.3 ± .08 ns 

-1 dB Gain Compression at 100MHz 26 dBm 

Rise and Fall Times 10% to 90%, 10V step 1.6 1.75 ns 

Overshoot Aberrations duration not to exceed 10 ns 2% 5% 

Settling Time to .4%, 10V step 150 ns 

Slew Rate 5000 V/us 

Third Order Intermodulation at 20MHz 43 dBm 
Intercept (two tone) at 100MH;; 36 dBm 

Second/Third Order Po = 24dBm, RL = 50, at 10KHz 64/64 -dBc 
Harmonic Distortion at 20MHz 52/40 -dBc 

at 100MHz 39/29 -dBc 
Vo = 20Vpp , RL = 00, 10KHz 66/66 -dBc 

Equivalent Input Noise 10Hz to 300 MHz Bandwidth 46 uV 
Noise Figure 15.5 dB 
Dynamic Range at 100MHz 85 dB 

DC Offset Voltage Input <8 mV 
Output <30 mV 

Output Voltage Temperature Over 0° C to 70° C 15 uV/oC 
Coefficient (Referenced to Input) 

Supply Current 140 mA 

Note 1: All parameters measured at TA = 25°C with RL = Rs = 50n, using ± 15V supplies. Min/max parameters guaranteed over 
the operating temperature range. 

absolute maximum ratings 

VOltage at input: ±2V peak 

Storage Temperature: -25°C to +85°C 

Operating Temperature: O°C to 70°C 

Supply Voltage: ± 16V 

Output will withstand short circuit to OV indefinitely. 

Comlinear Corporation • 
DS102.02 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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Forward Gain [52,] and Input Return Loss [5,,] 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

Applications: 
• IF/HF tranceivers 
• PMT amplifiers 
• coax cable drivers 
• signal generator post amps 
• general purpose bench-top amps 
• video distribution amps 

Description: 
Comlinear's Modular Series of amplifiers builds on an 
extensive line of high performance, DC-coupled amplifiers 
to offer off-the-shelf application specific products. Designed 
for bench-top or system use, the Modular Series contains 
a mix of flexible definition and fixed definition amplifiers 
that provide a broad selection of features. 

The fixed definition amplifiers have been optimized for 
specific applications such as PMT amps and wide dynamic 
range IF amplifiers, while the flexible definition amplifiers 
allow a choice of gain and 1/0 impedances. Packaged in 
the case styles shown here, these wideband linear 
amplifiers come ready to use with the addition of bipolar 
DC power supplies. 

Modular Series Fixed Gain Amplifiers 
Tuned for optimum performance for a variety of 
applications, these amplifiers are nominally specified for 
± 15V power supplies and intended for use in 50n 
matched impedance systems, although some offer 
optional 75n input andlor output impedances. Ordering 
information requires the identification of one or more of 
these parameters: either BNC or SMA connector type, 
input impedance (Zi) andlor output impedance (Zo)' 

CLC140: Wide Band PMT Amp 
Offers excellent high speed pulse response and low noise 
required of Photo-Multiplier Tube applications. 
• DC to 500MHz bandwidth (Po =10dBm) 
• 0.1 dB flatness thru 300MHz 
• fixed 20dB non-inverting gain (+10VN) 
• SOOps rise time 
• excellent 50n 1/0 VSWR 
• low SdB noise figure 
• ± 5V to ± 15V power supplies 
• package type C 
• Ordering Information: CLC140-SMA (no BNC) 

CLC143: High Fidelity Pulse Amp 
Offers very low overshoot large signal pulse response with 
excellent pulse edge rates. 
• 0% overshoot with 5V step (2% max.) 
• 5000 V//LS slew rate 
• 1 .8ns rise and fall time 5V step 
• DC to 220M Hz bandwidth (18dBm) 
• fixed 15dB inverting gain (-5.S2VN) 
• 50n 1/0 impedance 
• package type D 
• Ordering Information: CLC143-(SMAlBNG) 

s: 
Modular Series ~ 

iii" Amplifiers til 

Features: 
• true DC-coupling 
• 1S0MHz to 1.1GHz bandwidths 
• fixed or flexible gain & 1/0 impedance 
• BNC or SMA female connectors 
• 10dBm to 27dBm max. power outputs 
• -25°C to +85°C operating range 

Package Dimensions: (Length x Width x Height) 
Type A: 2.25" X 1.75" X 0.9" 
Type B: 2.0" X 3.0" X 1.0" 
Type C: 4.14" X 1.9" X 0.925" 
Type D: 3.0" X 3.0" X 1.175" 

CLC142: Wide Dynamic Range Power Amp 
Combines excellent distortion performance with wide full
power bandwidth. 
• DC to 250MHz bandwidth (18dBm) 
• fixed 15dB inverting gain (-5.S2VN) 
• 50dBm 3rd order intercept (1 OM Hz) 
• excellent 50n 1/0 VSWR 
• 5000V//LS slew rate 
• output short circuit protected 
• 27dBm maximum output power 
• package type D 
• Ordering Information: CLC142-(SMAlBNC) 

CLC144: Very Wideband Pulse Amp 
Offers the widest band DC-coupled pulse amplifier 
available from Com linear. 
• DC to 1.1GHz bandwidth (Po =12dBm) 
• fixed 14dB non-inverting gain (+ 5V N) 
• <400ps rise times 
• 1.2ns overdrive recovery 
• excellent phase linearity (1'so to 750MHz) 
• excellent 50n 1/0 VSWR 
• package type B 
• Ordering Information: CLC144-SMA (no BNG) 

Comlinear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DSMOD.Ol (Introductory) 
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CLC146: FET Input Cable Driver 
Offers a high input impedance, very low bias current, 
buffer, with either 50 or 75n output impedance, achieving 
unity gain when driving a matched load. 
• DC to 220M Hz bandwidth (Po=10dBm) 
• fixed OdB gain into matched load 
• low distortion 
• low input noise 
• excellent 50n or 75n output VSWR 
• package style A 
• Ordering Information: CLC146-(SMNBNC)-Zo 

Modular Series Flexible Definition Amplifiers 
Intended to satisfy user specific applications, these parts 
offer a broad range of non-inverting gains and 1/0 
impedances with each part emphasizing a particular 
performance parameter. Overall, these parts cover the 
+ 2 to + 40 (unterminated output) gain range with 50n to 
1 kn 1/0 impedances. All are intended for ± 15V power 
supplies. Ordering information requires the identification 
of connector type: either BNC or SMA, input impedance 
(Z;), output impedance (Zo) and the voltage gain (Av) with 
an unterminated output. The actual voltage gain to a 
resistive load, ZL' will be Av· (ZL/(Zo+Zd). 

CLC162: Low Distortion, Low Gain Amplifier 
Very low harmonic distortion for low gain applications. 
• DC to 220MHz bandwidth (Av=2, Vo=2Vpp) 
• <-64dBc harmonics (1Vpp, 20MHz, Zo=ZL =50n) 
• gain range (Av): +2 to +5 
• input impedance (Z;): 50n to 1kn 
• output impedance (20): 50n to 1kn 
• package type B 
• Ordering information: CLC162-(SMNBNC)-Z;-Zo-Av 

CLC166: Low DC Offset, Wideband Amplifier 
A general purpose wideband amplifier with lower input 
offset Voltage. 
• DC to 150MHz bandwidth (Av=20, Vo=2Vpp) 
• less than ±2mV input offset voltage (typ) 
• gain range (Av): + 10 to + 40 
• input impedance (Z;): 50n to 200n 
• output impedance (20): 50n to 1kn 
• package type B 
• Ordering information: CLC166-(SMNBNC)-Z;-Zo-Av 

Gain bandwidth, input output 

CLC160: High Power Driver Amp 
Offers the highest load power for ± 15V supplies with output 
impedance matching capability. 
• DC to 160MHz bandwidth (Av = 1 0, Pout = 18dBm) 
• maximum Pout = 24dBm 
• gain range (Av): +5 to +20 
• input impedance (Z;): 50n to 1 kn 
• output impedance (Zo): 50n to 200n 
• output short circuit protected 
• package type A 
• Ordering information: CLC160-(SMNBNC)-Z;-Zo-Av 

CLC163: Low Distortion, High Gain Amplifier 
Very low harmonic distortion for higher gain applications. 
• DC to 125MHz bandwidth (Av=20, Vo=2Vpp) 
• <-70dBc harmonics (1Vpp, 20M Hz, Zo=ZL =50n) 
• gain range (Av): +5 to +40 
• input impedance (Z;): 50n to 1 kn 
• output impedance (20): 50n to 1kn 
• output short circuit protected 
• package type A 
• Ordering information: CLC163-(SMNBNC)-Z;-2o-Av 

CLC167: Low DC Offset, High Power Output Amplifier 
A wide full power bandwidth amplifier with low input offset 
voltage. 
• DC to 150MHz bandwidth (Av=20, Vo=4Vpp) 
• DC to 60MHz bandwidth (Av=20, Vo=20Vpp) 
• less than ±2mV input offset voltage (typ) 
• gain range (Av): + 10 to + 40 
• input impedance (Z;): 50n to 200n 
• output impedance (20): 50n to 1kn 
• package type B 
• Ordering information: CLC167-(SMNBNC)-Z;-Zo-Av 

Vout, lout power output input 
Model (matched load) Pout impedance impedance (matched load) supply range current voltage 

(dB) (MHz,dBm) (0) (0) (V,mA) (V) (mA) (V) 

CLCI40 20 500,10 50 50 ±1.25, ±15 ±0.5 
CLCI42 15 (inv.) 250,18 50 50 ±IO, ±25O ±2 
CLCI43 15(inv.) 220,18 50 50 ±IO, ±250 ±2 
CLCI44 14 1100,12 50 50 ± 1.5, ±35 ±0.5 
CLCI46 0 220,10 FET 500r75 ±5, ±Ioo 

Gain bandwidth, input output Vout(open load) 
Model (open load) Pout impedance impedance lout 

(V.,IVI) (MHz,dBm) (0) (0) (V,mA) 

CLCI60 51020 170,18 5010lk 5010200 ±IO, ±200 ±IOlo ±16 ±2S0 ±Vcc 
CLCI62 2toS 250,10 SOlolk 5010lk ±IO, ±IOO ±510 ±16 ±ISO ±6 
CLCI63 SI040 170,10 SOlolk 5010lk ±IO, ±Ioo ±Slo ±16 ±15O note I 
CLCI66 101040 170,10 5010200 50tolk ±IO, ±SO ±Slo ±16 ±7S nolel 
CLCI67 101040 150,10 5010200 5010lk ±IO, ±200 ±IOlo ±16 ±200 nolel 

note 1: The outpul must not be overdriven for Ihese parts. Therefore Ihe maximum ±V;n will be ±(IVccl-4V)/Ay 

Comlinear reserves the right 10 change specifications without notice. 7-8 
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DESCRIPTION: 

Comlinear's E Series Amplifiers are designed to take full advantage of 
Comlinear's high-performance DC-coupled operational and video 
amplifiers in an easy-to-use, encased form. This format makes the 
E Series Amplifiers an excellent choice for use on the bench, in a test 
station, or in other environments needing both high performance and 
ease of use. 

The op amp-based E Series amplifiers (shown in the table below) pro
vide a wide selection of features as well as the ability to customize pa
rameters such as voltage gain and output impedance to the application. 

E200 .... general purpose (-3dB BW of 95MHz) 
E201 .... general purpose (-3dB BW of 95MHz) 
E220 .... high bandwidth (-3dB BW of 190MHz),lower output current 

(50mA) 
E221 .... high bandwidth (-3dB BW of 170MHz), lower output current 

(50mA) 
E103 .... high output current (200mA) 
E203 .... high output current (200mA), better settling performance 
E231 .... designed for low-gain applications (Av = ±1 to ±5) 

The E104 is an encased version of the CLC1 04AI, a DC to 1.1 GHz linear 
amplifier with a fixed gain of 14dB and 50.0 input and output impedances. 
These features, coupled with excellent distortion and VSWR character
istics, make the E104 ideal for applications in wideband analog and 
high-speed digital communications, radar, and fiber optics transmitters 
and receivers. 

E104 .... DC to 1.lGHz, fixed 14dB gain, low distortion 

Complete specifications for the E104 and the op amp-based amplifiers 
are shown on the next page. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

E104 
Since gain and input and output impedances are fixed on the E104, sim
ply designate the connector type required by: E1 04-BNC or E104-SMA. 

E103,E200,E201,E203, E220, E221,and E231 
Due to the flexibility possible with these amplifiers, the user must specify 
several parameters when ordering: 

The full part number is Ennn-p-con-li-lo-Av 
nnn: specify 103, 200, 201, 203, 220, 221, or 231 

p: specify N (non-inverting) or I (inverting) 
con: specify BNC or SMA connectors or NDC for no case 

li: specify input impedance in ohms 
lo: specify output impedance in ohms 
Av: specify voltage gain with output unterminated (ie: lload = 00) 

(see example) 

Select li, la, and Av within the following constraints: 

parameter 103 200, 201 220, 221, 203 231 

Av 
maximum Zin 

inverting 
non-inverting 

minimum Zout 

±1 to±40 
1 SOD p;;-
10k 
o 

±1 to±SO 
2000 
p;;-
10k 
o 

±1 to±SO 
1S00 
p;;-
10k 
o 

±1 to ±S 
2S0 
--,;;-
10k 
o 

Example: E200-N-BNC-7S-S0-20 means an E200 with a non-inverting gain, 
BNC connectors, 7SO input impedance, SOO output impedance, and a voltage 
gain of 20 volts/volt (unterminated output). (When driving a realistic load. the 
actual gain is reduced by the factor 2'000/ (2'080 + 2 0) due to the resistive divider 
action olthe output impedance, Zo, and the load connected to the amplifier. 2'080. 
The unterminated voltage gain, Av, should be selected with this in mind.) 

m 
I 

E Series ~ 
Encased Amplifiers m' 

APPLICATIONS: 

• for use on the bench or in a test station as a 
video amp, pulse amp, line driver, etc. 

• "drop in" units for radar and communication 
systems 

• simplifies evaluation of Comlinear amplifiers 

FEATURES: 

• wide bandwidth, fast settling, high slew rate 
• low distortion and overshoot 
• linear phase 
• easy-to-use encased form 

ID 
0.~251 ~ 0.062 
(15,91 (1.61 

1.000 TYP 
(25.41 

Com linear Corporation ' 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 ' FAX (303) 226-0564 
DSES.02 
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-3d8 settling Vout• lout power derate output input slew rate Vee Toperating Tstorage Model bandwidth time f'J,mA) dissipation above 25°C current voltage 
f'J/~s) f'J) (0C) (0C) 

(MHz) (ns, %) 

general purpose 
E200 95 18,0.1 4000 
E201 95 18,0.1 4000 

wide bandwidth 
E220 190 8,0.1 7000 
E221 170 15,0.1 6500 

high output current 
EI03 150 10,0.4 6000 
E203 160 15,0.2 6000 

low gain 
E231 165 12,0.1 3000 

ultra-wide bandwidth 
EI04 1100 1.2,0.8 4500 

note 1: nominal configuration 
Vee: ± 15V E103, EI04, E200, E201, E220, E221 , E231 

(note 2) (W@25°C) mW/oC 

±12, ±100 5-17 1.8 10 
±12,±100 5-17 1.8 10 

±12, ±50 5-17 1.5 
±12, ±5O 5-17 1.5 

±11,±200 9-17 2.0 10 
±11,±200 9-17 2.0 10 

±11,±100 5-17 1.8 10 

±1.6, ±40 9-17 1.8 na 

Load: loon E103, E203, E231 
2000 E200, E201, E220, E221 
50n E104 

(rnA) f'J) 

100 note 3 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 
100 note 3 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 

50 note 3 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 
50 note 3 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 

200 note 3 & 4 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 
200 note 3 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 

100 note 3 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 

40 ±0.5 -25 to +85 -65 to +150 

A.: +20 E103, E200, E201, E203, E220, E221 
+2 E231 

note 2: When the amplifier is configured with an output impedance (Zou~ >0, the maximum output voltage swing (at the load) is reduced by the factor 
Zload/(Z,oad + Zou~. See the example on the previous page. 

note 3: These amplifiers must be kept out of saturation; in other words, the output 
voltage (determined by Vin and A.) must be kept away from the supply voltage 

note 4: In the non-inverting configuration, the input voltage to the E103 must not exceed ±5V. 

DISCUSSION: 
The performance specified above is that typically seen for a 
nominally-configured E Series amplifier; performance for dif
ferent configurations can be determined using the graphs 

below. Other parameters not shown can be approximated by 
referring to the individual hybrid data sheets. 

1.0 

.c; 
'5 0.9 

~ 
~ 0.8 

~ 
Qi 0.7 
a: 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Gain 

5 10 20 50 
I Gain I 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Gain 

Althe nominal gain setting of +20 (+2 
for the E231), the amplifiers will typically 
provide 100% of the specified band
width; higher gains will reduce the 
bandwidth somewhat as shown above. 

1.0 

~ 0.9 

" " c: 
8l 0.8 

" i 0.7 
~ 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Load 

loon 200n 500n 1000n 
Load Resistance 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Load 

Listed under the typical specifications 
table are the nominal loads at which the 
amplifiers will typically provide 100% of 
the specified bandwidth. Heavier loads 
decrease the bandwidth as the plot 
above indicates. (The total load on the 
amplifier is the sum of the output im
pedance, Zo, and the load connected 
external to the amplifier, Z'oad). 

7-10 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Vee 

9 11 13 15 
±Vec(V) 

Relative Bandwidth vs. Vee 

All of the E Series amplifiers are de
signed to operate on ± 15V supplies. 
The user may elect, however, to use 
lower supplies but at some sacrifice in 
performance as shown above. 

Protected under one or more of the following patents; 
4,358,739; 4,502,020; 4.628,279; 4,639,685; 4.713.828; 
4,757.275; 4,766,367; 4,780.689 
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InNComlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• infrared system multiplexing 
• CCO sensor signals 
• radar I/O switching 
• high definition video HOTV 
• test and calibration 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC532 is a high-speed 2:1 multiplexer with active input and 
output stages. The CLC532 also employs a closed-loop design which 
dramatically improves accuracy. This monolithic device is constructed 
using an advanced high-performance bipolar process. 

The CLC532 has been specifically designed to provide settling times 
of 17ns to 0.01 %. This, coupled with the adjustable noise-bandwidth, 
makes the CLC532 an ideal choice for infrared and CCD imaging 
systems. Channel-to-channel isolation is better than BOdB@ 10MHz. 
Low distortion (BOdBc) and spurious signal levels make the CLC532 
a very suitable choice for both I/O processors and receivers. 

The CLC532 is offered over both the industrial and military temperature 
ranges. The Industrial versions, CLC532AJP\AJE\AID, are specified 
from -40°C to +B5°C and are packaged in 14-pin plastic DIP's, 14-pin 
SOIC's and 14-pin Side-Brazed packages. The extended temperature 
versions, CLC532ABB/ ABD/ ABL -2, are specified from -55°C to + 125°C 
and are packaged in a 14-pin hermetic DIP and 20-terminal LCC 
packages. (Contact factory for LCC and Cerdip availability.) 

Ordering Information .•. 
CLC532AJP -40°C to +85°C 14-pin plastic DIP 
CLC532AJE -40°C to +85°C 14-pin plastic SOIC 
CLC532AIB -40°C to +85°C 14-pin Cerdip 
CLC532AID -40°C to +85°C 14-pin Side-Brazed 
CLC532A8B -55°C to +125°C 14-pin Cerdip; MIL-STD-BB3 
CLC532A8D -55°C to +125°C 14-pin Side-Brazed; MIL-STD-883 
CLC532ABL-2A -55°C to + 125°C 20-terminal LCG; MIL-STD-883 

CHANNEL A 

CHANNEL 
SELECT 

Comlinear Corporation 
DS532.oo 

Functional Diagram 

DIP & sOle Pinout 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 

8-3 
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High-Speed 2:1 ~ 
Analog Multiplexer 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 12-bit settling (0.01%) - 17ns 
• low noise - 321Nrms (de to 100MHz) 
• high isolation - BOdS @ 10MHz 
• low distortion - BOdSe @ 5MHz 
• Adjustable noise bandwidth 

ORE' 9 
SELECT 10 

NC 11 

VEE 12 

VEE 13 

Pinouts 

+Vcc 

+Vcc 

COMP, 

COMP2 

o 
Z 0 

8~ i~t§ 
8 7 6 5 4 

14-Pin DIP 
and SOIC 

/"V~,"""",--,"",-r--'-.rv~-INDEX CORNER 

3 INA 

2 GND 

TOP VIEW ,___ 1 NC 

20 +V" 

"'....f"'-f"'<-f""-.....rV 
19 +V" 

14 15 16 17 lB 

8 Z 0 Z 0 2()' Terminal LCe 
s: o~o~ 
Jl "1J ]J 

~ 

(303) 226·0500 FAX (303) 226·0564 
January 1993 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS' UNITS SYMBOL 

Case Temperature CLCS32A8B/ABD/A8L-2A +2S"C ·SS"C +2S"C +12S"C 

Case Temperature CLCS32AJP/AJElAIB/AID +2S"C -40"C +2S"C +8S"C 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
t -3dB bandwidth V OUT<O.1 Vpp 190 140 140 110 MHz SSBW 

-3dB bandwidth Vour=2Vpp 45 35 3S 30 MHz LSBW 
t gain flatness V OUT<O.1 Vpp 

peaking 0.1 MHz to 200MHz 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.8 dB GFP 
rolloff 0.1 MHz to l00MHz 1.0 1.8 1.8 2.6 dB GFR 

linear phase deviation dcto 100MHz 2.0 deg LPD 
differential gain CCOMP = SpF; RL=IS00 O.OS % DG 
differential phase CCOMP = SpF; RL =IS00 0.01 deg DP 
crosstalk rejection 2Vpp,10MHz 80 75 75 74 dB cno 

2Vpp,20MHz 74 69 69 68 dB CT20 
2Vpp,30MHz 68 63 63 62 dB CT30 

TIME DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
rise and fall time 0.5V step 2.7 3.3 3.3 3,8 ns TRS 

2V step 10 12.5 12.S 14.S ns TRL 
settling time 2V step; from 50% V OUT ±0.0025% 35 ns TS14 

±0.01% 17 24 24 27 ns TSP 
±0.1% 13 18 18 21 ns TSS 

overshoot 2.0V step 2 5 S 6 % as 
slew rate 160 130 130 110 V!~s SR 

SWITCH PERFORMANCE 
channel to channel switching time SO% SELECT to 10%Vour 5 7 7 8 ns SWT10 
(2V step at output) 50% SELECT to 90%VOUT 15 20 20 23 ns SWT90 
switching transient 30 mV ST 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
t 2nd hanmonic distortion 2Vpp,5MHz 80 67 67 67 dBc H02 
t 3rd hanmonic distortion 2Vpp, SMHz 86 68 68 68 dBc HD3 

equivalent input noise 
nV/.JHZ spot noise voltage >IMHz 3.1 SNF 

integrated noise 1 MHz to 100MHz 32 42 42 46 ~Vrms INV 
spot noise current 3 pAlvHz SNC 

STATIC AND DC PERFORMANCE 
• analog output offset voltage 1 6.5 3.5 5.5 mV vas 

temperature coefficient 15 90 20 ~Vf'C OVIO 
analog output offset voltage matching TBD mV VOSM 

• analog input bias current 50 250 120 120 ~ IBN 
temperature coefficient 0.3 2.0 0.8 IlAfC DIBN 

analog input bias current matching TBO ~ IBNM 
analog input resistance 200 90 120 120 kO RIN 
analog input capacHance 2 3.0 2.5 2.5 pF CIN 

" gain accuracy ±2V 0.998 0.975 0.975 0.975 VN GA 
gain matching ±2V TBO VN GAM 
integral endpoint non-linearity ±1 V (full scale) 0.02 O.OS 0.03 0.03 %FS luN 
output voltage no load ±3.4 2.4 2.8 2.8 V va 
output current 45 20 30 30 mA 10 
output resistance de 1.5 4.0 2.5 2.5 0 RO 

DtGITAL INPUT PERFORMANCE 
ECL mode (pin 6 floating) 

input voltage logic HIGH -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 V VIHI 
input voltage logic LOW -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 V VILI 
input current logic HIGH 14 50 30 30 ~A IIHI 
input current logic LOW 50 270 110 110 ~A IILI 

TTL mode (pin 6 = +5V) 
input voltage logic HIGH 2.0 2.0 2.0 V VIH2 
input voltage logic LOW 0.8 0.8 0.8 V VIL2 
input current logic HIGH 14 SO 30 30 ~A IIH2 
input current logic LOW 50 270 110 110 ~A 1IL2 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
• supply current (+V cc = +5.0V) no load 23 30 28 25 mA ICC 
• supply current (·V EE = -5.2V) no' load 24 31 30 26 rnA lEE 

nominal power dissipation no load 240 mW PO 
• power supply rejection ratio 73 60 64 64 dB PSRR 

8-4 



positive supply voltage (+ Vee) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 
differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range 
SELECT input voltage range (TTL mode) 
SELECT input voltage range (ECl mode) 
CCOMP range2 

thermal data 
14-pin plastic 
14-pin Cerdip 
14-pin Side-Brazed 
14-pin SOIC 
20-terminal lCC 

Note1:Test levels are as follows: 

35 

geA(OCm) 
75 
75 
75 
100 

+5V 
-5.2V or -5.0V 

10mV 
±2V 

O.OV to +3.0V 
-2.0V to O.OV 

OpFto 100pF 

AI, AJ : 100% tested at +25°C, sample at +S5°C. 
AJ : Sample tested at +25°C. 
AI : 100% tested at +25°C. 

AS : 100% tested at +25°C, -55°C, + 125°C. 
AS : 100% tested at +25°C, sample at -55°C, +125°C 

System Timing Diagram 

A 
SELECT 

B 

90% 
OUTPUT 

10% 

SWT90 -.J 
SWT10~ 

SETTLING ERROR 
WINDOW 

CHANNEL A = + 1V 
CHANNEL B = -1V 

... where TSx is TS14 or TSP or TSS, 
and TRx is TRS ro TSL. 

Package Dimensions 

positive supply voltage ( + Vee) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 
differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range 
digital input voltage range 
output short circu~ duration (output shorted to GND) 
junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

ClC532AJP/AJEJAIB/AID 
ClC532ASB/ASD/ASl-2A 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300°C) 

-0.5V to +7.0V 
+0.5V to -7.0V 

200mV 
-VEE to +Vcc 
-VEE to +Vcc 

Infinite 
+175°C 

-40°C to +S5°C 
-55°C to + 125°C 
-65°C to + 150°C 

10 sec 

Note 2: The ClC532 does not require external CCCMP capacoors for proper opera~on. 

Note 3: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, 
and beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be impaired. Functional 
operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Switching Transient Timing Diagram 

A 
SELECT 

OUTPUT 

ST ~ 1- 02ns 

_..Y..-..J~ ~~V. -----;-.'1 ~ ~ 
-~--- Channel A = OV 
I Channel B = OV 

c: ::.:: :I:=:*~ c:::F ~-:.J0'60 
~~4"1 

1----(17.27-19.56)--1 •...... T~~.::~: 1--= 0.693-0.785 ~ 0.220-0.310 

1ilr:' : I~~::~:r.. 1i20~ Tlgl17.00_19.94) 1~-7~ 1]2~:~~illl 
~~ I"- --1 MAX I L 1Q015-0.060 Il5HIl69 I~I 

~7~~:~·~~f 0125-0200-'-- W1 (0.3S-1.S2) ~·300~1 . J.. 135-175) -L.UJL--..J\U--..l.. 
. "TlJ.1"'-0.1" . 13.1S-5:0S)-1- 17.62BSC) -1 I-- J 0004-0010 S·MAX--\~ I-- ~ 

--1 1_ ~ 1-_ ..L(3.05-3.81) =11---1 I- -I, 00Li~Ot8 ri~:S~ (010-0.25) 0.016-0.50 ~oOfs:~~f 
~~:~:~ ~~~:~:~ ~o~~=~:= ~:::cii (~~:g) 15 MAX 10.20-0:46) 't:'~:~~~j (0.40-1.27) 

14-pin plastic DIP 14-pin CERDIP 14-pin plastic SOIC 

MlnllTWm I Maximum Minimum IMaximum 
0.050 I 0.0B8 1.27 1223 
0.022! 0.028 0.56 I 0.71 

O,E 0.34210.358 8.69 I 9.09 

D1,E1 

0.050BSC 

0.04510.055 1.14 11.40 

20- terminal LCC 
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2nd and 3rd Harmonic Distortion 
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Operation 
The ClC532 is a 2:1 analog multiplexer with high-impedance 
buffered inputs, and a low-impedance, low-distortion, output 
stage. The ClC532 employs a closed-loop design, which 
dramatically improves accuracy. The channel SELECT control 
(Figure 1) determines which of the two inputs (INA or INB) is 
present althe OUTPUT. Beyond the basic multiplexerfunction, 
the ClC532 offers compatibility with either TTL or ECl logic 
families, as well as adjustable bandwidth. 

CHANNEL A 

0-----------' 
CHANNEL 
SELECT 

+5V 

> __ >----oVOUT 

·5.2V 

Figure 1: Standard ClC532 Circuit Configuration 

Digital Interface and Channel SELECT 
The ClC532 functions with ECl, TTL and CMOS logic families. 
DREF controls logic compatibility. In normal operation, DREF is left 
floating, and the channel SELECT responds to ECLIevelsignals, 
Figure 2. ForTTlor CMOS level SELECT inputs (Figure 3), DREF 
should be tied to +5V (the ClC532 incorporates an internal 
2300Q series isolation resistor for the DREF input). For TTL or 
CMOS operation, the channel SELECT requires a resistor input 
network to prevent saturation of the channel select circuitry. 
Without this input network, channel SELECT logic levels above 
3V will cause internal junction saturation and slow switching 
speeds. 

CLC532 

50<> 

·2V 

Thevinen Equivalent 
Output Termination 

~ 
Rl 81n 

To Eel To 
Gale SELECT 

R2 130n 

-S.2V 

Figure 2: ECl level Channel SELECT Configuration 

CHANNEL 
SELECT 

+5V 

R2 

R3 

R1 

Figure 3: TTLlCMOS Level Channel SELECT Configuration 

Compensation 
The ClC532 incorporates compensation nodes that allow both 
its bandwidth and its settling time/slew rate to be adjusted. 
Bandwidth and settling time/slew adjustments are linked, 
meaning that lowering the bandwidth also lowers slew rate and 
lengthens settling time. Proper adjustment (compensation) is 
necessary to optimize system performance. Time Domain 
applications should generally be optimized for lowest RMS noise 
at the ClC532 output, while maintaining settling time and slew 
rates at adequate levels to meet system needs. Frequency 
Domain applications should generally be optimized for maximally 
flat frequency response. 

Figure 4 below describes the basic relationship between 
bandwidth and Rs for various values of load capacitance, CL, 

where CCOMP = 10pF. 

100 

90 

Ui 80 
.s 70 

~60 
.~ 50 

f: 
U) 20 

10 

100 
CLlpF) 

100 

90 

80 

~~ I 
50 i 
40 ;lJ 

30 E 
20 

10 

o 
1000 

Figure 4: Settling Time and 1\ vs. CL 

Figure 5 shows the resulting changes in bandwidth and slew rate 
for increasing values of CCOMp. The RMS noise at the ClC532 
output can be approximated as: 

OUTPUT NOISERMS = (nv)(--Il.57*BW.3dB) 

where ... nv = input spot noise voltage; 
BW.3dB = Bandwidth is from figure 5. 

200 
180 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 

C~p (pF) 

Figure 5: CCOMP for Maximally Flat Frequency Response 
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Power Supplies and Grounding 
Proper power supply bypassing and grounding is essential to the 
CLC532's operation. A 0.1 ~F to 0.01 mF ceramic chip capacitor 
should be located as close as possible to the individual power 
supply pins. Larger +6.8~F tantalum capacitors should be used 
within a few inches of the CLC532. The ground connections for 
these larger by-pass capacitors should be very symmetrically 
located relative the CLC532 output load ground connection. 
Harmonic distortion can be heavily influenced by non-symmetric 
decoupling capacitor grounding. The smaller chip capacitors 
located directly at the power supply pins are not particularly 
susceptible to this effect. 

Separation of analog and digital ground planes is not 
recommended. In most cases, a single low-impedance ground 
plane will provide the best performance. In those special cases 
requiring separate ground planes, the following table indicates 
the signal and supply ground connections. 

------ ------------ ---

~~_~_~unctiQn!; ____ ~ ~ gro!.!lJd R~tYLr:L_ 
1,3 Shield ISupply Returns Supplies and Inputs 
5 DRE, Ground DRE, Currents Only 

Input Shielding 
The CLC532 has been designed for use in high-speed wide
dynamic range systems. Guard-ring traces and the use of the 
ground pins separating the analog inputs are recommended to 
maintain high isolation (Figure 6). Likely sources of noise and 
interference that may couple onto the inputs, are the logic signals 
and power supplies to the CLC532. Other types of clock and 
signal traces should not be overlooked, however. 

Chip 

o 
Figure 6: Alternate Layout Using Guard Ring 

The general rule in maintaining isolation has two facets, minimize 
the primary return ground current path impedances back to the 
respective signal sources, while maximizing the impedance 
associated with common or secondary ground current return 
paths. Success or failure to optimize input signal isolation can 
be measured directly as the isolation between the input channels 
with the CLC532 removed from circuit. The channel-to-channel 
isolation of the CLC532 can never be better than the isolation 
level present at its inputs. 

Special attention must be paid to input termination resistors. 
Minimizing the return current path that is common to both of the 
inputtermination resistors is essential. In the eventthat a ground 
return current from one input termination resistor is able to find 
a secondary path back to its signal source (which also happens 
to be common with either the primary or secondary return path 
for the second input termination resistor), a small voltage can 
appear across the second input termination resistor. The small 
voltage seen across the second input termination resistor will be 
highly correlated with the signal generating the initial return 
currents. This situation will severely degrade channel-to-channel 
isolation at the input of the CLC532, even if the CLC532 were 
removed from circuit. Poor isolation at the input will be transmitted 
directly to the output. 

Use of "small" value input termination resistors will also improve ~ 
channel-to-channel isolation~ However, extremely low values 0 
«250) tend to stress the driving source's ability to provide a high- U1 
quality input signal to the CLC532. Higher values tend to ~ 
aggravate any layout dependent crosstalk. 750 to 500 is a 
reasonable target, but the lower the better~ 

Combining Two Signals in ADC Applications 
The CLC532 is applicable in a wide range of circuits and 
applications. Aclassic example ofthis flexibility is combining two 
or more signals for digitization by an analog-to-digital converter 
(ADC). A clear understanding of both the multiplexer and the 
ADC's operation is needed to optimize this configuration. 

To obtain the best performance from the combination, the output 
of the CLC532 must be an accurate representation of the 
selected input during the ADC conversion cycle. The time at 
which the ADC samples the input varies with the type of ADC that 
is being used. 

Subranging ADCs usually have a Track-and-Hold (T/H) at their 
input. For a successful combination of the multiplexer and the 
ADC, the multiplexer timing and the T/H timing must be compatible. 
When the ADC is given a convert command, the T/H transitions 
from Track mode to Hold mode. The delay between the convert 
command and this transition is usually specified as Aperture 
Delay or as Sampling Time Offset. 

To maximize the time that the multiplexer output has to settle, 
and thatthe T/H has to acquire the signal, the multiplexer should 
begin its transition from one input to the other immediately after 
the T/H transition into HOLD mode. Unfortunately it is during the 
initial portion of the HOLD period that a sub ranging ADC 
performs analog processing of the sampled signal. High slew 
rate transitions on the input during this time may have a 
detrimental effect on the conversion accuracy. 

To minimize the effects of high input slew rates, two strategies 
that can employed. Strategy one applies when the sample rate 
of the system is below the rated speed of the ADC. Here the 
CLC532 SELECT timing is delayed until after the multiplexer 
transition takes place, and after the AID has completed one 
conversion cycle and is waiting for the next convert command. 
As an example, if a CLC935 (15MSPS) ADC is being used at 
10MSPS, the conversion takes place in the first 67ns after the 
CONVERT command. The next 33ns are spent waiting for the 
next CONVERT command, and would be an ideal place to switch 
the multiplexer from one channel to the next. 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Sample Rate (MSPS) 

Figure 7: Recommended CCOMP vs. ADC Sample Rate 

The second optimization strategy involves lowering the slew rate 
at the input olthe ADC so that fewer high frequency components 
are available to feed through to the hold capacitor during HOLD 
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mode. The CLC532 output signal can be slew limited by using 
its compensation capacitors. This approach also has the 
advantage of limiting the excess noise passed through the 
CLC532 and on to the ADC. Figure 7 shows the recommended 
CCDMP values as a function of ADC Sample rate. S!nce the optimal 
values will change from one ADC to the next, this graph should 
be used as a starting point for CCDMP selection. Both CCOMP 
capacitors should be the same value to maintain output symmetry . 

Flash ADCs are similar to subranging ADCs in that the sampling 
period is very brief. The primary difference is that the acquisit!on 
time of a flash converter is much shorterthan that of asubrangmg 
ADC. With a flash ADC, the transition of the CLC532 output 
should be after the sampling instant ("Aperture Delay" after the 
CONVERT command). It is only during this period that a flash 
converter is susceptible to interference from a rapidly changing 
analog input signal. 

Gain Selection for an ADC 
In many' applications, such as RADAR, the dynamic range 
requirements may exceed the accuracy requirements. Since 
wide dynamic range ADCs are also typically highly accur~te 
ADCs, this often leads the designer into selecting an ADC which 
is a technical overkill and a budget buster. By using the CLC532 
as a selectable-gain stage, a less expensive ADC can be used. 
As an example, if an application calls for 80dB of dynamic Range 
and 0.05% accuracy, rather than using a 14-bit converter, a 12-
bit converter combined with the circuit in figure 8 will meet the 
same objective. The CLC532 is used to select between the 
analog input signal and a version of the input signal attenuated 
by 12dB. This circuit affords 14-bit dynamic range, 12-bit 
accuracy and 12-bit ease of implementation. 

To on 
Input 

Source 50n 

A7 

200n AS 

To 50n 
Source 

0----.--------' 
Gain 

SELECT 

~ 0.1I'F 

T10PF 

ROUT 

-5.2V 

Figure 8: Selectable Gain Stage Improves 
ADC Dynamic Range 

Full Wave Rectifier Circuit 

To 50n 
load 

The use of a diode rectifier provides significant distortion for 
Signals that are small compared to the forward bias voltage. 
Accordingly, when low distortion performance is needed, standard 
diode based circuits do not work well. The CLC532 can be 
configured to provide a very low distortion full wave r~ctifier .. The 
circuit in figure 9 is used to select between an analog Input Signal 
and an inverted version of the input signal. The resulting output 
exhibits very little distortion for small scale signals up to several 
hundred kilohertz. 

RECTIFIER 
INPUT 

, , 
ze1r~h~ing : 

-2V Detector' 1- ________________________________________ ~ 

Figure 9: Low Distortion Full Wave Rectifier 

Use of the CLC532 as a Mixer. 
Adouble balanced mixer, such as is shown in figure 1 0, operates 
by multiplying the RF input by the LO input. This is done by using 
the LO to select one of two paths through a diode bridge 
depending upon the LO sign. The result is an output where 
IF=RF when LO>O and IF=-RF if LO<O. This same result can be 
obtained with the circuit shown in figure 11. The CLC532 based 
circuit uses a digital LO making system design easier in those 
cases where the LO is digitally derived. One advantage of the 
CLC532 based approach is excellent isolation between all three 
ports. Also see the RF design awards article by Thomas Hack 
in the January 1993 issue of RF Design. 

IF 
OUTPUT 

r RF C. ~"' 

Figure 10: Typical Double-Balanced Mixer 

MINI-CIRCUITS 
T4-H .--------<_-1 

""'''''J 
-t 

DIGITAL 
LOINPUT 

Figure 11: High-Isolation Mixer Implementation 

Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board (part number 730028) for the CLC532 is 
available. This board can be used for fast, trouble-free, 
evaluation and characterization of the CLC532. Additionally, 
this board serves as a template for layout and fabrication 
information. The CLC532 evaluation board data sheet is 
available from Comlinear. 
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~Comlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• infrared system multiplexing 
• CCD sensor signals 
• radar I/O switching 
• high definition video HDTV 
• test and calibration 

DESCRIPTION: 
The CLC533 is a high-speed 4:1 multiplexer employing active 
input and output stages. The CLC533 also employs a closed..Joop 
design which dramatically improves accuracy over conventional 
analog multiplexer circuits. This monolithic device is constructed 
using an advanced high-performance bipolar process.·· 

The CLC533 has been specifically designed to provide a 24ns 
settling time to 0.01 %. This coupled with the adjustable bandwidth, 
makes the CLC533 an ideal choice for infrared and CCD imaging 
systems, with channel-to-channel iSOlatiOn of 80dB @ 1 OM Hz. 
Low distortion and spurious .sign8Jlevels (-80df3c) make the 
CLC533 a very suitable choiceforllO processors in Radar receivers. 

The CLC533 is offered over· both the industrial and military 
temperature ranges. The industrial vers!onS,CLC533AJP\AJE\AIB, 
are specified from -40°C to +~p-afl(jare packaged in 16-pin 
plastic DIPs, SOIC's and {tER"I!> packages. The extended 
temperature versions, CLC~8EYA8L-2A, are specified from 
-55oyto + 125°C and are packaged in 16-pin CERDIP and 
20-tefmlnal LCC packages. 

Ordering Information ... 
CLC533AJP -40°C to +85°C 
CLC533AJE -40°C to +85°C 
CLC533AIB -40°C to +85°C 
CLC533A8B -55°C to + 125°C 
CLC533A8L -2A -55°C to + 125°C 

Functional Diagram 

~AL_~ 
o 0 A 
o 1 B 
1 0 C 
1 1 D 

ECl Mode - DREF=open 
TTL Mode - DREF=+5V 

16-pin plastic DIP 
16-pin plastic SOIC 
16-pin CERDIP 
16-pin CERDIP, MIL-STD-883 
20-terminal LCC, MIL-STD-883 

Comlinear Corporation 
DS533.00(Preliminary) 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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o 
High-Speed 4:1 ~ 

Analog Multiplexer~ 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 12-bit settling (0.01 %) - 17ns 
• low noise - 421Nrms (dc to 100MHz) 
• isolation - 80dS @ 10MHz 
• low distortion - 80dS @ 5MHz 
• adjustable bandwidth 

-20 
-30 

00-40 
"C 
:;-50 
:iii -60 .. 
rl-70 
0-80 

-90 
-100 

10 100 
Frequency (MHz) 

Pinouts 

OUTPUT 

COMP, 

16-pin DIP's 
andSOIC 

8 7 6 5 4 /'--'-..J _______________ ,~.__INDEX CORNER 

GND 9 3 INA 

IND 10 2 GND 

NC 11 TOPVIEW f--- 1 NC 

VEE 12 20 OUTPUT 

A, 13 19 COMP, 

14 15 16 17 18 
]>C"lzo< 

~ 0 ~ g 

;p 20-terminal lCC 

(303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
January 1993 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS 
Ambient Temperature CLCS33ABB/ABL-2A 

AmbientTemperature CLCS33AJP/AJE/AIB 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
t-3dBbandwidth VoUT<0.1Vpp 

-3dBbandwidth Vour=2Vpp 
tgain flatness VoUT<0.1Vpp 

peaking dc to 200M Hz 
rolloff dcto 100MHz 

linear phase deviation dc to 100MHz 
differential gain CCOMP = SpF; RL =1S0n 
differential phase CCOMP = SpF; RL =1S0n 
crosstalk rejection - 1 channel 2Vpp. 10MHz 

2Vpp.20MHz 
2Vpp.30MHz 

crosstalk rejection - 3 channels 2Vpp. 10MHz 
2Vpp,20MHz 
2Vpp.30MHz 

TIME DOMAIN PERFORMANCE 
rise and fall time 

settling time' 

overshoot 
slew rate 

2V step 

SWITCH PERFORMANCE 
channel to channel switching time 
(2V step at output) 
switching transient 

O.SVstep 
2Vstep 
±0.01% 
±0.1% 
2.0Vstep 

SO% SELECTto 10%VOUT 

SO% SELECT to 90% V OUT 

DISTORTION AND NOISE PERFORMANCE 
t 2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp. SMHz 
t3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp, SMHz 

equivalent input noise 
spot noise voltage 
integrated noise 
spot noise current 

',I 

>1MHz " ',' 
1 MHz,toJIlQMj1z 

TYP 
+2S'C 

+2S'C 

180 
45 

0.2 
1.0 
2.0 
TBD 
TBD 
80 
74 
68 
80 
74 
68 

2.7 
10 
17 
13 
2 
160 

STATIC AND DC PERFORMANO~ "'" ',,' [i" 
1'1' • analog output offset "'\ 

temperature coefficient " 
analog output offset matching 

• analog input bias current 
temperature coefficient 

analog input bias current matching 
analog input resistance 
analog input capacitance 

• gain accuracy 
gain matching 
integral endpoint linearity 
output voltage 
output current 
output resistance 

DIGITAL INPUT PERFORMANCE 
ECl mode (DRE' floating) 

input voltage logic HIGH 
input voltage logic lOW 
input current logic HIGH 
input current logic LOW 

TTL mode (ORE' = +SV) 
input voltage logic HIGH 
input voltage logic LOW 
inpu1 current logic HIGH 
input current logic LOW 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
• supply current (+V cc = +S.OV) 
• supply current (-VEE = -S.2V) 

nominal power dissipation 
• power supply rejection ratio 

±2V 

±1V (full scale) 
no load 

dc 

no load 
no load 
no load 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

1S 
TBD 
50 
0.3 
TBD 
200 
2 
0.994 
TBD 
0.02 
±3.4 
45 
1.S 

200 
200 

200 
200 

28 
28.S 
288 
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MAX & MIN RATINGS' 
-SS'C +2S'C + 12S'C 

-40'C +2S'C +BS'C 

130 
3S 

O.S 
2.0 

74 
68 
62 
74 
68 
62 

130 
35 

O.S 
2.0 

74 
68 
62 
74 
68 
62 

110 
30 

O.S 
3.0 

74 
68 
62 
74 
68 
62 

3.3 3.3 ,', ,3.B 
12.S 12.5'. >14.S 
24 24"'" "':~7 
18 '1$" ~i21 
S "I', ,S"/, M6 
130, ,~,'1aO 110 

12 
90 

280 
2.0 

90 
3.0 
0.988 

O.OS 
2.4 
20 
4.0 

-1.1 
-1.S 
220 
220 

2.0 
0.8 
220 
220 

38 
39 

-S3 

3.S 

120 

120 
2.S 
0.988 

0.03 
2.8 
50 
2.S 

-1.1 
-1.S 
80 
80 

2.0 
0.8 
80 
80 

36 
37 

-60 

9 
24 

67 
67 

S1 

4.S 
20 

120 
0.8 

120 
2.S 
0.988 

0.03 
2.8 
50 
2.S 

-1.1 
-1.S 
80 
80 

2.0 
0.8 
80 
80 

36 
37 

-60 

UNITS SYMBOL 

MHz 
MHz 

dB 
dB 
deg 
% 
deg 
dB 
dB 
dB 
dB 
dB 
dB 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
% 
V/IlS 

SSBW 
LSBW 

GFP 
GFR 
LPD 
DG 
DP 
CT10 
CT20 
CT30 
3CT10 
3CT20 
3CT30 

TRS 
TRL 
TSP 
TSS 
OS 
SR 

ns SWT10 
ns SWT90 
mV ST 

dBc HD2 
dBc HD3 

nV/% SNF 
IlVrms INV 
pAl% SNF 

mV vas 
IlVI"C DVIO 

jlA IBN 
jlAfC DIBN 

kf.l RIN 
pF CIN 
VN GA 

%FS ILiN 
V va 
mA 10 
n RO 

mA 
mA 
mW 
dB 

VIH1 
VIL1 
IIH1 
IIL1 

VIH2 
VIL2 
IIH2 
1IL2 

ICC 
lEE 
PD 
PSRR 



o ro 
U1 
W 

positive supply voltage (+VCC) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 

+5.0V 
-5.2V 
10mV 

positive supply voltage (+VCC) -0.5V to +7.0V W 

differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range ±2V 

OVto +5.0V 
OV to -2.0V 

5pFto 100pF 

Ax input voltage range (TIl mode) 
Ax input voltage range (ECl mode) 
CCOMP range 

thermal data 
16-pin plastic 
16-pin Cerdip 
16-pin SOIC 
20-terminal lCC 

6Jc(OC/W) 6JA(OC/W) 
75 

35 75 
100 

Notal: Test levels are as follows: 
AI/AJ : 100% tested at +25"C, sample at +B5"C. 

t AJ : Sample tested at +25"C. 
t AI : 100% tested at +25°C. 

AS : 100% tested at +25"C, ·55"C, +125"C. 
AS : 100% tested at +25"C. sample at ·55"C. + lWC 

System Timing Diagram 

AX Input 

90% 
OUTPUT 

10% 

... where TSx is TS14 or TSP or TSS 
and TRx is TRS ro TSL. • 

Package Dimensions 

negative supply voltage (-VEE) +0.5V to -7.0V 
differential voltage between any two GND's 200m V 
analog input voltage range -V to +V 
digital input voltage range _VEE to +lc 

. . ff = 
ou1put short Circuit duration (output shorted to GND) Infinite 
junction temperature + 175°C 
operating temperature range 

ClC533AJP/AJE/AIB 
ClC533A8B/A8l -2A 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300°C) 

-40°C to +85°C 
-55°C to + 125°C 
-65°C to + 150°C 

10 sec 

Note 2: Settling time measured from the 50% analog output transition. 

Note-3: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually. 
and beyond which th~ serviceability of the circuit may be impaired. Functional 
operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to 
maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Switching Transient Timing Diagram 

AX Input 

OUTPUT 

ST --1--
~ ~Ir--" --'-I Vw~1 -Wr-
-r-- All Analog Inputs ~ OV 

~2ns 

16-pin Plastic DIP 16-pin CERDIP 16-pinSOIC 

Inches Millimeters 
Symbol 

Minimum I MaxImum Minimum !Maximum ., 0.050 I 0.088 1.27 I 2.23 

s, 0.022 I 0.028 0.56 I 0.71 

52 0.072 REF 1.83 REF 

D,E 0.342 r 0.358 8.69 I 9.09 

01,El 0.200 BSC 5.08 esc 

0.05086C 1.27 esc 

0.040 REF 1.02 REF 

0.020 REF 0.51 REF 

0.045 I 0.055 1.14 I 1.40 

20- terminal LCC L2 0.075 I 0.095 1.91 I 2.41 
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OPERATION 
The ClC533 is a 4:1 analog multiplexer with high-impedance 
buffered inputs, and a low-impedance, low-distortion, output 
stage. The ClC533 employs a closed-loop design, which 
dramatically improves accuracy. The channel select controls (~ 
and A,) determine which of the four inputs (INA thru INo) is present 
at the OUTPUT. Beyond the basic multiplexer function, the 
ClC533 offers compatibility with either TTUCMOS or ECl logic 
families, as well as adjustable bandwidth. 

Digital Interface and Channel SELECT 
The ClC533 functions with ECl, TTL and CMOS logic families. 
DREF controls logic compatibility. In normal operation, DREF is left 
floating, and the channel select controls (~ and A,) respond to 
ECl level signals, Figure 1. For TTL or CMOS level SELECT 
inputs (Figure 2), DREF should be tied to +5V (the ClC533 
incorporates an internal 23000 series isolation resistor for the 
DREF input). 

(NC) 

Thevinen Equivalent 
Output Termination 

50n 

·2V 

Figure 1: ECl level Channel SE,h 
;\.1<"' 

'3 
ORE' 

AX Input Signal TIL GATE 

Figure 2: TTUCMOS Level Channel SELECT Configuration 

Power Supplies and Grounding 
Proper power supply bypassing and grounding is essential to the 
ClC533's operation. A 0.111f to 0.01111 ceramic chip capacitor 
should be located as close as possible to the individual power 
supply pins. larger +6.8I1f tantalum capacitors should be used 
in the immediate area of the ClC533. The ground connections 
for these larger by-pass capacitors should be very symmetrically 
located relative the ClC533 output load ground connection. 
Harmonic distortion can be heavily influenced by non-symmetric 
decoupling capacitor grounding. The smaller chip capacitors 
located directly at the power supply pins are not particularly 
susceptible to this effect. 

Separation of analog and digital ground planes is not 
recommended. In most cases, a single low-impedance ground 
plane will provide the best performance. 

Input Shielding 
The ClC533 has been designed for use in high-speed wide
dynamic range systems. Guard-ring traces and the use of the 
ground pins separating the analog inputs is required to maintain 
high isolation (Figure 3). Likely sources of noise and interference 
that may couple onto the inputs, are the logic signals and power 
supplies to the ClC533. Other types of clock and signal traces 
should not be overlooked, however. 

rule in maintaining isolation has two facets, minimize 
ry return ground current path impedances back to the 

al sources, while maximizing the impedance 
ommon or secondary ground current return 

failure to optimize input signal isolation can 
ectly as the isolation between the input channels 

533 removed from circuit. The channel-to-channel 
of the ClC533 can never be better than the isolation 

Special attention must be paid to input termination resistors. 
Minimizing the return current path that is common to both of the 
input termination resistors is essential. In the event that ground 
return current from one input termination resistor is able find a 
secondary path back to its signal source (which also happens to 
be common with either the primary or secondary return path for 
the second input termination resistor), a small voltage will appear 
at the second input which is completely dependent on the first 
input signal. This situation will severely degrade channel-to
channel isolation at the input of the ClC533, even if the ClC533 
were removed from circuit. Poor isolation at the input will be 
transmitted directly to the output. 

Use of "small" value input termination resistors will also improve 
channel-to-channel isolation. Extremely low values, <250, tend 
to stress the driving source's ability to provide a high-quality input 
signal to the ClC533. Higher values tend to aggravate any 
layout dependent crosstalk. 750 to 500 is a reasonable target, 
but the lower the better. 

Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board (part number 730035 for DIP's and 730039 
for SOIC's) for the ClC533 is available. This board can be used 
for fast, trouble-free, evaluation and characterization of the 
ClC533. Additionally, this board serves as a template for layout 
and fabrication information. The ClC533 evaluation board data 
sheet is available from Comlinear. 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• flash AID driving 
• high-resolution, subranging AID driving 
• signal deglitching (as in CCD or DIA systems) 
• communication systems 
• radar and IF processors 

DESCRIPTION 

The ClC940 Flash-TrackTM is a fast sampling, wideband track 
and hold amplifier which offers 12ns switching performance plus 
an unprecedented array of supporting specifications. This 
combination ensures that the accuracy indicated by the 
switching specifications is fully realized. 

The Flash-Track is an ideal device for driving flash 
AlDs-especially those configured in high resolution, subranging 
architectures. The very fast 10ns hold-to-track acquisition time 
and 12ns track-to-hold settling time permit the high sampling 
rates needed in applications such as radar and communications. 
Other specifications, such as the 1 ps aperture jitter, 2mV 
pedestal offset, and -57dB harmonic distortion are similarly 
supportive of AID system performance goals. The ClC940 is 
fully compatible with demanding flash AID input requirements as 
demonstrated by its ±2.2V output range and its ability to drive up 
to 90pF loads at full performance. 

Ease of use and functionality are also characteristics of the 
Flash-Track; for example, the device needs only ±15V supplies 
and can accept either ECl or TIL control signals. In addition, 
conservative specifications and 100% testing assure 
dependable, consistent insystem performance. 

The ClC940 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology. The ClC940AI is specified over a 
temperature range of -25'C to +S5'C, while the ClC940AM is 
specified over a range of -55'C to + 125'C and is screened to 
Comlinear's M Standard for high reliability applications. Both 
devices are packaged in 24-pin, SOO mil wide, ceramic DIPS. 

Package Dimensions 

CERAMIC LID 0.160-0190 
(406-4B3) 

(') 

Fast Sampling, Wideband ~ 
Track and Hold Amplifier ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 10ns hold-to-track acquisition time 
• 12ns track-to-hold settling time 
• 1 ps aperture jitter 
• 150MHz small signal bandwidth 
• 74dB feedthrough rejection 
• ECl or TTL control signals 

Equivalent Circuit 

05 

Ion Vout 

Undesignated pins are not connected internally. 

Comlinear Corporation' 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

OS940.03 January 1993 
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PARAMETERS1 CONDITIONS 
Ambient Temperature CLC940AM 

Ambient Temperature CLC940AI 

TRACK-MODE DYNAMICS 
*-3dB bandwidth 

slew rate 
2nd harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20M Hz, RL = 1kO 
3rd harmonic distortion 2Vpp, 20M Hz, RL = 1kO 

HOLD-MODE DYNAMICS 
* droop rate 
* feedthrough rejection 20MHz, V,. = 2Vpp 

TRACK-TO-HOLD SWITCHING 
* effective aperture delay 
* aperture jitter 
* pedestal offset 

temperature coefficient end pOint average 
sensitivity to supply voltage 

switching transient (peak-to-peak amplitude) fs = 2MHz 
track-to-hold settling time to 1mV 

HOLD-TO-TRACK SWITCHING 
acquisition time to 1.0% V, = 2Vpp, RL = 1kO 

to 0.1% 

DC ACCURACY 
*gain 1 kHz, 4Vpp, no load 

temperature coefficient 
non-linearity 

* offset voltage 
temperature coefficient end point average 

* power su pply rejection ratio 

DIGITAL INPUTS 
differential input threshold I Vlreek - VhOld I 
input bias current (track mode) high 

low 

ANALOG INPUT 
input voltage range2 

input resistance 
input capacitance 

* input bias current 

ANALOG OUTPUT 
* output resistance at 1kHz 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
* supply current V,. = 0, track mode, no load 

power dissipation V,. = 0, track mode, no load 

su pply voltage 
±Vee1 and ±Vee2 
±Vee 

ambient temperature 

minimum digital input slew rate 

maximum differential digital 
input voltage 

digital input voltage 

±15V (±13.5V min.) 
±15V (±5V min.) 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
AM: -55°Cto+125°C 

20Vl"s 

±2.5V 

±(Vee1-11V) 

TYP MIN & MAX RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

+25°C -55°C +25°C +125°C 

+25°C -25°C +25°C +85°C 

150 >140 >140 >100 MHz SSBW 
470 >440 >440 >390 VI"s SR 
-57 <-51 <-51 <-47 dBc HD2 
-60 <-54 <-54 <-54 dBc HD3 

20 <250 <50 <2000 "V/"s DR 
74 >70 >70 >70 dB FTR 

2.5 <3.3 <3.0 <3.0 ns TA 
1 <1.4 <1.4 <1.6 PSrms UHD 
2 <8 <5 <8 mV PO 
25 <60 <60 <60 "V/oC DPO 
- <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 mVIV PORR 
25 <50 <30 <40 mVpp HTA 
12 <18 <14 <14 ns HTS 

10 <15 <12 <12 ns ATS 
16 <22 <18 <22 ns ATSP 

0.98 >0.96 >0.96 >0.96 VIV G 
20 <30 <30 <30 ppm/oC DG 
0.02 <0.025 <0.025 <0.025 % GNL 
20 <75 <60 <60 
30 <140 <140 <140 
40 >36 >36 >36 

- <300 <300 <300 
25 <100 <50 <50 
1 <10 <5 <5 

- ±2.2 ±2.2 ±2.2 
20 >15 >15 >15 
3 <4 <4 <4 
30 <90 <60 <60 

10 <12 <12 <13 

55 <65 <60 <60 
1.65 <1.95 <1.80 <1.80 

analog input voltage 
differential digital input voltage 
digital input voltage 
output current 
supply voltage (Vee, Vee1 , and Vee.) 
thermal resistance (Oe.) 
junction temperature 
operating case temperature 

storage temperature 
lead temperature (soldering 10s) 

mV VIO 
"V/oC DVIO 
dB PSRR 

mV VDIF 
~ IIH 
~ ilL 

V VI 
kO RIN 
pF CIN 

"A IB 

0 RO 

mA ICC 
W PD 

±5V 
±3.5V 
±(Vee1 - 9V) 
±50mA continuous 
±20V 
see thermal model 
+175°C 

AI: -25°C to +85°C 
AM: -55°C to +125°C 
-65°C to +150°C 
+300°C 

note 1: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. AM units are tested at -.Q5·C +25'C, and 
+125·C. AI units are tested only at +25'C although their perfonnance is guaranteed at -25'C and +85'C as indicated above. 

note 2: For optimum performance the differential voltage between the input and output should not exceed 3V in HOLD mode. 
note 3: Absolute Maximum Ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be 

impaired. Functional operation under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to absolute maximum ratings for 
extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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Thermal Model Calculations 

PCir = Icc1 [+Vcc1 -(-Vcc1)] + 'cc2[Vcc2 -(-Vcc2)] 
Icc1 is the supply current to ±Vcc1 (pins 22 and 3). 
lee2 is the supply current to ±Vee2 (pins 17 and 12). 

Ambient Temperature (0C) 

Typical values are ±Vcc1 = ±15V, ICC1 = 34mA, ±Vcc2 = ±12V, Icc2 = 1SmA. 
So Pel, = (34mA)(30V) + (15mA)(24V) = 1.38W 

Pxxx = [±Vee -Vo,t -Ieol (Reol + 10)] leol (% duty cycle that XXX is on) 
Pxxx is the power in either the npn or pnp output transistor. 
For'Vout> 0, the power is in the npn and ±Vee = +Vcc. 
For Vout < 0, the power is in the pnp and ±Vee = -Vee. 
Icol = Vout/Rload or 4mA whichever is greater. 
Reol is the external reSistor between the XXX collector and ±Vec. 

Example: Vo", = + 1V, 30% duty cycle 
Vo", = - 2V, 70% duty cycle 
Reol = 33n, Rload = 1000 

P.pn = [ 15V - 1V - ( 1~~n ) ( 33!l + 10n) ] ( 1~n ) ( 30% ) = 0.041W 

Ppnp = [ -15V - (-2V) - ( ~~~ ) ( 33!l + 100 ) ] ( ~~~ ) ( 70% ) = 0.170W 

Tease = Ptotal 8ea + Tambienl = (Peir + Pnpn + Ppnp) Bea + Tambient 
Teir = Peir (16°C/W) + Tease 
Tjnpn = Pnpn (200°C/W) + Tease 
Tjpnp = Ppnp (200"C/W) + Tea •• 

Bca = 23°C/W in still air without a heat sink. (With heat sinking or air flow, Bea will be lower.) 
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+!5V 

.------.--r----;------. capacitance in #F. 

a·OI l 2000 330 

2000 330 

-15V 

Figure 1: recommended circuit 

Layout Considerations 

*For capacitive 
loads, see the 
Rout vs Load 
Capacitance 
plot 

For optimum performance from any precision high-speed 
track and hold, such as the ClC940, a good printed circuit 
board layout is necessary. First, provide a ground return path 
for signal current loops. One such loop is formed between 
the signal source and the termination resistor at the analog 
input of the track and hold. Another is formed between the 
source of the digital sample command and the termination 
resistors at the digital inputs of the track and hold. In the third 
such loop, current from the power supplies flows through 
the track and hold output amplifier to the load and then 
through the ground return and supply decoupling capacitors 
to the power supply. Ideally, the inpu~ outpu~ and digital input 
signals should be transmitted via properly-terminated con
trolled-impedance transmission lines, such as microstrip or 
stripline, which work very well on standard printed circuit 
boards. When a capacitive or high-impedance load makes 
transmission lines unattractive, just be sure to keep the load 
within an inch or two olthe ClC940 output and provide a wide 
strip of ground plane for the signal current to return to the 
decoupling capacitors. 

Second, be sure that the ground return paths mentioned 
above do not cross with themselves or any other ground return 
on your printed circuit board. Otherwise, signals will be 
coupled and they will degrade the track and hold precision. 
For example, to maintain the feedthrough rejection specifica
tion, the ground connections of the decoupling capacitors 
should be kept at least 0.25" away from the signal terminations 
(such as the ground side of R;n). 

Third, keep the stray reactance of the decoupling capacitors 
and termination resistors low. Use surface-mounted multi
layer O.Q1!,F capacitors right at the power supply pins of the 
ClC940 if possible. If radial lead capacitors are used, be sure 
that low-loss types with very short leads are used. 

Sockets are not recommended, though some low-profile, 
"bucket"-type sockets work well (see the parts list in Figure 5). 
Wire wrap methods and boards should not be used. To assist 
the designer in evaluating the ClC940, an evaluation board is 
available at minimal cost. 

Track/Hold Switching Control 

The switch in the ClC940 is controlled by a pair of differential 
inputs. The device will be in track mode when the voltage on 
"track," pin 2, is greater than the voltage on "hold," pin 1. 
Similarly, it will be in hold mode when the voltage on "hold" 
is greater than that on "track." The best switching action is 
realized when the slew rate olthe digital input is at least20Vl!,s 
and when the differential signal excursion is no less than 
300mV. In addition, it is recommended that the differential 
voltage on these pins not exceed ±2.5V while the absolute 
voltage on either pin should not exceed (I Vee' 1-11 V). This 
voltage range accommodates most logic families. 

Differential ECl signals may be fed directly to the digital 
control inputs, each of which represents less than one ECl 
10k load. In Figure 2 below, the ClC940 is in track mode when 
the non-inverting ECl output is high. 

-5.2V 

Figure 2: differential ECl control 

A single-ended ECl signal can be fed directly into one of the 
digital inputs while the other pin is biased at -1.4V to accom
modate ECl voltage levels. In Figure 3 below, the ClC940 is in 
track mode when the ECl output is high. 

-5.2V 

Figure 3: single-ended ECl control 

For totem-pole-output TTL, a similar connection scheme is 
used but with a bias voltage of + 1.4V. The digital input repre
sents about 5 lSTTl loads at a high level. In Figure 4 below, 
the ClC940 is in track mode when the TTL output is high. 

IN4150 

ItoMI50 

Figure 4: TTL control 

Driving Capacitive loads 

In order to maintain performance while driving capacitive 
loads, a small-value resistor should be placed between the 
ClC940 output and the load. The optimum value of resistance 
should be selected from the plot of Rout versus load Capac
itance. (See the plot page) For this combination, acquisition 
time is shown on the Acquisition Time versus load Capaci
tance plot. (If the load capacitance is variable, as in some flash 
AIDs, the average typical capacitance should be used.) 
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Typical Track and Hold Waveforms 

note 1: There is an analog delay of about 3ns from the analog input to the analog output. (The input amplifier contributes 1 ns and the output amplifier 
contributes 2n8.) 

note 2: The digital input voltage shown is the voltage applied to "hold," pin 1. "Track," pin 2, is at V,... 

Acquisition Time (hold to track) is the time required for the 
track and hold to acquire the input signal to a specific settling 
precision when it switches from hold mode to track mode. It 
is the time from the point when the output starts changing to 
the point when the output has settled. 

Analog Delay (input to output) is the time required for a signal 
to travel from the analog input to the analog output. Typically, 
it is 3ns for the CLC940. 

Aperture Jitter or aperture uncertainty is the sample-to
sample variability in Effective Aperture Delay which is caused 
by a small amount of noise in the switch control circuitry. 
Aperture Jitter changes the time at which the device goes into 
hold mode. Coupled with the rate of change (slew rate) of the 
Signal at the storage capacitor, Aperture Jitter causes an error 
in the held output Voltage. (Output voltage error = !!NllJ.t * IJ.t, 
where IJ.VllJ.t is the slew rate and .::'ot is the Aperture Jitter.) 

Droop Rate is a drift in the held output voltage. It is caused by 
leakage currents flowing into (or out of) the storage capacitor 
from the switching circuit and the input stage of the output 
amplifier. 

Effective Aperture Delay tells when the input signal is actually 
being sampled. It takes into account two delays: 1) the input 
signal transit time through the input amplifier and 2) the time 
needed for the switch to open after the part is given the hold 
command. Typically, the Effective Aperture Delay is 2.5ns 
which means the held voltage is that which was at the input 
2.5ns after the hold command was given. (Conceivably, Effec
tive Aperture Delay could be negative if the transit time 
through the input amplifier were longer than the delay in the 
switch, though this is not the case with the CLC940.) 

Feedthrough Rejection or analog input isolation describes 
how well the switch keeps the input signals from "feeding 
through" to the output when the device is in hold mode. It is 

the ratio of the signal that passes through the open switch to 
the signal at the analog input. Since signal feedthrough is, in 
part, caused by the capacitance of the switch, Feedthrough 
Rejection is better for low-frequency input signals (see the plot 
page for the Feedthrough Rejection vs. Frequency plot). There 
are, of course, switching transients which feed through from 
the digital inputs; however, these settle out quickly and are 
accounted for in the Acquisition Time and Track-to-Hold 
Settling Time specifications. 

Hold-to-Track Switch Delay is the time delay from the track 
command to the point when the output voltage begins to 
change as it starts to acquire the new signal. Typically, it is 6ns 
for the CLC940. 

Pedestal Offset or track-to-hold offset is an output offset 
voltage found in hold mode. (See the Switching Transients and 
Pedestal plot on the plot page.) It is caused by a small amount 
of charge injected into (or out of) the storage capacitor when 
the (diode bridge) switch opens. In practice, this offset is 
treated just as an output offset Voltage. Unlike the Pedestal 
Offsets of many other high-speed track and holds, the CLC940's 
Pedestal Offset is virtually unaffected by changes in the analog 
input voltage. 

Track-to-Hold Switching Transient is the switch-induced 
transient voltage which appears at the output immediately 
after the device switches from track to hold. (See Track-to
Hold Settling Time and the Switching Transients and Pedestal 
plot on the plot page.) 

Track-to-Hold Settling Time is the time required for the Track
to-Hold Switching Transient to settle out to the pOint where the 
output is within 1 mV of its final value. (See Track-to-Hold 
Switching Transient and the Switching Transients and Pedestal 
plot on the plot page.) 
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lower Power Operation 

The power dissipation in the output stage transistors may be 
decreased by reducing the output-stage supply voltages, ± Vee, 
to as low as ±5V. This only minimally affects performance, yet 
can substantially reduce output transistor junction temperatures 
(see the thermal model). 

ClC940 Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board (part number 730011) is available for the 
ClC940. The board is user-configurable for either TTL or 
ECl operation. (See Figure 5) 

On the board near pin 1 of the ClC940 are four points 
labeled "A", "H", "B", and "T." (See Figure 5 and Figure 6.) 
Jumpers are connected between these points to provide the 
ClC940 with the bias voltages needed for single-ended ECl 
and TTL. Points "H" and "T" go to the "hold" and "track" 
inputs, respectively. Point "A" goes to the "digital input," and 
"B" goes to the TTUECl bias network. 

The connection scheme for TTL requires that the bias 
network provide +1.4V at point "B." The +15V supply is used 
and the diodes are inserted so·as to be forward biased. (See 
Figures 4 and 5.) Jumpers are used to connect "A" to "H" 
and "B" to "T." 

+15V 

R, R, 

R. R~ 

-15V 

*For capacitive 
loads, see the 
Rout vs Load 
Capacitance 
plot. 

For TTL, use the bias circuit shown. Omit Rd. 

For single-ended Eel, reverse the direction of the diodes and connect R5 to-15V instead 
of+15V. Omit Rd. 

For differential ECL,omitthejumperconnections "#tto "H" and "B"lo "T," Omit bias circuit. 
Make connections directly to "H"and "T." 

Parts list 

Resistors: 
R, 2000 
R2 2000 

Figure 5: evaluation board schematic 
(configured for TTL operation) and pans list 

Ra 33fl 
R4 3311 ~~n ~.6kn Rout .. ·selected for desired inputl 

Rd .. output Impedance 

Capacitors: (35V, +80%(-20%) 
C1 O.01.uF ceramic radial lead 
C2 O.01.uF ceramic radial lead 
C3 6.8jJF (Sprague 1500 series) 
C4 6.8jJF (Sprague 1500 series) 
Cs 2.2jJF (Sprague 1500 series) 

Cs 2.2jJF (Sprague 1500 series) 
C7 0.01jJF ceramic radial lead 
C6 0.01jJF ceramic radial lead 
Cg 0.01jJF ceramic radial lead 
C10 0.01jJF ceramic radial lead 

Diodes: Hardware: (optional) 
01 1N4150 
02 1N4150 

SMA connectors Amphenol 901-144 (straight) 
or Amphenol 901-143 (angled) 

"Socket" Cambion flush mount connector jacks 
450-2598-01-06-00 
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Single-ended Eel is connected similarly, however the bias 
network should be configured to provide-l.4V at point "B." The 
-15V supply is used and the diodes are inserted so as to be 
forward biased. (See Figures 3 and 5.) Jumpers are used to 
connect "/I\' to "H" and "B" to "T." 

For differential ECl, signals can be sent directly to points "H" 
and "T," the "hold" and "track" inputs respectively. The bias 
circuit and jumper connections should be omitted. (See Fig
ures 2 and 5.) 

The resistor at the digital input, Ro, is omitted for TTL and ECl, 
but is otherwise used to set the (digital) input impedance. The 
resistor at the analog input, R;n, is selected for the desired input 
impedance. The output resistor, Rout, is selected for the desired 
output impedance and for optimum capacitive-load perfor
mance. (See the Rout vs load Capacitance plot on the plot page.) 

o C3~r;'IANRlOGO 
-vee GND +uce I c~OUTPUT . 0.. I ~~ 61 ~ es en ~ ! 
go~ mm Rl •• Cle Q 
"'i5~";i;!cl~ A3 •• ~ 
§~N ~~ •••••••••••• 

~~~m ~ d~ eLCS1-e -

DI~~mL 

~ •••••••••••• N .. U. ~ yo: u 

O ~~!:H!:.o.. ~ ANALOG 0 D2~ RIN UINPUT 

Figure 6: component placement guide 

••• 0 
. ·1· 

• • 

• • • ......... ··t··:·· .... • !Te--J • • 
r • • O~· •• 0 

Figure 7: solder side (bottom) as viewed from component side (top) 

Figure 8: component side (top) showing extensive ground plane 



riiN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• flash AID driver 
• high-resolution, subranging AID driver 
• signal deglitching (as in CCD or DI A systems) 
• communication systems 
• radar and IF processors 

DESCRIPTION: 

The ClC942 is a 12-Bit accurate, fast sampling, wideband 
track-and-hold amplifier which offers 5ns switching 
performance. Closed-loop monolithic buffers ensure that 
switching accuracy is fully realized. The ClC942 is an 
improved alternate source for the HTS-0010 and the 
SHC600. 

The ClC942 is an ideal device for driving flash AID's, 
especially those configured in high resolution, subranging 
architectures. The 25ns hold-to-track acquistion time 
(0.01 %) and very fast 5ns track-to-hold settling time permit 
the high sampling rates needed in applications such as 
radar and communications. Other specifications, such as 
the 1.4ps aperture jitter, 15mV pedestal offset, and -74dBc 
harmonic distortion are similarly supportive of ND system 
performance goals. The ClC942 is fully compatible with 
demanding flash ND input requirements as demonstrated 
by its ±2.2V output range and its ability to drive up to 90pF 
loads. 

The ClC942 is constructed using thin film resistor/bipolar 
transistor technology as well as custom integrated circuits. 
The ClC942AI is specified over a temperature range of 
-25"C to +85"C, while the CLC942AM is specified over a 
range of -55"C to +125"C. Both devices are packaged in a 
24-pin, 600 mil wide, ceramic DIP. 

Package Dimensions"",.",,,, 

1-,("";ol.~"'~.-"iiii"'.;~);-----11 I1Pl~=~:~~ 
I I 0.500-0.610 O.600BSC 

(12.70-15.49) (2.54 BSC) 

16 J ~~~~, 

~"' -11-
Index a.sos$C II 0.139-0.192 l (1.27BSC) ----- r (3.53-4.88) 

O'015-0'075-L~~J I~~ 
(O.38-1.911 T o.014-=O~6 

(0.36-0.66) 

0100BSC I LO.l65BSC 
(2.54 BSC) - -- (4.19 SSC) 

Ul95-1.105 

o 
12-Bit, Fast Sampling ~ 

Wide band Track-and-Hold ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 25ns hold-to-track acquisition time (0.01 %) 
• 5ns track-to-hold settling time 
• 1 Aps aperture jitter 
• 70MHz small-signal bandwidth 
• 78dB feedthrough rejection 
• ECl control signal 

V,N , 

Equivalent Circuit 
PGND +VCCl +Vc +VCC2 

PGND -VEEl -VEEl DGNO HOLD AGND PGND -VEE2 

Pin Out 

+VCC2 1 C:.. 

-VEE2 

NC +Vc 

-VEE ' POWER GROUND 
HOLD NC 

DIGITAL GROUND 9 ANALOG GROUND 
POWER GROUND , ANALOG GROUND 

-VEE1 0 

POWER GROUND 11 

NC "C..-___ ~ 

Com linear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

DS942.04 January 1993 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Ambient Temperature CLC942A8 + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Ambient Temperature CLC942AI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

TRACK-MODE DYNAMICS 
*-3dB bandwidth 70 40 50 50 MHz SSBW 
slew rate 300 220 250 220 V/Il,s SR 
2nd harmonic distortion 2V pp; 4MHz;RL = 1 kll -74 -62 -65 -65 dBc HD2A 

2V pp;20MHz;RL = 1 kll -50 -38 -44 -43 dBc HD2 
3rd harmonic distortion 2V pp; 4MHz;RL = 1 kll -75 -70 -72 -70 dBc HD3A 

2V pp;20MHz;RL = 1 kll -64 -54 -55 -43 dBc HD3 

HOLD-MODE DYNAMICS 
*drooprate 20 450 230 3000 /LV / J.LS DR 
*feedthrough rejection 20MHz, VIN=2Vpp 78 70 72 70 dB FTR 

TRACK-TO-HOLD SWITCHING 
*effective aperture delay -1.5 -3 -4 -6 ns TA 
*aperture jitter 1.4 2.0 2.0 2.0 PSrms UHD 
*pedestaloffset 8 12 12 15 mV PO 

temperature coefficient endpoint average 10 40 40 40 /LVrC DPO 
sensitivity to supply (-5.0V) 3 6 6 6 mV/v PORR 

switching transient peak-to-peak amplitude fs = 2MHz 8 13 13 16 mVpp HTA 
track-to-hold settling time t01mV 5 13 7 8 ns HTS 

HOLD-TO-TRACK SWITCHING 
acquisition time to 0.1 % V1N =2Vpp, RL = 1000 20 31 24 32 ns ATS 

toO.01% 25 36 31 36 ns ATSP 

DC ACCURACY 
*gain 1kHz, 4Vpp, no load 0.997 0.993 0.995 0.995 VN G 

temperature coefficient 15 40 40 40 ppm/DC DG 
non-linearity 0.005 0.025 0.020 0.020 % GNL 

*offset voltage 15 55 40 50 mV VIO 
temperature coefficient endpoint average 50 150 150 150 /LVrC DVIO 

*power supply rejection ratio 52 40 45 45 dB PSRR 

DIGITAL INPUT 
differential input threshold IVTRACK-VHOLOI (min.) 250 250 250 mV VDIF 
input bias current logic HIGH 15 60 30 35 /LA IIH 

logic LOW 35 125 65 65 !LA ilL 

ANALOG INPUT 
input voltage range2 ±2.2 ±2.2 ±2.2 V VI 
input resistance 150 50 85 85 kO RIN 
input capacitance 3.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 pF CIN 

*input bias current 10 34 34 34 /LA IB 

ANALOG OUTPUT 
*output resistance at 1kHz 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 RO 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
*supply current ( + v CCl and + V CC2) V,N = OV, track mode, no load 50 64 64 64 mA ICC 
*supply current (-VEEl and -VEE2) V,N = OV, track mode, no load 65 81 81 81 mA lEE 
*supply current (+ vel V,N = OV, track mode, no load 15 17 17 18 mA 115 

power dissipation V,N=OV, track mode, no load 0.80 0.98 0.98 0.995 W PD 

NOTES: 
1. Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. ABC units are tested at - 55'C, 

+ 25'C, and + 125'C. AI units are tested only at + 25'C, aRhough their performance is guaranteed at - 25'C and + B5'C as indicated above. 
2. For optimum performance, differential voltage between the input and the output should not exceed 3V in HOLD mode. 
3. Absolute Maximum Ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be impaired. 

Functional operation under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to absolute maximum ratings for extended periods 
may affect device reliability. 

4. Junction-ta-Case temperature rise is approximately 16'C; SCA = 35'CIW. 
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supply voltage: 
+VCCl and +VCC2 
-VEEl and -VEE2 
+VC 
-VEE 
analog to digital ground differential 
analog input voltage range2 
input to output differential voltage 
HOLD input voltage range 
HOLD to VTRACK differential voltage 
HOLD signal rise/fall time 

+S.OV(+4.SV min) 
-S.OV(-4.S min) 

+11.0V to +lS.7SV 
-S.OV±S% 

10mV 
±2.2V 

3V 
-0.7S to -1.9V 

0.6V 
<16ns 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 

6ic = 16"C1W TeASE 

'" 
eca = 35"C1W 
(in still air 
without a heatsink) 

TAMBIENT 

supply voltage: 
+VCCl and +VCC2 
-VEEl and -VEE2 
+VC 
-VEE 
analog to power ground differential 
analog input voltage range 
VTRACK and HOLD voltage range 
output cu rrent 
power dissipation4 

junction temperature 
operating temperature range 

storage temperature range 
lead solder duration (+300'C) 

PD=!(lcd (Vcd! + !(IEE) (VEE)! 
Bea = Bes + Bsa (with heatsink) 

o 
ro 
CD 
.t::o 

OVto 7.0V N 
-7.0Vto OV 

+20V 
-7.0V to +3.0V 

200mV 
-VEEl to + VCC1 

(VEE1 +2V) to (Vccl -2V) 
±SOmA continuous 
see thermal model 

+17S'C 
AI: -2S'C to +8S'C 
AM: -SS'C to +12S' C 

-6S'C to + lS0'C 
10 sec. 

Where Bsa = Heatsink-to-Ambient (OC/W); 
Bes = Case-to-Heatsink (OC/W) 

and usually Bsa » Bcs' 
therefore Bea (with heatsink) = Bsa 
TjUnction = Tambient + (Bje+Bea) PD=Tambient + (Bja) PO 

where Bja = Bje + Bea 
or 
Tjunction = Tease + (Bje) PO, 

where in either case Tjunction<Tjunction (max) 
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Load Capacitance (pF) 

Droop Rate vs. Temperature 
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Temperature (OC) 
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V,N , 

• FOR CAPACITIVE 
LOADS, SEE THE 
RoutVSLOAD 
CAPACITANCE 
PLOT. 

+VCC2 , 

·oJ>-~+--+1 

9 2 

AGND PGND -VEE2 

-2.0V 

+15V 

Output current 
should retum 

through pin 21, 

Figure 1: recommended CLC942 application circuit 

Layout Considerations 
For optimum performance from any precIsion, high
speed, track-and-hold, such as the CLC942, a high
quality printed circuit board layout is required. The main 
facet of the printed circuit board is a substantial ground 
plane around and under the CLC942. The ground plane 
will serve two main purposes, that of partially shielding 
the CLC942 from other system signals, as well as 
providing both power supply and signal return paths. 

The input and output signals of the CLC942 should be 
controlled impedance transmission line such as stripline 
or micro-stripline for optimum performance (including the 
use of surface-mount termination components). In any 
case, as much attention must be paid to the ground 
return path as to the signal path itself. In general, a 
ground path at least 250 mils wide should provide an 
adequate ground return, but the stripline techniques are 
strongly recommended for high-frequency applications. 

All supply lines to the CLC942 should be individually 
decoupled with 0.1p.F capacitors. These decoupling 
capacitors should be located as close to the supply pins 
as possible. In addition, the decoupling capacitor lead 
lengths must also be kept to a minimum to avoid any 
effects from lead inductance. A better solution is the use 
of chip capacitors located right at the supply pins. 

(') 
performance. If sockets must be used, low-profile Teflonh 
types or individual "pin" sockets are preferred. CD 

~ 

Track/Hold Switching Control N 

At the heart of the CLC942 is an active bipolar transistor 
bridge circuit. This bridge circuit allows the input signal 
to pass through to the HOLD capacitor during the signal 
acquisition mode, and isolates the HOLD capacitor 
during the HOLD mode. A differential driver circuit 
determines the state of the bridge circuit, either "open" 
or "closed." 

In normal mode, only the HOLD side of the bridge driver 
circuit is used. With the resistor diode network between 
pins 4 and 6 of the CLC942 bias as in figure 1, the HOLD 
input (pin 5) responds to standard 10K and 10KH ECL 
signals. At room temperature, 100K ECL logic family 
devices may also work with the CLC942, but their use 
is not guaranteed nor recommended. 

CLC942 

HOLDfTRACK 

14K TTL 

+s.ov 1N4150 

Figure 2: TTL compatible driver circuit 

By re-biasing the resistor/diode network between pins 4 
and 6, the CLC942 will respond to standard TTL level 
logiC families (Figure 2). The resistors tied to pin 6 and 
+ 5.0V, effectively raises the internal threshold level to 
+ 1.4V for use with TTL compatible devices. The three 
series diodes on pin 5 provide over-voltage protection 
for the inputs of the bridge driver circuit. For optimum 
dynamic performance from the CLC942, use of the more 
modern TTL families is recommended, such as the "AS" 
or "F" series. 

CLC942 

ACHOLD 
INPUT SIGNAL 
'Vpp 

Figure 3: "ground" referenced driver circuit 

The resistor/diode network can be further modified for 
operation with "ground" referenced ac signals. Figure 3 
illustrates the required connections, which amount to 
connecting both pins 4 and 6 to ground. The CLC942 

The use of sockets is not recommended with the will then operate from a 1.0V pp HOLD input signal. With 
CLC942, in that they tend to increase lead-to-Iead the son input termination resistor, the HOLD cQntrol 
capacitance as well as lead inductance, both degrading signal can be either dc or ac coupled. 
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CLC942 Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board (part number 730017) is available for 
the ClC942. The board is user-configurable for either 
TTL, ECl, or "ac-signal" control. Operational details are 
available below. 

+15V +5V 

CLC942 Evaluation Board Schematic 

Configuration Table 
Mode 01-03 Jl 
ECl none short 
TTL used open 
GNORef. none open 

Resistors: 
Rl 130n 
R2 3.9kl1 
R3 5011 (suggested) 
R4 82.5!115011 
R5 see "Recomm. Rs" plot 
RS 1.5kl1 

Diodes: 
01-031 N4150 

Hardware: (Optional) 

Rl R2 R4 
130 NC 82.5 

open 3.9k open 
open NC 50 

NC - Not Critical 

Parts List 
Capacitors: (35V, + 80%1-20%) 
Cl 0.1 JLF ceramic radial lead 
C2 S.8JLF(Sprague 1500 Series) 
C3 0.1 JLF ceramic radial lead 
C4 S.8JLF(Sprague 1500 Series) 
C5 0.1 JLF ceramic radial lead 
CS 0.1 JLF ceramic radial lead 
C7 0.1 JLF ceramic radial lead 
C8 0.1 JLF ceramic radial lead 
C9 S.8JLF(Sprague 1500 Series) 

"Sockets" 
SMA Connectors 

Ampheno1901-144 (straight) 
Ampheno1901-143 (angled) 

Cambion flush mount 
connector jacks 
450-2598-01-0S-00 

Output 
RS Signal 

R6 
short 
1.5k 
short 
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0000 o \0 0\ ,,0-00 O~" 0 

~~ 
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0=:::>00 U1 0 
0=00 0 
~O 0 Input 

~"GO 0 0 

~ o "000 0 o SMA2 
o OT/H 0 0 o 0 

SMA1 0 o §E] CLC942 

00==0 
Evaluation Board 0 

o 

o 
o 0 
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Component Placement Guide 
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o 

a 
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0---0 0 
o 
o 
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000 

W~ o 
Solder Side (viewed from top) 

Component Side (viewed from top) 



Part Number 

CLC922 

CLC925 

CLC926 

CLC935 

CLC936 

CLC937 

CLC950 

Description 

Analog-to-Digital 
Converters 

Contents 
Page 

Dual Supply, 12-bit, 1 OMSPS ....................................................... 10 - 3 

12-bit, 1 OMSPS ........................................................................... 10 - 15 

12-bit, 1 OMSPS ............................................................... contact factory 

12-bit, 15MSPS ........................................................................... 10 - 27 

12-bit, 20MSPS ........................................................................... 1 0 - 39 

12-bit, 25.6MSPS ........................................................................ 10 - 51 

12-bit, 25.6MSPS ........................................................................ 10 - 55 
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rnN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• radar processing 
• FUR processing/electronic imaging 
• instrumentation 
• medical imaging 
• transient signal recorders 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC922 is a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter subsystem, 
including 12-bit quantizer, internal track-and-hold, reference 
circuitry and error correction circuits. The CLC922 has been 
specifically designed to operate from dual supplies, + SV and 
-S.2V. Constructed using advanced thin-film technology, the 
CLC922 is built in a fully certified MIL-STD-1772 facility. 

The CLC922 incorporates a complete two-pass subranging 
architecture, constructed from several high-speed building 
blocks. A broadband (70MHz) input amplifier buffers input 
signals and provides an accurate drive signal to the on-board 
track-and-hold. Laser trimmed gain and offset circuits assure 
accurate matching unit to unit, while also offering broad flexibility 
in both gain and offset adjustment. Gain adjustment range is 
± 10%, with the 2Vpp input range adjustable over a + 1 V to 
-2V range. The latched outputs of the CLC922 mean that only 
a convert clock, analog input and power supplies are required 
for operation; internal logic generates all required timing signals. 

Comprehensive dynamic testing on every part ensures that 
system performance goals will be met. The spurious-free-signal
range of 73.SdB@404kHz and 66.6dB@4.99MHz give an 
effective dynamic range of 12.0 bits and 10.8 bits respectively. 
This, coupled with an SNR specification of 66.6dB@4.99MHz, 
means that the CLC922 is ideally suited for use in areas like 
radar, instrumentation, and medical signal processing. 

The CLC922BI is specified over a temperature range of -2SoC 
to + 8SoC, while the CLC922B8C is specified over a range of 
-SsoC to + 12SoC. Both devices are packaged in 40-pin, 1.1 
inch wide, ceramic DIP's (note: leads are side brazed for easy 
access and inspection). 

Contact factory for DESC SMD number. 

CLC922BI 
CLC922B8C 

Ordering Information 

- 2S'C to + 8S'C industrial version 
- SS'C to + 12S'C HIREL version 

MIL-STD-883, Class B 

All versions of the CLC922 are manufactured in Com linear's 
MIL-STD-1772 certified factory in Fort Collins, Colorado, U.S.A. 

o 
r 

Dual Supply, 12-Bit, Q 
10MSPS AID Converter ~ 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 66.6dB spurious free signal range; fiN = SMHz 
• no missing codes guaranteed 
• 0.3SLSB differential linearity 
• small package (2.28in2 ) 

• low power dissipation 4W 

Package Dimensions 

2075-2.115 
52.71 53.72 

PIN NO. 1 
INDEX -1 j-- 0.050 SSC 

~
(1.27SSC) 

0.015-0.070...L I~ 
(0.38-1.78) 0.175SSC 

LO.100 SSC c::-T (4.45 SSC) 

1(2.54 SSC) r \ 
1.892 - 1. 0.014 - 0.026 

(48.06 _ 48.46) (0.38 - 0.65) 

Comlinear Corporation' 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 

D8922.01 January 1993 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Case Temperature CLC922B8C + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature CLC922BI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
small signal bandwidth V1N =1/4FS 70 50 50 50 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth V1N=FS 65 45 45 45 MHz LSBW 
slew rate 300 250 250 230 VIpS SR 
overvoltage recovery time V1N =2FS 26 38 38 38 ns OR 
effective aperture delay 1.2 3.0 2.5 3.0 ns TA 
apertu re jitter 4.5 7.0 6.0 6.0 PS(RMS) AJ 

NOISE AND DISTORTION (10MSPS) 
* signal-to-noise ratio 

(not including harmonics) 404kHz; FS 67.5 64.5 65 65 dB SNR1 
4.996MHz; FS 66.6 63.5 65 65 dB SNR2 

*in-band harmonics 404kHz; FS-1dB -73.5 -60 -63.5 -64 dBc IBH1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB -66.6 -58 -61.5 -60 dBc IBH2 

*total harmonic distortion 404kHz; FS-1dB -70.2 -59 -63 -63 dBc THD1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB -62.8 -57 -60 -57 dBc THD2 

*signal-to-noise-and distortion 
(including harmonics) 404kHz; FS-1dB 65 58.5 61 61 dB SND1 

4.996MHz; FS-1dB 62 57 59 56.5 dB SND2 
*spurious-free-signal-range 

(SFSR) 404kHz; FS-1dB 73.5 60 63.5 64 dB SFSR1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB 66.6 58 61.5 60 dB SFSR2 

*effective bits 
(based on SFSR) 404kHz; FS-1dB 11.9 9.67 10.25 10.33 bits SFEB1 

4.996MHz; FS-1dB 10.7 9.34 9.92 9.67 bits SFEB2 
*effective bits 

(based on SINAD) 404kHz; FS-1dB 10.50 9.42 9.84 9.84 bits EB1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB 10.00 9.17 9.50 9.09 bits EB2 

DC ACCURACY and PERFORMANCE 
* differential non-linearity dc;FS 0.35 1.0 1.0 1.0 LSB DNL 
*integral non-linearity ds;FS 1.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 LSB INL 
*missing codes 0 0 0 0 codes MC 
*bipolar offset error 3.4 30 10 12 mV VIO 

temperature coefficient 300 150 JA-VrC DVIO 
*bipolar gain error 0.3 2.7 1.0 1.5 %FS GE 

temperature coefficient 0.035 0.010 %FSrC DGE 
reference voltage output -2.000 V VREF 

ANALOG INPUT PERFORMANCE 
+ analog input bias current 10 45 25 35 JJ-A IBN 
+ temperature coefficient 100 250 - 100 nArC DIBN 
analog input resistance 80 >25 >50 kO RIN 
analog input capacitance 3.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 pF CIN 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
*supply current (+ Vee = + 5.0V) 1 OMSPS; no load 343 440 415 390 rnA ICC 
*supply current (-VEE = -5.2V) 1 OMSPS; no load 454 700 630 550 rnA lEE 
nominal power dissipation 1 OMSPS; no load 4.08 W PD 

Note 1: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. B8C units are tested at - SS'C, + 2S'C, 
and + 12S·C. Parameters preceded by a + are 100% tested on B8C units only. BI units are tested only at + 2S'C although their 
performance is guaranteed at - 2S'C and + 8S'C as indicated above. 

Note 2: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be 
impaired. Functional operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions 
for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Note 3: Junction temperature rise above case = 16'C; eea = la'CIW; eea = 7'CIW @ SOOLFPM, (Use of a SIL-PADe #SS0007, from Berquist 
(8OO-347-4S72), can lower case-to-ambient rise; eea = 12'CIW @ still air - 12in2 ground-plane; eea = 3.4·CIW @ 100LFPM - 121n2 ground plane.) 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX&MINRATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Case Temperature CLC922BBC + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature CLC922BI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C +B5°C 

DIGITAL INPUTS 
+ input voltage logic low 0.8 0.8 O.B V VIL 

logic high 2.0 2.0 2.0 V VIH 
+ input current logic low -0.5 -2.8 -2.8 -2.B rnA ilL 

logic high 

DIGITAL OUTPUTS 
+ output voltage logic low, IOL=4mA 

logic high, IOH=400pA 
+ output leakage current, 

high impedance logic low 
logic high 

TIMING 
maximum conversion rate 
minimum conversion rate 
data hold time 
output propagation delay 
OE LOW to enabled output 
OE HIGH to high impedance 

positive supply voltage (+Ved +5V±5% 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) -5.2V±5% 
differential voltage between any two GNDs 10mV 
analog input voltage range 2V pp (within + 1V to - 2V) 
maximum VREF output current 2mA 
minimum CONVERT pulse width HIGH (tPWH) 30ns 
minimum CONVERT pulse width LOW (tpwd 40ns 
digital input voltage range OV to + Vee 

ANALOG 
INPUT 

CONVERT 

DATA 
OUTPUT 

Effective 
Aperture Delay 

40 350 350 350 pA IIH 

0.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 V VOL 
3.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 V VOH 

5 150 150 150 pA IOZL 
5 150 150 150 pA IOZH 

10 10 10 MSPS CR 
0 MSPS CRM 
13 9 10 10 ns THLD 
24 35 35 40 ns TDV 
19 30 30 30 ns TZE 
12 30 30 30 ns TEZ 

positive supply voltage (+ Ved + 7.0V 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) -7.0V 
differential voltage between any two GNDs 200mV 
analog input voltage range - VEE to + Vee 
VREF output current 20mA 
CONVERT and OE input voltage range OV to + Vee 
gain and offset adjust voltage range - VEE to + Vee 
output short circuit duration (one pin to ground) Infinite 
Junction Temperature3 + 175°C 
Operating Temperature Range (Case) 

BI 
BBC 

Storage Temperature Range 
Lead Solder Duration (+ 300°C) 

- 25°C to + B5°C 
-55°C to +125°C 
-65°C to + 150°C 

10 sec 
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Analog-to-Digital converters are specified in many ways. As a 
component achieves higher performance, its specifications and 
their definitions can become more critical. Fortunately, the vast 
number of converter applications can generally be placed into 
one of two classes. These are processed data and non
processed data applications. The distinction seems quite 
simple but the split implies a completely different approach in 
specifying ND converters for a given application. 

The processed data area includes the frequency domain 
applications which employ Fourier processing (FFT). Also in 
this category are the highly averaged applications, usually 
concerned with low noise. In each case, the converter's data is 
averaged or convolved mathematically. This processing reduces 
the apparent noise level in the output data. For FFTs, the noise 
is simply spread over a large number of frequency bins. For 
simple averaging approaches, the gaussian distribution of noise 
is greatly reduced, appearing to increase the converter's 
resolution. Processed applications include radar, network and 
spectrum analyzers, communications receivers, etc. 

The non-processed applications tend to take the converter's 
data in its original form with very little processing. This means 
that the noise reduction benefits of the processed applications 
are not seen. The non-processed area is composed primarily 
of time domain applications like imaging, DSO's, ultrasound, 
etc. 

The processed vs. non-processed issue has several implications 
in terms of converter specifications. For the non-processed 
(time domain) systems the dominant converter specifications 
deal with noise (SNR) and converter accuracy (DNL). The 
converter's quantization noise and input stage noise dominate 
converter accuracy. The harmonic distortion (primarily INL) of 
the converter is generally of little interest given that most time 
domain applications present data for visual analysis and tend to 
focus on "local" accuracy rather than over the full input range. 
"Local" accuracy is best described through the standard noise 
measurements, such as SNR and DNL. 

In the frequency domain application areas, the noise of the 
converter is processed to the point where, for almost all 
systems, it is no longer of issue. This is manifested as a 
reduction in the apparent noise floor. The actual RMS noise is 
not reduced, but is spread over more and more frequency bins 
as processing levels are increased. Unfortunately, the harmonic 
distortion performance of the converter is not affected by 
increased processing. This makes the harmonic performance, 
or more specifically the spurious performance, the dominant 
error source for frequency domain applications. SFSR becomes 
the dominant specification for determining converter performance 
in the frequency domain. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is the ratio olthe power contained 
in the fundamental signal compared to the power contained in 
the entire noise floor. Thatisto say all individual noise components 
are added together to arrive at an integrated noise power. For 
SNR, harmonic power is excluded from the noise measurement. 
SNR is particularly important in time domain applications like 
digital image processing and infrared imaging, where conversion 
accuracy can be heavily degraded by integrated noise. 

Signal-to-Noise-and-Oistortlon (SINAO) is the ratio of the 
fundamental signal power to the power at all other frequencies. 
This includes all noise as well as all harmonics. SINAD is a worst 

case specification for AID converters, combining variables from 
both frequency and time domains. The value of SINAD in high
performance converter applications is not clear since it does not 
accurately predict the best converter for a given application. 
Because applications tend to fall intotimedomain/non-processed 
orfrequency domain/processed applications, those specifications 
more directly related to the application should be the primary 
focus in selecting the converter. 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THO) is the combined power of a 
specified number of harmonics, compared to the power of the 
fundamental signal. Harmonics are located at predictable 
frequencies, spaced at integer multiples of the fundamental 
signal. For example, a 1 MHz fundamental would generate 
harmonics at 2MHz, 3MHz, 4MHz, ... and so on. In practice, only 
the first five harmonics contribute significantly to THD, although 
more may be included in the measurement. THD does not tend 
to apply well in frequency domain applications which are by their 
nature very SFSR oriented. In time domain applications, THD 
is indicative of full-scale input range distortion, however the 
high-performance time domain applications are generally most 
interested in local distortion performance. Local distortion and 
accuracy is dominated by DNL. The use oITHD for applications 
requiring local performance is not likely to yield accurate or 
repeatable results in selecting the correct converter. 

Spurious-Free-Signal-Range (SFSR) is the "clean" dynamic 
range olthe converter, free from harmonic and spurious signals. 
SFSR is ratio of the power of the fundamental compared to the 
powerolthe next largest component in the frequency spectrum. 
The SFSR specification is especially important to frequency 
domain applications which perform Fouriertransforms to analyze 
the converter's output data. Processed applications like radar 
and network analyzers are typical areas where SFSR offers a 
direct prediction of converter's performance at both the system 
and component levels. SFSR is the single best specification for 
selecting aconverterto be used in a frequency domain application. 

In-Band Harmonics (IBH) is the ratio of the power of the 
fundamental compared to the power of the single largest 
harmonic. This specification is very similar to SFSR, but since 
it only considers a fairly limited number of harmonics, it is 
potentially an incomplete gauge of converter performance. 
SFSR is more stringent and should be used whenever possible 
in lieu of IBH. 

Jf 
I+--- Fundamental Reference Level 

Spurious Free Dynamic Range 

10dB/OIV (Typically) 

k'" Harmonics Noise 

I I- I' 'It 
I 

LII .1,"1.1,.1 ... 11 ... ,1.l.L.1 J, ~I, .II ~lllllh,II •. d"~1 

DC Increasing Frequency --+ Nyquist 

Typical Frequency Spectrum and its Components 
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GND 1fj. 40 GND 
+Vee, +5V 2 39 Vin 

-VEE' -5.2V 3 38 GND 
T/Houtput 4 37 D.N.C. (do not connect) 

D.N.C. (do not connect) 5 36 Offset Adjust 
GND 6 35 Vref out(-2.000V) 

-VEE' -5.2V 7 34 D.N.C. (No internal connection) 
(inverted MSB) Of 8 33 Gain Adjust 

(MSB)D1 9 32 -VEE' -5.2V 
D2 10 31 -VEE, -5.2V 
D3 11 30 GND 
D4 12 29 +5V 
D5 13 28 D.N.C. (do not connect) 
D6 14 27 D.N.C. (do not connect) 
D7 15 26 +Vee, +5V 
D8 16 25 OE 
D9 17 24 CONV 

D10 18 23 GND 
D11 19 22 + Vee, +5V 

(LSB)D12 20 21 GND 

TTL-level Digital Inputs 
CONY "Convert Command" begins a new conversion with a rising edge. 

OE "Output Enable" is an active low input which causes the digital outputs to leave their high-impedance 
state. 

TTL-level Digital Outputs 
01-012 Digital data output. 01 is the MSB and 012 is the LSB. 

Analog Input 
Yin 

Gain Adjust 

Offset Adjust 

Miscellaneous 

Inverted version ofthe MSB, which is used for twos complement coding. 

Analog input with 2V pp input range which can be placed anywhere in a -2V to + 1 V range. See offset 
adjust pin. 

This input has a +2Vto -2Vinput range and scales the 2Vpp analog input range by + 10%or -10% 
respectively. Gain adjustments should be made prior to offset adjustments, or an iterative technique will 
be required. Ifthis feature is not used, this pin should be grounded. 

This pin has a ± 2V input range and is used to translate the 2V p analog input anywhere in the -2V 
to + 1 V range, as well as to provide a facility for adjusting the DC offset ofthe part. Offset adjust is slightly 
dependent on the gain adjustment setting; offset adjustments should be made after any gain 
adjustments have been completed. This pin should be grounded if it is not used. 

Vrel Vrel is a high stability - 2.000V voltage reference, although its precise value varies with specific gain 
adjust settings (see text). 

D.N.C. 

T/Houtput 

Do not connect! 

This pin brings the internal T IH voltage out of the package through a 9S0n source impedance. The T IH 
output voltage is an inverted representation of the input signal, ranging from OVto -2.0V. Normally 
this pin should be left unconnected. 

Power and Ground 
+SV, -S.2V & GND 
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CLC922 Operation 
The CLC922 is a complete 12-bit 1 OMSPS AID converter 
system. It includes input buffering, an internal track and 
hold amplifier, and references needed in a high-accuracy 
AID system. The user need only apply power, ground, an 
input signal, and a convert signal to obtain 12-bit data every 
100ns. Below is a block diagram of the converter: 

CLC922 Block Diagram 

The CLC922 uses the subranging AID architecture, 
providing both high speed and high accuracy. This is the 
architecture of choice for AID converters requiring high
speed and high resolution. 

A conversion is initiated on the rising edge of the CONVERT 
signal, causing the internal T/H amplifier to switch from 
TRACK mode to HOLD mode. The internal two-pass 
quantizer will then convert the on-board track-and-hold 
signal into its digital equivalent. Approximately 25ns after 
the rising edge of CONVERT, new data will be latched into 
the output buffers. Since the CLC922 is a "pipelined" design, 
this data will be from the conversion two cycles before. 
Data from the present conversion will appear two cycles 
later (see timing diagram). The CLC922 incorporates 
several useful features including tri-statable outputs, offset 
adjust, gain adjust, and output data formatting. These 
features are detailed in the subsequent text. 

T/H Output, Vrer, and Test Points (D.N.C.) 
Several internal nodes are brought out of the package. 
Most of these are test points and should not be connected. 
Doing so may severely degrade performance or cause 
internal damage. The exceptions to this are the T IH output 
and the AID reference voltage output, both of which are 
available to the user. Obviously, these nodes are critical 
to AID performance and must be used with care - this is 
particularly true of the inverted T/H output (OV to -2.0V), 
which should normally be left unconnected. 

The use of the -2.000V reference voltage output, on the 
other hand, is strongly encouraged. The reference output 
is a highly-stable voltage source, which can drive as little 
as 1 kG at full accuracy. (Note: VREF voltage output has 
been designed for tracking stability. Some variation in the 
precise output level is possible with various gain 
adjustment settings.) 

Input Range and Offset Adjustment 
The input range of the CLC922 is laser trimmed to 2Vpp 
centered around ground (± 1 V). Additional flexibility has 
been built into the CLC922 by allowing negative unipolar 
operation (negative unipolar ... -2V to OV). The input 
offset is determined by the voltage at pin 36. 

offset adjust voltage 
(pin 36) 

GND 
-2V 

analog input range 

-1Vto +1V 
-2VtoGND 

The 2Vpp input range of the CLC922 may be placed 
anywhere within the 1V to -2V window. 

The offset adjustment pin should be driven from a voltage 
source that both exhibits a low impedance and is free of 
excessive noise. A voltage divider between power 
supplies fails both of these requirements. An elegant 
approach for this design is to use the CLC922's built-in 
2V reference (pin 35). It may be connected directly to the 
offset adjust pin for a -2V to GND range or it may be 
used as shown below. The circuit below generates +2V 
by inverting the -2V reference voltage output. This +2V 
output may be used directly to provide an input signal 
range of GND to +2V. The +2V may also be used in 
conjunction with the -2V output and a potentiometer to 
provide maximum flexibility in setting the input range and 
adjusting the offset (as it is below). The unity-gain buffering 
op amp is needed to drive the adjustment pin with a low 
impedance. 

From-2.000V reference 
oulputlpjn 35) 

-2V 
,...-------; .-/ 

IOk.n IOk.n 

+-_~IO""k ... .n_---."" O.luF T 
+2V ) 

precision 
~ op amps 

Input Range and Offset Adjustment Circuit 

Adjusting the Full-Scale Range 
The 2V full-scale analog input range may be adjusted by 
up to ± 10%. As with the offset adjust pin, the gain adjust 
pin has a ±2V input range. A voltage of -2V compresses 
the full scale range by 10%. In other words, with -2V 
applied to the gain adjust pin, the full scale range is 1.8V. 
(This effectively increases the gain of the converter by 
10%.) 
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Conversely, applying + 2V to the gain adjust pin expands 
the full scale range to 2.2V. (This effectively decreases the 
gain of the converter by 10%.) In each case, the expansion 
or compression is symmetric about "0" - both FS and - FS 
change. In practice, this means the gain adjustments should 
be made before the offset is adjusted. 

gain adjust voltage 
(pin 33) 

GND 
-2V 
+2V 

analog input range 

The circuit considerations which apply to the offset adjust 
pin also apply to the gain adjust pin (i.e., low source 
impedance and low noise); the offset adjust circuit may 
also be used for gain adjustments as indicated on the 
schematic. If flexibility is desired for both offset and gain 
adjust, an additional 10kO potentiometer and unity gain 
buffering op amp may be added. 

Auto-Calibration 
Many systems benefit from the ability to dynamically adjust 
offset and/or the gain. This is easily accomplished by 
incorporating a D/ A converter into the adjustment circuit 
above. The computer system drives the D/ A and thereby 
adjusts the voltage applied to the offset and/or the gain 
adjust pins. Gain adjustments should be made before any 
offset adjustments. 

8R 

>''------136 

CLC922 

>''------133 

Simple DAC's provide Auto-cal Capability 

Using a Balun for Impedance Control 
Harsh environments may have an excessive amount of 
noise on signal and ground lines. Much of this type of 
"common mode" noise can be eliminated from the analog 
signal path through the use of a balun. A balun is a 1:1 
impedance matching transformer which forces equal 
currents in both the signal and ground paths, forming a 
common mode choke. The inputs of the balun may be 
driven from either an isolated signal and ground, or a 
differential driver; either is acceptable. 

A balun is constructed from approximately ten turns of 
twisted wire (#26 or #28 AWG) wound around a powdered 
iron toroid. This 1:1 impedance matching circuit should 
also minimize ground-loop effects. 

1==' I 

2 

CLC922 

,.-------+---1 39 

''-------1 38, 40 

Typical Balun Circuits 

lOQOQOOOl 

Detail of 
Twisted 
Wire 

1~3 

2~4 

Balun Construction and Use 

Timing Considerations 
The CLC922 is designed to provide up to 10MSPS (10 
million samples per second). This is equivalent to 100ns 
per conversion cycle. After the rising edge of the 
CONVERT signal (which initiates the actual conversion 
cycle), the on-board track-and-hold will move from TRACK 
mode to HOLD mode, followed by a two-step conversion 
process. Data is "pipelined" within the CLC922, meaning 
that data from a specific conversion will take two more 
conversion cycles to make its way to the CLC922 outputs 
(see timing diagram page 5). 

The conversion cycle ends approximately 30ns after 
rising edge of CONVERT. The CONVERT pulse should 
remain HIGH during this 30ns interval to prevent the 
clock transition from corrupting the conversion cycle 
accuracy. On the other end of the CONVERT cycle 
(prior to the rising edge which initiates the next 
conversion cycle), the LOW period should also be at 
least 40ns long. The on-board track-and-hold will move 
from HOLD mode to TRACK mode soon after the falling 
edge of CONVERT. The CLC922 requires just less than 
40ns of track time for rated performance, hence the 40ns 
CONVERT pulse width LOW requirement. Both tpWH and 
tPWL for CONVERT may be extended much longer in 
time, although no increase in conversion accuracy should 
be expected. 
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There is no lower bound for the CLC922 conversion rate. 
In other words "dc" clocks are acceptable, but the edge 
transition times should be less than 20ns for proper 
operation. 

Convert Clock Considerations 
The CLC922 requires a TTL level clock signal to control 
the conversion timing. On each rising edge of the 
CONVERT signal, the CLC922 will initiate a conversion 
sequence. The quality and purity of the clock signal has a 
major impact on the quality and accuracy of the conversion 
process. Essentially what the CLC922 requires is an 
extremely low jitter clock source, at least as good as the 
CLC922 aperature jitter specification at 4.5ps(rms). 
Excessive jitter will manifest itself as broad-band noise, 
severely degrading the converter's accuracy. 

The low clock jitter requirements eliminate nearly all 
commercial pulse generators, and most signal sources, at 
least in terms of their direct output. A simple method of 
"squaring up" low-jitter clock Signals, is to use a narrow
band pass filter to generate a pure sine wave at the 
conversion frequency. This signal is then "squared up" 
using a modified ECL-to-TTL translator. This technique 
should allow most low-jitter signal sources to be used 
without loss of conversion accuracy. A detailed circuit is 
illustrated below. 

1V\,~p.F 
SINE ~ _. 5~'I-O ....... --r----... 
WAVE 
0.5Vpp +-~""",,--oVBB 

500 
OJp.F T 

SINE to TTL Conversion Circuit 

If the signal-to-noise ratio is below expectations and the 
input signal is not noisy, clock jitter should be investigated. 

where ... 

Jitter RMS = V (Clock Jitter RMS)2 + (Analog Jitter RMS)2 

Crystal Sources 
Standard crystal controlled TTL oscillators are a very cost
effective and a convenient source of high purity clock 
signals. The inherently low jitter present in such sources 
is ideal for ADC testing and evaluation. Additionally, crystal 
sources are an excellent source, once filtered, for use as 
an analog input signal, particularly in test and evaluation 
applications. 

Output Latching 
The CLC922 ouput data will, in most cases, be placed in 
a buffer memory prior to further processing. This may 
require higher digital drive capability than the CLC922 can 
provide. To overcome this, output latches should be 
placed just after the CLC922. 

Bandpass CLC922 
Filter 

Ai. 8 1100 NJ 

'" 39 
O.lJLF 900 rt-J 500GND 

38,40 

Low Jitter Crystal Source with Bandpass Filtering 

The timing of these latches can play a major role in the 
conversion accuracy. Some of the issues involved here 
are minimizing digital feedthrough to the analog signal, 
digital corruption of the conversion process, digital 
corruption of the output data, and proper setup and hold 
time condition. 

Data Ready 
The most critical portion of the conversion cycle is the 
30ns after the rising edge of CONVERT (the actual 
conversion period) and the 15ns window just before the 
rising edge of CONVERT (the final track-and-hold setting 
period just prior to the conversion). Any digital switching, 
latches or otherwise, may seriously undermine the 
CLC922 conversion accuracy. In other words ... the use 
of the CONVERT Clock (rising edge) as a DATA READY 
signal, may inject digital switching noise back onto the 
analog input signal. 

Using the rising edge of CONVERT for a DATA READY 
signal means that no more than 10ns of hold time is 
available to external logic. On the other hand, assuming 
10MSPS and a 50% duty cycle CONVERT clock, better 
than 40ns of setup time is available with 60ns hold time, 
provided the falling edge of CONVERT is used as a DATA 
READY. 

The falling edge DATA READY will place latch and bus 
transitions after the internal conversion cycle, but also well 
before the critical final setting interval for the on-board 
track-and-hold. This technique is particularly effective 
when used with a 50% duty cycle CONVERT clock. 
Assuming the worst-case timing at 10MSPS operation, 
the falling edge of CONVERT used as a DATA READY 
will be approximately 20ns after the internal conversion 
is complete, and a full 20ns before the on-board track-and
hold enters track mode for the next cycle. This should 
allow switching transients to die down, even in a very 
noisy digital system, before the next analog digitization 
takes place. 

ANALOG CONVERSION PERIOD (CONVERT ±30ns) 

CONVERT 

CLC922 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

LATCH 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

LATCH 
PROPAGATION 
DELAY 

°Note that when the falling edge of convert Is used to clock subsequent lagle, 
that no digital transitions occur during the analog conversion period (shaded 
region ± 30ns around the rising edge of convert) 

Recommended Latch/DATA READY Timing 
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Output Coding 
The CLC922 offers two output coding formats, Offset Binary 
and Two's Complement. "Offset Binary" assumes a bipolar 
input range for convenience, but essentially it denotes all 
zeroes for the most negative input representation, and all 
ones for the most positive input representation. The Two's 
Complement format also assumes a bipolar input, but 
inverts D1 (MSB) to provide the proper coding. 

Both output formats function normally if offset input ranges 
are employed (i.e., unipolar or negative). The selection of 
output formats is made by choosing whether D1 (MSB) or 
D1 (MSB) is used as a data output. 

Analog 
Input Offset Binary Two's Complement 

FS-1LSB 111111111111 011111111111 
FS-2LSB's 111111111110 011111111110 
FS-3LSB's 111111111101 011111111101 

- - -
- - -

mid-scale + 1/2LSB 100000000000 000000000000 
mid-scale - 1/2LSB 011111111111 111111111111 

- - -
- - -

-FS+2LSB's 000000000010 100000000010 
-FS+1LSB 000000000001 100000000001 
-FS 000000000000 100000000000 

Grounding 
All of the CLC922 grounds are internally connected. Pins 
1, 6, 21, and 40 are connected through the package itself; 
these are further connected to all other ground pins by way 
of the substrate and bond wires. 

The CLC922 has been designed to incorporate a single 
ground plane for both digital and analog return currents. A 
"split" ground plane (one for digital components and another 
for analog components) is not recommended. Although a 
split ground approach is not recommended, certain types 
of systems preclude the use of a single ground plane. For 
these systems, the following chart matches signals and 
return currents so that the most appropriate grounding 
choices can be made. 

Signal! Ground Primary 
Power Return Activity 

2,3 1 T!H Power Supply Pins 

7,26,32 6 Quantizer Power 

8-20,22 21,23 Digital Output Stage Power 

29,31 30 Digital Processing Power 

39 38,40 Analog Input Signal 

NOTE: Pins 1, 6, 21, and 40 are connected through the 
package metalization itself. 

C') 

Power Supplies and Decoupling h 
The CLC922 does not require separate analog and digital CO 
power supplies as is often recommended for high- I\) 

performance data converters. The design is well-balanced I\) 

internally and includes on-board decoupling capacitors. As 
with any high-performance circuit, supply variations can 
degrade performance. DC variation of supplies, within the 
rated ± 5% range, should have only a minimal effect on 
performance. AC supply variation can be more 
troublesome. The CLC922 operates with a power supply 
rejection ratio (PSRR) of better than -50dB. Even so, 
adequate supply decoupling will help to ensure rated 
performance. 

The recommended supply decoupling scheme is as follows: 

Option #1: One 0.1/LF ceramic capaCitor at each supply 
pin, with a 5-10/LF electrolytic or tantalum for 
each of the three main supply feeds (proximity 
not critical). 

Option #2: One 0.1 to 0.033 chip capaCitor at each supply 
pin, with a 5-10/LF electrolytic or tantalum for 
each of the three main supply feeds (proximity 
not critical). 

Please note that supply feeds, with excessive digital 
switching noise from other sources, may require additional 
filtering. 

Layout Considerations 
The CLC922 has been designed to be easily 
accommodated on a printed circuit board; for example, the 
inputs enter one side of the package and the ouputs leave 
on the opposite side, with the analog and digital connections 
widely separated from one another. The PC board should 
exhibit similar layout guidelines. If the analog input signal 
has had to travel more than a few inches to reach the 
analog input pin (VIN), proper termination techniques 
should be followed to avoid reflections caused by improper II 
impedance matching. Special care should also be 
exercised to place external output latches close to the 
CLC922 digital outputs. 

Sockets are not recommended, in that they increase both 
lead inductance and inter-lead capacitance. If sockets 
must be used, Teflon or "pin" type sockets should minimize 
this effect. Additionally, the "Recommended Power Supply 
Decoupling Scheme" illustrates an effective bypass 
arrangement. Chip capacitors are preferred and should 
be located as close as practical to the individual supply 
pins. 

CLC922 Evaluation Board Support 
An evaluation board (Comlinear part number 730015) is 
available for the CLC922 at minimal cost. It is designed 
to provide a simple platform for evaluating the CLC922. 

Applications Assistance 
Comlinear maintains a staff of R&D-level applications 
engineers, who are available for design and applications 
assistance at (303) 226-0500. 
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Recommended Power Supply Decoupling Scheme 

r---------------------------i 
OPTIONAL GAIN/OFFSET I 
ADJUSTMENT CIRCUIT 

NOTE: GROUND 
GAIN / OFFSET 
ADJUSTMENT PINS 
IF NOT USED 

ANALOG 
INPUT 
SIGNAL 

L 

I 
............... 50i'rOOO Vee: 

TO.lfLF : L _______________ J 

R 

R 

DATA 
READY 

-2V 

PRECISION OP-AMPS 
OP-07 
RESISTORS = 10Kll 
CAPACITORS = O.1I'F 

DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

SEE "RECOMMENDED POWER SUPPLY 
DECOUPLING" FOR ADDITIONAL 
CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS. 

Complete System Architecture with Offset and Gain Adjustment 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

12-Bit, 1 OMSPS ~ 
AID Converter U1 

APPLICATIONS: 

• radar processing 
• FUR processing/electronic imaging 
• instrumentation 
• medical imaging 
• transient-signal recorders 

DESCRIPTION 

The CLC925 is a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter subsystem, 
including 12-bit quantizer, internal track-and-hold, reference 
circuitry and error correction circuits. The CLC925 is 
constructed using advanced thin-film technology, and is built in a 
fully certified MIL-STD-1772 facility. 

The CLC925 incorporates a complete two-pass subranging 
architecture, constructed from several high-speed building 
blocks. A broadband (70MHz) input amplifier buffers input 
signals and provides an accurate drive signal to the on-board 
track-and-hold. Laser trimmed gain and offset circuits assure 
accurate matching unit to unit, while also offering broad flexibility 
in both gain and offset adjustment. Gain adjustment range is 
± 10%, with the 2V pp input range adjustable over a ± 2V range. 
The latched outputs of the CLC925 mean that only a convert 
clock, analog input and power supplies are required for 
operation; internal logic generates all required timing signals. 

Comprehensive dynamic testing on every part ensures that 
system performance goals will be met. The spurious-free-signal
range of 74.2dB@404kHz and 66.8dB@4.99MHz give an 
effective dynamic range of 12.0 bits and 10.8 bits respectively. 
This, coupled with an SNR specification of 66.6dB@4.99MHz, 
means that the CLC925 is ideally suited for use in areas like 
radar, instrumentation, and medical signal processing. 

The CLC925BI is specified over a temperature range of -25·C 
to + 85·C, while the CLC925B8C is specified over a range of 
-SS·C to + 12S·C. Both devices are packaged in 40-pin, 1.1 inch 
wide, ceramic DIP's (note: leads are side brazed for easy access 
and inspection). 

CLC92SBI 
CLC925B8C 

Ordering Information 

- 25"C to + 8S"C industrial version 
- 55"C to + 125"C MIL-STD-883, Level B 

All versions of the CLC925 are manufactured in Comlinear's 
MIL-STD-1772 certified facility in Fort Collins, Colorado, U.S.A. 
The DESC SMD number is 5962-9099S. 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 66.8dB spurious free signal range; fiN = 5MHz 
• no missing codes guaranteed 
• O.35LSB differential linearity 
• small package (2.28in2) 
• low power dissipation 4.2W 

CLC925 Block Diagram 

Package Dimensions 

CJI ~~;~ ~;:; 1 0.008-0018 

1.100BSC (0.2010.46) 

(27'94IBS[c) t T 
~ ,_= 
. (27'rSCI 

-1 r~5~:: ~:~~ 

PI~O'050BSC INDEX I (1.27 SSC) 

O.015-0.070 -L I 

(0.38-1.78) ~ O.17S8SC 
(4.45 BSC) 

r-~~~~~ ~ I 
1.892-1.908 0.014-0.026 

(48.06 _ 48.46) (0.36 - 0.66) 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
DS925.07 January 1993 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Case Temperature CLC925B8C + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature CLC925BI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C + 85°C 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
small signal bandwidth V1N =1/4FS 70 50 50 50 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth V1N=FS 65 45 45 45 MHz LSBW 
slew rate 300 250 250 230 V/I1,s SR 
overvoltage recovery time V1N =2FS 26 38 38 38 ns OR 
effective aperture delay 1.2 3.0 2.5 3.0 ns TA 
aperture jitter 4.5 7.0 6.0 6.0 pS(RMS) AJ 

NOISE AND DISTORTION (10MSPS) 
* signal-to-noise ratio 

(not including harmonics) 404kHz; FS 67.5 64.5 65 65 dB SNR1 
4.996MHz; FS 66.6 63.5 65 65 dB SNR2 

*in-band harmonics 404kHz; FS-1dB -74.2 -60.5 -64 -64 dBc IBH1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB -66.8 -59 -61.5 -60 dBc IBH2 

*total harmonic distortion 404kHz; FS-1dB -71.2 -60 -63 -63 dBc THD1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB -64.6 -58 -60 -57 dBc THD2 

*signal-to-noise-and distortion 
(including harmonics) 404kHz; FS-1dB 65 59 61 61 dB SND1 

4.996MHz; FS-1dB 62 57 59 56.5 dB SND2 
*spurious-free-signal-range 

(SFSR) 404kHz; FS-1dB 74.2 60.5 64 64 dB SFSR1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB 66.8 59 61.5 60 dB SFSR2 

*effective bits 
(based on SFSR) 404kHz; FS-1dB 12.0 9.75 10.33 10.33 bits SFEB1 

4.996MHz; FS-1dB 10.8 9.50 9.92 9.67 bits SFEB2 
*effective bits 

(based on SINAD) 404kHz; FS-1dB 10.50 9.50 9.84 9.84 bits EB1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB 10.00 9.17 9.50 9.09 bits EB2 

DC ACCURACY and PERFORMANCE 
* differential non-linearity dc;FS 0.35 1.0 1.0 1.0 LSB DNL 
*integral non-linearity dc;FS 1.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 LSB INL 
*missing codes 0 0 0 0 codes MC 
*bipolar offset error 3.4 30 10 12 mV VIO 

temperature coefficient 300 150 /LV fOC DVIO 
*bipolar gain error 0.3 2.7 1.0 1.5 %FS GE 

temperature coefficient 0.035 0.010 %FS/OC DGE 
reference voltage output -2.000 V VREF 

ANALOG INPUT PERFORMANCE 
+ analog input bias current 10 45 25 35 !LA IBN 
+ temperature coefficient 100 250 100 nAfOC DIBN 
analog input resistance 80 > 25 >50 kO RIN 
analog input capacitance 3.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 pF CIN 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
*supply current ( + Vee = + 5.0V) 1 OMSPS; no load 318 410 385 360 rnA ICC 
*supplycurrent (-VEE = -5.2V) 1 OMSPS; no load 454 700 630 550 mA lEE 
*supply current ( + V 1 = + 15.0V) 1 OMSPS; no load 24 30 30 30 rnA 11 

nominal power dissipation 1 OMSPS; no load 4.2 W PO 

Note 1: Parameters preceded by an • are the final electrical test parameters and are 100% tested. B8C units are tested at - 55'C. + 2S'C, and + 12S·C. Parameters 
preceded by a + are 100% tested on B8C units only. BI units are tested only at + 2S'C although their performance is guaranteed at - 2S'C and + 8S'C as indicated above. 

Note 2: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be impaired. Functional operability under 
any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Note 3: Operation down to 11V is possible with negligible degradation in performance. 

Note 4: Junction temperature rise above case = 16"C; 6,.=16"CIW; 6,.=7"CIW @ SOOLFPM. (Use of a SIL·PAD" #5S0007, from Berquist (800·347·4572), can lower 
case-to-ambient rise; 6cA =12'CIW@stiliair -12in' ground-plane; 6CA =3.4"CIW@ 100LFPM -12in' ground plane.) 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

Case Temperature CLC925BSC + 25°C -55°C + 25°C + 125°C 

Case Temperature CLC925BI + 25°C -25°C + 25°C +S5°C 

DIGITAL INPUTS 
+ input voltage logic low 

logic high 
+ input current logic low 

logic high 

DIGITAL OUTPUTS 
+ output voltage logic low, IOL=4mA 

logic high, IOH = -1 mA 
+ output leakage current, 

high impedance logic low 
logic high 

TIMING 
maximum conversion rate 
minimum conversion rate 
data hold time 
output propagation delay 
OE LOW to enabled output 
OE HIGH to high impedance 

positive supply voltage ( + Veel + 5V ± 5% 
positive supply voltage (+ V 1)' + 15V ± 5% 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) -5.2V±5% 
differential voltage between any two GNDs 10mV 
analog input voltage range 2Vpp (within ±2V) 
maximum V REF output current 2mA 
minimum CONVERT pulse width HIGH (tPWH) 30ns 
minimum CONVERT pulse width LOW (tpwd 40ns 
digital input voltage range OV to + Vee 

ANALOG 
INPUT 

CONVERT 

DATA 
OUTPUT 

Effective 
Aperture Delay 

-1.9 
SO 

0.2 
3.2 

5 
5 

0 
13 
24 
19 
12 

O.S O.S O.S V VIL 
2.0 2.0 2.0 V VIH 

-2.S -2.S -2.S mA ilL 
350 350 350 /LA IIH 

0.5 0.5 0.5 V VOL 
2.4 2.4 2.4 V VOH 

150 150 150 J.LA IOZL 
150 150 150 J.LA IOZH 

10 10 10 MSPS CR 
MSPS CRM 

9 10 10 ns THLD 
35 35 40 ns TDV 
30 30 30 ns TZE 
30 30 30 ns TEZ 

positive supply voltage ( + Veel + 7.0V 
positive supply voltage ( + V 1) + 1SV 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) -7.0V 
differential voltage between any two GNDs 200mV 
analog input voltage range -VEE to + Vee 
V REF output current 20mA 
CONVERT and OE input voltage range OV to + Vee 
gain and offset adjust voltage range -VEE to +Vee 
output short circuit duration (one pin to ground) Infinite 
Junction Temperature' + 175°C 
Operating Temperature Range (Case) 

BI 
BSC 

Storage Temperature Range 
Lead Solder Duration (+ 300°C) 

-25°C to + S5°C 
-55°C to + 125°C 
-65°C to + 150°C 

10 sec 

Timing Diagram 
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Analog-to-Digital converters are specified in many ways. As a 
component achieves higher performance, its specifications and 
their definitions can become more critical. Fortunately, the vast 
number of converter applications can generally be placed into 
one of two classes. These are processed data and non
processed data applications. The distinction seems quite 
simple but the split implies a completely different approach in 
specifying AID converters for a given application. 

The processed data area includes the frequency domain 
applications which employ Fourier processing (FFT). Also in 
this category are the highly averaged applications, usually 
concerned with low noise. In each case, the converter's data is 
averaged orconvolved mathematically. This processing reduces 
the apparent noise level in the output data. For FFTs, the noise 
is simply spread over a large number of frequency bins. For 
simple averaging approaches, the gaussian distribution of noise 
is greatly reduced, appearing to increase the converter's 
resolution. Processed applications include radar, network and 
spectrum analyzers, communications receivers, etc. 

The non-processed applications tend to take the converter's 
data in its original form with very little processing. This means 
that the noise reduction benefits of the processed applications 
are not seen. The non-processed area is composed primarily 
of time domain applications like imaging, DSO's, ultrasound, 
etc. 

The processed vs. non-processed issue has several implications 
in terms of converter specifications. For the non-processed 
(time domain) systems the dominant converter specifications 
deal with noise (SNR) and converter accuracy (DNL). The 
converter's quantization noise and input stage noise dominate 
converter accuracy. The harmonic distortion (primarily INL) of 
the converter is generally of little interest given that most time 
domain applications present data for visual analysiS and tend to 
focus on "local" accuracy rather than over the full input range. 
"Local" accuracy is best described through the standard noise 
measurements, such as SNR and DNL. 

In the frequency domain application areas, the noise of the 
converter is processed to the point where, for almost all 
systems, it is no longer of issue. This is manifested as a 
reduction in the apparent noise floor. The actual RMS noise is 
not reduced, but is spread over more and more frequency bins 
as processing levels are increased. Unfortunately, the harmonic 
distortion performance of the converter is not affected by 
increased processing. This makes the harmonic performance, 
or more specifically the spurious performance, the dominant 
error source for frequency domain applications. SFSR becomes 
Ihedominant specification for determining converter performance 
in the frequency domain. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is the ratio olthe power contained 
in the fundamental signal compared to the power contained in 
the entire noise floor. That is to say all individual noise components 
are added together to arrive at an integrated noise power. For 
SNR, harmonic power is excluded from the noise measurement. 
SNR is particularly important in time domain applications like 
digital image processing and infrared imaging, where conversion 
accuracy can be heavily degraded by integrated noise. 

Signal-to-Noise-and-Distortion (SINAD) is the ratio of the 
fundamental signal power to the power at all other frequencies. 
This includes all noise as well as all harmonics. SINAD is a worst 

case specification for AID converters, combining variables from 
both frequency and time domains. The value of SINAD in high
performance converter applications is not clear since it does not 
accurately predict the best converter for a given application. 
Because applications tend to fall intotimedomain/non-processed 
orfrequencydomainlprocessed applications, those specifications 
more directly related to the application should be the primary 
focus in selecting the converter. 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THO) is the combined power of a 
speCified number of harmonics, compared to the power of the 
fundamental signal. Harmonics are located at predictable 
frequencies, spaced at integer multiples of the fundamental 
signal. For example, a 1 MHz fundamental would generate 
harmonics at2MHz, 3MHz, 4MHz, ... and so on. In practice, only 
the firstfive harmonics contribute significantly to THD, although 
more may be included in the measurement. THD does not tend 
to apply well in frequency domain applications which are by their 
nature very SFSR oriented. In time domain applications, THD 
is indicative of full-scale input range distortion, however the 
high-performance time domain applications are generally most 
interested in local distortion performance. Local distortion and 
accuracy is dominated by DNL. The use oITHD for applications 
requiring local performance is not likely to yield accurate or 
repeatable results in selecting the correct converter. 

Spurious-Free-Signal-Range (SFSR) is the "clean" dynamic 
range olthe converter, free from harmonic and spurious signals. 
SFSR is ratio of the power of the fundamental compared to the 
power of the next largest component in the frequency spectrum. 
The SFSR specification is especially important to frequency 
domain applications which perform Fouriertransforms to analyze 
the converter's output data. Processed applications like radar 
and network analyzers are typical areas where SFSR offers a 
direct prediction of converter's performance at both the system 
and component levels. SFSR is the single best specification for 
selecting aconverterto be used in afrequencydomain application. 

In-Band Harmonics (IBH) is the ratio of the power of the 
fundamental compared to the power of the single largest 
harmonic. This specification is very similar to SFSR, but since 
it only considers a fairly limited number of harmonics, it is 
potentially an incomplete gauge of converter performance. 
SFSR is more stringent and should be used whenever possible 
in lieu of IBH. 

Jf 
I+--I---- Fundamental Reference Level 

Spurious Free Dynamic Range 

10dB/DIV (Typically) 

¥ Harmonics Noise 

I 1- ~ " I 
1.11 II. . .1 .• 1.1L."I .. .iJ, .•• 1 oL.lIl.lA, .UI ~IIIJlbJ I •. d~bl 

DC Increasing Frequency --+ Nyquist 

Typical Frequency Spectrum and its Components 
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SINAD and Harmonics VB 

Analog Input Frequency (MHz) 
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GND 1~ 40 GND 
+Vcc, +5V 2 39 Vin 

-VEE,-5.2V 3 38 GND 
T/Houtput 4 37 D.N.C. (do not connect) 

D.N.C. (do not connect) 5 36 Offset Adjust 
GND 6 35 V,ef out (-2.000V) 

-VEE,-5.2V 7 34 V" +15V 
(inverted MSB) Of 8 33 Gain Adjust 

(MSB)D1 9 32 -VEE,-5.2V 
D2 10 31 -VEE,-5.2V 
D3 11 30 GND 
D4 12 29 +5V 
D5 13 28 D.N.C. (do not connect) 
D6 14 27 D.N.C. (do not connect) 
D7 15 26 +Vcc, +5V 
08 16 25 OE 
D9 17 24 CONV 

D10 18 23 GND 
D11 19 22 +Vcc, +5V 

(LSB)D12 20 21 GND 

TIL-level Digital Inputs 
CONV "Convert Command" begins a new conversion with a rising edge. 

"Output Enable" is an active low input which causes the digital outputs to leave their high-impedance 
state. 

TIL-level Digital Outputs 
01-012 Digital data output. 01 is the MSB and 012 is the LSB. 

Analog Input 
Vin 

Gain Adjust 

Offset Adjust 

Miscellaneous 

Inverted version of the MSB, which is used for twos complement coding. 

Analog input with 2V pp input range which can be placed anywhere in a -2V to + 2V range. See offset 
adjust pin. 

This input has a + 2V to -2V input range and scales the 2V pp analog input range by + 10% or -1 0% 
respectively. Gain adjustments should be made prior to offset adjustments, or an iterative technique will 
be required. If this feature is not used, this pin should be grounded. 

This pin has a ± 2V input range and is used to translate the 2V p analog input anywhere in the -2V 
to + 2V range, as well as to provide a facility for adjusting the DC offset of the part. Offset adjust is slightly 
dependent on the gain adjustment setting; offset adjustments should be made after any gain 
adjustments have been completed. This pin should be grounded if it is not used. 

V,ef V,ef is a high stability -2.000V voltage reference, although its precise value varies with specific gain 
adjust settings (see text). 

D.N.C. 

T/H output 

Do not connect! 

This pin brings the internal T IH voltage out ofthe package through a 9500 source impedance. The T IH 
output voltage is an inverted representation of the input signal, ranging from OV to -2.0V. Normally 
this pin should be left unconnected. 

Power and Ground 
+5V, +15V, -5.2V & GND 
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CLC925 Operation 
The CLC925 is a complete 12-bit 10MSPS ND converter 
system. It includes input buffering, an internal track and 
hold amplifier, and references needed in a high-accuracy 
ND system. The user need only apply power, ground, an 
input signal, and a convert signal to obtain 12-bit data every 
100ns. Below is a block diagram of the converter: 

reference 

CLC925 Block Diagram 

The CLC925 uses the subranging ND architecture, 
providing both high speed and high accuracy. This is the 
architecture of choice for ND converters requiring high
speed and high resolution. 

A conversion is initiated on the rising edge of the CONVERT 
signal, causing the internal T/H amplifier to switch from 
TRACK mode to HOLD mode. The internal two-pass 
quantizer will then convert the on-board track-and-hold 
signal into its digital equivalent. Approximately 25ns after 
the rising edge of CONVERT, new data will be latched into 
the output buffers. Since the CLC925 is a "pipelined" design, 
this data will be from the conversion two cycles before. 
Data from the present conversion will appear two cycles 
later (see timing diagram). The CLC925 incorporates 
several useful features including tri-statable outputs, offset 
adjust, gain adjust, and output data formatting. These 
features are detailed in the subsequent text. 

T/H Output, Vref, and Test Points (D.N.C.) 
Several internal nodes are brought out of the package. 
Most of these are test points and should not be connected. 
Doing so may severely degrade performance or cause 
internal damage. The exceptions to this are the T I H output 
and the AID reference voltage output, both of which are 
available to the user. Obviously, these nodes are critical 
to AID performance and must be used with care - this is 
particularly true of the inverted T/H output (OV to -2.0V), 
which should normally be left unconnected. 

The use of the -2.000V reference voltage output, on the 
other hand, is strongly encouraged. The reference output 
is a highly-stable voltage source, which can drive as little 
as 1 kO at full accuracy. (Note: VREF voltage output has 
been designed for tracking stability. Some variation in the 
precise output level is possible with various gain 
adjustment settings.) 

Input Range and Offset Adjustment 
The input range of the CLC925 is laser trimmed to 2V pp 

centered around ground (± 1 V). Additional flexibility has 
been built into the CLC925 by allowing both positive and 
negative unipolar operation (positive unipolar . . . OV to 
+ 2V; negative unipolar ... -2V to OV). The input offset 
is determined by the voltage at pin 36. 

offset adjust voltage 
(pin 36) 

GND 
-2V 
+2V 

analog input range 

-1Vto+1V 
-2VtoGND 

GNDto +2V 

The 2V pp input range of the CLC925 may be placed 
anywhere within the ± 2V window. 

The offset adjustment pin should be driven from a voltage 
source that both exhibits a low impedance and is free of 
excessive noise. A voltage divider between power 
supplies fails both of these requirements. An elegant 
approach for this design is to use the CLC925's built-in 
2V reference (pin 35). It may be connected directly to the 
offset adjust pin for a -2V to GND range or it may be used 
as shown below. The circuit below generates +2V by 
inverting the -2V reference voltage output. This + 2V 
output may be used directly to provide an input signal 
range of GND to +2V. The +2V may also be used in 
conjunction with the -2V output and a potentiometer to 
provide maximum flexibility in setting the input range and 
adjusting the offset (as it is below). The unity-gain buffering 
op amp is needed to drive the adjustment pin with a low 
impedance. 

From-2.000V reference 
output (pin 35) 

-2V 
r------~,../ 

IOkn IOkn 

~_-,Io"k",n_--+"", O.luF T 
+2V ) 

preciSion 
......-- op amps 

Input Range and Offset Adjustment Circuit 

Adjusting the Full-Scale Range 
The 2V full-scale analog input range may be adjusted by 
up to ± 10%. As with the offset adjust pin, the gain adjust 
pin has a ± 2V input range. A voltage of -2V compresses 
the full scale range by 10%. In other words, with -2V 
applied to the gain adjust pin, the full scale range is 1.BV. 
(This effectively increases the gain of the converter by 
10%.) 
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Conversely, applying +2V to the gain adjust pin expands 
the full scale range to 2.2V. (This effectively decreases the 
gain of the converter by 10%.) In each case, the expansion 
or compression is symmetric about "0" . . . both FS and 
-FS change. In practice, this means the gain adjustments 
should be made before the offset is adjusted. 

gain adjust voltage 
(pin 33) 

GND 
-2V 
+2V 

analog input range 

The circuit considerations which apply to the offset adjust 
pin also apply to the gain adjust pin (i.e., low source 
impedance and low noise); the offset adjust circuit may 
also be used for gain adjustments as indicated on the 
schematic. If flexibility is desired for both offset and gain 
adjust, an additional 10k!1 potentiometer and unity gain 
buffering op amp may be added. 

Auto-Calibration 
Many systems benefit from the ability to dynamically adjust 
offset and/or the gain. This is easily accomplished by 
incorporating a D/A converter into the adjustment circuit 
above. The computer system drives the 0/ A and thereby 
adjusts the voltage applied to the offset and/or the gain 
adjust pins. Gain adjustments should be made before any 
offset adjustments. 

8R 

">'-----136 

CLC925. 

Simple DAC's provide Auto-cal Capability 

Using a Balun for Impedance Control 
Harsh environments may have an excessive amount of 
noise on signal and ground lines. Much of this type of 
"common mode" noise can be eliminated from the analog 
signal path through the use of a balun. A balun is a 1:1 
impedance matching transformer which forces equal 
currents in both the signal and ground paths, forming a 
common mode choke. The inputs of the balun may be 
driven from either an isolated signal and ground, or a 
differential driver; either is acceptable. 

A balun is constructed from approximately ten turns of 
twisted wire (#26 or #28 AWG) wound around a powdered 
iron toroid. This 1:1 impedance matching circuit should 
also minimize ground-loop effects. 

o 
ro 

~I I 
~LC925 :s 

• 39 U1 
RT 

• 38, 40 
2 4 

IOOOOOOOl 

Detail of 
Twisted 
Wire 

CLC925 

,.----~---t 39 

'------4'----138, 40 

Typical Balun Circuits 

1~3 

2~4 

Balun Construction and Use 

Timing Considerations 
The CLC925 is designed to provide up to 10MSPS (10 
million samples per second). This is equivalent to 100ns 
per conversion cycle. After the rising edge of the 
CONVERT signal (which initiates the actual conversion 
cycle), the on-board track-and-hold will move from TRACK 
mode to HOLD mode, followed by a two-step conversion 
process. Data is "pipelined" within the CLC925, meaning 
that data from a specific conversion will take two more 
conversion cycles to make its way to the CLC925 outputs 
(see timing diagram page 5). 

The conversion cycle ends approximately 30ns after 
rising edge of CONVERT. The CONVERT pulse should 
remain HIGH during this 30ns interval to prevent the 
clock transition from corrupting the conversion cycle 
accuracy. On the other end of the CONVERT cycle 
(prior to the rising edge which initiates the next 
conversion cycle), the LOW period should also be at 
least 40ns long. The on-board track-and-hold will move 
from HOLD mode to TRACK mode soon after the falling 
edge of CONVERT. The CLC925 requires just less 
than 30ns of track time for rated performance, hence the 
30ns CONVERT pulse width LOW requirement. Both 
tPWH and tPWL for CONVERT may be extended much 
longer in time, although no increase in conversion 
accuracy should be expected. 
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There is no lower bound for the CLC925 conversion rate. 
In other words "dc" clocks are acceptable, but the edge 
transition times should be less than 20ns for proper 
operation. 

Convert Clock Considerations 
The CLC925 requires a TTL level clock signal to control 
the conversion timing. On each rising edge of the 
CONVERT signal, the CLC925 will initiate a conversion 
sequence. The quality and purity of the clock signal has a 
major impact on the quality and accuracy of the conversion 
process. Essentially what the CLC925 requires is an 
extremely low jitter clock source, at least as good as the 
CLC925 aperature jitter specification at 4.5ps(rms). 
Excessive jitter will manifest itself as broad-band noise, 
severely degrading the converter's accuracy. 

The low clock jitter requirements eliminate nearly all 
commercial pulse generators, and most Signal sources, at 
least in terms of their direct output. A simple method of 
"squaring up" low-jitter clock signals, is to use a narrow
band pass filter to generate a pure sine wave at the 
conversion frequency. This signal is then "squared up" 
using a modified ECL -to-TTL translator. This technique 
should allow most low-jitter signal sources to be used 
without loss of conversion accuracy. A detailed circuit is 
illustrated below. 

10125 1\I\,~p.F 
SINE ~~ .. ~---;,I-n----r ......... 
WAVE 
O.5Vpp 

O.lp.F T 

SINE to TTL Conversion Circuit 

If the signal-to-noise ratio is below expectations and the 
input signal is not noisy, clock jitter should be investigated. 

[ 1 ] SNRMAx =20LOG 
2'lTfin Jitter RMS 

where ... 

Jitter RMS = V (Clock Jitter RMS)2 + (Analog Jitter RMS)2 

Crystal Sources 
Standard crystal controlled TTL oscillators are a very cost
effective and a convenient source of high purity clock 
signals. The inherently low jitter present in such sources 
is ideal for ADC testing and evaluation. Additionally, crystal 
sources are an excellent source, once filtered, for use as 
an analog input signal, particularly in test and evaluation 
applications. 

Output Latching 
The CLC925 ouput data will, in most cases, be placed in 
a buffer memory prior to further processing. This may 
require higher digital drive capability than the CLC925 can 
provide. To overcome this, output latches should be 
placed just after the CLC925. 

Bandpass CLC92'5 

Filter Ain 1100. rf.J 

'" 39 

O.l/LF 900. 
f"JJ 

50O.GND 
38,40 

Low Jitter Crystal Source with Bandpass Filtering 

The timing of these latches can playa major role in the 
conversion accuracy. Some of the issues involved here 
are minimizing digital feedthrough to the analog signal, 
digital corruption of the conversion process, digital 
corruption of the output data, and proper setup and hold 
time condition. 

Data Ready 
The most critical portion of the. conversion cycle is the 
30ns after the rising edge of CONVERT (the actual 
conversion period) and the 15ns window just before the 
rising edge of CONVERT (the final track-and-hold setting 
period just prior to the conversion). Any digital switching, 
latches or otherwise, may seriously undermine the 
CLC925 conversion accuracy. In other words ... the use 
of the CONVERT Clock (rising edge) as a DATA READY 
signal, may inject digital switching noise back onto the 
analog input signal. 

Using the rising edge of CONVERT for a DATA READY 
signal means that no more than 10ns of hold time is 
available to external logic. On the other hand, assuming 
10MSPS and a 50% duty cycle CONVERT clock, better 
than 40ns of setup time is available with 60ns hold time, 
provided the falling edge of CONVERT is used as a DATA 
READY. 

The falling edge DATA READY will place latch and bus 
transitions after the internal conversion cycle, but also well 
before the critical final setting interval for the on-board 
track-and-hold. This technique is particularly effective 
when used with a 50% duty cycle CONVERT clock. 
Assuming the worst-case timing at 10MSPS operation, 
the falling edge of CONVERT used as a DATA READY 
will be approximately 20ns after the internal conversion 
is complete, and a full 20ns before the on-board track-and
hold enters track mode for the next cycle. This should 
allow switching transients to die down, even in a very 
noisy digital system, before the next analog digitization 
takes place. 

ANALOG CONVERSION PERIOD (CONVERT ±30ns) 

CONVERT 

925 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

LATCH 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

LATCH 
PROPAGATION 
DELAY 

'Note that when the failing edge of convert Is used to clock subsequent lagle, 
that no digital tranSitions occur during the analog conversion period (shaded 
region ± 30ns around the rising edge of convert) 

Recommended Latch/DATA READY Timing 
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Output Coding 
The CLC925 offers two output coding formats, Offset Binary 
and Two's Complement. "Offset Binary" assumes a bipolar 
input range for convenience, but essentially it denotes all 
zeroes for the most negative input representation, and all 
ones for the most positive input representation. The Two's 
Complement format also assumes a bipolar input, but 
inverts D1 (MSB) to provide the proper coding. 

Both output formats function normally if offset input ranges 
are employed (Le., unipolar, positive, or negative). The 
selection of output formats is made by choosing whether 
D1 (MSB) or D1 (MSB) is used as a data output. 

Analog 
Input Offset Binary Two's Complement 

FS-1LSB 111111111111 011111111111 
FS-2LSB's 111111111110 011111111110 
FS-3LSB's 111111111101 011111111101 

- - -
- - -

mid-scale + 1/2LSB 100000000000 000000000000 
mid-scale - 1/2LSB 011111111111 111111111111 

- - -
- - -

-FS+2LSB's 000000000010 100000000010 
-FS+1LSB 000000000001 100000000001 
-FS 000000000000 100000000000 

Grounding 
All of the CLC925 grounds are internally connected. Pins 
1, 6, 21, and 40 are connected through the package itself; 
these are further connected to all other ground pins by way 
of the substrate and bond wires. 

The CLC925 has been designed to incorporate a single 
ground plane for both digital and analog return currents. A 
"split" ground plane (one for digital components and another 
for analog components) is not recommended. Although a 
split ground approach is not recommended, certain types 
of systems preclude the use of a single ground plane. For 
these systems, the following chart matches signals and 
return currents so that the most appropriate grounding 
choices can be made. 

Signall Ground Primary 
Power Return Activity 

2,3,34 1 T IH Power Supply Pins 

7,26,32 6 Quantizer Power 

8-20,22 21,23 Digital Output Stage Power 

29,31 30 Digital Processing Power 

39 38,40 Analog Input Signal 

NOTE: Pins 1, 6, 21, and 40 are connected through the 
package metalization itself. 

o 
Power Supplies and Oecoupling () 
The CLC925 does not require separate analog and digital CD 
power supplies as is oiten recommended for high- N 
performance data converters. The design is well-balanced c.n 
internally and includes on-board decoupling capacitors. As 
with any high-performance circuit, supply variations can 
degrade performance. DC variation of supplies, within the 
rated ± 5% range, should have only a minimal effect on 
performance. AC supply variation can be more 
troublesome. The CLC925 operates with a power supply 
rejection ratio (PSRR) of better than -50dB. Even so, 
adequate supply decoupling will help to ensure rated 
performance. 

The recommended supply decoupling scheme is as follows: 

Option #1: One 0.1 JLF ceramic capacitor at each supply 
pin, with a 5-10JLF electrolytic or tantalum for 
each of the three main supply feeds (proximity 
not critical). 

Option #2: One 0.1 to 0.033 chip capacitor at each supply 
pin, with a 5-10JLF electrolytic or tantalum for 
each of the three main supply feeds (proximity 
not critical). 

Please note that supply feeds, with excessive digital 
switching noise from other sources, may require additional 
filtering. 

Layout Considerations 
The CLC925 has been designed to be easily 
accommodated on a printed circuit board; for example, the 
inputs enter one side of the package and the ouputs leave 
on the opposite side, with the analog and digital connections 
widely separated from one another. The PC board should 
exhibit similar layout guidelines. If the analog input signal 
has had to travel more than a few inches to reach the 
analog input pin (V1N), proper termination techniques 
should be followed to avoid reflections caused by improper 
impedance matching. Special care should also be 
exercised to place external output latches close to the 
CLC925 digital outputs. 

Sockets are not recommended, in that they increase both 
lead inductance and inter-lead capacitance. If sockets 
must be used, Teflon or "pin" type sockets should minimize 
this effect. Additionally, the "Recommended Power Supply 
Decoupling Scheme" illustrates an effective bypass 
arrangement. Chip capacitors are preferred and should 
be located as close as practical to the individual supply 
pins. 

CLC925 Evaluation Board Support 
An evaluation board (Comlinear part number 730015) is 
available for the CLC925 at minimal cost. It is designed 
to provide a simple platform for evaluating the CLC925. 

Applications Assistance 
Comlinear maintains a staff of R&D-level applications 
engineers, who are available for design and applications 
assistance at (303) 226-0500. 
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+15V +5V -5.2V 

Recommended Power Supply Decoupling Scheme 

NOTE: GROUND 
GAIN / OFFSET 
ADJUSTMENT PINS 
IF NOT USED 

ANALOG 

r---------------------------i 
I OPTIONAL GAIN/OFFSET I 
I ADJUSTMENT CIRCUIT I 
I R I 
I -2V I 
I I 
I R I 
I I 
I PRECISION OP-AMPS I 
I OP-07 I 
I RESISTORS = 10Kll 
I CAPACITORS = O.1I'F : 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I L _________________________ ~ 

INPUT o--+'--t
DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 
DATA SIGNAL 

r-------------l 
I SINE-TO-TTL I 

CO~RT I CONVERSION CIRCUIT I 

INPUT ~ ~ ~ 10124 I 
SIGNAL I rt.J 500 >---'-_-----1 

I 
I 
I 

DATA 
READY 

I T0.lp.F: L _______________ J 

SEE "RECOMMENDED POWER SUPPLY 
DECOUPLING" FOR ADDITIONAL 
CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS. 

Complete System Architecture with Offset and Gain Adjustment 
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~Comlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• radar processi ng 
• infrared processing/ electronic imaging 
• instrumentation 
• medical imaging 
• transient-signal recorders 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC935 is a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter hybrid, including 
voltage references, track-and-hold, and 12-bit quantizer with ECL 
compatible outputs. The CLC935 has been especially optimized for 
a Spurious-Free-Signal-Range of better than 70dB. The CLC935 
is constructed using advanced thin-film hybrid technology in a fully 
certified MIL -STO-1772 facility. 

Comprehensive dynamic testing on every part ensures that system 
performance goals will be met, including spurious-free-signal
range (SFSR) of 77dB from 408kHz to 7.22MHz. This, coupled with 
an SNR specification of 66.5dB@7.22MHz, means thatthe CLC935 
is ideally suited for use in areas such as radar and instrumentation 
signal processing. 

The CLC935 incorporates a complete two-pass subranging 
architecture, constructed from several high-speed building blocks. 
A broadband (135M Hz) input amplifier buffers input signals and 
provides an accurate drive signal to the on-board track-and-hold. 
Laser trimmed gain and offset circuits assure accurate matching 
unit to unit. The latched outputs of the CLC935 mean that only a 
convert clock, analog input, and power supplies are required for 
operation; internal logic generates all required timing signals. 

The CLC935AC is specified over a temperature range of O°C to 
+ 70°C, while the CLC935A8C is specified over a range of -55°C to 
+ 125°C. Both devices are packaged in 40-pin, 1.1 in wide, ceramic 
DIPs (note: leads are side brazed for easy access and inspection). 
Contact factory for availability of "gull-wing" surface-mount versions. 

Ordering Information 

CLC935AC industrial version 

CLC935A8C -55°C to + 125°C MIL-STD-883, class B 

OESC SMO 5960-92039 

Both versions of the CLC935 are manufactured in Comlinear's 
MIL-STO-1772 certified facility in Fort Collins, Colorado, U.S.A. 

Comlinear Corporation 
OS935.00 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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12-Bit, 15MSPS ~ 
U1 

AID Converter 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 77dB spurious free signal range; f'N=7.22MHz 
• no missing codes guaranteed 
• 0.7LSB differential linearity 
• small package (2.28in2) 

Block Diagram 

""""'''''''''' ADJ ADJ REF 

V Y A 

1 ..... .....,01 : 

DATAINV 
V 

--II'2-BlT~ ~I~ 
>' ~:ruF1ERI ~ =:O~~';~RI 

... 'I J. . I 

j::ATOR! 

Package Dimensions 

2.075 2.115 
52.71 53.72 

PIN NO.1 --I L 0.050 sse 
INDEX I I (1.27 esC) 

0.015-0.070.-L~'~ 
(0.38-1.78) O.1758SC 

(4.45 SSC) 

H2~~:;~ hi 
1.892-1.908 0.014-0.026 

1---""(4B~.~06C:;_~4B"!'.46!!.-) -~ (0.36 - 0.66) 

(303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
January 1993 



PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

CLC935AC CLC935A8C 

Case Temperature +25'C O'C +25'C +70'C -55'C +25'C +125'C 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
small signal bandwidth V ,N = 1/4 FS 135 95 100 100 90 100 105 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth V ,N = FS 125 75 75 75 75 75 75 MHz LSBW 
slew rate 450 300 300 300 300 300 300 V/Jls SR 
overvoltage recovery time V ,N = 2FS 14 25 25 25 25 25 25 ns OR 
effective aperture delay -0.4 -1.5 -2.0 -2.0 -1.5 -2.0 -2.0 ns TA 
aperture jitter 1.25 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 pS(RMS) AJ 

NOISE and DISTORTION (15MSPS) 
• signal-Io-noise ratio 

(not including harmonics) 408kHz; FS 67.4 65.0 66.0 66.0 62.0 66.0 65.0 dB SNRl 
4.996MHz; FS 67.0 65.0 65.0 65.5 62.0 65.5 65.0 dB SNR2 
7.220MHz; FS 66.5 64.0 66.0 65.0 62.0 65.0 65.0 dB SNR3 

• in-band harmonics 
408kHz; FS-ldB -77.2 -74.0 -74.0 -70.0 -69.0 -74.0 -67.0 dBc IBHl 
4.996MHz; FS-ldB -77.0 -69.5 -72.0 -70.0 -67.0 -72.0 -65.0 dBc IBH2 
7.220MHz; FS-ldB -77.0 -69.5 -72.0 -68.0 -65.0 -72.0 -64.0 dBc IBH3 

• spurious-free-signal-range 
408kHz; FS-ldB 77.2 74.0 74.0 70.0 69.0 74.0 67.0 dB SFSRl 
1.98MHz; FS-ldB 77.0 69.5 72.0 70.0 67.0 72.0 65.0 dB SFSR2 
4.99MHz; FS-ldB 77.0 69.5 72.0 68.0 65.0 72.0 64.0 dB SFSR3 

intermodulation distortion 
(f,=4.95MHz@FS-6.5dB; f2=5.05MHz@FS-6.5dB) 75 dBc IMD 

noise-power-ratio 
(de to xxMHz white noise; xxMHz slot) FS-12dB dB NPR 

DC ACCURACY and PERFORMANCE 
differential non-linearity dc;FS 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 LSB DNL 
integral non-linearity dc;FS 1.3 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 LSB INL 
missing codes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 codes MC 
bipolar offset error 3.0 12 10 15 30 10 20 mV VIO 

temperature coefficient 300 250 300 250 JlVrC DVIO 
bipolar gain error 1.2 2.2 2.0 2.2 3.0 2.0 3.0 %FS GE 

temperature coefficient 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.05 %FSrC DVIO 

ANALOG INPUT PERFORMANCE 
analog input bias currenl 10 45 25 35 45 25 35 JlA IBN 

temperature coefficient 100 250 100 250 100 nArC DIBN 
analog input resistance 80 50 50 25 50 kQ RIN 
analog input capacitance 3.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 pF CIN 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
• supply current(+Vcc = +5.0V) 15MSPS; no load 119 150 150 150 150 150 150 mA ICC 
• supply current (-VEE = -5.2V)' 15MSPS; no load 769 960 960 960 960 960 960 mA lEE 
• supply current (+V, = +15.0V) 15MSPS; no load 16.3 20 20 20 20 20 20 mA 11 
• supply current (-V2 = -15.0V) 15MSPS; no load 28.2 35 35 35 35 35 35 mA 12 

nominal power dissipation' 15MSPS; no load 5.26 W PD 

Note 1: Parameters preceded by an' are 100% tested. AC units are tested at 25"C and guaranteed at O"C and 70"C. 

Note 2: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the sGlViceability of the circuit may be impaiied. Functional 
operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Note 3: Junction temperature rise above case ~ 16"C; 6o.=16"CIW; 6CA=7"CIW@500LFPM. Use of a SIL-PAD" #550007, from Berquist (1-800-347-4572), can lower 
case-to-ambient rise; 80. = 12"CIW@stili air, 12in' ground-plane; 8o.=3.4"CIW@100LFPM, 12in' ground-plane. 

Note 4: Planned product improvements are expected to lower -5.2V supply current, as well as nominal power dissipation. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice 
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PARAMETER' 

Case Temperature 

DIGITAL INPUTS 
input voltage 

input current 

----
DIGITAL OUTPUTS 

output voltage 

TIMING 
maximum conversion rate 
minimum conversion rate 
data hold time 
output propagation delay 

positive supply voltage ( + Vee) 
positive supply voltage (+V,) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 
negative supply voltage (-V,) 

CONDITIONS 

logic LOW 
logic HIGH 
logic LOW 
logic HIGH 

logic LOW 
logic HIGH 

differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range (Full Scale) 
digital output current sinking 

sourcing 
digital input voltage range 

Timing Diagram 

TYP 

+25'C O'C 

0 
6 
10 

-1.5 
-1.1 
1.0 
1.0 

-1.5 
-1.1 

15 
0 
3 
15 

+5V 
+15V 
-5.2V 
-15V 

<10mV 
±1V 

6mA(max) 
6mA(max) 

-2.0V to O.OV 

Effective 
Aperature Delay 

Analog 
Input 

CONVERT 

Data 
Output 

Sample 
N 

N - 1 

Sample 
N + 1 

MAX & MIN RATINGS 

CLC935AC CLC935A8C 

+25'C +70'C -55'C 

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 -1.1 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 -1.1 

15 15 15 
0 0 0 
4 3 3 
15 15 15 

positive supply voltage (+ V ee) 
positive supply voltage (+ V,) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 
negative supply voltage (-V,) 

+25'C +125'C 

-1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 
1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 

-1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 

15 15 
0 0 
4 3 
15 15 

differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range 
DIGITAL input voltage range 
gain and offset adjust voltage range 
output short circuit duration (one pin to ground) 
Junction Temperature 
Operating Temperature Range' 

CLC935AC 
CLC935ABC 

Storage Temperature Range 
Lead Solder Duration (+300'C) 

N N + 1 

Sample 
N + 3 

Note: t DV = t HLD + Data Bit Skew 
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UNITS SYMBOL 

V VIL 
V VIH 
rnA ilL 
rnA IIH 

V VOL 
V VOH 

MSPS CR 
MSPS CRM 
ns 
ns 

THLD 
TDV 

-0.5 to +7.0V 
-0.5 to + 1BV 
+0.5 to -7.0V 

+0.5 to -1B.OV 
200mV 

-VEE to +Vee 
+0.5V to -VEE 

-VEE to +Vee 
Infinite 
+175'C 

0'Ct0+70'C 
-55'C to + 125'C 
-65'C to + 150'C 

10 sec 

0 
r-
0 
CD 
W 
U1 

II 



Analog-to-Digital converters are specified in many ways. As a 
component achieves higher performance, its specifications and 
their definitions can become more critical. Fortunately, the vast 
number of converter applications can generally be placed into 
one of two classes. These are processed data and non
processed data applications. The distinction seems quite 
simple but the split implies a completely different approach in 
specifying AID converters for a given application. 

The processed data area includes the frequency domain 
applications which employ Fourier processing (FFT). Also in 
this category are the highly averaged applications, usually 
concerned with low noise. In each case, the converter's data is 
averaged or convolved mathematically. This processing reduces 
the apparent noise level in the output data. For FFTs, the noise 
is simply spread over a large number of frequency bins. For 
simple averaging approaches, the gaussian distribution of noise 
is greatly reduced, appearing to increase the converter's 
resolution. Processed applications include radar, network and 
spectrum analyzers, communications receivers, etc. 

The non-processed applications tend to take the converter's 
data in its original form with very little processing. This means 
that the noise reduction benefits of the processed applications 
are not seen. The non-processed area is composed primarily 
of time domain applications like imaging, DSO's, ultrasound, 
etc. 

The processed vs. non-processed issue has several implications 
in terms of converter specifications. For the non-processed 
(time domain) systems the dominant converter specifications 
deal with noise (SNR) and converter accuracy (DNL). The 
converter's quantization noise and input stage noise dominate 
converter accuracy. The harmonic distortion (primarily INL) of 
the converter is generally of little interest given that most time 
domain applications present data for visual analysis and tend to 
focus on "local" accuracy rather than over the full input range. 
"Local" accuracy is best described through the standard noise 
measurements, such as SNR and DNL. 

In the frequency domain application areas, the noise of the 
converter is processed to the point where, for almost all 
systems, it is no longer of issue. This is manifested as a 
reduction in the apparent noise floor. The actual RMS noise is 
not reduced, but is spread over more and more frequency bins 
as processing levels are increased. Unfortunately, the harmonic 
distortion performance of the converter is not affected by 
increased processing. This makes the harmonic performance, 
or more specifically the spurious performance, the dominant 
error sou rce for frequency domain applications. SFSR becomes 
the dominant specification for determining converter performance 
in the frequency domain. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is the ratio olthe power contained 
in the fundamental signal compared to the power contained in 
the entire noise floor. That is to say all individual noise components 
are added together to arrive at an integrated noise power. For 
SNR, harmonic power is excluded from the noise measurement. 
SNR is particularly important in time domain applications like 
digital image processing and infrared imaging, where conversion 
accuracy can be heavily degraded by integrated noise. 

Signal-to-Noise-and-Distortion (SINAD) is the ratio of the 
fundamental signal power to the power at all other frequencies. 
This includes all noise as well as all harmonics. SINAD is a worst 

case specification for AID converters, combining variables from 
both frequency and time domains. The value of SINAD in high
performance converter applications is not clear since it does not 
accurately predict the best converter for a given application. 
Because applications tend to fall into time domain/non-processed 
orfrequency domain/processed applications, those specifications 
more directly related to the application should be the primary 
focus in selecting the converter. 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is the combined power of a 
specified number of harmonics, compared to the power of the 
fundamental signal. Harmonics are located at predictable 
frequencies, spaced at integer multiples of the fundamental 
signal. For example, a 1 MHz fundamental would generate 
harmonics at2MHz, 3MHz, 4MHz, ... and so on. In practice, only 
the firstfive harmonics contribute significantly to THD, although 
more may be included in the measurement. THD does not tend 
to apply well in frequency domain applications which are by their 
nature very SFSR oriented. In time domain applications, THD 
is indicative of full-scale input range distortion, however the 
high-performance time domain applications are generally most 
interested in local distortion performance. Local distortion and 
accuracy is dominated by DNL. The use ofTHD for applications 
requiring local performance is not likely to yield accurate or 
repeatable results in selecting the correct converter. 

Spurious-Free-Signal-Range (SFSR) is the "clean" dynamic 
range olthe converter, free from harmonic and spurious signals. 
SFSR is ratio of the power of the fundamental compared to the 
powerolthe next largest component in the frequency spectrum. 
The SFSR specification is especially important to frequency 
domain applications which perform Fouriertransforms to analyze 
the converter's output data. Processed applications like radar 
and network analyzers are typical areas where SFSR offers a 
direct prediction of converter's performance at both the system 
and component levels. SFSR is the single best specification for 
selecting aconverterto be used in a frequency domain application. 

In-Sand Harmonics (ISH) is the ratio of the power of the 
fundamental compared to the power of the single largest 
harmonic. This specification is very similar to SFSR, but since 
it only considers a fairly limited number of harmonics, it is 
potentially an incomplete gauge of converter performance. 
SFSR is more stringent and should be used whenever possible 
in lieu of IBH. 
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Some of the performance plots that follow require more expla
nation than is feasible in the caption. This section goes into more 
detail as to how these plots were generated, and how they might 
be interpreted. Additional information can be found in the 
application note AD-Ol ... Designing with High-Performance 
AID converters" 

Spectral Plots 
The output frequency spectrum is shown for input frequencies of 
406KHz, 4.9MHz and 7.2MHz. All of these plots were generated 
with a 15MSPS Clock. Four thousand point (4K) FFT's were 
taken, using a Blackmann-Harris window and the power spectra 
were averaged over 10 cycles to accentuate the harmonics and 
reduce variance in the noise level. The plots show the frequency 
spectrum from dcto the 7.5MHz Nyquistfrequency for 15MSPS. 

SFSR and SNR vs Input level Plots 
As the signal level is reduced from full scale, the noise level 
remains relatively constant. This results in a backward declining 
straight line shown as SNR vs Input Amplitude. In some 
converters the 'noise' is not independent of the input signal level 
and hence the line may not be straight. The 74dB theoretical limit 
on SNR is shown with the -1 dB/dB backward declining slope for 
reference. The CLC935 noise performance parallels this refer
ence, and indicates that noise performance is relatively uniform 
for all analog input levels. 

The SFSR performance is somewhat less uniform. As the ratio 
of the largest non-fundamental frequency component relative to 
the fundamental, it is more susceptible to random variations in 
the spectrum. The input power was measured at the AID 
converter. For each amplitude a 4K point FFT was taken and 
analyzed to determine the SNR and SFSR. The vertical scale is 
measured in dBc, this is dB relative to the test signal, and the 
horizontal scale is dB-FS which is dB relative to the converter's 
full-scale analog input range. 

Two Tone Linearity Spectrum 
In a linear system, the input signal can be viewed mathematically 
as a superposition ofsinusoids (Fourier Transform). The system 
output can be predicted by the superpositioning of the individual 
effects on each of the sinusoid inputs. For example, if a linear 
network is presented with a single tone signal F, and the result 
is an attenuation by a factor A" and it is then presented with 
another frequency F, attenuated by A, through the system, then 
the expected output for an input of F,+F, would be A,F, + A,F,. 

If the network is not linear, the output will contain frequency 
components in addition to those present at the input. The most 
common frequencies likely to be present in the output are at 
MF,±NF" where M and N are integers, and F, and F2 arethetwo 

o ro 
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input frequencies. In the two-tone linearity plot, the input to the UI 
CLC935 consists of 4.95MHz and 5.05MHz superpositioned 
sinusoids. Intermodulation terms on the order of -80dBc confirm 
the CLC935's excellent linearity. 

SNR, and SFSR vs Input Frequency 
These plots shows the variation in converter performance 
relative to analog input frequency. Input frequencies to about 
65MHz (the FUII-Power-Bandwidth) are included, and should be 
useful for over-sampling applications. Beyond the fUIl-power
bandwidth, performance for large signals degrades quickly. The 
small-signal-bandwidth (measured with analog inputs below 
200mV pp) performance does not degrade until around 135MHz. 

SNR vs Conversion Rate 
There are several critical timing processes inside the converter, 
including the track time, the time allowed for settling of internal 
nodes, and time to perform the coarse and fine quantizations. 
When a rising edge of CONVERT is detected, a pre-timed 
sequence of events is set into motion. Accordingly the perfor
mance olthe CLC935 is very independent of clock rate, up to the 
specified speed of 15MSPS, after which performance can 
degrade rapidly. If a higher speed conversion is required, the 
CLC936, 12-bit 20MSPS AID converter is recommended. The 
CLC936 is pin compatible with the CLC935, providing an easy 
upgrade path. 

Digital output skew plot 
The digital outputs make their transition T DVns after the rising 
edge of the CONVERT signal. The actual time to this transition 
varies slightly from output bit to output bit. The amount of this 
variation is small, and well within the timing needs for this type 
of system. In the Bit Skew plot, all 12 output bits are shown for 
various transitions. As can be seen, the total variation, bit-to-bit, 
is about 2ns. 

Pulse response plots 
This plot has been generated with a 1 V pp flat top pulse input 
signal with a 600ps rise time and a 15.000549MHz repetition 
rate. The input signal is effectively aliased to 549Hz when 
sampled at 15MSPS. 

A sequence of 4096 samples will now represent an equivalent 
time window of IOns. Any slew rate limitations, ringing or other 
non-idealities in the AID analog input stage will now be apparent 
in the aliased output signal. As can be seen from the plots, the 
only non-ideality is a bandwidth limitation, which limits the time 
to an accurate sample to about 7ns. If your input signal is a step 
function, such as a CCD output or T/H output, this means thatthe 
sample should be taken at least 7ns after the start of the 
transition. 
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GROUND 1.6. 40 SIGNAL GROUND 
+Vrx;, +5.0V 2 39 VIN 
-Vee, -5.2V 3 38 SIGNAL GROUND 

DNC (T/H OUTPUT) 4 37 OFFSET REFERENCE 
DNC 5 36 OFFSET ADJUST 

(INVERTED MSB) D1 6 35 VREF OUT 
(MSB) D1 7 34 +15V 

D2 33 GAIN ADJUST 
D3 32 -15V 
D4 10 31 -Vee, -5.2V 
D5 11 30 GROUND 
D6 12 29 DNC 
D7 13 28 DNC 
D8 14 27 -Vee, -5.2V 
D9 15 26 +Vrx;, +5.0V 

D10 16 25 DATA INV. 
D11 17 24 CONVERT 

(lSB) D12 23 CONVERT 
DNC 22 -Vee, -5.2V 
DNC 21 GROUND 

ECl-level Digital Inputs 
CONVERT, CONVERT "Differential Convert Command" initiates a new conversion cycle on the rising edge of CONVERT. 
Pins 23. 24 

DATAINV 
Pin 25 

DATA INVERT is an active HIGH (grounded) ECl input which causes the data outputs [D2 to 
(lSB) D12] to be inverted. In normal operation, DATA INV is left floating or tied to ECl logic lOW. 

ECl-Level Digital Outputs 
(MSB) D1-D12 Digital Data Outputs. D1 is the MSB; D12 is the lSB. In their normal state, the digital outputs offer 
Pins 7 to 18 Offset Binary output coding. 

(MSB)D1 
Pin 6 

Analog Input 
VIN 
Pm 39 

Gain Adjust 
Pin 33 

Offset Adjust 
Pin 36 

Offset Reference 
Pin 37 

Miscellaneous 
VREF 
Pin 35 

D.N.C 
Pins 5. 19. 20. 28. 29 

DNC (T/H Output) 
Pin4 

Power and Ground 

Inverted version of the MSB, used for 2's Complement coding. 

Analog input with a 2V pp input range from + W to -W. 

The GAIN ADJUST has a +4V to +1 V input range and scales the analog input full-scale range by 
-10% to +10% respectively. If unused, Gain Adjust should be left floating. 

The OFFSET ADJUST has a GROUND to OFFSET REFERENCE input range and scales the analog 
input offset by ±0.1 V. If unused, Offset Adjust should be left floating. 

The OFFSET REFERENCE tracks gain adjustments and is used for offset voltage adjust. 

VREF is a highly stable +2.500V voltage reference. (Recommended current drain :52mA.) 

Do Not Connect. 

Internal Track-and-Hold output voltage test point. Do not Connect. 

+5V, Pins 2,26; +15V, Pin 34; -5.2V, Pins 3, 22, 27, 31; -15V, Pin 32; GROUND, Pins 1,21,30,38,40. 
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In high-speed data acquisition systems, overall performance is 
usually determined by the AID converter. Accordingly, special 
attention should be given to the converter, its operation, and its 
environment. To assist in this process, information on these 
critical items has been included in this data sheet. Additional 
information on using high-performance AID converters can also 
be found in Comlinear Corporation application note AD-01. 

Principle of Operation 
The CLC935 is a complete two step, subranging AID converter, 
with input buffering, internal track-and-hold, quantizer, and all 
necessary voltage references. The block diagram for the 
converter is shown below. 

CLC935 Functional Block Diagram 

The conversion cycle is initiated on the rising edge of the 
CONVERT signal. The analog input is sampled by the track-and
hold amplifier and is then digitized with an 8-bit digitizer. The 6 
MSBs of this conversion are the "coarse-quantization", which 
drive a 14-bit accurate DAC to match the input level. The DAC 
output is then subtracted from the original analog input to 
generate an error signal, which is then digitized. The two digitized 
results are combined to form the 12-Bit accurate output. Error 
correction and output buffering are also provided by the CLC935. 

Analog Input Driving Circuits 
The high dynamic range of the CLC935 places high demands on 
any analog processing circuitry that precedes the converter. 
This is particularly true in the area of harmonic distortion where 
the CLC935's performance often exceeds -77dBc. Fortunately 
the CLC935 employs an internal buffer for the analog input, and 
external buffering circuits are usually not required. Both the 
CLC207 and the CLC409 amplifiers can be configured for better 
than -80dBc harmonic distortion (note that the CLC409 does not 
support 12-bit settling performance necessary for "time domain" 
applications). This makes them ideal choices for any analog 
signal conditioning or buffering that may be required. 

Analog Input Buffering 

Gain Adjust 
The CLC935 input range can be adjusted ±1 0% from its nominal 
±1 V range. The input range is controlled by adjusting the gain 
of the internal input buffer. This gain is controlled by the applied 
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voltage at the GAIN ADJUST (pin33). The relationship between UI 
applied voltage at pin 33 and the analog input range is: 

analog input range = ± [2V + (0.129)(V GAIN ADJUST - 2.5V)] 

GAIN ADJUST pin(33) Analog Input Range 
Voltage 

1.0V 1.8Vpp 
2.5V or open 2.0Vpp 

___ ~ _______ ~"'er ___ _ 

250.0. 

Analog Input Range Adjust Circuit 

A resistor from GAIN ADJUST to ground provides a second 
method of adjusting the analog input range. This technique will 
decrease the converter's gain and increase the analog input 
range. 

R = 774 - 4,8008 

• 
Where A is the gain change 
factor,i.e 0.01 equals 1 % change. 

CLC935 
GAIN 

ADJUST 

Alternate Input Range Adjust Circuit 

Offset Adjust 

33 

Typically the center of the ±1 V analog input range is laser 
trimmed to OV during construction. By applying a voltage at the 
OFFSET ADJUST (pin 36), the analog input offset can be 
adjusted approximately ±1 OOmV around ground. The applied 
voltage at pin 36 can range from GROUND to V OFFSET REFERENCE. 

If the OFFSET REFERENCE (pin 37) voltage is used to generate 
the applied OFFSET ADJUST voltage, adjustments in the analog 
input range offset will track any adjustments made to the analog 
input range gain. Analog input range gain and offset adjustments 
are tightly coupled when the OFFSET REFERENCE is used to 
generate the OFFSET ADJUST applied voltage. Self-calibration 
techniques for adjusting offset and gain should use OFFSET 
REFERENCE in adjusting the offset. 

Analog input offset and gain adjustments can be made indepen
dent of each other if the V REF OUT (pin 35) is used to generate the 
applied OFFSET ADJUST voltage instead of the OFFSET 
REFERENCE voltage. lithe V REF OUT approach is adopted, the 
CLC935 offset and gain will be independent of each other, but will 
likely need an iterative adjustment approach where both offset 
and gain are successively adjusted until the desired result is 
obtained. 
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Offset Adjust Range 
pin (36) 

Analog Input Offset 

V OFFSET REFERENCE 
open 

GROUND 

OFFSET 
REFERENCE 

+100mV 
OmV 

-100mV 

OFFSET 
ADJUST 

36 

2K 

Offset Adjust Range 

VoffsetREF 

Vaffsel REF' pin (37) is 
nominally +3.1 V and 
ranges from +3.4V to 
+2.BV depending on 
the specific GAIN 
ADJUST voltage at 
pIn 33. 

1.5K 

Offset Adjust Circuit 

to 

(VoffseIREF - 1.8V); 

... Nominally 
1.3V to 3.1V. 

The OFFSET ADJUST and GAIN ADJUST pins are very sensi
tive to noise; and should be bypassed to ground with 0.11JF 
ceramic capacitors. lithe OFFSET ADJUST and GAIN ADJUST 
pins are not used, then they should be left floating. 

CONVERT Clock Generation 
All high-speed high-resolution AID converters are sensitive to 
the CONVERT clock quality. With a full scale 7MHz analog input 
signal, the slew rate at the OV crossing is 90lSB/ns. An error 
(jitter) of as little as 5ps in the clock edge will yield a 0.5lSB error 
at the AID output. This is as great or greater than any other error 
source likely to be present. This type of clock error or clock jitter 
is most easily seen in the form of poor SNR (signal-to-noise 
ratio). If the SNR is below expectations, clock jitter should be 
investigated. 

where ... 

jitterRMS =v(cIOCkjitterRMsl2 + (analog jitterRMS)2 

It should also be noted that jitter in the analog input source will 
have the same detrimental effect on SNR. Analog input signal 
jitter is usually only a problem in evaluation setups, and does 
not generally present a problem in full systems. 

low-jitter crystal controlled oscillators make the best CONVERT 
clock sources. If the CONVERT clock is generated from another 
type of source, by gating, dividing or other method, it should be 
registered by the original clock as the last step. This should keep 
jitter terms from compounding. 

f'\J"~01 10114 ~ '"""'- . 
SINE ~ ,---t,.~-+--+-, 

WAVE 50n Vee 
O.5Vpp 500. son 

O.1J.lFr "1.. ~5.2V LC9 

CONY 

300 1300 

Sine to ECl Conversion Circuit 

For variable frequency CONVERT clocks, low-phase-noise fre
quency synthesizers like the Fluke 6080A or the HP8662 are 
good choices. Sinusoidal sources ofthis type will require a sine
to-ECl conversion circuit, such as the one above. This circuit 
operates consistently with low level inputs (OdBm), but is sensi
tive to noise (jitter) from the synthesizer. By maintaining a larger 
input level (>+6dBm), the 1 0114 jitter contribution can be greatly 
minimized. 

Output Coding 
The ClC935 is capable of producing four possible digital output 
formats: offset binary, two's complement, and their inverted 
versions. In offset binary the outputs count from OOOh to FFFh, 
as the input varies from -FS (full-scale) to +FS. For two's 
complement output coding, the MSB in the offset binary format 
is inverted. On the ClC935, this is achieved by using the D1 
(MSB) (pin 6) output rather than the D1 (MSB) (pin 7). When 
using inverted coding formats, the data outputs D2 - D12(lSB) 
are inverted by tying DATA INV (pin 25) to an ECl logic HIGH (or 
grounding). For non-inverted operation DATA INV should be left 
floating, or tied to an Eel logic lOW. 

Analog Input 
+FS·l LSB 
+FS-2LSBs 
+FS -3 LSBs 

mid-scale + 1h LSB 
mid·scale . II LSB 

-FS+ 2 LSBs 
-FS + 1 LSB 
-FS 

Offset Binary 
111111111111 
111111111110 
111111111101 

1000 0000 0000 
0111 1111 1111 

0000 0000 0010 
000000000001 
0000 0000 0000 

Output Data and "Data Ready" 

Two's Complement 
0111 1111 1111 
011111111110 
011111111101 

0000 0000 0000 
1111 1111 1111 

1000 0000 0010 
1000 0000 0001 
1000 0000 0000 

The ClC935 has one internal pipeline delay. This means that a 
sample taken on the rising edge of CONVERT (tN) will appear at 
the output on the tN+1 clock cycle. The internally latched data from 
the previous conversion (tN.,) is latched to the digital outputs on 
the rising edge of CONVERT. The previous output data is 
guaranteed to be valid for at least tHLD after the rising edge of 
CONVERT and the new output data will be stable tDV after the 
rising edge of CONVERT (see timing diagram). 

Since the ClC935 has a synchronous interface, it does not 
require a separate Data Ready signal. The falling edge of the 
CONVERT should be used to generate the output latch clock 
Signal, or Data Readysignal, as required by the system. This will 
limit the bulk of the digital switching noise to a period well away 
from the sensitive analog processing inside the converter. The 
use of the rising edge of CONVERT for Data Ready, and buffer 
clocking signals, is not recommended. Separate drivers for 
CONVERT and output latch strobing should be used to minimize 
corruption and jitter in the CONVERT Signal. 

Digital Interface and Termination Differences 
All high-resolution AID converters are susceptible to perfor
mance degradation if interference from the digital outputs is 
allowed to couple back to the analog input. Capacitive coupling 
back to the AID input can result in increased harmonic distortion, 
or an elevated noise floor. This "noise" tends to be highly 
correlated to the input Signal, and is difficult to remove through 
standard DSP noise reduction techniques. To minimize this 
effect, the ClC935 employs ECl "compatible" outputs rather 
than larger swing TTL compatible outputs. Additional measures 
to reduce output-to-input coupling have resulted in some slight 
differences when interfacing to the ClC935 as compared with 
true ECL. 
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The most significant difference is that the ClC935 does not 
require standard ECl output terminations. Most ECl circuits 
require a 50n terminating resistor from each output to a -2.0V 
bias supply (this can be implemented with a Thevenin equivalent 
resistor network between ground and the -5.2V supply). These 
terminations, when coupled with very low ECl output imped
ance, allow transmission lines to be driven at very high speeds. 
Unfortunately, typical ECl output terminations tend to dissipate 
an appreciable amount of dc power while also creating significant 
ground currents during switching. A typical Thevenin equivalent 
termination consumes an average current of 25mA. This yields 
130mW per termination, which when multiplied by the 12 bits 
results in more than 1.5W being devoted to the terminations 
alone. 

CLC935 

-5.2V 

CLC935 Internal ECL Termination Circuit 

The ClC935 outputs are 10KH ECl logic compatible with 
internal constant-current pull-downs, and are designed to be 
connected directly to 1 OKH level inputs with no external termina
tion. The power dissipation in each termination is the 6mA 
standing current, multiplied by the 5.2V supply, or 31 mW per 
output. For a 12-bit converter, this represents 375mW. When 
compared to external Thevinen terminations, the power savings 
is1.2W. 

Output latching and Level Translation 
Parasitic capacitances and inductances should be minimized, 
when interfacing to the 935 outputs. Output latches (10176) or 
buffers should be placed as close as practical to the output pins. 
If these output latches drive a significant trace load on the same 
board as the converter, differential output latches (1 OE151) and 
trace routing should be used. 

** Do NOT Use Terminations 
* Use Standard EeL Terminations 

(MSB) D1 

(MSB) D1 

r:-' 0::.;,1 ",51_-l===;J 
~I 

.:::;l .. 10151 

D7 

I 
(lSS) D12 

DATA INV. >---<l-~ L . 
CLC935 

----- ----- -:"=_=iio.1~F- ---- -10114-

~I~ 
Optional DATA READY 500 VaB 

clock generation circuit. son 
Do N.OL.usa...CONVERT ~ 
and CONVERT directly. t,1J,1F 

Eel PROCESSING 
CIRCUITRY 

Recommended Output Buffering Circuits 

In many systems, DSP and other forms of processing will employ 
TTL or CMOS circuitry. The output logic levels of the ClC935 
will need to be translated to match those of the processing 
circuitry. Several options and translators exist to perform this 
task. Special care must be used if "1 0125"type circuits are used 
since these devices are not particularly suited to a high-resolu
tion, low-noise, analog environment. Other options include the 
105574. 

*** Follow Mfg. Recomendatlons 
** Do NOT Use Terminations . Use Standard Eel Terminations 

(MSB) Di( 

~ 
SN10KHT5574 ... 

(MSB) D1( .. . .. 
D6 

SN10KHT5574 *1 TTL PROCESSlNG 
CIRCUITRY .. 

."" D7 

I "" """ (LSB) D12 

,- ~ DATA INV. )--<l "---l READY 

-=- DATA "r=-CLC935 READY 

drawing #9 

ECL to TTl/CMOS Level Translator Options 

Power supplies, Grounding, and Bypassing 
To obtain the best possible performance from any high-speed 
device, the design engineer must pay close attention to power 
supplies, grounding and bypassing. This applies not only to the 
AID converter itself but throughout the system as well. 

The recommended supply decoupling scheme is as follows: One 
O.Q1I!F to 0.0331!F chip capacitor at every supply pin, with a 
+6.8I!F to + 1 OI!F tantalum for each of the four main supplies 
feeds (within a few inches of the ADC). Note that supply feeds 
with excessive digital switching noise may require separate 
filtering using ferrite beads, additional capacitance, or split 
supplies. Proper bypassing of all other integrated circuits, 
especially logic circuits, should minimize power supply and 
ground transients. 

All of the ClC935 grounds are internally connected. A single 
low-impedance ground plane is recommended for the ClC935. 
Split analog and digital grounds are not recommended for the 
ClC935. The SIGNAL GND is used internally for the track-and
hold and buffering amplifiers, while the other GROUND pins are 
essentially power supply returns. 

The SIGNAL GND pins (pins 39 & 40) are very sensitive nodes, 
and should have a solid, low-impedance, ground connection. 
The path that the input signal and its return currents follow must 
be isolated from other circuitry. Single-point grounding at the 
converter should minimize common impedance paths which 
would allow other signals to directly couple into the analog input, 
affecting accuracy. 
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Thermal Considerations 
The CLC935 dissipates approximately 5.2W. The following 
strategies can be applied to minimize junction temperatures: 

a) A thick copper ground plane ... an appreciable amount of heat 
is conducted out of the AID through its leads. 

b) A copper or aluminum stand-off between the ground plane 
and the bottom of the CLC935 package (thermal paste may 
be useful). 

c) A SIL PAD'" between the ground plane and the bottom of the 
CLC935 package. To maximize heat conduction leave a 
patch of exposed (no solder mask) ground plane under the 
CLC935. 

d) Moving air over the AID converter. 

Evaluation Board and Printed Circuit Board Layout 
The keys to a successful CLC935 layout are a substantial low
impedance ground plane, short connections (in and out of the 
converter), and proper power supply decoupling. The use of a 
socket for the CLC935 is specifically not recommended in the 
final system design. 

The CONVERT clock line traces should be equal length. If they 
are not equal, the edges may not arrive at the AID at the same 
time, which may allow the clock signals to more easily couple into 
the analog input. 

An evaluation board is available for the CLC935 (assembled -
"E935PCASM", or bare board - "730025"). The evaluation board 
can be used to quickly evaluate the performance of the CLC935. 
Use of the evaluation board as a model is highly recommended. 

Applications Support 
Comlinear Corporation maintains a staff of applications engi
neers who are available for design and applications assistance. 
They can be reached at (303) 226 0500. 
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~Comlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• radar processing 
• infrared processing/ electronic imaging 
• instrumentation 
• medical imaging 
• transient-signal recorders 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC936 is a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter hybrid, including 
voltage references, track-and-hold, and 12-bit quantizer with ECL 
compatible outputs. The CLC936 has been especially optimized for 
a Spurious-Free-Signal-Range of better than 70dB. The CLC936 
is constructed using advanced thin-film hybrid technology in a fully 
certified MIL -STD-1772 facility. 

Comprehensive dynamic testing on every part ensures that system 
performance goals will be met, including spurious-free-signal
range (SFSR) of 73dB@407kHz and 65dB@9.68MHz. This, 
coupled with an SNR specification of 64dB@9.68MHz, means that 
the CLC936 is ideally suited for use in areas such as radar and 
instrumentation signal processing. 

The CLC936 incorporates a complete two-pass subranging 
architecture, constructed from several high-speed building blocks. 
A broadband (135MHz) input amplifier buffers input Signals and 
provides an accurate drive signal to the on-board track-and-hold. 
Laser trimmed gain and offset circuits assure accurate matching 
unit to unit. The latched outputs of the CLC936 mean that only a 
convert clock, analog input, and power supplies are required for 
operation; internal logic generates all required timing signals. 

The CLC936AC is specified over a temperature range of O°C to 
+ 70°C, while the CLC936A8C is specified over a range of -55°C to 
+ 125°C. Both devices are packaged in 40-pin, 1 .1 in wide, ceramic 
DIPs (note: leads are side brazed for easy access and inspection). 
Contactfaclory for availability of "gull-wing" surface-mount versions. 

Ordering Information 

CLC936AC O°C to +70°C industrial version 

CLC936A8C -55°C to + 125°C MIL-STD-883, class B 

Both versions of the CLC936 are manufactured in Com linear's 
MIL -STD-1772 certified facility in Fort Collins, Colorado, U.S.A. 

Comlinear Corporation 
DS936.00 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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AID Converter 

FEATURES (typical): 
• 71dB spurious free signal range; f'N=4.97MHz 
• no missing codes guaranteed 
• O.7LSB differential linearity 
• small package (2.28in2) 

CONV) 
CONV) 

Block Diagram 

GAIN OFFSET OFFSET 
ADJ ADJ REF 

Y A 
vRE, 
A 

DATAINV 
V 

I REFERENCE] 1 
... : Y I 

i H I J 12-BIT 0·"""'" >I !'...uFlER SUBRANGING LATCH' , 
I I OUANTIZER BUFFER 

A A I A 

>-111 .... 00 
)ooj GENERATOR I 

Package Dimensions 

2.075 - 2.115 
52.71 - 53.72 

D1MSB 
D1:--SB 
D12LSB 

(303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
January 1993 



PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 

CLC936AC CLC936A8C 

Case Temperature +25·C O·C +25·C +70·C -55·C +25·C +125·C 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
small signal bandwidth V ,N = 1/4 FS 135 95 100 100 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth V,N = FS 125 75 75 75 MHz LSBW 
slew rate 450 300 300 300 VIIlS SR 
overvoltage recovery time V ,N = 2FS 14 25 25 25 ns OR 
effective aperture delay -0.4 -1.5 -2.0 -2.0 ns TA 
aperture jitter 1.25 2.5 2.0 2.0 pS(RMS) AJ 

NOISE and DISTORTION (20MSPS) 
• signal-to-noise ratio 

(not including harmonics) 407kHz; FS 65.6 61.0 63.0 63.0 dB SNRI 
4.978MHz; FS 64.3 60.0 62.0 62.0 dB SNR2 
9.685MHz; FS 64.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 dB SNR3 

• in-band harmonics 
407kHz; FS-ldB -73.2 -66.0 -66.0 -66.0 dBc IBHl 
4.978MHz; FS-ldB -71.0 -65.0 -65.0 -62.0 dBc IBH2 
9.685MHz; FS-ldB -65.0 -60.0 -60.0 -60.0 dBc IBH3 

• spurious-free-signal-range 
407kHz; FS-ldB 73.2 66.0 66.0 66.0 dB SFSRI 
4.978MHz; FS-ldB 71.0 65.0 65.0 62.0 dB SFSR2 
9.685MHz; FS-ldB 65.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 dB SFSR3 

intermodulation distortion 
(f,=4.95MHz@FS-6.5dB; f2=5.05MHz@FS-6.5dB) 75 dBc IMD 

noise-power-ratio 
(dc to xxMHz white noise; xxMHz slot) FS-12dB dB NPR 

DC ACCURACY and PERFORMANCE 
differential non-linearity dc; FS 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 LSB DNL 
integral non-linearity dc;FS 1.3 2.0 2.0 2.0 LSB INL 
missing codes a a a a codes MC 
bipolar offset error 3.0 12 10 15 mV VIO 

temperature coefficient 300 250 !lVrC DVIO 
bipolar gain error 1.2 2.2 2.0 2.2 %FS GE 

temperature coefficient 0.07 0.05 %FSrC DVIO 

ANALOG INPUT PERFORMANCE 
analog input bias current 10 45 25 35 JlA IBN 

temperature coefficient 100 250 100 nArC DIBN 
analog input resistance 80 50 50 kQ RIN 
analog input capacitance 3.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 pF CIN 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
• supply current (+ V cc = +5.0V) 20MSPS no load 127 160 160 160 mA ICC 
• supply current (-VEE = -5.2V)4 20MSPS no load 770 960 960 960 mA lEE 
• supply current (+V, = + 15.0V) 20MSPS no load 12 20 20 20 mA 11 
• supply current (-V2 = -15.0V) 20MSPS no load 38 50 50 50 mA 12 

nominal power dissipation4 20MSPS no load 5.4 W PD 

Note I: Parameters preceded by an • are 100% tesled. AC units are tesled a125°C and guaranteed at DoC and 70°C. 

Note 2: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the ser.,.iceability of the circuit may be impaired. Functional 
operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Nole 3: Junction lemperalure rise above case ~ 16°C; geA~16°CIW; 9CA~7°CIW@500LFPM. Use of a SIL-PAD" #550007. from Berquist (1-800-347-4572), can lower 
case-Io-ambienl rise; eeA ~ 12°CIW@slili air, 12in' ground-plane; eeA~3.4°CIW@1 OOLFPM, 12in' ground-plane. 

Note 4: Planned product improvements are expected to lower -S.2V supply current, as well as nominal power dissipation. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice 
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PARAMETER' CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOLQ) 

CLC936AC CLC936A8C 

Case Temperature +25·C O·C +25·C +70·C -55·C +25·C +125·C 

DIGITAL INPUTS 
input voltage 

input current 

._-------
DIGITAL OUTPUTS 

output voltage 

TIMING 
maximum conversion rate 
minimum conversion rate 
data hold time 
output propagation delay 

positive supply voltage ( + Vee) 
positive supply voltage (+V,) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 
negative supply voltage (-V,) 

logic LOW 
logic HIGH 
logic LOW 
logic HIGH 

logic LOW 
logic HIGH 

differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range (Full Scale) 
digital output current sinking 

0 
6 
10 

-1.5 
-1.1 
1.0 
1.0 

-1.5 
-1.1 

20 
0 
3 
15 

+SV 
+ISV 
-S.2V 
-ISV 

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 -1.1 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 -1.1 

20 20 20 
0 0 0 
4 3 3 
15 15 15 

positive supply voltage (+ Vee) 
positive supply voltage (+V,) 
negative supply voltage ( -VEE) 
negative supply voltage (-V,) 

-1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 
1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 

-1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 

20 20 
0 0 
4 3 
15 15 

differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range 
DIGITAL input voltage range 
gain and offset adjust voltage range 

V VIL 
V VIH 
mA ilL 
mA IIH 

V VOL 
V VOH 

MSPS CR 
MSPS CRM 
ns THLD 
ns TDV 

-O.S to +7.0V 
-0.St0+1BV 

sourcing 
digital input voltage range 

<10mV 
±IV 

6mA(max) 
6mA(max) 

-2.0V to O.OV output short circuit duration (one pin to ground) 
Junction Temperature 

+O.S to -7.0V 
+O.S to -1 B.OV 

200mV 
-VEE to +Vee 

+O.SV to -VEE 
-VEE to +Vee 

Infinite 
+17S·C 

Timing Diagram 

Effective 
Aperature Delay 

Sample 
N 

Sample 
N + 1 

Operating Temperature Range' 
CLC936AC 
CLC936ABC 

Storage Temperature Range 
Lead Solder Duration (+300·C) 

Analog Sample 

:;:~ERT -, Ht'~T;:-"t= ~ 
"'w,~~ ~~ ~ ~ 
1~ 

g~:~ut -N---2.......!...I---'X N -1 X N X'---N-+-l---( 
I 1'- Note: t DV ~ tHLD + Data Bit Skew 
~ ~tDV 
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Analog-to-Digital converters are specified in many ways. As a 
component achieves higher performance, its specifications and 
their definitions can become more critical. Fortunately, the vast 
number of converter applications can generally be placed into 
one of two classes. These are processed data and non
processed data applications. The disiinction seems quite 
simple but the split implies a completely different approach in 
specifying AID converters for a given application. 

The processed data area includes the frequency domain 
applications which employ Fourier processing (FFT). Also in 
this category are the highly averaged applications, usually 
concerned with low noise. In each case, the converter's data is 
averaged or convolved mathematically. This processing reduces 
the apparent noise level in the output data. For FFTs, the noise 
is simply spread over a large number of frequency bins. For 
simple averaging approaches, the gaussian distribution of noise 
is greatly reduced, appearing to increase the converter's 
resolution. Processed applications include radar, network and 
spectrum analyzers, communications receivers, etc. 

The non-processed applications tend to take the converter's 
data in its original form with very little processing. This means 
that the noise reduction benefits of the processed applications 
are not seen. The non-processed area is composed primarily 
of time domain applications like imaging, DSO's, ultrasound, 
etc. 

The processed vs. non-processed issue has several implications 
in terms of converter specifications. For the non-processed 
(time domain) systems the dominant converter specifications 
deal with noise (SNR) and converter accuracy (DNL). The 
converter's quantization noise and input stage noise dominate 
converter accuracy. The harmonic distortion (primarily INL) of 
the converter is generally of little interest given that most time 
domain applications present data for visual analysiS and tend to 
focus on "local" accuracy rather than over the full input range. 
"Local" accuracy is best described through the standard noise 
measurements, such as SNR and DNL. 

In the frequency domain application areas, the noise of the 
converter is processed to the point where, for almost all 
systems, it is no longer of issue. This is manifested as a 
reduction in the apparent noise floor. The actual RMS noise is 
not reduced, but is spread over more and more frequency bins 
as processing levels are increased. Unfortunately, the harmonic 
distortion performance of the converter is not affected by 
increased processing. This makes the harmonic performance, 
or more specifically the spurious performance, the dominant 
error source for frequency domain applications. SFSR becomes 
the dominant specification for determining converterperformance 
in the frequency domain. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is the ratio of the power contained 
in the fundamental signal compared to the power contained in 
the entire noise floor. That is to say all individual noise components 
are added together to arrive at an integrated noise power. For 
SNR, harmonic power is excluded from the noise measurement. 
SNR is particularly important in time domain applications like 
digital image processing and infrared imaging, where conversion 
accuracy can be heavily degraded by integrated noise. 

Signal-to-Noise-and-Distortion (SINAD) is the ratio of the 
fundamental signal power to the power at all other frequencies. 
This includes all noise as well as all harmonics. SINAD is a worst 

case specification for AID converters, combining variables from 
both frequency and time domains. The value of SINAD in high
performance converter applications is not clear since it does not 
accurately predict the best converter for a given application. 
Because applications tend to fall intotimedomain/non-processed 
orfrequencydomain/processed applications, those specifications 
more directly related to the application should be the primary 
focus in selecting the converter. 

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is the combined power of a 
specified number of harmonics, compared to the power of the 
fundamental signal. Harmonics are located at predictable 
frequencies, spaced at integer multiples of the fundamental 
signal. For example, a 1 MHz fundamental would generate 
harmonics at 2MHz, 3MHz, 4MHz, ... and so on. In practice, only 
the first five harmonics contribute significantly to THD, although 
more may be included in the measurement. THD does nottend 
to apply well in frequency domain applications which are by their 
nature very SFSR oriented. In time domain applications, THD 
is indicative of full-scale input range distortion, however the 
high-performance time domain applications are generally most 
interested in local distortion performance. Local distortion and 
accuracy is dominated by DNL. The use oITHD for applications 
requiring local performance is not likely to yield accurate or 
repeatable results in selecting the correct converter. 

Spurious-Free-Signal-Range (SFSR) is the "clean" dynamic 
range of the converter, free from harmonic and spurious Signals. 
SFSR is ratio of the power of the fundamental compared to the 
power olthe next largest component in the frequency spectrum. 
The SFSR specification is especially important to frequency 
domain applications which perform Fouriertransforms to analyze 
the converter's output data. Processed applications like radar 
and network analyzers are typical areas where SFSR offers a 
direct prediction of converter's performance at both the system 
and component levels. SFSR is the single best specification for 
selecting aconverterto be used in a frequency domain application. 

In-Band Harmonics (IBH) is the ratio of the power of the 
fundamental compared to the power of the single largest 
harmonic. This specification is very similar to SFSR, but since 
it only considers a fairly limited number of harmonics, it is 
potentially an incomplete gauge of converter performance. 
SFSR is more stringent and should be used whenever possible 
in lieu of IBH. 

Jf 
I-i-- Fundamental Reference Level 

Spurious Free Dynamic Range 

10dB/DIV (Typically) 

.... Harmonics Noise 

I I " " I 
1.11 .11 . .1. .1.llhLI •. JLJ..~1I ~J11II~~"J,jlhlll.uh,II,.d~~1 

DC Increasing Frequencv ----. Nyquist 

Typical Frequency Spectrum and its Components 
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Some of the performance plots that follow require more expla
nation than is feasible in the caption. This section goes into more 
detail as to how these plots were generated, and how they might 
be interpreted. Additional information can be found in the 
application note AD-01 ... Designing with High-Performance 
AID converters" 

Spectral Plots 
The output frequency spectrum is shown for input frequencies of 
404KHz, 1.85MHz, 4.978MHz and 9.685MHz. All of these plots 
were generated with a20MSPS Clock. Fourthousand point (4K) 
FFT's were taken, using a Blackmann-Harris window and the 
power spectra were averaged over 10 cycles to accentuate the 
harmonics and reduce variance in the noise level. The plots 
show the frequency spectrum from dc to the 10MHz Nyquist 
frequency for 20MSPS. 

SFSR and SNR vs Input level Plots 
As the signal level is reduced from full scale, the noise level 
remains relatively constant. This results in a backward declining 
straight line shown as SNR vs Input Amplitude. In some 
converters the 'noise' is not independent of the input signal level 
and hence the line may not be straight. The 74dB theoretical limit 
on SNR is shown with the -1 dB/dB backward declining slope for 
reference. The CLC936 noise performance parallels this refer
ence, and indicates that noise performance is relatively uniform 
for all analog input levels. 

The SFSR performance is somewhat less uniform. As the ratio 
of the largest non-fundamental frequency component relative to 
the fundamental, it is more susceptible to random variations in 
the spectrum. The input power was measured at the AID 
converter. For each amplitude a 4K point FFT was taken and 
analyzed to determine the SNR and SFSR. The vertical scale is 
measured in dBc, this is dB relative to the test signal, and the 
horizontal scale is dB-FS which is dB relative to the converter's 
full-scale analog input range. 

Two Tone Linearity Spectrum 
In a linear system, the input signal can be viewed mathematically 
as a superposition of sinusoids (Fourier Transform). The system 
output can be predicted by the superpositioning of the individual 
effects on each of the sinusoid inputs. For example, if a linear 
network is presented with a single tone signal F, and the result 
is an attenuation by a factor A" and it is then presented with 
another frequency F, attenuated by A, through the system, then 
the expected output for an input of F,+F, would be A,F, + A,F,. 

If the network is not linear, the output will contain frequency 
components in addition to those present at the input. The most 
common frequencies likely to be present in the output are at 

MF,±NF" where M and N are integers, and F, and F,arethetwo 
input frequencies. In the two-tone linearity plot, the input to the 
CLC936 consists of 4.95MHz and 5.05MHz superpositioned 
sinusoids. Intermodulation terms on the order of -80dBc confirm 
the CLC936's excellent linearity. 

SNR, and SFSR vs Input Frequency 
These plots shows the variation in converter performance 
relative to analog input frequency. Input frequencies to about 
65MHz (the FUII-Power-Bandwidth) are included, and should be 
useful for over-sampling applications. Beyond the full-power
bandwidth, performance for large signals degrades quickly. The 
small-signal-bandwidth (measured with analog inputs below 
200mV pp) performance does not degrade until around 135MHz. 

SFSR vs Conversion Rate 
There are several critical timing processes inside the converter, 
including the track time, the time allowed for settling of internal 
nodes, and time to perform the coarse and fine quantizations. 
When a rising edge of CONVERT is detected, a pre-timed 
sequence of events is set into motion. Accordingly the perfor
mance of the CLC936 is very independent of clock rate, up to the 
specified speed of 20MSPS, after which performance can 
degrade rapidly. 

Digital output skew plot 
The digital outputs make their transition T DVns after the rising 
edge of the CONVERT signal. The actual time to this transition 
varies slightly from output bit to output bit. The amount of this 
variation is small, and well within the timing needs for this type 
of system. In the Bit Skew plot, all 12 output bits are shown for 
various transitions. As can be seen, the total variation, bit-to-bit, 
is about 2ns. 

Pulse response plots 
This plot has been generated with a 1 Vpp flat top pulse input 
signal with a 600ps rise time and a 20.000549MHz repetition 
rate. The input signal is effectively aliased to 549Hz when 
sampled at 20MSPS. 

A sequence of 4096 samples will now represent an equivalent 
time window of IOns. Any slew rate limitations, ringing or other 
non-idealities in the AID analog input stage will now be apparent 
in the aliased output signal. As can be seen from the plots, the 
only non-ideality is a bandwidth limitation, which limits the time 
to an accurate sample to about 7ns. If your input Signal is a step 
function, such as a CCD outputorT/H output, this means thatthe 
sample should be taken at least 7ns after the start of the 
transition. 
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GROUND 40 SIGNAL GROUND 
+Vcc, +5.0V 39 VIN 
-Vee, -5.2V 38 SIGNAL GROUND 

DNC (T/H OUTPUT) 37 OFFSET REFERENCE 
DNC 36 OFFSET ADJUST 

(INVERTED MSB) D1 35 VREF OUT 
(MSB) D1 34 +15V 

D2 33 GAIN ADJUST 
D3 32 -15V 
D4 10 31 -Vee, -5.2V 
D5 11 30 GROUND 
D6 12 29 DNC 
D7 13 28 DNC 
D8 14 27 -Vee, -5.2V 
D9 15 26 +Vcc, +5.0V 

D10 16 25 DATA INV. 
D11 17 24 CONVERT 

(lSB) D12 18 23 CONVERT 
DNC 19 22 -Vee, -5.2V 
DNC 21 GROUND 

Eel-level Digital Inputs 
CONVERT, CONVERT "Differential Convert Command" initiates a new conversion cycle on the rising edge of CONVERT. 
Pins 23, 24 

DATAINV 
Pin 25 

DATA INVERT is an active HIGH (grounded) ECl input which causes the data outputs [D2 to 
(lSB) D12] to be inverted, In normal operation, DATA INV is left floating or tied to ECl logic lOW. 

Eel-level Digital Outputs 
(MSB) D1-D12 Digital Data Outputs. D1 is the MSB; D12 is the lSB. In their normal state, the digital outputs offer 
Pins lt~ 18 Offset Binary output coding. 

(MSB)D1 
Pin 6 

Analog Input 
V ,N 
Pin 39 

Gain Adjust 
Pin 33 

Offset Adjust 
Pin 36 

Offset Reference 
Pin 37 

Miscellaneous 
VAEF 
Pin 35 

D.N.C 
Pins 5, 19, 20, 28, 29 

DNC (T/H Output) 
Pin4 

Power and Ground 

Inverted version of the MSB, used for 2's Complement coding. 

Analog input with a 2V pp input range from +1 V to -1 V. 

The GAIN ADJUST has a +4V to + 1 V input range and scales the analog input full-scale range by 
-10% to +10% respectively. If unused, Gain Adjust should be left floating. 

The OFFSET ADJUST has a GROUND to OFFSET REFERENCE input range and scales the analog 
input offset by ±0.1 V. If unused, Offset Adjust should be left floating. 

The OFFSET REFERENCE tracks gain adjustments and is used for offset voltage adjust. 

VAEF is a highly stable +2.500V voltage reference. (Recommended current drain ,;;2mA.) 

Do Not Connect. 

Internal Track-and-Hold output voltage test point. Do not Connect. 

+5V, Pins 2,26; + 15V, Pin 34; -5.2V, Pins 3, 22, 27, 31; -15V, Pin 32; GROUND, Pins 1,21,30,38, 40. 
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In high-speed data acquisition systems, overall performance is 
usually determined by the AID converter. Accordingly, special 
attention should be given to the converter, its operation, and its 
environment. To assist in this process, information on these 
critical items has been included in this data sheet. Additional 
information on using high-performance AID converters can also 
be found in Com linear Corporation application note AD-Ol. 

Principle of Operation 
The CLC936 is a complete two step, subranging AID converter, 
with input buffering, internal track-and-hold, quantizer, and all 
necessary voltage references. The block diagram for the 
converter is shown below. 

A" 

CONV B 01 U 
F 

CONV 
F 
E 
R 12 

CLC936 Functional Block Diagram 

The conversion cycle is initiated on the rising edge of the 
CONVERT signal. The analog input is sampled bythetrack-and
hold amplifier and is then digitized with an 8-bit digitizer. The 6 
MSBs of this conversion are the "coarse-quantization", which 
drive a 14-bit accurate DAC to match the input level. The DAC 
output is then subtracted from the original analog input to 
generate an error signal, which is then digitized. The two digitized 
results are combined to form the 12-Bit accurate output. Error 
correction and output buffering are also provided by the CLC936. 

Analog Input Driving Circuits 
The high dynamic range of the CLC936 places high demands on 
any analog processing circuitry that precedes the converter. 
This is particularly true in the area of harmonic distortion where 
the CLC936's performance often exceeds -72dBc. Fortunately 
the CLC936 employs an internal buffer for the analog input, and 
external buffering circuits are usually not required. Both the 
CLC207 and the CLC409 amplifiers can be configured for better 
than -80dBc harmonic distortion (note thatthe CLC409 does not 
support 12-bit settling performance necessary for "time domain" 
applications). This makes them ideal choices for any analog 
signal conditioning or buffering that may be required. 

Analog Input Buffering 

Gain Adjust 
The CLC936 input range can be adjusted ±1 0% from its nominal 
±1 V range. The input range is controlled by adjusting the gain 
of the internal input buffer. This gain is controlled by the applied 

voltage at the GAIN ADJUST (pin33). The relationship between 
applied voltage at pin 33 and the analog input range is: 

analog input range; ± [2V + (0.129)(V GAIN ADJUST - 2.5V)) 

GAIN ADJUST pin(33) Analog Input Range 
Voltage 

- ----f~OIT----------:r:aV;,:----

2.5V or open 2.0Vpp 

_____ ~~~ ______ ~ _ 2.2V pp ___ _ 

2500 

Analog Input Range Adjust Circuit 

o 
ro 
~ 
0) 

A resistor from GAIN ADJUST to ground provides a second 
method of adjusting the analog input range. This technique will 
decrease the converter's gain and increase the analog input 
range. 

R '" .J}4 - 4,800L'. 

• 
Where A is the gain change 
factor,Le 0.01 equals 1% Change. 

CLC936 GAIN 
ADJUST 

33 

Alternate Input Range Adjust Circuit • 

Offset Adjust 
Typically the center of the ±1 V analog input range is laser 
trimmed to OV during construction. By applying a voltage at the 
OFFSET ADJUST (pin 36), the analog input offset can be 
adjusted approximately ±10DmV around ground. The applied 
voltage at pin 36 can range from GROUND to VOFFSETREFERENCE' 
IftheOFFSET REFERENCE (pin 37) voltage is used to generate 
the applied OFFSET ADJUST voltage, adjustments inthe analog 
input range offset will track any adjustments made to the analog 
input range gain. Analog input range gain and offset adjustments 
are tightly coupled when the OFFSET REFERENCE is used to 
generate the OFFSET ADJUST applied voltage. Self-calibration 
techniques for adjusting offset and gain should use OFFSET 
REFERENCE in adjusting the offset. 

Analog input offset and gain adjustments can be made indepen
dent of each other if the V REF OUT (pin 35) is used to generate the 
applied OFFSET ADJUST voltage instead of the OFFSET 
REFERENCE voltage. If the V REF OUT approach is adopted, the 
CLC936 offset and gain will be independent of each other, but will 
likely need an iterative adjustment approach where both offset 
and gain are successively adjusted until the desired result is 
obtained. 
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Offset Adjust Range 
pin (36) 

V OFFSET REFERENCE 
open 

GROUND 

Voffset REF' pin (37) is 
nominally +3.1 V and 
ranges from +3.4V to 
+2.8V depending on 
the specific GAIN 
ADJUST voltage at 
pin 33. 

OFFSET 
REFEREN E 

2K 

t.SK 

Analog Input Offset 

+100mV 
OmV 

-100mV 

OFFSET 
ADJUST 

36 

Offset Adjust Range 

VoffsetREF 
to 

( Voffset REF - 1.8V); 

1·.3~~~ig~n. 

Offset Adjust Circuit 

The OFFSET ADJUST and GAIN ADJUST pins are very sensi
tive to noise; and should be bypassed to ground with 0.11JF 
ceramic capacitors. lithe OFFSET ADJUST and GAIN ADJUST 
pins are not used, then they should be left floating. 

CONVERT Clock Generation 
All high-speed high-resolution AID converters are sensitive to 
the CONVERT clock quality. With a full scale 7MHz analog input 
signal, the slew rate at the OV crossing is 90lSB/ns. An error 
(jitter) of as little as 5ps in the clock edge will yield a 0.5lSB error 
at the AID output. This is as great or greater than any other error 
source likely to be present. This type of clock error or clock jitter 
is most easily seen in the form of poor SNR (signal-to-noise 
ratio). If the SNR is below expectations, clock jitter should be 
investigated. 

SNRMAJ(= 20Log 

where ... 

jitterRMS =V(clockjitterRMsl2 + (analog jitterRMsl2 

It should also be noted that jitter in the analog input source will 
have the same detrimental effect on SNR. Analog input signal 
jitter is usually only a problem in evaluation setups, and does 
not generally present a problem in full systems. 

low-jitter crystal controlled oscillators make the best CONVERT 
clock sources. lithe CONVERT clock is generated from another 
type of source, by gating, dividing or other method, it should be 
registered by the original clock as the last step. This should keep 
jitter terms from compounding. 

CQNV 

CONV 

30n 130n ClC936 
-5.2V 

Sine to ECl Conversion Circuit 

For variable frequency CONVERT clocks, low-phase-noise fre
quency synthesizers like the Fluke 6080A or the HP8662 are 
good choices. Sinusoidal sources of this type will require a sine
to-ECl conversion circuit, such as the one above. This circuit 
operates consistently with low level inputs (OdBm), but is sensi
tive to noise (jitter) from the synthesizer. By maintaining a larger 
input level (>+6dBm), the 1 0114 jitter contribution can be greatly 
minimized. 

Output Coding 
The ClC936 is capable of producing four possible digital output 
formats: offset binary, two's complement, and their inverted 
versions. In offset binary the outputs count from OOOh to FFFh, 
as the input varies from -FS (full-scale) to +FS. For two's 
complement output coding, the MSB in the offset binary format 
is inverted. On the ClC936, this is achieved by using the D1 
(MSB) (pin 6) output rather than the D1 (MSB) (pin 7). When 
using inverted coding formats, the data outputs D2 - D12(lSB) 
are inverted bytying DATA INV (pin 25) toan ECl logic HIGH (or 
grounding). For non-inverted operation DATA INV should be left 
floating, or tied to an ECl logic lOW. 

Analog Input 
+FS·1 LSB 
+FS-2 LSBs 
+FS-3 LSBs 

mid-scale + II LSB 
mid-scale' II LSB 

-FS +2 LSBs 
-FS+ 1 LSB 
-FS 

Offset Binary 
111111111111 
111111111110 
111111111101 

1000 0000 0000 
011111111111 

0000 0000 0010 
0000 0000 0001 
0000 0000 0000 

Output Data and "Data Ready" 

Two's Complement 
011111111111 
011111111110 
011111111101 

0000 0000 0000 
111111111111 

1000 0000 0010 
1000 0000 0001 
1000 0000 0000 

The ClC936 has one internal pipeline delay. This means that a 
sample taken on the rising edge of CONVERT (tN) will appear at 
the output on the tN+l clock cycle. The internally latched data from 
the previous conversion (tN•, ) is latched to the digital outputs on 
the rising edge of CONVERT. The previous output data is 
guaranteed to be valid for at least tHLD after the rising edge of 
CONVERT and the new output data will be stable tDV after the 
rising edge of CONVERT (see timing diagram). 

Since the ClC936 has a synchronous interface, it does not 
require a separate Data Ready signal. The falling edge of the 
CONVERT should be used to generate the output latch clock 
Signal, or Data Ready Signal, as required by the system. This will 
limit the bulk of the digital switching noise to a period well away 
from the sensitive analog processing inside the converter. The 
use of the rising edge of CONVERT for Data Ready, and buffer 
clocking signals, is not recommended. Separate drivers for 
CONVERT and output latch strobing should be used to minimize 
corruption and jitter in the CONVERT signal. 

Digital Interface and Termination Differences 
All high-resolution AID converters are susceptible to perfor
mance degradation if interference from the digital outputs is 
allowed to couple back to the analog input. Capacitive coupling 
back to the AID input can result in increased harmonic distortion, 
or an elevated noise floor. This "noise" tends to be highly 
correlated to the input signal, and is difficult to remove through 
standard DSP noise reduction techniques. To minimize this 
effect, the ClC936 employs ECl "compatible" outputs rather 
than larger swing TTL compatible outputs. Additional measures 
to reduce output-to-input coupling have resulted in some slight 
differences when interfacing to the ClC936 as compared with 
true ECL. 
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The most significant difference is that the ClC936 does not 
require standard ECl output terminations. Most ECl circuits 
require a 50£1 terminating resistor from each output to a -2.0V 
bias supply (this can be implemented with a Thevenin equivalent 
resistor network between ground and the -5.2V supply). These 
terminations, when coupled with very low ECl output imped
ance, allow transmission lines to be driven at very high speeds. 
Unfortunately, typical ECl output terminations tend to dissipate 
an appreciable amount of dc power while also creating significant 
ground currents during switching. A typical Thevenin equivalent 
termination consumes an average current of 25mA. This yields 
130mW per termination, which when multiplied by the 12 bits 
results in more than 1.5W being devoted to the terminations 
alone. 

ClC936 

-5.2V 

ClC936 Internal ECl Termination Circuit 

The ClC936 outputs are 10KH ECl logic compatible with 
internal constant-current pull-downs, and are designed to be 
connected directly to 1 OKH level inputs with no external termina
tion. The power dissipation in each termination is the 6mA 
standing current, multiplied by the 5.2V supply, or 31mW per 
output. For a 12-bit converter, this represents 375mW. When 
compared to external Thevinen terminations, the power savings 
is1.2W. 

Output latching and level Translation 
Parasitic capacitances and inductances should be minimized, 
when interfacing to the 936 outputs. Output latches (10176) or 
buffers should be placed as close as practical to the output pins. 
If these output latches drive a significant trace load on the same 
board as the converter, differential output latches (10E151) and 
trace routing should be used. 

** Do NOT Use Terminations 
* Use Standard Eel Terminations 

"----" t'0""",5''--_l===~ (MSB) 01 ~. r-o-:-::-•• 
(MSB) 01 >--:--0 

~ .. 10151 

07 

(LSS) 012 

DATA lNV. }---<l-~ L 
ClC936 

0--11 0.1"F J ~'4 
Optional DATA READY SOQ J: MVeB 
clock generation circuit. .~~~ 
Do NOL.use.....CONVERT ---rn-
and CONVERT directly. t·1}lF 

I 
. 

Eel PROCESSING 
CIRCUITRY 

Recommended Output Buffering Circuits 

In many systems, DSP and other forms of processing will employ 
TIL or CMOS circuitry. The output logic levels of the ClC936 
will need to be translated to match those of the processing 
circuitry. Several options and translators exist to perform this 
task. Special care must be used if "10125" type circuits are used 
since these devices are not particularly suited to a high-resolu
tion, low-noise, analog environment. Other options include the 
105574. 

F II Mf R d t' *** 0 ow g. ecomen a Ions 
** Do NOT Use Terminations . Use Standard Eel Terminations 

(MSB) 01 

~ 
SNlQ!(HT5574 ... 

(MBB) 01 

** ... 
06 

SN10KHT55711 
TTL PROCESSING 

CIRCUITRY .. . .. 
07 

I .. . .. 
(lSB) 012 

,- ~ 
DATA INV. )--<I ~ READY 

ClC936 
-=- DATA *r-READY 

drawing #9 

ECl to TIL/CMOS level Translator Options 

Power supplies, Grounding, and Bypassing 
To obtain the best possible performance from any high-speed 
device, the design engineer must pay close attention to power 
supplies, grounding and bypassing. This applies not only to the 
AID converter itself but throughout the system as well. 

The recommended supply decoupling scheme is as follows: One 
0.011!F to 0.0331!F chip capacitor at every supply pin, with a 
+6.8I!F to +10I!F tantalum for each of the four main supplies 
feeds (within a few inches of the ADC). Note that supply feeds 
with excessive digital switching noise may require separate 
filtering using ferrite beads, additional capacitance, or split 
supplies. Proper bypassing of all other integrated circuits, 
especially logic circuits, should minimize power supply and 
ground transients. 

All of the ClC936 grounds are internally connected. A single 
low-impedance ground plane is recommended for the ClC936. 
Split analog and digital grounds are not recommended for the 
ClC936. The SIGNAL GND is used internally for the track-and
hold and buffering amplifiers, while the other GROUND pins are 
essentially power supply returns. 

The SIGNAL GND pins (pins 39 & 40) are very sensitive nodes, 
and should have a solid, low-impedance, ground connection . 
The path that the input signal and its return currents follow must 
be isolated from other circuitry. Single-point grounding at the 
converter should minimize common impedance paths which 
would allow other signals to directly couple into the analog input, 
affecting accuracy. 
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Thermal Considerations 
The CLC936 dissipates approximately 5.4W. The following 
strategies can be applied to minimize junction temperatures: 

a) A thick copper ground plane ... an appreciable amount of heat 
is conducted out of the AID through its leads. 

b) A copper or aluminum stand-off between the ground plane 
and the bottom of the CLC936 package (thermal paste may 
be useful). 

c) A SIL PAD® between the ground plane and the bottom of the 
CLC936 package. To maximize heat conduction leave a 
patch of exposed (no solder mask) ground plane under the 
CLC936. 

d) Moving air over the AID converter. 

Evaluation Board and Printed Circuit Board Layout 
The keys to a successful CLC936 layout are a substantial low
impedance ground plane, short connections (in and out of the 
converter), and proper power supply decoupling. The use of a 
socket for the CLC936 is specifically not recommended in the 
final system design. 

The CONVERT clock line traces should be equal length. If they 
are not equal, the edges may not arrive at the AID at the same 
time, which may allow the clock signals to more easily couple into 
the analog input. 

An evaluation board is available for the CLC936 (assembled -
"E935PCASM", orbare board - "730025"). The evaluation board 
can be used to quickly evaluate the performance of the CLC936. 
Use of the evaluation board as a model is highly recommended. 

RI3andRI4oplion8Vnolreoommended 
connactUSloanalog-S2V 

NomlnallyO.lmF ,+, 
COnverllnput 

2V .. T04V", 

J' 

1 JP4 

ONO 

CON' 

~~:!~~a?~y~rebkl 
from connector 

R8 
1.5K 

Vcc 0-0 GND 

V££ 0--0 -5.2 

" 1.5K 

ONO 

Analog 

'"'" ±1' 

-5,2 

Applications Support 
Comlinear Corporation maintains a staff of applications engi
neers who are available for design and applications assistance. 
They can be reached at (303) 226-0500. 

-15V +15V +5.0V -S.2V 

B 
U 
F 
F 
E 
R 

D1 

D12 

Recommended Power Supply Decoupling Scheme 

us 
MC100E151FN 

Dllt.1SB 
DIMSB 

'" " 00\ 
00 
D4\ 
D4 

'" D5 
Del 

'" 

" D7 
08' 
08 

"" D9 
O1m 
010 
011\ 
011 
0121LSB 
012lSB 

Di3\ 
0t3 
0141 
014 

Complete System Circuit 
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~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 

• radar processing 
• FUR processingl electronic imaging 
• instrumentation 
• medical imaging 
• transient-signal recorders 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC937 is a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter subsystem, 
including 12-bitquantizer, internal track-and-hold, references, and 
ECL compatible digital outputs. The CLC937 has been especially 
optimized for a Spurious-Free-Signal-Range of better than 70dB. 
The CLC937 is constructed using advanced thin-film hybrid 
technology in a fully certified MIL-STO-1772 facility. 

Comprehensive dynamic testing on every part inll;!;IRMthat system 
performance goals will be met, including spLlt'iQtjs-free-signal
range (SFSR) of 65dB@9.22MHz;'Thi&,coupled with an SNR 
specification of65dB@9.22MHz, meaO$thatthe CLC937 is ideally 
suited for use in areas like rCldSrClnd· instrumentation signal 
processing. 

The CLC937 incord()rafl.it:omPlete't\NQ-pats subranging 
architecture, constl1,!~eilt{ro'm several,hlgh-speed building blocks. 
A broadband (1~j'iriputClmp\iflerbuffers input signals and 
provides an .acctiraterlrive s.i9nal to.theon-board track-and-hold. 
Lasertrili\m~gairi and offsefassure accurate matching unit to 
unit The !atched outputs of the CLC937 mean that only a convert 
clock, $nalog input, and power supplies are required for operation; 
internarlogic generates all required timing signals. 

The CLC937 AC is specified over a temperature range of ODC to 
+ 70DC, while the CLC937 ABC is specified over a range of -55DC to 
+125DC. Both devices are packaged in 40-pin, 1.1 in wide, ceramic 
01 Ps (note: leads are side brazed for easy access and inspection). 
Contact factory for availability of "gull-wing" surface-mount versions. 

Ordering Information 

CLC937AC ODC to + 70DC industrial version 

CLC937ABC -55DC to +125DC MIL-STO-BB3, class B 

Available summer of 1993. 

Both versions of the CLC937 are manufactured in Comlinear's 
MIL-STO-1772 certified facility in Fort Collins,Colorado, U.S.A. 

Comlinaar Corporation 
DS937.00(Preliminary) 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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12-Bit, 25.6MSPS ~ 
...... 

AID Converter 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 72dB spurious free signal range; f,N=404kHz 
• no missing codes guaranteed 
• O.7LSB differential linearity 
• small package (2.2Bin2) 

Preliminary 
Data 

Block Diagram 

Package Dimensions 

01 ~l.~~:~;.~ 1 0.008-0.018 

1.100 BSe (0.20 r 0.46) 

(27'94IBS[C) tT 
b,. 1.096 BSC 

(27'lBSC) 

-I ~~5~:=~:~f 
PIN NO.1 --I L 0.050 Bse 

I~ (1.27BSC) 

0.015-0.070.1. ~ 
(0.38 -1.78) 0.175 BSC 

(4.45 BSC) 

r--~~~ ~ 
1.892-1.906 0.014-0,026 

(48.06 _ 48.46) (0.36 - 0.66) 

(303) 228-0500 F~(303)226-0564 

January 1993 
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PARAMETER CONDITIONS TYP MAX & MIN RATINGS UNITS SYMBOL 
CLC937AC CLC937A8C 

Case Temperature +25'C O'C +25'C +70'C -55'C +25'C +125'C 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
small signal bandwidth V ,N = 1/4 FS 150 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth V ,N = FS 150 MHz LSBW 
slew rate 350 V/IlS SR 
overvoltage recovery time V ,N =2FS 14 ns OR 
effective aperture delay 0.4 ns TA 
aperture jitter 1.25 pS(RMS) AJ 

NOISE and DISTORTION (25,6MSPS) 
signal-ta-noise ratio 

(not including harmonics) 404kHz; FS 66 dB SNR1 
4.996MHz; FS 66 dB SNR2 
9.220MHz; FS 65 dB SNR3 

in-band harmon ics 
404kHz; FS-1dB -72 dBc IBH1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB -70 dBc IBH2 
9.220MHz; FS-1dB -68 dBc IBH3 

spurious-free-signal-range 
404kHz; FS-1dB 72 dB SFSR1 
4.996MHz; FS-1dB 70 dB SFSR2 
9.220MHz; FS-1dB 68 dB SFSR3 

intermodulation distortion 
(f,=4.95MHz@FS-6.5dB; f,=5.05MHz@FS-6.5dB) dBc IMD 

noise-power-ratio 
(dc to xxMHz white noise; xxMHz slot) dB NPR 

DC ACCURACY and PERFORMANCE 
differential non-linearity dc;FS LSB DNL 
integral non-linearity dc; FS LSB INL 
missing codes 0 0 0 codes MC 
bipolar offset error mV VIO 

temperature coefficient IlVfC DVIO 
bipolar gain error 1.2 %FS GE 

temperature coefficient %FSrC DVIO 

ANALOG INPUT PERFORMANCE 
analog input bias current 10 ItA IBN 

temperature coefficient 100 nArC DIBN 
analog input resistance 80 kQ RIN 
analog input capacitance 3.5 pF CIN 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
supply current (+V cc = +5.0V) 25.6MSPS; no load 380 rnA ICC 
supply current (-VEE = -5.2V)' 25.6MSPS; no load 769 mA lEE 
supply current (+V, = +15.0V) 25.6MSPS; no load 3 rnA 11 
supply current (-V, = -15.0V) 25.6MSPS; no load 42 rnA 12 
nominal power dissipation' 25.6MSPS; no load 6.5 W PD 

Note 1: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be impaired. Functional 
operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Note 2: Junction temperature rise above case - 16°C; SCA=16°CIW; SCA=7°CIW@500LFPM. Use of a SIL-PAD" #550007, from Berquist (1-800-347-4572), can lower 
case-to-ambient rise; eCA = 12°CIW@stiliair, 12in2 ground-plane; SCA=3.4°CIW@100LFPM, 12in2 ground-plane. 

Note 3: Plan product improvements are expected to lower -5.2V supply current by 200mA, and nominal power dissipation by 1 W. 

Comlinear reserves the right to change specifications without notice 
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PARAMETER 

Case ~mperature 

DIGITAL INPUTS 
input voltage 

input current 

DIGITAL OUTPUTS 
output voltage 

-----~-----.. --
TIMING 

maximum conversion rate 
minimum conversion rate 
data hold time 
output propagation delay 

positive supply voltage (+Vee) 
positive supply voltage (+V,) 
negative supply voltage ( -VEE) 
negative supply voltage (-V,) 

CONOITIONS 

logic LOW 
logic HIGH 
logic LOW 
logic HIGH 

logic LOW 
logic HIGH 

differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input voltage range (Full Scale) 
digital output current sinking 

sourcing 
digital input voltage range 

Timing Diagram 

TYP 

+2S'C O'C 

-1.5 
-1.1 
1.0 
1.0 

-1.5 
-1.1 

25.6 
0 
TBD 
TBD 

+5V 
+15V 
-5.2V 
-15V 

<10mV 
±IV 

6mA(max) 
6mA(max) 

-2.0V to O.OV 

Effeefive 
·APerature Delay 

Saniple 
N + 1 
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MAX & MIN RATIN~ 

CLC937AC _CLC937A8C 

+2S'C +70'C -SS'C 

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 -1.1 
1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 -1.1 

positive supply voltage (+Vee) 
positive supply voltage (+V,) 
negative supply voltage ( -VEE) 
negative supply voltag~ (-V,) 

+2S'C +12S'C 

-1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 
1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 

-1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 

differential voltage between any two GND's 
analog input vo\Mgerange 
DIGITAL inpufvoftagerange 
gain andoffseladjust vortage range 
output ~boi't:circuit duration (one pin to ground) 
JiJri(:tionTemperature 
Operating Temperature Range' 
.... CLC937AC 

CLC937A8C 
Storage Temperature Range 
Lead Solder Duration (+300'C) 

Sample 
N + 2 

0 
r-
0 
CD 

~W 

UNITS SYMBOl., ....... 

V VIL 
V VIH 
mA ilL 
mA IIH 

V VOL 
V VOH 

MSPS CR 
MSPS CRM 
ns THLD 
ns TOV 

-0.5 to +7.0V 
-0.5 to +18V 
+0.5 to -7.0V 

+0.5 to -18.0V 
200mV 

-VEE to +Vee 
+0.5V to -VEE 

-VEE to +Vee 
Infinite 
+175'C 

0'Ct0+70'C 
-55'C to + 125'C 
-65'C to + 150'C 
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+Vcc, +S.OV 
-Vee, -S.2V 

ONC (T/H OUTPUT) 
ONC 

(INVERTED MSB) 01 
(MSB) 01 

02 
03 
04 
OS 
06 
07 

SIGNAL _GROUND 

OUNO 

-S.2V 

ECL-Level Digital Inputs 
CONVERT. CONVERT "Differential Convert Command" initiates a new conversion cycle on the rising edge of CON

VERT. 
Pins 23. 24 

DATAINV 
Pin 25 

ECL-Level Digital Outputs 
(MSB) D1-D12 
Pins 710 18 

(MSB) D1 
Pin 6 

Analog Input 

Y'N 
Pin 39 

Gain Adjust 
Pin 33 

Miscellaneous 
VREF (+2.5V) 
Pin 35 

D.N.C 
Pins 5. 19. 20, 28, 29, 36,37 

DNC (TIH Output) 
Pin4 

Power and Ground 

DATA INVERT is an active HIGH (grounded) ECL input which causes the data outputs [D2 to 
(LSB) D12] to be inverted. In normal operation, DATA INV is left floating or tied to ECL logic 
LOW. 

Digital Data Outputs. D1 is the MSB; D12 is the LSB. In their normal state, the digital outputs 
offer Offset Binary output coding. 

Inverted version of the MSB, used for 2's Complement coding. 

Analog input with a 2V.., input range from +1V to -1V. 

The GAIN ADJUST has a +4V to +1V input range and scales the analog input full-scale range by 
-10% to +10% respectively. If unused, Gain Adjust should be left floating. 

V REF is a highly stable +2.500V voltage reference. (Recommended current drain $2mA.) 

Do Not Connect. 

Internal Track-and-Hold output voltage test point. Do not Connect. 

+5V, Pins 2,26; +15V, Pin 34; -5.2V, Pins 3, 22, 27, 31; -15V, Pin 32; GROUND, Pins 1, 21, 30, 38, 40. 
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rilNComlinear 
~Corporation 

APPLICATIONS: 
• radar processing 
• infrared/CCO imaging 
• instrumentation 
• medical imaging 
• digital communications 

DESCRIPTION: 

The CLC950 is a complex monolithic 12-bit analog-to-digital 
converter subsystem, including 12-bit quantizer, track-and-hold, 
and on-board reference buffer. The CLC950 outputs are user 
selectable as either ECL or TTL compatible. The CLC950has been 
especially optimized for high-dynamic range, low power operation 
with spurious performance in the low 70dBc range; 

Comprehensive dynamic testing ensures that each part fully meets 
guaranteed specifications. Judicious. power management and 
state-of-the-art track-and-hold design combine to provide a signal
to-noise ratio of approximately 69dB@10MHz analog input 
frequency. Spurious,free-dynamic range isappw)(imately 
72dBc@10MHz, significantly advancing ADC perforrn!i1l1ce for 
high-speed monolithic12~bit converters. 

The CLC950 incqrporates a proprietary ~uantizer architecture, 
which has been designed to minimize comparator count and the 
associated power dissipation penalty. The quantizer is combined 
with a high~ynamic rangetrack-and-hold to form the heart of a full 
AOC sub-system, including necessary drive amplifiers and an on
board voltage reference buffer. Analog input signal, conversion 
clock, and power are all that are required for CLC950 operation. 

The CLC950ACO is specified over the commercial temperature 
range of O°C to 70°C, while the CLC950AIO/ A80/ A8L are extended 
temperature versions specified from -55°C to + 125°C. 

Ordering Information 

CLC950ACO O°C to +70°C 
CLC950AIO -55°C to + 125°C 
CLC950A80* -55°C to + 125°C 
CLC950A8L * -55°C to + 125°C 
Available spring 1994. 

Commercial OIP 
Industrial OIP 
MIL-STD-883 OIP 
MIL-STO-883 Surface Mount 

'Contact factory for availability of military versions. 

Comlinear Corporation 
DS950.00(Advanced) 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
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12-Bit, 25.6MSPS ~ 
o 

AID Converter 

FEATURES (typical): 

• 72dBc spurious free dynamic range 
• 69dB signal-to-noise ratio 
• monolithic construction 
• low power dissipation 1.5W 
• complete subsystem design 
• ±1 V analog input range 

Advance 
Data 

Block Diagram 

EXTERNAL 
REFERENCE 

DIGITAL LOGIC 
SELECT 

Package Dimensions 

(303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
January 1993 
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
small signal bandwidth V'N= 1/4FS 200 MHz SSBW 
large signal bandwidth V'N=FS 175 MHz LSBW 
slew rate 300 V/IJS SR 
overvoltage recovery time V'N=2FS TBD ns OR 
effective aperture delay -0.3 ns TA 
aperture jitter 1.6 pS(RMS) AJ 

NOISE and DISTORTION (25.6MSPS) 
signal-to-noise ratio 

(not including harmonics) 400kHz; FS 69 dB SNR1 
12.49MHz; FS 68 dB SNR2 

in-band harmonics 
400kHz; FS-1dB dBc IBH1 
12.49MHz; FS-1dB dBc IBH2 

spurious-free-signal-range 
407kHz; dB SFSR1 
12.49MHz; dB SFSR2 

dBc IMD 

dB NPR 

differential non-linearity LSB DNL 
integral non-linearity LSB INL 
missing codes 0 codes MC 
bipolar offset error mV VIO 

temperature coefficient IlVfC DVIO 
bipolar gain error 1.2 %FS GE 

temperature coefficient %FSrC DVIO 

ANALOG INPUT PERFORMANCE 
analog input bias current 10 JJ.A IBN 
temperature coefficient 100 nArC DIBN 
analog input resistance 150 k.Q RIN 
analog input capacitance 4 pF CIN 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
supply current (+ V cc = +5.0V) 25.6MSPS; no load TBD rnA ICC 
supply current (-V E' = -5.2V) 25.6MSPS; no load TBD rnA lEE 
nominal power diSSipation 25.6MSPS; no load 1.5 W PO 

Note 1: Contact lactory lor military grade product availability. 

Note 2: Absolute maximum ratings are limiting values, to be applied individually, and beyond which the serviceability of the circuit may be impaired. Functional 
operability under any of these conditions is not necessarily implied. Exposure to maximum ratings for extended periods may affect device reliability. 

Note 3: Junction temperature rise above case ~ xx'C; 8CA=xx'CNI; 8",,=xx'CNI@500LFPM. Use of a SIL-PAO" #xxxxxx, from Berquist (1-800-347-4572), can lower 
case-to-ambient rise; 8CA = xx'CNI@stili air, 12in' ground-plane; 8CA=xx'CNI@100LFPM, 12in' ground-plane. 

Comlinear reselVes the right to change specifications without notice 
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DIGITALINPUTS 
input voltage ECl mode 

input current ECl mode 

input voltage TTL mode 

input current TTL mode 

DIGITAL OUTPUTS 
output voltage ECl mode 

output voltage TTL mode 

TIMING 
maximum conversion rate 
minimum conversion rate 
data hold time 
output propagation delay 

positive supply voltage ( + Vee) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 

logic lOW 
logic HIGH 
logic lOW 
logic HIGH 
logic lOW 
logic HIGH 
logic lOW 
logic HIGH 

logic lOW 
logic HIGH 
logic lOW 
logic HIGH 

differential voltage between any two GNO's 
analog input voltage range 
digital output current sinking (ECl mode) 

sourcing (ECl mode) 
digital input voltage range (ECl mode) 
digital input voltage range (TTL mode) 

Timing Diagram 

0.8 
2.0 
100 
100 
-1.5 
-1.1 
100 
100 

-1.5 
-1.1 
0.4 
2.4 

25.6 
0 0 
TBD 
TBD 

+5.0V 
-5.2V 
10mV 

±IV 
6mA(max} 
6mA(max} 

-2.0V to O.OV 
OV to +Vee 

EIfeCllve 
AperaturEiDelay 

Sample 
N + 1 

Analog 
Input 

CONVERT --,1,.-----1 

CONVERT 

Data 
Output 

-----'--.~ rr t HLO 

N - 21 N - 1 

0.8 0.8 
2.0 2.0 
100 100 
100 100 
-1.5 -1.5 
-1.1 -1.1 
100 100 
100 100 

-1.5 -1.5 
-0.1 -0.1 
0.4 0.4 
2.4 2.4 

25.6 25.6 
0 0 

positive supply voltage ( + Vee) 
negative supply voltage (-VEE) 
differential voltage between any two GNO's 
analog input voltage range 
OIGITAl input voltage rBJ1Qs{ECl} 
output short circuit durat/pn (one pin to ground) 
Junction Temperature .......... . 
Operating Temp .. " .erarure. ·Rangff 

CLC950ACD 
"CLC950AIO/A80/A8l' 

Storage Te~tvre Range 
Lead SoIderDuration (+300'C) 

N N + 1 

Sample 
N + 3 

~ Ctov 
Note: t OV = tHLo + Data Bit Skew 
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V Vil 
V VIH 
IJA III 
IJA IIH 
V Vil 
V VIH 
IJA III 
IJA IIH 

V VOL 
V VOH 
V VOL 
V VOH 

MSPS CR 
MSPS CRM 
ns THlD 
ns mv 

-0.5V to +S.OV 
+0.5V to -S.OV 

200mV 
-VEE to +Vee 

OV to -VEE 
Infinite 
+175'C 

O'C to +70'C 
-55'C to + 125'C 
-65'C to + 150'C 

10 sec 
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Current-Feedback Amplifiers 
The use of clever circuit architectures and the development of high-speed 
complementary BJT processes make it possible to achieve monolithic 
speeds and bandwidths hitherto available only in hybrid form. 

-Sergio Franco, San Francisco State University 
1600 Holloway Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94132 

In their effort to approximate the ideal op amp, manufac
turers must not only maximize the open-loop gain and 
minimize input-referred errors such as offset voltage, bias 
current, and noise, but must also ensure adequate band
width and settling-time characteristics. Amplifier dynamics 
are particuularly important in applications like high
speed DAC buffers, subranging ADCs, S/H circuits, ATE 
pin drivers, and video and IF drivers.1 

Being basically voltage-processing devices, op amps 
are subject to the speed limitations inherent to voltage
mode operation, stemming primarily from the stray cap
acitances of nodes and the cutoff frequencies of transis
tors. Particularly severe is the effect of the stray capac
itances between the input and output nodes of high-gain 
inverting stages because of the Miller effect which mul
tiplies the stray capacitance by the voltage gain of the 
stage. 

On the other hand, it has long been recognized that 
current manipulation is inherently faster than voltage 
manipulation. The effect of stray inductances in a circuit 
is usually less severe than that of its stray capacitances, 
and BJTs can switch currents much more rapidly than 
voltages. These technological reasons form the basis of 
emitter-coupled logic, bipolar DACs, current conveyors, 
and the high-speed amplifier topology known as current
feedback.2 

Fortrue current-mode operation, all nodes in the circuit 
should ideally be kept at fixed voltages to avoid the slow
down effect by their stray capacitances. However, since 
the output of the amplifier must be a voltage, some form 
of high-speed voltage-mode operation must also be 
provided at some point. This is achieved by employing 
gain configurations that are inherently immune from the 
Miller effect, such as the common-collector and the 
cascode configurations, and by driving the nodes with 
push-pull stages to rapidly charge/discharge their stray 
capacitances. 

To ensure symmetric rise and fall times, the npn and 
pnp transistors must have comparable characteristics in 
terms of cutoff frequency ft. Traditionally, monolithic pnp's 
have been plagued by much poorer performance char
acteristics than their npn counterparts. However, the 
recent development of truly complementary high-speed 
processes makes it possible to achieve monolithic speeds 
that were hitherto available only in hybrid form. 

The advantages of the current-feedback topology are 
best appreciated by comparing it against that of the 
conventional op amp.3.4 
©EDN 
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The Conventional Op Amp 
The conventional op amp consists of a high input
impedance differential stage followed by additional gain 
stages, the last of which is a low output-impedance stage. 
As shown in the circuit model of Fig. 1 a, the op amp 
transfer characteristic is 

Vo = a(jf)Vd (1) 

where Vo is the output voltage; Vd = Vp - Vn is the 
differential input voltage; and a(j f), a complex function of 
frequency f, is the open-loop gain. 

Connecting an external network as in Fig. 1 b creates 
a feedback path along which a signal in the form of a 
voltage is derived from the output and applied to the 
noninverting input. By inspection. 

(2) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1: Circuit model of the conventional op amp, and connec
tion as a noninverting amplifier. 

Substituting into Eq. (1), collecting, and solving for the 
ratio VoN; yields the familiar noninverting amplifier transfer 
characteristic 

A f - - - 1 +- 3 . l:. Vo ( R2 ) 1 
(J ) - V; - R1 1 + 1/T(jf) () 

where A(jf) represents the closed-loop gain, and 

(4) 

represents the loop gain. 
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The designation loop gain stems from the fact that if we 
break the loop as in Fig. 2a and inject a test signal V, with 
Vi suppressed, the circuit will first attenuate V, to produce 
Vn = V,/(1 + R2/R,), and then amplify Vn to produce 
Vo = -aVn. Hence, the gain experienced by a signal in 
going around the loop is VoN, = -a/(1 + R2/R,). The 
negative of this ratio represents the loop gain, T ~ - (Vo/Wj. 
Hence, Eq. (4). 

The loop gain gives a measure of how close A is to the 
ideal value 1 + R2/R" also called the noise gain of the 
circuit. By Eq. (3), the larger r; the better. To ensure 
substantial loop gain over a wide range of closed-loop 
gains, op amp manufacturers strive to make a as large as 
possible. Consequently, Vd will assume extremely small 
values since Vd = Vola. In the limit a - 00 we obtain Vd - 0, 
that is, Vn - Vp. This forms the basis of the familiar op amp 
rule: when operated with negative feedback, an op amp 
will provide whatever output voltage and current are 
needed to ideally force Vn to follow Vp• 

Gain(dB) 

h 
':' a Va 

R2 

RI~ : v, 

a, 

+-+----+---"..-_Hdec) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2: Test circuit to find the loop gain, and graphical method 
to determine the closed-loop bandwidth fA. 

Gain-Bandwidth Tradeoff 
Large open-loop gains can physically be realized only 
over a limited frequency range. Past this range, gain rolls 
off with frequency. Most op amps are designed for a 
constant rolloff of -20dB/dec, so that the open-loop 
response can be expressed as 

aD 
aOf) - ----

1 + j(f/fa) 
(5) 

where aD represents the dc gain, and fa is the -3dB 
frequency of the open-loop response. Both parameters 
can be found from the data sheets. For example, the 741 
op amp has aD"" 2 X 105 and fa"" 5Hz. 

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and then into Eq. (3), and 
exploiting the fact that (1 + R21R,) aD ~ 1, we obtain 

A(jf) = (6) 

where 

(7) 

represents the closed-loop bandwidth, and ft = ao fa 
represents the open-loop unity-gain frequency, that is 
the frequency at which I a I = 1. For instance, the 741 
op amp has ft = 2 X 105 X 5 = 1 MHz. 

Equation (7) reveals a gain-bandwidth tradeoff. As we 
raise the R2/R, ratio to increase the closed-loop gain, we 
also decrease its bandwidth in the process. Moreover, by 
Eq. (4), the loop-gain is also decreased, thus leading to a 
greater closed-loop gain error. 

The above concepts can a!l0 be visualized graphically. 
Since Eq. (4) implies I T I dB = 20 log I T I = 20 log I a I 
- 20 log (1 + R2/R,) ~ I a IdB - (1 + R2/R,)dB, it fol
lows that the loop gain can be found graphically as the 
difference between the open-loop gain and the noise 
gain. This is shown in Fig. 2b. The frequency at which 
the two curves meet is called the crossover frequency. 
At this frequency we have T = 1/-900 = -j, that is, 
I A I = (1 + R2/R,) I V2. Thus, the crossover frequency 
represents the -3dB frequency of the closed-loop re
sponse, that is, the closed-loop bandwidth fA. 

We now see that increasing the closed-loop gain shifts 
the noise-gain curve upward, thus reducing the loop 
gain, and causes the crosspoint to move up the I a I 
curve, thus decreasing the closed-loop bandwidth. 
Clearly, the circuit with the widest bandwidth and the 
highest loop gain is also the one with the lowest closed
loop gain. This is the voltage follower, for which R21 R, = 0, 
so that A = 1 and fA = ft. 

Slew-Rate Limiting 
To fully characterize the dynamic behavior of an op amp, 
we also need to know its transient response. If an op amp 
with the response of Eq. (5) is operated as a unity-gain 
voltage follower and is subjected to a suitably small 
voltage step, its dynamic behavior will be similar to that 
of an RC network. Applying an input step AVi will cause 
the output to undergo an exponential transition with 
magnitude AVo = AVi, and with a time-constant 
T = 1 I (27Tft). For the 741 op amp we have 
T = 11 (27T X 106) "" 170 ns. 

The rate at which the output changes with time is 
highest at the beginning of the exponential transition, 
when its value is AVolT. Increasing the step magnitude 
increases this initial rate of change, until the latter will 
saturate at a value called the slew-rate (SR). This effect 
stems from the limited ability of the internal circuitry to 
charge/discharge capacitive loads, especially the com
pensation capacitor responsible for open-loop 
bandwidth fa. 

To illustrate, refer to the circuit model of Fig. 3, which 
is typical of many op amps.4 The input stage is a trans
conductance block consisting of differential pair 0,-02 
and current mirror 03-04. The remaining stages are 
lumped together as an integrator block consisting 
of an inverting amplifier and the compensation capa
citor C. Slew-rate limiting occurs when the trans
conductance stage is driven into saturation, so that all the 
current available to charge/discharge C is the bias 
current I of this stage. For example, the 741 op amp has 
I = 20 JiA and C = 30 pF, so that SR = I/C = 0.67 V I JlS. 
The step magnitude corresponding to the onset of 
slew-rate limiting is such that AVilT = SR, that is, 
AVi = SR X T= (0.67V/Jis) X (170 ns) = 116 mV. As long 
as the step is less than 116 mV, a 741 voltage follower will 
respond with an exponential transition governed by 
T"" 170 ns, whereas for a greater input step the output will 
slew at a constant rate of 0.67 V I JiS. 
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vo 

Fig. 3: Simplified slew-rate model of a conventional op amp. 

In many applications the dynamic parameter of greatest 
concem is the settling time, that is, the time it takes for 
the output to settle and remain within a specified band 
around its final value, usually for a full-scale output 
transition. Clearly, slew-rate limiting plays an important 
role in the settling-time characteristic of the device. 

The Current-Feedback Amplifier 
As shown in the circuit model of Fig. 4, the architecture 
of the current-feedback amplifier (CF amp) differs from 
the conventional op amp in two respects:2 

1. The input stage is a unity-gain voltage buffer con
nected across the inputs of the op amp. Its function 
is to force Vn to follow Vp , very much like a conven
tional op amp does via negative feedback. However, 
because of the low output impedance of this buffer, 
current can easily flow in or outofthe inverting input, 
though we shall see that in normal operation this 
current is extremely small. 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4: Circuit model of the current-feedback amplifier, and 
connection as a noninverting amplifier. 

2. Amplification is provided by a transimpedance 
amplifier which senses the current delivered by the 
buffer to the external feedback network, and pro
duces an output voltage Vo such that 

Vo = z(jf)ln (8) 

where z(jf) represents the transimpedance gain of 
the amplifier, in V / A or 0, and In is the current out 
of the inverting input. 

To fully appreciate the inner workings of the CF amp, 
it is instructive to examine the simplified circuit diagram 
of Fig. Sa. The input buffer consists of transistors 0, 
through 04. While 0, and 02 form a low output-impedance 
push-pull stage, 03 and 04 provide VSE compensation for 
the push-pull pair, as well as a Darlington function to raise 
the input impedance. 

Summing currents at the inverting node yields 
I, - 12 = In, where I, and 12 are the push-pull transistor 
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currents. Two Wilson current mirrors, consisting of tran
sistors 09-010-0" and 0'3-0'4-0'5, reflect these 
currents and recombine them at a common node, whose 
equivalent capacitance to ground has been designated 
as C. By mirror action, the currentthrough this capacitance 
is Ie = I, - 12 , that is 

Ie = In (9) 

The voltage developed by C in response to this current 
is then conveyed to the output via a second buffer, 
consisting of 05 through Os. The salient features of the CF 
amp are summarized in block diagram form in Fig. 5b. 

When the amplifier loop is closed as in Fig. 4b, and 
whenever an external signal tries to imbalance the two 
inputs, the input buffer will begin sourcing (or sinking) an 
imbalance current In to the external resistances. This 
imbalance is then conveyed by the Wilson mirrors to 
capacitor C, causing Vo to swing in the positive (or 
negative) direction until the original imbalance In is 
neutralized via the negative feedback loop. Thus, In plays 
the role of error signal in the system. 

v, v, 

(a) 

v, 

(b) 

Fig. 5: Simplified circuit diagram and block diagram of a 
current-feedback amplifier. (Courtesy of Comlinear Corporation.) 
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To obtain the closed-loop transfer characteristic, refer 
again to Fig. 4b. Summing currents at the inverting node 
yields 

(10) 

since the buffer ensures Vn = Vp = Vi we can rewrite as 

Vi Va 
In = ~~--~ 

R, II R2 R2 
(11) 

confirming that the feedback signal Vo/R2 is now in the 
form of a current. Substituting into Eq. (8), collecting, and 
solving for the ratio VolVi yields 

A(jf) = - = 1 +-6 Va ( R2 ) 1 

Vi R, 1 + 1/T(jf) 
(12) 

where A(j f) represents the closed-loop gain of the circuit, 
and 

T(jf) = z(jf) 

R2 
(13) 

represents the loop gain. This designation stems again 
from the fact that if we break the loop as in Fig. 6a, 
and inject a test voltage V. with the input Vi suppressed, 
the circuit will first convert V. to the current In = - V./R2, 
and then convert In to the voltage Va = zIn, so that 
T £; -(Vo/V.) = z/R 2 , as expected. 

In an effort to ensure substantial loop gain to reduce the 
closed-loop gain error, manufacturers strive to make z as 
large as possible relative to the expected values of R2 . 

Consequently, since In = Vo/z, the inverting-input current 
will be very small, though this input is a low-impedance 
node because of the buffer. In the limit z - 00 we obtain 
In - 0, indicating that a CF amp will provide whatever 
output voltage and current are needed to ideally drive In 
to zero. Thus, the conventional op amp conditions Vn = Vp 
and In = Ip = 0 hold for CF amps as well. 

n(dec) 

h 
z. 

'::' Z Vo f, 

R, 

R~ : v, 
R, 

f(decl-+ 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6: Test circuit to find the loop gain, and graphical method 
to determine the closed-loop bandwidth fA' 

No Gain-Bandwidth Tradeoff 
The transimpedance gain of a practical CF amp rolls off 
with frequency according to 

Zo 
z(J'f) - ----

1 + j(f/fa) 
(14) 

where Zo is the dc value of the transimpedance gain, and 
fa is the frequency at which rolloff begins. For instance, 
from the data sheets of the CLC401 CF amp (Com
linear Co.) we find Zo = 710 kO, and fa = 350 kHz. 

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) and then into Eq. (12), 
and exploiting the fact that R2/zo < 1, we obtain 

A(jf) = (15) 

where 

(16) 

represents the closed-loop bandwidth. for R2 in the kO 
range, fA is typically in the 100 MHz. Retracing previous 
reasoning, we see that the noise-gain curve is now R2, 
and that fA can be found graphically as the frequency at 
which this curve meets the I z I curve, see Fig. 6b. 

Comparing with Eqs. (6) and (7), we note that the 
closed-loop gain expressions are formally identical. 
However, the bandwidth now depends only on R2 rather 
than on the closed-loop gain 1 + R21R,. Consequently, 
we can use R2 to select the bandwidth, and R, to select 
the gain. The ability to control gain independently of 
bandwidth constitutes a major advantage of CF amps 
over conventional op amps, especially in automatic gain 
control applications. This important difference is high
lighted in Fig. 7. 

Gam Gain 

A=IOO A=IOO 

A=IO A=IO 

A=I A=I 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7: Comparing the gain-bandwidth relationship of conven
tional op amps and current-feedback amplifiers. 

Absence of Slew-Rate Limiting 
The other major advantage of CF amps is the inherent 
absence of slew-rate limiting. This stems from the fact 
that the current available to charge the internal capaci
tance at the onset of a step is proportional to the step 
regardless of its size. Indeed, applying a step"," Vi induces, 
by Eq. (11), an initial current imbalance In = "'" V;/ (R, II R2)' 
which the Wilson mirrors then convey to the capacitor. 
The initial rate of charge is, therefore, le/C = In/C = 
","Vi I [(Rd R2)C] = [","V;(1 + R2/R,) 1 I (R2C) = "'"Vol (R2C), 
indicating an exponential output transition with time
constant T = R2C. Like the frequency response, the 
transient response is governed by R2 alone, regardless of 
the closed-loop gain. With R2 in the kO range and C in 
the pF range, T comes out in the ns range. 

The rise time is defined as the amount of time t, it takes 
for the output to swing from 10% to 90% of the step size. 
For an exponential transition, t, = T X In (0.9/0.1) = 2.2T. 
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For example, the CLC401 has tf = 2.5 ns for a 2V output 
step, indicating an effective T of 1.14 ns. The time it takes 
for the output to settle within 0.1 % of the final value is 
ts = T In 1000 = 7r. For the CLC401, this yields ts = 8 ns, 
in reasonable agreement with the data sheet value 
of 10 ns. 

The absence of slew-rate limiting not only allows for 
faster settling times, but also eliminates slew-rate related 
nonlinearities such as intermodulation distortion. This 
makes CF amps attractive in high-quality audio amplifier 
applications. 

Second-Order Effects 
The above analysis indicates that once R2 has been set, 
the dynamics of the amplifier are unaffected by the 
closed-loop gain setting. In practice it is found that 
bandwidth and rise time do vary with gain somewhat, 
though not as drastically as with conventional op amps. 
The main cause is the non-zero output impedance of the 
input buffer, whose effect is to alter the loop gain and, 
hence, the closed-loop dynamics. 

Referring to Fig. 8a and denoting this impedance as Ra, 
we note that the circuit first converts Vx to a current 
IR2 = Vx/ (R2 + R,II Ro), then it divides IR2 to produce 
In = IR2 R, / (R, + Ro), and finally it converts In to the 
voltage Va = zln. Eliminating IR2 and In and letting 
T = -Va/Vx yields T = Z/Z2, where 

(17) 

Thus, the effect of Ro is to increase the noise gain from 
R2to R2[1 + Ro/(R,IIR2)], see Fig. 8b, curve 1. Conse
quently, both bandwidth and rise time will be reduced by 
a proportional amount. 

n(dec] 

z. 

v. 

( R. 1 R.1+-
R,IIR. 

'--
~-

R, R, 

R, + V, 
1_ 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8: Test circuit to investigate the effect of Ro, and noise
gain curves for the case of: (1) purely resistive feedback, (2) a 
capacitance in parallel with R2, and (3) the same capacitance 
in parallel with R,. 

Replacing R2 with Z2 in Eq. (16) yields, after simple 
manipulation, 

f t 

(18) 

where ft = zofa/R2 represents the extrapolated value of 
fA in the limit Ro - O. This equation indicates that bandwidth 
reduction due to Ro will be more pronounced at high 
closed-loop gains. As an example, suppose a CF amp has 
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Ro = 500, R2 = 1.5 kO, and f t = 100 MHz, so that 
fA = 10B/[1 + (50/1500)AoJ = 10B/(1 + Ao/30), where 
Ao = 1 + R21R,. Then, the bandwidths corresponding to 
Ao = 1, 10, and 100 are, respectively, f, = 96.8 MHz, 
fto = 75.0 MHz, and f too = 23.1 MHz. Note that these 
values still compare favorably with a conventional op amp, 
whose bandwidth would be reduced, respectively, by 1, 
10, and 100. 

If so desired, the external resistance values can be 
predistorted to compensate for the bandwidth reduction 
at high gains. Turning Eq. (18) around yields the required 
value of R2 for a given bandwidth fA and gain Ao. 

(19) 

while the required value of R, for the given gain Ao is 

R2 
R, = --

Ao - 1 
(20) 

As an example, suppose we want the above amplifier to 
retain its 100 MHz bandwidth at a closed-loop gain of 10. 
Since with R2= 1.5 kO this device haszofaIR2 = 100 MHz, 
it follows thatzofa = 10B X 1500 = 1.5 X 10" 0 X Hz. Then, 
the above equations yield R2 = 1.5 X 10" / 1 OB - 50 X 10 
=1 kO,andR,=1000/(10-1)=111 O. 

Besides the dominant pole at fa, the open-loop response 
of a practical amplifier presents additional poles above 
the crossover frequency. As shown in Fig. 8b, the effect 
of these poles is to cause a steeper gain rolloff at this 
frequency, further reducing the closed-loop bandwidth. 
Moreover, the additional phase-shift due to these poles 
decreases the phase margin somewhat, thus causing a 
small amount of peaking in the frequency response, and 
ringing in the transient response. 

Finally, it must be said that the rise time of a practical 
CF amp does increase with the step size somewhat, due 
primarily to transistor current gain degradation at high 
current levels. For instance, the rise time of the CLC401 
changes from 2.5 ns to 5 ns as the step size is changed 
from 2V to 5V In spite of second-order limitations, CF amps 
still provide superior dynamics. 

CF Applications Considerations 
Although the above treatment has focused on the non
inverting configuration, the CF amp will work as well in 
most other resistive feedback configurations, such as the 
inverting amplifier, the summing and differencing amplifier, 
I-V and V-I converters, and KRC active filters.' In fact, the 
derivation of the transfer characteristic of any of these 
circuits proceeds along the same lines as conventional 
op amps. Special consideration, however, require the 
cases in which the feedback network includes reactive 
elements, either intentional or parasitic. 

Consider first the effect of a feedback capacitance 
C2 in parallel with R2 in the basic circuit of Fig. 8a. 
Letting Z = R211 (1 /sC2), the noise gain becomes 
Z2 = Z[1 + Ro/(R, liZ)]. After expanding, it is readily 
seen that the noise-gain curve has a pole at fp = 1/ 
(21TR 2 C2 ) and a zero at fz = 1/ [21T(Roll R,II R2)C2], as 
shown in Fig. 8b, curve 2. Consequently, the crossover 
frequency will be pushed into the region of substantial 
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phase shift due to the higher-order poles of z. If the 
overall shift reaches -180° at this frequency, then 
T = 1/-180° = -1 there, indicating that A will become 
infinite by Eq. (12), and the circuit will oscillate. Even if the 
phase shift fails to reach -180°, the closed-loop response 
may still exhibit intolerable peaking and ringing. Hence, 
capacitive feedback must be avoided with CF amps. To 
minimize the effect of stray feedback capacitances, man
ufacturers often provide R2 internally. 

CF Integrators 
To synthesize the integrator function in CF form, which 
provides the basis for dual-integrator-Ioop filters and 
oscillators as well as other popular Circuits, we must use 
configurations that avoid a direct capacitance between 
the output and the inverting input. One possibility is 
offered by the Deboo integrator,4 which belongs to the 
class of KRC filters and is therefore amenable to CF 
realization. Its drawback is the need for tightly matched 
resistances, if lossless integration is desired. The alterna
tive of Fig. 9 not only meets the given constraint, but also 
provides active compensation, a highly desirable feature 
to cope with Q-enhancement problems in dual-integrator
loop filters.4 Using standard op amp analysis techniques, 
it is readily seen that the unity-gain frequency of this 
integrator is fo = (R2/R,) I (27TRC). 

v, 

Fig. 9: Actively-compensated CF integrator. 

Stray Input-Capacitance Compensation 

+ 
v. 

Next, consider the effect of an input capacitance C, in 
parallel with R, in the basic circuit of Fig. 8a. Letting 
2 = R,II (1 IsC,), the noise gain is now 22 = R2[1 + 
Rol (211 R2)]. After expanding, it is readily seen that 
the noise-gain curve has a zero at fz = 1 I [27T 
(Roll R,II R2)C,], as shown in Fig. 8b, curve 3. If C, is 
sufficiently large, the phase of Tat the crossover frequency 
will again approach -180°, bringing the circuit on the 
verge of instability. This is of particular concern in current
mode DAC output buffering, where C, is the output 
capacitance of the DAC, typically in the range of a few 
tens to a few hundreds of picofarads, depending on the 
DAC type. 

Like a conventional op amp, the CF amp can be 
stabilized by using a feedback capacitance C2 to introduce 
sufficient phase-lead to compensate for the phase-lag 
due to the input capacitance C,. For a phase margin of 
45°, choose the value of C2 so that the noise-gain pole 
fp = 1 I (27TR2C2) coincides with the crossover frequency 
fA, as shown in Fig. 10a. Using asymptotic Bode-plot 

reasoning,4 it is easily seen that fA = [zofafz/(Ro+ R2)],/2, 
where fz = 1 I [27T(Roll R2)C,]. Imposing fi> = fA yields 

n 

f, 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 10: DAC output capacitance compensation. 

(21) 

+ 
v, 

To cope with impractically low values of C2, it is con
venient to drive C2 with a voltage divider as in Fig. 10b, 
since this will scale the value of C2 to the more practical 
value 

(22) 

It can be shown that for this technique to be effective we 
must choose RB ~ R2. As an example, suppose a DAC 
having C, = 100 pF feeds the CF amp considered earlier. 
Then, Eq. (21) yields C2 = [50 X 100 X 10-'21 (27T X 1.5 
X 103 X 1.5 X 1011 )]'/2 = 1.88 pF. To scale it to a more 
practical value, use 5 RA = son and RB = soon. Then, 
Ce = (1 + 500/50) 1.88=21 pF. This estimate may require 
some fine tuning to optimize the transient response. 

Additional useful application hints can be found in 
ReI. [5]. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Flash analog-to-digital converters have gained popu
larity due to their extremely high conversion rates and 
their potential for use in digitizing wideband analog 
signals. Flash converters have a substantial speed 
advantage over other conversion techniques such as 
successive approximation and dual-slope integration. 
However, many of the problems encountered with 
slower speed A to D techniques are accentuated in 
flash applications, and a myriad of new considerations 
must be addressed. 

This application note presents pertinent background 
information on A to D conversion as well as the basics 
of flash A to D techniques. Finally, this note addresses 
practical considerations vital to the successful imple
mentation of a flash A to D converter. 

BACKGROUND 

There are a few fundamental considerations that are 
critical in any A to D conversion system. The first is 
sampling rate. Sampling rate establishes a ceiling on 
the frequency of the signals that the digitizer can pro
cess accurately. The Nyquist sampling criterion states 
that defining a sinusoidal input signal in terms of its 
frequency and amplitude requires at least two samples 
per cycle. As an example, in a system with a 10MHz 
sampling rate, the highest frequency component that 
the digitizer can accurately define is 5MHz. 

A related topiC is aliasing. The relationship of a 
continuous time Fourier transform of an analog signal 
and the fourier transform of a sequence derived by 
sampling that signal is such that the upper frequencies 
of the continuous time transform may be reflected into 
the lower frequencies of the sampled transform. This 
phenomenon, where a high frequency componenet takes 
on the identity of a lower frequency, is called aliasing 
(See Figure 1). To avoid this, the analog signal must be 
sampled at a rate at least twice the frequency of any 
signal (or its harmonics) which has an amplitude of at 
least one-half LSB. 

Sampled Signal 

A ~/\ //]\. 
~ 

""-Alias Frequency 

Figure 1: Inadequate sampling of the input waveform produces 
aliasing errors. If the sampling rate is slightly less than twice per 
cycle, an apparent low frequency sinusoid Is created as part of the 
recovered signal. 

This can impose some formidable restrictions. For 
example, for 8 bits of resolution, one-half LSB represents 
.2% of a full scale input. If an ideal square wave is being 
sampled, the first 635 harmonics have amplitudes of .2% 
or greater. Thus, if the fundamental frequency is 1 MHz, 
the needed sampling rate is 2(635)(1 MHz) = 1.27 GHz! 
Fortunately, most applications have significantly lower 
harmonic levels so that sampling rates can be several 
times lower. 
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As a rule of thumb, signal components within [(n + 1) 
(SdB) 1 of full scale are significant in an n-bit system. To 
digitize a 20M Hz sine wave with a third harmonic at 
-54dB to 112 LSB accuracy and 8-bit resolution, 
2(3(20MHz) ) = 120MHz sampling rate is necessary. 

FLASH A TO D CONVERTERS 

A flash, or parallel, converter is composed of an array 
of parallel comparators, each representing one out of 
2" quantization levels. The analog signal is applied 
simultaneously to all of the comparator inputs as 
shown in Figure 2. The other input to each comparator 
is connected to a tap in a resistor divider network. The 
resistor network establishes reference voltages for 
each comparator. 

The relationship between the number of comparator 
cells and the number of bits to be digitized is as follows: 

4-bits 16 comparator cells 
6-bits 64 comparator cells 
8-bits 256 comparator cells 

1D-bits 1024 comparator cells 

This technique provides a method for A to D conver
sion of signals in the tens of megahertz. 

A technique used for high resolution A to D conversion 
is the two-stage approach, as illustrated in Figure 3. The 
most significant bits are developed by the first converter. 
These bits are fed to a D to A converter which develops 
a signal current equivalent to the value of these bits. 
This signal is then applied to an amplifier'S summing 
node where it is nulled against the input signal (after 
correcting for propagation delay). Any remainder is 
amplified, then A to D converted by the second converter. 
This technique allows the use of 6 or 8-bit conveters to 
produce 10 to 12-bit (or more) conversions. 

REFERENCE 
HIGH 

Rn-f 

Rn-2 

Rn-3 

Rn-4 

OVER RANGE BIT 

TO LOGIC FOR 
AN n-BIT OUTPUT 

Figure 2: This Is a simplified schematic of a flash A to D converter. 
The analog signal Is applied to all of the comparator cells simultane
ously allowing the entire conversion to be made at once. 



INPUT 

SJG~J~~~ANT CO~~~~~~RI-----+-+----1·C~N~~~~~ ,-------1C6N~Ti;T~R SIGLN~~TiANT 
DIGITS #1 

Figure 3: A two-stage flash A to D converter views the input voltage 
in two steps. The most significant digits are developed and a preci
sion D to A converter is used to null that portion of the Input voltage. 
The remainder is amplified and applied to a second A to D con
verter. The digitized results from both converters are combined in 
a binary adder to produce the final reading. The key is in the preciSion 
amplifier selected. 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

System Bandwidth 

Some of the greatest challenges in high-speed A to D 
conversion involve the drive cirCUitry. Ideally, the analog 
signal path would have an overall bandwidth less than 
or equal to the Nyquist frequency (Le. one-half of the 
sampling rate) to avoid aliasing problems. Due to a prior 
lack of commercially-available DC coupled amplifiers 
with sufficient high frequency performance, in many 
applications the amplifier has acted, by default, as the 
low pass (anti-aliasing) filter. To limit bandwidth, 
however, by selecting an imput amplifier with its rolloff 
point at or near the Nyquist frequency is a mistake. Phase 
becomes non-linear in most amplifiers at greater than 
one-third to one-half of the 3dB bandwidth. Group delay 
is, therefore, not constant and harmonics are delayed 
unequally. The net result is distortion, and degradation 
of the system's ability to accurately convert signals. 

Thus, it is important to maintain amplifier bandwidth of 
at least three times the Nyquist rate to minimize gain 
and phase aberrations. Then, the anti-aliasing filter can 
be designed independently of the less precisely 
controlled transfer function poles of the amplifier and 
sample-hold. To attempt to do otherwise means that a 
custom filter must be designed for each samplehold and 
amplifier set. 

Driving CapaCitance 

In a flash type converter, the input amplifier must drive 
a non-linear capacitance in parallel with a non-linear 
resistance. This non-linearity is due to the dramatic 
changes possible in the input impedance characteristics 
of the comparators, depending on whether they are in 
their on or off state. To minimize the consequences of 
changing capacitance, flash converter manufacturers 
recommend a fast settling, wide bandwidth, high slew 
rate, low output impedance driver. Comlinear amplifiers 
meet all of the these requirements. 

DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 

BINARY ADDER 

#2 DIGITS 

Specifically, capacitance connected from the output of 
a closed-loop amplifier to ground can cause loop 
instability and even oscillation. The CLC409, however, 
remains stable even under these demanding 
circumstances. Experiments have shown that the circuit 
in Figure 4 will provide maximum bandwidth, flatness, 
and settling time when driving capacitances of up to 
6S0pF. 

r--------, 
RI 

I 
ZLoad 

I 
I I , I 

I I 
I I 
I Rin 

rCin 
I 

I I 
I I 
I -= I 
I I 
L _______ ...J 

Figure 4: Experimental results Indicate that this circuit offers the 
best bandWidth, flatness, and settling time for driving capacitive 
loads of up to 300pF in flash A to D converter applications. 

R1 serves to isolate the input capacitance, Cin. from the 
amplifier. This cuts down amplitude peaking. Although 
the optimum value of R1 depends on converter 
parameters, the curve of Figure S gives a good first 
approximation. If Cin=SOpF, and R1 value of 32ll works 
very well. 

As Cin gets larger, R1 gets smaller to keep the RC pole 
at the highest possible frequency while maintaining 
peaking levels at less than O.SdB. For example, when 
the amplifier drives 200pF, an R1 value of 16ll results 
in a -3dB bandwidth of SOMHz. Peaking is about 
0.2SdB, and settling time to 0.2% is about 1Sns. Note 
that as R1 decreases, overall gain increases. 
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Figure 5: When the amplifier drives capacitive loads, resistor R, in 
Fig. B isoletes it from the input capacitance, C,n. This curve will give 
a good first approximation for the value of R,. The optimum value 
depends on several factors. 

Settling Time 

For A to D conversion of pulse waveforms, settling time 
of amplifiers and sample-holds is an important mea
sure of waveform reproduction fidelity. These compo
nents must be able to settle to within one-half LSB of 
the correct value within the sample period allotted. 
Thus, for use with an 8-bit 100MHz flash A to D con
verter, settling to .2% within 10ns is necessary. This is a 
stringent requirement, but unless it is met the full capa
bilities of the flash A to D converter cannot be realized. 

Slew Rate 

Another consideration is the slew rate of the drive cir
cuitry. The maximum slew rate for a sine wave is: 

dv/dt = 21TfA Volts/second 

Therefore, to digitize a 5V peak sine wave at 20MHz, a 
slew rate of 630V /tJs is needed. It is always a good idea 
to use an amplifier with much higher slew rate than that 
actually needed, because once an amplifier comes 
close to slew rate limiting, it becomes very non-linear 
and fai Is to settle properly. 

Aperture Uncertainty 

ldeally, digital conversion should occur at the center of 
the sampling window. However, noise can jitter the 

window aperture and create uncertainty as to its loca
tion in time. This causes uncertainty in the sample 
amplitude and is strongly dependent on signal slope, 
and hence on the frequency of the signal. So, while an 
A to D may have an impressive sample rate, unless its 
own aperture uncertainty (as well as that of the sample
hold) is low, the maximum frequency at which full n-bit 
accuracy can be obtained will decrease. For total aper
ture uncertainty of t, the maximum signal frequency 
that can be accurately digitized is (3.14t2 n+') -'. 'Thus, 
for t =20ps and n =8, the maximum signal frequency 
is 31MHz. 

This problem becomes severe when two high speed 
flash converters are combined in a two-stage converter 
which is designed to increase resolution. Not only does 
n become larger, maybe 10 to 12 in most cases, but t 
increases by at least a factor of two due to increased 
complexity. For example: two 6-bit flash A to D's which 
are capable of 100MHz sampling are to be used in such 
a system to give 10 bits of resolution, with t =40ps. This 
limits the signal frequency to 3.9MHz if 10-bit accuracy 
is also required. If a 20MHz signal were to be digitized 
with this system, the result would have 10 bits of resolu
tion but only 7.6 bits of accuracy. Note, however, that 
this is adequate for most applications, because resolu
tion is usually of greater importance. This example 
illustrates why amplifiers and sample-holds with only 
8 bits of accuracy work well in these systems. 

Comparator Uncertainty 

In parallel converters, comparator uncertainty may 
also become a limiting factor. An 8-bit converter capa
ble of digitizing 2V must divide the voltage into 256 
levels or 7.8mV per level. Given the typical comparator 
uncertainty of ±2mV, this represents an uncertainty of 
25%. The problem of comparator uncertainty becomes 
even more severe as resolution increases. 

CONCLUSION 

The need for higher speed analog-to-digital conver
sion is being answered by flash conversion techniques. 
However, these techniques have some critical consid
erations that must be understood and addressed if a 
successful converter is to be implemented. Many of 
these considerations relate back to the drive amplifier, 
making it a critical component in flash A to D applica
tions. Due to their bandwidth, speed, and drive capabil
ities, Comlinear amplifiers are ideal for most flash 
converter applications. 

[] Comlinear Corporation 
4800 Wheaton Drive, Ft. Collins, CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 

AN103.01 November 1992 
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Designing with High-Speed Analog-to-Digital Converters 

By: Mark Sauerwald 

Introduction 
State-of-the-art AID converters push the very limits of 
performance by definition. This level of performance 
generally comes at a price: power dissipation, physical 
size, cost, etc. Balancing this situation is the fact that most 
systems are limited by the performance of lesser convert
ers, and employing the very best converter is generally 
necessary to get the best overall system performance. By 
squeezing every last bit of performance out of a converter, 
the system specifications can be enhanced and great 
savings may be possible. 

This guide to designing with high-performance AID con
verters, should help to ensure that every design will "be all 
that it can be". This application note is split into several 
sections, many ofthese sections are built upon the others. 
Accordingly, the application note should be read through 
rather than just focusing on specific sections that explain 
a particular issue. 

Power Supplies, Grounding and Bypassing 
Without proper grounds, an AID converter is incapable of 
providing quality data. What therefore constitutes a 'good 
ground'? Unfortunately, this is a question whose answer 
is difficult to nail down, since it varies from system to 
system. Ideally, asingle ground plane with on impedance, 
both AC and DC, back to a power supply would be used in 
every system. In reality there is a finite impedance, and 
since the ground currents vary, the ground potential varies 
as well. To keep these effects in check, both the imped
ance to ground, and ground current variations in the path 
from the AID converter back to the power supply, must be 
kept to a minimum. 

To minimize the ground impedance seen by the power 
supply return currents, generous amounts of copper be
tween the AID and the power supply are the answer. In the 
best of situations, a layer of the printed circuit board would 
be dedicated to power supply grounding. Which layer 
should be used? The outer layers will often provide a 
higher measure of shielding, and may be preferable. In 
any case, 20zlft2 or greater copper weight should be 
considered to lower the low-frequency ground plane im
pedance and keep ground plane potentials to a minimum. 

The designer has less control over the variation in ground 
currents. In general analog circuits have a near constant 
current drain with time, while digital circuits experience 

much more variation, as transistors move in and out of 
saturation. Selection of the logic family will have a signifi
cant impact. Best for the AID is a logic family which 
employs non-saturating transistor designs such as ECL. 
Worst is CMOS, which only draws supply current during 
clock edges. 

Given that digital switching transients are composed largely 
of high-frequency components, total ground plane copper 
weightwill have little effect on the ground impedance seen 
by the transients. This is because high-frequency currents 
tend to travel only on the surface of conductors (skin
effect) and total surface area is more critical than total 
ground plane volume. 

Be aware of your logic power requirements. Current 
surges can be decreased through extensive bypassing. 
Even though the digital logic may not need it, providing a 
bypass capacitor for every power pin will minimize interfer
ence from the digital circuits on the converter's power 
supply. Ceramic 0.1 J.lF capacitors are recommended for 
each power pin in the system. Also, a larger electrolytic or 
tantalum capacitor (+SJ.lF to + 1 OJ.lF) should be used on 
each of the power supply feeds on each printed circuit 
board in the system. 

Since the impedance of an electrolytic or tantalum in
creases with increasing frequency above about 10kHz, 
large capacitors on the power supplies do not eliminate the 
need for the per-pin ceramic capacitors which are primarily 
there to reduce high frequency transients. Chip capacitors 
have several advantages over the through-hole variety. 
They are smaller, and can often be placed closer to the pin 
that they are trying to bypass. Since they have no leads, 
series inductance is lower. 

Many of the undesirable effects seen on AID converter 
boards containing significant amounts of digital circuitry 
can be avoided by employing "single point" grounding. At 
a minimum, the analog and the digital supply and return 
currents should take separate paths back to the power 
supply. See figures 1 a and 1bforthe right and wrong way 
to do this. In figure 1 a, the time varying power and ground 
currents are multiplied by the trace impedance between 
the AID and the power source, increasing the ground 
potential fluctuations seen by the converter. In figure 1 b, 
the impedance of the common portion of the current paths 
is much smaller, minimizing the effect on the AID. 
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AID 
Circuit 

Digital 
Circuit 

A large common ground 
return path means that 
the converter can easily 
be affect by the digital 
ground return currents. 

Figure 1a: Common ground Approach 

AID Digital 
Circuit Circuit 

Single point grounding 
isolates digital and 

analog return currents 
to minimizes 
interference. 

Figure 1 b: Single-Point Grounding Approach 

To further extend this method electrically, adding a series 
inductance in the path unique to the AID converter's supply 
feeds will further isolate the digital supply's ability 10 corrupt 
the AID converter's supplies. On Comlinear evaluation 
boards, a ferrite bead is used to this end. Since inductors 
limit surge currents, extra attention musl be given to 
distributed supply decoupling to prevent "starving" high
speed circuits of supply current during switching. 

Many AID converters are capable of corrupting t~eir own 
power supplies, if it is not adequately bypassed Itself. A 
5/lF to 10/lF tantalum or electrolytic capacitor should ?e 
placed within a couple of inches of the AID converter, ~Ith 
0.1 /IF ceramic chip capacitors placed as close as possible 
to each of the converter's power supply pins. Since chip 
capacitors are smaller than their leaded counterparts, they 
are easier to locate close to the supply pins, providing 
lower lead inductance. 

Printed Circuit Board Layout 
As mentioned in the section on power supplies and ground
ing, the board layout can have a profound effect on the AI 
D converter's performance. Besides power supplies and 
grounding, there are other ways in which the converter's 
performance can be affected by board layout. A key to 
good performance lies in getting "uncorrupted" clock ~nd 
analog input signals to the AID converter. If the clock line 
has noise on it, or is capacitively coupling to another signal, 
a slight non-periodicity can be introduced into the sampling 
process. As discussed in the section on clocks, this is not 
good, and a seemingly minor contamination of the clock 
can cause very undesirable effects. 

Once the analog input signal has been sampled, clock jitter 
is not a major concern, special care is necessary only 
between the clock source to the AID converter. This path 
should be as short as practical, and the clock line should 
be kept as far away from other signal traces as is reason
able, especially high-frequency traces. If the clock must 
cross over another trace, it should do so at a 90° angle to 
minimize coupling. 

If the AID requires a differential clock signal, the trace 
lengths of the two lines should be equal. If the two clock 
traces are not equal length, the edges of the convert 
command may arrive at the AID at different times. This 
would increase, rather than cancel, the capacitive coupling 
of the clock to the analog input. 

The analog input to the AID converter requires the same 
attention. Running the trace to the analog input near to or 
parallel to digital traces will degrade the quality of the input 
signal during sampling. Try to avoid getting the a~a~og 
inpul trace near any digital signals, if it must cross a digital 
path, try to make the crossing aI90°. 

Use of a Balun for Impedance Control 
When the converter is in a harsh environment, or althe end 
of a long transmission line, there may be an appreciable 
amount of common mode noise between the ground and 
input signal. Much of this common mode noise can be 
eliminated through the use of a balun (figure 2). A balun is 

On many boards where the AID converter is forced to a 1 :1 transformer which forces equal currents in the signal 
share its supplies with an appreciable amount of digital and ground paths, forming a common mode choke. When 
circuitry, separate ground planes are used for the digital a Balun is used, it will modify the frequency response ofthe 
and analog circuitry. In this siluation, the digital ground system, adding insertion loss at both high and lowfrequen
plane should not extend beneath the AID converter, the cies. A balun such as the T2.5-6 from Mini-Circuits will 
analog ground plane, or any other analog circuitry. Capaci- allow for less than 0.2dB of loss for frequencies from 60kHz 
tive coupling between the typically noisy digital ground up to over 1 OM Hz. Other transformers will have different 
plane and the sensitive analog circuitry can lead to poor frequency characteristics and should be selected after 
performance that may seem impossible to track down and considering the application requirements. 
fix. 
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'--_____ ---L 'GROUND 

Figure 2: Balun Minimizes Common-Mode Noise 

Analog Input Driving Circuits 
Most hybrid NO converters, and all of Comlinear's 12-bit 
converters, have their own internal buffers. In many cases 
no amplifier is required to drive the NO converter analog 
input. If, however, there is need for an analog input driver 
circuitfor gain or other signal conditioning, the ClC207 and 
ClC409 are very low distortion amplifiers (figure 3). Both 
have been optimized for high-gain applications, and can be 
configured for better than -80dBc harmonic suppression. 

Figure 3: Analog Input Buffering 

Digital Interface 
If there is significant digital processing to be applied to the 
NO output, it is suggested that a separate circuit board be 
used for the NO so that the large number of digital signals 
do not degrade AID's performance. If this is not practi
cable, then the following guidelines should be followed: 

1) Use a non-saturating, low swing, logic family ... such as 
ECl. If ECl logic can be used, select the slowest 
possible TTL logic family; the slower edge rates will 
couple less effectively to the analog circuitry. 

2) Make the system completely synchronous, using the 
same clock forthe AID converter and digital processing. 
NO converters are most susceptible to interference in 
the middle of the conversion cycle, clock edges at this 
time are very undesirab!e. 

3) Physically and electrically isolate the digital logic from 
the NO converter and the analog circuitry as much as 
possible. Bypass power supplies that are in common 
both with capacitors to ground and series inductors as 
suggested in the section on power supplies. 

4) Employ latches or buffers on the NO converter digital 
outputs. This will prevent digital noise from entering 
and corrupting the conversion process through the 
outputs themselves. The performance of nearly all high 
performance AID converters is degraded when driving 
high fanout loads or significant trace lengths. 

Convert Clock Generation 
All high-speed high-resolution NO converters are sensi
tive to the convert clock quality. With a full scale 7MHz 
analog input signal, the slew rate at the OV crossing is 
14lSB/ns (for a 2Vpp analog input signal). An error Gitter) 
of as little as 35ps in the clock edge will yield a O.5lSB error 
atthe NO converter output. This is as great or greater than 
any other error source likely to be present. This type of 
clock error or clock jitter is most easily seen in the form of 
poor SNR (signal-to-noise ratio). If the SNR is below 
expectations, clock jitter should be investigated. 

where ... 

jitterRMS =v(clockjitterRMS)' + (analog jitterRMS)2 

It should also be noted that jitter in the analog input source 
will have the same detrimental affect on SNR. Analog input 
signal jitter is usually only a problem in evaluation setups, 
and does not generally present a problem in full systems. 

low-jitter crystal controlled oscillators make the best con
vert clock sources. If the convert clock is generated from 
another type of source, by gating, dividing or other method, 
it should be registered by the original clock as the last step. 
This should keep jitter terms from compounding. 

CONY 

81 

f\j\~~ 0.1, 
~ 

SINE 
WAVE 50 
0.5Vpp 50 ¢ 

CONY 

130 130 

-5.2V CLC935 

Figure 4: Sine to ECl Conversion Circuit 

For variable frequency convert clocks, low-phase-noise 
frequency synthesizers like the Fluke 6080A orthe HP8662 
are good choices. Sinusoidal sources of this type will 
require a sine-to-ECl conversion circuit (figure 4), such as 
the one above. This circuit operates consistently with low 
level inputs (OdBm), but is sensitive to noise (jitter) from the 
synthesizer. By maintaining a larger input level (>+6dBm), 
the effects of jitter can be greatly minimized. 

Thermal Considerations 
Many high performance NO converters dissipate an ap
preciable amount of power, up to 6W in some cases. The 
following strategies can be applied to prevent overheating: 

a) ... a thick copper ground plane ... an appreciable amount 
of heat is conducted out of the NO through its leads. 

b) ... a copper stand-off between the ground plane and the 
bottom of the package (thermal paste may be useful). 
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c) ... aSIL PAD®between the ground plane and the bottom 
of the package. To maximize heat conduction leave a 
patch of exposed (no solder mask) ground plane under 
the AID converter. 

d) ... moving air over the AID converter. 

Evaluating a high performance AID converter 
Since the AID converter is an expensive component, and 
one which can have a great effect upon the system 
performance. The best approach is to evaluate perfor
mance in the target system. This is not always feasible, 
and often clouds the line between converter and system 
quality. If the design is an upgrade of an existing design, 
try to modify the existing system, using an evaluation board 
to replace the old data converter. 

If it is not practical to employ the final system as an 
evaluation platform, the converter should be operated 
under conditions as close as possible to those of the 
intended use. Match the clock rate; use input signals that 
are comparable in size and bandwidth to those in the final 
system. 

If the system uses an 11 MSPS clock, AID performance 
with an 11 MSPS clock may be better or worse than 
performance at the rated speed. Many manufacturers 
define the same specification differently, ortestthe param
eter differently, it is therefore dangerous to try and make a 
comparison of two devices based on data sheet specifica
tions alone. If in the application, the converter is sampling 
a signal with 5MHz bandwidth, a test of D.C. linearity will 
not be particularly illuminating. SNR or SFSR (or any other 
test pertinentto the final application) may be more relevant 
to the application. Com linear applications engineers stand 
ready to assist you in evaluating Comlinear or competitive 
AID converters. 

AID Converter Specifications 
As the speeds and resolutions of AID converters have 
increased, AID converters have found themselves in appli
cations that once were entirely analog. In an attempt to 
make the transition from analog to digital easier for the 
design engineer, Comlinear specifies many parameters in 
ways that are similar to those of analog components 
intended for the same systems. Unfortunately since there 
is not a direct equivalence between the AID and the analog 
function that it is replacing, the specifications do not have 
the same meaning as similarly named specifications for 
analog components. What follows is a listing of several of 
the parameters that are used in many AID converter 
specification sheets, along with the definitions that 
Comlinear uses. 

Small Signal Bandwidth 
In testing small signal bandwidth, the input is a sinusoid 
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of +FS (one half of the Full
Scale range for a bipolar input converter). The input 
frequency of a sinusoid is raised until the amplitude repre-

sented by the digital output signal is 3dB lower than the 
input. This is the small signal bandwidth. In most systems 
other factors make conversion at such high analog input 
frequencies impractical. Distortion usually begins to domi
nate at frequencies well below the small signal bandwidth. 

Large Signal Bandwidth 
Same as small signal bandwidth, but this time the input 
sinusoid is at full power. Once again, other undesirable 
signal degradations will usually prevent the user from 
operating the AID with input signals of this high frequency. 

Effective aperture delay 
There is a finite period oftime between the edge (Com linear 
converters begin the sampling process on the rising edge 
of the convert signal) of the convert signal and the instant 
at which the converter actually samples the input signal. 
This time is known as the effective aperture delay. To 
measure effective aperture delay, the converter samples a 
pulse input signal at the same frequency of the conversion 
process. The phase of the convert clock is adjusted so that 
the value on the output of the AID represents the level at 
the 50% point of the edge of the input pulse. The time 
difference between the clock edge and the AID input edge 
is then the effective aperture delay. 

Aperture Jitter 
The RMS deviation of effective aperture delay is known as 
aperture jitter. Since this clock jitter multiplied by the RMS 
slew rate of the input signal generates an output error, the 
value of the aperture jitter can be estimated by observing 
how the SNR decreases as a function of increasing input 
frequency. 

DNL 
Differential Non-Linearity is a measure of the uniformity of 
the code steps. To measure DNL, the threshold voltages 
of the AID converter are measured, where the differences 
between adjacent thresholds is compared to the ideal size 
of the codes. The worst case error of the 4095 codes is the 
DNL. 

INL 
Integral Non-Linearity measures the worst case error that 
the converter can make. Since an ideal AID converter will 
make errors of up to +LSB, this portion of the error is not 
counted in the INL measurement. 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN SPECIFICATIONS 
Several high-speed AID converter specifications are more 
appropriate to frequency domain applications. In these, 
the AID converter input is a pure sinusoidal signal. A 
record of the AID output is taken and is then transformed 
into the frequency domain by use of a Fourier transform 
(figure 5). The Fourier transform is then examined to 
determine the values of SNR, THO, IBH, SINAD, and 
SFSR. 
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DC Incraaalng Frequency _ Nyquist 

Figure 5: Typical Spectral Plot in the 
Frequency Domain 

SNR - [1: of the Noise (less Harmonics) : Fundamental] 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio is a measure of the broad band noise 
that is introduced into the signal by the AID converter and 
the sampling process. The magnitude of the input sinusoid 
is compared to the sum of all other frequencies, except for 
those representing harmonics of the fundamental fre
quency. The ratio of the signal to the sum of the individual 
noise components is the SNR. 

THD - [I: Harmonics (10 to 50 Harmonics) : Fundamental] 
Total-Harmonic-Distortion is measured in a similar fashion 
to SNR, except that in the analysis, the fundamental is 
compared to the sum of the harmonics. Since some of the 
harmonics lie outside the dc to F:/2 range, they will the 
aliased back into the base band. 

IBH - [Largest Harmonic component: Fundamental] 
IBH is the ratio of the fundamental to the largest harmonic. 

SINAD - [I: of the noise and Harmonics: Fundamental] 
SINAD is similar to SNR exceptthatthe harmonics are not 
ignored. 

SFSR - [Largest Harmonic or Noise component : Fundamental] 
SFSR is the ratio of the fundamental to the highest spur 
(noise or harmonic) in the frequency domain. This is very 
similar to IBH since the highest spur is usually harmonically 
related to the input. 

Two Tone Intermodulation Distortion -
[Largest Harmonic or IMD component: Fundamental] 

The input to the AID Converter consists of the sum of two 
sinusoids with a small difference in their frequencies. As 
an example, a converter with a 15MSPS clock might be 
tested with inputs at 5.1 MHz and 5.2MHz. Non linearities 

in the converter will cause the input frequencies and their 
harmonics to mix, generating products at the frequencies 
Nfl+Mf2 where Nand M are integers and fl and f2 are the 
input frequencies. Many of these products will lie outside 
the dc to f:/2 band, but their images will alias back into the 
baseband. The two tone I.M.D. is the ratio of the input 
signal to the largest of these unwanted products. 

NPR - Depth of notch in an "all hostile" noise environment 
Noise Power Ratio is determined by providing the AID 
converter with a "band limited" white noise input Signal, 
with a narrow range of the spectrum removed from the 
input (this is the "all frequencies hostile" exceptthe notch). 
The ratio of the power level in the spectrum to that in the 
notch, is the NPR (see figure 6). NPR is a useful specifi
cation for systems in which the input comprises several 
independent signals separated in the frequency domain. 
The NPR will predict how much adjacent channels will 
interfere with each other. 

·20 

.,;-
~-40 

l60 
i 0-80 

-100 

-120 
Frequency FJ2 

Figure 6: Typical Noise Power Ration Spectrum 

Evaluation Boards 
An evaluation board available for all of Com linear's AID 
converters. The evaluation board can be used to quickly 
evaluate the performance ofthese converters, saving time 
and effort. Use of the evaluation board, as a proven circuit 
layout, is highly recommended. 

Applications Support 
Comlinear Corporation maintains a staff of applications 
engineers who are available for design and applications 
assistance. They can be reached at (303) 226 0500. 

Mini-Circuits P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 
11235. Phone: (718) 934 4500 

SIL-PADs are manufactured by 
BERGQUIST 5300 Edina Industrial Blvd. Minneapolis, 
MN 55435 Phone: (612) 835 2322 

[]comlinear Corporation 
4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins. CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 Fax: (303) 226-0564 

ANAD01.00 
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INTRODUCTION 

No two high-speed applications are the same-or at 
least it seems that way. Nonetheless, while every 
system has its particular requirements, many of the 
design techniques are common among different 
designs. This application note illustrates design 
techniques utilizing current-feedback op amps and 
the practical circuits where they are used. The 
circuits should work well with any Comlinear op amp 
if appropriate adjustments are made for different 
feedback resistance values. 

Inverting Gain 

As with voltage-feedback op amps, the ratio of the 
feedback resistor to the gain-setting resistor deter
mines the voltage gain in current-feedback op amp 
circuits. With current feedback, however, dynamic 
performance is largely independent of the voltage 
gain. (See application note AN300-1 for a technical 
discussion of current-feedback.) Also, the optimum 
feedback resistor value for a current-feedback 
op amp is indicated in the data sheet. 

/ 
optional 

>-4----OVout 

For in input impedance of 50n, 
select R, II RG = 500. 

©1988 Comlinear Corporation 
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Non-Inverting Gain 

>--'---oVout 
Vino---_._---!+ 

/ 
optional 

Vo", = (1+ ::) v," 

Ri sets the input impedance. 

Summing Amplifier 

Current-feedback op amps are the natural choice in 
summing applications since the bandwidth and 
other key specs are relatively unaffected by high 
gain settings. (The parallel combination of all the 
input resistors yields a small effective gain-setting 
resistance and hence a large effective gain setting.) 

1kQ 
v,o---'\M..--+-"""'----, 

Vout = - (V, + V2 ... ) 



Differential Amplifier 

Be sure to obey common-mode input voltage limits 
shown in the op amp data sheet. If large, saturat
ing input signals are expected, use an over
drive-protected op amp and appropriate protection 
circuitry. 

Differential Line Receiver 

This circuit provides good common mode rejection 
and 50n termination for signals which need to be 
transmitted through coaxial lines. 

250.0. 250.0. 

56.0. 

250.0. 

Differential input resistance is 500. 

Coaxial Cable Driver 

Proper transmission line driving techniques are 
important when high-speed signals have to travel 
more than a few inches. The back-matching and 
terminating resistors, Ro, are chosen to match the 
characteristic impedance of the coaxial line. If the 
load is well-matched to the transmission line imped
ance, the back-matching resistor may be omitted for 
greater voltage swing. (Remember that back matching 
creates a voltage divider which attenuates the output 
signal by 50%.) 

Ro = flof 

Distribution Amplifier 

75,n Vout 

7sn 
75'u Vout 

7sn 

Driving Capacitive Loads 

The damping resistor, Rs, reduces pulse-response 
overshoot and frequency-response peaking caused 
by the load capacitance. The value of Rs may be 
found on some of the op amp data sheets or may be 
found experimentally. 

Rg 

Output Current Booster 

This circuit provides up to 400mA of output current. 
Since the output buffer circuit introduces additional 
phase lag, the feedback resistor, R" may have to be 
increased above the data sheet recommendation to 
decrease loop gain and thus improve stability. The 
gain-setting resistor, Rg , is then chosen for the 
desired gain. 

son 
v,o-----i 

'--~o/V--_+_-------t--ovaut 

Sll 

-Vee 

v •• , = v, (1+ =:) - v, ( =: ) 
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Simple Offset Adjustment 

The Zener diode biasing resistor, R, should be chosen 
to provide a diode current of 7.SmA. 

Vou1 

Vout 

Composite Amplifier for Low Offset and Drift (#1) 
This composite circuit provides both high speed and 
good DC performance and unlike most composite 
circuits, it provides good settling performance (17ns 
to 0.1%). In operation, the OP-27 op amp drives its 
output such that the summing node is driven to OV 
(which is the normal case for an inverting gain 
circuit). Thus, the circuit output takes on the high
performance DC characteristics of the OP-27. At 
high frequencies, the high-speed op amp takes over 
to provide good AC performance. 

Select 
R,C, = 15/1" 
R,C, = 9.09/lS 
R = R, II RG II R, 
RC, = 2.5/1s 

Composite Amplifier for Low Offset and Drift (#2) 

This composite circuit is useful with those products 
which have the feedback resistor connected 
internally to both the input and output. Rb is 
adjusted for minimum output voltage at the OP-27 
when Vou! is a 70kHZ square wave of 1 OV pp 
centered at OV. 

15k!! 

v •• , = - ( 15~O ) v" 

R. '" 9.5R 
Rb ", O.5R 
Re'" 10K + 15K II (R. + Rb) 

Non-Inverting Composite Amplifier 

Vout 

As with the previous circuit, Rb is chosen for 
minimum output voltage at the OP-27 when You! is 
a 70kHz square wave of 1 avpp centered at av. 

FET -Input Circuit 

A FET -input circuit is useful when a greater input 
impedance is desired or when bias currents or noise 
currents need to be reduced. 

Vout 

-Vee 
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AC-coupled Amplifier (with Single-Supply Biasing) 

The voltage divider circuit at the non-inverting input 
biases the op amp input and output at the supply 
midpoint. For those op amps having a bias pin, these 
pins should also connect to the supply midpoint bias 
circuit. 

Vino--l 
R, R, 

5kn I---oVout 

+'tc 

5kn 

Reducing Bandwidth 

Bandwidth and loop stability is controlled by Rf . 

Increasing Rf reduces bandwidth according to the 
approximate relationship: BW2 Rf1 

-

"ip-n 
~LC Vout 

R, 

RG 

Adjustable Bandwidth 

By increasing the inverting input impedance (which 
is normally very low) of a current feedback op amp, 
the bandwidth of the op amp can be reduced. The 
bandwidth of the circuit below can be varied over a 
range of 60MHz to 160MHz. 

250n 250n 

Reducing Frequency-Response Peaking 

(due to stray capacitance in parallel with Rg) 

The low-pass filter at the non-inverting input cancels 
the frequency-response zero caused by Cstray. At low 
non-inverting gains, the CLC231 or CLC400 will 
provide a flatter frequency response without the 
need for the low-pass filter (because they can be 
used with lower feedback resistor values). 

Vout 

Adjustable Gain Using a FET 
This circuit provides a 26dB adjustment range and a 
gain flatness of 1dB from DC to 50MHz. An SD210 
FET provides low on-resistance with minimal capa
citive loading. 

Veontrol = 0 to + 5V 

Adjustable Gain Using a Photoresistor 

This circuit provides a 12dB adjustment range and a 
gain flatness of 1dB from DC to 20MHz. The 741 
circuit improves temperature stability and repeata
bility of the photoresistor circuit. 

150n 

>-..---oVouf 

Vo", = 1+ 1500 
V,, ..!Y 

-----, Cloire)( Icontrol 

: CLM8500/2 , 

'-..!._~~ 2N2222 
200n 

+I5V 
3kn 

+ IV o--....,.,..-+----i 
5kn 

Integrator (#1) 

With current-feedback op amps, it is important to 
keep large capacitance values out of the inverting 
feedback loop in order to maintain stability. 

For stable operation, 

~>BE 
R, II RA - RG 

All resistors are 1 % 
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Integrator (#2) 

This integrator provides higher dc gain than #1. For 
the values shown, the dc gain is 55dB. Higher values 
can be obtained by reducing Rg , however, the ratio 
of R~ !o R, should remain constant for adequate loop 
~tablhty. Much of the output noise is directly propor
tional to R, so that higher dc gain is obtained at the 
expense of higher noise. This circuit does not have 
the stability problem that is related to resistor match
ing as does integrator #1. 

Integrator with Zero 

R, 
250~ 

'" v,. 2". (12. 7MHz) 
s 

Vout 

In this circuit, feedback capacitance is acceptable 
because the op amp relies upon the value of the 
feedback resistor for stability. 

l<j>---"'--<>Voul 

Active FiRer Circuits 

The following five circuits illustrate how current
feedback op amps provide high-performance active 
filter functions. The "KRC" realization is used (see 
references at the end of the ap note) since it doesn't 
require reactive elements in the (negative) feedback 
path, which would compromise stability. 
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When the filter cutoff frequency is small relative to 
the amplifier bandwidth, the transfer functions shown 
will provide good accuracy. However, as with any 
active filter circuit, the group delay through the 
op amp becomes significant for cutoff frequencies 
greater than about 10% of the op amp bandwidth. For 
such designs, computer analysis tools and an iterative 
design approach is helpful. 

Low-Pass Filter (10MHz, Q = 5) 

c, 

0= 1 

JR.C. + JR,C. + (1-Ko) !!!£, 
R,C, R.C, V R,C, 

RG 
139~ 

R, = R, = R, C, = c. = C: 

1 
Wo = RC 

0=_1_ 
3 - Ko 

High-Pass Filter (1 MHz, Q = 2) 

K.=1+:: 
0= 1 

~( IC. + fC,) + IR.c. (1-K.) VA. V c, Vc. VR,C; 

Vout 

R, = R. = R, C, = c. = C: , 
lAIo = RC 

0=_1_ 
3 - K. 



Band-Pass FiRer (40MHz, Q = 4) 
The component values shown are "predistorted" 
from the nominal design values to account for the 
1.6ns op amp group delay, which is significant relative 
to the filter cutoff frequency. 

RG 
36.511 

2 R, + R2 

WQ = R,R2RsC1C2 
R, = R, = R, C, = C, = C: 

Q= .f2 
4 - Ko 

Band-Stop Filter (4MHz, Q = 4) 

2C 

Vout 

24911 

~~ 

1 
Q",. = 2 (2 - Ko) 

Photodiode Amplifier 

The circuit below provides a transimpedance gain of 
-2.5kO to convert the photodiode current into a 
voltage. 

2.5kll 

01 A Converter Buffer Amplifier 
Most high-speed, current-output Of A converters 
provide the best performance when driving little or 
no load impedance. The circuit below meets this 
requirement while also providing a transimpedance 
gain which converts the Of A output current into a 
voltage. The variable capacitor in the feedback loop 
should be adjusted for desired pulse response to 
compensate for the Of A output capacitance, which 
otherwise causes frequency-response peaking or 
instability. The 500 and 5000 resistors reduce the 
effective value of the feedback capacitance so that 
a reasonable value capacitor may be used. 

50!> 500!> 

For example, with the CLC401 , R, = 2.SkQ and a D/A output capacitance of 
20pF, C '" SpF. 

Tunnel Diode Detector Amplifier 

See the Of A converter buffer circuit for circuit 
highlights. 

Vout 

Non-Linear Transfer Functions 

Current-feedback op amps are particularly useful in 
non-linear transfer function circuits. Since bandwidth 
and other key specifications are independent of 
gain-setting, the dynamic performance is relatively 
independent of signal level. 

In analyzing the circuit, it is useful to identify the three 
input signal paths that contribute to the output 
voltage (the 1 kO resistor and the two diode bridges). 
Each of these paths terminates at the inverting 
input-a point that is at virtual ground. Oue to feed
back, the current through the feedback resistor is 
equal to the sum of these input currents. The output 
voltage, therefore, is the product of the feedback 
resistor and the sum of the input currents. 

The individual input currents are equal to the input 
voltage divided by the respective gain-setting resistor. 
However, in the signal paths containing the bridges, 
the current follows this linear relationship until it 
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limits at 12V/16kn. This is what leads to the non
linear gain. A more accurate analysis requires that 
the diode bulk and dynamic resistances be 
included. 

inpuf 
signal 
paths 

+12V 

-12V 

Schottky bridges are Metelics 

Peak Detector 

The circuit shown in the next column can capture 
50ns pulses over a 20mV to 1.5V input range. The 
circuit consists of three basic blocks: the op amp and 
diodes, the storage capacitor and discharge circuit, 
and the unity-gain buffer. The peak detecting action 
is caused by the conduction or non-conduction of 
the two diodes in the feedback loop. 

When Vau! > V;n, the op amp output swings in the 
negative direction until 02 conducts and the feedback 
path is completed and the op amp does not saturate. 

When Vou! < V;n, the op amp output swings in the 
positive direction causing 01 to conduct and the 
storage capacitor voltage to be charged through the 
2000 isolating resistor. This action continues until 
VOU! = V;n and equilibrium is established. 

~i!l-.2.ai!!.b~ff.!r - - - - - 1 
I +15V 

150n 

D2 

250n 

I -15V I L _________ ..J 

475n 

475n 
50ns pulses over a 
20mV to 1.5V input range 

01.2 IN5711 
Q1.2,3 MPS-H10 
J1,2 2N5911 
J3 2N4391 
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Differential Gain and Phase for Composite 
Video Systems 
A critical performance characteristic for composite video 
systems relates to how well each device in the signal path 
maintains a constant small signal gain and phase for the 
relatively low level color carrier at 3.58MHz as the bright
ness (or luminance) signal is ramped through its allowed 
range. This is often specified as the differential gain and 
phase. 

Figure 1 shows a typical composite video signal. The low 
frequency ramping shown in the test signal controls the 
brightness of the picture, while the 3.58MHz color carrier 
(or chrominance signal) riding on top of this controls the 
color. The amplitude of this carrier controls the color 
saturation while the phase shift of the carrier relative to 
the color burst sync. controls the hue. Any non-linearities 
in a device's gain or phase response as the luminance 
level is changed will show up as a distortion in the picture 
color. Note that the amplitudes shown on Figure 1 are 
those required at the load end of a doubly terminated 750 
transmission line. 
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Figure 1 

An amplifier's output DC level can have a profound effect 
on its small Signal response. This is especially true for 
composite video signals when several parallel doubly 
terminated 75 ohm loads are driven from a single amplifier 
output causing the current to vary widely over the 
luminance range. 

Differential gain can be defined as either the maximum 
percentage change in chrominance gain from the lumi
nance black level to its white level or the peak-to-peak 
percentage gain change over the same luminance range. 
The peak-to-peak percentage gain change shall be used 
here. 

Differential phase can be defined as either the maximum 
change in phase shift through a device, in degrees, from 
the luminance black level to its white level, or the peak
to-peak phase shift change over the same luminance 
range. The peak-to-peak change in degrees shall be 
used here. 

Conceptually, the gain and phase response through an 
amplifier element at the chrominance frequency and 
amplitude is measured as the luminence, or output DC 
level, is ramped from its black level, typically 0 volts, to its 
white level, typically.7 volts. The peak-to-peak variation 
in the measured gain and phase is taken as the differential 
gain and phase of the device under test. 

Although the perceptible level for differential gain and 
phase errors are well over the 1 % and 1 0 levels, respec
tively, the cumulative errors of cascaded video channel 
devices are calling for individual amplifier errors to be 
well below the perceptible level. The traditional means of 
measuring differential gain and phase using a vector 
scope and/or waveform monitor allow measurements to 
be made down to approximately the .2% and .10 level. 
This level of resolution is inadequate for amplifiers in
tended for today's higher performance test and video 
distribution equipment An alternative means of measuring 
this critical performance parameter using a network 
analyzer will be described. 

Differential Gain and Phase Measurements 
Using a Network Analyzer 
Using the self-calibration feature commonly available in 
network analyzers, exceptionally fine resolution of gain 
and phase changes from a reference trace can be deter
mined. Figure 2 shows the overall test configuration used 
to measure several of the Comlinear amplifiers for differ
ential gain and phase. Although a Hewlett-Packard 4195 
spectrum/network analyzer was used to perform these 
measurements, as well as specific splitters, attenuators, 
and reflection !transmission test set, equivalent hardware 
configured to achieve the same result would, of course, 
be acceptable. The stand-alone programming capability 
of the HP4195, especially for the built-in DC bias source, 
make it particularly suitable for differential gain and 
phase testing. The 4195 has the capability of using the 
internal DC bias source as the independent variable for 
setting up its display trace, precisely the capability required 
for these tests. 

R/T Test Set 

HP4195 

T2 

HP4195 

Figure 2 
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Figure 3 shows a typical configuration for the Device 
Under Test (OUT). The end goal for setting up the OUT 
stimulus is to generate at the output pin of the amplifier 
a 0 to 1.4V low-frequency ramp with a .56Vpp 3.58MHz 
sine wave riding on top of it. This will generate the 
amplitudes of Figure 1 at the load if we were driving a 
doubly terminated line. The peak-to-peak change in gain 
and phase for 821 measured over the DC input sweep, 
when corrected by a reference trace taken with the OUT 
replaced by a short, will yield a measure of the differential 
gain and phase. 

DC sweep 
O-O.7V, 
+3.58MHz 
at .28Vpp 

Typical OUT Configuration 

Rg 

Net gain of +2 to this point 
with allen uator set to accou nt 
for amplifier gain. 

IIOOSl 

'" _50Sl 

DC sweep 
0-1.4\1, 
+3.58MHz 
at .56Vpp 

Load R's attached here to 
simulate multiple doubly 
terminated 750 lines. 

Figure 3 

Note that although the test waveform of Figure 1 shows 
an entire luminance staircase sweep from white to black 
in less than 63J.1Secs, the 4195 will generate a considerably 
slower sweep to allow adequate 821 measurement time 
at each DC voltage setting. In doing the test this way, we 
are assuming that no additional device limitations will be 
encountered in increasing the luminance rate of change 
to that required by the most demanding video signals. 
This translates into a requirement for excellent amplifier 
pulse response which in turn implies adequate slew rate 
and broadband frequency response flatness (to limit 
pulse overshoot and ringing). An assessment of an 
amplifier's pulse response should be made independently 
to confirm that its response to slowly varying luminance 
levels is representative of that to the most rapidly varying 
signal. 

Returning to Figure 2, each element of the test configu
ration will be described. 8ince we need to make a network 
analyzer measurement of a forward transmission charac
teristic, an 821 measurement, a reflected wave measure
ment must be made using a reflectionltransmission test 
set. Many network analyzers have this built into their 
8-parameter test set. To minimize the reflected signal, a 
good 50n match is desired looking out of the RfT test set. 
Hence, the DC source and the OUT input are made to look 
like 50n on the other side of the power combiner. To 
minimize any receiver DC sensitivity, AC coupling is used 
to isolate the RF measurement paths. 
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The CLC400 is used to buffer the programmable DC 
source for two reasons. First, the source by itself does not 
have the current capability to drive the 1 oon load over the 
needed voltage range and, secondly, the CLC400 provides 
a more well-defined AC source impedance looking back 
into its output than the DC control output of the HP4195. 

The power combiner provides a means of adding. the 
desired AC and DC signals while maintaining a 50n 
matched environment. There is a 6dB loss for the AC 
Signal through the splitter to the 50n OUT input imped
ance. With the AC coupling present at the 3.58MHz signal 
input to the splitter, there is, however, only a 3dB loss for 
the DC signal from the 4195 DC output pin to the 50n OUT 
input. Note that with the CLC400 buffer set up for a gain 
of 6dB, there is a net gain of OdB from the CLC400 input 
to the splitter input and then a 3dB loss from there to the 
OUT input. 

Turning now to Figure 3, the non-inverting input imped
ance is set to 50n to provide good matching to the power 
combiner output. For the low gain amplifier parts tested, 
the gain is set to + 2 with Rf = Rg and the input attenuator 
is not required. For the higher gain parts, operated at a 
linear gain of +20 (10x the low gain), a 20dB attenuator 
is used with the same DC sweep voltages and rf signal 
power to achieve the desired sweep at the output. The 
desired test voltage swings shown on Figure 3 at the 
output ofthe amplifier are double those shown on Figure 1 
to account for the 6dB loss seen at the load in driving 
doubly terminated video transmission lines. The 100n 
series output resistor into the 50n 14dB attenuator pro
vides the single load case of 150n while providing a good 
50n source impedance to the network analyzer receiver 
input. Additional loading is simulated by connecting 
parallel 150n resistors to ground directly on the amplifier's 
output pin. 

To make a differential gain and phase measurement for 
a particular part type, the OUT (including the 1 oon series 
output resistor, the input attenuator, and the 50n termi
nation) is replaced by a short. Multiple DC voltage sweeps 
are then taken with the measured gain and phase aver
aged to develop a reference gain and phase flatness for 
the test configuration withoutthe OUT in place. Replacing 
the OUT into the circuit and averaging multiple gain and 
phase measurements over the DC voltage sweep and • 
subtracting the reference trace data from this will yield 
the gain and phase flatness for the device. Note that the 
absolute measured 821 will change going from the 
calibration to the OUT due to the 100n series output 
resistor. The absolute measured phase will also change 
due to the increased path length with the OUT in place. 
Except for non-linearities in the receiver, this won't matter 
since we are really only looking at the deviation from 
flatness for the corrected gain and phase measurements. 

After performing the calibration, an example of which 
appears in Figure 4 with the gain shown in dB, a corrected 
measurement for the same short will yield a measure of 
the system resolution. This appears on Figure 5 and 
shows an approximate gain flatness resolution of .008% 
and a phase flatness resolution of .005°. These numbers 
result from taking twice the peak-to-peak variation shown 
in Figure 5 as an approximate measure of resolution. Note 
in Figure 4, the uncorrected calibration sweep, that while 
the gain appears fairly constant over the DC sweep, there 
is a relatively significant phase change of almost .02°. 
One possible source for this would be the slight change 



in the impedance matching looking into the DC bias 
source out of the splitter, causing a slight change in the 
phase shift through the splitter. At any rate, using this data 
to correctthe OUT measured data improves the resolution 
to the levels listed above. These resolution levels are 
considerably b~tter than those achievable with a vector 
scope or a waveform monitor. 

Uncorrected through Calibration 

Figure 4 

Corrected through Calibration 

> 
~ 
o 

§ 

Figure 5 

Measurement Results 
Several amplifiers in Comlinear's product line seem 
particularly appropriate for composite video distribution. 
All of the products would actually show excellent differ
ential gain and phase response at the 3.58MHz color 
carrier due to their exceptionally broad bandwidth and 
symmetric topologies. (Most devices utilize a Class AB 
output stage yielding excellent distortion relative to a 
Class A stage.) 

The parts selected for testing included three low cost! 
size monolithic parts and a low gain hybrid amplifier. The 
OUT topologies used and the gain and phase plots vs. DC 
voltage for no additional loading attached (representing 
a single 1500 load) are shown in Figures 6 through 10. 
The required stimulus levels for all of these tests, except 
the unity gain CLC11 0, was a DC sweep from 0 to .98V 
and an RF level = 7.8dBm. Both ofthese must be doubled 
to generate the desired output levels for the CLC11 O. The 

CLC400 DC buffer amplifier shown in Figure 2 will need 
to be run with +6V positive supply to accommodate the 
+ 4V output swing required for the CLC11 0 test Although 
not shown on the OUT drawings, each test circuit included 
the recommended supply decoupling elements shown on 
that part's data sheet. 

6 100.11 

Figure 6 

The CLC400, a monolithic amplifier optimized for low 
gain, showed the best overall differential gain and phase. 
With a single 1500 load, the peak-to-peak gain variation 
was .03% while peak-to-peak phase variation was .020. 
These are well above the system resolution levels but 
would present a considerable challenge measurement to 
a vector scope and!or a waveform monitor. 

6 100.11 

4 

1500.11 

78.9.11 -5V 
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Figure 7 

The CLC401 is a monolithic amplifier optimized for higher 
gains. Tested at a linear gain of +20, a 20dB attenuator 
is required to use the same stimulus levels into the DUT 
to produce the desired output swing. At a load of 1500, 
the peak-to-peak gain variation was .02% while peak-to
peak phase variation was .11 o. 

Figure 8 

The CLC11 0 is a monolithic unity gain buffer with excep
tional bandwidth and pulse response. The stimulus levels 
used for the CLC400 were doubled, both AC and DC, 
since this DUT has one-half the gain of the CLC400. With 
the nominal test load of 1500, the peak-lo-peak gain 
variation was .17% while the peak-to-peak phase variation 
was .01 o. Compared to the CLC400, this part offers better 
differential phase but poorer differential gain performance. 
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Figure 9 

The CLC231 is a hybrid amplifier optimized for low 
gains. It also has the capability of operating at supplies 
down to ± 5V with almost full AC performance if the 
two ladj pins are shorted to their respective supplies. 
The performance, however, is very poor relative to the 
CLC400. It was anticipated that the higher slew rate 
and output current capability of this hybrid part would 
enhance performance. It appears, however, that even 
in the single 150.0 case the differential gain is .09% 
while the differential phase is .14°. 

II IOOS). 

250S). -15V 

III 



Figure 10 

Operating the CLC231 at its recommended ± 15V supplies, 
being careful to remove the shorts to the Iadj pins, yields 
excellent performance. At the nominal load of 1500, 
peak-to-peak gain variation was .03% and peak-to-peak 
phase variation was .08 0 • This compares very well to the 
CLC400 and may actually offer better performance for 
very high-speed luminance signals due to the higher 
slew rate offered by the CLC231. 

All of the parts tested here offer slew rates in excess of 
400V / p.sec as well as excellent high-speed pulse fidelity. 
Increasing the luminance staircase rate to that used in 
actual composite video signals should have no effect on 
the differential gain and phase performance. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the differential gain and phase 
vs. number of 1500 loads for the five sets of tests per
formed here. Generally, for low gain applications, the 
CLC400 appears to yield the best overall performance for 
multiple loads. The CLC401 can be used successfully 
driving a limited number of loads in those cases where 
significant gain is required (as in receiving a signal on an 
exceptional length of cable). The CLC11 0 can offer some 
advantages in the differential phase performance if that 
is the key performance parameter. The CLC231 would be 
considered at ± 15V supplies where multiple lossy lines 
need to be driven and the loss can be recovered by 
driving higher output levels atthe CLC231 than achievable 
with the ±5V monolithic parts. 

[] Comlinear Corporation 

2 3 4 
Number of 1500 loads 

Figure 11 

234 
Number of 1500 loads 

Figure 12 
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APPlication Note OA.12 

Noise Analysis 
for Comlinear's 

OPAmps 
Michael Steffes 
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Abstract: This application note develops the various 
descriptions of noise used by the industry 
and applies these terms to Comlinear's 
current feedback amplifier product line. In 
addition, a summary table of the equivalent 
input noise voltage and currents for the 
amplifiers available from Comlinear at the 
time of publication is also included 
(Appendix II). Finally, noise computational 
aids for analyzing the effect of 1/f noise and 
converting from small signal -3dB 
bandwidth to noise power bandwidth is 
included as Appendix I. 

Understanding different descriptions of noise: 
Probably the most perplexing aspect of noise analysis 
is the myriad of descriptions used by the industry for 
the same underlying phenomena. Different needs lead 
engineers into describing noise in many different ways. 
A few of these options are 

1. Spot or integrated noise 
2. Input or output referred noise 
3. Noise powers or noise voltages and currents 
4. Noise figure and/or noise temperature 

Which form is used for each of these selections 
depends on what you are trying to accomplish. Spot 
noises are almost always used in calculating total noise 
since there is normally a common system bandwidth 
that will determine the integrated noise. Input noise is 
of interest for developing the input Signal/Noise ratio 
while output noise, especially integrated noise, is of 
interest when comparing the noise level to the V2 LSB 
of an AID converter. Computations for developing 
equivalent noises considering multiple noise sources 
are always done by combining the powers and power 
gains, whereas the separate contributing noise sources 
are almost always defined in terms of currents and 
voltages. Noise figure and noise temperature are 
amplifier input noise descriptions common to the RF 
and communications field. 

An example computational flow will illustrate how these 
various descriptions fit together. Taking the equivalent 
input spot noise voltages and currents as the starting 
point for any description of noise (see Figure 1), an 
equivalent output spot noise power may be computed 
by taking each voltage and currentto the outputthrough 
its appropriate gain and combining them as the sum of 
squared terms. Noise current terms always include an 
impedance in their gain expression to get all terms into 
squared voltage expressions. Strictly speaking, we 
should be developing these powers across some 
resistance. However, in all subsequent expressions the 
resistances drop out and we are left dealing with 
voltages, currents, and gains squared. In general, the 
separate noise sources are taken to be uncorrelated 
which is why we can combine them by simply adding 
their component powers. Having computed the total 
output noise power, the equivalent output spot noise 
voltage is obtained by taking the square root of this 
expression. 

From this spot noise voltage at the output, all other 
noise descriptions may be derived. The integrated 
output noise voltage is obtained by multiplying the spot 
noise by the square root of the noise power bandwidth. 
(See Appendix I for a description of the Noise Power 

Bandwidth (NPB)). This yields an rms noise voltage at 
the output for that bandwidth. Taking this voltage times 
6 will yield the approximate peak-to-peak voltage swing 
that would be seen on an oscilloscope for this NPB. 
Adjusting the scope bandwidth illustrates the 
importance of noise power bandwidth quite well. 

Equivalent input spot noise voltages can be derived by 
taking this output spot noise voltage and dividing by 
the voltage gain (from whatever input point you wish 
to define) to the output. This is normally called input 
referring the output noise. Again, multiplying by the 
noise power bandwidth will yield the input referred 
integrated noise. This is normally left as an rms value 
(as opposed to a peak-to-peak noise). With an 
equivalent input noise voltage derived, the Noise Figure 
is developed by comparing this amplifier contributed 
noise to the source resistor noise. 

In general, remember that computations combining 
noise sources together must be done with squared 
voltages, currents, and gains. Getting back to voltage 
or current is simply the square root of the sum of 
squared terms expression. Integrated noise is 
computed by multiplying noise power bandwidth (NPB) 
by the spot noise power (the sum of squared terms), 
or by multiplying the square root of the NPB by the 
noise voltages or currents. 

Comlinear amplifier noise analysis: 
For devices as flexible as Comlinear's current feedback 
op amps, one of the primary goals in specifying the 
noise is to do so in a fashion that provides enough 
information to predict the noise performance under any 
set of operating conditions. The best way to do this is 
to define an equivalent non-inverting input noise voltage 
and input noise currents for the non-inverting and 
inverting inputs. These are defined as spot noise 
voltages and currents over frequency, although in most 
applications, only the relatively constant high frequency 
(flatband) value is of any interest. These three terms 
form the most elemental of common denominators for 
the remaining types of noise descriptions. In any real 
measurement or application the resistors used to 
operate the amplifier correctly will also contribute noise. 
Although often neglected, these can make a significant 
noise contribution in some cases and must be 
considered for any complete noise analysis. 

Figure 1 

source 
~ 

+ 

Amplifier Noise Terms: 
en =non-inverting input voltage noise 
ibn=non-inverting input current noise 
ib;=inverting input current noise 

Resistor Noise Terms 
eRT=terminating resistor vottage noise 
eRf=feedback resistor vottage noise 
iRg=gain setting resistor current noise 

Figure 1 shows a non-inverting amplifier configuration 
with every noise source specified. 
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With all of the contributing noise sources defined, an 
output spot noise voltage may be found by using 
superposition for each of those sources. As with any 
other linear analysis, each noise source is considered 
separately by opening all other noise current sources 
and shorting all other noise voltage sources. Each 
source's contribution to the output noise is taken as 
the voltage squared generated by that source at the 
output. Figure 2a shows the contribution to the output 
of the noise sources appearing at the non-inverting 
input. 

Rf 

Rg 

where 
k""Boltzman's constant = 1.38 x 10-23JI"K 
T""oKelvin 
4kT = 16 x 10-21 Joules at T = 2900K 

Figure 2a: Non-inverting noise sources 

Note that we are assuming an infinite input impedance 
at the non-inverting node. This yields a gain of 1 to the 
non-inverting input for each voltage noise source and 
a gain of Rt for the non-inverting current noise. Each 
of these is squared and referred to the output by 
multiplying by the non-inverting voltage gain squared. 

Figure 2b shows the output noise power contributions 
for the noise terms on the inverting side of the amplifier 
circuit. 

combined ( R) 
resistor noise power = 4kTR f 1 + R~ 

Figure 2b: Inverting noise sources 

With no signal at the non-inverting node, the inverting 
node is taken to be at 0 volts. We assume that the 
inverting input draws no current, (for current feedback 
amplifiers the loop gain drives it to 0 while for voltage 
feedback amplifiers the inverting node presents a high 
input impedance). With 0 volts across Rg , and no 
current into the inverting input, the two current noise 
sources must simply flow through Rt to appear at the 
output as voltages. Similarly, with 0 volts at the inverting 
node and no current path, the noise voltage of Rt 
appears as a voltage rise from zero to the output. 

These two expressions for the component parts of the 
output noise power may now be combined for the total 
output noise power. 

Rt A . . I . 1 + - "" v' non-inverting vo tage gain 
Rg 

Output noise power, e0 2 , is then: 

Output noise voltage is then: 

This yields a total output voltage noise per VRZ 
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From this spot output noise voltage, all other 
descriptions of noise may be derived. The integrated 
output noise, or rms noise voltage in a given noise 
power bandwidth, can be derived by taking this spot 
output noise voltage times the square root of the noise 
power bandwidth (NPB). See Appendix I for an 
additional discussion of NPB. 

Integrated output noise 

eo(rms) = eo • VNPB 

peak-to-peak output noise voltage 

6· eo(rms) = 6 • eo· VNPB 

Having the rms output noise voltage, the peak-to-peak 
noise is taken to be 6 times this as a very conservative 
limit. (Reference 1, page ·299) 

The input spot noise is simply the output spot noise 
voltage divided by the voltage gain. Ifthe input is defined 
to be at the non-inverting input we would divide by 
A" = 1 + RtfRg . 

Input spot noise voltage, en 

Again, this could be converted to both integrated and 
peak-to-peak swing as described for the output spot 
noise voltage. Note that since the final two terms under 
the radical contribute to the output noise independently 
of the desired signal gain, as that gain is increased, 
their impact on the equivalent input noise is reduced. 
In general, every measure of noise (except the 
separated component spot noise terms) is strongly 
dependent on the selection for the value of the feedback 
resistor and the desired signal gain setting. Thus, data 
sheet specifications for equivalent noise levels apply 
only for the test or specification setting used. 
Additionally, since the feedback resistor value plays 
such a large role in setting the frequency response for 
current feedback amplifiers, it cannot be set arbitrarily 
low to reduce the noise, and should be increased from 
its recommended value only while recognizing the 
impact this will have in the noise gain for the inverting 
current noise term. 

The signal noise floor (SNF; specified in the data sheet 
specs) is simply the input spot noise voltage described 
as a power into 50 ohms referenced to 1 mW. Basically, 
it is the input spot-noise voltage converted to dBm. 

with, eni"" equivalent input spot noise voltage 

ei 
SNF = 10 log [(son) (.001 W)]= 10 log 20 + 20 log eni 

SNF = (13.01 + 20 log en;)dBm 

The Noise Figure compares the power ratio of input 
signal/noise ratio to the output signal/noise ratio. One 
difference with the noise figure description is that the 

source resistor (Rs) must be included in the analysis. 
The input noise is taken as the noise power delivered 
to the input from the source resistor. The output noise 
is the total noise power at the output, including the 
source resistor nOise, where gain for the non-inverting 
input noise current and terminating resistor noise 
include the presence of Rs. After manipulating the 
fundamental noise figure expression, it will reduce to 
10 • log(1 + en/es) where en; is the input noise power 
(including Rs in the gain for the current noise), but 
excluding its noise power, and es is the input noise 
power due to the source resistor and excluding all 
other sources (see Application Note OA-11 for a more 
complete analysis). 

With an arbitrary RT , Figure 3 shows how Rs will affect 
the calculation for the equivalent input noise power and 
what noise power the source resistor will deliver to the 
input. Comparing this to the earlier expression shows 
that the Rt and Ib noise current gains are reduced by 
the parallel addition of Rs. 

Input noise power definition point 

1 en 
~~~~~-4~~~* 

with, i Rr = V 4kT 
RT 

iR = V 4kT 
s Rs 

Rg 

eni2= input noise power excluding iRs 

2 . 2 . 2 2 2 (ibi Rf) 2 4kT Rf 
eni = (Ibn + IR ) (Rsil Rr) + en + -- + -A-

T Av v 

substituting in for i RT 2 

2 (; 2 4kT) II 2 (ibi Rf)2 4kTR f eni = ~bn +~ (Rs RT) + en + -;;:;- +-----;;;;-

e/ = input noise power delivered by the source resistor 

2 . 2 II 2 4kT II 2 es = IRs (Rs RT) = ~ (Rs RT) 
s 

Figure 3 

Taking these two expressions for the total input noise 
power due to the amplifier, eni, and the input noise 
power due to the source resistor, es , the noise figure 
expression may be developed. 

NF=1010gf + ::i) 
( . 2 4kT) II 2 2 

[
Ibn + R';' (RT Rs) +eni + 

NF = 10 log 1+ 4kT 2 
~(RTIIRs) 

( ibi Rf)2+ 4kTRf 
Av Av] 
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Letting the input termination resistor, Rt , equal the 
source resistor (a very common situation where 
impedance matching is desired) simplifies this noise 
figure expression as follows: 

with RT= Rs, RTII Rs= ~s and 

( , R)2 (ibi Rf)2 

NF=1010g 1+ y [ "" T 'kTR"~ A ') 
kTRs 

4kTR f 

Ay ] 

( , R)2 (ibi Rf)2 Ibn ~ +en 2+ -- + ~ 
NF=10109[2+ 2 Ay ) 

kTR 
s ~ 4kTR f 

~] 
Conceptually, the 2 factor arises because we are taking 
a signal division by 2 at the input with a discrete (noisy) 
terminating resistor, while the remaining ratio is simply 
a comparison of the equivalent input noise power 
(excluding the source and terminating resistor noises) 
to the noise power delivered from the source resistor. 

Example Calculations: 
Let us now use the input spot noise terms for a pair of 
amplifiers (obtained from Appendix II) to develop each 
of these descriptions of noise. 

Considering the CLC400 and CLC401 in their 
specifications test circuit: 

250 

Av= +2 
en = 2.5nV/VRZ 

i bn= 3.2pAl VRZ 

ibi = 14pAlVRZ 

e012 =[(2.5nV)2 + [3.2pA(250)] 2 + (.63nV)2] 22 

eo22 = [[14PA(250 0)]2 + 4kT(2500) 2 ] 

V 2 2 V 2 2 eo= e01 + e02 = (5.16nV) + (4.5nV) 

eo = 6.8nVI VRZ 

Integrated output noise with 
NPB = 200MHz 

eo (rms) = 5.2nVV200MHz = 96.8~Vrms 

Peak - Peak output noise voltage 

eo (p-p) = 6· 96.8~Vrms = .58mV 

Input integrated noise 

eni (rms) = eo~~s) = 73.~~V = 48.4~V 

this agrees well with the 
data sheet typical spec. 
of = 50l-tV 

Equivalent input spot noise 
voltage 

-~ 6.8nV/VRZ -34 V/''"H-
8 m- Ay 2 - . n v nZ 

Input Signal Noise Floor 
(1 Hz Band) 

SNF = 13.01 + 20109 (eni) 
= -156.4dBm 

Approximately equal to the 
data sheet typical spec. of 
-156dBm 

Integrated input Noise 
Floor is SNF + 1010g(NPB) 

Noise Figure with 
Rs =Rt =50n 

[ 
[(3.2pA)25 0)] 2 

NF=101og 2+ 

+ (2.5nV) 2+ [(14PA)2(2500) ]2+ 4kT(2500) 
____ ~ __ ~~~ __ ~2 __ ] 

kT(50 0) 

NF= 17.7dBforthe 
CLC400 

250 

78.90 Av= +20 
en = 2.4nV/VRZ 
i bn= 2.6pAl VRZ 

ibi = 17pAlVRZ 

e012 = [(2.4nv)2 + [2.6pA(250)] 2 + 4kT(25 0)] (20) 2 

eo22 = [[17PA(1500 Oll 2 + 4kT(1500 0) 20] 

eO=VeOI2+ e022 = V (49.7nV)2 + (33.6nV)2 

eo = 60nV/VRZ 
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Integrated output noise with 
NPB = 150MHz 

eo (rms) = 60nVY150MHz = .73mVrms 

Peak - Peak output noise voltage 

eo (p-p) = 6· 73511Vrms = 4.4mV 

Input integrated noise 

.( ) - eo(rms) _ 73511V _ 36 8 V 
em rms - Ay - 20 - . 11 

this agrees well with the 
data sheet typical spec. 
of 35pV 

Equivalent input spot noise 
voltage 

- ~- 60nV/YHz -30 VI' '"iF"" enl- Av - 20 -. n v nZ 

Input Signal Noise Floor 
(1 Hz Band) 

SNF=13.01 +2010g(eni) 
=-157.4dBm 

Approximately equal to the 
data sheet typical spec. of 
-158dBm 

Integrated input Noise 
Floor is SNF + 1010g(NPB) 

Noise Figure with 
Rs =R,=50n 

[ 
[(2.8pA)25 n)] 2 + (2.4nV) 2 

NF = 1 0 log 2 + "'--'---""'-~--'-

[ (17PA) (1500n)] 2 4kT(1500q 
+ 20 + 20 ] 
kT(50q 

NF= 16.5dBforthe 
CLC401 

Conclusions: 
With the techniques described here and the data of 
Appendix II, any of the commonly used noise 
descriptions may be developed. Note that the noise 
figures developed in the example for the CLC400 and 
CLC401 are rather high, resulting from a relatively high 
equivalent input noise voltage. As described in 
Application Note OA-11, noise figure will decrease as 
the gain is increased and is in fact lower for inverting 
vs. non-inverting configurations above a certain gain 
unique to each part. Conversely, taking a part intended 
for high gains, such as the CLC401, and operating it 
at low gains will always yield much higher input noises 
and noise figures than a corresponding part intended 
for low gains. This results from the requirement that 
the feedback resistor (the gain term for the inverting 
bias current noise) be relatively high for higher gain 
parts using the current feedback topology. 

A technique for reducing the noise figure by using an 
input transformer is described in Application Note OA-
14 ("Improving Amplifier Noise Figure for High 3rd Order 
Intercept Amplifiers"). 

Reference 1 "Low Noise Electronic Design" Motchenbacher 
and Fitchen 
Reference 2 "Analysis and Design of Analog Integrated 
Circuits" Gray and Meyer 

Appendix I. 

Including 1/f and Noise Power Bandwidth Effects 
For signal processing applications that are bandlimited 
in such a way as to include the 1/f noise region as a 
significant part of the total NPB, the increase in noise 
seen at low frequencies and modeled as a 1/f increase 
in the equivalent input spot noise terms, must be 
considered. The discussion that follows will focus on 
the non-inverting voltage spot noise term, although 
similar considerations must be applied to the two 
current noise terms for a complete analysis. 

If we consider the total input spot noise power to be 
the sum of a constant flatband value and a frequency
dependent term, we can write 

et2=total input spot noise power 

e,2=en2+e/ 
f 

where ex is unknown 
and f = frequency in Hz 
and en =flatband spot noise voltage 

At some frequency we can observe that the total 
equivalent input noise power has doubled. Hence, at 
this frequency the two power contributions are equal. 
Given this frequency, 

f3dB = frequency at which spot noise power has 
doubled from the flatband value, or the spot 
voltage noise has increased v'2 

2 2 e/ 2 f ( 2) 2en = en +-f-' ex = 3dB eni 
3dB 

_ ~ spot noise voltage including 
and eT= en y 1 + T-f - the 11f noise region 

If the spot noise expressions are of interest, this 
adjustment to the reported flatband values in Appendix 
II, along with the 1/f noise corner frequency, should be 
used at frequencies near or below the f3dB frequency. 
If the noise integrated over a particular frequency range 
is of interest, it is best to develop an equivalent spot 
noise voltage over that frequency range first, and then 
multiply by the square root of the NPB. This equivalent 
input spot noise, including 1/f effects, is developed as 
the average noise power over that frequency range 
using the spot noise expression developed above. 
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2 1 )f2 2 f3d8 f,--> lower frequency limit 
eeq. = f2-f, en (1 +-f-)df f2-->upperfrequencylimit 

f, 

2 

eeq~= fenf [(f2-f,) + f3d81n (:2\] = en 2[ 1+ ;3~f8 In (:2)] 2-, ,J 2', 
or, going back to equivalent spot voltage 

Note that f, cannot be 0 in this expression. To evaluate 
the expression, use an arbitrarily low f, for DC coupled 
applications, typically 10Hz. Also note that this 
adjustment to the flatband eni is increasingly 
insignificant as f2 extends well above f3ds. The table 
below computes the adjustment factor to the flatband 
noise as the upper cutoff frequency (f2) is extended 
beyond the 1/f noise corner (f3ds). 

Letting f, = 10Hz, f3ds = 10kHz 

f2 V 1 + f3d8 InC2) 
f2-f, f, 

1kHz 6.9 

10kHz 2.8 

100kHz 1.4 

1MHz 1.06 

10MHz 1.006 

Using the equivalent spot noise voltage (and currents), 
the integrated noise may be determined using the noise 
power bandwidth. For a given voltage transfer function 
over frequency, the NPB is that rectangular frequency 
span that encloses the same power as the network's 
frequency response (Reference 1). The relationship 
between the more commonly specified -3dB 
bandwidth and the noise power bandwidth depends on 
the response shape. For the single pole low pass 
response, the relationship is 

H(s) = s :~o where f -3d8 = ~~ = -3dB point 

NPB = 1.57 
L3d8 

For a single pair of complex poles acting as a low pass 
filter, 

where fo= Wo 
21t 

Comlinear's current feedback amplifiers are designed 
to have a Q = .707 at the gain and RI value listed at 
the top of each part's specifications table. With Q = .707, 
the closed loop poles are at ± 45° to the negative real 
axis (in the s-plane) and a maximally flat Butterworth 
response is achieved. Using Q =.707, and noting that 
L3ds=fo for this Q, 

NPB/L3ds = 1.11 (this agrees with Reference 2, page 
660) 

For higher order filter responses, the NPB approaches 
the -3dB bandwidth. If a filter follows the amplifier, the 
NPB of the filter should be used. 

Appendix II. 

Input Spot Noise Component Terms for Comlinear 
Amplifiers 

Listed below are the separate input noise terms 
measured for the family of both monolithic and hybrid 
amplifier products. These are defined as: 

en = Non-inverting input noise voltage in nV/YHZ 

ibn = Non-inverting input noise current in pAlYHZ 

ibi = Inverting input noise current in pAlYHZ 

(Also refer to Figure 1 in the noise analysis description) 

The values reported represent the average measured 
for that term from 1 MHz to 1 OMHz (note that the powers 
are averaged, then the voltage or current derived as 
the square root of that average power). 1 MHz is 
generally above any 1/f effects while 10MHz is below 
any response rolloff effects for the amplifiers under test. 
The flatband region of performance is assumed to 
extend beyond 10MHz. 

The reported flatband spot noise values are very 
consistent for a particular amplifier from part to part. 
The 1 If noise corner frequencies are consistently lower, 
and more consistent from part to part, for the hybrid 
amplifiers as opposed to the monolithic amplifiers. 
Variations in the 1 If noise corner frequencies have been 
observed for the monolithic amplifiers with the reported 
number an estimate of the typical and 100kHz a good 
measure of the maximum for most of the monolithic 
amplifiers. As described in Appendix I, for most 
broadband applications, the flatband value will 
dominate the overall noise performance with the 1 If 
corner location of secondary importance. 

In some cases, the numbers reported here do not agree 
with those in the individual data sheets. Some of the 
earlier data sheet noise numbers were extracted from 
measured data neglecting the effect of the resistor 
noises. As described in the noise analysis, this can 
sometimes lead to significant errors. 
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The separated noise terms reported here should take precedence over those reported in the data sheet 
for the amplifiers considered. 

Table I 
Com linear Monolithic Amplifier Equivalent Input Noise Components (typical value) 

Non-inverting input Noninverting input Inverting input 
Part # noise voltage noise current noise current Comments 

en (nV/fflz 1/f(kHz) ibn(pAlfflz 1/f(kHz) ibl(pA/fflz 1/f(kHz) 

CLC400 2.5 40 3.2 100 14 60 CFB, Low Gain 

CLC401 2.4 30 2.6 30 17 45 CFB, High Gain 

CLC402 1.7 60 26 120 19 150 CFB, Low Gain 

CLC404 3.2 25 2.2 200 12 90 CFB, Medium Gain 

CLC406 2.7 3 2.1 16 11 5 CFB, Medium Gain 

CLC409 2.2 2 3.2 30 14 6 CFB, Low Gain 

CLC41 0 2.5 10 2.7 10 14 20 
CFB, Low Gain 
Disable pin left open 

CLC411 2.7 9 5.2 5.0 17.4 2.0 
CFB, Low Gain 
+15V Supplies 

CLC414 4.2 30 1.3 80 9.8 40 
CFB, Medium Gain 
Quad, OP Amp Low Power 

CLC415 3.0 2 2.0 11 11.5 3 
CFB, Medium Gain 
Quad, OP Amp Wideband 

CLC420 4.1 1.2 1.9 10 1.9 10 VFB 

CLC422 2.4 .8 4.2 1.1 4.2 1.1 VFB 

CLC425 1.05 5 1.6pA 10 1.6 10 VFB 

CLC430 3.0 4 3.2 4 14.8 2 
CFB, Low Gain 
+15 V SUQPlies 

CLC500 1.6 30 24 40 19 95 
Clamp voltages at ±3V 
CFB Low Gain 

CLC501 2.4 50 8.4 120 19 55 
Clamp voltages at ±3V 
CFB, High Gain 

CLC502 1.7 85 24 50 20 90 
Clamp voltages at ±3V 
CFB, Low Gain 

CLC505 5.3 50 1.4 80 9.0 40 
CFB, Medium Gain 
Rp=300kQ,lcc=1mA 

CLC505 3.1 75 1.8 300 9.9 180 
CFB, Medium Gain 
Rp=100kn,lcc=1mA 

CLC505 2.4 84 2.4 800 11.1 300 
CFB, Medium Gain 
Rp=300kQ, Icc=1 mA 

When a revision is made, we will add parts to this table. 

Notes: 1. Power supplies at ± 5V unless noted 
2. Tested at 25°C ambient, 290 0 K used to get 4kT = 16E - 21 J 
3. Spot noise is average from 1 MHz to 10MHz 
4. 1 If = typical frequency at which spot noise power has doubled 
5. CFB = Current Feedback Op Amp 
6. VFB = Voltage Feedback Op Amp 
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Table II 
Com linear Hybrid Amplifier Equivalent Input Noise Components (typical value) 

Non-inverting input Noninverting input Inverting input 
Part # noise voltage noise current noise current Comments 

en (nVtJHz 11f(kHz) ibn(pAtJHz 1/f(kHz) ibi(pA/VHz 1/f(kHz) 

CLC103 2.0 2.5 2.4 5.0 15.0 16.0 CFB, High Gain 

CLC200 2.4 1.8 1.9 36.0 33.0 2.5 CFB, High Gain 

CLC201 2.5 .7 3.0 2.8 30.0 .9 CFB, High Gain 

CLC203 2.2 .9 2.5 3.3 11.4 2.3 CFB, High Gain 

CLC205 1.8 1.7 2.5 2.7 18.3 7.0 CFB, High Gain 

CLC206 1.8 5.0 2.7 3.8 19.6 9.0 CFB, High Gain 

CLC207 1.7 1.4 2.6 3.0 21.0 6.0 CFB, High Gain 

CLC220 2.4 2.0 2.6 8.0 30.0 .6 CFB, High Gain 

CLC221 2.8 .6 2.8 4.5 34.0 .8 CFB, Low Gain 

CLC231 2.8 1.3 2.7 7.0 23.0 1.1 CFB, Low Gain 

CLC232 2.8 .9 2.7 2.3 20.0 1.0 CFB, Low Gain 

CLC300A 2.8 .5 2.2 8.0 10.9 10.0 CFB, High Gain 

CLC560 & 
CLC561 2.1 .4 2.8 .4 34.0 2.0 DriveR-ampsTM 

When a revision is made, we will add parts to this table. 

Notes: 1. Power supplies at ± 15V 
2. Tested at 25"C ambient, 290"K used to get 4kT = 16E - 21J 
3. Spot noise is average from 1 MHz to 10MHz 
4. 1/f = typical frequency at which spot noise power has doubled 
5. CFB = Current Feedback Op Amp 

r I Com linear Corporation 
:omlinear Corporation. 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525· (303) 226-0500· FAX (303) 226-0564 
INOA12.01 January 1993 
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With the introduction of commercially available amplifi
ers using the current feedback topology by Comlinear 
Corporation in the early 1980s, previously unattainable 
gains and bandwidths in a DC coupled amplifier became 
easily available to any design engineer. The basic 
achievement realized by the current feedback topology 
is to de-couple the signal gain from the loop gain part of 
the overall transfer function. Commonly available volt
age feedback amplifiers offer a signal gain expression 
that appears identically in the loop gain expression, 
yielding a tight coupling between the desired gain and 
the resulting bandwidth. This historically has led to the 
gain-bandwidth product idea for voltage feedback am
plifiers. The current feedback topology transcends this 
limitation to offer a signal bandwidth that is largely 
independent of gain. This application note develops the 
current feedback transfer function with an eye towards 
manipulating the loop gain. 

Current Feedback Amplifier Transfer Function 
Development 
The equivalent amplifier circuit of Figure 1 will be used 
to develop the non-inverting transfer function for the 
current feedback topology. The current feedback topology 
is also perfectly suitable for inverting mode operation, 
especially inverting summing applications. The 
non-inverting transfer function will be developed, in 
preference to the inverting, since the inverting transfer 
function development is a subset of the non-inverting. 

v+ 

ierr I . ... v-

Figure 1: Current Feedback Amplifier 
Internal Elements 

The amplifier's non-inverting input presents a high 
impedance to the input voltage, V., so as to not load 
the driving source. Any voltage appearing at the input 
node is passed through an open loop, unity gain, 
buffer that has a frequency dependent gain, a(s). a(s) 
is very neatly equal to 1 at DC (typically .996 or higher, 
but always < 1.00) and typically has a -3d8 point 
beyond 500 MHz. The output of the buffer ideally 
presents a on output impedance at the inverting input, 
V-. It actually shows a frequency dependent 
impedance, Zi' that is relatively low at DC and 
increases inductively at high frequencies. For this 
development, we will only consider that Zi is a small 
valued resistive impedance, Ri. 

The intent of the buffer is to simultaneously force the 
inverting node voltage to follow the non-inverting input 
voltage while also providing a low impedance path for an 
error current to flow. Any small signal error current 
flowing in the inverting node, ierr, is passed through the 
buffer to a high transimpedance gain stage and on to the 
output pin as a voltage. This transimpedance gain, Z(s), 
senses ierr and generates an output voltage proportional 
to it. Z(s) has a very high DC value, a dominant low 
frequency pole, and higher order poles. When the loop 
Js closed, the action of the feedback loop is to drive ierr to 
zero much like a voltage feedback amplifier will drive the 
delta voltage across its inputs to zero. Z(s) ideally 
transforms the error current into a zero ohm output 
impedance voltage source. 

Figure 2 steps through the transfer function develop
ment including the effect of Ri. This analysis neglects the 
impact of a finite output impedance from Z(s) to the 
output, output loading interactions with that output im
pedance, and the effect of stray capacitance shunting 
Rg• 

Start by summing currents at the V- node of Figure 1 
. Vo-V- V-
lerr+-R-= R Eq.1 

, 9 

We also know that, 

V- = a (s) V+- ierr Ri 
. Vo 

and, i err Z(s) = Vo then, I err = -Z 
(s) 

Multiply equation 1 through by R, and isolate V-

R, i err + Vo = V- ~ + :~) 
Now substitute in for ierr and V- from above 

Gather Vo terms and solve for Vo N+ 

Vo a(s} ~ + ;;) 

V+ = 1 + R,+Ri (1 + Rf/R g) 

Z(s) 

Eq.2 

Figure 2. Current Feedback Amplifier 
Transfer Function 

It is instructive to consider the separate parts of Equation 
2 separately. 

a(s} -> Frequency dependent buffer gain. Normally 
considered = 1 

1 +R/ R -> Desired signal gain. Identical to voltage 
feedbac~ non-inverting amplifier gain. 

R,+Ri ~ +;;) 

Z(s) Loop Gain 
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Hence, Loop Gain (LG) = 

Rt+Ri ~ + =~) 
internal forward transimpedance 

feedback transimpedance 
Eq.3 

The loop gain expression is of particular interest here. If 
Z(s), the forward transimpedance, is much greater than 
R, + R;(1 +R/Rg)' the feedback transimpedance, (as it is 
at low frequencies) then this term goes to zero leaving 
just the numerator terms for the low frequency transfer 
function. As frequency increases, Z(s) rolls off to even
tually equal the feedback transimpedance expression. 
Beyond this point, at higher frequencies, this term in
creases in value rolling off the overall closed loop 
response. 

The key thing to note is that the elements external to the 
amplifier that determine the loop gain, and hence the 
closed loop frequency response, do not exactly equal 
the desired signal gain expression in the transfer func
tion numerator. The desired signal gain expression 
has been de-coupled from the feedback expression 
in the loop gain. 

If the inverting input impedance were zero, the loop gain 
would depend externally only on the feedback resistor 
value. Even with small R;, the feedback resistor domi
nantly sets the loop gain and every current feedback 
amplifier has a recommended R, for which Z(s) has been 
optimized. As the desired signal gain becomes very 
high, the R;(1 +R/Rg) term in the feedbacktransimpedance 
can come to dominate, pushing the amplifier back into a 
gain bandwidth type operation. 

Understanding the Loop Gain 
It is very useful, and commonly done for voltage feed
back amplifiers, to look at the loop gain graphically. 
Figure 3 shows this for the CLC400, a low gain part 
offering DC to 200MHz performance. What has been 
graphed is 20*log(IZ(s)I), the forward transimpedance 
gain, along with its phase, and 20 10g(Zt). This Z, is the 
feedback transimpedance, R,+R;(1 +R/Rg)' and where 
it crosses the forward transimpedance curve is the 
frequency at which the loop gain has dropped to 1. 
Note that the forward transimpedance phase starts out 
with a 1800 phase shift, indicating a signal inversion 
through the part, and could have plotted as continuing to 
360 0 or, as shown, going to zero. Using these axis allows 
a direct reading of the phase margin at unity gain 
crossover. 

As with any negative feedback amplifier, the key deter
minant of the closed loop frequency response is the 
phase margin at unity gain crossover. If the phase has 
shifted completely around to 3600 , or dropped to zero on 
the axis used above when the loop gain has decreased 
to 1, unity gain crossover - (where the 20 10g(Z,) line 
intersects the 20 log(/Z(s)/) curve), the denominator in 
the closed loop expression will become (1-1), or infinity 
(For the axis used above, the closed loop expression 

(Eq.2) would have a 1-1/LG in the denominator. The 
form developed as Equation 2 accounted for the inver
sion with the sign convention for ie " and VJ 

Open-Loop Transimpedance Gain and Phase 

110 

_100 
c: 
~ 90 

t::: 80 
>0 
Q) 70 
"0 

E c 60 
g> 

:2: 50 

40 

10' 

-180 

2010g(ZI) 

10 5 10 6 107 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 3 

It is critical for stable amplifier operation to maintain 
adequate phase margin at the unity gain crossover 
frequency. The feedback transimpedance that is plotted 
in Figure 3 is R,+R;(1 +R/R ) evaluated at the specifica
tions setup point for the C~C400. This yields: 

Zi",SOQ 

then 

Zt = 2S0Q + SOQ (2) = 3S0Q 

and 

20 log (3S0Q) = SO.9 dB 

Looking at the unity gain crossover near 1 OOMHz, we 
see somewhere in the neighborhood of a 60 0 phase 
margin. This is Com linear's targeted phase margin at the 
gain and R, used to specify any particular current feed
back part. This phase margin, for simple 2 pole Z(s), 
yields a maximally flat Butterworth filter shape for the 
closed loop amplifier response (0=.707). Note that the 
design targets reasonable flatness over a wide range of 
process tolerances and temperatures. This typically 
yields a nominal part that is somewhat overcompen
sated (phase margin> 60 0 ) at room temperature. 

Note that the closed loop bandwidth will only equal the 
open loop unity gain crossover frequency for 90 0 phase 
margins (single pole forward gain response). As the 
open loop phase margin decreases from 90 0 , with the 
impact of higher frequency poles in the forward 
transimpedance gain, the closed loop poles move off the 
negative real axis (in the s- plane) peaking the response 
up and extending the bandwidth. The actual bandwidth 
achieved by Comlinear's amplifiers is considerably be
yond the unity gain crossover frequency due to these 
open loop phase effects. 
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Controlling the Loop Gain 
One of the key insights provided by the loop gain plot is 
what happens when Z, is changed. Decreasing Z, 
(dropping the horizontal line of 20 10g(2,)), will extend the 
unity gain crossover frequency but will sacrifice phase 
margin. This is commonly seen in current feedback 
amplifiers when an erroneously low R, value is used 
yielding an extremely peaked frequency response. In 
fact a very reliable oscillator can be generated with any 
current feedback amplifier by using R,=O in a unity gain 
configuration. Conversely, increasing Z, (raising the 
horizontal line of 20 10g(Z,)) will drop the unity gain 
crossover frequency and increase phase margin. In
creasing R, is in fact a very effective means of over
compensating a current feedback amplifier. Increasing 
Rt will decrease the closed loop bandwidth and/or de
crease peaking in the frequency response. 

Computing Z. for the design point used in setting the 
specifications for any particular current feedback 
part indicates an optimum targeted feedback 
transimpedance under any condition. 

In design, the internal Z(s) has been set up to yield a 
maximally flat closed loop response with the gain and Rf 
used to develop the performance specifications. If we 
then try to hold the same feedback transimpedance 
under different gain conditions, an option not possible 
with voltage feedback topologies, this optimum unity 
gain crossover for the open loop response can be 
maintained. 

If we designate this optimum feedback transimpedance 
as Z,', 

we would like to hold Rt+Ri(1 +R/R )=Z,' 
(where R, and 1 +R,I Rg are those vaFues shown atthe top 
of the parts performance specifications.) 

Substituting Av=1 +R/Rg' we get, R, = 2,' - RiA. Eq.4 
(where R, is a new value to be used at a gain other than 
the design point.) 

This is a design equation for holding optimum unity gain 
crossover. Having computed Rt to hold Z, = Z,' 
Rg=R/(A.-1) Eq.S 

The Benefits of Controlling Z , 
As an example of adjusti ng Rt to hold a constant Z, as the 
desired signal gain is changed, consider a CLC404 at 
gains of +2, +6 and + 11. Figure 4 shows test results over 
these gains for a fixed R( very similarto how the CLC404 
data sheet plots were generated. 

Using the CLC404 design and specifications points (see 
Appendix I) 
A = +6 
R~=soon 
Ri =30n 
2,' = SOO + 30'6 = 680 n 

Figure S shows the same part operated with Rtadjusted 
as indicated by Equation 4. Rg in both cases is set using 
Equation S. 

1 
Frequency (25MHz/div) 

Figure 4 

Frequency Response vs. Gain for Fixed Z 1= Z 1'=680 Q 

Frequency (25MHzldiv) 

Figure 5 

-3d8 
Point 

-3d8 
Point 

The results of Figure 5 vs. Figure 4 show that adjusting 
Rt does indeed hold a more constantfrequency response 
over gain than a simple fixed Rt. The low gain response 
has flattened out while the high gain response has been 
extended. 

The remaining variability in frequency response can be 
attributed to 2nd order effects that have not yet been 
considered. As described in Application Note OA-1S, 
parasitic capacitance shunting the gain setting resistor, 
R ,will introduce a response zero for non-inverting gain 
operation. This zero location can be easily located by 
substituting R II C into the numerator part of the transfer 
function, Equ~tio~ 2. This yields a zero at 1/(R,11 Rg)Cg 
in radians. This effect would not be observed in inverting 
mode operation yielding a much more consistent 
response over gains, especially with R, adjusted as shown 
above. 

If we assume equal parasitic capacitances on the two 
inputs, we can cancel this zero by introducing a series 
impedance into the non-inverting inputthat equals R,IIR . 
Figure 6 shows the test circuit and table of values use~ 
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to test this for the same CLC404 used above. Note that 
we must include the equivalent source impedance of the 
source matching and termination resistors in setting the 
series resistor into the non-inverting node, (25 n here). 
Note that the table shows actual standard values used, 
rather than the exact calculated values. 

50n Vi Ri 

50n 

An alternative to adding R; is simply to continue to in
crease R, until the loop gain is overcompensated enough 
to cancel the zero. This is increasingly ineffective as the 
resistor values get larger but was developed empirically 
for the CLC414 and CLC415 quad amplifiers (Refer to 
those data sheets for details). An alternative approach 
with those parts would be to adjust R, using the data from 
Appendix I and then add an R; as described above. 

50n 

Note that Equation 3 will predict negative R, values as 
the desired gain exceeds Z/IR;. From a loop gain 
standpoint, this is exactly correct. However, additional 
concerns (particularly distortion and output current lim
its) will come in to limit the applicable range of gains for 
Equation 3. Generally, the total loading on the amplifiers 
should not be allowed to drop below 65 ohms. This is the 
actual load in parallel with R,+Rg for the non-inverting 
configuration. For a 100 ohm load, this limits the mini
mum R,+Ag to about 200 n. Lower values can be used if 
AL is greater. For inverting mode, which has exactly the 
same loop gain expression as non-inverting, A, alone 
appears in parallel with RL as an additional load. This 
would limit A, to a minimum of 200 n in inverting mode 
operation. This does not, of course, limit the amplifier's 
maximum gain. When a minimum R, has been reached, 
Ag can continue to decrease, yielding higher gains, with 
a gain bandwidth characteristic eventually developing 
as the A; (1 +A/Ag) part of Z, comes to dominate. 

'g 
N 

~ 
E 
a z 
> 

~ 
'0 

Rg 

Rf = 680 - Av(30) 
Rg = R f /(Av-l) 
Ri = (Rfll Rg) - 25n 

Av Rf Rg Ri 

+2 634 634 287 

+6 500 100 56.2 

+11 348 34 6 

Figure 6 

Frequency Response vs. Gain for Fixed Z land Adiusted R i 

-3d8 
Poinl 

o 135MHz160MHz 185MHz 250MHz 
Frequency (25MHz/div) 

Figure 7 
Figure 7 shows the measured frequency responses 
under the conditions tabulated in Figure 6. 

Clearly, adding R; has brought the low gain response to 
be much more consistent with the higher gains. Little 
effect was observed by adding R; at gains of 6 and 11. 
Generally, adding R; is particularly effective at flattening 
out the frequency response for higher gain parts, which 
are designed using high value of feedback resistors, 
when they are operated at lower gains. 

Special Considerations for Variable Supply Current 
The inverting input impedance, A;. is essentially the 
output impedance of parallel/series combinations of 
emitter followers for most Comlinear amplifiers. Thus, 
A; is some fraction or integer multiple of V,ile' where 
V,=kT/q and Ie is the bias current in those transistors. 
For lower power parts, and parts with adjustable 
supply currents, Ri can get very large, as Ie decreases 
quickly putting the parts into a gain bandwidth type 
operation. Appendix I shows the nominal design point 
Ie' along with a room temperature Ai, and, for the 
adjustable supply current, Icc. Anything that adjusts 
the total quiescent supply current from its nominal 
design point, changing power supply voltages, using 
the bias adjust pins on some parts, etc., will scale the 
Ie listed in Appendix I in direct proportion to Icc. 

Additional Loop Gain Control Applications 
Aecognizing that the inverting input impedance pro
vides an opportunity to adjust the loop gain, without 
having any impact on the signal gain, we can add a 
resistor inside the loop that can act as an independent 
frequency response compensation element. This is very 
useful if a fine control over the frequency response 
shape is desired. 

Using the same CLC404 used in the earlier tests (a part 
that is nominally overcompensated as shown by the 
rolloff at its gain of +6 condition in Figure 4), the circuit of 
Figure 8 shows an adjustmenttechnique for the frequency 
response. Since we are intentionally adding R; to the 
feedback transimpedance expression, Z" it is recom
mended to approximately set A, to yield Z,' when the 
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adjustment to Rj is at midrange. This will yield a lower R, 
as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the original gain of 
+6 response of Figure 4, along with the response achieved 
with the circuit of Figure 8 with R adjusted to yielded 
maximally flat frequency response~ This circuit shows a 
± .1 dB gain flatness to beyond 100 MHz. 

50Q 

348Q 
Rg 69.8Q 

Figure 8: Adjustable Frequency Response 

50Q 

-3d8 
Point 

In inverting applications there is oftentimes a conflict 
between the required gain setting resistors from an input 
impedance and signal gain standpoint, and what the 
amplifier would like to see from a loop gain phase margin 
standpoint. In a similar fashion to voltage feedback, in 
this case, an additional resistor to ground on the invert
ing input can be used to tune the loop gain independently 
of the inverting signal gain requirements. The drawback 
of this, is that, like voltage feedback, this increases the 
noise gain for the non- inverting input voltage noise. 

Figure 10 shows an example of a transimpedance 
application using a CLC401 with a 1 kQ feedback resistor. 
In this case, the value of the feedback resistor is set by 
the desired signal gain, while R is used to satisfy the 
loop gain phase margin by ~etting the feedback 
transimpedance to Z,* = 2.5k. 

34.5Q Rg 
1kQ 

From Appendix I , 
for the CLC401 

Zt * = 2.5kQ, R; = 50Q 

50Q~ + :~)=2.5kQ-Rf 
1.1kQ 

then, Rg= ~ = 34.5Q 

50- 1 

Figure 10 

Similarly, in an inverting summing application, once the 
desired gain and input impedance conditions are set, the 
loop gain can be independently controlled through the 
use of an additional resistor to ground on the inverting 
input. Figure 11 shows an example of this using the 
CLC401 summing 5 channels, at a gain of -1 for each 
channel, using 1 k Q input resistors. 

V1 

V2 

V3 

V4 

V5 

41.7Q 

1kQ 

1kQ 

1kQ 

From Appendix 1, 
for the CLC401 

Zt * = 2.5kQ, Ri = 50Q 

so, Rf + 50Q ~+ 1k:f ) = 2.5kQ 
sliRg 

with 200 Q II Rg= 34.5Q as 
in Figure 10, this would 
be satisfied 
then, Rg = 41.7Q 

Figure 11: Loop Gain Adjusted in inverting 
Summing Application 

Conclusions 
The current feedback topology has allowed us to 
de-couple the signal gain from the loop gain expressions. 
This provides ample opportunity for independent control 
of both the signal gains and the frequency response by 
using only resistive elements. A thorough understand
ing of the loop gain mechanisms provides the designer 
with a flexibility unavailable to the voltage feedback op 
amp. 
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Appendix I 

The data tabulated here provide the necessary infor
mation to hold a constant feedback transimpedance 
over a wide range of closed loop signals gains for the 
current feedback amplifiers available from Comlinear at 
the time of this application note's publication. The data 
is broken into a set for the monolithic amplifiers, which 
generally have a higher Ri due to their lower quiescent 
bias current, and a set of data for the hybrid amplifier 
products. 

The table entries show 

1. Av -> Non-inverting voltage gain used to set device 
specs. 

2. Rt -> Feedback resistor value used to set the device 
specs. 

3. Ri -> Nominal inverting input impedance 

These 3 items are used to compute the optimum feed
back transimpedance for the particular part. This is 
given by 

This information is used to compute a more optimum Rt 
as the desired closed loop gain moves away from the 
design point A.. 

It is importantto note that, given any feedback Rt and any 
closed loop non-inverting signal gain, a feedback 
transimpedance can be computed using the equation for 
Z, = Rt + RiAv' Z,* is the optimum value for open loop 

phase margin and closed loop response flatness found 
by evaluating the expression at the specific Rt and gain 
used in designing and specifying the part. 

Ic -> Approximate collector current for the emmitter 
followers seen looking into the inverting input. The 
inverting inputs do not necessarily present an integer 
number of series/parallel emmitter followers. The 
approximate scale factors can be computed by solving 
for n in the following expression. 

Ri = n VII, with V, = kT/q (=26mV at room temperature) 

I /1 -> ratio of inverting input stage bias current to the 
t~t~1 device quiescent current. With n determined from 
above, the adjusted value for Ri may be determined for 
a part that is being operated at a different quiescent 
current than is normally specified. 

The data presented here represent a good approxima
tion to the device characteristics. Several second order 
effects have been neglected for the sake of simplicity. 

The CLC505, an adjustable supply current op amp, was 
optimized at 9mA supply current. No attempt was made 
in this table, or in the data sheet, to reset the optimum Rt 

as the supply current is decreased. At very low supply 
currents, the CLC505's inverting input impedance 
dominates the feedback transimpedance expression. 
To compensate for this with a reduced Rt, as has been 
suggested in this document, would require such low 
values as to excessively load the limited output drive 
current available. The CLC505 at 1 mA supply current 
shows a gain bandwidth product performance due to the 
dominance of Ri in the loop gain equation. 
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Table 1 

Comlinear Monolithic, Current Feedback, Amplifier Optimum Feedback Transimpedance and 
Operating Point Information 

Part # Av 

CLC400 +2 

CLC401 + 20 

CLC402 +2 

CLC404 +6 

CLC406 +6 

CLC409 +2 

CLC41 0 +2 

CLC411 +2 

CLC414 +6 

CLC415 +6 

CLC430 +2 

CLC500 +2 

CLC501 +20 

CLC502 +2 

CLC505 +6 

CLC505 +6 

CLC505 +6 

Design Point Information Operating Currents 

R,(il} R; (il) Zj* (il) Ie (mA) l';lcc 

250 40 330 .67 .045 

1500 50 2500 .52 .035 

250 16 282 .82 .055 

500 30 680 .87 .080 

500 60 860 .43 .09 

250 25 300 1.05 .08 

250 35 320 .74 .05 

301 50 400 .52 .05 

500 250 2000 .105 .05 

500 60 860 .43 .09 

750 60 870 .43 .04 

250 32 314 .82 .05 

1500 30 2100 .86 .05 

250 16 282 .82 .05 

1000 50 1300 .52 .06 

1000 150 1900 .175 .06 

1000 490 3950 ,053 .06 

Notes 
1. Power supplies at ± SV 
2. 2S'C temperature assumed; yields kT/q = .026V 
3. CLCS01 specification point at Ay = + 32, Rf = 1S00Q 

Design point, however is at Ay = + 20, Rf = 1S00Q 
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Comments 

disable left 
open 

disable left 
open 

each amplifier 
of quad 

each amplifier 
of quad 

disable left 
open 

see note 3 

Icc = 9.0 rnA 
Rp=33kil 

Icc = 3.3 rnA 
Rp=100kil 

Icc = 1.0 rnA 
Rp = 300 kil 



Table 2 

Com linear Hybrid, Current Feedback, Amplifier Optimum Feedback Transimpedance 
and Operating Point Information 

Desion Point Information ODeratina Currents 

Part # Av Rf (Q) Rj (Q) Zt* (Q) Ie (mA) Ie/Icc Comments 

CLC103 20 1500 8.5 1670 1.57 .054 
fixed internal 
Rj. See note 3 

CLC203 20 1500 11.8 1736 
fixed internal 

2.21 .072 R,. See note 3 

CLC200 20 2000 8.5 2170 1.54 .053 see note 4 

CLC201 20 2000 17 2340 1.54 .053 see note 4 

CLC205 20 2000 23Q 2460 .74 .037 see note 5 

CLC206 20 2000 15Q 2300 1.10 .038 see note 5 

CLC207 20 2000 23Q 2460 .74 .030 see note 5 

CLC220 20 1500 8.5 1670 1.54 .053 see note 4 

CLC221 20 1500 17 1840 1.54 .053 see note 4 

CLC231 2 250 15 280 1.78 .093 

CLC232 2 250 15 280 1.78 .071 

CLC300A 20 1500 7.5 1650 1.73 .070 see note 4 

Notes 

1. Power supplies at ±15V 
2. 25°C temperature assumed; yields kT/q=.026V 
3. CLC 103 & CLC203 have fixed internal R,. Cannot, therefore increase the R, value or insert 

additional Ri for loop gain control. 
4. These parts include an optional internal feedback resistor that mayor may not be used in 

applying the part. Not uSing this internal R, allows adjusting the R, over gain and/or inserting 
additional Ri. 

5. CLC205, CLC206, & CLC207 use a small shunting capacitance across the internal Rj to 
extend the bandwidth. Using a standard RN55D external RI, with lower shunt capacitance, 
will require a larger nominal design point value for Zt* to hold optimum loop gain. At Av=+20, 
an external R,=2.74 kQ yields the desired Zt. 

[d Comlinear Corporation 
4800 Wheaton Drive, Ft. COllins, CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 Fax: (303) 226-0564 

ANOA13.01 
January 1993 
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Abstract: Wide spurious-free dynamic range is 
certainly the goal for any IF amplifier. This 
is particularly true for OTH radar as well as 
other systems using high resolution 
digitizers. Recently introduced current 
feedback amplifiers offer exceptional 3rd 
order intermodulation intercepts at very low 
quiescent power levels, but have been 
plagued by relatively poor noise figures. 
Teaming these op amps with a simple 
transformer input coupling yields noise 
figures less than 7dB with 3rd order 
intercepts greater than 40dBm (for 
frequencies < 10MHz). 

Although not commonly considered for IF amplifiers, 
wideband, DC coupled operational amplifiers can offer 
considerable performance advantages at the lower IF 
(or HF) over standard AC coupled amplifiers. 
Particularly suitable from a distortion standpoint are a 
family of recently introduced monolithic current 
feedback operational amplifiers. Similar to the more 
common voltage feedback op amps, these parts offer 
very high non-inverting input impedance, very low 
output impedance, and a very high open loop gain that 
is controlled through the use of external resistors to set 
a well controlled closed loop gain. These amplifiers are 
unique in that the inverting node presents a low 
impedance through which the amplifier senses a 
feedback current as opposed to the more common 
feedback voltage. (Reference 1) 

The current feedback topology, as implemented in 
Com linear's CLC400 and CLC401 amplifiers, is also 
exceptionally symmetric. This yields intrinsically low 
distortion mechanisms internal to the amplifier which 
are then divided by the loop gain to yield the closed 
loop distortion. As described in Reference 1, the loop 
gain for a current feedback amplifier is principally set 
by the feedback resistor value. The loop gain will, of 
course, show a frequency dependence yielding a 
continued improvement in distortion down to the 
dominant open loop pole frequency (at approximately 
350kHz for these parts). Conversely, the distortion will 
worsen moving to higher frequencies as the open loop 
gain rolls off. Measuring the 3rd order intermodulation 
intercept at 10MHz yields between 40 and 45dBm for 
these two parts. Although theory indicates a continued 
improvement below this frequency, accurate 
measurements are difficult to perform for intercepts 
above 45dBm for output power levels within the 
capability of these two devices. 

Taking advantage of this exceptional intercept 
performance has, however, been impaired by noise 
figures ranging from 11 to 20dB depending on the 
device and the gain setting used. Reflecting all op amp 
noise sources to the non-inverting input typically yields 
an equivalent input spot noise voltage (at frequencies 
above the 1/f noise corner) that range from 2.4nWYHz 
to well over 5nV/YHz (for the CLC401 operated at low 
gains.) Aside from the intrinsic noise voltage at the 
non-inverting input, the effect of the inverting noise 
current also contributes strongly to this result. (See the 
appendix and Application Note OA-12 for a discussion 
of calculating the equivalent input noise voltage.) 

As suggested in the literature (Reference 2), 

transformer coupling can sometimes be used to reduce 
an amplifier's noise figure. This is possible when the 
equivalent input noise voltage is much greater than the 
noise voltage generated by the input noise current 
through the source impedance. Reference 2 suggests 
an optimum source impedance for noise figure given 
by the ratio of noise voltage to noise current. If this 
ideal impedance is much greater than the typical 50 
ohm source impedance seen in IF strips (as it is for 
the two amplifiers considered here), a significant 
improvement in the noise figure can be achieved using 
transformer coupling. Conceptually, the transformer will 
provide a noiseless voltage gain at the expense of 
increasing the source impedance for the input noise 
current. 

Using this technique with the current feedback op amps 
will sacrifice the DC coupling, with the transformer 
setting the low frequency limit of operation. Depending 
on the amplifier to set the high frequency limit will yield 
poor distortion performance near the amplifier's -3dB 
frequency. The amplifier's -3dB point is largely 
determined by the frequency at which the loop gain 
has dropped to unity. With negligible loop gain, the 
internal distortion mechanisms are no longer corrected 
yielding poor distortion performance. Hence, it is 
preferable to have the transformer also limit the high 
frequency performance. Both amplifiers considered 
here offer -3dB bandwidths exceeding 100MHz. A 
transformer offering good performance up through 
50MHz maximum and down to as Iowa frequency as 
is desired would probably be a suitable choice. 

Topology Description 
Figure 1 shows the topology to be considered. 

Input Reference 
Point. Vi. Si. Ni 

!1:n 
~ .. 

VS:( S 1 

Rg 

Figure 1 

Output Reference 
Point, so, No 

Vo 

Ro 

The transformer will provide a noiseless voltage gain 
from the voltage applied to its input to the non-inverting 
input of the amplifier. This is done at the expense of 
increasing the AC source impedance looking back out 
of the amplifier's non-inverting input. Increasing the 
turns ratio of the transformer (I.e. picking up voltage 
gain) will decrease the noise figure until the noise term 
due to the non-inverting input noise current times the 
source impedance equals the equivalent non-inverting 
input noise voltage. 
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Constraints and Assumptions 
1. Input impedance matching to the source impedance 

(Rs) at the transformer input is desired. Therefore, 
Rl =n"Rs 
With this assumption, going to the outp~t side of the 
transformer, the source impedance for the non
inverting input noise current will equal Rl/2 or, in 
terms of Rs will be n2Rsi2. 
Rl will also introduce a noise voltage term into the 
analysis. 

2. Since the op amp offers a low output impedance, a 
separate matching resistor must be added to drive 
into a matched load as would be typical in an IF 
application (normally, Ro=50 ohms). If we assume 
the resistor noise of the output matching network is 
negligible compared to the noise at the output, no 
change in the SIN ratio will be seen in going from 
the output pin of the amplifier to the load point. 
Therefore, the noise figure and gain will be 
calculated to the load point neglecting any noise 
added by the output matching resistor, Ro. 

3. The various noise contributors for the amplifier are 
considered to be uncorrelated. This allows 
equivalent total noise powers to be developed as 
the sum of the separate noise powers. The noise 
voltage and currents are taken to be the spot noise 
values yielding a spot noise figure value. For 
transformer low frequency rolloff corners < 100kHz, 
some increase in spot noises at the low frequencies 
will be observed due to the 1/f noise corners for the 
amplifiers. (Refer to the individual op amp data 
sheets or Application Note OA-12 for detailed noise 
data). 

Noise Figure Computation 
To develop an expression of the noise figure for the 
circuit of Figure 1, the most elementary definition shown 
as Equation 1 will be used 

Si/Ni 
NF=1010gSJNo Eq.1 

This definition states that the "l1oise figure is 10 times 
the log of the ratio of the signal/noise ratio at the input 
to the signal/noise ratio at the output. These ratios are 
for the signal and noise powers available at the input 
and output. The noise power available at the input is 
taken to be that delivered by Rs to a conjugant matched 
load where the noise of that load is separated out as 
being added by the system. Since some noise will 
always be added, the signal/noise ratio at the output 
will be degraded from that at the input yielding a noise 
figure always> O. 

To evaluate the noise figure expression, the circuit of 
Figure 1 is redrawn in a more idealized form in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 

In this circuit, the transformer has been replaced by its 
equivalent elements; an input terminating impedance 
(Rs)' a noiseless voltage gain given by the turns ratio 
(n), and an equivalent output impedance taken as the 
parallel combination of Rl and Rs reflected through the 
transformer. (Rl/2). Note that Rl has been reflected to 
the input side as a noiseless terminating resistor, Rs. 
R1 's noise contribution is retained as e, on the output 
side of the transformer since this needs to be 
considered as part of the noise added by the system. 

The amplifier has been replaced by an infinite input 
impedance gain block (Av) with its two equivalent noise 
sources brought out as eni and in. Note that eni includes 
the noise contribution of the inverting input noise 
current and the feedback and gain setting resistor 
noises. (This analysis is described in the appendix.) 

Although the gain and noise terms of Figure 2 have 
thus far been expressed as voltage gains with noise 
voltage and current terms, the noise figure development 
deals only with power gains and noise powers. 
Therefore, the gains and noises shown on Figure 2 will 
be modified to get the power gain from input to output 
and the noise powers delivered at the input and output. 

Looking at the separate parts of the argument in 
Equation 1, we can separate them as: 

Si 4 inverse of the power gain through the path 
So 

No~ output noise power over input noise power 
Ni 

The output noise power can be developed by taking 
each contributing noise voltage term through to the 
output then developing the power of that voltage across 
Ro and adding all the terms. The separate noise voltage 
terms at the output are: 

Source noise voltage .... nj 4KT Rs t nAvt 

Terminating resistor noise (e,) ~V4KTRl tAvt 

where K 4 Boltzman's constant 
= 1.38E-23 Joulesl"Kelvin 

T ~ °Kelvin = 2900 in this analysis 
then 4kT = 16E-21J 

Amplifier current noise ~ in ~1 Av + 
Amplifier current noise ~ eniAv + 
Note that both noise voltages intrinsic to Rs and Rl are 
attenuated by Y2 due to the impedance matching 
present on both sides of the transformer (Le. Rl reflects 
to the source side as Rs to ground, and Rs reflects to 
the secondary side as the driving impedance for the 
non-inverting input terminating impedance, Rl). 

Substituting with Rl = n2Rs, and adding each noise 
voltage term squared divided by the output terminating 
impedance, Ro, will yield the total output noise power. 
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The input noise power may be derived as the power 
delivered to the source matching resistor from the 
source resistor noise voltage. This is: 

(nAV)2 
Pulling an -2- Rs out of the No expression, the 

ratio of input to output noise power may be rewritten as: 

Rs eni2 

No = (nAy) 2 Rs KT + KT + in2 n2 ""4 + ri2Rs 
Ni 4Ro KT 

Combining the expressions for noise power ratios and 
the inverse of the power gain through the channel, 
developed above, yields: 

Multiplying the fraction through, top and bottom, by Rs 
and going back to the log form for noise figure yields: 

(, &)2 (9n;)2 
( in n 2 + n ) 

NF=10 log 2+ KTR. 
Eq.2 

Looking at the component parts of this expression, the 
"2" in the log argument arises from our terminating with 
a discrete (noisy) matching resistor, R1• This increases 
the minimum achievable noise figure from OdB to 
10 • log(2) = 3dB. 

(. &)2 (eni )2 
The inn 2 + n part of the fraction 

Rs 

represents the 2 noise voltages (the total equivalent 
input noise voltage and the voltage generated by the 
noise current through the source impedance) at the 
input of the amplifier reflected to the transformer input 
and added as powers across Rs. The kT term in the 
denominator is simply the noise power available from 
the source at the input to the network. From this, as 

the turns ratio increases, the contribution of the noise 
current increases while that due to the noise voltage 
decreases. As reported in Reference 1, the minimum 
value will occur when these two terms are equal. 

Solving for the optimum turns ratio to minimize the noise 
figure: 

.~ 
nopt= V in~ 

Substituting this in Equation 2 yields a minimum noise 
figure: 

NF ( eniin) 
min = 10 log 2+ KT 

Recognizing that transformer turns ratios are actually 
only available in integer steps, the optimum turns ratio 
is somewhat academic. However, for a given n, it can 
be recognized that anything that will reduce in or en will 
improve the noise figure . 

. Little can be done to reduce the noise current at the 
amplifier's non-inverting input. The equivalent input 
noise voltage can, however, be reduced as the amplifier 
is operated at higher gains. The results in the appendix 
show that equivalent input noise terms due to the 
inverting noise current and resistor noises are reduced 
as the gain increases. However, once these noise terms 
have been reduced below the intrinsic non-inverting 
input noise voltage, further improvements through 
increased gain are minimal. 

Design Procedure and Test Results 
To illustrate the design procedure and the resulting 
performance using this input transformer coupling, two 
possible designs using the CLC400 and CLC401 will 
be developed. The designs will proceed with the 
assumption that the maximum gain consistent with 
broad bandwidth and good 3rd order intermod intercept 
is desired. Enough information is presented to allow a 
design to proceed from a targeted gain as well. 

The. CLC400 is a broadband DC coupled monolithic 
amplifier intended for relatively low gain operation. 
Typical specifications show a 200MHz bandwidth 
(-3dB) at a gain of + 2. Both parts pull a nominal no 
load current of 15mA when operated from their 
recommended ± 5 volt power supplies. For the current 
feedback topology, a low gain part corresponds to a 
part that has been optimized for a lower value of 
feedback resistor as opposed to a high gain part such 
as the CLC401. Hence, the nominal RI at a gain of + 2 
for the CLC400 is shown on the data sheet as 250 
ohms, while the CLC401 is optimized to use a 1 .5k 
feedback at a gain of + 20. Most of the requisite 
information for the design can be found in Com linear 
Application Notes OA-12 (Noise Analysis) and OA-13 
(Current Feedback Loop Gain Analysis). 

Non-inverting input intrinsic 
noise voltage 

Inverting input noise current 

en =2.5nV/YHz 

ii = 14pAlYHz 
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Non-inverting input noise current 

Inverting input impedance 

Nominal feedback transimpedance 

in; = 3.2pAlYHz 

Z;=500 

Zt=3500 
for maximally flat frequency response 

Using these numbers, and Equation F in the appendix, 
a maximum amplifier gain for reduced equivalent input 
noise voltage may be derived as (this assumes an oc 
of 1/9) G=4.3 

Rounding this off to a gain of +4 yields a feedback 
resistor value of: 

(Eq. D in Appendix) 

Note that taking the gain too high will eventually yield 
very low RI values from this equation. For very low 
values of RI, a significant degradation in both bandwidth 
and 3rd order intercept will be observed due to the 
added output stage loading presented by the feedback 
network. Generally, RI + Rg = 2000 should be taken as 
a lower limit to RI. 

Computing the equivalent input noise voltage for G = 4 
using Eq. E of the appendix yields: 

~;= V(2.5nV)2+[(14PA)(37.50)]2+16E-21 (37.50) = 2.67 ~ 

As hoped, this total equivalent input noise voltage is 
nearly equal to the intrinsic noise voltage listed above. 
From these results, and assuming a 500 source 
impedance, an optimum transformer turns ratio would 
be 

2.67nV 
3.2pA(250) 

=5.78 

This yields a best case noise figure equal to 

No- . -10 I (2 2.67nV (3.2PA)) - 6 2dB 
r m1n - og + 4E-21 - . 

It is, however, difficult to maintain broadband performance 
through the transformer with a turns ratio this high. For 
test, a 1 :4 turns ratio transformer from Mini-Circuits was 
selected as a reasonable compromise between best 
noise figure and broadband performance (part #T16-6T) 

The resulting test circuit for the CLC400 is shown in 
Figure 3. 

Input point for gain 
and noise figure 

500l1:4 Fl' ,.'---;----T---l 

1 
Mini-Ckts 
T16-6T 

transformer 

Figure 3 

Output point for gain, 
noise figure and 
3rd order intercept 

500 I Vo 

500 

1500 Supply de-coupling 
not shown 

Using this test circuit, the anticipated performance can 
be calculated to be: 

Overall Gain Ay=4· 4· '12= +8 (18dS) 

Noise Figure (from Eq. 2) 

(4 (3.2pA) 250)2+ ( 2.6lnV )2 
NF = 10 log (2+ (4E-21) (500) ) = 6.8dB 

In test, the first step was to tune the input impedance 
matching to provide a good 500 match over the 
frequency range of interest, after which the transfer 
function (521 ) was measured. These results are shown 
in Figure 4. 

o· 

IMPEDANCE Cor 
A:REF B:REF 

1 

0.1 MHz 100 MHz 
DIV DIV START 100000.000 Hz 

5.000 36.00 STOP 100 000 000.000 Hz 
RBW: 3KHz ST: 6.15 sec 
RBW=_3 KHZ 

NETWORK Cor 

Input Impedance 
Figure 4a 

A:REF B:REF .d MKR 30137857.704 Hz 
19.00 200.0 .dT/R -3.05176m dB 

[ dB ] [ deg l.d 6 -76.6352 deg 

.01 MHz 100 MHz 
DIV DIV START 10000.000 Hz 

1.000 50.00 STOP 100000000.000 Hz 
RBW: 1KHz ST: 12.8 sec 

Transfer Function 
Figure 4b 

These results show excellent input impedance 
matching over a broad frequency range with a very flat 
passband gain from about 60kHz to 30M Hz. 

The noise figure for this circuit was measured using an 
HP8970A with an HP346B noise source. Figure 5 
tabulates those results along with the 3rd order 
intercept. 
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Frequency Noise Figure 3rd Order Intercept 

10MHz 6.8dB 44dBm 

20MHz 6.8dB 38dBm 

30MHz 7.1dB 33dBm 

40MHz 7.4dB 30dBm 

Figure 5 

The measured noise figure shows excellent agreement 
with the predicted value, while the 3rd order intercept 
parallels the CLC400 data sheet plots. Note that the 
data sheets typically show intercept defined for a power 
level at the output pin as opposed to the 6dB lower 
value if defined at the matched load. Adding 6dB to the 
results shown above gets us back to the data sheet 
plots. This indicates that the intercept has not been 
degraded by the transformer input coupling. 

Note that the noise figure for just the CLC400, 
configured as shown in Figure 3 without the 
transformer, may be derived by simply letting n = 1 in 
the noise figure equation (Equation 2). Doing this yields 
a noise figure of 15.8dB for the CLC400 by itself 
(assuming only a 50 ohm non-inverting input 
impedance matching resistor). Hence, the transformer 
not only provides us with more gain but with greatly 
improved noise figure. 

In summary, this circuit shows a 50 ohm in/50 ohm out, 
18dB gain block with very flat frequency response from 
60kHz to 30MHz offering an approximate 7dB noise 
figure with a 3rd order intercept greater than 33dBm 
over that frequency range, while dissipating only 
150mW quiescent power! 

Design and Test Results for the CLC401 
The CLC401 is a monolithic, DC coupled, wideband 
current feedback amplifier optimized for higher closed 
loop gains. Typical specifications show a 150MHz 
-3dB bandwidth at a gain of + 20 using a 1.5k feedback 
resistor while drawing only 15mA no load current from 
the specified ± 5 volt supplies. Getting the requisite 
design information from Application Notes OA-12 and 
OA-13, 

Non-inverting 
input intrinsic noise voltage 

Inverting input noise current 

Non-inverting input noise current 

Inverting input impedance 

en = 2.4nWYHz 

i; = 17pAlYHZ 

in; = 2.8pAlYHZ 

21=500 

Nominal feedback transimpedance 
for maximally flat frequency response 

Z;=2.5kO 

Using these numbers, and Eq. F of the Appendix, yields 
a maximum amplifier gain for minimal equivalent input 
noise voltage of (assuming oc of 1/9) G = 32.5 

Building up the circuit at this gain and using the same 
transformer as for the CLC400 test circuit resulted in 
a 3dB response peaking at the higher frequency limits. 
This seemed to arise from a gain dependent non
inverting input impedance resonating with the 
transformer. Reducing the amplifier gain ameliorated 
this effect. Since the amplifier gain was being 
determined somewhat arbitrarily to reduce the noise 
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figure, backing away from this gain to improve 
frequency response seemed reasonable. For test, an 
amplifier gain of G = + 25 was selected. Using Eq. E 
of the appendix shows an equivalent input noise voltage 
with a gain of + 25 given by: 

(2.4nV)2 +[17pA(50n)]2+ 16E-21 (50) = 2.70, ~ 
v Hz 

With this result, an optimum turns ratio for the 
transformer and a theoretical best noise figure may be 
calculated to be: 

nopt = 2.70nV = 6.2 
(2.8pA)(25n) 

and 

NfC -to 10 (2 2.70nV (2.8PA») = 5.9dB 
min - 9 ~ + 4E-2t 

Again, the high transformer turns ratio required for 
optimum noise figure would result in an unnecessarily 
limited bandwidth. Backing off to a 1:4 turns ratio 
transformer yielded the test circuit shown in Figure 6. 

MiJCkts 
TtS-ST 

transformer 

Figure 6 

1.27k 

Output point for gain, 
noise figure and 
3rd order intercept 

I Vo 

50Q 50Q 

Supply de-coupling 
not shown 

Note that for this test, the amplifier's gain setting resistor 
has been AC coupled with a 1/.tf capacitor. This is 
intended to reduce the DC gain for the amplifier's input 
offset voltage to 1, holding the output DC as close to 
a as possible. The capaCitor value was chosen to yield 
a transfer function pole well below the transformer low 
frequency cutoff. The feedback resistor value is set 
using Equation D of the Appendix. The antiCipated mid
band gain and noise figure performance can be 
calculated to be: 

Overall. Gain A" = 4 • 25 • 112 = + 50 (34dB) 

Noise Figure (from Eq. 2) 

(4(2.8pA) 25Q)2+ (2.7~nV) 2 

NF = to log (2+ 4E-2t (50Q) ) = S.7dB 

As with the CLC400, the test sequence was to tune 
the input matching impedance network to yield a good 
50 ohm match over as wide a frequency range as 
possible. After this, the input to output transfer function 
was measured (S21)' Figure 7 show these results: 



IMPEDANCE Cor 
A:REF B:REF 
55.00 120.0 
(0 )[deg 

o MKR 
IZI 
1 9 

3958220.648 Hz 
51.6988 0 

-7.65223 deg 

00 

0.1 MHz 100 MHz 
DIV DIV START 100 000.000 Hz 

5.000 20.00 STOP 100 000 000.000 Hz 
RBW: 3KHz ST: 6.15 sec 
REF=_5.50000E+Ol 

NETWORK Cor 

Input Impedance 
Figure 7a 

A:REF B:REF Ll MKR 50049540.266 Hz 
35.00 200.0 LlT/R 53.6270m dB 
[ dB )[ deg 1 Ll 9 -133.197 deg 

.01 MHz 100 MHz 
DIV DIV START 10000.000 Hz 

1.000 50.00 STOP 100 000 000.000 Hz 
RBW: 1KHz ST: 12.8 sec 
REF= _3.50000E+Ol 

Transfer Function 
Figure 7b 

This circuit doesn't do quite as well in holding up the 
input impedance to higher frequencies but it does 
provide a reasonably flat frequency response from 
70kHz to 50MHz (passband with <±.5dS ripple). 

A measure of the noise performance was obtained 
using an HP3585 spectrum analyzer along with a 
CLC100 low noise wideband amplifier as a preamp to 
the analyzer input. Although accurate noise figure 
measurements are difficult to achieve in this fashion, 
this approach indicated noise figures between 7 and 
8dS. Figure 8 tabulates the measured 3rd order 
intercept results and this estimated noise figure. 

Frequency Estimated NF 3rd Order Intercept 

10MHz 7-8dS 38dSm 

20M Hz 7-8dS 33dSm 

30MHz 7-8dS 29dSm 

40MHz 7-8dS 25dSm 

50MHz 7-8dS 23dSm 

Figure 8 

Calculating the noise figure of just the CLC401 without 
the transformer coupling (by letting n = 1 in the noise 
figure equation) yields 15.9dS for just the amplifier by 
itself with a 50 ohm non-inverting termination resistor. 
So, again, the transformer has added signal gain while 
greatly improving the noise figure. 

The results of Figures 7 and 8 show a 50n in/50n out, 
34dS gain block with reasonably flat frequency 
response from 70kHz to 50MHz offering an 
approximate 7dS noise figure with 3rd order intercepts 
greater than 25dSm for operation below 40MHz
dissipating only 150mW! The intercept performance 
improves rapidly at lower frequencies with continued 
improvement observed below 10MHz. 

Comparisons and Conclusions 
Clearly, the transformer coupling offers the potential 
for some real improvement in noise figures for the 
amplifiers considered here. Having given up the DC 
coupling in the process, however, we are now looking 
to compare these parts to the more classical AC 
coupled IF amplifiers. 

Those parts generally use a Class A output stage as 
opposed to the Class AS structure used in most of 
Comlinear's amplifier products. This, along with the high 
loop gain at lower frequencies, allows exceptional 
distortion performance to be achieved at a fraction of 
the quiescent power dissipation vs. the more classical 
Class A output. This advantage narrows as we move 
to frequencies over 100MHz with the op amp's loop 
gain dropping below unity at these higher frequencies. 

Generally, for the lower frequency applications, the 
circuits described here, or similar circuits using different 
Comlinear amplifiers can offer considerable advantages 
in the areas of power dissipation, size, and cost. 

The transformer coupling offers additional flexibility 
through potential signal inversion, by reversing the dot 
convention, output DC shifting, by inserting a DC 
voltage in place of the ground on the secondary, and 
potential narrowband filtering. If higher output power 
levels are desired, this same approach could be used 
with one of Com linear's hybrid op amps offering higher 
supply voltages and greater output power capability . 
The CLC232, for low gains, and the CLC207 for higher 
gains, are particularly low harmonic distortion parts that 
would also benefit, from a noise figure standpOint, from 
transformer coupling. 

This approach to noise figure improvement is applicable 
to any op amp with an optimum source resistance 
greater than the actual source resistance. With the total 
equivalent input noise voltage at the non-inverting input 
decreasing as the closed loop gain is increased (as 
shown in the appendix), it is advantageous to operate 
the op amps at high gains. The current feedback 
topology, pioneered by Comlinear, is particularly 
suitable for wideband, high gain applications. 

As described in Application Notes 300-1 and OA-13, 
the current feedback op amp topology largely eliminates 
the gain-bandwidth performance limitations plaguing 
earlier voltage feedback designs. Therefore, running 
the amplifiers to higher gains, in an effort to drive down 
the non-inverting input voltage noise, will not sacrifice 
broadband performance as it would using a voltage 
feedback part. 
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Appendix: . 

Computing the equivalent input noise voltage, the 
gain, and feedback resistor values for noise figure 
reduction with current feedback op amps. 

The equations for determining the equivalent input 
noise voltage for use in the noise figure calculations 
will be developed. Since the external resistors around 
the amplifier, RI and Rg, playa large role in setting that 
noise, the amplifiers transfer function, which is also 
determined by these resistors, will be given and used 
to set the gain. 

Figure A shows the necessary information to develop 
both the transfer function from V; to Vo and the 
equivalent input noise voltage expression. As described 
in Reference 1, a current feedback amplifier uses a 
unity gain buffer from the + input to the inverting node, 
X1, with the inverting node current (ierr) acting as the 
feedback signal sensed and passed on to the output 
through a transimpedance gain, Zs' 

Where: 
K-Boltzman's constant 

= 1.38 E-23 J/oK 

T -degrees Kelvin 
2900 K used here 

Figure A 

The goal here is to develop an equivalent non-inverting 
input noise voltage source to place at the non-inverting 
input for noise figure calculations. Normally, a noise 
generator for the non-inverting termination resistor 
would be included in this analysis. In the context of 
using an input transformer coupling, however, this 

resistor will be set by impedance matching concerns 
removing it as a variable for equivalent input noise 
voltage reduction. The effect of this resistor's noise is 
included in the development for noise figure. The 3 
noise sources on the inverting side of the circuit must 
be reflected to the non-inverting side and combined 
with the intrinsic noise voltage, eni> already present in 
the model. Neglecting in;' which is left separate for later 
use in the noise figure equations, each noise voltage 
or current will develop an output voltage noise. With 
the non-inverting signal gain defined to be 
G = (1 + RIRg), the separate output noise voltages are: 

intrinsic non-inverting input noise voltage ~ en G 

inverting input noise current ~ i; RI 

combined resistor noise terms ~ V 4KT RI G 

Combining terms as the root sum of squared 
elements, and reflecting this to the non-inverting 
input yields 

equivalent input V 2 (i.Rf)2 4KTR 
noise voltage ~ (en ) + -'G- + ~ Eq. C 

As is apparent from this expression, both the gain and 
the resistor values can be used to reduce the input 
noise voltage. Increasing the gain and/or reducing the 
resistor values will both decrease the apparent input 
noise Voltage. This effort is bounded by the intrinsic 
input noise voltage, en;' 

Setting the gain and the resistor values needs to be 
done in the context of maintaining adequate phase 
margin for the closed loop amplifier response. 
Analyzing the circuit of Figure A for the VoN; transfer 
function yields (see Application Note OA-13 for a more 
complete development); 

Vo 1+Rf/RG 
Ii( = 1 + Rf + Zj (1+Rf IRG) 

Z(S) 

G 

where: Z(S) ~ Forward transimpedance gain of the 
amplifier (frequency dependent) 

Z; ~ Inverting input impedance (Considered 
noiseless and real) 

The inverting node current is the feedback signal with 
an output voltage to inverting input current transfer gain 
given by Zt=R,+ZiG 

Every current feedback amplifier has an internal forward 
transimpedance gain function (Z(S» optimized for a 
certain value of Zt. Typically, this optimization yields a 
60° phase margin at the gain and feedback resistor 
value specified on the data sheet for guaranteed 
performance specs. To a first approximation, this Zt 
can be held constant (maintaining maximum closed 
loop bandwidth with no peaking) as the desired closed 
loop Signal gain is changed from the nominal design 
point. This is done by adjusting RI vs gain. Solving 
for this from the above expression for Zt yields: 

Eq.D 
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If this expression for RI is placed into the equivalent 
input noise expression developed above, Eq. C, we get: 

Eq.E 

The only variable left at this point is the desired closed 
loop gain. The absolute resistor values have been 
removed with the assumption that a maximally flat 
frequency response is desired as the closed loop gain 
is changed. Again we see that increasing the gain will 
decrease the equivalent input noise voltage. This 
approach is decreasingly effective as those terms 
involving G become less than the non-inverting input 
noise voltage enj. If we target a desired ratio of the two 
squared terms involving G to the intrinsic non-inverting 
input noise voltage squared, we can develop a targeted 
maximum gain beyond which minimal noise reduction 
is achieved through further gain increases. If we call 
that ratio of the noise powers oc we can solve for: 

(~ -z.) = 2KT [V (en ij)2 ] 
G I i j2 l+oc 2KT -1 Eq.F 

From this expression, and a knowledge of Zt and Zj, a 
maximum desired gain may be derived. This yields a 
somewhat arbitrary upper limit on amplifer gain in that 
we are only trying to increase the gain until negligible 
improvements in the noise figure are seen. The 
amplifier can, of course, be operated at lower gains, 
with an increase in noise, or at higher gains, with little 
noise improvement but an eventual bandwidth 
limitation. If we set oc to be 1/9 (saying that the 
reflected equivalent noise power terms at the non
inverting input are 1/9 the intrinsic input noise power 
due to the non-inverting input noise voltage) those 
terms increase the equivalent input noise voltage by 
only 5%. This will be the initial targeted design criteria 
used in the example developments. 

See Application Note OA-13 for a complete 
development of adjusting RI to hold a constant loop 
gain, and hence bandwidth, as the desired signal gain 
is changed. 

[] Comlinear Corporation 
4800 Wheaton Drive, Ft. Collins, CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 Fax: (303) 226-0564 

ANOA14.01 January 1993 
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As op amp operating speeds have moved to ever higher 
frequencies, a whole new set of design concerns have 
come into play for linear op amp applications. With the 
development of the current feedback topology, design 
concerns unique to that topology must also be 
considered if optimal performance is to be achieved 
from devices offering over 200MHz -3dB bandwidths. 
This discussion will review some of the considerations 
common to all wideband linear op amp applications as 
well as topics unique to the current feedback topology 
pioneered by Comlinear Corporation. These design 
guidelines are intended to help the designer get the full 
potential out of Comlinear's high performance, current 
feedback, operational amplifiers. 

Since there are quite disparate areas to consider here, 
the approximate order of discussion will follow a 
perceived frequency of occurrence ranking. Those 
considered first seem to impact every designer, with 
more particular concerns dealt with later. 

1. Parasitic capacitance effects and what to do 
about ground and power planes in a PC board 
layout. 
The sensitivity of the Comlinear amplifiers to parasitic 
capacitance arises solely from their wide bandwidth 
characteristics and not from the current feedback 
aspect of their design. With parts showing a loop gain 
that does not drop to unity until the 100MHz region, a 
few picofarad capacitance to ground in the loop can 
have a profound effect on the phase margin at the unity 
gain crossover frequency. Figure 1 shows a typical non
inverting gain op amp, including the internal structure 
for the current feedback topology (note 1), along with 
the two most critical external parasitic capacitances. 

Most critical parasitic capacitances 
Cpo ~output capacitance 
CPi ~ inverting input capacitance 

Figure 1: Non-inverting gain with internal 
current feedback topology 

Note 1: See application note AN, AN-300, or OA-13 for 
a development of the current feedback transfer function. 

Parasitic, or loading, capacitance directly on the output 
is particularly effective at transforming amplifiers into 
oscillators. Closed loop stability for any negative 
feedback amplifier is determined by the open loop 
phase margin. In tracing the signal around the loop it 
is always desirable to have significantly less than 180 
degrees phase shift around the loop at the unity gain 
crossover frequency. Adding a capacitor directly on the 

output will cause additional signal phase shift due to 
the additionally pole introduced by the open loop output 
impedance, Ro' driving the output pin capacitance, Cpo. 
Even small capacitances and low Ro's can cause 
significant phase shifts with unity gain crossovers in 
the 100MHz region (a typical unity gain crossover 
frequency for Comlinear amplifiers). 

Several design and test guidelines can be suggested 
to keep this sensitivity to Cpo under control. 

a. Always clear ground and power planes away from 
the output pin net. This includes opening up a little 
wider than standard clearance to ground and power 
inner planes to any through hole or trace carrying 
the output signal. 

b. Never probe directly with a high impedance probe 
or a DVM on the output pin (passive divider probes 
are okay). If probing, always probe through a series 
resistor> = 1000 since this will decouple the effect 
of the probe capacitance from the output pin. This 
also holds for adding PC board test points. If needed, 
connect the test points through a series resistor 
located as close as possible to the device pin being 
brought out. 

c. If a capacitive load must be driven, such as flash 
ADC's, most of the Com linear amplifier data sheets 
include a plot of a recommended series resistor to 
put at the output prior to the load capacitance. 
Adding a resistor prior to the load (or parasitic) 
capacitance, changes the load's effect from a pole 
to a pole-zero pair. This causes a phase dip in the 
loop phase response that has recovered prior to 
unity gain crossover. 

d. Driving into another amplifier stage, or actually 
almost any other high input impedance active 
device, can also present enough capacitance to 
cause problems. Again, a small series resistor right 
at the output prior to going off to this device will 
defuse the situation. 

Figure 2 shows the effect of an output capacitance on 
the small signal frequency response of the CLC205, a 
hybrid current feedback op amp intended for higher 
gains. The plot shows the SPICE simulated gain, in 
dB, vs. linear frequency under several loading 
conditions. Similar plots may be generated using the 
small signal macromodels of Application Note OA-09. 
Initially, a 2000 load is driven, then just a 20pF load, 
and finally, the 20pF load with a series 300 resistor 
(Rs in Figure 2a). Clearly, getting into a series resistor 
prior to the capacitive load can dramatically improve 
the frequency response flatness, and hence pulse 
response capabilities for the amplifier simulated here. 
Recall that this approach is applicable for both current 
and voltage feedback amplifiers. 

Generally, it is suggested to get the output voltage 
through a resistor as soon as possible before running 
it over any significant length of trace or cable. If a 
matched impedance load is to be driven, source match 
right at the output pin with a discrete resistor equal to 
the transmission line's characteristic impedance, and 
terminate the line similarly. Although short trace runs 
do not need to be impedance matched, using just the 
series resistor will isolate the trace capacitance when 
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no terminating resistor is used. 

50Q 

50Q 

Power supply 
decoupling not shown 

~~ = 10 [20dB] 
I 

Rg 105Q 

Figure 2a: Simulation circuit for capacitive 
loading test 

25.0 
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R.",aoa 
Rt ,. 20O'Q--....,..,~ ... , 

, .. 

0.0 100.0 
Frequency (MHz) 

300.0 

Figure 2b: Frequency response for various 
loadings 

Parasitic capacitance on the inverting node is a 
considerably more complex, but not nearly as 
troublesome, phenomena. Capacitance on this input 
affects both the non-inverting signal gain, by appearing 
in shunt with the gain setting resistor, and the loop gain 
phase margin in a 2nd order sense. Two types of pulse 
response characteristics can be observed due to this 
parasitic. If the dominant effect is simply shunting Rg 
in the ideal gain expression, neglecting loop gain effects 
for now, a single overshoot with a decay will be 
observed. If this capacitance is large enough to effect 
the phase margin, considerable ringing in the pulse 
response will also be observed. 

Again, minimize ground and power planes around the 
inverting node net. The single overshoot and decay will 
most often be observed when a current feedback part 
intended for higher gains, and hence designed to use 
a relatively high feedback resistor value, is used at low 
non-inverting gains. The relatively high Rg required to 
get a low non-inverting gain will bring the impact of 
whatever parasitic is present down in frequency into 
the passband of the amplifier. The solution here, 
beyond simply limiting Cpj ' is to run inverting mode if 
possible, or switch to a part intended for lower gain 
operation, and hence designed to use lower resistor 
values. Given a fixed Cpj ' operating with lower R, and 
Rg will move the zero frequency out beyond the 
amplifier passband. Application Note OA-14 discusses 
in more detail the gain range considerations for current 
feedback amplifiers. 

Figure 3 shows a test circuit and simulation results 
demonstrating the effect of inverting node capacitance 
for the CLC205 operated at relatively low non-inverting 
gain. 

The effect of increasing Cpj from .5pF to 5pF in the 
circuit of Figure 3a can be seen as a considerable 
peaking in the frequency response of Figure 3b. This 
is not, in this case, a loss of phase margin peaking, 
but simply a zero coming into the non-inverting transfer 
function due to CEj shunting Rg. This zero frequency is 
at (Cpj • (RgIIR,) I \2· pi)) Hz. Note in the pulse response 
of Figure 3c that Cpj causes a single overshoot with 
negligible ringing. 

+15V 
50Q Power supply 

Vj G-'\Mr..---1 + decoupling not shown 

50Q 
CLC205 >--r---r-o Va 

RL 200Q 

Av = ~o = 3 [9.54dB] 
I 

Cp' Rg 400Q 

'J 
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Figure 3a: Simulation circuit for inverting 
input capacitive test 
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If ringing is observed in the pulse response, this is more 
likely due to capacitance on the output pin. However, 
larger parasitic capacitances on the inverting node 
(>10pF) can also cause loop gain phase margin 
problems, particularly for parts intended for high gains. 
Again, the discussion about avoiding parasitic 
capacitances on the output pin applies equally well 
here. Figure 4 shows the difference in pulse response 
behavior between Cpo and Cpi effects. The upper trace, 
which was plotted with a 1V offset for clarity, shows 
the ringing pulse response for the most peaked 
response of Figure 2b. This is typical of output pin 
capacitance effects. The lower trace is a repeat of the 
Cpi = 5pF pulse response of Figure 3c. 

Parasitic capacitance to an AC ground on the non
inverting input, including the capacitance of the high 
impedance non-inverting input itself, will generally only 
introduce an additional response pole, depending on 
the source impedance driving the input capacitance. 
For low source impedances, this pole comes in well 
beyond the passband of the amplifier. However, when 
the parasitic capacitance on the non-inverting and 
inverting nodes are approximately equal, intentionally 
adding non-inverting source impedance equal to RgliRt 
can be very effective at cancelling the response zero 
coming in through Cpl shunting Rg. 

Figure 4: Contrasting pulse responses for 
Cpo and Cp1 

Figure 5 shows this approach with the Cpi = 5pf case 
considered earlier in Figure 3. Note that we have 
intentionally matched the capacitance at the non
inverting input and added' Rni = 300 to bring the 
frequency response back to flatness. The signal gain 
is not changed by the addition of Rp. This . approach 
simply cancels the zero apparent in the upper trace of 
Figure 5b, significantly decreasing the pulse overshoot 
as shown in Figure 5c. 

Although it is critical to remove ground plane from the 
signal input and output nodes, a good, low inductance, 
ground return path must be provided for the AC load 
current. This is typically provided by putting small
valued ceramic capaCitors directly on the power 
supplies, connected to a good adjacent ground plane. 
These conflicting goals of good power supply grounding 
with no parasitic capacitance on the I/O pins can be 
achieved by opening a window around the part for the 
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Figure 5a: Simulation circuit of Cp1 
peaking cancellation 
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Figure 5b: Frequency response demonstrating 
zero cancellation 
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Figure 5c: Pulse response with zero cancellation 

ground and power planes with the high frequency 
decoupling capacitors connecting into this ground 
plane. The layout drawing of the 730013 evaluation 
board (in the product accessories section of the 
catalog), shows a good high frequency layout for the 
S-pin DIP monolithic amplifier products offered by 
Comlinear. 

Figure 6 shows the same amplifier as Figure 1 with the 
suggestions for handling parasitic capacitances 
incorporated. 



TP1 

TP3 
Vi 100Q 

Rr RS 

TP2 
1 C L 

Figure 6: Non-inverting amplifier featuring 
several suggested protections from parasitic 

capacitance effects 

Vo 

The circuit of Figure 6 includes every fix for the possible 
problems arising from parasitic capacitance discussed 
thus far. Very rarely would all of these be required for 
the same application. If test points are to be brought 
out, always come out through at least 100n resistors 
with the body of those resistors as close as possible 
to the amplifier pins. Probing at these test pOints can 
still radically alter the signal path frequency response. 
The amplifier should, however, remain stable with at 
least 100n isolating resistors. If inverting node parasitic 
capacitance seems to be a problem, Rp can be very 
effective at cancelling it out (except when Cpi is so large 
as to cause phase margin problems). If a parasitic or 
load capacitance must be driven, Rs may be used very 
effectively to improve the frequency response flatness. 
And, always get the high frequency capacitors on the 
power supplies as close to the part as possible into a 
good ground plane. 

2. The importance of the feedback resistor 
The feedback resistor value becomes of paramount 
importance in the current feedback topology used by 
most of the Comlinear amplifiers. As discussed in detail 
in Application Note OA-14, the feedback resistor is the 
single most important element in setting the overall 
frequency response for the current feedback amplifier 
topology. Briefly, since we are looking for a feedback 
current from the output voltage to the inverting input, 
the feedback impedance plays the dominant role in 
determining what this will be. This, in turn, will determine 
the amplifier's loop gain and phase margin. Achieving 
adequate phase margin is critical to the success of any 
operational amplifier application. 

Every current feedback amplifier is optimized for a 
particular value of feedback resistor. This value is 
typically noted at the heading of the specifications 
listing. Always select a value near this as the starting 
point for any design. Lower values may be used at the 
risk of lower phase margin and greater frequency 
response peaking. Higher values may be used at the 
expense of lower amplifier bandwidth. In fact, 
increasing the feedback resistor valve is a very effective 
means of overcompensating the amplifier. Unlike 
voltage feedback amplifiers, a unity gain follower 
application requires the recommended feedback 
resistor to be in place from the output to the inverting 

input. Although having no influence on the low 
frequency signal gain in the unity follower application, 
the feedback element is still needed to determine the 
loop gain for the current feedback topology. 

Using reactive elements in the feedback path, either 
intentionally or unintentionally, can play havoc with the 
loop gain phase margin. Generally, this should be 
avoided unless done with extreme care. The small 
signal macromodels in Application Note OA-9 are very 
useful for predicting what will happen with different 
feedback configurations. Using direct capacitive 
feedback, to implement an integrator, will generally 
cause oscillations with a current feedback amplifier. 
Integrators can be implemented, however, using the 
alternative topologies shown in Application Note OA-7. 
Also, the CLC420, a wideband voltage feedback op 
amp, can be used to implement classical integrator 
topologies. 

Returning to the feedback resistor itself, never use a 
wirewound type for this, or any other, resistor in a 
broadband application. Also, trying to compensate the 
amplifier by using shunt capacitance across RI will 
typically yield oscillations with the current feedback 
topOlogy. It is much more fruitful to compensate by 
increasing the value of the feedback resistor, although 
a pot in the feedback path is not recommended. 

3. Non-inverting source impedance considerations 
The impedance seen looking out of the non-inverting 
input can playa strong role in determining an amplifier's 
overall performance. For very broadband applications, 
significant resistive source impedance, in conjunction 
with the part's input capacitance, can become the 
band limiting point in the system. This is normally not a 
problem for son terminations driven from a son source. 

When running the amplifier in inverting mode, the non
inverting input would typically be grounded, either 
directly, or through an approximately 2Sn resistor. No 
attempt at source impedance matching on the two 
inputs for bias current cancellation should be made 
since the two bias currents for a current feedback 
amplifier are totally unrelated in both magnitude and 
polarity. Hence, unlike a voltage feedback op amp, 
there is no meaning to an offset current specification. 

Generally, taking the non-inverting input to ground 
through a 2Sn resistor (for inverting amplifier 
applications) will eliminate any oscillations that might 
be seen due to negative input impedance effects at 
very high frequencies for the non-inverting input. It is 
oftentimes sufficient to simply ground the non-inverting 
input. But a careful check for low level oscillations above 
SOOMHz should be made, particularly for the faster 
amplifiers, if direct grounding is desired. If oscillations 
are observed, going to a 2Sn, or higher, resistor to 
ground will kill this self oscillation in the non-inverting 
input transistors. 

When it is desired to AC couple the non-inverting input 
signal, as shown in Figure 7, particular attention must 
be paid to the effect the terminating resistor has on the 
DC operating point of the amplifier. Oftentimes, in an 
effort to achieve very low pole frequencies for the AC 
coupling (without an inordinately large coupling 
capacitor, Ct), Rt is made very large or, in some cases, 
not included. 
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Figure 7: Effect of Rt on DC input offset voltage 

Rt> however, provides the DC current path for the non
inverting input bias current. Wideband amplifiers with 
a purely bipolar construction, as Com linear's amplifiers 
typically are, have an input bias current ranging into 
the 10's of pA's. It is critical, therefore, to consider the 
effect a large Rt has on the input offset voltage (as 
shown in Figure 7). It is very easy, with large Rt> for 
this bias current requirement to have driven the input 
and output into saturation precluding proper high 
frequency operation. The effect of high Rt on the non
inverting noise current gain should also be considered. 
This noise current will add as an input noise voltage 
term dependent on the frequency dependent source 
impedance looking back out the non-inverting input. 

4. Input and output voltage range considerations 
The common mode input voltage range specification 
(CMIR) shown in the Comlinear data sheets indicates 
how near the specified supply voltages the non
inverting input voltage may be for proper operation. 
When operating properly, the inverting node voltage 
simply follows the non-inverting even for differential 
amp applications. For current feedback, this is due to 
the unity gain buffer from V + to V -, while for voltage 
feedback, this is due the feedback loop. 

Since all of the amplifiers are specified with balanced 
bipolar supply voltages, the CMIR and output voltage 
ranges are given as an allowed bipolar swing around 
ground. 80th specifications are, however, indicating the 
required voltage headroom to the supplies on the non
inverting input and output pins respectively. Recasting 
these specifications as a required voltage headroom 
would allow input and output voltage ranges to be set 
for non-standard supply voltages. 

In almost all cases, the maximum output voltage swing 
will be the limiting factor. Only at very low non-inverting 
gains, or for single amplifier differential operation, will 
the CMIR limit operation. The crossover non-inverting 
gain where the limiting point will change from input to 
output can be found by dividing the output voltage range 
by the input voltage range. 

Operation that can cause the amplifier to exceed its 
output voltage range should be handled with special 
caution. Except for devices including an output limiting 
or clamping function (CLCSOO, CLCS01, CLCS02), 
exceeding the output voltage range will result in 
saturation internal to the amplifier. In all cases, this will 
result in very slow recovery time from overdrive. Since 

the error signal, for current feedback, is a current back 
to the inverting input, saturating the output voltage so 
that it no longer fully supplies the current being set up 
in the gain setting resistor will cause a current to build 
up in the inverting input. This is analogous to a voltage 
developing across the inputs of a voltage feedback 
amplifier when overdriven. This inverting input current 
can also limit recovery time from saturation effects 
internal to the amplifier. 

All of the monolithic amplifiers from Com linear can 
handle this saturation without damage. Extreme 
overdrives at the inputs can, however, exceed the 
current handling capability of the inverting node at which 
pOint a voltage will start to build across the inputs. This 
can, if large enough, break down some internal 
junctions leading to an increase in noise and possibly 
a shift in the DC characteristics of the amplifier. 

Unless specifically indicated as overdrive protected 
(CLC20S, CLC206, CLC207, CLCS60, CLCS61), 
special care should be taken not to drive any of the 
hybrid amplifiers into output saturation. Intended for the 
widest band, high power operation, these parts have 
enough internal drive capability to potentially damage 
themselves under a saturated output condition. 
Although not noted in the data sheets, the CLC231 and 
CLC232 low gain hybrid amplifiers can also be output 
stage saturated without damage. Even with an output 
saturable capability, all of the hybrid amplifiers need a 
careful analysis of junction temperatures to ensure that 
they do not exceed the rated maximum of 17SoC. 

From these considerations, it is not recommended that 
these unprotected hybrid amps be used as 
comparators - with the output intentionally forced from 
supply rail to supply rail. (The fast recovery clamping 
of the CLCS01 does, however, offer an excellent 
opportunity for a very flexible high speed comparator 
function.) It is also not recommended to increase the 
value of the output stage collector reSistors, for those 
parts bringing the output transistor collectors out 
separately, to act as a current limit since this will only 
saturate the output stage sooner. Generally, these 
resistors are intended only to de-couple high speed 
load current transients from the rest of the amplifier to 
enhance high speed settling times. It is possible, 
however, to use these resistors as an output short ckt 
current limit for those parts indicated as being overdrive 
protected. And finally, when using adjustable gain 
circuits, particularly with switching FETs, take care to 
keep the amplifiers out of an open loop situation during 
gain adjust. 

For situations requiring a robust output overdrive 
capability, the clamping amplifiers are by far the best 
choice. 

S. Cascaded amplifier considerations 
High gain, cascaded amplifier applications require 
particular attention to a number of parasitic and 
operational effects. Figure 8 shows an example circuit 
of 3-CLC401 's configured for an overall gain of 1000 
(60d8) that will be used to demonstrate the suggestions 
developed here. 

Several opportunities exist to develop an oscillator with 
very high gain, wideband circuits. The most common 
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Figure 8: Wideband, high gain, cascaded amplifiers 

is direct output to input parasitic coupling. The output 
signal path should be physically isolated and, if 
necessary, shielded from the input signal path. When 
the final output is driving a relatively heavy AC load, 
either capacitive or, in this case, resistive (100n), high 
frequency load currents through the supplies can 
couple back into early stages completing an oscillatory 
feedback loop. High frequency de-coupling directly on 
the supply pins of each stage are required at a 
minimum. 

Interstage ferrite beads on the supply rails, as shown 
in Figure 8, can also be used to attenuate this feedback 
path. The power supply connections of Figure 8 bring 
in the supplies at the final gain stage with LC PI filter 
stages used as it connects into earlier amplifier stages. 

This provides increasing high frequency attenuation as 
we go to amplifier stages earlier on in the gain path. 
This is very desirable from both a PSRR standpoint 
and in breaking any feedback path through the power 
supplies from the output to input. 

For close physically coupled amplifier stages, 
interstage matched impedances are probably not 
necessary. The two interstage 40n resistors of Figure 
8 are intended to isolate the input capacitance of the 
next stage from the output of the previous stage as 
suggested earlier in the discussion of parasitic load 
capacitance effects. 

One key concern in a very high gain path is the build-up 
of DC errors. The circuit of Figure 8 AC couples the 

gain selling resistors which reduces the DC gain to 1 
for each amplifier stage. With only 1 mV input offset 
voltage at the first stage, the final amplifier output, (prior 
to the 6dB matching loss), would be at 2V for this gain 
of 2000 if the 1 JLF capacitors had not been used in the 
gain setting networks. If DC coupling at high gains is 
desired, some sort of composite correction loop (as 
described in Application Note OA-07) should be 
considered. 

As a general rule, the highest gain stage should be 
used as the first stage to limit the impact on the overall 
input noise of the noise contribution of succeeding 
stages. Here, the equivalent input noise of the 2nd two 
stages would be divided by the gain of + 20 in the first 
stage in adding to overall equivalent input noise. The 
total eqillyalent input noise for the circuit of Figure 8 is 
3nV/VHz. See Application Notes OA-12 for a noise 
calculation discussion and OA-14 for reducing the input 
noise for AC coupled applications. 

Figure 9 shows the measured broadband gain and 
phase response for the circuit of Figure 8. Note that 
the measured -3dB bandwidth, extending from 3KHz 
to 200M Hz, achieves an equivalent 200GHz Gain
Bandwidth product. 

Triple CLC401 ckt 

NETWORK Cor 
A:REF B:REF 
75.00 180.0 

200M Hz BW 
Av = 1000 

GBW =200 GHz 

o MKR 4 560 054.197 Hz 

[dB ][deg J 
T/R 59.9731 dB ] Marker 
e -9.40368 deg Gain/Phase 

DIV DIV START 500.000 Hz ] Sweep 
5.000 36.00 STOP 500 000 000.000 Hz Range 
RBW: 100Hz ST : 43.1 sec 

Figure 9: Measured Gain & Phase for 
high gain cascaded circuit 
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Application Note OA-16 

Wideband AGe Amplifier 
Doubles as a Differential Amplifier 

Michael Steffes 
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The CLCS20 is a very flexible DC-coupled Automatic 
Gain Control amplifier (AGC). Unique features include 
two closely-matched differential inputs, a wideband 
gain-control channel (100 MHz), and a ground
referenced DC-coupled output signal driven from a low 
output impedance amplifier. Figure 1 illustrates the 
internal block diagram and pin assignments of the 
CLCS20. 

Gain Adjust 
2 -- - - - - -- - - - - - - --, 

, , 
'---------------------9 

, , 

VRFF 

Figure 1: CLC520 Internal block diagram 

As shown in figure 1, two unity-gain closed-loop input 
buffers on pins 3 and 6 are used to force the two input 
voltages to appear across the external resistor, Rg. The 
differential voltage across Rg generates a signal current 
which is amplified by a factor of 1.8S and fed into a two
quadrant multiplier stage. The gain-adjustment voltage 
on pin 2 determines how much of this signal current 
makes it through the multiplier stage, with the remainder 
of the signal current being shunted to ground. The 
multiplier's output current then flows through the 
transimpedance amplifier formed by the external 
feedback resistor, Rio and the internal amplifier. If the 
non-inverting input ofthis output amplifier, V,ef, is tied to 
ground then a ground-referenced DC-coupled replica of 
the differential voltage across Rg appears at the output 
of the op amp. The values of Rt and Rg, along with the 
gain-adjust voltage, determine the gain. Refer to the 
CLCS20 data sheet for a more complete operational 
and performance discussion. 

In order to implement a fixed-gain differential amplifier, 
the CLCS20 will rely on it's very well-matched input 
buffers and it's differential-to-single-ended voltage 
conversion. For the purposes of this discussion, the 
gain-control input will be held at a fixed level to yield the 
maximum gain given by 1.8S*Rr/Rg. Thus, the differential 
signal gain depends only on the ratio of two external 
resistors and the internal current-mirror gain. Both Rt 

and Rg can be adjusted to yield a wide range of 
differential gains. As an example, the circuit of figure 2 
is used to demonstrate the performance of the CLCS20 
in a fixed-gain differential amplifier configuration. 
To demonstrate this application, the CLCS20 is set up 
for a gain of 4.08VN. The son impedance-matching 
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Figure 2: CLC520 Fixed-gain differential 
amplifier configuration 

resistor at the output effectively halves the differential 
gain to 2.04V N (6.2dB) althe son load. Figure 3 shows 
the single-ended gain and phase response for both 
inputs on a linear frequency scale through 200M Hz. 
Note the 1800 phase offset for the inverting-signal gain, 
indicating signal inversion. The slightly quicker roll-off of 
the inverting-gain response is consistent from part to 
part. This broadband performance is maintained as the 
part is.operated at higher gain settings. It is the close, 
broadband, gain match of the inputs that allows the 
CLCS20 to provide this wideband differential amplifier 
with very good common-mode signal rejection. 

6 

>S 
~4 co 
~3 
£2 
<1l 

C!l 1 

o 

o Frequency (20MHzldiv) 

180 

90 

o 
-90 

200MHz 

Figure 3: Single-ended gain and phase 

One measure of a good differential amplifier is its ability 
to reject common-mode Signals. The common approach 
in describing this rejection is as a Common Mode 
Rejection Ratio (CMRR). The definition of CMRR is 
structured to allow the common-mode input signal to be 
placed in series with one of the differential inputs, 
(divided by CMRR), as an equivalent error term. With 
the following definition of CMRR, an equivalent input 
error term is placed at one of the inputs as shown in 
figure 4. 



Ad: Differential gain 
Ac: Common-mode gain 

CMRR = Ad 
- Ac 

CMRR = 2010g(Ad) - 2010g(Ac) 

+ 

~ Ad 
±CMRR 

v-o------j 

Eq.1 

Figure 4: Input-referred common mode error 
model 

V+, V-: pure differential signals 
Vc: common mode signal element 

Vc 
Va = Ad(V+ - V-) ± CMRR Ad 

= Ad(V+-V-)± ~ Ad 
Adl Ac 

= Ad(V+ - V-) ± VcAc 

This definition of CMRR essentially input refers an 
output signal due to a common-mode input signal which 
effectively holds the common-mode gain constant as 
the differential gain is changed. In computing the actual 
input-to-output signal gain due to a ~ommon-mode 
input voltage, simply use ~c. Note, with ~~«1, the 
logarithmic form of CMRR Yields a large positive ~alue. 
However, in computing the output common-mode signal, 
as shown in figure 4, a linear (VoltsNolts) gain must be 
used and the error must be considered bipolar. 

To measuretheCMRR as defined in figure 4, a measure 
of the pure differential gain must first be made. This 
measurement can be accomplished with the circuit of 
figure s. This circuit uses a transformer with a center
tapped secondary to generate a pure differential input 
signal. The center tap also provides a DC pat~ to groun.d 
supplying a DC-bias current to each of the Inputs. It IS 
necessary, in all cases, to carefully consider the source 
ofthese DC-bias currents. The transformer's frequency 
response was normalized prior to the gain and phase 
response measurement. Although using this transformer 
effectively AC couples the differential gain, it is important 
to recognize that the CLCS20 is a truly DC-coupled 
device. 

The measured gain and phase for the circuit of figure 
S are shown in figure 6. In order to maintain compatibility 
with the common-mode gain measurement, this figure 
is represented with a logarithmic frequency sweep .from 
100kHz to 100MHz. This circuit offers an exceptional 
gain-flatness with only 0.Sd8 rolloff to 100MHz. 

"~ J 
Source = T1 

T1-+TI1-6 L---4 __ -"-I 
Mini-Circuits 
Transformer 

+5V 

-5V 

Figure 5: Differential gain test circuit 
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Figure 6: Differential gain and phase 
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The common-mode gain is measured by replacing each 
of the son input resistors of figure 2 with lOOn while 
connecting the two inputs together. Tying the inputs 
together forces the input signals to b~ exactly the .same 
while the resistor replacement retains the son Input
impedance match. In an actual application, connecting 
the two inputs together is impractical. In most cases the 
common-mode gain is not set by the amplifier, but by 
the mismatch of signal attenuations arising from each 
signal-source's impedance into th~ single~~n~e? input 
impedance of each of the differential amplifier s Inputs. 
A careful attention to the signal-source impedance 
match is necessary in order forthe CMRR performance 
to be dominated by the amplifier and not by the 
deleterious effects of signal-source impedance mis
matches. The common-mode gain measurement made 
here sidesteps those issues by simply tying the two 
inputs together. Figure 7 shows the CMRR using the 
measured differential gain, the measured common
mode gain and the logarithmic form of CMRR (Eq.l). 

The upper limit of CMRR at low-frequencies (below 
100kHz) is approximately 70dB. This limit is set by the 
differential-to-single-ended conversion that takes place 
internal to the CLCS20 . At higher frequencies, the 
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divergence in single-ended gains results in a 40dB 
rolloff of CMRR at 10MHz (shown in figure 3). The 
CLC520's two high-impedance inputs with its internal 
wideband differential-to-single ended conversion 
combine to form a very wideband, high CMRR, 
differential amplifier. 

80 
70 
60 
50 

m 
:2. 40 

~ 30 
::i: 20 
() 
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o 
-10 

106 107 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 7: Common-mode rejection ratio of the 
circuit in figure 2 

Application Hints: 

I. Improving CMRR 

Several elements combine to set the frequency response 
ofthe CLC520. On the input side, parasitic capacitance 
to ground on either of the buffer outputs (pins 4 & 5) can 
cause high-frequency peaking. It is essential to keep 
the PC trace capacitance small and balanced when 
connecting Rg. For the tests shown here, Rg was 
soldered directly across the pins ofthe DIP while those 
pins were lifted from the board. On the output side, Rf 
will determine the frequency response of the output 
amplifier. Since this amplifier uses the current-feedback 
topology, Rf is the dominant element determining its 
frequency response. Increasing the value of Rf can be 
used to roll-off any peaking caused by parasitic 
capacitance on the output of the input buffers. However, 
it is preferable (from a noise standpoint) to minimize this 
parasitic on pins 4 & 5 and use lower values of Rf (and 
therefore lower values of Rg for any particular gain). The 
CLC520 is designed for use with a 1 k.Q feedback 
resistor. Decreasing this value will cause the frequency 
response to peak, while increasing it will roll the response 
off. Most designs should start by first selecting a value 
for Rf and then determine the required Rg using the 
design equations found in the CLC520 data sheet. An 
additional constraint on lower values of Rg for good 
linear operation is that the maximum current supplied 
by the buffers through Rg should be kept within ±1.35mA. 
This will set a maximum differential input voltage based 
on this current limit and the value of Rg. 
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Once the parasitic capacitance to ground on pins 4 & 5 
has been minimized, a frequency response similar to 
that shown in figure 3 can be achieved for each of the 
two inputs separately. It is possible to take advantage 
of a parasitic gain imbalance in order to bring the 
inverting gain, at higher frequencies, into a closer match 
with the non-inverting gain. A closer gain match over a 
wider frequency range will improve the CMRR at high 
frequencies. 

Although the equivalent circuit of figure 1 shows an 
output that depends only on the currentthrough Rg, any 
additional current driven in to or out of the buffers will 
also generate an output signal. Therefore, by adding an 
AC coupled path to ground on the output ofthe inverting 
buffer, its response can be matched to that of the non
inverting buffer. The circuit offigure 8 shows the original 
test circuit with the addition of this frequency-response
matching network (RT and CT). 

V+ 

V-

+5V 

400n 953n 
3 
4 

son son 
Rg 432n CLC520 

5 11 9 
6 

7,8 = son 
RT 

CT r 
-5V 

Figure 8: Differential amplifier with inverting 
response compensation 

The single-ended frequency responses shown in figure 
3 show a lower bandwidth for the inverting gain path vs. 
the non-inverting. This bandwidth mis-match is consistent 
from part to part and is set by the internal gain path. The 
buffer bandwidths are considerably higher and do not 
playa role determining this response. The following 
analysis will show how to select the appropriate values 
for RT and CT such that the frequency response of the 
inverting gain path can be matched to that of the non
inverting gain path. 

(0+: Non-inverting response pole 
00-: Inverting response pole 

Non-inverting frequency response: 



Inverting frequency response: 

A-=Ad(~) 
s+or 

Assuming 

Compensate A to achieve the following 

A+=Ad(~) 
s + ro+ 

( ro- J(s+ro-J(ro+J 
= Ad s + ro- s + ro+ ro-

_ Ad( ro+ ) 
s + ro+ 

The single-ended gain response of either input may be 
analyzed by grounding one input in order to determine 
the current generated at the output of the active buffer 
channel. Adding the RrCT series combination will then 
provide a means of canceling the internal inverting-path 
pole with a zero, and replacing it with a pole that 
matches that seen by the single-ended non-inverting 
gain path. Note, adding this network will not impact the 
non-inverting response as long as it is assumed the 
buffers have zero output-impedance. The following 
analysis provides a method for computing the required 
values of RTand CTgiven Rg and the initial single-ended 
frequency response of each input as shown in figure 3. 
Note: the input-to-output gain from the current produced 
in the compensation path is 1/2 that of the gain of the 
current produced through Rg. 

The output voltage due to an inverting input voltage is: 

[ v- J v-11 = 1 and 12 = -R ; 
RT+- 9 

ro- '" single-pole response 

SCT 

Solving this for the gain to the output: 

Vo = -1.85~[1+ ~Rg 1 
V- Rg RT 

s + -,--_-'.1~-

(RT +~ JeT 
1 

s+ RTeT 

The non-inverting path has a gain of: 

Vo Rf ( 0)+ ) - = 1.85 - -- , ro+ ;; single-pole response 
V+ Rg s+ ro+ 

Equating these two gains requires a cancelling of the ro
pole with the zero developed by the RTCT network while 
placing the RTCT pole at ro+. 

Solving for RT and CT 

Estimating ro+ and ro- from the -1 dB roll-off frequencies 
of figure 3 and using 

0)-3dB = 1. 97 ro-1dB for a 1-pole response roll-off 

ro- = 2n(176MHz) 

0)+ = 2n(240MHz) 

RT and CT therefore, 

R =[~l=5950 T 240 --1 
176 

C = 1 = 112 F 
T (5950)2n(240MHz) . p 

Figures 9 & 1 0 show the resulting single-ended frequency 
responses and the CMRR achieved through this 
compensation. Comparing figure 9 to figure 3 shows a 
much closer match over frequency. A significant 
improvement in the high-frequency CMRR has been 
achieved with this simple approach. CT should be tuned 
for best CM RR at these higher frequencies. Note: when 
using different values of Rf and Rg, a remeasurement of 
the single-ended gains is required in order to provide 
the. single-ended gain poles necessary for this 
compensation analysis. 

II. Setting the Differential Gain 

To use the CLC520 at a fixed gain, it is best (from a 
temperature stability standpoint) to operate at its 
maximum gain, determined by Rf and Rg. The adjustable 
portion of the CLC520's gain is set by a two-transistor 
internal differential stage which compares the voltage 
seen on pin 2 to an internal reference voltage developed 
as a resistor divider from the positive supply to ground. 
With approximately 7500 internally to ground on pin 2, 
the 4000 external resistor shown on the circuits above 
will develop approximately 3.3 volts at pin 2, insuring the 
internal gain stage is fully switched to maximum gain. 
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Figure 9: Single-wnded gains with inverting
path compensation 
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Figure 10: Improved CMRR with better 
response-match over frequency 

Note that the signal gain is also dependent on an 
internal current-mirror gain from the current developed 
in Rg to the multiplier stage. This nominal 1 .S5 factor 
will show some part-to-part tolerance and a slight 
temperature dependence. A ± 3% part-to-part tolerance 
in this current gain along with a +SOppm/oC temperature 
drift over 0°-70°C may by used in the design of the 
CLC520 circuits. 

III. Using the Gain Adjust Pin 

The fixed-gain differential amplifiers shown above can 
also be disabled with an open-collector pull-down device 
on pin 2. Once pin 2 is pulled below 0.4 volts, the gain 
will be attenuated by greater than 60dS . Again, refer to 
the CLC520 data sheet for a full discussion of signal 
attenuation vs. gain-adjust voltage. Although the forward 
path can be shut down in this fashion, the output pin 
remains a low-impedance driver: it will not be tri-stated. 
However, when driving several of these differential 
stages into an n:1 MUX, shutting down the CLC520's 
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gain will significantly improve the overall signal isolation 
at the MUX output. 

An adjustable-gain differential amplifier can also be 
implemented with the CLC520. As discussed in the data 
sheet, the CLC520's gain adjustment is intended for 
operation inside an AGC loop. The gain-adjust accuracy 
and temperature stability of the CLC520 does not 
support open loop operation. A companion part, the 
CLC522, should be used if absolute gain accuracy and 
gain temperature stability is desired in an open loop (no 
feedback to the gain adjust pin), adjustable-gain 
differential-amplifier application. 

IV. Input Noise 

The equivalent input noise of the CLC520 is set largely 
by the value of Rg . As shown in the data sheet, a model 
for the input noise voltage due to Rg is simply 
Rg*1SpN'I'RZ. For any given gain setting, scaling down 
the values of Rt and Rg will reduce this input noise. Since 
Rt controls the output-amplifier stability, it cannot be 
made too small. For a fixed Rt. decreasing Rg will 
increase the signal gain. Since the input noise decreases 
at the same rate as the gain increases, the output noise 
remains nearly constant as Rg is decreased. 

Input Referred Noise 
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Figure 11: Input noise voltage 

Figure 11 shows the measured input-referred spot
noise voltage for the differential amplifier circuit of 
figure 5. 

Application Suggestion: Wideband Differential 
Coax Line Receiver 

It is often necessary to transfer high-speed signals from 
point to point via a matched-impedance coaxial line. 
Figure 12 illustrates one receiver implementation using 
the CLC520 at a fixed gain. Since both buffers have 
high-impedance inputs, a simple termination across the 



center conductor and shield will properly terminate the 
cable allowing the differential signal to be picked-off and 
amplified by the CLC520. This circuit ties the coax 
shield into the local ground through a high-frequency 
blocking ferrite bead. This will help prevent coupling of 
high-frequency common-mode noise from the coaxial 
line onto the local ground, while atthe same time setting 
the DC voltage and current operating point for the 
CLC520 inputs. This will also act to break high-frequency 
ground loops between different pieces of equipment. 

+sv 

Rf 

Coax 12 
10 

CLC520 
11 

7,8 
L1 

L 1 -+ Ferrite Lead 

-sv 

Figure 12: Differential coax line receiver 

Application Suggestion: Video Loop-Through 
Amplifier 

The loop-through connection is one alternative to the 
impedance-matching approach of high-speed signals. 
For this approach, a high-input-impedance differential 
amplifier is simply placed across the center conductor 
and shield with minimal loading and no characteristic 
impedance-matching. Good high-frequency common
mode rejection and good wideband differential 
amplification are essential for this application. The final 
destination ofthis daisy-chained connection terminates 
the cable in it's characteristic impedance. 

An implementation ofthis loop-through connection using 
the CLC520 is shown in figure 13. This circuit is a 
replication the circuit of figure 2 with some additional 
input resistors and a shutdown control gate. 

The 20kQ resistors to ground will insure a DC-bias path 
for the input-stage bias currents. If it is absolutely 
certain that a DC path through both the center conductor 
and the shield will be maintained, the 20kQ resistors 
can be eliminated with an overall improvement of 
VSWR. With only the 20kQ termination, the CLC520's 
input offset-current drift will generate a nominal input 
offset-voltage drift of 1 OO~V/oC. It is desirable, 

considering common-mode rejection and offset-current 
drift, to keep these input termination resistors as large 
as possible. Ideally, the termination resistors should be 
eliminated if the bias current can be supplied by the 
cable. Remember, any mis-match in the single-ended 
attenuations from the center conductor's and shield's 
source impedances into the CLC520's input impedances 
will degrade the CMRR. 

+sv 

20kO 

7,8 

-sv 

4000 
open 

collector 

9,11 

7S0 

Figure 13: Video loop-through connection using 
a wideband differential amplifier 

The two series 37.5Q resistors into pins 3 and 6 act to 
isolate the inputs from the cable reactance helping to 
maintain high-frequency input stability . These resistors, 
included with the parasitic input-capacitance to ground, 
will also form a matched-impedance termination for the 
cable at very high frequencies (>500MHz): well beyond 
the signal frequencies of interest. The full signal level 
would be available to downstream stages using this 
wideband differential amplifier as a loop-through 
connection. 

Application Suggestion: A Very Wideband Pulse
Differencing Amplifier 

With the addition of several frequency-response trims, 
the basic circuit figure 2 can be used to implement a 
very wide band pulse-differencing amplifier. Targeting a 
gain of + 1 VIV into a matched 50Q load, bandwidths in 
excess of 300M Hz are achievable. Figure 9 shows a 
typical single-sided pulse response. The input rise time 
for this test is approximately BOOps. With a 1 .15ns 
output rise time and a O.Bns input rise time, the amplifier's 
actual rise time is approximately O.Bns forthis O.9V step 
at the load. Very similar and well-matched results can 
be achieved for both the inverting and non-inverting 
inputs. Contact Comlinear for more information on 
implementing this circuit. 
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Figure 14. Very wideband single input pulse 
response 

Application Suggestion: Alternative Wideband 
Differential Amplifiers 

Although the classical single op amp differential amplifier 
has found wide usage, several intrinsic problems limit 
it's performance. Both signal inputs are looking into 
relatively low and not necessarily well-matched 
impedances causing unbalanced signal-source 
attenuation, having the effect of degraded CMRR. Most 
simplified analyses assume a on source impedance in 
orderto circumvent this problem. Furthermore, resistor 
inaccuracies, instead ofthe amplifier itself, will typically 
dominate the CMRR. These resistors and the amplifier's 
open-loop gain will determine the differential-to-single
ended conversion carried out so well by the CLC520. 

However, a classical single-amp differential amplifier 
combined with a pairofwideband, low-output-impedance 
buffers can be made to approach the performance of 
the CLC520. This approach may be preferred if lower 
input noise, lower power dissipation and improved DC
drift characteristics are worth a higher number of parts, 
lower differential bandwidth and the necessary precise 
resistor-matching. Figure 15 provides an example of a 
single-amp differential amplifier using two buffers from 
a CLC114 quad buffer and a low-gain op amp with a 
differential gain of + 1 VN. 

+sv 

2S00 2S00 

-5V 
-5V 

Figure 15. Single amplifier differential amplifier 
with input buffering 
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The two input-buffers provide many of the same 
advantages found with the CLC520 inputs. Any of the 
input terminations described for the CLC520 may be 
used here as well. The optional500n resistor to ground 
on the output of the non-inverting buffer provides a 
means of matching the loads seen by both buffer 
outputs. This load matching will improve the high
frequency response-match. The four 250n resistors 
should be matched as closely as possible since any 
mis-match will degrade the CMRR. The recommended 
low-gain differencing amplifier may be chosen from the 
following selection of Comlinear's wide band low-gain 
amplifiers. 

CLC420 -

CLC402-

CLC502-

CLC41 0 -

CLC409-

Unity-gain stable voltage-feedback 
amplifier 
This part will provide the best CMRR 
and DC accuracy 

Low-gain high-accuracy current-feed 
back amplifier 
Lower CMRR than the CLC420 with 
wider bandwidth and better fine
scale, pulse-settling accuracy. 

Similar to the CLC402 but with an 
output-clipping feature 

Intermediate performance, low-gain, 
current-feedback amplifier. This part 
also includes a shutdown feature and 
provides the best dG/d<j> for composite 
video applications. 

Verywideband, low-gain, current-feed 
back amplifier. 

All of these parts are optimized for the 250n feedback 
resistor shown in the circuit of figure ,15. 

Conclusion 

As operating speeds have increased, the need for a 
wide-bandwidth high-CMRR differential amplifiers has 
increased. Com linear's CLC520 & CLC522 provide all 
of the required building blocks integrated into one part. 
Although intended for adjustable gain requirements, 
operating the CLC520 at a fixed gain is perfectly 
acceptable and preferable in a differential receiver 
application. Signal bandwidths in excess of 150MHz 
over a wide range of gains, along with CMRR exceeding 
60dB through 1 OMHz, and two matched high-impedance 
inputs provide all the essential requirements for 
wideband differential amplification. In some applications 
using wideband, low power buffers and a standard 
single op amp differential amplifier topology offers 
certain advantages over the CLC520 approach. 

ION Comlinear 
~ Corporation 
4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
(303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 January 1993 
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The CLC505 is a current-feedback operational amplifier 
with an externally-adjustable supply current whose AC 
performance can be tuned to meetthe precise requirements 
of many high-speed applications. The CLC505 provides a 
small-signal bandwidth of 150MHz (Av=+6) while drawing 
9mA supply current from ±5V power supplies. Reducing the 
supply current to 1 mA decreases the bandwidth by only a 
third; 50MHz (Av=+6). Please refer to the CLC505 data 
sheet for a full performance description over the 1 mA to 
9mA supply current range. The following application note is 
intended to supplement the CLC505 data sheet describing 
its operation with quiescent supply currents at or below 
1mA. 

Frequency Response Dependence on Supply 
Current 

Application note OA-13 describes the internal topology of a 
current-feedback amplifier and the dependence of its loop 
gain (and hence bandwidth) on the inverting-input 
impedance. For an ideal current-feedback amplifier, this 
impedance is zero and the amplifier's frequency response 
is completely independent of the signal gain. As the supply 
current of the CLC505 is reduced below the 1 mA region, the 
inverting-input impedance increases to such a degree that 
its effect on the loop-gain begins to dominate. To understand 
the impact of this impedance, as well as a similar increase 
in the output impedance (Ro) at low supply currents, the 
amplifier's internal block diagram, figure 1, and resulting 
transfer function are shown. This analysis considers only 
the non-inverting op amp configuration but a similar result 
is obtained for the inverting configuration. 

V +0----+-----, 

Ro 

ierr 1 

RI 

Figure 1: Low Current CLC505 analysis topology 

An understanding of the transfer function given in equation 
1 is the central point ofthis discussion. The supply current's 
dependence enters into this equation through the three 
internal terms, Ri, Ro, and Z(s). Ri represents the output 
impedance of the unity-gain buffer found between the 
amplifier's inputs, while Ro represents the output impedance 
ofthe output voltage buffer. Z(s) is the frequency-dependent 

transimpedance gain which converts the error current (ierr), 
flowing through the inverting input, to a voltage which is 
buffered to the output. 

Vo =(1 ~) v+ +Rg 

where: 

1 + ~ ~ desired noninverting signal gain 
Rg 

Eq.1 

will set a limit to the high frequency 
attenuation as the forward 
trans impedance gain, Z(s), become 
very small. 

z(s) Loop Gain 

Both the inverting input and the output pins are vOltage
output structures consisting of symmetric (PNP and NPN) 
emitter followers (ref. 1), very similar to a Class AB power 
buffer (ref. 2, p 293). Emitter-follower outputs show an 
output impedance that is directly proportional tothe operating 
temperature (K) and inversely proportional to the transistor's 
quiescent current (Re = Vtflc, Vt=kT/q, ref. 2, p 398). As the 
supply current decreases, the portion of the supply current 
allocated to these stages also decreases causing an increase 
in both the inverting input impedance, Ri, and the output 
impedance, Ro. DecreaSing the supply current will also 
increase the DC open-loop gain, ZOL, while decreasing the 
dominant pole frequency, woo However, the product of 
ZOL'Wo remains relatively constant over supply current and 
temperature. 

From the transfer function shown in equation 1 

Let 1 + :' = At desired signal gain 
9 

z(s) = ZOL roo single pole, forward transimpedance gain 
s + roo 

Zt = [Rf +R{1+ =~J](1+ ~~)+Ro(1+ ~ J Eq.2 

feedback transimpedance; this is the inverting 

error current, ierr resulting from V~ 

Loop gain == z(s) Zt 
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Rewriting Equation 1 in these terms 

Vo =At +p;t ~ [
1 RO(S+roo)] 

V+ 1+ Zt(S+roo} 
ZOL roo 

Manipulating this into standard form 

Ro 

then 

( AtZOL J 
S+OOo ~o +1 

s+oo (ZOL +1) o Zt 

. Vo + 
as s --> 0, DC gam, - ; Av 

V+ 

A~ZOL Let --»1 
Ro 

Eq.3 

h· h f . Vo Ro A as s --> =, Ig requency gain, V + ; z;-" min 

ZOL »1 
Zt 

Note that the zero frequency shown in equation 3 is at a 
significantly higher frequency than the pole frequency. 
Once the operating frequency approaches this zero 
frequency, equation 3 predicts a minimum gain, Amin. This 
is generally not observed in practice, since the zero frequency 
of equation 3 is typically much higher than the frequencies 
at which Ri and Ro start to show a normal emitter-follower 
inductive characteristic. To simplify this analysis, the 
inductive characteristics of Ri and Ro have been neglected. 
It should be noted that the inductive characteristics will 
continue to roll off the closed-loop response with attenuations 
much greater than that predicted by Amin at high frequencies. 
The zero shown in the transfer function of equation 3 will be 
neglected with the rest of this discussion focused on the 
closed-loop pole frequency. 

Looking at equation 3 again, the closed-loop response pole 
will be set by (ZoL'wo)/Zt. As the supply current is changed, 
the ZOL'Wo product remains relatively constant. Figure 2 
shows the typical open-loop forward transimpedance gain, 
(20-log(IZ(s)l)), plotted over frequency as the supply current 
is varied. Figure 3 shows this same forward open-loop gain 
at 1 mA supply current plotted over the full military 
temperature range. As long as these forward gain responses 
fall on the same line in the 20dB/decade roll-off region, the 
ZOL'Wo product remains constant. 

With a constant ZOL-Wo term, the only element setting the 
bandwidth in the transfer function of equation 3 is the Zt 
expression, equation 2. In general, it is advantageous to 
make Zt as small as possible which will increase the loop 

gain and as a result improve harmonic distortion and extend 
the bandwidth. The limit to the reduction of Zt comes when 
higher order poles of Z(s) degrade the phase margin at the 
unity-gain crossover of the loop gain. For a given supply 
current and desired gain, decreasing Rt and increasing RL 
will decrease Z,. An important limitation on decreasing Rt is 
the available output current drive. For the non-inverting 
configuration, Rt+Rg appears as an additional load in 
parallel with RL, while forthe inverting configuration, only Rt 
appears as an additional load in parallel with RL. 

50 2 
10 103 104 105 106 107 108 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 2: 20IogIZ(s)1 at different supply currents 

'iii' 
N 
]' 

120 

~ 100~~~~-+~~~~~~~--~ 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 3: 20IogIZ(s)1 at lmA = Icc over temperature 

Letting 1 + RRg' = At, and Rg = ~ 
At -1 

Eq.4 
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Equation 4 emphasizes the gain dependence of Zt. At low 
supply currents, Ri becomes so large (SOOn at 1 mAl as to 
cause the first term of equation 4 to dominate. This part of 
the feedback transimpedance expression is directly related 
to the desired signal gain, Nv • As the gain is increased, Zt 
increases, decreasing the bandwidth. This bandwidth 
dependence on gain is analogous to that observed with 
voltage-feedback amplifiers. As such, for configurations 
which set the first term of equation 4 to be the dominant 
contributor to Z" a gain-bandwidth (GBW) product 
characteristic will be observed. Figure 4 shows a test circuit 
used to measure the GBW as the supply current is decreased 
from 1 mA to 1 001lA over gains of +S, + 10, and +20. At very 
low supply currents, slight DC-output currents due to 
offsets can change the AC performance. For this reason, 
the output DC-blocking capacitor was used to limit output 
DC currents. 
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Figure 4: Test circuit for Gain Bandwidth product 
measurement 

For the 1 mA case, equations 2 and 3 were used to predict 
the small-signal -3dB bandwidth at the three gains of 
+S,+ 10, & +20. 

With Rp=300kn, Icc '" 1 mA, Ri", soon, Ro'" son 
and approximate ZOL"Wo product = 2n120E9 
Compute Zt from equation 2 and expected -3dB 
bandwidth from equation 3. 

The computed and measured results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. 

Gain Computed Expected Measured Measured 
Zt -3dB BW -3dB BW GBW 

A";,=S 3.78kn 32M Hz S7MHz 28SMHz 

A";,=10 6.S0kn 18.SMHz 26MHz 260M Hz 

A";,=20 11.9kn 10MHz 11.SMHz 230MHz 

Figure S shows the small-signal frequency responses for 
each of these gains normalized to enter the graph at the 
same point on the y-axis. 
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Figure 5: Small signal frequency response vs. gain 
(Icc = 1mA) 

The test results are in good agreement with the simplified 
analysis of figure 1 at the highest gain tested, Av=+20. At 
lower gains, several effects combine to extend the bandwidth 
beyond that predicted by this simplified analysis. Specifically, 
all of the additional higher frequency poles of the open loop 
response can come into play at lower gains. These include 
both the inductive characteristics of the two output 
impedances and higher order poles for Z(s). This has the 
effect of decreasing the phase margin from the theoretical 
90°,assumed by the single pole analysis. Phase margins 
less' than 90° but greater than 60° will extend the closed
loop bandwidth without peaking. 

An additional effect serves to increase the measured 
bandwidth as the desired signal level is increased. As the 
frequency of operation increases (or as fast rise time 
signals are applied), an increase in the steady-state inverting
stage current is observed due to the increased lerr required 
when operating at these higher frequencies with reduced 
loop gain. This increasing error current, as the input is 
swept over higher frequencies, decreases the inverting 
input impedance. This frequency and signal level 
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dependence of Ri will decrease the value for Zh increasing 
the loop gain and extending the bandwidth. This effect is 

particularly pronounced when the Rj'Av term becomes a 
large part of the total Zt expression, at relatively high non
inverting or inverting gains. Under these conditions, the 
bandwidth actually increases asthe signal level is increased. 
Figure 6 shows this effectforthe Av=+20 case of Fig. 4 with 
Icc = 1mA. 

26 
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Figure 6: Frequency response vs. signal level 

For a given desired supply current, load impedance and 
signal gain, a close inspection of the feedback 
trans impedance expression of equation 4 shows that an 
optimum Rf can be found that will minimize Zh maximizing 
the bandwidth and loop gain. This is a relatively shallow 
minimum with the resulting -3dB bandwidth not significantly 
different than for a fixed 1 kn = Rt• Nevertheless, solving for 
this optimum Rt yields the following. 

Optimum Rt = 
RiRo(At -1) 

1+ Ro 
RL 

Eq.5 

Table 2 shows the required information to predict a gain
bandwidth product vs. supply current. At each supply 
current, the internal parameters (Ri' Ro, and ZOL'Wo) are 
shown. From this, an optimum Rf can be calculated using 
equation 5. The measured small-signal bandwidth and 
GBW are then recorded. The measured -3dB bandwidths 
shown in table 2 agree very closely with those predicted 
from ZoL'WJZt (evaluating this expression from the data 
given in this table and equation 2 for Zt). 

This estimate of GBW vs. supply current represents a very 
conservative estimate. As the signal gain is decreased from 
Av=+20VN, the GBW will increase as shown in table 1. In 
addition, the measured bandwidth would increase as signal 
level is increased, as discussed earlier, up to the pointthat 
output-stage drive current and slew limits come into 

consideration. The supply current and resulting GBW of 
table 2 are plotted in figure 7. This GBW should be taken as 
a minimum achievable value and a good starting point for 
estimating the bandwidth capability of the CLC505 at very 
low supply currents. A PSPICE simulation macromodel 
available from Comlinearcan be used to testthe performance 
under different operating conditions. This macromodel 
reasonably simulates most of the effects discussed earlier. 
Transient simulation will even show the improved rise times 
at higher gains as the signal swing is increased. 
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Figure 7: Gain bandwidth product and current set 
resistor vs. Icc 

A common way to illustrate the wide band capability of low
power amplifiers is through a MHz-per-mA figure of merit. 
Figure 8 shows the same data as figure 7 with boundary 
regions for decades of MHz!mA shown. Two low-power 
Maxim op amps are also shown that claim superior MHz! 
rnA performance. Although certainly capable parts, the 
Maxim amplifiers are about a decade lower in performance 
than the CLC505. The CLC505, along with several other 
Comlinear wide band current-feedback amplifiers (such as 
the CLC406), push strongly above the 1 OOMHz!mA barrier. 
The discussion thus far has assumed ±5 volt supplies. As 
will be discussed later, single supply operation is also 
possible. 
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Figure 8: GBW vs, supply current 
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Table 2: Performance vs. Supply Current (Vcc=±5V, TA=25°C, RL=1kn) 

Rp Icc Ri Ro ZOL Wo ZOLWo A v=+20 Av=+20 GBW 

Optimum R, -3dB BW 

300kQ 1mA SOOQ 47Q 1.93MQ 21t62kHz 21t120E9 6S3Q 11.4MHz 228M Hz 

400kQ 800~ 620Q 64Q 2.46MQ 21t49kHz 21t121E9 842Q 7.9MHz 1S8MHz 

SOOkQ 600j.lA 920Q 81Q 2.92MQ 21t42kHz 21t123E9 1.14kQ 6.0MHz 120MHz 

600kQ 480~ 1.16kQ 100Q 3.3SMQ 21t38kHz 21t127E9 1.42kQ 4.6MHz 92MHz 

900kQ 260~ 1.97kQ 139Q 4.73MQ 21t26kHz 21t123E9 2.14kQ 2.7MHz S4MHz 

1MQ 230~ 2.27kQ 18SQ S.13MQ 21t2SkHz 21t128E9 2.60kQ 2.3MHz 46MHz 

1.3MQ 160j.lA 3.27kQ 2S8Q 6.80MQ 21t20kHz 21t136E9 3.S7kQ 1.6MHz 32MHz 

1.6MQ 100~ 4.30kQ 333Q 7.S0MQ 21t17.SkHz 21t131 E9 4.S2kQ 1.1MHz 22MHz 

Secondary Effects of Low Supply Current Operation Taking Advantage of the Voltage Feedback 
Characteristic 

Besides having a profound effect on the small signal AC 
performance, low supply current operation of the CLCSOS Most of the design techniques developed for voltage
will also modify most other performance characteristics. feedback amplifiers are applicabletothe CLCSOS operating 
The most drastic effect is onthe available output current. At at or below 1mA supply current. One of the standard 
1 mA supply current, the CLCSOS data sheet guarantees applications for a voltage-feedback amplifier, that is not 
±SmA at 2SoC. This specification should be scaled down directly possible with a current-feedback part, is a simple 
proportionately for operation below 1 mAo The non-inverting integrator with direct capacitive feedback. Changing the 
slew rate is retained with very low power levels due to a slew feedback resistor to a capacitor and moving to the inverting 
enhancement circuitry in the input buffer stage (e.g. at 1 mA integrator configuration will result in the following circuit, 
supply current, SR = SOOV/IlS forthe particularly demanding figure 9, and transfer function. 
condition of Av=+2). Both of the input bias currents will 
decrease with supply current but the input offset voltage 
and temperature drift will become more pronounced. Recall 
that, for a current-feedback topology, the two input bias 
currentterms are unrelated in both magnitude and polarity. 
Bias current cancellation to an offset-current specification 
is therefore ineffective. Please refer to the CLCSOS data 
sheet for more information on these DC error terms at 1 mA. 

The most subtle effect is perhaps found with the noise 
performance. As Icc is reduced, all of the amplifier's input 
referred noise terms show an increase in their 1/f noise 
corner frequencies. Also, an additional gain term for the 
inverting noise current becomes appreciable. Specifically, 
the inverting input impedance acts as an additional 
impedance gain for the inverting bias current noise. The 
noise model discussed in application note OA-12 (Noise 
Analysis for Comlinear's Current-Feedback Amplifier's) 
does not consider this effect and would therefore understate 
the total output noise. The simulation macromodel will, 
however, show the correct output noise including this 
effect. 
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Figure 9: Analysis circuit for inverting integrator 



Neglecting the high frequency zero due to Ro 

Should set feedback transimpedance zero < higher order 
poles of Z(s) 

1 
( II ) < 2,,(10 -> 20MHz) for Icc ~ 1mA 

C, Ri Rg + RollRL 
Also, high frequency feedback impedance should be > 1 kn 

R{ RJI~g + 1) + Ro > 1kll 

Figure 1 0 shows a test circuit to demonstrate this integrator 
operation, while figure 11 shows the resulting integration of 
a square wave (100kHz) input to an output triangle wave. 
Again the simulation macromodel for the CLC505 is very 
effective for analyzing the performance of these types of 
circuits. 
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Figure 10: Low power integrator test circuit 

Time (2IlsecJdiv) 

Figure 11: Integrator output to square wave input 

Figure 12 shows the simulated gain and phase for the 
integrator shown in figure 1 O. Note thatthe DC gain of 66dS 
is comparable to other high-speed voltage-feedback 
amplifiers (such as the CLC420) while the supply currentfor 
this integrator is a very low 5001lA. 
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Figure 12: Integrator frequency response 

IlPower Active Filters 

To implement the Sallen-Key type of active filters, it is 
generally desirable to have an amplifier bandwidth at least 
twenty times the desired cutofffrequency. It is also desirable 
to operate the amplifier at relatively low gains. Figure 13 
shows a test circuit used to demonstrate the CLC505's 
capability of implementing very low-power single-supply 
high-frequency active filters. 

50kn 

~ 1.58kn 6.37kn 

O.1f1F 50kn 100PFr 

+6V 

150pF 

+ 

CLC505 

2kn 

1Mn 

BunenNorthresponse 
Fe = 400kHz 
Amplifier Power = 900j.lW 

Figure 13: Single supply J..I.power active filter 

For low-power single-supply operation, all of the signal 
nodes need to be AC coupled. The three O.1IlF capacitors 
provide this function. This allows the non-inverting input pin 
to be biased at a midpoint between the supply pins, +3V in 
this case. The capacitors also prevent any DC currents 
from flowing in the output pin and reduce the DC amplifier 
gain to 1, which will hold the output pin DC operating point 
equal to the non-inverting input (centered between the 
supply pins.) At least 6 volts across the part's supply pins 
is required to give some signal swing capability at the input 
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stage from common-mode input range considerations. The 
amplifier's AC gain has been set for +2 and the filter 
components have been adjusted to allow for the amplifier's 
bandwidth (ref. 3). 

Figure 14 shows the frequency response for just the 
amplifier. Atthis very low power and gain some peaking due 
to a loss of phase margin is observed. This will noteffectthe 
filter performance however. The 9MHz bandwidth is more 
than adequate to implement the desired 400kHz Butterworth 
low-pass filter. Figure 15 shows the measured filterfrequency 
response. The desired cutoff was achieved precisely. The 
loss in roll off at higher frequencies arises from a direct 
signal coupling to the output through the filter components 
after the amplifier has stopped controlling the output voltage. 
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Figure 14: Very low power, single supply, amplifier 
frequency response 
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Figure 15: Very low power, single supply, 
active filter frequency response 

Conclusions and Caveats 

The CLC505 adjustable supply current op amp offers one 
ofthe highest MHz-per-mA performance levels available in 
a monolithic amplifier. A simplified analysis can do a good 
job of predicting the gain-bandwidth product under a variety 
of supply current, gain, feedback resistor, and loading 
conditions. A PSPICE simulation model available from 
Comlineardoes an even better job of predicting performance 
over a wide variety of conditions. Although the internal 
topology of the CLC505 uses a current-feedback approach, 
at very low supply currents this part may be treated more 
like a voltage-feedback amplifier having a gain-bandwidth 
product. Very high-speed integrators and active filters may 
be implemented at exceptionally low supply currents. 

Due to leakage effects, the part-to-part tolerance on supply 
current for a fixed Rp becomes greater as the desired 
nominal supply current is decreased. At Rp=300kn, 
Com linear guarantees a maximum 1.3mAsupply current at 
25°C from a nominal 1 mA value. If a closer tolerance atthis, 
or lower, supply currents is required, please contact 
Comlinear for further information . 
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Mystery needlessly surrounds the operation and use of 
current feedback operational amplifiers. Many engineers 
refuse to design with these op-amps due to 
misunderstandings which are easily rectified. 

Much has been written to date on the internal circuitry of 
current feedback op-amps. These open-loop "tutorials" 
obfuscate how current feedback works in a closed-loop 
circuit. Practical op-amp circuits are closed-loop feedback 
systems which yield to classical control theory analysis. 
Analog circuit designers are comfortable with voltage 
feedback op-amps in a closed-loop circuit and with the 
familiar ideal op-amp approximations feedback affords. It 
will be shown that current feedback op-amps can be 
analyzed in an analogous fashion. Once this closed-loop 
similarity is appreciated, it is easy to see that most circuits 
commonly built with voltage feedback op-amps can be 
realized with a current feedback op-amp, and with better 
results at high frequencies. 

Refer to figure 1 to review the open-loop terminal 
characteristics of a voltage feedback amplifier. Ideally the 
non-inverting input impedance is infinite, as is the inverting 
input impedance. The output is a voltage source, the 
output impedance of which is zero. This voltage source is 
controlled by the potential difference between the two op
amp input terminals. This is the error voltage, hence the 
term voltage feedback. Feedback will drive the error 
voltage to zero. The open-loop dynamics are contained in 
A(s). This A(s) is a dimensionless gain, often represented 
in units of volts per volt or decibels. 

Voltage Feedback Op Amp 
Assumptions 

Zi~ 00 

)---3~-o v 0 Z i ~ 00 

Zo=Q 

V 0= A(S)[V1-V2] 

V, - V, is the error voltage 

Figure 1 

A typical voltage feedback circuit is shown in figure 2, the 
inverting amplifier. The transfer function is developed from 
the following equations: 
V, = 0, Vo= -A(S)V2' (Vi - V2) / R, = (V2 - Vol / R2· 

As A(s) approaches infinity, the closed-loop gain is 
-(R2 / R,). The frequency response of the closed-loop 
circuit is determined by the denominator of the transfer 
function. Both the noise gain (1 + R,I R,) of the circuit and 
the frequency-dependent source (A(s)) appear in the 
denominator, linking the closed-loop gain and bandwidth. 

Voltage Feedback Op Amp 
v R R Inverting Gain 

'~vo Vo -:: 

Vl~ Vi 1+R2 

1+ __ R_1 
A(s) 

Figure 2 

The familiar Bode plot of this circuit is shown in figure 3. 
The amplifier is typically compensated with a dominant 
low-frequency pole to ensure stability down to a specified 
minimum gain, often unity. In the region where the one
pole approximation of the open-loop response is valid, the 
phase is around -90 degrees. This is the gain-bandwidth 
product region. The intersection of the zero-slope noise 
gain line and the open-loop gain curve determines the 
closed-loop system -3dB bandwidth. A high gain circuit 
will have less bandwidth than a lower gain circuit. As the 
circuit moves to lower gains, bandwidth increases, phase 
margin is lost and stability suffers. 

-(J) 

<' 
0) 
o 
o 
C\I (1+R2/ Rl) 

o~~~~~~~~~-. 
....-Loop Bandwidth 

Open Loop Phase 

I 

·180° 

Figure 3 

The open-loop terminal characteristics of a current feedback 
amplifier are depicted in figure 4. There is a unity-gain 
buffer between the two op-amp inputs. This buffer ideally 
has infinite input impedance and zero output impedance. 
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Thus the non-inverting input impedance of the current 
feedback op-amp is infinite, and the inverting input 
impedance is zero. The output is a voltage source, so the 
output impedance is zero. This voltage source is controlled 
by the current out of the inverting input. This is the error 
current, hence current feedback. Feedback forces the 
error current to zero. The open-loop dynamics are 
determined by Z(s). This Z(s) is a current controlled 
voltage source which has units of transimpedance, ohms. 

Current Feedback Op Amp 

Assumptions 

zi-+ 00 

zi =0 

Zo =0 

v 0 = Z(s)llnv 

I'NV is the error current 

Figure 4 

The inverting amplifier employing a current feedback op
amp is shown in figure 5. The transfer function is derived 
from the following equations: 
V,=O, Vo = Z(s)linv' (V, / R,) + linv = -(Vo / R,) 

R R Current Feedback Op Amp V'p' , Inverting Gain 
v, - Vo _ R2 
V1 + Va R1 

- --R
Vi 1+_2_ 

R, Sets the Gain Z(S) 

R2 Determines the Frequency Response 

Figure 5 

As Z(s) approaches infinity, the closed-loop gain is -(R2 / R,). 
Notice that only the feedback resistor appears in the 
characteristic equation, in the term with Z(s). The closed
loop gain has been decoupled from the frequency response 
determining term ofthetransferfunction. Only the feedback 
resistor affects the closed-loop frequency response. 

A Bode plot for the circuit is shown in figure 6. A current 
feedback amplifier is also compensated with a dominant 
low-frequency pole. This pole is usually at a higher 
frequency than that of a voltage feedback op-amp. A 
current feedback op-amp is commonly compensated for 
maximally flat response at a specified closed-loop gain 
and with a specified feedback resistor. The phase is 

approximately -90 degrees where this one-pole 
approximation is valid. The ideal currentfeedback op-amp 
does not have a gain-bandwidth product. The closed-loop 
bandwidth is determined by the feedback resistor, not the 
closed-loop gain. One could entertain the idea of a 
"feedback-resistor-bandwidth" product. The intersection 
of the zero-slope feedback resistor line and the open-loop 
transimpedance curve yields the closed-loop -3dB 
bandwidth. A circuit with a higher feedback resistor will 
have reduced bandwidth. This is a good way to 
overcompensate the current feedback op-amp. A feedback 
resistor of twice the manufacturer's recommended value 
will cut the circuit bandwidth in half. As the feedback 
resistance, or impedance, is reduced to a lower value, 
there is a loss of phase margin. As can be seen from the 
transfer function in figure 5, if the negative of the loop 
transmission, (R2/ (Z)s), equals -1 the loop is unstable. 

-en --N 
Ol 
.Q 
o 
C\I 

R2 

o~------------~~~-. 
~ Loop Bandwidth 

Open Loop Phase 

I 

Figure 6 

f 

f 

The design trade-offs between currentfeedbackand voltage 
feedback differ. Voltage feedback allows freedom of 
choice of the feedback resistor (or impedance) at the 
expense of sacrificing bandwidth for gain. Currentfeedback 
maintains high bandwidth over a wide range of gains atthe 
cost of limiting the feedback impedance. 
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For example, a common error in using a current feedback 
op-amp is to short the inverting input to the output in an 
attemptto build a voltage follower. This circuitwill oscillate. 
The circuit is perfectly stable if the recommended feedback 
resistor is used in place of the short. Similarly, an 
integrator is commonly accomplished by placing a capaCitor 
between the inverting input and output. At high frequencies 
a capacitor has a low impedance and can easily have an 
impedance less than that required for stability. The proper 
feedback resistor in series with the feedback capacitor will 
stabilize the amplifier, and introduce a high frequency zero 
into the integrator transfer function. 

Another aspect of current feedback op-amps which causes 
much consternation is the low open-loop inverting input 
impedance. This feature, which causes the decoupling of 
closed-loop gain and bandwidth, is often viewed as making 
current feedback op-amps unsuitable for use as differential 
amplifiers. In fact, the low inverting input impedance can 
result in a better high-frequency differential amplifier than 
a similar circuit built with a voltage feedback op-amp. 

First, consider the closed-loop driving-point impedance of 
an op-amp, regardless of the nature of the error signal. 
The circuit and equations to find this closed-loop impedance 
are shown in figure 7. The resistor, R, is the open-loop 
inverting input impedance. Note that R is simply a 
resistance. A voltage feedback amplifier will have an R 
approaching infinity; in a current feedback op-amp R 
approaches zero. A test current, IT' is applied to the 
inverting input and the inverting node currents are summed. 
To find the closed-loop inverting input impedance of either 
amplifier type simply substitute the proper form of the 
output voltage, Vo. 

z..o 

J v. 

Closed-Loop Inverting 
Input Impedance 

R Is the open loop inverting input impedance 

Figure 7 

In the case of the voltage feedback op-amp, Vo=-V2A(s) 
forthiscircuit. The result, Z'NV(S), isinfigure8. Thefamiliar 
result is that when A(s) approaches infinity, the incremental 
inverting impedance approaches zero. This is the 
incremental or virtual ground on which much first-orderop
amp analysis is based. 

Inverting Input 
Impedance Comparison 
Traditional Op Amp Vo = -V2A{s) 

Zinv(S)=RII(~)A(S)->~ ) a 
1+A(s) 

Current Feedback Op Amp Vo = -v2( Z:) J 

or 

Z(S) -> ~ ) a 

Figure 8 

The output voltage is derived differently in the current 
feedback op-amp. When Vo = -V2(Z(s) / R) is substituted, 
the result is in figure 8 also. It can be seen that two 
mechanisms force the inverting input impedance to a low 
value, ideally zero. When Z(s) is very large, Z'NV(S) goes 
to zero. In addition, as R goes to zero so does the closed
loop inverting input impedance. The topology of the input 
buffer keeps R small to very high frequencies. Thus a 
current feedback op-amp can have a better virtual ground 
atthe inverting input than a voltage feedback amp, especially 
at high frequencies. 

Asummary of the above discussion is tabulated in figure 9. 
The voltage difference between the inputterminals is zero. 
Voltage feedback drives this difference to zero. The 
current feedback amplifier input buffer forces the two input 
terminals to equal Voltages. Both amplifier types have a 
high non-inverting input impedance, so the non-inverting 
current is small. A voltage feedback op-amp has a high 
open-loop inverting input impedance, thus the inverting 
current approaches zero. Current feedback forces the 
inverting current to zero. Both op-amps display similar 
input voltage and current characteristics. Only the 
mechanism forcing these to zero differs. 

Op Amp Comparison 
Closed-Loop Operation 

V2 

=0 =0 

Figure 9 
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It can now be seen that from a closed-loop standpoint both 
current and voltage feedback op-amps allow the same 
ideal op-amp assumptions to be made. Voltage feedback 
has a gain-bandwidth product which limits the lowest 
stable gain. Current feedback displays a "feedback
resistor-bandwidth" product which limits the lowest stable 
feedback impedance. 

The inverting input impedance of an ideal voltage feedback 
op-amp in a closed-loop circuit is zero. Feedback 
accomplishes this by dividing a high open-loop impedance 
by a high loop gain. The open-loop inverting input 
impedance of an ideal current feedback op-amp is zero. A 
practical current feedback op-amp has a finite inverting 
input impedance, less than 100n. Feedback reduces this 
further by dividing the initially low open-loop inverting input 
impedance by the loop transmission. The result is a better 
incremental ground at the inverting input to very high 
frequencies. 

As both amplifier types are used in closed-loop topologies, 
the same methods of analysis are equally applicable. Now 
that this is seen, current feedback op-amps can easily be 
designed into amplifiers of any arbitrary gain (inverting and 
non-inverting), integrators, differential amplifiers (figure 10), 
and current-to-voltage converters, commonly known as 
transimpedance amplifiers (figure 11). 

1:1 Comlinear Corporation 

Difference 

Figure 10 

Transimpedance Amplifier with a 
Current Feedback Op-Amp 

Rf 

Vo = -lin * Rf 

Figure 11 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 Fax: (303) 226-0564 
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INTRODUCTION 

High-speed track and hold (T IH) amplifiers are essential 
elements of high-performance flash AID systems. In 
order to realize the performance improvements that a 
T I H can achieve, a knowledge of how to select the proper 
device and how to properly apply it is necessary. This 
requires a clear understanding of how the various device 
specifications impact system performance. This applica
tion note will discuss these issues in relation to the high
speed architecture of figure 1. The latter part of the ap 
note should be referenced for a detailed definition of each 
specification. 

Analog 
Input 

Figure 1: Block diagram of a high-speed T/H amplifier. 

TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

Outllllt 

The first consideration in selecting aT IH is to find one 
that will be fast enough for the intended AID conversion 
system. There are two common flash conversion systems 
where T IHs are frequently found. The simplest is the 
single-stage flash converter of figure 2. It is instructive to 
analyze the timing relationships of this system. A more 
complicated system, the sub-ranging AID, is used where 
higher resolution is required at high sample rates. The 
timing relationships of this latter system are more com
plex and will not be discussed in this application note, 
although the concepts presented are valid in these sys
tems as well. 

Sampleo-__ ~ __ -l 
Clock 

Flash AID 

n 

Figure 2: Block diagram of a single-stage flash AID converter 
system Incorporating a T/H amplifier. 

In a timing analysis, there are two points of interest. The 
first is the T/H clock rate and duty cycle, and the other 
is the timing relationship ofthe AID clock with respectto 
the T I H clock. The AI D clock duty cycle is also important, 
but is independent of the T I H and so will not be discussed. 

The TlH worst-case clock rate and duty cycle are ob
tained by independently determining the minimum re
quired "track" and "hold" times. Since sufficient time must 
be provided for all events to take place within their 
respective periods, the timing equations can be deter
mined from the waveforms of figure 3. These are: 

hRACK = tACO + tOHT - tEAD - tDA (1) 

tHOLD = ts + tA,lD - tDHT + tEAD + tDA (2) 

where tA,lO is the aperture time ofthe AID and tACO is the 
acquisition time of the T IH while driving the capacitive 
input of the AID-not the value which is specified into a 
purely resistive load. Remember that tEAD can be either 
positive or negative, depending upon the specific T IH. 
The minimum T IH cycle time is simply the sum of the 
above equations: 

tCYCLE. MIN = tACO + ts + tA,lD [Ideal case] (3) 

Note that the three delay terms are "pipelined" out of the 
system. 

Operation of the T IH at this minimum cycle time presents 
a problem, though, which is caused by manufacturing 
variations of the T IH and AID. Again, since sufficient 
time must be allowed for all events, the worst-case 1TRACK 
and t HOLD times should be used in the system set-up ifthe 
system must work without timing adjustments. Minimum 
hRACK is found by setting all positive terms in equation 1 
to their maximums and all negative terms to their min
imums. Likewise for equation 2. Now, however, the sum 
of equations 1 and 2 no longer equals equation 3. A more 
accurate expression for the minimum cycle time is, 

tCYCLE. MIN = [tACO+tS +tA,lO] + [ll.tOHT + ll.t EAD + ll.tDA] (4) 

The terms within the second set of brackets all cause the 
minimum cycle time to increase from the ideal value given 
by the first set. To set the system for maximum speed, the 
minimum cycle time is first computed from equation 4 and 
then equations 1 and 2 are used to set clock duty cycle 
while keeping in mind worst-case conditions. 

Although they serve as useful analytical tools, equations 
1, 2, 3, and 4 cannot in practice be used by themselves 
to arrive at a timing setup. This is because T IH manufac
turers do not guarantee some of the delay terms and, 
when delay terms are guaranteed, just a maximum or a 
minimum is given. In addition, some AID manufacturers 
do not guarantee tA,lD. This all points to the necessity of 
designing sufficient margin into the system timing. The 
best that can be done is to obtain typicals where no data 
is given and then to assume "reasonable" variations for 
those delays where only one extreme is guaranteed. 
Finally, the system can be tested to determine sensitivity 
to timing errors by varying T IH clock duty cycle and 
monitoring the change in performance. If an extreme 
sensitivity is found, system timing can be altered. 

A similar analysis to that above shows that the conversion 
edge of the AI D clock should be positioned in relation to 
the hold edge of the T IH clock according to the follow
ing equation: 

tEDGE SKEW = tEAD + tDA + ts + tGR - tEAD. A,IO (5) 
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Figure 3: T/H amplifier waveforms for timing analysis. 

where t GR is the group delay of the RC filter formed by the 
AID input capacitance and the series damping resistor, 
and t EAO. AjO is the effective aperture delay of the AI D. The 
same definition of effective aperture delay as applies to 
T IHs is assumed for the AID. A positive value for tEOGE 
SKEW indicates that the T IH clock edge should precede 
the AID clock edge. 

The same problems noted above exist also with the 
application of equation 5. Only typical values are usually 
given for tOA and most AID manufacturers specify a 
maximum for t EAO. AID when a minimum is what is needed. 

A versatile circuit for generating both the T I H and AI D 
clocks is shown in figure 4. Although somewhat complex, 
this circuit has the advantage of being able to indepen
dently set the duty cycles of both clocks and the skew 
between them. This may be of benefit in those situations 
where only one design iteration of the PCB will be 
performed, but it is still desired to make last-minute 
changes in the timing for optimum performance. Of 
course, if this is unnecessary, or if the AID duty cycle is 
not critical, the circuit can be greatly simplified. 

LINEARITY AND DYNAMIC ACCURACY 

Linearity and dynamic accuracy form another set of 
specifications usually evaluated in conjunction with the 
timing specifications. DC linearity is of some interest 
since a device cannot be relied upon to deliver better 
dynamic accuracy than it can at DC. More importantly, 
designers of high-speed systems focus on the harmonic 
distortion specification, which is an indication of the 
linearity of the amplifiers within the T IH at high analog 
frequencies. Both ofthese linearity specifications describe 

operation in the track mode. In addition, there are spec
ifications that apply to the hold mode which can also 
impact accuracy. Finally, aperture jitter is a specification 
describing an error source that occurs during the tran
sition from track to hold. 

)O-i,----<lT/H 

I 
I 
I 
IL------~ 

I L _________ J 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

) MClOHl02 I 
L ________________ ~ 

AID 

Figure 4: This clock circuit provides control over the delay 
between the T/H and AID control Signals and the duty cycles of 
these Signals. Timing changes are made by selecting different 
delay line taps with wire jumpers. 

Harmonic Distortion 

Because harmonic distortion is measured with the device 
in the track mode, it gives only an estimate of true 
performance in a sampled data system. The specification 
includes none of the switching dynamics which occur in 
the dynamic sample-mode where the T IH toggles re
peatedly between the track and hold modes. Actual 
dynamic performance, being a function of these switch
ing dynamics, will depend on the clock signals supplied 
to both the T IH and AID. When operating with con-
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servatively-chosen clock signals, the T IH performance 
can be expected to closely approach these distortion 
levels given by the manufacturer. However, as the cycle 
time approaches the minimum as determined above, the 
distortion levels will worsen. Manufacturers prefer not to 
specify dynamic sample-mode harmonic distortion be
cause of the difficulty of the measurement and its de
pendence upon more application-specific variables com
pared to the simple track-mode harmonic distortion test. 

Part of the difficulty encountered in measuring dynamic 
sample-mode harmonic distortion is in finding a high
speed quantizer having an accuracy that will not limit the 
performance ofthe T IH. This problem is especially acute 
since T I Hs are used to improve quantizer accuracy. Not 
only does this quantizer require resolution and linearity 
exceeding that of the T I H under test, aperture time 
should also be insignificant so that it does not limit cycle 
time. In addition, the load impedance it presents to the 
T I H should be benign in order to allow the designer 
flexibility in simulating various loading on the T I H output. 
A quantizer system meeting these requirements can be 
constructed using a latching comparator with integrator 
feedback as described in reference 1. This system allows 
the designer the freedom of determining T IH performance 
independent of any realistic AID it would drive. Using this 
quantizer can be a time-consuming effort if the quantizer 
must first be designed and constructed, but it is a valuable 
device for evaluating T IHs. Because ofthe time involved, 
most designers make a T IH selection based upon avail
able data sheet information and then evaluate the chosen 
device as part of the overall system. The trade-offs 
between the two approaches are obvious. 

Output Loading 

T IH output loading is one of the variables affecting 
harmonic distortion and DC nonlinearity. For the sake of 
maximum speed, most high-speed T IH designs utilize 
open-loop buffer amplifiers and, therefore, function best 
with as high a load impedance as possible. Because of 
this, it is best to avoid transmission lines and long traces 
between the T IH output and AID input. A properly
terminated transmission line will degrade linearity be
cause of the additional loading; an unterminated line will 
increase acquisition and settling time because of reflec
tions. If a transmission line is necessary, it should be 
located before the T I H and the distance between the T I H 
and AID kept as short as possible. If this is not possible, 
a closed-loop amplifier can be used to drive the line. This, 
of course, will increase cycle time because olthe amplifier 
settling time. Heavy loading also increases thermal tail 
although this is nota problem with mostAlD applications. 

Also related to loading is the fact that high-speed ampli
fiers do not yield their best settling times when operating 
into the highly capacitive inputs of flash AID converters 
without some assistance. Typically, this assistance is 
simply a series damping resistor placed between the T I H 
and AID as in figure 2. The value of this resistor is, of 
course, important in minimizing acquisition time. Too 
small a value will cause excessive ringing and too large 
a value will excessively overdamp the output. The acqui-

sition time of the T IH while driving the AID input capac
itance is the proper value to use when computing worst
case timing. 

Hold-Mode Specifications 

Hold-mode specifications that impact accuracy are droop 
rate and feedthrough rejection. Poor performance in 
these areas becomes apparent when evaluating dynamic 
sample mode performance. This again points to the 
usefulness of the above technique for evaluating T IH 
performance since many error sources contribute to the 
overall performance. These tests by themselves, however, 
do not pinpoint the specific cause of a problem. 

Droop Rate 

Droop rate can be a source of nonlinearity because the 
actual droop added to each sample is a function of the 
sampled voltage level. In the T IH block diagram of fig
ure 1, this behavior is attributable to the FET used to 
buffer the hold capacitor node. Its gate current is a 
function of VGD, which is nonlinearly dependent upon the 
sampled level. As a target, the T I H chosen should have 
droop less than 1 121sb from the time the amplifier enters 
the hold mode to when the AID completes conversion. 
This assessment should be done at maximum operating 
temperature because FET gate current increases expo
nentially with temperature. Furthermore, the gate current 
will be greatest for the most negative input level since this 
is where VGD is greatest. 

Feedthrough Rejection 

Feedthrough rejection, another hold-mode specification, 
has the potential for degrading accuracy by causing the 
held voltage level to change as the analog input to the 
T IH continues to change. As a rule olthumb, feedthrough 
rejection should be (6dB)(n + 1) or better at the maximum 
analog input frequency. In this equation, n represents the 
system accuracy in number of bits. Feedthrough rejection 
can degrade if power supply bypassing is not properly 
done. Sometimes the power supply pins for the input and 
output sections of the T IH are brought out separately. 
These devices offer superior performance since they 
allow the user to filter the supply line between the various 
sections and eliminate the power supply as an input-to
output coupling path during the hold period. 

Aperture Jitter 

Aperture jitter, the last specification within this group, has 
its dominant effect on the output noise floor of the AID 
system. This random variation in effective aperture delay 
causes a random error in the held level of the T IH. The 
conversion factor from time error to voltage error is the 
slew rate of the analog input signal. Larger slew rates 
cause larger errors. As a result, the noise floor is a 
function of the analog input signal frequency, f. Specifically, 
for a sine wave input, the slew rate is simply a cosine wave 
and its rms slope is (reference 2): 

dv I 27TfVp (6) 
dt rm. .J2 
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where Vp is the peak value of the sine wave. A given 
aperture jitter, dt, in rms, will give rise to an rms noise 
level of: 

dv I enl rms = d- (dt) 
t rms 

(7) 

Since an ideal n-bit AID converter is expected to give an 
rms-signal-to-rms-noise ratio of: 

SNR = [1.8 + 6.02n]dB (8) 

for n-bit performance, T IH aperture jitter should be low 
enough so that the following equation is obeyed: 

20Log1O [ef.l ? [1.8 + 6.02n]dB (9) 

Solving for dt, 

d < 1 
t - 1.27Tf2(n+1I (10) 

As an example, for 12-bit SNR with f = 10MHz, the 
aperture jitter should be less than 3.2ps rms.lntermediate 
frequency (IF) sampling applications place even more 
severe restrictions on aperture jitter. Because of its 
randomness, aperture jitter does not affect the dynamic 
sample mode harmonic distortion of the AID system. 
Overall SNR will decrease beyond that determined using 
equation 9 because of amplifier noise, quantization noise, 
and distortion (Reference 3). 

OTHER PERFORMANCE ISSUES 

In choosing a T I H amplifier, the specifications covered 
above usually determine the selection since little can be 
done elsewhere in the circuit to correct problems resulting 
from these. Once the selection is made, a survey of the 
miscellaneous specifications indicates how convenient it 
will be to design the device into the system. This, of 
course, is not entirely true if the system has some unusual 
sensitivity to a particular miscellaneous specification, 
such as power dissipation in space-based systems, for 
example. 

Offset voltage and temperature drift combine with pedestal 
offset and temperature drift to establish the DC offsets of 
the T IH. Typically, because other system components 
such as amplifiers and the AID have offsets and drifts of 
their own, the system will incorporate an adjustment 
somewhere to null the initial offsets, and the drifts if it is 
of the self-calibrating type. Because the pedestal offset 
occurs only in the hold mode, it is important that the null 
be performed after the device enters the hold mode and 
before significant error caused by droop is incurred. 

For some T IHs, the pedestal offset can be dependent 
upon input voltage level; when this is the case, linearity 
can be affected. Unfortunately, this is a hidden danger 
since some manufacturers do not specify this effect when 
it is present. Poor performance here will show up during 
dynamic sample distortion measurements. 

The effects of low bandwidth will show up in the acqui
sition time specification. Beyond this, frequency response 
will be of interest when the application is IF sampling or 
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when the system includes precise filter functions that 
should be designed independent of the T IH amplifier 
response. 

Similarly, insufficient slew rate can show up as a poor 
acquisition time specification and should be scrutinized 
when the application calls for IF sampling. 

The input voltage range of the T IH should be consistent 
with the AI D being used since T IH amplifier performance 
is optimized for a given input range. Operation in con
junction with an AID having a different range will add 
complexity by requiring the insertion of active components 
between the the T IH and AID. Most high-speed AID 
converters have a 2 volt input range either centered about 
o or -1 volt. 

Protection Circuitry 

Protection is another issue usually addressed during the 
design process. Although protection circuit design is 
specific to the devices that are to be protected, some 
general guidelines can be stated. Quite often the maximum 
input range of the AID will either be close to that of the 
T IH or, more often, more restricting. Because of this, a 
clamp located before the T I H can be used to protect both 
the T IH and AID from excessive input levels. Maximum 
safe input levels are usually far enough removed from the 
region of linear operation to allow simple diode clamping 
to be effective without impacting linearity. 

A clamp just before the T IH cannot protect the AID from 
failure of the T IH or from large T IH output voltages that 
might occur upon loss of the clock if the T IH is allowed 
to remain in the hold mode. The former problem can be 
simply solved by locating an additional diode clamp after 
the T I H. Current limit circuitry, notorious for limiting high
speed performance, can be omitted and the T IH allowed 
to operate directly into the clamp since activation of this 
second clamp implies damage has already occurred to 
the T IH. The latter problem, a result of droop, is avoided 
by forcing the T IH into the track mode on loss of the 
clock. 

Finally, compatibility of the digital control input with a 
particular logic family is a matter of convenience. Some III 
T IHs are compatible with only one logic family while 
others can be configured for several. 

SYSTEM TESTING 

Once a T IH amplifier selection has been made, the 
device is either tested by itself in the dynamic sample 
mode as discussed above, or as part of the entire AID 
system. Chances for success improve as the margin 
between specification and requirement increases. The 
most common tests to be used are beat frequency testing, 
which is useful in finding spurious and missing codes, 
and SNR testing, which evaluates overall dynamic system 
performance againstthat olthe ideal converter SNR (Ref
erences 4 and 5). Other tests exist as well for isolating 
particular faults. 

Read Comlinear Application Note TH-06, "Track and Hold 
Amplifiers Improve Flash AID Accuracy" for a discussion 
of the AID system dynamic performance benefits that a 
T IH amplifier provides. 



TRACK AND HOLD TERMINOLOGY 

Acquisition Time (hold to track) is the time required forthe 
track and hold to acquire the input signal to a specific 
settling precision when it switches from hold mode to 
track mode. It is the time from the point when the output 
starts changing to the point when the output has settled. 

Analog Delay (input to output) is the time required for a 
signal to travel from the analog input to the analog output. 

Aperture Jitter or aperture uncertainty is the sample-to
sample variability in Effective Aperture Delay which is 
caused by a small amount of noise in the switch control 
circuitry. Aperture Jitter changes the time at which the 
device goes into hold mode. Coupled with the rate of 
change (slew rate) of the signal at the storage capacitor, 
Aperture Jitter causes an error in the held output voltage. 
(Output voltage error = AViAt * At, where AViAt is the 
slew rate and At is the Aperture Jitter.) 

Droop Rate is a drift in the held output voltage. It is caused 
by leakage currents flowing into (or out of) the storage 
capacitor from the switching circuit and the input stage 
of the output amplifier. 

Effective Aperture Delay tells when the input signal is 
actually being sampled. It takes into account two delays: 
1) the input signal transit time through the input amplifier 
and 2) the time needed for the switch to open after the part 
is given the hold command. (Conceivably, Effective Ap
erture Delay could be negative if the transit time through 
the input amplifier were longer than the delay in the 
switch.) 

Feedthrough Rejection or analog input isolation describes 
how well the switch keeps the input signals from "feeding 
through" to the output when the device is in hold mode. 
It is the ratio of the signal that passes through the open 
switch to the signal at the analog input. Since signal 
feedthrough is, in part, caused by the capacitance of the 
switch, Feedthrough Rejection is better for low-frequency 

input signals. There are, of course, switching transients 
which feed through from the digital inputs; however, these 
settle out quickly and are accounted for in the Acquisition 
Time and Track-to-Hold Settling Time specifications. 

Hold-to-Track Switch Delay is the time delay from the 
track command to the pOint when the output voltage 
begins to change as it starts to acquire the new signal. 

Pedestal Offset or track-to-hold offset is an output offset 
voltage found in hold mode. It is caused by a small amount 
of charge injected into (or out of) the storage capacitor 
when the (diode bridge) switch opens. In practice, this 
offset is treated just as an output offset voltage. 

Track-to-Hold Switching Transient is the switch-induced 
transient voltage which appears atthe output immediately 
after the device switches from track to hold. 

Track-to-Hold Settling Time is the time required for the 
Track-to-Hold Switching Transient to settle out to the 
point where the output is within 1 mV of its final value. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The growing usage of flash AID converters is testimony to the ever
higher sampling rates and bandwidths of high-speed systems. While 
this trend will, no doubt, continue, designers are now also demanding 
accuracy from their flash AI D systems. While this is possible at low 
speeds, it becomes increasingly difficult at high speeds. Specifically, 
at high signal bandwidths, flash AID converters retain only a 
fraction of their low-speed accuracy. The solution to this dilemma 
is the use of a track and hold (T I H) amplifier to reduce or eliminate 
flash AID errors. 

FLASH AID ERROR MECHANISMS 

Flash AID converters are so named because of their seemingly 
instantaneous conversion process. The architecture of the flash 
AID shows this (see figure 1). Relative to other AID architectures 
(such as dual slope integration or successive approximation), the 
flash AID is indeed instantaneous. However, relative to the speed 
of high-speed analog input signals, this simplification of instantane
ous conversion is not correct. Timing delays and variations which 
can be ignored at low frequencies become major sources of 
inaccuracy at high signal bandwidths. 

REFERENCE 
HIGH 

Rn_1 

OVER RANGE alT 

) 

'0Lo"CFo, 
AN n-BITOUTPUT 

Figure 1: Simplilied schematic oflhe flash AID. 

When the flash AID architecture (figure 1) is reexamined in the 
context of wideband analog input signals, several potential error 
mechanisms are apparent. For example, the input comparators must 
receive the signal simultaneously and they all must be gated or 
latched simultaneously. The sheer complexity imposed by the 255 
input comparators of an a-bit device suggests that this will be 
difficult, if not impossible, for high-bandwidth analog signals. 
Circumventing the problems of this complicated input structure is 
exactly how a high-speed T IH improves accuracy. 

THE TRACK AND HOLD CONTRIBUTION 

Using a T I H transfers the burden of acquiring the signal from the 
complicated AID input structure to the simple, single-element 
switch of the T/H (see figure 2). The task of digitizing the signal 
remains with the AID, but now the comparators can operate on a 
signal level that remains constant during conversion. Most systems 
can benefit from this synergistic combination; fortunately, the 
performance improvement can be assessed quantitatively with the 
right test system. In the flash AID system illustrated in this application 
note, for example, the signal to noise ratio was shown to improve by 
17dB with the addition of the track and hold. 

Flash AID 

Figure 2: The use of a T IH Iransfers the burden of acquiring Ihe signal 
from Ihe complicaled AID inpul slruclure 10 Ihe simple, single-elemenl 
swilch oflhe T IH. 

MEASURING T IH ACCURACY CONTRIBUTION 

There are many ways to test the performance of a high-speed AID 
system (see reference). The method presented here was chosen 
with several objectives in mind: 1) the test system must be relevant 
to real AID systems as they are used in real systems, 2) it should be 
easy to duplicate by others, and most importantly, 3) it must be 
experimentally correct. The test system is shown in figure 3. 

HP3561 

B 

HP3325 

Figure 3: The T IH leslsyslem schemalic shows Ihe Ihree blocks: signal 
sources, AID subsyslem, and signal reconslruction and analysis. 

How the Test System Works 
Conceptually, the system is quite simple. Central to the system is an 
a-bit flash AID system which includes a T IH that can be either 
active or inactive (see figure 3). Preceding the T IH are the signal 
sources which provide well characterized and controlled analog 
and switching signals. Following the AID is a high-speed, high
resolution digital to analog (DI A) converter which reconstructs the 
analog input signal. Test equipmentfollowing the DI A then analyzes 
the signal in both the frequency and time domains. The difference 
in performance between the active and inactive states of the T IH 
shows the contribution of the T IH to system accuracy. 

To understand the actual implementation, it is instructive to examine 
each of the three subsystems (signal sources, AI D, and reconstruc
tion I analysis) in detail. 

Signal Sources 
Because of the analysis technique used (see "Interpreting the 
Frequency-Domain Graphs"), phase-locked signal sources are 
critical to the system (see figure 3). The analog signal source 
provides a 1 OMHz sine wave to the AI D subsystem; this is the signal 
which is digitized. The filter in the signal path is used to attenuate 
any harmonics which may be present in the 10MHz sine wave. 

The sampling strobe (clock) is a 24MHz signal phase-locked to the 
analog signal source. A pulse generator is used to generate the logic 
levels compatible with the T I H and AI D. 

AID Subsystem 
The AID subsystem consists of a CLC940 track and hold and an 
MC10319 a-bit 25MSPS flash converter. This AID was chosen for 
its low cost and low power consumption. 

The AI D and T I H are each driven by a 24M Hz clock signal. The OR 
gate before the T IH provides the ability to force the T IH into 
continual track mode; this permits a straightforward comparison of 
active and inactive T IH operation. (There is also an OR gate in the 
AID clock signal, but this is included to compensate for the time 
delay caused by the other OR gate.) The time delay shown in the AI D 
clock signal compensates for the analog signal delay through 
the T/H. 

The 36 ohm resistor between the T IH and AID is used to maintain 
the critical damping olthe T IH output stage while driving the 36pF 
input capacitance of the AI D input stage. This allows the acquisition 
time to be optimized. (The T IH data sheet shows the values of 
resistance required for other input capacitances.) 

Signal Reconstruction and Analysis 
Broadly speaking, there are two strategies in analyzing digitized 
signals: 1) reconstruction of the digital data to analog form followed 
by conventional analysis and 2) acquisition of the digital data 
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followed by manipulation and analysis. Each approach has its 
advantages and disadvantages. The first method, reconstruction 
and conventional analysis, is used here because it is easily duplicated 
with common test equipment and avoids the complexity involved in 
acquiring and then manipulating the digital data. 

Reconstruction of the digitized analog signal is straightforward: the 
8-bit AID data is converted to analog by a 10-bit DI A. The DI A's 
output voltage is sent to a dynamic signal analyzer to show both the 
frequency-domain and time-domain performance. The only com
plexity is in the clocking scheme of the DI A converter which allows 
the use of readily-available test equipment. 

A divide-by-120 counter is used to generate the 200kHz DI A clock 
signal from the 24MHz AID clock. Consequently, every 120th AID 
sample is reconverted and analyzed by the test system. This produces 
a beat frequency which is a function of the analog input frequency 
and the 200kHz DI A clock; in effect, the beat frequency "walks 
through" the input signal. The benefit of this technique is that it 
provides full DI A accuracy while exercising the AID under realistic 
conditions. Also, the relatively low reconstruction clock rate permits 
the beat frequency and the harmonics to appear in identical locations 
for every 200kHz increment in the analog test frequency. Conse
quently, the DI A operating conditions never change so that even 
small variations in DI A performance can be ruled out. See the 
section titled "Interpreting the Frequency-Domain Graphs" for a 
technical explanation of this analysis technique. 

THE RESULTS 

Time Domain 
Figure 4 shows the time-domain performance of the AID without 
and with the assistance of the T IH. The missing and spurious codes 
are obvious and especially so on the enlarged scale (figure 5). These 
problems typically amount to a reduction in accuracy of about 
1-2 bits; the inaccuracy in some regions (zero-crossing region in 
particular) is much greater-effectively reducing the AID's accuracy 
to only 4 bits or so. 
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Figure 4: The MC10319 is operating at a sample rate of 24MSPS and 
an analog input of 2V •• , 10.000250MHz. Serious non-linearities are 
present in (a) with the CLC940 inactive. In (b), the CLC940 is activated 
and the non-linearities disappear. 
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Figure 5: The zero-crossing region of figure 2 is expanded by reducing 
the analog input frequency to 10.0000625MHz. When the CLC940 is 
activated, a 12-LSB amplitude glitch is smoothed out. Lack of mono
tonicity in other areas is likewise eliminated. Time-record averaging is 
employed in both traces to eliminate noise. 

Frequency Domain 
As important, and often more useful, is the frequency-domain 
response of the system. Figure 6a shows the AI D performance with 
the T IH inactivated. The signal to noise ratio is 31.3dB and the total 
harmonic distortion is 32.8dB below the signal (since the distortion 
is so large, noise terms, such as would be caused by aperture 
uncertainty, are comparatively small). This value of signal to noise 
ratio indicates an effective accuracy of about five bits. 

Figure 6b shows the performance improvement seen when the T IH 
is activated. The signal to noise ratio improves to 48.3dB (7.7 -bit 
accuracy) and the total harmonic distortion improves to - 53dB. 
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Figure 6: Operating at 24MSPS, a 1 O.005MHz, 2Vpp analog input signal 
yields elevated harmonics and noise IIoor (a). In (b), the CLC940 is 
activated and both the harmonics and noise IIoor are decreased, 
resulting in a SNR of 48.3dB. 
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INTERPRETING THE FREQUENCY·DOMAIN GRAPHS 

As mentioned previously, the test system shown in figure 3 
samples the analog input signal at 24MHz yet reconstructs the 
signal at 200kHz. This provides the advantage of operating the 
reconstruction 01 A at full accuracy and allows higher-speed 
AIDs to be accommodated. The only disadvantage of this 
approach is the complexity of interpreting the frequency-domain 
results; fortunately, this complexity clears quickly as the theory 
is understood. 

Aliasing 
The concept of aliasing is straightforward. Simply put, the 
spectrum of the input signal is replicated at multiples of the 
sampling frequency (see figure 7). It is useful to note that the 
original signal is composed of both positive and negative fre
quency components, both of which are replicated through 
sampling. For example, a sinusoidal signal at 1 MHz which is 
sampled at 10MHz will appear in the frequency domain at 1 MHz, 
9MHz, 11MHz 19MHz, 21MHz, etc. It will also have negative 
frequency domain components: -1 MHz, -9MHz, -11 MHz, etc. 

7(a) 

.. , , , I ,. -, -3 -2 -/ 0 
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.. U U 1J ,I, u u u 
-30 -20 -/0 /0 20 30 
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Figure 7: The frequency domain representation 01 a 1 MHz sine wave 
is shown in (a). When this signal is sampled at 10MHz, the original 
spectrum is replicated at multiples 01 the sampling rate (b). 

" the analog frequency is increased, its frequency domain 
representation will change. For an analog input signal of 7MHz 
the frequency components will be found at 3M Hz, 7MHz, 13MHz, 
17MHz, etc. with negative components existing as well. If the 
frequency increases to 14MHz, frequency components will be 

found at 4MHz, 6MHz, 14MHz, etc. Now take an 18MHz signal; 
its components will be at 2M Hz, 8MHz, 12MHz, 18MHz, etc. 
Notice that in each case, the sampled signal is replicated in the 
f,/2 Nyquist band once and only once regardless of the input 
signal. Through the concept of superposition, this discussion 
can be related to the spectrum of a complex signal. 

Consider an analog signal composed olthe four signals described 
above: 1MHz, 7MHz, 14MHz, and 18MHz (see figure 8). When it 
is sampled at a frequency fs, the frequency components will be 
spread throughout the frequency domain (as one would expect); 
however, in the f./2 range, the frequency components appear 
once and only once. For a sampling frequency of 1 OMHz, these 
components appear at 1MHz, 2MHz, 3M Hz, and 4MHz. (Noise 
present at the analog input signal is aliased the same way-all 
of the noise, regardless offrequency, is aliased into the f,/2 band 
once and only once.) 

FREQUEtfCV, MHz 

Figure 8: A complex signal having Irequency components at 1 MHz, 
7MHz, 14MHz, and 18MHz is shown being sampled at 10MHz. The 
original spectrum is replicated at multiples 01 the sampling Ire
quency. Note thatthe Nyquist band (1,/z) contains all olthe original 
components-each component is aliased in once and only once. 

This same idea can be related directly to the test system where 
the analog frequency and all of its harmonics are greater than the 
200kHz reconstruction frequency, but are aliased into the Nyquist 
band nonetheless. (In fact, the harmonics appear in ascending 
order due to the choice of the beat frequency.) 

Signal to Noise Ratio Calculations 
Signal to noise ratio is calculated as it would be for any ordinary 
signal but with one exception. The 01 A converter functions as 
a zero-order hold and consequently, introduces a sinx/x char
acteristic having the first null at 200kHz. It is not corrected by the 
hardware, but fortunately, the effects of this can often be ignored 
since the attenuation is just 3.9dB at 100kHz (f,/2) where the 
harmonics are of lesser magnitude. Also, the sinxlx characteristic 
reduces integrated system noise by 1.ldB. Thisand a 0.3dB error 
caused by the analyzer have been taken into account in the SNR 
value stated earlier. 
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MACROMODELS FOR HIGH SPEED 
AMPLIFIERS 

INTRODUCTION 

This application note is intended to support the PSpice 
macromodels for Com linear's High Speed amplifiers. The 
macro models offers the design engineer the ability to 
model typical amplifier circuit topologies. These models 
are intended to work with Pspice, but similar spice simulators 
can be used with the appropriate syntax modifications. The 
user is responsible for making those changes. The products 
available for simulation are summarized in the diskette's 
readme file using file names as shown in Table 1. 

CLC400.CIR 
CLC401.CIR 
CLC402.CIR 
CLC404.CIR 
CLC406.CIR 
CLC409.CIR 

CLC410.CIR 
CLC414.CIR 
CLC415.CIR 
CLC420.CIR 
CLC425.CIR 

CLC430.CIR 
CLC501.CIR 
CLC502.CIR 
CLC505.CIR 
CLC520.CIR 

The macromodel's net lists are saved on an IBM-compatible 
1.2 MBy1e floppy diskette in ASCII format. 

QUICK START 

Place the diskette in a 1.2MByte drive and execute the DIR 
command. To print a listing of the macromodel subcircuits 
type the following command: 

print [(drive}:\{file name)] 

Comlinear suggests that files be copied to the Pspice 
library. If the user intends to access the diskette from a 
floppy drive, then the proper path must be established for 
Pspice. To access the macromodels from the floppy, use 
the Pspice include command in the circuit net list. 

example: .INC A:\{file name} 

UPDATE INFORMATION 

The application diskette shows a revision number on the 
label. Please refer to this revision number when contacting 
Comlinear Corporation for additional assistance or model 
availability. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 

The macromodels are configured as sub-circuits to allow 
easy inclusion into larger simulation files. 
• Connect: NON-INVERTING INPUT 
• I INVERTING INPUT 
• I I OUTPUT 
• I I I +Vcc 

• I I I I -Vee 
• I I I I I 
• SUBCKTO 3 2 6 7 4 

Several schematic capture software programs require a 
different pin order for the inputs, outputs, supplies, etc., in 
the subckt (name) command line. If Comlinear's models do 
not work properly, check to see that the order is compatible 
with your software. Changing Comlinear pin order in the 
subckt command will not effect modeling capability. You 
must maintain the same pin node numbers. Substitution of 
high speed op amps into existing designs is welcome. If 
satisfactory results are not obtained for current feedback op 
amps then Comlinear suggests that you read application 
note OA-13, "Current FeedbackAmplifier Loop Gain Analysis 
and Performance Enhancements". If you have a specific 
design application and need help choosing a correct part for 
your design, contact the application department of 
Com linear. 

These macro models accurately simulate the typical 
performance for the following parameters: 

DC Effects 

• VIO, IBI, IBN 
• Supply current vs. supply voltages 
• Common Mode InpuVOutput Voltage range. 
• Load current from supplies 

AC Effects 

• Frequency response vs. gain & load 
• Open loop gain & phase 
• Noise 
• Small signal InpuVOutput Impedance. 
• CMRR 

Time Domain 

• Rise and fall times 
• Slew Rates 

Special Features 

• Output limiting 
• Supply current adjustment 
• Offset voltage adjustment 
• Disable/enable time 

Performance characteristics that are NOT modeled include: 

• Breakdown & leakages due to excessive Vcc 
• Part to Part variation 
• Variation in performance vs. temperature. 
• Fine scale settling performance 
• Harmonic distortion 
• Differential gain 
• Differential phase 
• Thermal tail 
• Overdrive recovery time 
• PSRR 
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LIMITATIONS 

The macromodels were developed from measured data to 
match the actual performance on each of the devices 
modeled. Typical simulation results should closely match 
the characteristic performance plots shown in each of the 
op amp data sheets. Slight variations from the data sheet 
plots can be expected based on part to part variation and 
slighttestfixture parasitics. Board and component parasitics, 
if known, should be included in any simulation for the most 
accurate performance. These macromodels are intended 
to provide the designer an easy means of evaluating full 
circuit performance with a variety of external components, 
and operating conditions. Good engineering practice 
advocates that a physical implementation of the desired 
circuit also be implemented prior to production. Since the 
macro models do not incorporate worst case performance 
characteristics, the data sheet specifications should be 
used as a predictor of the range of operation that would be 
expected. Comlinear offers a selection of evaluation boards 
to assist in the engineering evaluation of any of the parts 
discussed in these macromodels. 

The macromodels use internal references to a global 
ground node. Ground currents in simulation are simply a 
modeling artifact since none of the physical op amps use a 
separate ground reference. 

An example Pspice simulation file using the CLC400 to test 
the small signal frequency response at a gain of +2 is shown 
below. Comparing the results of the simulation, in Figure 2, 
to the data sheet typical plots shows excellent correlation. 

• CLC400 magnitude plot @ gain 2 
• subcircuit included 
• connections 
• 
• non-inverting input 
• I inverting input 
• I I output 
• I I I +Vcc 
• I I I I -Vee 
• I I I I I offset adj. 
• I I I I I I 
xl 3 2 6 7 4 1 CLC400 

• 
• Define power pins 

+Vce 7 0 5V 
-Vee 4 0 -5V 

• 
• Define signal sources 

Vinl00AC2 
• 
• External resistors and caps 
• 

Rs 10 3 50 
Rf 6 2 250 
Rg 2 0 250 
Rload 6 0 100 
Rin 3 0 50 
C 1 0 .1u 

• 
• Simulation parameters 
• 
.INC CLC400.CIR 
• 
.AC DEC 20 100KHZ 500MEG 

• 
.PROBEALL 
.END 
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS 

CLC400 
FASTSETILlNG, WIDEBAND LOW-GAIN MONOLITHIC 
OPAMP 
• -3dB bandwidth of 200MHz (Av = +2) 
• 0.05% settling in 12ns 
• low power, 150mW 
• low distortion, -65dBc @ 10MHz 
• rise and fall times of 1.6ns 
• input offset voltage adjustment 

CLC401 
FAST SETILlNG, HIGH-GAIN MONOLITHIC OP AMP 
• -3dB bandwidth of 150MHz 
• 0.1 % settling in 10ns 
• low power (150mW) 
• ±7 to ±50 gain 

CLC402 
LOW-GAIN OP AMP WITH FAST 14-BIT SETILING 
• 0.0025% settling in 25ns (32ns max.) 
• 0.5mV input offset voltage, 3~V/oC drift 
• ±1 to ±8 closed-loop gain range 
• low power (150mW) 
• 0.01 %/0.05° differential gain/phase 

CLC404 
HIGH-SLEW RATE WIDEBAND MONOLITHIC OP 
AMP 
• 165MHz large signal bandwidth (5Vpp) 
• 2600 V/~s slew rate 
• low distortion, -53dBc @ 20MHz 
• 0.07% differential gain, 0.03° differential phase 

CLC406 
WIDEBAND, LOW POWER MONOLITHIC OP AMP 
• 160MHz small signal bandwidth (Av = +6) 
• 50mW power (±5V supplies) 
• 0.02%/0.02° differential gain/phase 
• 12ns settling to 0.05% 
• 1500V/~ slew rate 
• 2.2ns rise and fall time (2Vpp) 
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CLC409 
VERY WIDEBAND, LOW-DISTORTION MONOLITHIC 
OPAMP 
• 350 MHz small signal bandwidth @ Av = +2 
• -65/-l2dSc 2nd/3rd harmonics (20M Hz) 
• low noise 
• 8ns settling to 0.1 % 
• 1200 V/IJS slew rate 

CLC410 
FAST SETTLING, VIDEO OP AMP WITH DISABLE. 
• -3dS bandwidth of 200MHz (Av = +2) 
• 0.05% settling in 12ns 
• low power, 160mW(40mW disabled) 
• low distortion, -65dSc @ 10MHz 
• fast disable (200ns) 
• low differential gain/phase: 0.01%/0.01° 
• input offset voltage adjustment 

CLC414 
QUAD, LOW-POWER MONOLITHIC OP AMP 
• 90MHz small signal bandwidth 
• 2mA quiescent supply current per amplifier 
• lOdS channel isolation @ 5MHz 
• 3.3ns rise and fall time (2Vpp) 

CLC415 
QUAD, WIDE-BANDWIDTH MONOLITHIC OP AMP 
• 160MHz small signal bandwidth 
• 5mA quiescent supply current per amplifier 
• lOdS channel isolation @ 5MHz 
• 0.03%/0.03° differential gain/phase 

CLC420A 
HIGH-SPEED UNITY GAIN VOLTAGE FEEDBACK 
• 300MHz small signal bandwidth (Av = + 1) 
• 1100 v/ItS slew rate 
• 0.01 % settling in 18ns 
• 2pA ,1Hz input current noise 
• 4.2 nv/,tHz input noise voltage 

CLC425 
ULTRA LOW NOISE WIDEBAND OP AMP 
• 1. lGHz gain-bandwidth product 
• 1.05nV/,tHz input noise voltage 
• 1.6pAl,tHz input current noise 
• 1 001t V input offset voltage, 21t V/oC drift 
• 1 OOdS CMRR, 95dS PSRR 
• 3S0Vlts slew rate 
• 15mA to SmA adjustable supply current 
• gain range ±10 to ±1000V/v 
CLC430 
LOW-GAIN OP AMP WITH DISABLE 
• 55MHz small signal bandwidth (4Vpp) (Av = +2) 
• 2000 V/ItS slew rate 
• ±5V to ±15V supplies 
• 1 OOns disable to high-impedance output 
• 0.05%/0.05° differential gain/phase 
• high common mode input voltage 

CLC501 
HIGH-GAIN, OUTPUT-LIMITING AMPLIFIER 
• 11 OMHz small signal bandwidth (Av = +20) 
• bipolar output limiting (Vhigh and Vlow) 

• 1 ns recovery from clamping/overdrive 
• 0.05% settling in 12ns 

CLC502 
CLAMPING, LOW-GAIN OP AMP WITH FAST 14-BIT 
SETTLING 
• output clamping with fast recovery 
• 0.0025% settling in 25ns (32ns max.) 
• low power (1l0mW) 
• low distortion, -50dSc at 20MHz 

CLC505 
WIDEBAND ADJUSTABLE SUPPLY CURRENT 
MONOLITHIC OP AMP 
• specified operation at 1 mA, 3.3mA, and 9mA 
• 3.4mA Icc provides 1 OOMHz bandwidth (Av = +6) 
• 0.04%/0.060 differential gain/phase at Icc = 3.4mA 

CLC520 
AMPLIFIER WITH VOLTAGE CONTROLLED GAIN, 
AGC-i4mp 
• 160MHz, -3dS bandwidth 
• 2000 V/ItS slew rate 
• 0.04% signal nonlinearity at 4Vpp output 
• -43dS feedthrough at 30MHz 
• user adjustable gain range 
• differential voltage input and single-ended voltage output 

NOTICE 

The information provided within these files and 
documents is believed to be reliable and correct. 
Comlinear assumes no responsibility for alterations, 
omissions or inaccuracies. Comlinear assumes 
no responsibility forthe use ofthis information, and 
all use of such information shall be entirely at the 
user's own risk. Comlineardoes not grant licenses 
or patent rights to any of the circuits described 
within this document. 

~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 
4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 
(303) 226·0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 January 1993 
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14-Pin Double-Wide DIP Package 

"\;" 0.060 R (TYP) 

NOTES Seal: Seam Weld 
Lead Finish: Gold 
Package Composition: 

-1 

-1 
O,E 

1 

Package: Metal Package Properties 
Lid: Type A per MIL-M-38510 

Inches 
Symbol 

b,c 

T 
01 

1 
0.050 R (TYP) 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A 0.140 0.180 3.56 4.57 

b,c 0.016 0.020 0.41 0.51 

O,E 0.740 0.760 18.80 19.30 

01,02 0.590 0.610 14.99 15.49 

e 0.090 0.110 2.29 2.79 

L 0.240 0.260 6.10 6.60 
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8-Pin Side-Brazed Ceramic DIP 

I 
E 

I 

NOTES 
Seal: Solder 
Lead Finish: Gold 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Lid: Gold Finish 
Lead Material: Iron/Nickel Alloy 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

Inches Millimeters 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A 0.200 5.08 

b 0.014 0.026 0.36 0.66 

bl 0.054 BSC 1.37 BSC 

c 0.008 0.018 0.20 0.46 

D 0.386 0.405 9.80 10.29 

E 0.220 0.310 5.59 7.87 

El 0.300 BSC 7.62 BSC 

e 0.100 BSC 2.54BSC 

L 0.125 0.200 3.18 5.08 

Q 0.015 0.060 0.38 1.52 

S 0.030 0.060 0.76 1.52 
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14-Pin Side-Brazed Ceramic DIP 

I· D 

NOTES Seal: Solder 
Lead Finish: Gold 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Lid: Gold Finish 
Lead Material: Iron/Nickel Alloy 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

Inches 
Symbol 

·1 

Fi 
c-H- I 

f-- E1 ---l 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A 0.200 5.08 

b 0.014 0.026 0.36 0.66 

b1 0.054 BSC 1.37 BSC 

c 0.008 0.018 0.20 0.46 

D 0.693 0.705 17.60 19.94 

E 0.220 0.310 5.59 7.87 

E1 0.300 BSC 7.62 BSC 

e 0.100 BSC 2.54BSC 

L 0.125 0.200 3.18 5.08 

Q 0.Q15 0.060 0.38 1.52 

S 0.030 0.060 0.76 1.52 
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24-Pin 0.6" Side-Brazed Ceramic DIP 

PIN #1 -l r-b1 

IND~~T 
Q~ A 

T =;-t 
b ~ 

e~D1~ 

NOTES Seal: Seam Weld 
Lead Finish: Gold Finish 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Lid: Kovar/Nickel 
Leadframe: Alloy 42 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Inches 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum 

A 0.225 

Al 0.139 0.192 

b 0.014 0.026 

bl 0.050 
SSC 

c 0.008 0.018 

D 1.190 1.290 

Dl 1.095 1.105 

E 0.500 0.610 

El 0.600 
SSC 

e 0.100 
SSC 

L 0.165 
SSC 

Q 0.015 0.075 

13-6 

T 
E 

1 
'I ~Al1 

I 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

5.72 

3.53 4.88 

0.36 0.66 

1.27 
SSC 

0.20 0.46 

30.23 32.77 

27.81 28.07 

12.70 15.49 

15.24 
SSC 

2.54 
SSC 

4.19 
SSC 

0.38 1.91 

C=:L 

l 
E1 

J 



24-Pin 0.8" Side-Brazed Ceramic DIP 

D -----+I 

PIN"~b1 INDEX ~ 

Q~ A 
--r- f-L 

L 
b -------+ ---.!.. 

el. r- D1~ 

Inches 

Symbol 

Millimeters 

NOTES: Seal: Seam Weld 
Lead Finish: Gold 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Lid: Kovar/Nickel 
Leadframe: Alloy 42 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A-METAL LID 0.180 0.240 4.57 6.10 

A-CERAMIC LID 0.195 0.255 4.95 6.48 

A1-METAL LID 0.145 0.175 3.68 4.45 

A1-CERAMIC LID 0.160 0.190 4.06 4.83 

b 0.014 0.026 0.36 0.66 

b1 0.050 1.27 
SSC SSC 

c 0.008 0.018 0.20 0.46 

D 1.275 1.310 33.39 33.27 

D1 1.095 1.105 27.81 28.07 

E 0.785 0.815 19.94 20.70 

E1 0.790 0.810 20.07 20.57 

e 0.100 2.54 
SSC SSC 

L 
0.165 4.19 
SSC SSC 

Q 0.Q15 0.075 0.38 1.91 
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40-Pin Side-Brazed Ceramic DIP 

b]j¥L 
SEE 
NOTE 1 

:tI~ 
e 

D 

NOTES Seal: Seam Weld, Kovar Ring Frame 
Lead Finish: Gold IKovar 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Lid: Nickel Plate 

Inches 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum 

A 0.198 0.252 

b 0.014 0.026 

b1 
0.050 
sse 

c 0.008 0.018 

0 2.075 2.115 

D1 1.892 1.908 

E 
1.100 
sse 

E1 1.096 
sse 

e 0.100 
sse 

L 
0.175 
sse 

Q 0.015 0.070 

13 - 8 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

5.03 6.40 

0.36 0.66 

1.270 
sse 

0.20 0.46 

52.71 53.72 

48.06 48.46 

27.940 
sse 

27.84 
sse 

2.54 
Bse 

4.45 
sse 

0.38 1.78 



12-Pin TO-8 Metal Can 

+-- A ~ +-- L -----+ 

b 

NOTES Seal: Cap Weld 
Lead Finish: Gold per MIL-M-38510 
Package Composition: 

Package: Metal 
Lid: Type A per MIL-M-38510 

Inches Millimeters 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A 0.142 0.181 3.61 4.60 

<pb 0.016 0.019 0.41 0.48 

<pD 0.595 0.605 15.11 15.37 

<p~ 0.543 0.555 13.79 14.10 

e 0.400 SSC 10.16 SSC 

e1 0.200 SSC 5.08 SSC 

e2 0.100 SSC 2.54 SSC 

F 0.016 0.030 0.41 0.76 

k 0.026 0.036 0.66 0.91 

k1 0.026 0.036 0.66 0.91 

L 0.310 0.340 7.87 8.64 

a. 45° SSC 45° SSC 
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2 

Symbol 

A 

A(1) 

8 

8(1) 

C 

D 

E 

E(1) 

e(1) 

e(A) 

L 

0(1) 

S 

a-Pin Plastic DIP 

il 
E(1) E 

Ll 

0(1) 

~ • A 
+ + 
L 
t 

Inches 

Minimum Maximum 

0.145 0.200 

0.015 0.050 

0.015 0.020 

0.035 0.065 

0.008 0.012 

0.370 0.460 

0.300 0.325 

0.220 0.280 

0.090 0.110 

0.290 0.310 

0.120 0.150 

0.050 0.080 

0.040 0.080 

13 -10 

.. 
/fI'-----..J .. .. 

,',' \\ 
" " // \\ I, '..' 

I+- e(A) -+ 

15· 
MAX 

NOTES Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Plastic 

Millimeters 

Lead Frame: Copper/Ira 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Minimum Maximum 

3.68 5.08 

0.38 1.27 

0.38 0.51 

0.89 1.65 

0.20 0.30 

9.40 11.68 

7.62 8.26 

5.59 7.11 

2.29 2.79 

7.37 7.87 

3.05 3.81 

1.27 2.03 

1.02 2.03 



Symbol 

A 

A(1) 

8 

8(1) 

C 

D 

E 

E(1) 

e(1) 

e(A) 

L 

0(1) 

S 

14-Pin Plastic DIP 

il 
E(1) E 

~l 

.. 
fl'------.J .. . .. 

II 'I 
" II 

" 'I 
" II 

" II I' II ., 

I+- e(A) ---. 

15' 
MAX 

NOTES Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Plastic 

Inches Millimeters 

Lead Frame: Copperllron 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

0.145 0.200 3.68 5.08 

0.015 0.050 0.38 1.27 

0.015 0.020 0.38 0.51 

0.035 0.065 0.89 1.65 

0.008 0.012 0.20 0.30 

0.680 0.770 17.27 19.56 

0.300 0.325 7.62 8.26 

0.220 0.280 5.59 7.11 

0.090 0.110 2.29 2.79 

0.290 0.310 7.37 7.87 

0.120 0.150 3.05 3.81 

0.050 0.080 1.27 2.03 

0.040 0.080 1.02 2.03 
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2 

16-Pin Plastic DIP 

if 
E(1) E 

Ll 
0(1) 

! • 
f t A 

+ 
A(1).t 

+ 
L 
:t 

-+I~B 

Inches 

Symbol 
Minimum Maximum 

A 0.145 0.200 

A(1) 0.015 0.050 

B 0.015 0.020 

B(1) 0.035 0.065 

C 0.008 0.012 

D 0.745 0.840 

E 0.300 0.325 

E(1) 0.220 0.280 

e(1) 0.090 0.110 

e(A) 0.290 0.310 

L 0.120 0.150 

0(1) 0.050 0.080 

S 0.015 0.060 

13-12 

.. 
,"1'-------' .. , .. 
II \, 

#1 " 
II l' 
II " 
II '\ 

I,' " 

+- e(A) -+ 

NOTES 
Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Plastic 
Lead Frame: Alloy 42 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

3.68 5.08 

0.38 1.27 

0.38 0.51 

0.89 1.65 

0.20 0.30 

18.92 21.34 

7.62 8.26 

5.59 7.11 

2.29 2.79 

7.37 7.87 

3.05 3.81 

1.27 2.03 

0.38 1.52 

15" 
MAX 



8-Pin Plastic sOle 

I 
E 

~ 

• 
D • 

IJf-t 
~ A 

t 

-1 ~l 1 e ~ ~B t 
A(1) 

NOTES Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Plastic 
Lead Frame: Copper/lron 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Inches 

Symbol 
Minimum Maximum 

A 0.053 0.069 

A(1) 0.004 0.010 

B 0.014 0.019 

C 0.007 0.009 

D 0.181 0.205 

E 0.140 0.160 

e 0.050 BSC 

H 0.224 0.248 

L 0.016 0.50 

9 0° 8° 
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"j C 

~ ~ ) ALLLEADS JQ 
e 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

1.35 1.75 

0.10 0.25 

0.36 0.48 

0.18 0.23 

4.60 5.20 

3.56 4.06 

1.27 BSC 

6.59 6.30 

0.40 1.27 

0° 8° 



14-Pin Plastic sOle 

� ..... 1---- H ----+~I 

C 

1JJrt=( ======tl~ ~ ) 
-1 ~L J OALLLEADS 

NOTES Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Plastic 
Leadframe: Copper/Iron 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Inches 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum 

A 0.053 0.069 

A(1) 0.004 0.010 

S 0.014 0.019 

C 0.007 0.009 

D 0.329 0.352 

E 0.140 0.160 

e 0.050 SSC 

H 0.224 0.248 

L 0.016 0.50 

e 00 80 
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Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

1.35 1.75 

0.10 0.25 

0.36 0.48 

0.18 0.23 

8.36 8.94 

3.56 4.06 

1.27 SSC 

5.69 6.30 

0.40 1.27 

0 0 8 0 



16-Pin Plastic sOle 

NOTES Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Plastic 
Leadframe: Copper 
Die Attach: Epoxy 

Inches 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum 

A 0.053 0.069 

A(1) 0.004 0.010 

S 0.014 0.019 

C 0.007 0.009 

D 0.378 0.402 

E 0.140 0.160 

e 0.050 SSC 

H 0.224 0.248 

L 0.016 0.50 

9 0° 8° 
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.. H 

IJt 
1 ~L 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

1.35 1.75 

0.10 0.25 

0.36 0.48 

0.18 0.23 

9.60 10.21 

3.56 4.06 

1.27 SSC 

5.69 6.30 

0.40 1.27 

0° 8° 

~ 

C 

I~ 
~ 
t ) 

1 e 



16-Terminal Leadle,s Chip Carrier 

1 .... 1----0 

1-01-.1 ~ 

II H H H H t'l~ 
t Inches 

Symbol 
Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximun 

Pin 1 

Identifier • 82 
! 
i 
L 

~I er- t 

13 -16 

A1 0.050 0.088 

81 0.022 0.028 

82 0.072 REF 

D,E 0.245 0.308 

D1,E1 0.150 SSC 

e 0.050 SSC 

h 0.040 REF 

j 0.020 REF 

L 0.045 0.055 

L2 0.075 0.095 

NOTES Seal: Solder 
Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 
Package: Ceramic 
Lid: Gold 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

1.27 2.23 

0.56 0.71 

1.83 REF 

6.22 7.82 

3.81 SSC 

1.27 SSC 

1.02 REF 

0.51 REF 

1.14 1.40 

1.91 2.41 



20-Terminal Leadless Chip Carrier 

r:::ll 
II H H H H II A1 

t Inches 
Symbol 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

h x 450 

j x 450 3 places 

~r"VTTV"TTVTT~) + 

-Iel-

L2 
+ 
4 
S2 • 
+ 
L 
t 

A1 0.050 0.088 

S1 0.022 0.028 

S2 0.072 REF 

D,E 0.342 0.358 

D1,E1 0.200 SSC 

e 0.050 SSC 

h 0.040 REF 

j 0.020 REF 

L 0.045 0.055 

L2 0.075 0.095 

NOTES Seal: Solder 
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Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 
Package: Ceramic 
Lid: Gold 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

1.27 2.23 

0.56 0.71 

1.83 REF 

8.69 9.09 

5.08 SSC 

1.27 SSC 

1.02 REF 

0.51 REF 

1.14 1.40 

1.91 2.41 



a-Pin CERDIP 

L 
t 

NOTES Seal: Glass 

JL~ e 

b 

Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Leadframe: Kovar 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

Inches 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum 

A 0.200 

b 0.014 0.026 

b1 0.054 BSC 

c 0.008 0.Q18 

D 0.386 0.405 

E 0.220 0.310 

E1 0.300 BSC 

e 0.100 BSC 

L 0.125 0.200 

Q 0.Q15 0.060 

S 0.030 0.060 
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Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

5.08 

0.36 0.66 

1.37 BSC 

0.20 0.46 

9.80 10.29 

5.59 7.87 

7.62 BSC 

2.54BSC 

3.18 5.08 

0.38 1.52 

0.76 1.52 



14-Pin CERDIP 
s 

-'I-

t:: :::: :l 
I' D 'I 

Tmrw1 -t-= -r 
! Q 

-11--1 1-- +-

b e 

NOTES Seal: Glass 
Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Leadframe: Kovar 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

Inches 
Symbol 

b1 

I-E-I 

--I 
15' MAX 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A 0.200 5.08 

b 0.014 0.026 0.36 0.66 

b1 0.054 sse 1.37 sse 

c 0.008 0.018 0.20 0.46 

D 0.693 0.785 17.60 19.94 

E 0.220 0.310 5.59 7.87 

E1 0.300 SSC 7.62 SSC 

e 0.100 SSC 2.54 SSC 

L 0.125 0.200 3.18 5.08 

Q 0.015 0.060 0.38 1.52 

S 0.030 0.060 0.76 1.52 
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16-Pin CERDIP 

NOTES Seal: Glass 
Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Leadframe: Kovar 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

Inches 
Symbol 

Minimum Maximum 

A 0.200 

b 0.014 0.026 

b1 0.054 BSC 

c 0.008 0.018 

D 0.840 

E 0.220 0.310 

E1 0.300 BSC 

e 0.100 BSe 

L 0.125 0.200 

Q 0.015 0.060 

S 0.030 0.060 

13-20 

Millimeters 

Minimum Maximum 

5.08 

0.36 0.66 

1.37 BSC 

0.20 0.46 

19.94 

5.59 7.87 

7.62 BSC 

2.54BSC 

3.18 5.08 

0.38 1.52 

0.76 1.52 



10-Pin CERPACK 

, 11--... - L--1 
=I'~====~I~----~I ======= 
C~ 1 

A~ 

~ r-- E--1 

NOTES Seal: Glass 
Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Leadframe: Kovar 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

Symbol 

Inches 

I 

I 

Millimeters 

SJ, 

b~ 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A 0.045 0.090 1.14 2.29 

b 0.010 0.022 0.25 0.56 

C 0.003 0.009 0.08 0.23 

D 0.280 7.11 

E 0.238 0.260 6.05 6.60 

e 0.050 SSC 0.127 SSC 

L 0.250 0.370 6.35 9.40 
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14-Pin CERPACK 

, • !j-.-4 - L--1 
~ri==~1r---------i1 I 

C A.J 

NOTES Seal: Glass 
Lead Finish: Solder 
Package Composition: 

Package: Ceramic 
Leadframe: Kovar 
Die Attach: Eutectic 

Symbol 

Inches Millimeters 

SJ 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 

A 0.045 0.085 1.14 2.16 

b 0.010 0.022 0.25 0.56 

C 0.003 0.009 0.08 0.23 

D 0.390 9.906 

E 0.235 0.260 5.97 6.60 

e 0.050 BSC 0.127 BSC 

L 0.250 0.370 6.35 9.40 
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In an effort to better serve our customers' high 
performance, high speed, custom needs, Com linear is 
offering the monolithic products in die form. Both the 
ALC and AMC versions are 100% probe tested to 
+ 25°C data sheet electricals and 100% visually 
inspected. In addition, the AMC version includes 
element evaluation per method 5008 of MIL-STD-883. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Metalization: Top - Gold, 1/Lm min. thickness 

(Bond Pads); Back - Gold 

Passivation: 

Die Thickness: 

Die Size: 

Bond Pad: 

SiON, 0.7/Lm min. 

14 mils, ± 2 mils 

See applicable data sheet 

4 mils x 4 mils min. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
The back side of the die is internally connected to - Vee' 
It is not necessary to electrically connect the back side 
to the minus supply. 

PROCESS FLOWS 

ALC DICE PROCESSING FLOWCHART 

100% DC Probe to 
+ 25°C Data Sheet Electricals 

l 
Wafer Saw 

and 01 Water Rinse 
l 

Wafer Inspection 
l 

Wafer Lot 
Qualification 

l 
Die Sort 

Into Waffle Packs 
l 

100% Die Visual 
Inspection to 

M2010 MIL-STD-883 
l 

QA Sample Visual 
Inspection and 

Document Review 
l 

Seal in 
Waffle Pack 

l 
Stock 

(storage in Dry N2) 
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VISUAL INSPECTION 
All wafers are visually inspected per the requirements 
outlined in MIL-STD-883, method 2010, Level B. 

TRACEABILITY 
All devices are traceable back to the wafer lot. All 
documentation relating to each wafer lot will be 
maintained for a minimum of three years. 

PACKAGING 
All dice are packaged in anti-static waffle pack (10 per 
pack minimum), face-up oriented for automatic 
assembly. All dice are considered static sensitive per 
MIL-M-38510 and should be handled as such. For 
class ratings see Section 13. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
See Section 15 or contact factory. 

AMC DICE PROCESSING FLOWCHART 

100% DC Probe to 
+ 25°C Data Sheet Electricals 

l 
Wafer Saw 

and 01 Water Rinse 
l 

Wafer Inspection 
l 

Element Evaluation 
MIL-H-38534 

1. Electrical Test per Device SCD 
DC at - 55'C, + 25'C, + 125'C 

2. Wire Bond Evaluation 

l 
Die Sort 

Into Waffle Packs 
l 

100% Die Visual 
Inspection to 

M2010 MIL-STD-883 
l 

QA Sample Visual 
Inspection and 

Document Review 
l 

Seal in 
Waffle Pack 

l 
Stock 

(storage in Dry N2) 
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The following product accessories, for use in evaluation of Comlinear products, are available by 
contacting either your area representative, distributor, or Comlinear directly. 
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fiiN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

CLC103/203 Evaluation Boards 
Part Numbers 730005,730006 

Evaluation Boards 

To aid in the evaluation of the CLC103 and CLC203 
operational amplifiers, Comlinear has created eval
uation PC boards: PIN 730005 is for inverting gain 
applications and PIN 730006 is for non-inverting 
gain applications. Both boards will accommodate 
either the CLC103 or the CLC203. 

+15V +15V 
2.21'F 

100 OPTIONAL OFFSET 
ADJUST 

20K 22 

,QI,u.F 
IK 

Ro 

10K ' Va , 
L 

-15V R 49.9 
~'R 'f L 

22 
, 

Vi ·1· 

(RL;Ro) 

Ri -15V 2.2JLF 
Vo 1500 
V;-=-R Zout=Ro 

Zin= RIlRi 

Figure 1: Inverting circuit with offset adjust circuitry 

I 
I 

a: 
..: 
~£Q 
::::i~ 
::10 

~ 
Figure 2: Component side (top), inverting 

in 
" II! 
~ 

Note to CLC203 Users 

The CLC203's superior input offset voltage and 
settling characteristics allow the composite amplifier 
(the LF356 and associated circuitry) to be omitted. 

Figure 3: Circuit side (bottom) as viewed 
from component side, inverting 

2.275" 

+.50~~ 0-15 

I ott~~ ~~~~n:~ ~ ~ 
::~ ~ ~ Corporation ~ 

QS'O'I'F<L9 
~ 0 us PATENT 4 ". 73. 

L"'. ~~ 
,0, ~ O-C:Q-o ~ 
1oI.01p.F 

Figure 4: Component placement guide, inverting 

I 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
EB103/203.01 January 1993 
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100 

CROSSOVER 
ADJUST 

Rb Ro 

15K 

+ISV 

Zou1=Ro 
Zin RI1I3pF ·15V 2.2~F 

Rc'!:IOK·I5KIl(Ro+Rb) 

Figure 5: Non-inverting circuit with offset adjust circuitry 

I 
a: « wZZ 

~8 

C 
ao 

0 ... 
o 0 

Figure 6: Component side (top), non-inverting 

Figure 7: Circuit side (bottom) as viewed 
from component side, non-inverting 

~ o....c::D-O ~ 
+1'0 ~ ~~ 0-1' 
~ 'l:Y.OI ,Q:9 O-.QD-O ~ ~, ... ,2 

~ ComlineQr ~ o::.,,~ ~A'i I 
c~:~~ratlon @8° 201< ~OI~ 

a LF356 8 

o us PATENT 4 358 739 C ! -
o 0 o..c:LJ-O ~ ...---Q :. ~ o-@]-o 

o O-..C:!LJ-O ~ 

I 

Figure 8: Component placement guide, non-inverting 
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rnN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 
Evaluation Board 

To aid in the evaluation of the CLC104 amplifier, 
Comlinear has created an evaluation PC board: 
PIN 730007. The PC board schematic, layout, and 

Figure 1: Circuit diagram showing 
offset voltage adjustment circuitry 

Figure 2: Component side (top) 

CLC104 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730007 

component placement guide are shown below. Other 
application information is presented in the CLC104 
data sheet. 

• a 

a 

a • 
[g]o~, 

Figure 3: Component placement guide 

Figure 4: Circuit side (bottom) as viewed 
from component side 

a 

O-Vcc I a 

a II 
a 

aJ 

2.275" 

Com linear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
EB104.01 January 1993 
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~Comlinear 
~ Corporation 
Printed Circuit Layout and Supply Bypassing 
As with any high-frequency device, a good PCB layout is 
required for optimum performance. This is especially 
important for a device as fast as the CLC11 0, which has 
a typical bandwidth of 730MHz. 

To minimize capacitive feedthrough, the pins not con
nected internally (pins 2, 3, 6, and 7) should be connected 
to the ground plane. Input and output traces should be 
laid out as transmission lines with the appropriate termi
nation resistors very near the CLC11 O. On a 0.065 inch 
epoxy PCB material, a 50n transmission line (commonly 
called stripline) can be constructed by using a trace width 
of 0.1" over a complete ground plane. 

Figure 1 shows recommended power supply bypassing. 
The ferrite beads are optional and are recommended only 
where additional isolation is needed from high-frequency 
(>400MHz) resonances of the power supply. 

CLC110 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730012 

+ 
C3r 

6.8P.FJ, 

-5V 

ferrite 
bead (aplianal) 

L2 
ferrite 
bead (oplional) 

Rio is chosen 
for desired input 
impedance. 

C2 
Io.OIp.F 

R out is chosen 
for desired output 
impedance. 
(CLC110 Roul = 20) 

Figure 1: Recommended circuit 
and evaluation board schematic 

Parasitic or load capacitance directly on the output of the 
CLC11 0 will introduce additional phase shift in the device, 
which can lead to decreased phase margin and frequency 
response peaking. A small series resistor before the 
capacitance effectively decouples this effect. The graphs 
on the CLC11 0 data sheet illustrate the required resistor 
value and the resulting performance vs. capacitance. 
Precision buffed resistors (PRP8351 series from Precision 
Resistive Products), which have low parasitic reactances, 
were used to develop the data sheet specifications. 
Precision carbon composition resistors or standard 
spirally-trimmed RN55D metal film resistors will work, 
though they will cause a degradation of AC performance 
due to their reactive nature at high frequencies. 

~~ ReT Oi 
D-I"I---::::C3:---'IDC~ ~O I C4 0:: 

Evaluation Board 
An evaluation board, part number 730012, is available 
to assist in the evaluation of the CLC11 O. It may also be 
used as a guide in developing a printed circuit layout. 
Figure 1 shows the board's schematic; Figures 2 through 
4 show the board layout. 

Evaluation Board Parts List: 
Rin select for desired input impedance 
Roul select for desired output impedance 
C" C2 0.1pF ceramic radial lead 
C3 , C. 6.8pF (Sprague 1500 series) 
L" L2 ferrite beads (optional) (Ferroxcube #VK 200 19/4B) 

Hardware (optional) 
Sockets Cambion flush-mount connector jacks 

(#450-2598-01-06-00) 
SMA Connectors (female) 

Amphenol 901-144 (straight) 
Amphenol 901-143 (angled) 

D+5V 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

~ e21 
Iir'lEOMllneo.r 
~ orporo. tlon 
(303) 226-0500 

p:1IJ CLC110 EVAL BOARD I 
IN ~ 730012 0 

OGND 

Figure 2: Component placement guide 

Com linear Corporation· 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
EB110.01 January 1993 
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0 0 
0 0 

8 I) 0 
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0 ~toOE\ 
0 0 

~ 0 0 ~ 
Figure 3: Solder side (bottom) as viewed 

from component side (top) 
Figure 4: Component side (top) 

showing extensive ground plane 
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riiN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

The 730023 is an evaluation board designed to aid in 
the evaluation and characterization of the CLCl14 and 
CLCl15 closed-loop quad buffers. The CLCl14 is 
intended for use in applications requiring lower power 
operation while the CLCl15 is intended for use in 
systems requiring wider bandwidth and higher output 
drive capability. Both of these quads offer four unity 
gain buffers in one 14-pin package. The individual data 
sheets provide more detailed information on 
applications and specifications. 

The 730023 evaluation board allows for the 
construction of a number of different circuits utilizing 
both the CLCl14 and the CLCl15. Two of the four 
channels on the board are arranged for the evaluation 
of signal buffering in a 500. environment while two other 
channels integrate on-board, user-selected, RC active 
filters. Each type of filter, low pass or bandpass, can 
be implemented by selecting the appropriate RC 
component. The filters are designed to use all four of 
the buffers configured in series: an input buffer, one or 
two cascaded active filter stages and an output buffer. 

The complete schematic of the 730023 evaluation 
board, showing all component locations, is shown in 
Figure 3. The parallel resistor/capacitor locations are 
intended for use with either a resistor or a capacitor 
with the choice of component depending upon the type 
of filter. Figure 4 shows the component placement for 
a cascaded bandpass filter and Figure 5 shows the 
component placement for the cascaded low pass filter. 
Each of the two low pass filter sections can be 
configured as either a second or a third order filter. 
Configuration of the third order filter requires the 
placement of additional components. Channel 1 
requires R1 , C1 and channel 4 requires Rs, Cs. It will 
be necessary to cut the 500. strip line from the input 
of channel 3 (pin 5) in order to evaluate the active filter 
circuit. Separate evaluation of the buffer circuits 
requires a 500. resistor to be placed at the input of 
channels 1 and 4 (R4 and Rg) to insure stability of the 
unused buffers. 

Low Pass Filter Design with the 730023 Evaluation 
Board 

Figure 5 shows the schematic for a low pass filter. The 
two filter sections may be configured as either a second 
or a third order filter and therefore, configured in series, 
provide for a fourth or fifth order low pass filter. 

Low Pass Filter Design Equations 

It is a common practice in filter design to begin with 
the synthesis of a filter normalized in frequency and 
impedance. This method simplifies the derivation of 
design equations and allows for the convenient 
calculation of component values. Circuit resistors are 
normalized to 10. and resonant, or cut-off frequencies, 
are normalized to 1 rad/sec [3]. Now, the design effort 
is reduced to the calculation of capacitor values in an 
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CLC114/115 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730023 

RC active filter. For simplicity, the filter design equations 
below use the component designations of channell, 
shown in Figure 5. 

Second-Order Filter 

Using R2,R3=1n (R1 =0, C1 =0 for second order), 
the normalized transfer function is 

H(s) = 1 
C3 Css2 + 2C3s + 1 

The roots of this transfer function are a complex 
pole-pair at s=a±j~. 

H(s) can then be expressed in terms of this pole-pair. 
1 H(s) = ---:::-2--'----

__ s __ +~+l 
a2+~2 a2+~2 

equating coefficients in these two equations for the 
two capacitors yields 

1 a Cs= - , C3= -2--
a a +~2 

The pole locations (values for IX and 13) for all filter 
types (Butterworth, Bessel, Chebyshev etc.) can be 
found in the references listed at the end of this 
application note. 

Third-Order Filter 

Using R1 ,R2,R3=10., the normalized transfer 
function is 

H(s) _ 1 
- As3 + Bs2 + Cs + 1 

where 
A = C1 C4CS; B = 2C4(C2 + Cs); C = C1 + 3C4 

Solving for the capacitor values in terms of the pole 
locations is cumbersome. As a practical matter, the 
capacitor values have been tabulated [2] for this filter 
topology. The design of an nth order filter is done by 
looking up capacitor values for a filter normalized to a 
- 3dB frequency of 1 rad/sec. 

Once the normalized capacitor values have been found, 
the actual component values are found by scaling for 
frequency and impedance. The normalized capacitor 
values are frequency scaled by dividing them by the 
desired cut-off frequency wc' Wc =2'ITfc. Impedance 
scaling is then performed by dividing the frequency 
scaled capacitor values by a resistor of value R. This 
resistor value is chosen such that impedance scaling 
produces reasonable capacitor values. All resistances 
have been assumed equal for a particular filter section. 
The resistors (normalized to 10.) are then impedance 

• 



scaled by multiplying by the impedance scaling factor 
R. The following equation summarizes these two steps 
for calculating actual capacitor values. 

C = Cnormalized 
21tfcR 

Design Example. Fifth-Order Bessel Low Pass, 
fc=1MHz. 

A fifth-order Bessel (maximally flat delay) low pass filter 
can be built from a cascade of a third and a second
order filter section. A fifth-order polynomial must first 
be factored into second and third order polynomials 
(whose product is the desired· fifth-order Bessel 
polynomial). The cascade of a second and a third-order 
Bessel polynomial does not yield a fifth-order Bessel 
polynomial. For a fifth-order circuit, the following 
normalized capacitor values are found [2]. 

third-order section: C5 =1.010F; C.=0.3095F; C,=0.8712F 

second-order section: C5 =1.041F; C.=0.3100F 

Scaling for frequency and impedance, the calculated 
component values are as follows: 

third·order section: 

R = 2.371<0; C5 = 68pF; C. = 20.8pF; C, = 58.8pF 

second-order section: 

R=1.82kll; C5 =91pF; C.=27.1pF 

Due to buffer input capacitance, C, and C4 were slightly 
decreased in value. A circuit was built according to 
Figure 5 with these component values: 

Rln" Rin2, R" =500.; R" R2, R 3=2.37ko'; 
R7 • R8 = 1 .82ko' 

In the passband, the group delay ('1') for a fifth-order 
Bessel lowpass filter [1] is 

2.4 f f "C = -2-f-- or c= 1MHz, "C= 382nsec. 
1t csec 

Figure 1 shows the frequency response of the 
magnitude, phase and group delay. The group delay 
can be approximated from the phase from the equation 

"C = ~q>(degrees) 
3600(~ f) 

where ~ is the delay aperture, ~cp is the phase change 
over the delay aperture. In this filter, the group delay 
was constant within 3% to 1.3MHz, using a delay 
aperture of 25kHz. 

o 2 3 4 
Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 1 

Second-Qrder Bandpass Filter 
Performance Equations 

5 

o 

-90 ;l! 

~ 
-180e: 

cl!l 
-270 ~ 

.!!? 

-360 

The circuit of Figure 4 is a cascade of two second-order 
bandpass filters to yield a fourth-order bandpass filter. 
This circuit is often simplified [4] by choOSing R2 , R4 , 

R5 = Rand C2 , C3 = C. This approach is adequate when 
the gain of the amplifier, K, can be chosen by the 
designer. When K is fixed (as in the case of a unity-gain 
buffer) only the resistor and capacitor values are left 
to determine circuit performance. Furthermore, it can 
be shown [3] that the equal-R, equal, equal-C design 
has poor performance sensitivity to component 
variation. For example, making C2>C3 will increase the 
a of the circuit (other components remaining the same 
as the equal-C case) while simultaneously decreasing 
the a-sensitivity to other circuit parameters. 

Below are equations for W O ' a and midband gain for 
two extremes of circuit component constraints. The 
equal-R, equal-C equations offer the simplest circuit 
design with the most restricted performance. 
Conversely, allowing free choice of all component 
values allows the designer to optimize any design 
parameter. These parameters cannot, however, be 
chosen independent of one another. An example of 
trade-ofts to be considered is the C.jC3 ratio. IncreaSing 
this ratio (while other component values remain the 
same) raises the circuit a, but it also reduces the 
midband gain (increases the insertion loss) of the filter. 
Finding the best compromise is left as a challenging 
exercise for the motivated designer. 

where K is the gain of the CLC114/CLC115. 
For the equal-R, equal-C case: 

0002 = :c ,Q = !!K . midband gain (almo) = 4 ~ K 
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~ Comlinear CLC2XX Series Evaluation Boards 
~ Corporation Part Numbers 730008, 730009 
Evaluation Board for CLC200, 201,205,206,207,220,221,231, and 232 

Description 

Comlinear part numbers 730008 (inverting) and 730009 
(non-inverting) are evaluation boards designed to help 
design engineers evaluate and use the CLC2XX Series 
op amps. In addition, the boards can serve as a guide 
for engineers who are developing printed circuit layouts 
forop amps. 

Part number 730008 is designed for inverting gains, 
and part number 730009 is designed for non
inverting gains. Each is discussed individually. 

Part Number 730008 - Inverting Gains 

Schematic 

+Vee +Vee 

IN821 
IK 

20K 
20K~·~~------~ 

IN821 

Ro 
.x~~---+.~~~~Vo 

Ri 

Capacitance in p.F 

... 
:;(250) 
l 

33 TO.o, : 
L _ - _ - - - --J'CLC231 

..----.>--<) -Vee o.lr +r 2.2,20V 

Top View 
2.275" 

~I +V.. V~ 0 -vee I 

"I"~ ~Jt~~,:,~ 
~ D-.082.-o I I 

o--c:::::J-O •• 
o a 

~ CLC PIN 730008 v.n •• ~ 
Note to CLC231 1232 Users: Cuttraces between pins 11 and 8 on bottom at board and add a 
250 n resistor between pins 5 and 11 (on bottom). 
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Part Number 730009 - Non-Inverting Gains 

+Vee 

IK 

Rg 

Schematic 

+Vee 

Ro 

~ 
~:(250) , 

33 'T'0.OI, 

IK 
I ".', 
L._ -- -- -- oJ CLC231 

-Vee 
Capacitance in fJF 

..... -t-O-Vee 

O.lr +r2.2,20V 

Top View 

r- +vcc 
I Youl 0 

9 au. "Y'!' 
•.• 0 c:::J....9 ~al .... 

. alQ..9 ~ o-CJ-o I a.,~ 0 ~~I 

?~o.o+o. 
!~!~"wo-lo" 9~ o ~ CLC730009 L 0 .aK 

D 

Note to CLC231 1232 Users: Cuttraces between pins 11 and 8 on bottom at board and add a 
250 a resistor between pins 5 and 11 (on bottom). 

Parts List 

RESISTORS: 

Designator Value or Equation 
Non-Inverting Inverting 

Z (out) 

R,/(A. -1) 

Z (in) 

Z (out) 

RIIAvI 
Z (in) Rg/[Rg -Z (in)] 

All resistors metal film RN55D or equivalent except: 
20k trimpot (offset adjust) 
20k Re05 (or equivalent) 

CAPACITORS: 

Designator 

.01 

.1 

2.2 

HARDWARE: 

Value 

.01 uf, 20V ceramic 

0.1 uf, 20V ceramic 

2.2 uf, 20V tantalum 

Sockets Cambion flush-mount connector jacks 
(#450-2598) 
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rnN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 
Evaluation Boards 
To aid in the evaluation of CLC300 operational 
amplifiers, Comlinear has created an evaluation PC 
board, PIN 730010. This board is designed for use in 
either inverting or non-inverting configurations, as 
Figures 1 through 4 illustrate. 

Operational Hints 
A few suggestions will help to maximize the usefulness 
of this board: 

Optimum performance is obtained without the use of 
sockets. However, if sockets are necessary, flush mount 
connector jacks from Cambion (PIN 450-2598-01-03-00) 
are recommended. To minimize capacitance between 
pins, jacks should be used only where contact to the 
CLC300 must be made (pins 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 24). 

In an effort to simplify this layout, -Vee has been routed 
through pin 10 of the CLC300. This routing, however, 
causes approximately 0.2dB of frequency-response peak
ing. This peaking can be eliminated by floating pin 10 
either by cutting that pin away from the package or by 
rerouting the -Vee trace. 

The board is shaped to fit the Modpak case 7042. 

+ 15 V ...... _1---0 

VINo-----=! 

Capacitance in fLF 

Ro 
50 

~=+-JV\I\,--O '12 Vout 

RF 
Av~l+ RG 

RF = 1500 (interna\) 

Figure 1: Non-inverting gain test fixture 

CLC300 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730010 

General Layout Considerations 
To assure optimum performance, the user should follow 
good layout practices which minimize the unwanted 
coupling of Signals between nodes. Avoid wire-wrap type 
PC boards and methods. 

During PC board layout, keep all traces short and direct. 
The resistive bodies of RI and Rg should be as close as 
possible to pin 8 to minimize capacitance at that point. For 
the same reason, remove ground plane from the vicinity 
of pins 6, 7 and 8. In other areas, use as much ground 
plane as possible on one side of the PC board. It is 
especially important to provide a ground return path for 
current from the load resistor to the power supply bypass 
capacitors. Ceramic capacitors of .01 to .1JlF should be 
close to pins 13 and 16. Larger tantalum capacitors 
should also be placed within one inch of these pins. 

To prevent signal distortion caused by reflections from 
impedance mismatches, use terminated microstrip or 
coaxial cable when the Signal must traverse more than a 
few inches. Since the PC board forms such an important 
part of the circuit, much time can be saved if prototype 
boards of any high-frequency sections are built and 
tested early in the design phase. 

+15V_~t--. 

Vino--.JV\"'-~ 

Ri 

For lin =50n Select: 

RG IIRi=50 

-Av= RF 
RG 

RF= 1500n 
(interna\) 

Figure 2: Inverting gain test fixture 
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o 

Figure 3: Component placement guides, non-inverting 

o 
o 
o 

L! 
Figure 5: Component (top) side 

o E30Q-PCB 

CLC300A EvaluRtlon Soard 

2.275" 
20V,TA 

~ 01 
B 

Figure 4: Component placement guides, inverting 

Figure 6: Solder (bottom) side as viewed from component 
(top) side 
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a-Pin Monolithic Amplifier 
Evaluation Boards (Part Numbers 730013, 730027) 

DESCRIPTION 

The 730013 (Rev.C) is an evaluation board configured 
to accommodate most of Com linear's 8-pin monolithic 
amplifier products in a standard through-hole DIP. A 
companion board, the 730027 (Rev. C) is also 
available for easy evaluation of the 8-pin plastic SOIC 
(surface mount) packages (AJE suffix). These boards 
are set up to yield a non-inverting gain determined by 
the Rf and Rg resistors. Additionally, typical op amp 
topologies, such as inverting and differential 
amplification, can be easily implemented by slight 
modifications to the board. With the introduction of the 
Rev. C board (July, 1991) the following Comlinear 
amplifier products may be evaluated using this board. 
(Unless specifically stated otherwise, all of these are 
current feedback amplifiers using +/-SV supplies.) 

CLC400 ~ A wide band amplifier optimized for low 
gain operation 

CLC401 ~ A wideband amplifier optimized for high 
gain operation 

CLC402 ~ A high accuracy (.002S%) amplifier for low 
gain operation 

CLC404 ~ A wideband, high slew rate amplifier for 
intermediate gains 

CLC406 ~ An intermediate gain amplifier with low 
quiescent power 

CLC409 ~ A low gain, wideband amplifier with low 
harmonic distortion 

CLC410 ~ A low gain amplifier with a shutdown 
capability 

CLC411 ~ A wideband, low gain amplifier using +/-
1SV power supplies 

CLC420 ~ A unity gain stable, wideband, voltage 
feedback amplifier 

CLC422 ~ A very high gain-bandwidth product 
voltage feedback amplifier 

CLC42S ~ A very low-noise, wideband, voltage 
feedback amplifier. 

+5 

CLC430 ~ An intermediate performance amplifier 
using +/- 1SV supplies 

CLCS01 ~ A high gain amplifier with output clamping 
capability 

CLCS02 ~ A low gain amplifier with output clamping 
and .002S% settling 

CLCSOS ~ An intermediate gain amplifier with 
adjustable supply current 

Please refer to the detailed data sheets on each of 
these parts for a full description of their performance 
capabilities. 

The high frequency signal path required by each of 
these parts is identical. Hence, the AC portion of the 
layout can be used as a guide to good high frequency 
layout for any of these amplifiers. See application note 
OA-1S for additional layout suggestions. For good high 
frequency performance, close power supply de
coupling to a low inductance ground plane is required. 
Capacitors C1 through C4 provide this for any of the 
parts built up on this board. 

Since all of the above listed parts are op amps, their 
non-inverting input impedance is typically quite high, 
while the output impedance is very low. Hence, the 
board input/output impedance is set for all of these 
parts using the Rin and Rout resistors. 

The following diagrams show a typical circuit 
implementation for each of the devices accommodated 
by this board. The circuit and the component values 
shown for each part correspond to the non-inverting 
test configuration used to generate the specifications 
shown on each part's data sheet. Please refer to the 
specific data sheets for a discussion of any external 
components shown on the following schematics but 
unique to the use of that part. 

+5 The CLC400 is a wideband current feedback op amp 
optimized for low gains. 

In -5 

Out 

Rg 

-5 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = son 
Rf = Rg = 2S0n (Av = +2) 
C1 = C2 = .111F ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.811F tantalum 

RS = 20kQ pot (optional input offset voltage nUll) 

C7 = .0111F ceramic (should be used for best fine scale 

settling even if RS not used) 

Components not used: 
CS, C6, C8 
R1, R2,R3, R4,R6,R7,R8 
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+5 

In 

6 

Out 

-5 

In 

6 Rout 

Out 

+5 

In 

6 

Out 
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CLC401 is a wideband current feedback op amp 
optimized for high gains_ 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = SOO 
Rf = 1.SkO 

Rg= 7B.70 (Av = +20) 

C1 = C2 = .11lF ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.BIlF tantalum 

Components not used: 
CS, C6, C7, CB 
R1 ~RB 

The CLC402 is a wideband current feedback op amp 
optimized for low gains, offering extremely fast settling 
to .002S% accuracy. 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = SOO 
Rf = Rg = 2S00 (Av = +2) 

C1 = C2 = .1 IlF ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.BIlF tantalum 

R7 = RB = 100 (optional series supply resistors -
component side supply traces 
shorting R7 & RB should be cut to 
use these resistors.) 

Components not used: 
CS, C6, C7, CB 
R1 ~R6 

The CLC404 is a wideband op amp optimized for 
intermediate gain with extremely broad full power 
bandwidth. 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = SOO 
Rf= soon 
Rg = 1000 (Av = +6) 

C1 = C2 = .11lF ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.BIlF tantalum 

Components not used: 
CS, C6, C7, CB 
R1 ~ RB 



+5 

In 

6 Rout 

Out 

-5 

+5 

In 

Rin C8 6 Rout 

Out 

Rg 

-5 

+5 
+5 

R5 

In -5 

Rin 

out Out 

disable 

Rg 

-5 

The CLC406 is an intermediate performance, low 
quiescent power op amp optimized for midrange gains 
(+/-1 to +/-10) 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = 50n 
Rf= 500n 

Rg = 100n (Av = +6) 

C1 = C2 = .1j.lF ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.8j.lF tantalum 

Components not used: 
C5, C6, C7, C8 
R1 ~ R8 

The CLC409 is a very wideband op amp optimized for 
low gains and offering exceptionally low harmonic 
distortions. 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = 50n 

Rf = Rg = 250n (Av = +2) 
C1 = C2 = .1j.lF ceramic 
C3 = C4 = 6.8j.lF tantalum 
C8 = .01 uF (optional supply to supply de-coupling for 

reduced distortion) 

Components not used: 
C5, C6, C7 
R1 ~ R6 

CLC41 0 is a wideband op amp optimized for low gains 
(very similar to the CLC400) with an output disable 
capability. 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = 50n 
Rf = Rg = 250n (Av = +2) 

C1 = C2 = .1j.lF ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.8j.lF tantalum 

R5 = 20kQ pot (optional input offset voltage nUll) 
C7 = .01j.lF ceramic (should be used for best fine scale 

setting even if R5 not used) 
R3 = 0-1 kn (open collector disable control. 
Note: trace connecting R3 to +Vcc must be ·cut; R3 
connects to disable logic.) 

Components not used: 
C5, C6, C8 
R1,R2,R4,R6,R7,R8 
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+15V 

In 

Rout 
y:6-r--J\I'I/'v--o Out 

L.....IIMr+----o disable 

The CLC411 is a wide band op amp optimized for low 
gains and using +/-15V power supplies. 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = 50n 
Rf = Rg = 500n (Av = +2) 
C1 = C2 = .1 ~F ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.8~F tantalum 

C6 =C7= .01~F ceramic 
R3 = 0-1kn (open collector disable control. Note: trace 
connecting R3 to +Vcc must be cut; R3 connects to 
disable logic.) 

Components not used: 
C5, C8 
R1,R2,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8 



+5V 
The CLC42S is a very low noise, wideband, voltage 
feedback op amp with an adjustable supply current 
feature. 

Recommended Values: 
In 

Rin = Rout = SOQ 

Rin Rout Rf = SOOQ 

Out Rg = 26Q (Av = +20) 

C1 = C2 = .1~F 

C3 = C4 = 6.B~F tantalum 

R6 = (sets supply current-see data sheet) 

R7 = RB = 10Q (optional series supply resistors-see 

CLC42S discussion) 

Rg 
Components not used: 
R1,R2,R3,R4,RS 
CS, C6, C7, CB 

-5V 

+15 The CLC430 is an intermediate performance op amp 
using +/-1SV supplies, optimized for low gains, and 
offering a disable feature. 

In 
Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout= SOQ 

Rin 6 Rout Rf = Rg = 7S0Q (Av = +2) 

Out C1 = C2 = .1 ~F ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.B~F tantalum 

R3 = 0-1 kQ (open collector disable control. Note: trace 

disable connecting R3 to +Vcc must be cut; R3 connects to 

disable logic.) 

Rg Components not used: 
CS, C6, C7, CB 
R1,R2,R4,RS,R6,R7,RB 

-15 

+5 
The CLCS01 is a wideband op amp optimized for high 
gains and offering an extremely fast output voltage 

C3 C1 clamping capability. 
+ R1 R3 

P Recommended Values: 

In 3 Rin = Rout = SOQ 
Rf = 1.SkQ 

Rin Rg = 4B.7Q (Av = +32) 

Out C1 = C2 = .1~F ceramic 

2 C3 = C4 = 6.B~F tantalum II R1 = R2 = B2SQ 

R3 = R4 = 1.27kQ (clamps at +/-3V) 

CS = C6 = .Q1~F ceramic (optional clamp de-coupling) 

Components not used: 
R4 C7, CB 

RS~RB 

-5 
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+5 

In 

Out 

In 

Rout Out 

Rg 

The CLCS02 is a wideband op amp optimized for low 
gains with exceptional settling to .002S% accuracy and 
a high speed output clamping capability. 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = Rout = son 

Rf = Rg = 2S0n (Av = +2) 
C1 = C2 = .1 ~F ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.8~F tantalum 

R1 = R2 = 82Sn 

R3 = R4 = 1.27kn (clamps at +/-3V) 

CS = C6 = .01~F ceramic (optional clamp de-coupling) 

R7 = R8 = 10n (optional series supply resistors - see 
CLC402 discussion) 

Components not used: 
C7,C8 
RS,R6 

The CLCSOS is a wideband op amp optimized for 
intermediate gains and offering an adjustable supply 
current feature. 

Recommended Values: 

Rin = son 

Rout = (see data sheet) 

Rf = 1kn 

Rg = 200n (Av = +6) 
C1 = C2 = .1 ~F ceramic 

C3 = C4 = 6.8~F tantalum 

CS = 1 OOpF ceramic 

R6 = (sets supply current - see data sheet) 

Components not used: 
C6, C7, C8 
R1,R2,R3,R4,RS,R7,R8 

Input and Output connectors are SMA board mount 
type - such as 

Amphenol 901-144 (straight) 
Amphenol 901-143 (angled) 

The amplifier may be socketed using Cambion flush 
mount connector jacks (PIN 4S0-2S98). 

Resistor types - For best AC performance, low 
reactance precision buffed resistors from Precision 
Resistive Products (PRP83S1 series) should be used. 
Precision carbon composition resistors will also yield 
excellent results while standard spirally trimmed 
RNSSD precision metal film resistors will also work with 
a slight decrease in AC performance. 

Com linear Corporation' 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525· (303) 226-0500· FAX (303) 226-0564 
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riiN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 
The 730024 is an evaluation board designed to facilitate 
the characterization of the CLC414 and CLC415 quad 
current-feedback amplifiers. The CLC414 is designed 
for low power applications, while the CLC415 provides 
wider bandwidth and higher output current drive. Both 
the CLC414 and CLC415 offer four high-speed 
amplifiers in one 14-pin package. Please refer to the 
individual data sheets for more detailed information on 
the specifications and application of these devices. 

The 730024 evaluation board configures the CLC414 
and CLC415 as non-inverting amplifiers in a 5011 
environment. Inverting gain and differential amplifier 
circuits can be built with slight modifications to the 
board. It also serves as a layout guide for engineers 
developing their own printed circuit boards. Particular 
attention should be paid to the use of a ground plane 
and power supply bypassing. Figure 1 shows the layout 
of the board. Figure 2 is the complete board schematic. 

Recommended Component Values 

RIN1, RIN2, RIN3, RIN4 = 5011 

ROUT1, ROUT2, ROUT3, ROUT4 =5011 

RF1, RF2, RF3, RF4 = 50011 

RG1, RG2, RG3, RG4 = 10011 

C1, C2 = 0.1/-tF ceramic 

C3, C4 = 6.8/-tF tantalum 

CLC414/415 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730024 

Figure 1 : Board Layout and Component Placement 

ROUTt Dun ROUT2 OlJT2 

Channel 3 Channel 4 

ROUT4 OUT4 

Figure 2: Board Schematic 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
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IiiN Comlinear 
~ Corporation 

The #730029, Rev. B (through-hole) evaluation board 
provides an easy means of testing the operation and 
performance of both the CLC520 and the CLC522 in their 
14-pin DIP packages. Note, this board obsoletes an 
earlier CLC520 evaluation board - part #730021. A 
similar board, #730033, Rev. B, (SOIC) accommodates the 
CLC520 and CLC522 surface mount versions. Please refer 
to the CLC520 and the CLC522 data sheets for complete 
performance information. 

I. Basic Operation 

Figure1 shows the complete evaluation circuit implemented 
on this board. The primary connections are shown with solid 
lines, while several optional circuit connections are shown 
with dashed lines. 

In2 +5V 
<jl 

10 

R8 

, 
= ':'" I C2 

R9 ~ ~cl-<~~---+--_-:::-:-::-_-~-~o-"_ ~-5~-+_ 
+5V £.5V= V, ·5V 

R10 

Figure 1: External components & amplifier 
internal block diagram 

The CLC520 and the CLC522 have the same pin definitions 
with the only exception of an additional + V cc connection on 
pin 13 of the CLC522, whereas pin 13 is a no-connect on the 
CLC520. The evaluation board hard-wires pin 13 and pin 14 
together, applying +Vcc to both pins allowing the board to 
accommodate both devices. The key operational differences 
between the CLC520 and the CLC522 are found with the 
gain-adjust input (Vg: pin 2). The gain-adjust input voltage 
range of the CLC520 is 0-2V while that for the CLC522 is 
±1.0V. Alsothe gain-adjust input resistance (pin 2 to ground) 
is typically 750n forthe CLC520 and typically 1 OOkn for the 
CLC522. One wiring difference should be noted, the ground 
connection from pin 9 (R11 on the evaluation board) of the 

EB520/522.01 (introductory) 

CLC520/522 Evaluation Boards 
Part Numbers 730029, 730033 

output amplifier's non-inverting input should be a very low 
inductance short to ground for the CLC520 and 20n for the 
CLC522. 

II. Basic CLC520 Connection 

Figure 2 represents the simplest board configuration forthe 
CLC520. The specific resistor values depicted here configure 
the CLC520 with a maximum gain of +1 OVIV; this is the 
condition used to specify the part in its data sheet. 

+5V 

C3 

'IHI-'+'--t--;C;::"2~-'" C6 

6.8"F :J;Q.1"F JO.1"F 

+-----OVg 

53.6n 

·5V 

RS Vout 

50n 

Figure 2: Basic CLC520 connection 

The circuit of Figure 2 implements a non-inverting variable
gain amplifier with a 50n input impedance (R1), a 50n 
output impedance (RS), and a maximum gain of +10VIV 
(1.S5-(R7/R3)). Recognizing the combination of the 50n 
series output resistor and the 50n load results in a voltage 
divider, the gain to this matched load is one half of the 
maximum device gain setting, i.e. +5 (14dB). The gain
adjust input has a 0-2V range with Vg > 2.0V yielding the 
maximum gain while Vg = OV yields the maximum signal 
attenuation. Note, the CLC520's parallel combination of R4 
(53.6n) and its internal 750n resistor to ground on pin 2 
results in a 50n input impedance for Vg . The inverting input 
(In-) is ground-referenced through 50n while the output 
amplifier's non-inverting input is ground-referenced at pin 9. 
The evaluation board provides a component location at pin 
9 (R11) used as a ground connection for the CLC520. This 
ground connection should be very short from the hole for 
R11 directly to the top-side ground plane, not a long wire in 
place of R11. In an application board layout, the CLC520's 
pin 9 should be taken directly into a very low-inductance 
ground plane with as little lead length as possible. This will 
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preventthe possibility of a high-frequency resonance (>400 
MHz) in the output amplifier's input stage from causing any 
stability or frequency response problems. Earlier discussions 
of the CLCS20 implied that pin 9 could be used to introduce 
a DC offset into the output amplifier. Due to its limited input 
voltage range and the need for a broadband low source 
impedance on pin 9, this method of introducing a DC offset 
is not recommended. As will be discussed later, an additional 
signal or DC offset can be more effectively introduced 
through the inverting input (pin 12). 

III. Basic CLC522 Connection 

Figure 3 shows the simplest configuration forevaluating the 
CLCS22. The specific resistor values depicted here configure 
the CLCS22 with a maximum gain of +10V!V; this is the 
condition used to specify the part in its data shee 

In+ 

+5V 

IIHI"+:....-+--t"::----, 

6.8"F 

C4 

11r=11f---1I------,~--, 
6.a.F 

-5V 

RS Vout 

son 

Figure 3: Basic CLCS22 connection 

This circuitis nearly identical to that ofthe CLCS20. The only 
two circuit changes are seen at the gain-adjust input (pin 3), 
terminated here in son as opposed to the CLCS20's S3.6n 
(the difference lies in the fact that the CLCS22 has a much 
greater input impedance through pin 2 than the CLCS20) 
and the ground-reference of the output amplifier (pin 9) is 
taken to ground through a 20n resistor (R11). The input 
gain-adjust voltage range of the CLCS22 is ±1V. -1V for 
minimum gain (maximum attenuation) to + 1 V for maximum 
gain set by 1.8S·(R7/R3). Again, the ground connection on 
pin 9 is very critical to the high-frequency stability of the 
amplifier. In this case the 20n resistor acts to stabilize a high 
frequency (>400 MHz) resonance in the output stage. An 
optional power-supply decoupling capacitor (C8) is shown 
with the CLCS22 on pin 13 of Figure 1. A 0.01 ~F capacitor 
located at C8 can be used to slightly improve the device's 
fine scale pulse settling time, however, in most cases this 
capacitor is not required for evaluation. 

IV. Gain Control Input Resistor Options 

Two additional resistor locations (R12 & R13) are included 
on the gain-adjust line. The resistor locations may be used 
to introduce a DC bias on pin 2. Figure 4 provides an 
example of how R12 and R13 can be used to fix the CLCS20 
and the CLCS22 at their maximum gains by applying a 
resistive DC-bias voltage on pin 2 in the absence of an 
applied Vg input. Note, the CLCS20 presents an approxi
mate 7S0n resistance on pin 2 while the CLCS22 is typically 
100kQ. 

CLC520 CLC522 

2 2 
1.91k 

900n 1.2SV +SV 
2.27V +5V R12 

R12 
3.16k 

-SV 

R13 

Figure 4: Setting up for the fixed maximum gain 

One CLCS20 application (shown above) is a fixed maxi
mum-gain connection combined with an open-collector 
pull-down (not shown) to disable the gain channel. If an 
open-collector gate is used to pull pin 2 low, the signal 
channel would see its maximum attenuation. While this 
arrangement will greatly improve the downstream signal 
isolation, it will not cause the CLCS20's output to rise to a 
high impedance nor reduce its quiescent current. 

A related CLCS22 application (shown above) reverses the 
positions ofthe two resistors, resulting in a negative DC bias 
on pin 2. This arrangement will place the part into a default 
maximum-attenuation mode and therefore, in the absence 
of an applied Vg voltage, isolate the part from signal 
transmission. Since the resistors used here are relatively 
large, any DC source for Vg can be used to drive pin 2 to the 
desired gain-control voltage. 

V. Summing Signals and Offsets into the 
Output Stage 

The output amplifier's inverting node (pin 12) is available to 
introduce any additional signals or offsets into the output. 
Since pin 12 is a virtual ground, additional signals may be 
summed into this node without a substantial impact of the 
signal current flowing from the adjustable-gain path. Briefly, 
adding an additional impedance on the inverting input of the 
output amplifier will result in a slight bandwidth reduction of 
the output amplifier and an increase in the noise gain forthe 
output amplifier'S non-inverting input noise voltage. Referto 
application note OA-13 for a more thorough discussion of 
current feedback amplifiers in inverting summing applica
tions. Figure S shows an example of using the optional 
components on the board to sum in a high-speed signal with 
a gain of -2 to the output pin (or -1 to the matched son load). 
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son 
.........-- input 

In2 
~50a 

AS 5000. R6 54.9n source 

12 1kn 

CLC520 or 
CLC522 

RS 

son __ 50n 
load 

Figure 5: Summing a high-speed signal into the output 

Note, R6 can be used in either oftwo locations on this board. 
In Figure 5 R6 is positioned as part of the output op amp's 
inverting input (In2) termination. Alternatively, it can be 
positioned to pick off the wiper voltage of an offset-adjust 
pot (R14 Figure 1) which is to be fed into the inverting node 
of the output amplifier. Figure 6 shows this application 
where an output offset, independent of the gain adjustment 
stage, is introduced into the inverting node of the output 
amplifier. 

+5V 

R6' 
r-"'VV\~~ A14 

2kn 
AS 2kn 

CLC520 or 
CLC522 

A7 ·5V 

1kn 

10kn Av = 114 at pot 
extremes 
±1.25 output 
DC voltage 
adjustment range 

Figure 6: Summing in an output DC offset 

VI. Nulling the Output DC Offset 

Both the CLC520 and the CLC522 consist of three major 
functional sections each of which contributes a DC offset 
voltage to the output of the device; the differential input 
buffer, the multiplier core and the output amplifier, The 
offsets produced by the input buffer and the output amplifier 
can be nulled with the appropriate external circuitry. It will 
not be possible to completely null the offset effects of the 
multiplier core because of its nonlinear nature. As a reSUlt, 
a small nonlinear DC offset voltage gain overthe adjustment 
range will always be present at the output of the device. 
Figure 7 shows the required external circuitry necessary to 
add the appropriate nulling offsets at both the input buffer 
and the output amplifier. 

+5V 

R10 
10kn 

·5V 

In+ 0---",---:; 

R1 
500 

R2 
500 

+SV 

RS' 
r--'\AI\"-'':> R14 

10kn 
AS 

2kn 

CLC520 or 
CLC522 

2kn 

R7 

Supplies and de-coupling 
to amplifier not shown 

'------0 Gain Adjust 

Figure 7: Input and output stage DC nulling 

The output stage offset should be trimmed prior to the input 
stage. With the gain adjust pin set at minimum gain 
(maximum attenuation), the output stage offset may be 
nulled independently from the input stage. R14 should be 
adjusted to yield the desired output error voltage (typically 
<1 mY). Having corrected for the input offset voltage and 
bias current errors ofthe output amplifier, returning the gain 
adjust pin to the maximum gain voltage will allow the input 
buffer stage DC offset errors to be corrected. With no input 
signal present, but with matched source impedances at 
each of the two buffer inputs, R10 of Figure 7 can be 
adjusted to bring the output to within the desired error band. 

Adjusting the input and the output stage offsets at the two 
gain extremes will hold the output DC error at a minimum at 
these two points in the gain range. If a more limited gain 
range is anticipated, the adjustments should be made at 
these operating points. The non-linear DC error introduced 
by the multiplier core will cause a residual, gain dependent, 
offset to appear at the output as the gain is swept from 
minimum to maximum. Also, neither the input nor the output 
offset adjustments described here will improve temperature 
drift effects. Please see the CLC522 data sheet for a more 
complete discussion of DC offset control. 

VII. Printed Circuit Board Layout 

The CLC520/522 evaluation boards show a careful attention 
to parasitic effects in the layout. Generally, any parasitic 
coupling path to an AC ground (this includes both power and 
ground planes) should be avoided at any olthe signal input 
and output pins. At the same time, a very good, close 
proximity, ground plane needs to be provided for the power 
supply de-coupling capacitors, These boards show the 
ground plane totally opened up around the part, but close 
enough to provide minimum parasitic inductance for the the 
de-coupling capacitor connections. The ground plane on 
the evaluation boards is also part of a 50n transmission line 
impedance implemented on the two buffer input and gain 
adjust traces. 
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Best frequency response flatness is obtained if there is 
minimal parasitic capacitance to ground on the output ofthe 
two input buffers, pins 4 & 5. The gain setting resistor (R3 
on these boards) should be in very close proximity to these 
pins with short, symmetric, PC board traces connecting to 
pins 4 & 5. As application note OA-16 describes, this trace 
symmetry to the gain setting resistor will improve the high 
frequency CMRR in differential amplifier applications. 

All of the I/O pins associated with the output stage amplifier 
are particularly sensitive to parasitic capacitance to an AC 
ground. The non-inverting input pin (pin 9) should be tied 
directly to the ground plane for the CLC520, while a 200 
resistor to ground (R11) should be used for the CLC522. 
The output amplifier's feedback resistor.(R7). should also 
be connected between the output and the inverting input 
(pins 10 & 12) with minimum trace length and parasitic 
coupling to any AC ground. And finally, the output pin should 
be buffered from the load by a resistor, (R8), that is acting 
as either an impedance matching resistor, for driving a 
doubly terminated transmission line, or as an isolation 
resistor. when driving capacitive loads. Please see the 
amplifier data sheets for the recommended series resistor 
value vs. capacitive load. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the board layouts for these two 
evaluation boards. 

"--~------"--- ------------~ 

• • 
Figure 8: 730029, Rev. B 
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• 
Figure 9: 730033, Rev. B 

Evaluation Board Parts List - See the device data sheets 
along with the discussion and examples shown here when 
selecting component values. 

R1,R2 - Input terminating resistors 
R3 - Gain setting resistor 
R4 - Gain adjust termination resistor 
R5,R6 - Output signal summing 
R7 - Output amplifier feedback res. 
R8 - Output impedance matching res. 
R9 - Input offset injection resistor 
R10 - Input offset adjustment pot 
R11 - Output non-inverting ground res. 
R12,R13 - Gain adjust default setup 
R14 - Output offset adjustment pot 

Recommended T~pe 

RN55D 1% metal film 
RN55D 
RN55D 
RN55D 
RN55D 
RN55D 
RN55D 
Bournes 10k cermet pot 
RN55D 
RN55D 
Bournes 10k cermet pot 

Notes: R11 should be a simple grounding strap for the 
CLC520. Slightly improved AC response can be obtained 
by using very low reactance resistors (Precision Resistive 
Products type PRP-8351) for R7 & R3. 

C1,C2,C5,C6,C7 
C8 
C3,C4 

- .111F Ceramic capacitor 
- .0111F Ceramic capacitor 
- 6.811F Tantalum capacitor 
(Sprague 1500 or equivalent.) 

The I/O connector styles are: 
-SMA (straight) Ampheno1901-144 
-SMA (right-angled) Amphenol 901-143 

The device through-holes on the 730029 board are large 
enough to accommodate flush-mount socket pins if it is 
desired to socket the part. These should be Cambion PIN 
450-2598 or equivalent. It is important not to use a standard 
14-pin socket since the relatively long connector distance 
above the board will severely degrade the AC performance 
of the CLC520 and CLC522" 
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The 730028 (Rev. B) evaluation board is designed to aid 
in the evaluation and characterization of the CLC532, 2:1 
analog multiplexer. Designed for very wide dynamic range 
systems, the CLC532 provides a wideband, unity gain, 
two-channel multiplexer with exceptional switching speeds. 
High channel isolation and fast pulse settling, make the 
CLC532 ideal for 12-bit AOC input-multiplexing 
applications. The CLC532 data sheet provides more 
detailed performance and applications information. 

Basic Operation 
The complete circuit schematic of the 730028 evaluation 
board, including components for optional circuit 
configurations, is illustrated in Figure 1. The primary 
connections are shown with solid lines while the optional 
input and digital interface connections are shown with 
dashed lines. 

CHANNEL A 

CHANNEL B 

CHANNEL 
SELECT 

+5V 

...... ~. 

R4 f 

R3 R2 

·5.2V 

+R C1 

1?5 

ROUT 

OUTPUT 

T 
C4~ 
C2 

Figure 1: CLC532 Evaluation Board Schematic 

The CHANNEL A and B (pins 2 & 4) analog inputs of the 
CLC532 are buffered high-impedance pins. The two input 
termination resistors (RINA & R1NB) provide impedance 

CLC532 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730028 

matching for the analog sources; a 50n environment is 
assumed. The closed-loop active output of the CLC532 
provides a very low output impedance, typically 1.2n. For 
driving 50n systems, a 48. 7n series output resistor (ROUT) 
will provide a close back matched impedance for 50n 
cables. 

Channel A 
Input 

Signal 

Channel 8 
Input 

Signal 

Figure 2: Driving Remote AID Converter Inputs 

Figure 2 illustrates the CLC532 evaluation board 
connections when driving the high-impedance input of a 
remote AID converter. Most high quality, high-resolution, 
NO converters employ a high-impedance input stage. 
This allows the CLC532 to operate with relatively high load 
resistors (>200n), greatly improving CLC532 distortion 
performance. When the CLC532 drives the AID converter 
remotely from a separate board, a 48.7n series output 
resistor prior to a 50n connecting cable followed by a 
450n termination resistor althe input of the NO converter, 
results in an effective 500n load. When driving NO 
converter inputs directly, a 500n termination load is 
recommended with no series resistance. 

The CLC532 is capable of functioning with ECL, TIL, and 
CMOS logic families. Logic compatibility is controlled by 
0REF' In normal operation, 0REF is left floating and the 
channel SELECT responds to ECL level signals. For TTL 
and CMOS level SELECT inputs, 0REF should be tied to 
+5V (the CLC532 0REFinput is internally buffered through 
a 2300n resistor). TTL and CMOS operation requires the 
use of a resistor input network for the channel SELECT. 
Without the input network, SELECT logic levels above 3V 
will cause internal junction saturation and slow switching 
speeds. 

Comlinear Corporation 
EB532.C 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
December 1992 
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The ClC532 evaluation board is labeled for ±5V supplies. 
Normal ECl logic, and many AID converters, employ a 
-5.2V VEE supply rather than the indicated -5.0V supply. 
Either value is acceptable with negligible impact on 
performance. 

To 500 
Source 

--500 

To 50Q 
Source 

--500 

To 50Q 
Source -::' 

500 

CHANNEL 
SELECT 

+5V 

·5.2V 

16·aPF 

To 500 
Load 

Figure 3: Basic Evaluation Schematic 

Figure 3 illustrates the basic ClC532 multiplexer 
configuration. This configuration terminates both inputs 
with 50Q and places a 48.7Q back-terminating resistor 
(ROUT) at the output. With DREF left floating (ECl logic 
levels), the channel SELECT input is terminated with a 
50Q resistor to ground. This configuration assumes a 50Q 
signal source provides the channel SELECT input. If 
standard ECl logic devices are available to drive the 
channel SELECT input directly, the evaluation board can 
be configured for standard Thevinen equivalent input 
terminations. A 50Q termination resistor to a -2V bias 
supply can also be used. See Channel SELECT Logic 
Interfaces section. The overall gain seen at the matched 
load is 0.5VN (-6dB). The compensation capacitors (C5 
& C6) have been selected for a maximally-flat frequency 
response. 

Compensation Capacitors 
The compensation capacitors (C5 & C6) are used to tune 
the ClC532's frequency response for a given load. Figure 
4 provides the compensation capacitor values for a 
maximally-flat frequency response. For symmetric slew 
rates, C5 and C6 should be equal. Figure 5 provides the 
-3dB bandwidth and slew rate vs. compensation capacitor 
values. The compensation capacitors can be used to limit 
the ClC532's noise-bandwidth. Given a single-pole 
frequency response, the noise bandwidth will be 
approximately ... (1.57)(f.3dB). 

2 
400 

RL (0) 
Figure 4: Maximally Flat Frequency Response 

200 

180 
160 

¥ 140 
e. 120 
..c:: 

100 ~ 
-0 80 <= as co 60 

40 
20 

Figure 5: Slew Rate and Bandwidth vs. 
Compensation 

Channel SELECT Logic Interfaces 

~ 
1= 
~ 

The ClC532 accepts channel SELECT inputs from a 
variety of logic families and sources. During evaluation, a 
signal generator is commonly used to drive the channel 
SELECT input. Accordingly, the evaluation board has 
been initially configured with a 50Q SELECT input 
termination resistor to ground. When driving channel 
SELECT with actual ECl, TTL or CMOS logic gates, it will 
be necessary to add an appropriate input network. The 
730028 evaluation board provides the necessary 
component locations for these networks, and Figure 6 
illustrates the recommended TTL and CMOS 
configurations. 

+5V 

R5 

R3 

R1 
Note: The trace under 

R5 must be cut for 
this configuration. 

Figure 6. Recommended TTUCMOS 
Interface Networks 
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The TTL and CMOS networks limit the maximum voltage 
swing at the channel SELECT input (pin 7) to less than 
3.0V. Exceeding 3.0V will saturate the internal switching 
logic and cause slower switching speeds. If the input of 
the TTL or the CMOS networks is left floating, CHANNEL 
A will be selected. Use of the series resistor (R5) requires 
the cutting of the channel SELECT input trace below R5. 
This is easily accomplished on the back side of the 
evaluation board. 

Driving the CLC532 with standard ECL logic gates requires 
one of the standard ECL terminations at the channel 
SELECT input. The network of Figure 7 provides a 
Thevinen equivalent termination of 50Q to -2V. If a -2V 
bias supply is available, the standard 50Q to -2V is 
certainly acceptable. Allowing the input to this network to 
float will select CHANNEL B. 

CHANNEL 
SELECT 

AlB 

ECl GATE 

CLC532 

-2V 

Thevinen Equivalent 
Output Termination 

R1 810 
To Eel To 

Gate SELECT 

R2 1300 

-5.2V 

Figure 7: Standard ECl Terminations 

Signal Input Options 
The CLC532 evaluation board is capable of implementing 
a switched gain stage by driving CHANNEL B with an 
attenuated version of the CHANNEL A input signal. 
Illustrated in Figure 8, this circuit quickly switches between 
the full amplitude signal at CHANNEL A and the -6dB 
version of that signal at the input of CHANNEL B. This 
circuit provides a simple 50Q termination for the channel 
SELECT input, although any of the previous circuits are 
equally acceptable. The series resistor at the input of 
CHANNEL A (R7) matches its source impedance to that 
of CHANNEL B (ie. R7=R6I1R,NB)' generating equal poles 
from the parasitic input capacitances. This type of source 
impedance matching will also minimize input bias current 
induced offset errors. 

To OQ 
Input 

Source 

100Q RS 

SOQ 

R7 

+SV 

~ 
~ 

To SOQ 
load 

ROUT ---. 

To SOQ 
Source 

Gain 
SELECT 

-S.2V 

Figure 8: Basic Gain Select Configuration 

The switched-gain circuit of Figure 8 should be driven from 
a low output impedance, wideband, amplifier. Figure 9 
uses a CLC406 at a gain of +2V/v to drive both inputs of 
the CLC532 switched gain circuit. With CHANNEL A 
selected, the signal at V OUT will be a OdB (unity gain) 
version of the input signal. With CHANNEL B selected, 
the CLC532 will produce a -6dB (0.5V/V) representation 
of the input signal at V OUT' Figure 10 shows the signal at 
V OUT using a 1 OMHz analog input signal, with the channel 
SELECT toggled at 500kHz. This approach can be easily 
extended to different gain settings. 

Eel Level 
Gain o--~~+~~~~-.--J 

SELECT 

130Q 

-S.2V 

Figure 9: CLC406 Driver for the 
Switched Gain Configuration 
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Figure 10: Gain Select Output with 
500kHz Toggle Rate 

Board Layout Suggestions 
The 730028 board has been designed to provide the 
maximum channel isolation and best fine-scale pulse
settling performance. Channel isolation requires good 
trace separation between the two inputs, while a ground 
plane placed between the inputs and the output will serve 
to isolate the unselected channel from the output. 

On the CLC532 evaluation board, the ground connections 
for the analog input terminating resistors playa strong role 
in channel isolation performance. The input termination 
resistor ground connection for CHANNEL B has been 
placed immediately adjacent to its input SMA connector. 
The input termination resistor ground connection for 
CHANNEL A has been placed at right angles to the input 
trace, and away from the CHANNEL B input. The optimum 
geometry for inputtermination resistor ground connections 
will likely vary from design to design. Some empirical 
testing may be required. 

To achieve high-speed 14-bit settling accuracy, careful 
attention must be given to ground currents and the 
electrolytic power supply bypass capacitors. The ground 
connections of the electrolytic bypass capacitors must 
have a short and symmetric path to the ground connection 
of the CLC532 output load. In the case of the 730028 
evaluation board, the output SMA connector provides the 
ground connection for the output load/return currents. 
Figures 11 a,b illustrate the layout for the 730028 evaluation 
board. 

The 110 connectors are SMA (straight) Ampheno1901-144 
and SMA (right angled) Ampheno1901-143 

The device thru holes are large enough to accommodate 
flush mount socket pins if socketing is desired. These 
should be -Cambion PIN 450-2598 or equivalent. Standard 
DIP sockets are specifically not recommended; the 
relatively long socket leads will severely degrade the ac 
performance of the CLC532. 
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CLC533 Evaluation Boards 
Part Numbers 730035/730039 

The ClC533 is a high-speed 4:1 multiplexer with buffered 
inputs and outputs. This monolithic device has been 
designed using an advanced complimentary bipolar 
process. The ClC533 evaluation boards (two versions) 
have been designed as evaluation platforms for 
CLC533AJP (DIP package) and the ClC533AJE (SOIC 
package). The part number for the evaluation board 
supporting the DIP package is 73003S, and that for the 
board supporting the SOIC is 730039. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the circuit employed on 
the boards. For a detailed description of device 
performance please refer to the individual detail data 
sheet. 

The evaluation board has been designed and layed out in 
a manner to maximize the isolation between the input 
channels. The steps that have been taken to aid in this 
include: separation of the inputs as much as is practical, 
strips of ground plane separating the input traces and the 
use of termination resistors that have been physically 
isolated from one another. A strip of ground plane has 
been placed between the two rows of pins to minimize the 
interference between the inputs and the outputs of the 
device. 

+5V 

+R C1 

13 
JC5 

INA 
2 

14 

INB 
4 15 

CLC533 
16 Rout Out 

INC 
6 

IND 
10 

RinA RinB inC RinD 11 

T 
C2 

8 R2 

Pins 1,3,5,7 used as 
C4 

analog input shield R1 and power grounds 

AO A1 -5V 

Figure 1: Schematic of CLC533 Evaluation Board 

Digital Interface and Channel SELECT 
The ClCS33 functions with TIL, CMOS and ECl logic 
families. The DREF pin determines logic compatibility. 
With DREF left open (R3 not inserted in board) A 0 and A1 will 
respond to ECl level inputs. R1 and R2 can be used to set 
input termination networks as required by the driving gate 
logic family. If DREF is tied to +SV through R3 (approximately 
1 kQ), then the select inputs will respond to TIL or CMOS 
input levels. Note that DREF is internally isolated by a 
2300'1 resistor. R1 and R2 should be left open in TIL or 
CMOS mode. 

Input Signal Termination 
The analog inputs to the board are brought in through four 
SMA connectors. The input signals are terminated with 
RinA, RinB, RinC, and RinD, these resistors should be 
chosen to match the transmission line impedance of the 
cable bringing the Signals to the board, typically SOQ or 
7SQ. 

Power Supplies 
The ClCS33 operates off of two power supplies, nominally 
+SVand -SV. Use of an ECl -S.2V supply rather than the 
-SV supply is allowed/recommended for ECL. The supplies 
used should be capable of providing 100mA of current 
each. 

Applications Support 
Comlinear maintains a staff of applications engineers who 
are available for design and applications assistance. 

Comlinear Corporation 
EB533.00 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
January 1993 
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Figure 2: Top layer metal· circuit side (top view) 
730039 SOIC version 

Figure 3: Bottom layer metal (top view) 
730039 SOIC version 

Figure 4: Top layer metal· circuit side (top view) 
730035 DIP version 
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Figure 5: Bottom layer metal· (top view) 
730035 DIP version 
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The #730019 PCB from Comlinear is intended to allow 
the easy evaluation of either the CLC560 or CLC561. 
These are hybrid DriveR amplifiers primarily intended 
to drive high signal levels into a matched load with 
excellent distortion and full power bandwidth 
capabilities. The CLC560 is optimized for the best pulse 
settling characteristics, with some sacrifice in full power 
bandwidth, while the CLC561 is optimized for the 
highest slew rate, and hence full power bandwidth, with 
some sacrifice in the long term pulse settling accuracy. 

Figure 1 shows the circuit implemented by the board. 
Refer to the individual amplifier data sheets for a 
detailed description of operation. Briefly, however, the 
DriveR amp topology achieves an equivalent output 
impedance without the need for a discrete matching 
resistor in series with the output. The CLC560/561 are 
primarily intended for non- inverting applications with 
the input impedance set by Rni . RI primarily determines 
the output impedance while R , having set a particular 
Rio will set the no load gain. T~e actual voltage gain to 
the load must also include any voltage divider effect 
from the output impedance to the load. Figure 2 
summarizes the design equations for achieving a 
desired output impedance and gain. Note that an 
external compensation capacitance, Cx, must be 
included for flat frequency response. The equation 
shown assumes a load matched to the output 
impedance. 

.---j)j---. 
: 01 : 

+vcc-~=-~""-"-' 

-VCC---:~-02--,-l: 

~--*--~ 

C1.C2 
C3,C4 
01,02 
Cx 

all R's 

Figure 1 

Cx 

6.B ~F Tantalum 
.1f!F Ceramic 
01, 02 IN4002 (optional) 
Ceramic compensation 
Cap. 
RN550 1% metal film 

Several optional features are included in the schematic 
of Figure 1. First, since reversed supplies will destroy 
the CLC560/561 amplifiers, a provision for series 
diodes (type 1 N 4002 or equiv.) has been provided on 
the board. If 01 and 02 are inserted into the board, 
the power supply traces in parallel should be cut. 
Dropping the power supply voltage through these 
diodes will slighty decrease the full scale output voltage 
swing and worsen the 2nd harmonic distortion by about 
1dB. 

CLC560/561 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730019 

SUMMARY DESIGN EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
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Where: 

Rt - Feedback resistor 
from output to 
inverting input 

Rg - Gain setting resistor 
from inverting input 
to ground 

ex - External 
compensation 
capacitor from 
output to pin 19 
(in pF) 

Ro- Desired equivalent output 
impedance 

Av- Non-inverting input to output voltage 
gain with no load 

G - Internal current gain from inverting 
input to output = 10 ± 1 % 

Ri - Internal inverting input impedance 
= 14Q ±5% 

Figure 2 

Second, it is sometimes advantageous to implement a 
portion of the desired output impedance with a discrete 
series resistor in the output, Rx. Inserting an Rx into 
the board will require the output trace on the opposite 
side of the board from Rx to be cut. Using Rx will 
decrease the achievable swing at the load, but will 
improve the output VSWR as shown in the data sheet 
plots and help protect the part from output short circuit 
damage. 

The evaluation board has been layed out with careful 
attention to frequency response, distortion 
characteristics, and thermal managment (see Figure 
3,4, and 5) Specially, a continuous ground plane 
beneath the part has been maintained to allow the use 
of thermally conductive pad beneath the part as 
described in the device data sheets. Using this pad to 
conduct heat into the board, greatly decreases the case 
temperature in operation. Also, the .1/LF supply 
decoupling capacitors have been carefully placed to 
achieve a very symmetric ground return path (through 
the ground plane under the part) to the output load. 
This is very critical to achieving the specified 2nd 
harmonic distortion, Finally, the compensation 
capacitor has been placed to achieve the broadest 
bandwidth capability for a single sided component 
loading scheme. 

II 



CLC560/561 Evaluation Board 

+vcc [Q1] II C1 

+ 
Rin C3 

Pin 1 CJ 0 INPUT OUTPUT 

QI CLC560/561 f:J 
CJ a,C4 CJ 

GND Rg . Cx Rx 
CJ 

Rf I + 
-vee [[Q[] C2 II 

• Comlinear Corporation 

Figure 3: Top side component placement silkscreen 
J1, J2 - SMA connector Amphenol 901-144 (straight) 
or Ampheno1901-143 (right angled) 

The CLC560 or CLC561 can be socketed using 
Cambion flush mount connection jacks. 
PIN 450-2548 

•• •• 
• 
I 

e 
• 

• • • • 

Figure 4: Bottom side metal (viewed from top side) 

Figure 5: Top side metal 

Comlinear Corporation. 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort COllins, CO 80525· (303) 226-0500· FAX (303) 226-0564 
EB560/561.01 January 1993 
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fiiN Comlinear CLC9221925/926 Evaluation Board 
~ Corporation Part Number 730015 
Description 
The CLC92X evaluation board (Comlinear part 
number 730015) is designed to support simple, 
effective evaluation of the converter. It uses a 
standard Eurocard connector to make power, ground, 
and digital connections. Although the board is labelled 
as a CLC925 Evaluation Board, it can also 
accommodate the CLC922 and CLC926 ADC's. 

Power and Ground 
The power supply and ground connections to the 
Eurocard connector should be as short as possible 
in order to minimize power supply resonances. 

The CLC92X has a well-designed power and ground 
system internal to the device. Nonetheless, care 
should be used when adding peripheral digital circuitry 
to avoid corrupting the ground plane by injecting large 
amounts of digital switching noise into the ground 
plane near the CLC92X. 

+ 15V is not used in the CLC922 (Pin 34). For this 
reason J1-A26, B26 may be connected to ground, 
connected to +15V, or left open. 

CLC92X function connector 
pin pin 

9 01 (MSB) BIS 
10 02 BI4 
II 03 BI3 
12 04 BI2 
13 05 BII 
14 06 BIO 
IS 07 B. 
16 08 BB 
11 09 B7 
18 010 B6 
19 Oil BS 
20 012 (LS8) B4 

Analog 
J 

iii BI6 Input 

J3 

~ional 

Figure 1: Evaluation board schematic 

gain 
adjust 

33 

24 

Inputs 
The convert signal may be provided through the 
Eurocard connector or through a standard SMA 
connection on the board. The analog input signal is 
provided through an SMA connector. 

Outputs 
For applications requIring a high degree of drive 
capability (such as driving long lengths of ribbon 
cable), external TTL drivers with greater drive 
capability should be used. 

Convert Clock 
In order to maintain the signal-to-noise performance, 
the phase noise (or jitter) of the convert pulse must 
be kept as low as possible. See the CLC92X data 
sheet for a more complete discussion. 

Schematic and Component Placement 
The schematic and component placement guide for 
the evaluation board are shown below. 

T/H 
reterence 

oftset output 
adjust output (2.000V) 

36 4 3S 

01-012 

iii 
I 
6 
21 
23 
30 
38 

22 26 29 31 32 40 

L2 

A29.829 
A32. B32 A30. 830 

Com linear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
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Figure 2: Component placement guide 

0 

CLC925 Evaluation Boord 
730015 

~ o 0 
o J2 

o~oO 0 
R, 

0 

Note: It is important to carefully note the location of pin #1 
on the evaluation board and to insert the CLC92X correctly. 

Parts List 

CLC92X 12-bit,10MSPSAlO 
730015 printed circuit board 
J1 64-pin Eurocard connector male: 

Winchester 64P-6033-0431-0 
(matching female connector: Winchester 
64S-6033-0422-1 ) 

J2,J3 SMA connector, female AmphenoI901-144 or 
equivalent 

R1 500, 1/8W metal film 
R2 optional (may be used to terminate convert clock) 
R3 1kO,1/8Wmetalfilm 
C1,C2,C3 6.8p.F tantalum capaCitor (Sprague 1500 series or 

equivalent) 
C4-C11 0.1 p.F ceramic radial lead 
L1, L2, La jumper wires 
socket 2 pieces Samtec SL-120-T-30 
A1 jumper wires (optional) 

Eurocard Connections 

Function Row A RowS Function Row A RowS 

CONV l' +15V' 26 26 
OE 3 

GNO 27 27 
012(LSB) 4 GNO 28 28 
011 5 
010 6 -5.2V 29 29 
09 7 -5.2V 30 30 
08 8 
07 9 +5V 31 31 
D6 10 +5V 32 32 
05 11 
04 12 'The convert clock is 
03 13 connected to the Eurocard 
02 14 connector only when jumper 
01 (MSB) 15 A, is installed. 
01 16 

'Not required when using 
aCLC922. 
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roN Com linear 
~ Corporation 

CLC935/6/7 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730025 

Description 
The ClC935 evaluation board has been designed as an 
effective evaluation platform for the ClC935 (12-bit, 
15MSPS) the ClC936 (12-bit, 20MSPS), and the ClC937 
(12-bit, 25.6MSPS) analog-to-digital converters. 
Connections are made using a standard Eurocard connector 
for digital and power signals, and standard SMA connectors 
for the sensitive conversion clock and analog signals. 

The board is available blank (part number 730025) and 
fully assembled (part number E935PCASM). The 
E935PCASM includes a socket for the ClC935/6/7, but 
does not include the ClC935/6/7. 

Power and Ground 
Power supply and ground connections to the Eurocard 
connector should be kept as short as possible to minimize 
power supply resonances. Additionally, switching power 
supplies are strongly discouraged for applications requiring 
maximum performance. 

The converters digital and analog grounds are connected 
via the analog ground plane. The DATA READY and D1-
D14 output drivers have a separate digital ground plane 
and -5.2V power feed. The two "GND" jumpers can be 
used to connect the converter and digital ground planes 
together (the E935PCASM is configured with both ground 
planes connected via the "GND" jumpers). This 
arrangement should facilitate ground-loop creation or 
elimination, as required, to minimize digital system noise 
corruption of the converter and any associated analog 
circuitry. Digital ground is available through the Eurocard 
connector at pins 2A1B and 19A1B. Analog ground in 
available through the Eurocard connector at pins 27A1B 
and 28A1B. 

Analog Input 
The ANALOG INPUT is provided through the SMA 
connector J1. The E935PCASM employs a 50Q input 
termination resistor. Values larger than 200Q are not 
recommended unless driven by a low-impedance analog 
input source. Often in evaluating converters, the ANALOG 
INPUT is driven by a single-tone source. It should be 
noted that any jitter present in this source will undermine 
the apparent quality of the conversion process, specifically 
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio). To avoid this situation, a very
low noise (low jitter) signal source should be used to 
provide the ANALOG INPUT signal. Bandpass filtering will 
likely be required given the generally high harmonic content 
of very-low noise signal sources. 

CONVERT Clock Source 
The evaluation board employs an ac-coupled sine-to-ECl 
converter. The input can come from either the Eurocard 
connector or the SMA connector J2. In normal operation, 
the circuit will function very well with a 2Vpp input signal. 
To maintain the specified SNR performance, a very-low 
phase noise (low jitter) signal source is absolutely essential 
in providing the CONVERT signal. Bandpass filtered 
crystal oscillators or low phase noise synthesizers such as 
the HP8662 or Fluke T6160B are suitable choices. 

The CONVERT clock can be supplied through the Eurocard 
connector at pins 1 A,B. U6 can be left in-circuit if buffering 
of the CONVERT signal is desired. Some "patch" wiring 
will be required to provide adequate termination of the 
Eurocard derived signals. It should be noted that the 
converter references the CONVERT input to analog ground. 
Please refer to the schematic on the following pages. 

Outputs 
The ClC935/6/7 converters employ "constant current" 
ECl compatible outputs. This unique design minimizes 
noise inside the hybrid, but requires buffering, preferably 
near the converter. The evaluation board employs 
MC100E151 hex latches to perform this function. 

Although no termination resistors are needed for the 
ClC935/6/7, the 1 00E151 's, however, do require standard 
ECl terminations. Having been setup as differential 
outputs through the Eurocard connector, it is expected that 
the user will provide suitable ECl terminations on the 
receiving side of the evaluation board connector. Simple 
390Q pull-down resistors to -5.2V have proven effective 
given the speed range of the ClC935/6/7 converters. 

The DATA READY signal is also available from the Eurocard 
connector. This Signal is derived in such a way as to 
minimize any loading or distortion effects on the CONVERT 
signal used for the converter itself. The DATA READY 
signal is also used to clock the output latches U3 to U5, and 
has been terminated on board. If desired, the DATA 
READY termination can be relocated to a more appropriate 
position in the evaluation system. 

The output coding of the converter is controlled through 
two jumpers. The MSB and MSB jumper determines 
which of the converter's MSB outputs is presented to the 
latches, while JP1 controls the inversion of the lSB's (D2 
to D12). The E935PCASM comes configured for binary 
output with the MSB jumper installed. Please refer to the 
ClC935/617 data sheet for more details on output coding. 

Comlinear Corporation 
EB93S.00 

4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 (303) 226-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
January 1993 
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Layout Information 
The four layers which makeup the CLC935/936/937 evaluation board are detailed below. The top and bottom layers also 
include silk-screen data indicating component placement. All reductions are TOP VIEW. Actual board dimensions are 
4.00"x3.00". The bare printed circuit board is available from Comlinear Corporation as part number 730025. For further 
applications assistance, please call the Comlinear Applications Group, 1-800-776-0500. 

Layer 1 - Top Metal Layer 2 - Ground Plane 

Layer 3 - Power Plane Layer 4 - Bottom Metal 
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~ Corporation 
Description 
An evaluation board is available for the ClC940, 
PIN 730011. The board is user-configurable for either 
TIL or ECl operation (see Figure 4). 

On the board near pin 1 of the ClC940 are four points 
labeled "A," "H," "8," and ''T'' (see Figures 4 and 5). 
Jumpers are connected between these points to 
provide the ClC940 with the bias voltages needed for 
single-ended ECl and TIL. Points "H" and "T" go to 
the "hold" and ''track'' inputs, respectively. Point "A" 
goes to the "digital input," and "8" goes to the TIUECl 
bias network. 

The connection scheme for TIL requires that the bias 
network provide + 1.4V at pOint "8." The + 15V supply 
is used and the diodes are inserted so as to be forward 
biased (see Figures 3 and 4). Jumpers are used to 
connect "A" to "H" and "8" to ''T.'' 

CLC940 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730011 

Single-ended ECl is connected similarly, however the 
bias network should be configured to provide -1.4V 
at point "8." The -15V supply is used and the diodes 
are inserted so as to be forward biased (see Figures 
2 and 4). Jumpers are used to connect "A" to "H" and 
"8" to ''T." 

For differential ECl, Signals can be sent directly to 
points "H" and "T," the "hold" and "track" inputs 
respectively. The bias circuit and jumper connections 
should be omitted (see Figures 1 and 4). 

The resistor at the digital input, Ro, is omitted for TIL 
and ECl, but is otherwise used to set the (digital) 
input impedance. The resistor at the analog input, Ri", 

is selected forthe desired input impedance. The output 
resistor, Rout, is selected for the desired output 
impedance and for optimum capacitive-load 
performance (see the Rout vs. load Capacitance plot 
on the plot page of the data sheet). 

Figure 4: Evaluation board schematic '15V 

-5.2V 

Figure 1 : Differential ECL control 

-5.2V 

Figure 2: Single-ended ECL control 

Figure 3: TIL control 

(configured for TIL operation) and parts list 

Analog 
Input 

Digital 
I"",t 

R, R, 

15 

Analog 
Rouf· Output 

*For capacitive 
loads. see the 
Rout vs Load 

4il-:<~-::-......:1>(j),....,....@:.,..,,,.-®:-i®:--,--<§)1 ~ Capacitance 
~Vcc plot. 

DiQitalbiaar- ------., 
clrc"lt, +15V -15V I 

I R5 0 I 
, I 
10, I -15V 
I , 

I ' , , L.. _______ ..J 

For TTL, use the bias circuit shown. Omit Rei_ 

For si~gle-ended Eel, reverse the direction of the diodes and connect R5 to -15V 
instead of + 15V. Omit Rd. 
For differential Eel, omit the Jumper connections "A" to "H" and "B" to "T." Omit 
bias circuit. Make connections directly to "H"and "T." 
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Figure 5: Component placement guide 

o 

• • 

• • :-r-:-:I 
•• 0 

Figure 6: Solder side (bottom) as viewed 
from component side (top) 

Figure 7: Component side (top) showing 
extensive ground plane 

Paris List 

Resistors: 
R1 2000 R3 330 R~ 2.6k0: Rout * *selected for desired input! 
A2 2000 R4 330 Rln Ad '* output impedance 

Capacll ... : (35V. +80% 1-20%) 
C1 O.01pF ceramic radial lead 
C2 O.01pF ceramic radial lead 
C3 6.8pF (Sprague 1500 series) 
C4 6.apF (Sprague 1500 series) 
C5 2.2pF (Sprague 1500 series) 

Cs 2.2pF (Sprague 1500 series) 
C7 O.01pF ceramic radial lead 
Ca O.01pF ceramic radial lead 
Cg O.01pF ceramic radial lead 
C10 O.01pF ceramic radial lead 

Diodes: Hardware: (optional) 
01 1N4150 
02 1N4150 

SMA connectors Amphenol 901-144 (straight) 
or Amphenol 901-143 (angled) 

"Socket" Cambian flush mount connector jacks 
450-2598-01-06-00 

Comlinear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
EB940.01 January 1993 
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~ Corporation 
Description 
The ClC942 is a 12-Bit accurate, fast sampling, 
wideband track-and-hold amplifier which offers ultra
fast switching performance plus an unprecedented 
array of supporting specifications. 

The ClC942 evaluation board (Com linear part 
number 730017) is designed to support simple, 
effective evaluation of the ClC942 track-and-hold. 

The board is user-configurable for TTL or ECl 
operation. The track/hold input may also be configured 
for a nominal input threshold of zero volts. 

Power Supplies 
The ClC942 uses + 15V, + 5V, and - 5.2V supplies. 
If desired, -5V can be substituted for the -5.2 supply 
without degrading performance. 

Inputs and Outputs 
SMA connections are used to connect the track/hold 
input (SMA 1), signal input (SMA2) and output (SMA3). 

Track/Hold Input 
The track/hold input may be set up for nominal TTL 
and ECl thresholds. In addition, it may be set up for 
a zero volt threshold. (See schematic for details.) 

In order to maintain best signal to noise, the phase 
noise (or jitter) of the track/hold input must be kept 
as low as possible. Crystal oscillators or low phase 
noise synthesizers such as the HPS662 or Fluke 
T6160B are suitable. 

CLC942 Evaluation Board 
Part Number 730017 

Parts List 
C1,C3 
C5-CS 

C2,C4,C9 

01-03 

J1 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

R6 

SMA1-SMA3 

U1 

730017 

socket 

0.1 p.F ceramic 
radial lead 

6.S p.F tantalum, Sprague 1500 
series or equivalent 

1N414S 

Jumper wire (optional) 

50, 1/SW metal film 

3.9k,1/SWmetalfilm 

50, 1/SW metal film 

50, 1 ISW metal film 

50,1/SWmetalfilm 

1.5k, 1 ISW metal film (optional) 

SMA connector, female 
Ampheno1901-144 or equivalent 

ClC942 track-and-hold 

Printed Circuit Board 

24 pieces 
Cambion 450-259S-01-06-00 
or equivalent 

Com linear Corporation • 4800 Wheaton Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525 • (303) 226-0500 • FAX (303) 226-0564 
EB942.02 January 1993 
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+15V -13: l:;11 f-

';;; +5V -13: "2 f-
c: 
0 
o GND 

-5.2V ~ C4 +1-

f~ -c::::B!I::::J-

~ 

I DeaD .... 
I 

~~ 
~ 

SMA3 
Output 

U1 

0 DT/P SMA2 

SMA1 ~ 

~ CLC942 Evaluation Board 

Component Placement Guide 

+15V +5V 

R2 

~ 9 
Input 
SMA 

SMA2 

SMA. pm 
1"' 

~R1 

02 

03 

-5.2V 

Configuration: 
Threshold J1 R1 R2 R4 01-03 R6 
1. ECl Short 130 Ohms X 820hms Open Short 
2. TIL Open Open 3.9K Open Include 1.5K 
3. Gnd Open Open X 500hms Open Short 

Ref'd 

X-Not Critical 

Output 
SMA 
SMA3 

NC: 3,8, 12,14-17,20,23 



The following product accessories, for use in conjunction with Comlinear products, are available 
by contacting the applicable company listed. 

Title Page 

Evaluation PC Board Cases .............................................................................................. 14 - 49 

TO-8 Non-Conductive Spacer ........................................................................................... 14 - 50 

SMA Receptacles - Printed Circuit Mount ........................................................................ 14 - 51 

Thermally Conductive Pads ............................................................................................... 14 - 52 

Wideband Ferrite Coil ........................................................................................................ 14 - 53 

TO-8 Heat Sinks ................................................................................................................ 14 - 54 
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Adams-Russell, Modpak Division MIA-COM 
80 Cambridge Street 
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803-0964 

Phone: (617) 273-3330 
FAX: (617) 273-1921 

PART DESCRIPTION: Evaluation PC/board cases for use with the following PC evaluation 
boards: CLC104, CLC103, CLC203, CLC2XX, CLC300 
Part Number: 7042 

1000 (25.4) PIN 0.062(16) DIA 0.625 
2 PLACES (15.9) 

0.625 0.616 0.781 
(l5.9_) ___ rl===T=0=P===;;~~ (156) (19.8) 

14-49 

0.688 
(175) 

4-40 UNC-38 
0.375 (95) DEEP 
4 HOLES 
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AFE 
Accessories For Electronics, Inc. 
800 Merrick Road 
Baldwin, New York 11510 

Phone: (516) 546-1751 
FAX: (516) 867-1922 

PART DESCRIPTION: TO-8 Non-Conductive Spacer 
Part Number: 965-593N 

'----.025 DIA HOLE X .050 DIA 
CSK (12 HOLES) 

14-50 

.100 
8 PLCS ~ ~~.050 CIA. FEET 

010 ON .420 DIA. . I 4 PLCS 
.040-1 



Amphenol Corporation 
RF/Microwave Operations 
One Kennedy Avenue 
Danbury, Connecticut 06810 

Phone: (203) 743-9272 
FAX: (203) 796-2032 

PART DESCRIPTION: SMA Receptacles
Printed circuit mount for use with the following 
PC evaluation boards: CLC110, a-pin 
monolithic amplifiers, CLC500, CLC925, CLC940. 
Part Number: 901-143 

901-143 
angle jack 

PART DESCRIPTION: SMA Receptacles
Printed circuit mount for use with the following 
PC evaluation boards: CLC11 0, a-pin monolithic 
amplifiers, CLC500, CLC925, CLC940. 
Part Number: 901-144 

901-144 
straight jack 

Terminal 
Dimensions, inches (millimeters) Mfg. 

Notes 
Amphenol 

a 

Blunt Post 
.156" (4.0) .531(13.5) 
long 

Terminal a 

Blunt Post 
.156" (4.0) .531(13.5) 
long 

Mounting Details 

b c d e f Hole 

.050(1.3) .375(9.6) .156(4.0) .250(6.4) .460(11.7) T 

Dimensions, inches (millimeters) 
b c d 

.050(1.3) .375(9.6) .156(4.0) 

~ r·200 

·r-S('·'It'" 
(6.4) 

L --.l 
f 

. 040 (I.O}.q. 
4plac" 

e 

-

f 

-

.100 (2")l t)'p. --

Mfg. 
Hole 

T 

r
-T 

.200(5.1) 
t .... . -~ 

'.056(1.4)"0 . 
Sbol .. 
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Number 

Angle Jack 
BeCu Body 901-143 
Brass Legs 

Notes 
Amphenol 
Number 

Straight Jack 
BeCu Body 901-144 
and Legs 
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Bergquist 
5300 Edina Industrial Boulevard 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435-3791 

Phone: 1-800-347-4572 
FAX: (612) 835-4156 

PART DESCRIPTION: Several thermally conductive pads for use between several hybrid product 
packages and a top surface ground plane to enhance heat conduction to the external environment. 

These are all SIL-PAD 200 material with adhesive on one side. Part numbers are Comlinear 
part numbers at Bergquist. 

r 
1" 1 Part Number: 550007 

Used for 40-pin, 1.1" wide ceramic DIP package 
(e.g. CLC922, 925, 926, 935, 936). Thermal 
impedance 2.6°C - in2/W (typical). 

!----------! 
11+(-----2"-----+1)1 +t 1+.06" 

i:::l ======================il i.06" 

o}-IL-------!! ~ 
11+( --1.1"--+1)\ +t 1+ .06" 

I li.06" 

14-52 

Part Number: 550006 
Used for 24-pin , .6" wide 
ceramic DIP package 
(e.g. CLC560, 561, 942). 
Thermal impedance 2.6°C - in2/W (typical). 

Part Number: 550009 
Used for 12-pin, TO-8 package 
(e.g. CLC231, 205, 206, 207, etc.) 
Thermal impedance 2.0°C - in2/W (typical). 



Phillips Components 
5083 Kings Highway 
Saugerties, New York 12477 

Phone: (914) 246-2811 
FAX: (914) 246-0486 

PART DESCRIPTION: Wideband ferrite coil for improved power supply isolation (optional) on the 
following PC evaluation boards: CLC11 0, CLC925. 
Part Number: VK-200-19 

- ....... ~--.551 
MAX 1.

5751 ±.I97 

I--~±==a\= ==:::::1 

!.--- .394 ----.I 
±.020 

See Note 3. 

Notes: 
1. Windings 1 X 1.5 turns 
2. Z Min. (kO - - - - .35 @ Freq = 250M Hz 
3. The ferrite part will be partially covered with a light green color tint. 
4. Bare spots on the .024 tinned dia shall be allowed. 

14 -53 
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Thermalloy, Inc. 
P.O. Box 810839 
2021 West Valley View Lane 
Dallas, Texas 75381-0839 

Phone: (214) 243-4321 
FAX: (214) 241-4656 

PART DESCRIPTION: TO-8 heat sinks 
Part Number: 2240B 

14-54 

Part Number: 2268B 

1.250· Dla 
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ORDER PLACEMENT 
Orders may be placed and· information obtained 
from either your area representative or distributor, 
via telephone, facsimile and mail, or by contacting 
Comlinear directly. 
If it is determined that a "special" product is 
required, such as SCD (Specification Control 
Drawing) products, custom products or specially 
tested products, we recommend that you call your 
area representative or the Com linear Sales 
Support Group. 
In order to provide maximum service and sat
isfaction, products should be ordered in their 
country of end use. 
Customers requiring formal paperwork such as 
pro forma invoices or quotations can receive 
immediate assistance from your area representa
tive or distributor. 
When placing your order, please provide as a 
minimum, the purchase order number, model 
number, and ship-to and bill-to addresses. 

TERMS OF SALE 
All shipments are FOB, Fort Collins,Colorado. 
Comlinear's standard terms are NET 30 days 
inside the U.S.A. Terms for customers outside the 
U.S.A. are irrevocable letters of credit or cash in 
advance unless other terms have been arranged. 
Detailed standard terms and conditions of sale 
are available upon request. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
Com linear is dedicated to providing innovative 
solutions to high-speed signal processing chal
lenges. To support this effort, Comlinear 
maintains a staff of research-and-develop
men t - level applications engineers, to provide 
both technical and design assistance. Their expe
rience, laboratory, and computer simulation 
resources uniquely qualify them to assist you. 

15-3 

SALES SUPPORT 
Comlinear's solution to your Signal processing 
needs continues with fast local support of your 
ordering and product availability needs. 
Comlinear maintains a network of highly qualified 
representatives and distributors, covering the 
United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia. For fur
ther information, Comlinear's in-house Sales 
Support staff is available to assist you. A com
plete listing of representatives and distributors is 
located in Section 16 of this databook. 

RETURN AND WARRANTY INFORMATION 
If for any reason, a product must be returned to 
Com linear, a Return Material Authorization (RMA) 
should be used. This can be obtained by contact
ing your area representative, distributor, or 
Comlinear. The product should then be shipped 
prepaid to the Fort Collins, Colorado, facility for 
evaluation or repair. It is requested that a descrip
tion of the problem and the specific application be 
included in the return. 
All Comlinear Corporation products are warranted 
against defects in workmanship and materials 
under normal use for a period of one year from 
the date of manufacture. Comlinear shall have 
the option after evaluation to either replace or 
repair the defective product. This warranty does 
not apply to any products which have been sub
ject to misuse (including ESD damage), neglect, 
accident or modification, or that have been sol
dered or altered during assembly, and are not 
capable of being tested by Comlinear under nor
mal test conditions. 
For additional warranty information, please refer 
to Comlinear's Standard Terms and Conditions of 
Sale (available upon request). 
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MONOLITHIC PRODUCTS: 
CLC 400 A J P 

Uk Package 
Screening level 
Version 
Part number 
Prefix (or CL) 

PACKAGE 
B-CERDIP 
C-Die 
D - Sidebrazed ceramic DIP 
E - Small outline (SO)' 
L - Leadless chip carrier 
P - Plastic DIP 

HYBRID PRODUCTS: 

1 T tf<---- Screening level 
Version 
Part number 
Prefix (or CL) 

SCREENING LEVEL" 
I - Industrial 
K - Industrial Hi-Rei 
M - Military Hi-Rei 
S - "Comlinear" S level 
8 - MIL-STD-883, Level H 

MODULAR AND ENCASED PRODUCTS: 
E 221 N SMA 50 50 20 

1~ 
Vollage gain (into an open circuit) 

Output impedance 
Input impedance 

Connector ( SMA or BNC) 
Gain configuration (inverting or non-inverting) 
Part number 
Prefix (or CLC) 

DESC SMD PRODUCTS: 

TT~ 
NOTES: 

Lead finish 
Case outline 

Device class 
Device Type 
Drawing Number 
Stock class 

LEAD FINISH 
A - Hot solder dip 
C - Gold electroplate 
X - Any of the above 

1_ Tape and reel packaging available; order by putting" - TR" at end of part number_ 
2. See Section 2, Quality and Reliabilily, for detail process flows. 

SCREENING LEVEL2 

C - Commercial 
I - Industrial 
J - Industrial 
L - Industrial (Die) 
M - Military Hi-Rei 
S- Level S 
8 - MIL-STD-883, Level B 

3. DESC SMD devices are marked with the SMD number ONLY; no Comlinear number. 
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ALABAMA (Panhandle) KENTUCKY 
Beacon Electronics Beacon Electronics Dytec Central 
Huntsville, Alabama Huntsville, Alabama Indianapolis, Indiana 
(205) 881-5031 (205) 881-5031 (317) 578-0474 
FAX (205) 883-9516 FAX (205) 883-9516 FAX (317) 578-0476 

ALASKA (Western) LOUISIANA 
Com linear Corporation Beacon Electronics The Thorson Company 
Fort Collins, Colorado Clearwater, Florida Dallas, Texas 
(800) 776-0500 (813) 796-2378 (214) 233-5744 
FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (813) 796-0075 FAX (214) 702-0993 

ARIZONA GEORGIA MAINE 
Cain Technology Beacon Electronics R.J. Sickles Associates 
Tempe, Arizona Atlanta, Georgia Lexington, Massachusetts 
(602) 966-4322 (404) 256-9640 (617) 862-5100 
FAX (602) 968-5132 FAX (404) 256-1398 FAX (617) 863-0684 

ARKANSAS HAWAII MARYLAND 
The Thorson Company Comlinear Corporation Beacon North 
Dallas, Texas Fort Collins, Colorado Sterling, Virginia 
(214) 233-5744 (800) 776-0500 (800) 877-3747 
FAX (214) 702-0993 FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (703) 435-7115 

CALIFORNIA IDAHO MASSACHUSETTS 
(Northern) Cain Sweet & Co. R.J. Sickles Associates 
Cain White & Co. Bellevue, Washington Lexington, Massachusetts 
Los Altos, California (206) 462-2118 (617) 862-5100 
(415) 948-6533 FAX (206) 451-9418 FAX (617) 863-0684 
FAX (415) 948-0115 

ILLINOIS MICHIGAN 
(Southern) (Northern) Dytec Central 
Cain Technology Dytec Central Arlington Heights, Illinois 
Van Nuys, California Arlington Heights, Illinois (708) 394-3380 
(818) 904-9392 (708) 394-3380 FAX (708) 394-0270 
FAX (818) 904-0805 FAX (708) 394-0270 

MINNESOTA 
COLORADO INDIANA Ohms Technology 
Front Range Microwave Dytec Central Edina, Minnesota 
Englewood, Colorado Indianapolis, Indiana (612) 932-2920 
(303) 791-4405 (317) 578-0474 FAX (612) 932-2918 
FAX (303) 791-4406 FAX (317) 578-0476 

MISSISSIPPI 
CONNECTICUT IOWA Beacon Electronics 
R.J. Sickles Associates (Eastern) Huntsville, Alabama 
Lexington, Massachusetts Dytec Central (205) 881-5031 
(617) 862-5100 Arlington Heights, Illinois FAX (205) 883-9516 
FAX (617) 863-0684 (708) 394-3380 

FAX (708) 394-0270 
DELAWARE 
Beacon North 

(Rest of Iowa) Sterling, Virginia 
(800) 877-3747 Ohms Technology 

FAX (703) 435-7115 Edina, Minnesota 
(612) 932-2920 

FLORIDA FAX (612) 932-2918 
(Central, Eastern & Southern) 
Beacon Electronics 
Longwood, Florida KANSAS 
(407) 332-1940 
FAX (407) 332-1786 

II 
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MISSOURI (Upstate) SOUTH CAROLINA 
Robtron Beacon Electronics 
Skaneateles, New York Atlanta, Georgia 
(315) 685-5731 (404) 256-9640 
FAX (315) 685-3717 FAX (404) 256-1398 

MONTANA NORTH CAROLINA SOUTH DAKOTA 
Front Range Microwave Beacon Electronics Ohms Technology 
Englewood, Colorado Raleigh, North Carolina Edina, Minnesota 
(303) 791-4405 (919) 787-0330 (612) 932-2920 
FAX (303) 791-4406 FAX (919) 781-8431 FAX (612) 932-2918 

NEBRASKA NORTH DAKOTA TENNESSEE 
Ohms Technology (Central & Western) 
Edina, Minnesota Beacon Electronics 
(612) 932-2920 Huntsville, Alabama 
FAX (612) 932-2918 (205) 881-5031 

NEVADA 
FAX (205) 883-9516 

OHIO 
(Southern & Las Vegas) Cain-Forlaw Co., Inc. (Eastern) 
Cain Technology Worthington, Ohio Beacon Electronics 
Tempe, Arizona (614) 436-3004 Knoxville,Tennessee 
(602) 966-4322 FAX (614) 436-3097 (615) 691-0062 
FAX (602) 968-5132 FAX (615) 691-3586 

OKLAHOMA 
(Northern) The Thorson Company TEXAS 
Cain White & Co. Dallas, Texas (EI Paso) 
Los Altos, California (214) 233-5744 Nelco TWO Company 
(415) 948-6533 FAX (214) 702-0993 Albuquerque, New Mexico 
FAX (415) 948-0115 (505) 293-1399 

OREGON FAX (505) 293-1011 
NEW HAMPSHIRE Cain Sweet & Co. 
R.J. Sickles Associates Bellevue, Washington (Rest of Texas) 
Lexington, Massachusetts (206) 462-2118 The Thorson Company 
(617) 862-5100 FAX (206) 451-9418 Dallas, Texas 
FAX (617) 863-0684 (214) 233-5744 

PENNSYLVANIA FAX (214) 702-0993 
NEW JERSEY (Eastern) 
(Northern) Beacon North UTAH 
U.S. Technical Marketing Sterling, Virginia Front Range Microwave 
Kings Park, New York (800) 877-3747 Englewood, Colorado 
(516) 724-4250 FAX (703) 435-7115 (303) 791-4405 
FAX (516) 724-1542 FAX (303) 791-4406 

(Southern) 
(Western) 
Cain-Forlaw Co., Inc. VERMONT 

Beacon North Worthington, Ohio R.J. Sickles Associates 
Sterling, Virginia (614) 436-3004 Lexington, Massachusetts 
(800) 877-3747 FAX (614) 436-3097 (617) 862-5100 
FAX (703) 435-7115 FAX (617) 863-0684 

PUERTO RICO 
NEW MEXICO Comlinear Corporation VIRGINIA 
Nelco TWO Company Fort Collins, Colorado Beacon North 
Albuquerque, New Mexico (800) 776-0500 Sterling, Virginia 
(505) 293-1399 FAX (303) 226-0564 (800) 877-3747 
FAX (505) 293-1011 FAX (703) 435-7115 

RHODE ISLAND 
NEW YORK R.J. Sickles Assoicates WASHINGTON 
(Metropolitan & Long Island) Lexington, Massachusetts Cain Sweet & Co. 
U.S. Technical Marketing (617) 862-5100 Bellevue, Washington 
Kings Park, New York FAX (617) 863-0684 (206) 462-2118 
(516) 724-4250 FAX (206) 451-9418 
FAX (516) 724-1542 
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WASHINGTON, D.C. WISCONSIN WYOMING 
Beacon North (Western) Front Range Microwave 
Sterling, Virginia Ohms Technology Englewood, Colorado 
(800) 877-3747 Edina, Minnesota (303) 791-4405 
FAX (703) 435-7115 (612) 932-2920 FAX (303) 791-4406 

WEST VIRGINIA 
FAX (612) 932-2918 

Beacon North (Eastern) 
Sterling, Virginia Dytec Central 
(800) 877-3747 Arlington Heights, Illinois 
FAX (703) 435-7115 (708) 394-3380 

FAX (708) 394-0270 

EUROPE IRELAND ASIA 
Joseph Electronics, Ltd. 
Birmingham, England 

AUSTRIA (011) 4421-643-6999 JAPAN 
Transtech Hochfrequenztechnik FAX (011) 4421-643-2011 Intern ix, Inc. 
GmbH & Co. KG Tokyo 
Munich, Germany ISRAEL (011) 81-33-3691101 
(011) 49-89-843017 Elul Technologies, Ltd. FAX (011) 81-33-3638486 
FAX (011) 49-89-8417568 Tel-Aviv 

(011) 972-3-6970707 SOUTH KOREA 
BELGIUM FAX (011) 972-3-6950484 Hanaro Corporation 
Tekelec Belgium NV/SA Seoul 
Halle ITALY (011) 82-2-516-1144 
(011) 32-2-3601288 Microelit S.P.A. FAX (011) 82-2-516-1151 
FAX (011) 32-2-3603807 Milano 

(011) 39-2-4817900 TAIWAN R.O.C. 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA FAX (011) 39-2-4813594 Evergo Electronics Corporation 
Transtech Praha spo!. S.LO. Taipei 
Prague PORTUGAL (011) 886-2-7150283 
(011) 42-2-806-753 Anatronic, S.A. FAX (011) 886-2-7122466 
FAX (011) 42-2-809-874 Madrid, Spain 

(011) 34-1-542-4455 
DENMARK FAX (011) 34-1-559-69-75 
Exatec A/S 
Copenhagen SPAIN 
(011) 45-31-19-10-22 Anatronic, S.A. NORTH AMERICA 
FAX (011) 45-31-19-31-20 Madrid 

(011) 34-1-542-4455 
FRANCE FAX (011) 34-1-559-69-75 CANADA 
Micro Puissance RF Microwave, Ltd. 
Les Ulis, Cedex SWEDEN St. Laurent, Quebec 
(011) 33-1-69071211 Dipcom Electronics (514) 335-2335 
FAX (011) 33-1-69076712 Kista FAX (514) 335-3153 

(011) 46-8-7522480 
GERMANY FAX (011) 46-8-7513649 RF Microwave, Ltd. 
Transtech Hochfrequenztechnik Kanata. Ontario 
GmbH & Co. KG SWITZERLAND (613) 592-3379 
Heilbronn Transtech Hochfrequenz AG FAX (613) 592-1674 
(011) 49-7131-593-0 Wettingen 
FAX (011) 49-7131-593-193 (011) 41-56-271893 BRITISH COLUMBIA 

FAX (011) 41-56-267123 Cain Sweet Canada 
NETHERLANDS Burnaby, B.C. 
Tekelec Airtronic B.V. UNITED KINGDOM (604) 420-6866 
Zoetermeer Joseph Electronics, Ltd. FAX (604) 420-6511 
(011) 31-7-9310100 Birmingham, England 
FAX (011) 31-7-9417504 (011) 4421-643-6999 

FAX (011) 4421-643-2011 II 
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ALABAMA GEORGIA MARYLAND 
Component Distributors, Inc. (Northern) ICE Components, Inc. 
Huntsville, Alabama Component Distributors, Inc. Sterling, Virginia 
(205) 851-7800 Norcross, Georgia (800) 729-2099 
FAX (205) 859-2249 (404) 441-3320 FAX (703) 435-7115 

ALASKA 
FAX (404) 449-1712 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Comlinear Corporation (Southern) Sickles Distribution Sales 
Fort Collins, Colorado Component Distributors, Inc. Lexington, Massachusetts 
(800) 776-0500 Huntsville, Alabama (617) 862-5100 
FAX (303) 226-0564 (205) 851-7800 

FAX (205) 859-2249 
FAX (617) 863-0684 

ARIZONA MICHIGAN 
Sertek, Inc. HAWAII Com linear Corporation 
Tempe, Arizona Comlinear Corporation Fort Collins, Colorado 
(602) 894-9405 Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 776-0500 
FAX (602) 968-5132 (800) 776-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 

FAX (303) 226-0564 
ARKANSAS MINNESOTA 
Com linear Corporation IDAHO Comlinear Corporation 
Fort Collins, Colorado Penstock, NW Fort Collins, Colorado 
(800) 776~0500 Bellevue, Washington (800) 776-0500 
FAX (303) 226-0564 (206) 454-2371 FAX (303) 226-0564 

FAX (206) 454-1648 
CALIFORNIA MISSISSIPPI 
(Northern) ILLINOIS Component Distributors, Inc. 
Penstock, Inc. Comlinear Corporation Dallas, Texas 
Sunnyvale, California Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 848-4234 
(408) 730-0300 (800) 776-0500 FAX (214) 644-1115 
FAX (408) 730-4782 FAX (303) 226-0564 

MISSOURI 
(Southern) INDIANA Comlinear Corporation 
Sertek, Inc. Comlinear Corporation Fort Collins, Colorado 
West Lake Village, California Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 776-0500 
(805) 375-6680 (800) 776-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
FAX (805) 375-6696 FAX (303) 226-0564 

MONTANA 
COLORADO IOWA Comlinear Corporation 
Comlinear Corporation Comlinear Corporation Fort Collins, Colorado 
Fort Collins, Colorado Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 776-0500 
(800) 776-0500 (800) 776-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (303) 226-0564 

NEBRASKA 
CONNECTICUT KANSAS Comlinear Corporation 
Sickles Distribution Sales Com linear Corporation Fort Collins, Colorado 
Lexington, Massachusetts Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 776-0500 
(617) 862-5100 (800) 776-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
FAX (617) 863-0684 FAX (303) 226-0564 

NEVADA 
DELAWARE KENTUCKY (Southern & Las Vegas) 
ICE Components, Inc. Comlinear Corporation Sertek, Inc. 
Sterling, Virginia Fort Collins, Colorado West Lake Village, California 
(800) 729-2099 (800) 776-0500 (805) 375-6680 
FAX (703) 435-7115 FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (805) 375-6696 

FLORIDA LOUISIANA (Northern) 
Component Distributors, Inc. Com linear Corporation Penstock, Inc. 
Palm Bay, Florida Fort Collins, Colorado Sunnyvale, California 
(407) 724-9910 (800) 776-0500 (408) 730-0300 
FAX (407) 729-6579 FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (408) 730-4782 

(Panhandle) MAINE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Component Distributors, Inc. Sickles Distribution Sales Sickles Distribution Sales 
Huntsville, Alabama Lexington, Massachusetts Lexington, Massachusetts 
(205) 851-7800 (617) 862-5100 (617) 862-5100 
FAX (205) 859-2249 FAX (617) 863-0684 FAX (617) 863-0684 
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NEW JERSEY OREGON TEXAS 
(Northern) Penstock, NW Comlinear Corporation 
Comlinear Corporation Bellevue, Washington Fort Collins, Colorado 
Fort Collins, Colorado (206) 454-2371 (800) 776-0500 
(800) 776-0500 FAX (206) 451-1648 FAX (303) 226-0564 
FAX (303) 226-0564 

PENNSYLVANIA UTAH 
(Southern) (Eastern) Com linear Corporation 
ICE Components, Inc. ICE Components, Inc. Fort Collins, Colorado 
Sterling, Virginia Sterling, Virginia (800) 776-0500 
(800) 729-2099 (800) 729-2099 FAX (303) 226-0564 
FAX (703) 435-7115 FAX (703) 435-7115 

VERMONT 
NEW MEXICO (Western) Sickles Distribution Sales 
Com linear Corporation Com linear Corporation Lexington, Massachusetts 
Fort Collins, Colorado Fort Collins, Colorado (617) 862-5100 
(800) 776-0500 (800) 776-0500 FAX (617) 863-0684 
FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (303) 226-0564 

VIRGINIA 
NEW YORK PUERTO RICO ICE Components, Inc. 
(Metropolitan & Long Island) Com linear Corporation Sterling, Virginia 
Comlinear Corporation Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 729-2099 
Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 776-0500 FAX (703) 435-7115 
(800) 776-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
FAX (303) 226-0564 WASHINGTON 

RHODE ISLAND Penstock, Inc. 
(Upstate) Sickles Distribution Sales Bellevue, Washington 
Robtron Sales Company Lexington, Massachusetts (206) 454-2371 
Skaneateles, New York (617) 862-5100 FAX (206) 451-1648 
(315) 685-5731 FAX (617) 863-0684 
FAX (315) 685-3717 WASHINGTON, D.C. 

SOUTH CAROLINA ICE Components, Inc. 
NORTH CAROLINA Component Distributors, Inc. Sterling, Virginia 
Component Distributors, Inc. Norcross, Georgia (800) 729-2099 
Norcross, Georgia (404) 441-3320 FAX (703) 435-7115 
(404) 441-3320 FAX (404) 449-1712 
FAX (404) 449-1712 WEST VIRGINIA 

SOUTH DAKOTA ICE Components, Inc. 
NORTH DAKOTA Comlinear Corporation Sterling, Virginia 
Com linear Corporation Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 729-2099 
Fort Collins, Colorado (800) 776-0500 FAX (703) 435-7115 
(800) 776-0500 FAX (303) 226-0564 
FAX (303) 226-0564 WISCONSIN 

TENNESSEE Comlinear Corporation 
OHIO (Western) Fort Collins, Colorado 
Comlinear Corporation Component Distributors, Inc. (800) 776-0500 
Fort Collins, Colorado Huntsville, Alabama FAX (303) 226-0564 
(800) 776-0500 (205) 851-7800 
FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (205) 859-2249 WYOMING 

Com linear Corporation 
OKLAHOMA (Eastern) Fort Collins, Colorado 
Comlinear Corporation Component Distributors, Inc. (800) 776-0500 
Fort Collins, Colorado Norcross, Georgia FAX (303) 226-0564 
(800) 776-0500 (404) 441-3320 
FAX (303) 226-0564 FAX (404) 449-1712 
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EUROPE IRELAND ASIA 
Joseph Electronics, Ltd. 
Birmingham, England 

AUSTRIA (011) 4421-643-6999 JAPAN 
Transtech Hochfrequenztechnik FAX (011) 4421-643-2011 Internix, Inc. 
GmbH &Co. KG Tokyo 
Munich, Germany ISRAEL (011) 81-33-3691101 
(011) 49-89-843017 Elul Technologies, Ltd. FAX (011) 81-33-3638486 
FAX (011) 49-89-8417568 Tel-Aviv 

(011) 972-3-6970707 SOUTH KOREA 
BELGIUM FAX (011) 972-3-6950484 Hanaro Corporation 
Tekelec Belgium NV/SA Seoul 
Halle ITALY (011) 82-2-516-1144 
(011) 32-2-3601288 Microelit S.P.A. FAX (011) 82-2-516-1151 
FAX (011) 32-2-3603807 Milano 

(011) 39-2-4817900 TAIWAN R.O.C. 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA FAX (011) 39-2-4813594 Evergo Electronics Corporation 
Transtech Praha spol s.r.o. Taipei 
Prague PORTUGAL (011) 886-2-7150283 
(011) 42-2-806-753 Anatronic, S.A. FAX (011) 886-2-7122466 
FAX (011) 42-2-809-874 Madrid, Spain 

(011) 34-1-542-4455 
DENMARK FAX (011) 34-1-559-69-75 
Exatec AlS 
Copenhagen SPAIN NORTH AMERICA 
(011) 45-31-19-10-22 Anatronic, S.A. 
FAX (011) 45-31-19-31-20 Madrid 

(011) 34-1-542-4455 CANADA 
FRANCE FAX (011) 34-1-559-69-75 Omniconnect, Inc. 
Micro Puissance St. Laurent, Quebec 
Les Ulis, Cedex SWEDEN (514) 335-2337 
(011) 33-1-69071211 Dipcom Electronics FAX (514) 335-3153 
FAX (011) 33-1-69076712 Kista 

(011) 46-8-7522480 BRITISH COLUMBIA 
GERMANY FAX (011) 46-8-7513649 Penstock, NW 
Transtech Hochfrequenztechnik Bellevue, Washington 
GmbH & Co. KG SWITZERLAND (206) 454-2371 
Heilbronn Transtech Hochfrequenz AG FAX (206) 454-1648 
(011) 49-7131-593-0 Wettingen 
FAX (011) 49-7131-593-193 (011) 41-56-271893 

FAX (011) 41-56-267123 
NETHERLANDS 
Tekelec Airtronic B.V. UNITED KINGDOM 
Zoetermeer Joseph Electronics, Ltd. 
(011) 31-7-9310100 Birmingham, England 
FAX (011) 31-7-9417504 (011) 4421-643-6999 

FAX (011) 4421-643-2011 
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Comlinear Corporation 

4800 Wheaton Drive 

Fort Collins. CO 80525 

Tel. (303) 226·0500 

Fax (303) 226·0564 

Com linear Europe Limited 

15 Mercia Business Villiage 

Westwood Business Park 

Coventry. CV4 8HX 

England 

Tel. +44 (0)203 422958 

Fax +44 (0)203 422961 

0 1993 Comlinear Corporation 




